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[Apply for Grant - Mercy Housing California - Assumption of Liability - Department of Housing 
and Community Development Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program - 
Transbay 2 East Family] 
 

Resolution authorizing the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development on 

behalf of the City and County of San Francisco to execute a grant application, as 

defined herein, under the Department of Housing and Community Development 

Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program as a joint 

applicant with Mercy Housing California, for the 100% affordable housing project 

identified as Transbay 2 East Family; authorizing the City to assume any joint and 

several liability for completion of the projects required by the terms of any grant 

awarded under the AHSC Program; and adopting findings under the California 

Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the CEQA Guidelines, and Administrative Code, 

Chapter 31. 

 

 WHEREAS, The State of California, the Strategic Growth Council (“SGC”) and the 

Department of Housing and Community Development (“Department”) has issued a Notice of 

Funding Availability (“NOFA”) dated January  30, 2023, under the Affordable Housing and 

Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program established under Division 44, Part 1 of the 

Public Resources Code commencing with Section 75200; and 

WHEREAS, The SGC is authorized to approve funding allocations for the AHSC 

Program, subject to the terms and conditions of the NOFA, AHSC Program Guidelines 

adopted by SGC on December 15, 2022 (“Program Guidelines”), an application package 

released by the Department for the AHSC Program (“Application Package”), and an AHSC 

standard agreement with the State of California (“Standard Agreement”), the Department is 
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authorized to administer the approved funding allocations of the AHSC Program; and 

WHEREAS, The AHSC Program provides grants and loans to applicants identified 

through a competitive process for the development of projects that, per the Program 

Guidelines, will create new affordable housing and achieve greenhouse gas reductions and 

benefit disadvantaged communities through increased accessibility to affordable housing, 

employment centers and key destinations via low-carbon transportation; and 

WHEREAS, The AHSC Program requires that joint applicants for a project will be held 

jointly and severally liable for completion of such project; and 

WHEREAS, Mercy Housing California (“Developer”), has requested the City and 

County of San Francisco (the “City”), acting by and through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and 

Community Development (“MOHCD”), to be a joint applicant for AHSC Program funding that 

would be used, in a part, for a seventeen story, 184 unit, 100% affordable housing project, 

including 40 units reserved for homeless or formally homeless families (the “Project”) 

identified as Transbay 2 East Family (“Transbay 2 East Family”); and 

WHEREAS, The Project is located on Block 2 of Zone One of the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project Area and subject to the land use controls set forth in the 

Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (approved by Ordinance 

No. 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and by Ordinance No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006), and amended by 

Ordinance No. 84-15 (June 18, 2015), Ordinance No. 62-16 (April 28, 2016), and Ordinance 

No. 009-23 (January 24, 2023) (“Redevelopment Plan”) and Development Controls and 

Design Guidelines for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area, as administered and 

enforced by the Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of 

San Francisco (“Successor Agency”); and 

WHEREAS, On June 15, 2004, the Board of Supervisors affirmed, by Motion No. 04-

67, the certification under the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public 
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Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq., and the CEQA Guidelines (14 California Code of 

Regulations Sections 15000 et. Seq. (“CEQA Guidelines”, and collectively “CEQA”)) of the 

Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (“Final Environmental 

Document”) for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project 

(“EIS/EIR Project”), which included the Redevelopment Plan. Subsequently, the Board of 

Supervisors adopted, by Resolution No. 612-04 (October 7, 2004), findings that various 

actions related to the EIS/EIR Project complied with CEQA and the Redevelopment Agency of 

the City and County of San Francisco Commission adopted, by Resolution No. 11-2005 

(January 25, 2005), findings and a statement of overriding considerations and a mitigation 

monitoring and reporting program, adopted in accordance with CEQA. Subsequent to the 

adoption of the Final Environmental Document and the findings, the former Redevelopment 

Agency of the City and County of San Francisco or the Successor Agency have approved and 

incorporated ten addenda into the analysis of the Final Environmental Document (as 

incorporated, the “FEIS/EIR”) and made requisite findings under CEQA; and  

WHEREAS, The Department of Public Works (“DPW”) plans to perform bicycle and 

pedestrian improvements in the vicinity of the Project (the “DPW Work”); and  

WHEREAS, The Municipal Transportation Authority (“MTA”) plans to perform 

improvements to improve bus transit service in the vicinity of the Project (“MTA Work”); and 

WHEREAS, In order to be highly competitive for the AHSC funds, the Developer and 

MOHCD will also apply for AHSC program grant funds to purchase two Bay Area Rapid 

Transit (“BART”) cars and fund improvements to the Embarcadero BART station (“the BART 

Work”) to further reduce greenhouse gas emissions; and  

WHEREAS, BART and the Developer will enter into a memorandum of understanding 

regarding the purchase of the BART cars and BART Work; and  

WHEREAS, The City, acting by and through MOHCD, desires to apply for AHSC 
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Program funds and submit an Application Package as a joint applicant with the Developer; 

and 

WHEREAS, MOHCD will enter into a Memorandums of Understanding with DPW and 

MTA to make commitments related to completion of the DPW Work and MTA Work as 

included in the Application Package; and 

WHEREAS, The City, acting by and through MOHCD, desires to apply for AHSC 

Program funds and submit an Application Package as a joint applicant with the Developer; 

now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors delegates to MOHCD, on behalf of the 

City, the authority to execute an application to the AHSC Program as detailed in the NOFA 

dated January 30, 2023, for Round 7, in a total amount not to exceed $50,000,000 of which 

up to $35,000,000 will be provided as a loan to the Developer for the Project as an Affordable 

Housing Development (“AHD”) (“AHSC Loan”)”, and up to $15,000,000 will be provided as a 

grant to the City, BART, and the Developer for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure 

(“STI”), Transit-Related Amenities (“TRA”) or Program (‘PGM”) activities (“AHSC Grant”) as 

defined the AHSC Program Guidelines and sign AHSC Program documents; and, be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, The Board of Supervisors specifically authorizes the City to 

assume any joint and several liability for completion of the Project required by the terms of 

any grant awarded to the City and any loan awarded to the Developer under the AHSC 

Program; and, be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors acknowledges that if the 

Application is successful, the City, acting through MOHCD, shall seek Board of Supervisors 

approval of the Standard Agreement, with terms and conditions that AHSC Program funds are 

to be used for allowable capital asset project expenditures to be identified in Exhibit A of the 

Standard Agreement, that the Application Package in full is incorporated as part of the 
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Standard Agreement, and that any and all activities funded, information provided, and 

timelines represented in the application are enforceable through the Standard Agreement; 

and, be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors authorizes the Director of 

MOHCD (or his designee) to execute and deliver any documents in the name of the City that 

are necessary, appropriate or advisable to secure the AHSC Program funds from the 

Department, and all amendments thereto, and complete the transactions contemplated herein 

and to use the funds for eligible capital asset(s) in the manner presented in the application as 

approved by the Department and in accordance with the NOFA and Program Guidelines and 

Application Package; and, be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That all actions authorized and directed by this Resolution and 

heretofore taken are ratified, approved, and confirmed by this Board of Supervisors. 
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RECOMMENDED: 

 

_\s\___________________________________ 

Eric D. Shaw, Director,  

Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development 
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ahsc@sgc.ca.gov
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State of California
Gavin Newsom, Governor 

Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)

2020 West El Camino Avenue, Suite 150, Sacramento, CA 95833

Lourdes M. Castro Ramirez, Secretary

Business, Consumer Services and Housing Agency

Gustavo Velasquez, Director

https://sgc.ca.gov
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Sponsor/Applicant must upload all application materials to HCD portal no later than 4:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time on 4/4/2023

Instructions

When opening this file, a yellow banner at the top may appear with a button that says, "Enable Editing", and/or "Enable Macros". It is essential that you click this box(es) so 
that the macros are enabled. Enabling macros is necessary for full workbook/application functionality.

WARNING: Partial functionality of this application/workbook WILL BE LOST when using Apple Mac Computers. The Department highly recommends using PC 
Computers and Microsoft Office 2013 or newer to complete the application.

Application materials must be submitted electronically via HCD portal system. Requirements for uploading the Application Workbook and required supporting 
documentation, including naming conventions, are described in the application instructions available at  https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-

active/affordable-housing-and-sustainable-communities

Application must be on the Department’s forms and cannot be altered or modified by the Sponsor/Applicant. Excel Application must be in Excel format, not a PDF 
document. 

Additional instructions and guidance are given throughout the Application in "red" text and in cell comments. Cell Notes/Comments are very important to read as some of 
these will provide directions for completing your application.

"Yellow" cells are for Applicant input. It is very important that you answer ALL yellow cells, failure to provide all information may disqualify your application from 
consideration or may negatively impact your point score.

If the Sponsor/Applicant discover any errors within application, use the Application Support tab and email the entire workbook to AppSupport@hcd.ca.gov
It is recommended that Applicant(s) start from left to right and top to bottom for a better understanding and functionality of this application.

Disclosure of Application: Information provided in the application will become a public record available for review by the public, pursuant to the California Public Records 
Act (Government Code Sections 6250-6276.48). As such, any materials provided are subject to disclosure to any person making a request under this Act. The Department 
cautions Applicants to use discretion in providing information not specifically requested, including but not limited to, bank account numbers, social security numbers, 
personal phone numbers, and home addresses. By  providing this information to the Department, the Applicant is waiving any claim of confidentiality and consents to the 
disclosure of submitted material upon request.

"Orange" cells are required attachments. Failure to provide the required attachments and documentation may disqualify your application from consideration or may 
negatively impact your point score. Electronically attached files must use the naming convention in the Application.

"Blue" cells are self-score points awarded in the "Scoring" worksheet. These are automated calculations based on the inputs provided by the Sponsor/Applicant. 
"Red" cells indicate the Applicant(s) has failed to meet a requirement of the program, threshold, scoring, upload, or certification.
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V1

(a)
(1)

(A)

(i)

(B)
(C)

(2)

(A)

(3)

% Total Non-AHSC 
Funding Commitments

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

Number of buildings?
Total Residential Rental square feet?

Total Homeownership square Feet?
Total Residential Non-rental square feet?Total Commercial square feet?

Number of elevators?Total building(s) stories?

Select Yes to all that apply

$0$0
AHD & HRI Total $0 $0

Grand Total

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%

Project / 
Program

AHD
HRI
STI
TRA
PGM

TDC

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

AHSC Funds 
Requested

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

File Name:

Operating Subsidy Commitment

Current Contract Rents

Uploaded to HCD?

Uploaded to HCD?

Documentation evidencing commitment of Operating Subsidies including source, term (in years), 
total subsidy amount, and estimated first year allocation.

Projects proposing project-based rental assistance: Provide documentation of current contract 
rents for HAP, Shelter Plus or other source, as applicable.

For STI or TRA components only, an applicant may provide an executed agreement with a specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the 
completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought.

HUD 811 Project?

For Operating Subsidies: Provide evidence of commitment status (e.g., letters of intent, commitment letters, grant awards or subsidy contracts). If commitments are not available, provide 
other documentation such as a reservation or third-party letter stating the following: total subsidy and estimated first year allocation, date or expected date of award, and term (in years).
For Project-Based Rental Assistance: Projects having or proposing project-based rental assistance must provide documentation of current contract Rents. A fully executed subsidy 
contract shall be required prior loan closing. Projects having or proposing project-based rental assistance shall fund a Transition Reserve in accordance with MHP §7312(f)(2).

File Name:

Total Units LIHTC
Units

Total Mixed-use Space (square feet)

Geographic Area

“Optional Answer" will not affect application review or ranking. Applicant(s) or Joint Venture Entity meets CDLAC Definition of BIPOC Organization? per CDLAC 523(f)(1)(B), 
TCAC 10327(c)(2)(E)?

Utilizing Tax Credits?

Project Overview

Affordable Housing Development (AHD)

Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI)
Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)

Transportation-Related Amenities (TRA)
Program Costs (PGM)

1/30/23

HCD APP#:

Project Area Type Housing Type

Was Project awarded funds in prior AHSC rounds?
Is Project a phase of a previously awarded project?
Select Metropolitan Planning Org. or "non-MPO area"

Rental 
Subsidy?

Has the Applicant(s) applied, plan to apply, or been awarded other HCD program funds for this proposed Project?

Any type of demolition required?

Units per Acre

0

Commercial
Space?

Special Facility
Type Tenure Type

A Developer or Program Operator.
A Tribal Entity whose Project meets requirements listed in detail in Appendix B.

Acres

Age Restrictions

§105 Eligible Applicants

Project Site Area Relocation
Required?

A special purpose entity formed and controlled by the Developer, and which will serve as the ultimate borrower of AHSC loan funds, is not an eligible Applicant. A 
special purpose entity ultimate borrower meeting the requirements of UMR §8313.2 may be listed on the AHSC Program application in the appropriate, designated 
fields for listing such a borrower entity.

Single purpose entities not meeting the requirements of a special purpose entity pursuant to UMR §8313.2, whether serving as an intermediate entity within 
the ultimate borrower structure or not, are not Eligible Applicants. Such single purpose entities will not be included as a separate party on any AHSC Program 
legal documents, including but not limited to, Standard Agreements, nor are they eligible to be Recipients or payees of AHSC Program funds.

0 Per Acre

Is Project being proposed by a Tribal Entity and meets requirements listed in detail in Appendix B? 

Is the Project a scattered site housing Project?  UMR §8303(b)

Where a Public Agency has a real property interest in the proposed Project, the application must include the Public Agency as a joint Applicant or otherwise include 
a commitment to enter into a contractual agreement to develop the Project, if it is awarded.

Operating Subsidy?

Applicant(s) acknowledges and understand the requirement of "Eligible Applicants"
Eligible applicant entities shall include any of the following:

A Locality, public housing authority, redevelopment successor agency, transit agency or transit operator, Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA), 
local Transportation Commission, Congestion Management Agency, Joint Powers Authority (JPA), school district, facilities district, University or Community 
College District.

NOFA Section II (C)(2)

Applicant(s) acknowledges that a single Developer may receive no more than $100 million per NOFA funding cycle. This limitation may be waived by SGC if necessary, to meet 
statutory requirements referenced in Guidelines §108.
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(4)

(A)

Applicant #4

File Name Owner Cert & Legal Disclosure Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. Uploaded to HCD?

File Name

Owner/Borrower Entity name

Entity nameAdministrative General Partner #1

Entity name

Managing General Partner

Administrative General Partner #2

File Name

Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.

Owner Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. Uploaded to HCD?

Uploaded to HCD?

“Developer” means the entity that the Department and the Council rely upon for experience, site control, and capacity, and which controls (1) the Affordable Housing Development during 
development and through occupancy or the Housing Related Infrastructure during development and through completion, (2) the Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure during 
development and through operation, or (3) the Transit-Related Amenities during development and through Operation.

Entity name
Eligible applicant type Organization type

App1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.

App1 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.
Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. Uploaded to HCD?

Uploaded to HCD?
File Name Owner OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.

Owner Organization Chart.

Uploaded to HCD?

Entity name

App1 Signature Block

Applicant #2

App1 Org Chart Applicant Organization Chart.
File Name

File Name
File Name

File Name
App1 Cert & Legal Disclosure

Uploaded to HCD?

App1 Tax-Exempt Status Uploaded to HCD?

Owner Org Chart

Uploaded to HCD?

File Name Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.

File Name
Owner Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. Uploaded to HCD?

File Name Owner Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). Uploaded to HCD?

Entity name

File Name

Applicant #3

Will a Public Agency have a real property interest in the proposed Project?

Applicant #1

Will the Application include the Public Agency as a joint applicant?

All eligible Applicants appearing on the application for the Project will be held jointly and severally liable for the completion of the Project and as such, will each sign 
all Standard Agreements to the award of AHSC funds.

A Recipient of Department funds must remain liable for performing all requirements of the award of funds as set forth in the Standard Agreement. Where there 
are multiple Recipients, all such Recipients must remain jointly and severally liable to the Department for that performance. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
Recipients may indemnify each other by entering into agreements with one another as to individual Capital Projects. In no event will any such agreement alter, 
amend, or revoke each individual Recipient’s obligations to the Department, including the joint and several liability.

Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).
Uploaded to HCD?

Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.

Entity name

Entity name
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Contact Type Entity Legal Name Eligible Sponsor Type

Applicant #1

Owner / Borrower Entity

Transit Agency Partner 
(applicable to STI and 

TRA components)

Property Management 
Agent

Financial Consultant

Lead (primary) Service 
Provider

Borrower Legal Counsel

General Contractor

Architect

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

Congress person 
Name(s) District # State Senator Name(s)

Development Team Contacts and Legislative Information



  



Organization Type Address City State Zip Code

District #2 State Assembly Member 
Name(s) District #3

     



End of Document



Auth Rep 
Name Title Email Phone # Contact Name



  



Title2 Email2 Phone #2 Contact Address City2





State2 Zip Code2



2

HCD Rese  

Project Name 0

Replacement Reserve Calculator UMR §8309

(b)
Replacement Reserve Amount = New construction: lesser of (a) and (b); Rehab: (b)
HCD Required Replacement Reserve Amount - included in "Operating budget"  tab

(a)
0.6% of New construction costs (structures excluding contractor profit, overhead, and    
$500 per unit: (This is a placeholder for rehab projects and may be subject to higher a

(b) Minus: On-Site Service Coordinator Salaries: $0
Replacement Reserve amount from above : (Cell AJ10)

Operating Reserve Calculator

1

Total Operating Expenses Excluding On-Site Se    
Operating Budget Cell (E111) minus Operat    

(a) Total Operating Expenses: $0 

    
   

3

Debt Service (including all HCD 0.42% Fees and Bond Issuer Fee)

Name of Lender
               Operating Budget cells (D123 to D132)

   

  
Misce    

  
   

Misce    

Misce    
Misce    

    

 

If Reserve amounts are different than the required amount, enter Reserve amounts and how    



Transition Reserve Pool Fee Calculator Pooled Transition Reserve Policy

End  

Does the Project propose use of Project-based rental assistance?

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf
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 rve Requirements

Number of Project Units: 0

    

            $0
          $0

           general requirements and insurance): $0 $0
                amount) $500 $0

$0

      $0 $0 $0

  

     ervice Coordinator Salaries. 
     ting Budget Cell (E105)

TAX CREDIT 
Project 3 Month 

Reserve Required

NON-TAX CREDIT 
Project 4 Month 

Reserve Required

 Amount subject to reserve 
calculation: (a - b) $0 $0

2nd Mortgage Debt Service $0 $0 $0
3rd Mortgage Debt Service $0 $0 $0

          

  
                    

Annual Debt
Service Amount

TAX CREDIT 
Project 3 Month 

Reserve Required

NON-TAX CREDIT 
Project 4 Month 

Reserve Required

1st Mortgage Debt Service $0 $0 $0

Bond Issuer Fee $0 $0 $0
ellaneous Financial Expenses (specify) $0 $0 $0

AHSC .42% Fee $0 $0 $0
Other HCD .42% (Specify) $0 $0 $0

ellaneous Financial Expenses (specify) $0 $0 $0

ellaneous Financial Expenses (specify) $0 $0 $0
ellaneous Financial Expenses (specify) $0 $0 $0

Totals $0 $0 $0
UMR Required Operating Reserve Amount: $0 $0

Other (Specify) $0 $0

              they are calculated below:



   

 of Document

        

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf
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(a)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(A)

(B)

(7)

Program Thre  

Urban Greening costs:

Applicant(s) certifies that the proposed Project must be consistent with the State           

Applicant(s) certifies that the Project include adequate lighting in accordanc              
accessible components of the Project including active transportation routes     

Applicant(s) certifies to the completion and approval or adoption of all necessary          
Quality Act (CEQA) and if applicable, the National Environmental Policy Act (NE                
after the application due date with lawsuits or appeals resolved. Proof of NEPA c           

The AHSC-funded components of the Project must:

Applicant(s) certifies to incorporate more than one Urban Greening feature              
for the maintenance of the Urban Greening features in the Project, even if m           
owners. Applicants must propose at least $200,000 in reasonable direct Urb   

$0 HRI: $0 AHD:

Applicant(s) certifies that the proposed Project will achieve a reduction in GHG e              
Program Quantification Methodology, available on the California Air Resources B          
Materials webpage. This must be evidenced by a completed GHG Benefits Calcu              
each Project component.
CARB Quantification Methodology

Applicant(s) certifies that the proposed Project supports the implementation of th            
Planning Organization (MPO), or equivalent sustainable planning document in no              
application must be consistent with activities or strategies identified in the region                
GHG.

Application Threshold Requirements: In addition to requirements detailed in Sections                 
Department all the following:

§106 Threshold Requirements

Applicant(s) certifies that Applicants of all proposed rental Affordable Housing De             
compliance by submitting a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing leas  

Applicant(s) certifies that all proposed Affordable Housing Developments located                 
card to each Restricted Unit for at least 3 years. If the transit agency does not pr                 
average commute length rides a month as determined by the transit agency. The              

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials


(B)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(A)

(i)

(ii)

(B)
(i)
(ii)

(12)

(13)

Applicant(s) certifies to demonstrate experience by providing evidence of at leas                
and TRA) in scope and size, which have been completed by the Applicant se               
application due date. If an Applicant relies upon the experience of its Principal to          
experience is required as set forth in the application, in addition to recent project      

Where site control will be satisfied by a long-term ground lease, the De              
at the time of closing, which shall be entered into by and among the gr               
cases, the lease rider shall be recorded against the fee interest in the  

For Capital Projects developed in Indian country, the following exceptions a
Where site control is a ground lease, the lease agreement between the                
An attorney’s opinion regarding chain of title and current title status is       

Does the Market study demonstrate the AHD/HRI Project is financially feasible?

Have all necessary discretionary local land use approvals, excluding design revie    

Where site control is in the name of another entity, the Applicant shall            
(e.g., a purchase and sale agreement, an option, a leasehold interest/o              
public agency for the acquisition of the site), which clearly demonstrate                

Applicant(s) certifies that the application is sufficiently complete to assess the fea              
requirements.

Applicant(s) certifies that the applicant must demonstrate that the Project is finan             
Funding Commitments, a market study which meets the requirements specifie             
statement, proposed operating budget, multi-year pro-forma, or other feasibility d             
Housing Development.

Applicant(s) certifies that the Eligible Applicant or Locality serving as the Develop                
on which that Project component will be located as set forth at UMR §8303 and §             
through the award date.

The following shall apply to Capital Projects:

Applications must demonstrate that all necessary discretionary local land use ap       

Applicants are not required to complete any necessary environmental clear             
application deadline.

Note: AHD/HRI Developer has to be the entity with experience per the Guid

Applicant(s) certifies that as of the date of application, the Applicant(s), the Proje                   
subject of any claim or action in the state or federal courts that affects or potentia              
describe any claim or action undertaken by or against the Applicant(s), the Proje              



(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(A)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

Applicant(s) certifies to demonstrate consistency with State Relocation Assistanc       

Applicant(s) certifies that construction of the Project has not commenced as of th              
a written order issued by a state or local governmental agency because a facility              
requirement.

Applicant(s) certifies that for TOD and ICP projects, the High Quality Transit or Q              
application submittal. For RIPA projects, the Qualifying Transit must be serving t                
Area Types, the AHD and Qualifying Transit’s Transit Station/Stop must be conn                  
occupancy. Improvements to complete the pedestrian access route between the               
components so long as they are completed by the time a certificate of occupanc   

Is the Project located within a jurisdiction which currently has an adopted ho                 
(Gov. Code §65585)?
A jurisdiction’s current housing element compliance status is obtainable thru  

Applicant(s) certifies that applicants that are a City, County, or City and County m              
reports as required by Government Code section 65400 to the State of California      

Does Project trigger State Relocation Assistance Law (Title 1, GC, Division 7, Ch               
commencing at Section 6000.)? 

Applicant(s) certifies that the  Housing Element for the jurisdiction in which the P               
Housing Element in substantial compliance means the local public entity’s adopt               
Department which sets forth findings that the housing element adopted within the             
substance essential to every requirement of Article 10.6, commencing with Secti                  
current housing element compliance status can be obtained by referencing the D             
are exempt from this requirement. Projects located on Trust Land, as defined un        

For the purposes of this section alone, jurisdictions that are undergoing Dep                
receiving Department technical assistance to bring their housing element in                   
substantial compliance by the Department. All awards premised on presum           
agreements requiring that prior to funds disbursement the subject jurisdictio             

Applicant(s) certifies that Application/Project must integrate applicable climate ad            

Applicant(s) certifies the Applicant must demonstrate that costs for any Project o                
lands or natural resource lands for other uses. The Project site must not be desig            
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) Tool (California Important F              
that submit documentation that substantiates a description of an Infill Site.

Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Affordable Housing Develop             
satisfaction of the Department all the following:

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/index.shtml
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/index.shtml
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
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(B)

(C)

(i)

(D)

(E)

(22)

(24)

(A)

(25)

(26)

Will the proposed Project involve new construction or Substantial Reha         

Will the proposed Project involve new construction or Substantial Reha               
of bedrooms less than the number in the demolished structures?

Applicant(s) certifies the Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related             
funds are not and will not be supplanted by AHSC Program funds.

Proposed Projects involving new construction or Substantial Rehabilitation a                
bedrooms in the new Project is at least equal to the number of bedrooms in             
may exist on separate parcels provided all parcels are part of the same Pro          

The Department may approve Projects involving new construction or S            
result in a number of bedrooms less than the number in the demolishe             
livability of the remaining units, or serve some other compelling public                 
units upon Project completion.

Applicant(s) certifies to adopt a written non-discrimination policy to comply w              
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 USC Section 2000d et seq.); the              
Amendments Act of 1988; the California Fair Employment and Housing Act                
and all regulations promulgated pursuant to those statutes (including 24 CF            
affirmatively further fair housing

If the Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related Infrastructure, or               
households, the application must demonstrate the replacement of demolish                  
number of the demolished Affordable Units located within comparable acce            

Will the proposed Project involve the demolition of existing units that are aff    

Applicants must demonstrate the proposed Affordable Housing Developme              
affirmatively further fair housing.

Applicants must affirm that the proposed Affordable Housing Development, or M              
entirely through electricity with no connections to natural gas infrastructure. Only            
fuel-based backup power by regulation or code should consider the cleanest and              
then tier 4 compliant diesel. If a fossil fuel-based generator is installed, be advise               
AHSC Eligible Cost.

Applicant(s) certifies that the Project will be powered entirely through electricity w          

Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Program Costs must also de          

Applicant(s) certifies that the Program Costs are infeasible without AHSC P              
funds.

Applicant(s) acknowledges that all proposed AHSC Project components are subj              
24).

Applicant(s) certifies to demonstrate that outreach and education on reducing po               
Developments.

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf


(27)

(28)

(A)

(B)

(C)

End  

In addition to the Threshold Requirements above, Applicant(s) acknowledge, un              

§108 Application Process
§109 Legal Documents
§110 Reporting Requirements
§111 Performance Requirements
§112 Defaults and Cancellations

Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure componen            
nonresidential structures to residential, dwelling units must be capable of accom               
for rural) per second for downloading and 20 megabits (10 megabits for rural) pe    

Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure comp                 
pathways, wiring, cables, and other necessary infrastructure extended to ea            

For some rural areas, other technologies like fixed wireless, might offer the            
about their broadband internet infrastructure planning, as well as existing br       

Applicant(s) certifies to comply with high speed broadband internet service,                
of 5 years, free of charge to the tenants, and available within 6 months of th    

Applicant(s) certifies to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), fa           
Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), requirements pursuant to MHP Guideline               
persons with disabilities requiring the features of the accessible units in accordan             
10337(b)(2), as may be amended and renumbered from time to time). The Appli                
local accessibility requirements are met.



 eshold Requirements

           e Planning Priorities established pursuant to Section 65041.1 of the Government Code.

         ce with local, state, and federal design standards and requirements for all publicly 
        s and transit stations or stops.

           y environmental clearances including those required under the California Environmental 
           PA). All applicable time periods for filing appeals or lawsuits have lapsed within 30 days 

             clearance is shown through an Authority to Use Grant Funds document.

      

          with dedicated maintenance for at least two years. The grantee is ultimately responsible 
             municipal ordinance assigns responsibility for their maintenance to adjacent property 

          ban Greening costs.

STI: $0 TRA: $0 Meets threshold requirement? FALSE

            emissions through fewer vehicle miles travelled (VMT), pursuant to the most recent AHSC 
         Board’s Climate Change Investments (CCI) Quantification, Benefits and Reporting 
           ulator tool, described in the AHSC Application, displaying VMT and GHG reductions for 

  

          he applicable Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS), as confirmed by the Metropolitan 
         on-MPO regions, as required by Public Resources code section 75210 et seq. The 

           nal SCS, or similar planning document that demonstrate a per capita reduction in VMT and 

          102 through 105, to be eligible for AHSC Program funding, an application shall demonstrate to the 
   

  

          evelopments must certify that the development will be smoke free and demonstrate 
           se addendum.

        d in a jurisdiction that has fare-based transit must provide at least one (1) transit pass or 
                rovide passes with unlimited rides, the card or pass should have a minimum value of 40 

            ese passes or cards may be paid for with AHSC funding pursuant to §103(b)(2).



4/4/23App due date

          st two projects that are similar to each proposed AHSC Capital Project (AHD, HRI, STI, 
             erving as the Developer of that Project component, during the ten years preceding the 

             o meet the Applicant experience requirements, documentation of the Principal’s 
             t evidence described in the previous sentence.

            epartment will require the execution and recordation of the Department’s form lease rider 
              round lessor, the ground lessee, the Department, and any other applicable parties. In all 

             Project property.

          apply:
           e Tribal Entity and the Project owner is for a period not less than 50 years; and

            acceptable in lieu of a title report

          

          ew, have been granted?

             provide documentation, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Department 
          option, a disposition and development agreement, an exclusive right to negotiate with a 
          es that the Applicant has some form of right to acquire or lease the Project property.

           asibility of the proposed project and its compliance with AHSC Program and application 

           ncially feasible as evidenced by documentation including, but not limited to, Enforceable 
         d in the TCAC Regulations Section 10322(h)(10), project pro-forma, sources and uses 

         documentation that is standard industry practice for the type of proposed Affordable 
 

           per of a particular component of the Project must demonstrate site control of the property 
               §8316 with the additional requirement that the Applicant shall maintain site control 

   

      

          pprovals, excluding design review, have been granted.

         rances prompted exclusively by rental and/or operating subsidies prior to the AHSC 
 

            delines.

            ect, or the real property on which the Project is proposed may not be party to or the 
               ally affects the feasibility of the Project. Further, the Applicant(s) shall disclose and 

            ect or the Property which affects or potentially affects the feasibility of the Project.



        ce Law (CA Gov Code Sec. 7260-7277).

            he application deadline set forth in the NOFA. Any demolition operation conducted under 
             y is structurally unsound and in danger of imminent collapse is exempt from this 

             Qualifying Transit, respectively, must be serving the Transit Station/Stop at the time of 
           the Transit Station/Stop by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. For all Project 

           nected by a pedestrian access route no greater than 0.50 miles at the time of certificate of 
         e AHD and the Transit Station/Stop may be included as part of the project STI/TRA 
             cy is provided.

            ousing element in substantial compliance with Art.10.6 (§65580) Ch. 3 Div. 1 of Title 7  
  

         u HCD’s website.

             must at the time of application, have submitted their housing element annual progress 
            a for the current and prior year.

            hapter 16, commencing at Section 7260, and Title 25 CCR, Subchapter 1, Chapter 6, 
    

             Project is located must be in substantial compliance by the date of award recommendation. 
          ted housing element is in substantial compliance as demonstrated by a letter from the 

           e time frames required by Section 65588 of the Government Code includes that 
          ion 65580, of Chapter 3 of Division I of Title VII of the Government Code. A jurisdiction’s 

           Department’s website. Projects located on Trust Land, as defined under Indian country, 
            nder Indian country, are exempt from this requirement.

           partment review of their housing element at the time of award and jurisdictions which are 
         nto compliance at the time of award, shall both be deemed to be in a presumptive state of 

         ptive substantial compliance shall include conditions in their respective standard 
         on must have received a final housing element certification letter from the Department.

        daptation measures as described in Section 107 Narrative Based Policy Scoring (b).

           or component thereof will not result in loss or conversion of agricultural or other working 
              gnated as Agricultural Land according to the California Department of Conservation’s 

         Farmland Finder). An exemption to the FMMP designation may be allowed for applications 
          

        ments and Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects must also demonstrate to the 
      

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements


         abilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units?

         abilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units that result in a number 
         

       d Infrastructure, or both are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, and other committed 
           

        and requiring the demolition of existing residential units are eligible only if the number of 
              n the demolished structures, with equal or greater affordability. The new Affordable Units 

             oject meeting the requirements of the UMRs Section 8303 (b).

         Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units that 
            ed structures where it determines that such approvals will substantially improve the 

           policy objective, as long as the reduction does not result in more than 25 percent fewer 
   

          with all applicable state and federal law, including, without limitation, the requirements of 
                Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990; the Fair Housing Act; the Fair Housing 

          t; the Unruh Civil Rights Act; GC Section 11135; Rehabilitation Act of 1973 Section 504; 
          FR Part 100, 24 CFR Part 8, and 28 CFR Part 35)?

         both Capital Project(s) involves the demolition of existing units that are affordable to lower-income 
        hed units, comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability and equal to or greater than the 

         ess to transit and include first right of return to displaced residents.

            fordable to lower-income households?

       nt is consistent with State and Federal Fair Housing requirements including duties to 
   

          Mixed Use Development in the case that non-residential uses are included, are powered 
          y zero-emission generators are AHSC Eligible Costs. Projects required to include fossil 

           d most renewable technology first, starting with gaseous fuel (e.g., RNG, NG, LPG), and 
             ed that procurement, site preparation, installation, or operation of such units is not an 

  

           with no connections to natural gas infrastructure as described above?

          emonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following:

          Program funds, and other committed funds are not being supplanted by AHSC Program 

         ject to all applicable codes, including the California Building Standards Code (CCR, Title 

          otential health impacts of air pollution will be provided to residents of Affordable Housing 



d of Document

         nderstand, and agree to comply with the following sections of the 2023 AHSC Guidelines.

       nts involving new construction, acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation, or conversion of 
          modating broadband internet service with at least a speed of 100 megabits (50 megabits 

             er second for uploading.

       ponents must provide a conduit from the public right of way or property line and provide 
         ach unit and public common space to provide a broadband internet connection.

            highest caliber connection. All Applicants should consult with their local jurisdictions 
          roadband internet service providers in the area.

          with speeds listed above must be made available to each Restricted Unit for a minimum 
               he AHD’s placed-in-service date.

           air housing, nondiscrimination, Pet Friendly Housing Act, physical accessibility, and 
         es Section 7314 (a)-(d). Projects must also provide a preference for accessible units to 
           nce with TCAC regulations (California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 4, Section 

            cant or Developer of the Project must ensure that any other applicable federal, state, and 
    



V1

(a) 

(1)
(A)
(B)

(2)

(3)

(A)

(B)

(4)

(5)

(A)

(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)

(G)

(b) 

(1)

(c) 

(3)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(d) 

(1)

(A) Market or Grocery store (SNAP Retailer)
(B) Food Bank

(E) Pharmacy
(F) Park accessible to the general public

(H) Public library

(J) Bank, or credit union
(K) Post Office

(e) 

(f) 

(1)

(g) 

(1)

0

Safe and Accessible Walkways - length (in feet) of new or replaced sidewalk, walkways, or ramps

Construction Type:
Green building status beyond State mandatory building code requirements as verified:

Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations §107(d) - 3 Points Maximum 0.000

(I) Public elementary, middle, high school,
    non-profit university or non-profit junior college

Total Context Sensitive 
Bikeway MileageClass 1 Bikeways

Prohousing Designation §107(f) – 3 Points Maximum

1/30/23

Projects which provide documentation that their site is:  - 2 points maximum

Within environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning Area

Active Transportation Improvements §107(a) - 14 Points Maximum

Will the Project expand an existing bicycle network? The new Context Sensitive Bikeway funded by AHSC must have an entry point within the Project Area and directly 
intersect with an existing bikeway as a way to connect to the existing bike network. The existing bikeway and bikeway network does not have to be comprised of 
Context Sensitive Bikeways. - 2 point maximum

Length of AHSC-funded Safe and Accessible Walkways (PAM) - 3 points maximum

0
New pedestrian facilities - 2 point maximum
Will the Project create at least 1,000 linear feet of new  pedestrian facilities where none exist  at the time of application submission?

3 points for at least one (1.0) lane mile

Is Project Area within environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning Area?

Has the proposed Project received funds from another California Strategic Growth Council (SGC) Program?

Utilizing Publicly-Owned Land:
Is Project to be developed on land designated as Excess Land (EO N-06-19) or any land declared surplus by a local agency? Projects developed on land 
donated by or leased at a discounted rate from a transit agency are also eligible for these points.

Funds Committed §107(e) - 4 Points Maximum
Points will be awarded for applications demonstrating committed funding for all permanent financing, grants, project-based rental assistance, and operating subsidies, excluding: 
the amount requested from the AHSC Program, an allocation of tax-exempt bonds, and 4 percent or 9 percent tax credits.

Funding the construction of community-identified components:

Housing and Transportation Collaboration §107(c) - 10 Points Maximum

 Quantitative Policy Scoring §107   App 

0.000

0

0

0

File Name Green Building Status
Provide signed letter from a certified LEED Green rater, certified Green Point rater, or licensed 
engineer stating the commitment to achieve green building status beyond State mandatory building 
code. Specify the Certification the AHD commits to.

Uploaded to HCD?

0

0

0

Total Quantitative Self Score

1 point for at least one half (0.50) lane mile

Class 2 Bikeways Class 3 Bikeways Class 4 Bikeways

0

0

(2) Location Efficiency to Key Destinations (PAM) - For TOD Project Areas and ICP Project Areas each type of Key Destination is worth one third (0.333) of a 
point. For RIPA Project Areas each type of Key Destination is worth one half (0.50) of a point. (for each item below, answer Yes or No as to if these Key 
Destinations are within 1/2 mile of the AHD)

(D) Licensed childcare facility

(G) Community Center

Is Project located in a jurisdiction that have received a “Prohousing designation” as certified by the Department and by the application due date?

Quantitative Policy Scoring – 52 Points Maximum

Procurement of at least one new ZEV transit vehicle that allows the provider to modify published schedules that will achieve headways of 15 minutes or less 
during peak hours or reduce peak hour existing headways by more than 10 minutes.

Projects that improve existing transit routes that serve the community around the AHD. - 4 points maximum (two points for each strategy).

Installation of new or upgraded Transit Signal Priority hardware and software along all signals for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile.
Installation of at least five (5) new bus shelters where none currently exist at least five stops along one bus route in the Project Area.

The AHSC-funded improvements must improve service for a transit route that serves at least one (1) stop or station inside the Project Area. The improvement to the transit 
route need not be wholly inside the Project Area, but the Project’s effects to improving reliability and/or speed inside the Project Area should be evident.
Projects improve a local bus service by at least one (1.0) Lane Mile by implementing any (or a multiple) of the following:

At least one (1.0) Lane Mile of a Bus Only Lane that includes prohibition of private vehicles or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes that are in effect at least eight 
(8) hours a day, at least five (5) days a week.
Installation of new off-board fare collection kiosks or machines along all stops for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile.
Installation of new at-grade boarding infrastructure along all stops for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile.
Installation of at least four (4) bus bulb-outs that eliminate the need for buses to pull out of the general flow lane along one bus route in the Project Area.

Length of Context Sensitive Bikeways (PAM) - 3 points maximum

3 points for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or ramps that create more than 2,000 feet of continuous Safe and Accessible Walkway.
1 point for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or ramps that create more than 1,000 but at or less than 2,000 feet of continuous Safe and 
Accessible Walkway.

# of Activities to be implemented

Anti-Displacement Activities §107(g) - 4 Points Maximum
Projects that document a commitment to implement at least one (1) new or expanded Anti-displacement activity listed below, as supported by an assessment of housing 
needs and displacement vulnerability.

0

Projects located in jurisdictions that have received a “Prohousing designation” as certified by the Department by the application due date. - 3 Points Maximum

Please see Guidelines for the "Assessment" and the "Commitment Letter" requirements.

STI and TRA Quantification Form

0

0.000

File Name AHSC-funded STI and TRA 
Quantification Form

Complete the AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification Form identifying the locations, AADT, and 
Speed Limit of all STI and TRA components that are to be funded by the AHSC program funds. Uploaded to HCD?

Total length (in linear feet) of STI new or replaced sidewalks and TRA sidewalks improved:

(C) Medical clinic

Green Buildings and Renewable Energy §107(b) - 3 Points Maximum

Green Building Status - 3 points

FALSEDoes Applicant meet the above requirements?

0
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V1 1/30/23 Quantitative Policy Scoring §107   App 
(A)

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

(h) 

(1)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(i) 

(1)
(A)

(i) 0
(ii) 0
(iii)

(B)

(i) 0
(ii) 0

(j) 

(1)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

0.00

0.00

15 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points
20.0 to 24.9 percent of total units = 2 points
25 percent or more of total units = 3 points

0.00%

Extremely Low Income (ELI) Units

ELI Units as a % of Total AHD Units
Total AHD Units

For rental Affordable Housing Developments, the following shall apply:

Housing Affordability §107(i) - 5 Points Maximum 0.00

Programs §107(j) – 3 Points Maximum

A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy identified in an existing Community-Driven, Neighborhood-Scale Anti-Displacement Plan
A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a pipeline or training programs that will build capacity for local affordable housing developers
A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a process for data collection, monitoring, & tracking systems related to the causes of displacement 
(e.g. rental property registry, landlord licensing, local eviction tracking, or a speculation watchlist)
A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing eviction prevention and landlord anti-harassment programs
A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing rental assistance programs

A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Community-Driven, Neighborhood-Scale Anti-Displacement Plan

Projects that have developed a Project Labor or Community Workforce Agreement.

# of Strategies

0

End of Document

Local Workforce Development and Hiring Practices Maximum §107(h) - 3 Points 0

A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a Small/Family Business Protection Program for community businesses in the Project Area
A non-profit and/or Locality developing or operating a Community Land Trust or Land Banking activities

Project is bound by a Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment.

Projects may select up to two activities listed below. These activities must be implemented by an independent non-profit or locality with dedicated Program Cost 
(PGM) funding of a minimum $150,000 per activity:

A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Neighborhood Leadership Development Program for stakeholders within the project community

Projects that implement workforce development strategies that advance the recruitment, training, and hiring of individuals who live within Priority Population census tracts or 
Low-Income Households. 1.5 points per strategy

Choose from the following AHSC workforce development strategies:
Partnership with a Workforce Development organization or a Workforce Development Board.

0

Applications which restrict a percentage of three-bedroom or larger units in a rental Affordable Housing Development to Extremely Low Income or Very Low-Income 
households. 2 Points Maximum

Three-bedroom or larger units to Extremely Low Income or Very Low-Income households

Three-bedroom or larger, ELI or VLI Units as a % of Total AHD Units
Total AHD Units

10 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points
20 percent or more of total units = 2 points

0.00%

Which, above program, category will the applicant(s) choose from to propose the AHSC-funded Program (PGM) 

Applicants that propose an AHSC-funded Program (PGM) Cost in partnership with a non-profit organization (including churches, Community Based Organizations, or other 
organization registered as a 501(c)(3) Organization) for at least $150,000. All proposals in partnership with a non-profit must provide a commitment letter and a proposed 
workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented. An Applicant seeking points for an activity under the Anti- Displacement category is not 
eligible for additional points for that same activity under the Programs section.
Please see Guidelines for items that should be included in the proposed workplan:
Programs proposed under this section must fall under one of these four categories to be eligible for points.

Active Transportation Encouragement and Safety: Active Transportation programs that encourage residents to walk or bicycle more frequently and more safety. 
Programs may include, but are not limited to: Bike Safety Workshops, Walking School Buses or other group walking activities, Safe Routes to School or Transit. 
Additionally, distribution of lights, safety equipment, or bicycles to low-income residents are an eligible Program Cost as an incentive for participation in safety 
education programs

Low-Income Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Car Sharing Programs: Programs that provide free or reduced cost access to Zero Emission Vehicle Car Sharing 
Programs.

AHD Resident Support: Instructor-led adult educational, health and wellness, or skill building classes. Includes, but is not limited to: Financial literacy, computer training, 
home-buyer education, GED classes, and resume building classes, ESL, nutrition class, exercise class, health information/awareness, art class, parenting class, on-
site food cultivation and preparation classes, and smoking cessation classes. Drop-in computer labs, monitoring or technical assistance shall not qualify.

Tenant Legal Counseling: Programs that provide legal advice and education to renters on their rights as a tenant and access to programs to help reduce risks of 
evictions and displacement. Section 103(b)(1)(A) applies.

Applications which restrict a percentage of units in a rental Affordable Housing Development to Extremely Low Income (ELI) households. 3 Points Maximum
Points will be awarded based on the percent of total units restricted to ELI households as follows:

A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy or action identified in a previously-adopted Anti-Displacement Plan that is not listed below

Projects that are located in jurisdictions with Local Hire Ordinances.
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V1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

File Name Future Engagement
Optional: Submit supporting documentation to demonstrate future engagement with either a CBO or 
residents (i.e. any engagement plans, agreements, etc.). Can be included as part of the Community 
Needs upload if it is the same CBO.

Uploaded to HCD?

File Name Site Plan Provide the most current site plan. Uploaded to HCD?

File Name Community Tracker Provide a completed AHSC Round 7 Community Engagement Tracker. Uploaded to HCD?

Collaboration & Planning §107(c) - 4 Points Maximum

End of Document

Equity & Transformation §107(d) – 3 Points Maximum
As stated in the AHSC Program Overview, SGC is committed to achieving racial equity in its operations, investments, and policy initiatives and to achieving its vision that: All 
people in California live in healthy, thriving, and resilient communities regardless of race (read more in the SGC Racial Equity Action Plan). The AHSC Program encourages a 
holistic approach to community development and broader investments in neighborhoods. Under this section, the prompts will ask applicants to describe how the Project: 1) 
advances equity and 2) is either piloting new or innovative approaches or policies, leveraging existing resources in a new way, or shaping future projects in the nearby 
communities.
SGC Racial Equity Action Plan

State’s Adaptation Clearinghouse.
For tools to help assess general climate impacts, please visit Cal-Adapt’s Local Climate Snapshot tool.

Note: If available, use localized climate impact projections.

File Name Community Needs Letter of support from local community-based, grassroots organization describing the community 
engagement process and how feedback from local residents was incorporated into the Project. Uploaded to HCD?

Collaboration between local governments and housing and transportation providers is critical to create a project that ensures connectivity and responds to the day to day needs 
of the community. Taken together, the responses to the prompts of this section should outline how the proposed project brings together the efforts of local government, including 
housing and transportation agencies to achieve projects that improve efforts related to climate adaptation, health, housing, mobility, and safety. The prompts will ask applicants 
to address two components of this: (1) Local Planning Efforts and (2) Housing and Transportation Collaboration.

File Name Local Planning Efforts
Please provide a single PDF with the cover page of the plan and relevant pages of the plans 
referenced in the Local Planning Efforts Section. Please only include pages referenced in the 
narrative.

Uploaded to HCD? N/A

 Narrative-Based Scoring §107(a)(b)(c)(d) - 18 Points Maximum       App 

The narrative-based policy scoring section of the application will be scored only for projects that meet threshold requirements listed in Section 106 .

File Name Narrative
Provide a response to each prompt as outlined in the Narrative Prompts document. The responses 
must be uploaded as a PDF and must follow the stated word counts. See Narrative Scoring Rubric 
document for guidance in completing Narratives.

Uploaded to HCD?

1/30/23

For Narrative-Based Policy Scoring, applicants must provide responses to the questions and prompts outlined in the Narrative Prompts document. Please reference the Narrative Prompts 
document and rubric at the SGC AHSC Program Website for instructions, the specific questions to answer, and necessary application materials.

Community involvement and leadership are crucial to ensuring that both the principal objectives and co-benefits of the project respond to the true needs of the community. Taken 
together, the responses to the prompts will explain how local residents and community-based organizations were meaningfully engaged in developing the Project, especially 
those from Disadvantaged and Low-income Communities, and how the project addresses community-identified needs and promotes community health and well-being. The 
prompts will ask applicants to address two main components: (1) Community Engagement and Leadership and (2) how the AHSC Project addresses community 
needs.

The following is a summary of each section:

Community Benefits & Engagement §107(a) - 6 Points Maximum

Climate Adaptation & Community Resiliency §107(b) - 5 Points Maximum

Communities will continue to experience effects of climate change in many ways, including increased likelihood of droughts, flooding, heatwaves, sea level rise, severe weather, 
and wildfires. Due to these effects, climate resiliency is a key part of planning and project implementation. The prompts will ask applicants to address how the risks posed from 
climate change and other environmental exposures will be reduced by strategies listed in the Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix. The prompts will also ask how the Project 
will reduce the health risks of climate change and other environmental exposures including extreme heat, wildfires and smoke, air pollution from vehicle emissions, and more. 
Under this section applicants will fill out the Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix.

File Name Climate Matrix AHSC Round 7 Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix. Uploaded to HCD?
For adaptation tools, resources, strategies and case studies visit
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Full list of Uploads Per answers within 
Application

FILE NAME FILE DESCRIPTION

AHSC Application Workbook AHSC Application Excel Workbook. 

Project Overview Sheet/Tab
Tax Credit Reservation Letter If the Project has already received a tax credit reservation, upload documentation. 

Operating Subsidy Commitment Documentation evidencing commitment of Operating Subsidies including source, term (in years), total 
subsidy amount, and estimated first year allocation. 

Current Contract Rents Projects proposing project-based rental assistance: Provide documentation of current contract rents for 
HAP, Shelter Plus or other source, as applicable. 

Tribal Entity Waiver Modifications or waivers as provided for in HSC Section 50406, subdivision (p) (Assembly Bill 1010 
(Chapter 660, Statutes of 2019) 

Indian Country Verification Documentation verifying land is located in Indian Country as defined by 18 USC 1151. 
Fee or Trust Land Verification Documentation verifying land is located on Fee or Trust Land. 

STI-TRA Agreement

STI-TRA agreement: If utilizing the experience of a Locality or Transportation Agency non-applicant for 
STI or TRA components an applicant must provide an executed agreement with that specific Locality or 
transportation agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC 
Project for which funding is sought.



App1 Cert & Legal Disclosure Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
App1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
App1 Org Chart Applicant Organization Chart. 
App1 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
App1 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
App1 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

App2 Cert & Legal Disclosure Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
App2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
App2 Org Chart Applicant Organization Chart. 
App2 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
App2 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
App2 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

App3 Cert & Legal Disclosure Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
App3 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
App3 Org Chart See Applicant Documents worksheet. 
App3 Signature Block See Applicant Documents worksheet. 
App3 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
App3 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

App4 Cert & Legal Disclosure Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
App4 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
App4 Org Chart Applicant Organization Chart. 
App4 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
App4 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
App4 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

Joint Venture Agreement Executed copy stating the terms of joint venture agreement. 
JV1 Cert & Legal Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
JV1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
JV1 Org Chart Applicant Organization Chart. 
JV1 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
JV1 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
JV1 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

JV2 Cert & Legal Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
JV2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
JV2 Org Chart Applicant Organization Chart. 
JV2 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
JV2 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
JV2 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

Owner Cert & Legal Disclosure Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
Owner OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
Owner Org Chart Owner Organization Chart. 
Owner Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
Owner Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
Owner Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

MGP Cert & Legal Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
MGP OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
MGP Org Chart MGP Organization Chart. 
MGP Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 

HCD Excel Application
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MGP Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
MGP Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

AGP1 Cert & Legal Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
AGP1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
AGP1 Org Chart AGP Organization Chart. 
AGP1 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
AGP1 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
AGP1 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

AGP2 Cert & Legal Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
AGP2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
AGP2 Org Chart AGP Organization Chart. 
AGP2 Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
AGP2 Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
AGP2 Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

MLLC Cert & Legal Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet. 
MLLC OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc. Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet. 
MLLC Org Chart Manager of LLC Organization Chart. 
MLLC Signature Block Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document. 
MLLC Cert of Good Standing Dated 30 days or less from the application due date. 
MLLC Tax-Exempt Status Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only). 

AB1550 Applicable CARB Priority Population Benefit Criteria Tables. 

Project Area Map

Items marked with (PAM) in this application must be identified on the Project Area Map (PAM) and as 
outlined in the Project Area Mapping Guidance. This can include: mapping the Affordable Housing 
Development, Qualifying Transit,  Active Transportation Improvements §107 Quantitative Policy 
Scoring(a)(1),(2),(3), & (4) ,Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations §107 Quantitative Policy 
Scoring(d)(1), and GHG Mapping components including: STI Improvements (e.g. bikeways, walkways, 
STI improvements to transit), traffic calming measures, and key destinations around STI improvements. 
File must be submitted in a KML/KMZ format.



Transit Service Map Provide the Published Transit Service Map of the Qualifying Transit line. Indicate the approximate 
location of the AHD on the map. 

Transit Service Schedule
Upload is the service schedule for Qualifying Transit only. All documentation transit service schedule 
supporting the transit service area. All transit service schedules should be uploaded to "Transit Service 
Schedule" as one document.



Net Density Verification Letter and sealed site map certified by a California State-licensed professional (e.g., an engineer, 
surveyor, or landscape architect) confirming the net density. 

Cap Improvements Req Documentation from a Locality, transit agency or special district that capital improvements are required. 

Onsite Energy Storage Documentation certified by an energy consultant or architect. 
STI Cap Project Costs Documentation showing Capital Project costs are required as a condition of local approval for STI. 
TRA Cap Project Costs Documentation showing Capital Project costs are required as condition of local approval for TRA. 
Utility allowance Schedule of utility allowances. 
Article XXXIV Legal Opinion Legal opinion regarding Article XXXIV, prepared in accordance with NOFA. 
Article XXXIV Authority Documentation of Article XXXIV Authority prepared in accordance with NOFA. 

Threshold Requirements Sheet/Tab

SCS Consistency Confirmation Document from MPO identified above confirming consistency with SCS, or alternative planning strategy 
in non-MPO regions, per §106(a). 

SFH Lease Addendum Submit a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing lease addendum. 
AHD Environmental Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption. 

AHD Auth to Use Grant Funds For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status 
of the issuance of the HUD form. 

HRI Environmental Copy of all environmental reports and clearances (e.g. EIR, Phase 1 Notice of Exemption). 

HRI Auth to Use Grant Funds For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status 
of the issuance of the HUD form. 

STI Environmental Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption. 

STI Auth to Use Grant Funds For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status 
of the issuance of the HUD form. 

TRA Environmental Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption. 

TRA Auth to Use Grant Funds For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status 
of the issuance of the HUD form. 

AHD-HRI Market Study Provide a completed market study prepared within one year of the application due date. 
EFC AHD HRI1; EFC AHD HRI2; EFC AHD 
HRI3; etc. Documentation for the 0 permanent sources, plus Equity Investor if known at time of application. 

EFC STI1; EFC STI2; EFC STI3; etc. Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC STI funding commitments. 
EFC TRA1; EFC TRA2; EFC TRA3; etc. Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC TRA funding commitments. 
EFC PGM1; EFC PGM2; EFC PGM3; etc. Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC PGM funding commitments. 
AHD Site Control Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above. 
AHD Preliminary Title Report PTR, that is no more than 6 months old for the AHD Project. 
HRI Site Control Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above. 
STI Site Control Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above. 
TRA Site Control Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above. 
Past Exp AHD1, Past Exp AHD2 Certificates of Occupancy for two recently completed affordable housing developments. 
Past Exp HRI1, Past Exp HRI2 Certificates of Occupancy for two recently completed affordable housing developments. 
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Past Exp STI1, Past Exp STI2 Where the party making improvements funded by AHSC is not a public entity, an executed agreement 
from a public agency certifying the satisfactory completion of similar infrastructure improvements. 

Past Exp TRA1, Past Exp TRA2 Where the party making improvements funded by AHSC in not a public entity, an executed agreement 
from a public agency certifying the satisfactory completion of similar infrastructure improvements. 

Past Exp PGM1, Past Exp PGM2 Provide documentation for the two recently completed programs. 
Relocation Plan Applicants must provide a Relocation Plan. 
HE Determination letter Provide HCD's determination letter. 
AHD No Ag Demonstrate the AHD site is not within land designated as agricultural land per FMMP tool. 

AHD Ag Infill Applicants seeking an exemption to the FMMP determination must demonstrate that the AHD Project 
site qualifies as an Infill Site (as defined in Appendix A). 

HRI No Ag Demonstrate the HRI site is not within land designated as agricultural land per FMMP tool. 

HRI Ag Infill Applicants seeking an exemption to the FMMP determination must demonstrate that the HRI Project 
site qualifies as an Infill Site (as defined in Appendix A). 

HRI Local Approvals Statement from entity indicating the HRI Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, 
regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that entity. 

All Electric Design
Document affirming that the proposed Affordable Housing Development, or Mixed-Use Development in 
the case that non-residential uses are included, are powered entirely through electricity with no 
connections to natural gas infrastructure.



STI Local Approvals Statement from entity indicating the STI Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, 
regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that entity. 

Quantitative Policy Scoring Sheet/Tab

AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification 
Form

Complete the AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification Form identifying the locations, AADT, and 
Speed Limit of all STI and TRA components that are to be funded by the AHSC program funds. 

Bicycle Network Connectivity Identify at least one location where the new AHSC-funded Context Sensitive Bikeway directly intersects 
with an existing bikeway on the Project Area Map (PAM). 

Pedestrian Network Gap
PAM - Using the Project Area Map, identify the current gap in the pedestrian network (no path or 
sidewalk currently exists) of at least 1,000 linear feet that is to be completed by the AHSC program 
funding.



Local Transit Route Improvements
Provide maps and/or scopes of work identifying the proposed locations for the improvements to the 
local transit route identified in §107(b)(5) along the one transit route. If improving two transit routes, 
provide one map for each of the routes.



Green Building Status
Provide signed letter from a certified LEED Green rater, certified Green Point rater, or licensed 
engineer stating the commitment to achieve green building status beyond State mandatory building 
code. Specify the Certification the AHD commits to.



Housing and Transportation Collaboration

Provide evidence that the project is either utilizing publicly-owned land, part of a related Strategic 
Growth Council project, or located within an environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning 
Area as identified in Sec.107(c)(3). If utilizing Publicly-Owned Land, provide documentation as 
requested for each respective type of land as outlined in Section 107 Quantitative Policy 
Scoring(c)(3)(C).



Prohousing Designation Provide certification from the Department (HCD) that the Jurisdiction has received “Prohousing 
designation” 

Pending Prohousing Designation
Provide evidence that the jurisdiction applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department and 
that the jurisdiction have passed a resolution of their governing body authorizing application and 
participation in the Prohousing Designation Program.



Assessment Housing Needs Applicants are required to develop an assessment of the housing needs and displacement vulnerability 
for the communities overlapping the Project Area. 

Commitment Letter workplan All proposals in partnership with a non-profit or locality must provide a Commitment Letter and a 
proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented. 

Assessment Supporting Documents

Optional: Applicants and partners are permitted to provide their own existing Anti-Displacement 
Assessment, if it addresses the requirements described in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring 
(g)(1). Applicants and partners are also permitted to provide information or data from reputable local 
sources, like the locality’s Housing Element, to respond to the provided Assessment template prompts. 
Any alternative assessments or source documentation should be provided. 



Workforce Strategy A

Partnership with a Workforce Development Organization: If pursuing Workforce Strategy A (Section 
107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(A)), submit the information and verifiable documentation 
requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(A)(i)-(vi) in a letter jointly signed by the 
Applicant and external organization.



Workforce Strategy B

Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment: If pursuing Workforce Strategy B (Section 107 
Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(B)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in 
Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(B)(i) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and 
external organization.



Workforce Strategy C

Project Labor or Community Workforce Agreement: If pursuing Workforce Strategy C (Section 107 
Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(C)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested 
in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(C)(i) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and 
external organization.



Workforce Strategy D
Local Hire Ordinances: If pursuing Workforce Strategy D (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring 
(h)(1)(D)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative 
Policy Scoring (h)(1)(D)(i)-(iii) in a letter.



AHSC funded pgm Commitment letter

If pursuing Section 107Quantitiative Policy Scoring (j), provide a commitment letter and a proposed 
workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented. Be sure to identify which 
category the proposed AHSC-Funded Program falls under. The proposed workplan should include the 
information outlined in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (j)(1).



Narrative-Based Policy Scoring
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Narrative
Provide a response to each prompt as outlined in the Narrative Prompts document. The responses 
must be uploaded as a PDF and must follow the stated word counts. See Narrative Scoring Rubric 
document for guidance in completing Narratives.



Community Tracker Provide a completed AHSC Round 7 Community Engagement Tracker. 

Community Needs Letter of support from local community-based, grassroots organization describing the community 
engagement process and how feedback from local residents was incorporated into the Project. 

Climate Matrix AHSC Round 7 Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix. 

Local Planning Efforts Please provide a single PDF with the cover page of the plan and relevant pages of the plans 
referenced in the Local Planning Efforts Section. Please only include pages referenced in the narrative. 

Site Plan Provide the most current site plan. 

Future Engagement
Optional: Submit supporting documentation to demonstrate future engagement with either a CBO or 
residents (i.e. any engagement plans, agreements, etc.). Can be included as part of the Community 
Needs upload if it is the same CBO.



Certification & Legal

Cert-Legal Explanation Letter of explanation for any "Yes" answers or red shaded items above. Copy this sheet and upload 
separate from the application. 

CARB GHG & Co-Benefits Quantification

AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool Completed AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool, with worksheets applicable to the project and all fields in 
the GHG Summary and Co-benefits Summary tabs populated. 

GHG Affordable Housing Tab Inputs Signed letter from housing project developer documenting inputs in the Affordable Housing Tab of the 
AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool. Follow this link for specific requirements and template. 

GHG Transit Tab Inputs Signed letter from transit agency partner documenting inputs in the Transit Tab of the AHSC Benefits 
Calculator Tool. Follow this link for specific requirements and template: If applicable

GHG Solar PV Tab Inputs Signed letter from licensed professional documenting inputs in the Solar PV Tab of the AHSC Benefits 
Calculator Tool and PVWatts Calculator results. Follow this link for specific requirements and template. If applicable

Bike Share Inputs

Signed letter from bike share partner committing to delivering the proposed bike share project and 
confirming that project specific inputs in the AHSC Benefit Calculator are correct: 
-Is bike share is electric (yes/no)?
-Number of bike share trip per year in Year 1 and Year F
-Average cost per trip
-Explanation or calculation of how the expected number of trips was derived

If applicable

Clean Mobility Option (CMO) Benefits 
Calculator Tool If applicant is proposing shared mobility projects, submit a completed CMO Benefits Calculator Tool. If applicable

GHG Shared Mobility Inputs
Signed letter from shared mobility provider documenting inputs in the Shared Mobility Tab of the AHSC 
Benefits Calculator Tool. Refer to the documentation requirements in the CMO Benefits Calculator 
Tool. 

If applicable

152END OF DOCUMENT
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Certification & Legal Disclosure

On behalf of the entity identified in the signature block below, I certify that:
1. The information, statements and attachments included in this application are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true and correct.
2. I possess the legal authority to submit this application on behalf of the entity identified in the signature block.

3. The following is a complete disclosure of all identities of interest - of all persons or entities, including affiliates, that will provide goods or services to the Project either (a) in one or more 
capacity or (b) that qualify as a "Related Party" to any person or entity that will provide goods or services to the Project. "Related Party" is defined in Section 10302 of the California Code of 
Regulations (CTCAC Regulations): 

4. As of the date of application, the Project, or the real property on which the Project is proposed (Property) is not party to or the subject of any claim or action at the State or Federal 
appellate level.

5. I have disclosed and described below any claim or action undertaken which affects or potentially affects the feasibility of the Project.
In addition, I acknowledge that all information in this application and attachments is public, and may be disclosed by the State.

     

Civil Matters

Printed Name Title of Signatory Signature
Legal Disclosure

For purposes of the following questions, and with the exceptions noted below, the term “applicant” shall include the applicant and joint applicant, and any subsidiary of the applicant or joint 
applicant if the subsidiary is involved in (for example, as a guarantor) or will be benefited by the application or the project. 

In addition to each of these entities themselves, the term “applicant” shall also include the direct and indirect holders of more than ten percent (10%) of the ownership interests in the entity, as 
well as the officers, directors, principals and senior executives of the entity if the entity is a corporation, the general and limited partners of the entity if the entity is a partnership, and the 
members or managers of the entity if the entity is a limited liability company. For projects using tax-exempt bonds, it shall also include the individual who will be executing the bond purchase 
agreement.

The following questions must be responded to for each entity and person qualifying as an "applicant," or "joint applicant" as defined above.  
Explain all positive responses on a separate sheet and include with this questionnaire in the application.
Exceptions:
Public entity applicants without an ownership interest in the proposed project, including but not limited to cities, counties, and joint powers authorities with 100 or more members, are not 
required to respond to this questionnaire. 

Members of the boards of directors of non-profit corporations, including officers of the boards, are also not required to respond. However, chief executive officers (Executive Directors, Chief 
Executive Officers, Presidents or their equivalent) must respond, as must chief financial officers (Treasurers, Chief Financial Officers, or their equivalent).

Date

6. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, 
examination or investigation, of any kind, involving, or that could result in, felony charges against the applicant? 

1. Has the applicant filed a bankruptcy or receivership case or had a bankruptcy or receivership action commenced against it, defaulted on a loan or been foreclosed against in past 
ten years ? 

2. Is the applicant currently a party to, or been notified that it may become a party to, any civil litigation that may materially and adversely affect (a) the financial condition of the 
applicant’s business, or (b) the project that is the subject of the application?

3. Have there been any administrative or civil settlements, decisions, or judgments against the applicant within the past ten years that materially and adversely affected (a) the 
financial condition of the applicant’s business, or (b) the project that is the subject of the application?

4. Is the applicant currently subject to, or been notified that it may become subject to, any civil or administrative proceeding, examination, or investigation by a local, state or federal 
licensing or accreditation agency, a local, state or federal taxing authority, or a local, state or federal regulatory or enforcement agency? 

5. In the past ten years, has the applicant been subject to any civil or administrative proceeding, examination, or investigation by a local, state or federal licensing or accreditation 
agency, a local, state or federal taxing authority, or a local, state or federal regulatory or enforcement agency that resulted in a settlement, decision, or judgment? 

Criminal Matters

7. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, 
examination or investigation, of any kind, involving, or that could result in, misdemeanor charges against the applicant for matters relating to the conduct of the applicant’s business? 

8. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, 
examination or investigation, of any kind, involving, or that could result in, criminal charges (whether felony or misdemeanor) against the applicant for any financial or fraud related 
crime? 

9. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, 
examination or investigation, of any kind, that could materially affect the financial condition of the applicant’s business?

10. Within the past ten years, has the applicant been convicted of any felony? 
11. Within the past ten years, has the applicant been convicted of any misdemeanor related to the conduct of the applicant’s business?  
12. Within the past ten years, has the applicant been convicted of any misdemeanor for any financial or fraud related crime? 

Printed Name Title of Signatory Signature

     

Date
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Entity Organizational Documents

Organizational Charts

The following is intended as a brief summary of legal documents commonly required to verify the legal authority of the private entity or entities applying to HCD for an Award of funds and 
does not apply to public applicants. Documents required to apply for funds (threshold requirements) are legally distinct from those required to enter into a standard agreement or to receive 
bonus points. For projects receiving an Award of HCD funds, additional documents, or corrections, may be required prior to execution of the Standard Agreement.

Complete organizational charts are required for the Sponsor/Recipient, Borrower, MGP and AGP (if different from the Sponsor).

Organizational Documents

End of Document

Certificate of Limited Partnership (CA Secretary of State form LP-1)
Amendment to Certificate of Limited Partnership (CA Secretary of State form LP-2) if applicable.
Certificate of Correction (CA Secretary of State form LP-2) if applicable.
Limited Partnership Agreement (CA Corp. Code §15901.02(x) and 15901.10)
Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement
Certificate of Good Standing certified by Secretary of State.

Tribal Entity

Tribe Formation Documents (Constitution, Charters, etc.)
Federal Register of Indian Entities Recognized (81 Fed Reg. 26826) if applicable
BIA Federal Acknowledgment Petitioner List (CFR Section 83.1 of Title 25) if applicable
Contact List maintained by the Native American Heritage Commission (GC Section 65352.3) if applicable

Articles of Organization (CA Secretary of State form LLC-1)
Certificate of Amendment (CA Secretary of State form LLC-2) if applicable.
Restated Articles of Organization (CA Secretary of State form LLC-10) if applicable.
Certificate of Correction (CA Secretary of State form LLC-11) if applicable.
Statement of Information (CA Secretary of State form LLC-12 or LLC-12NC)
Operating Agreement (Corp. Code §17707.02(s) and 17701.10)
Certificate of Good Standing certified by Secretary of State. Certificate of Good Standing must be dated 30 days or less from the application due date.

Limited Partnerships

Corporate Entities

Articles of Incorporation (Corp. Code §154, 200 and 202) as certified by the CA Secretary of State.
Bylaws and any amendments thereto (Corp. Code §207(b), 211 and 212)
Certificate of Amendment of Articles of Incorporation (Corp. Code §900-910 (general stock), §5810-5820 (public benefit and religious corporations), §7810-7820 (mutual benefit 
corporations), or §12500-12510 (general cooperative corporations)) as applicable.
Restated Articles of Incorporation (Corp. Code §901, 906, 910 (general stock), §5811, 5815, 5819 (public benefit and religious corporations), §7811, 7815 and 7819 (mutual benefit 
corporations) and §12501, 12506 and 12510 (general cooperative corporations)) as applicable.
Statement of Information (CA Secretary of State form SI-100 or SI-200)
Shareholder Agreements (Corp. Code §186) if applicable.
Certificate of Good Standing certified by Secretary of State. Certificate of Good Standing must be dated 30 days or less from the application due date.

Limited Liability Companies 
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Project Name
HCD Project Application #

Project County
Project Area Type

Developer Contact Name
Developer Contact Phone
Developer Contact Email

AHSC GGRF Funds Requested ($)
Other GGRF Funds ($)

Other GGRF Funds Sources

Maximum stories
Total Dwelling Units

Restricted Dwelling Units
Net Density (dwelling units/acre)

Mixed-use Development?
Total Residential Space (square feet)
Total Mixed-use Space (square feet)

Traffic Calming Measures?
Residential Parking Spaces

Unbundled Monthly Parking Income ($)
Dwelling Units Receiving Transit Passes

Annual Transit Passes Value ($)
Duration of Funding for Transit Passes (years)

Project information needed for the CARB AHSC Ben                 

Project information needed for the CARB AHSC Ben               



no data provided at application Cell = E23
no data provided at application Cell = E24
no data provided at application Cell = E25
no data provided at application Cell = E26
no data provided at application Cell = E27
no data provided at application Cell = E28
no data provided at application Cell = E29
no data provided at application Cell = E31
no data provided at application Cell = E32
no data provided at application Cell = E33

no data provided at application Cell = C20
no data provided at application Cell = C21
no data provided at application Cell = C22
no data provided at application Cell = C23
no data provided at application Cell = C24
no data provided at application Cell = C25
no data provided at application Cell = C26
no data provided at application Cell = C28
no data provided at application Cell = C39
no data provided at application Cell = C40
no data provided at application Cell = C45
no data provided at application Cell = C46
no data provided at application Cell = C47

       nefits Calculator Tool at "Affordable Housing Inputs" Worksheet, , Cell reference at right if each item 

       nefits Calculator Tool at "Project Info" Worksheet, Cell reference at right if each item below.



                      m below.

                     



V1

10

9

7

8

6

5

Application Development Team (ADT) Support Form 1/30/23

Date Requested: Application 
Version Date:

Issue 
# Urgency ADT 

Status
Status 
Date

Organization: Email: Contact Phone:

Please complete the "yellow" cells in the form below and email a copy to: AppSupport@hcd.ca.gov and AHSC@hcd.ca.gov. A member of the Application Development Team will 
respond to your request. 

Full Name: 1/30/23

SectionSheet/Tab 
name

3

2

1

4

Cell# Describe the issue/error or suggestion
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES AND HOUSING AGENCY GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
DIVISION OF STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
2020 W. El Camino Avenue, Suite 670, 95833 
P. O. Box 952054 
Sacramento, CA 94252-2054 
(916) 263-2771 
www.hcd.ca.gov

January 30, 2023 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ALL POTENTIAL APPLICANTS 

FROM: Jennifer Seeger, Deputy Director 
Division of State Financial Assistance 

SUBJECT: Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities

Notice of Funding Availability (Round 7) 

The California Strategic Growth Council (SGC) and the California Department of 
Housing and Community Development (Department or HCD) are pleased to announce 
the release of this Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) with approximately $750 
million in funds for the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC or 
Program) program. This funding provides loans and grants to Localities, Developers, 
public housing authorities, transit agencies, transit operators, Program Operators, 
Tribal Entities, and others as identified in the Guidelines.  

AHSC furthers the purposes of AB 32 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006), SB 375
(Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), and SB 32 (Chapter 249, Statutes of 2016) in that the 
purpose of AHSC is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through projects 
implementing land-use, housing, and transportation improvements to support infill and 
compact development, while supporting related and coordinated public policy 
objectives. Funding for AHSC is provided from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 
(GGRF), an account established to receive Cap-and-Trade auction proceeds. 

AHSC is part of California Climate Investments, a statewide program funded through 
the GGRF that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade dollars to work, reducing GHG 
emissions, strengthening the economy, and improving public health and the 
environment – particularly in Disadvantaged Communities. 

Application materials must be submitted electronically via HCD’s Affordable 
Housing and Sustainable Communities Portal (AHSC Portal) no later than 4:00 
p.m. Pacific Time on April 4, 2023. The Department will no longer accept hardcopy 
submittals. 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB32&search_keywords
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB32
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/


Page 2 
DATE 

AHSC application forms, detailed instructions, webinar details, and related Program 
information are posted on the Department’s AHSC website at 
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-
sustainable-communities Additional Program information may be found at SGC’s 
AHSC website: https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/. 

To receive information on workshops and other updates, please subscribe to the  
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program HCD listserv and for 
questions contact the HCD AHSC team at AHSC@hcd.ca.gov or the SGC AHSC 
team at ahsc@sgc.ca.gov. 

Attachment 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-sustainable-communities
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-sustainable-communities
https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/contact-us/email-signup
mailto:AHSC@hcd.ca.gov
mailto:ahsc@sgc.ca.gov
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Gavin Newsom, Governor 
State of California 

Lourdes M. Castro Ramírez, Secretary 
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Lynn von Koch-Liebert, Executive Director 
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Gustavo Velasquez, Director 
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Department of Housing and Community Development 
AHSC NOFA, Round 7  -1- 

I. Overview 

A. Notice of Funding Availability 

The Strategic Growth Council (SGC) and the California Department of 
Housing and Community Development (Department or HCD) hereby 
announce the availability of approximately $750 million in funding for the 
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) program. AHSC 
is administered by SGC and implemented by the Department. The California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) provides the quantification methodology for 
determining the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions for AHSC. 

These AHSC funds will be used for loans or grants, or a combination 
thereof, to projects that will achieve GHG emissions reductions to benefit 
communities throughout California, particularly through increasing 
accessibility to affordable housing and Key Destinations via low-carbon 
transportation, resulting in fewer vehicle miles traveled through shortened or 
reduced trip length or mode shift from single occupancy vehicle use to 
transit, bicycling, or walking. 

B. Timeline 

NOFA Release January 30, 2023 

Application Due Date April 4, 2023, by 4:00 p.m. PDT 

Award Announcement August 2023 

C. Authorizing Legislation and Regulations (Regulatory Authority) 

AHSC furthers the purposes of AB 32 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006), SB 
375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), and SB 32 (Chapter 249, Statutes of 
2016). Applications submitted under this NOFA and available funds are 
subject to the AHSC Guidelines approved by the SGC on December 15, 
2022, and as published on the SGC’s AHSC website at 
https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html 

The Guidelines include detailed information on eligibility requirements, 
application selection criteria, established terms, conditions, and procedures 
for funds awarded under AHSC. Applicants are encouraged to carefully 
review the Guidelines and information contained in this NOFA before 
submitting applications. 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB32&search_keywords
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB32
https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html


 
 
Department of Housing and Community Development 
AHSC NOFA, Round 7  -2- 

II. Program Requirements 

The following is provided as a summary and is not to be considered a complete 
representation of the entirety of the eligibility, threshold, or other requirements or terms 
and conditions of the AHSC program. Please note that capitalized words in this NOFA are 
either defined herein or in the Program Guidelines. Please refer to the Guidelines for 
complete information. 

A. Eligible Applicants 

Applicants must be eligible pursuant to Guidelines Section 105, Eligible Applicants. 

B. Eligible Projects 

Eligible Projects must fall into one of the following three eligible Project Area Types: 
• Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Project Area Type 
• Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Area Type 
• Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA) Type 

For a detailed list of all eligible costs, please refer to Guidelines Section 103, 
Eligible Costs. 

C. Program Funding Amounts and Terms 

1. AHSC funding award maximum: For projects without other HCD awards, the 
maximum AHSC loan or grant award, or combination thereof, is $50 million, with a 
minimum award of $10 million. For these projects, the maximum Affordable 
Housing Development loan amount is $35 million, and the maximum cumulative per 
Project grant amount is $15 million.  

Additionally, for Projects that have or will have other HCD funding, the maximum 
cumulative per-project award of all HCD loan sources for housing development is 
$35 million. 

2. AHSC funding award maximum: A single Developer may receive no more than 
$100 million per NOFA funding cycle. This limitation may be waived by SGC, if 
necessary, to meet statutory requirements referenced in Guidelines Section 108, 
Application Process. 

3. Terms of assistance: Assistance terms and limits are set forth in Guidelines 
Section 104, Assistance Terms and Limits. Loans for rental Affordable Housing 
Developments (AHD) are subject to requirements set forth in Guidelines Section 
104(b). Grants are subject to the terms and requirements set forth in Guidelines 
Section 104(c). 
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D. Transition Reserve 

Projects having or proposing project-based rental assistance shall comply with the 
Department’s Pooled Transition Reserve Policy set forth in HCD’s Administrative 
Notice No. 23-01: https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-
funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf

E. Funding Goals, Geographic Distribution of Funds, and Set-Asides 

The Project Area Type funding goals, geographic goals, Tribal Entity goals, Affordable 
Housing statutory requirements, funding targets, and AHSC statutory funding set-
asides are set forth in Guidelines Section 108(h). Additional policies that may impact 
the final decision of Project awards are set forth in Guidelines Section 108(i).  

F. Funding Limits 

Use of multiple HCD funding sources on the same Assisted Units is permitted, subject 
to the following limitations. (For the purpose of identifying funding limits, Units used in 
the calculation of AHSC grant amounts will be considered assisted): 

1. Notwithstanding any conflicts with the AHSC Guidelines or NOFA, the HCD Repeal 
of Stacking Prohibition of Multiple Department Funding Sources Memorandum, 
dated August 20, 2021, is applicable. In the event of a conflict, the NOFA or 
Guidelines will prevail. 

2. Total HCD funding per Project, including funds awarded under this NOFA, shall not 
exceed the following percentages of the total development cost (TDC): 

• < 40 percent of TDCs for Projects utilizing 9 percent tax credits 
• < 50 percent of TDCs for Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits 
• < 80 percent of TDCs for Projects not utilizing tax credits 

For purposes of calculating total HCD funding, all AHD and Housing Related 
Infrastructure (HRI) funding shall be considered. Additionally, prior awards made to 
the Project or any component of the Project, any funds awarded pursuant to this 
NOFA, and any applicable future HCD awards subsequent to any award made 
pursuant to this NOFA shall be considered. Note that total HCD funding, for these 
purposes, does not include STI, TRA, or PGM grants. 

All Department funding sources listed in the HCD Repeal of Stacking Prohibition of 
Multiple Department Funding Sources Memorandum 
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-
06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdf dated August 20, 2021, are applicable to the 
percentages of total development cost listed above. For AHSC, these sources 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdf
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include AHD loans and HRI grants, but not STI, TRA or PGM grants. This HCD-
wide Department funding cap applies not only to AHSC Round 7 awards, but to all 
Department awards. 

At the sole discretion of the SGC’s Executive Director, funding levels in excess of 
the percentages above may be approved as exceptions to the limits if they 
uniquely advance state policy priorities. Examples include large development 
Projects that include transformative community investments and advance climate 
goals through infill development, high density construction and proximity to transit. 

To request an exception, the Applicant must submit justification prior to their 
application under this NOFA. It is in the Applicant’s interest to submit justification 
as early as possible. After justifications are submitted, a recommendation from 
staff will be made based upon the strength of evidence and submitted to the SGC 
Executive Director for consideration. If approved, Applicants must submit 
documentation of approval with any subsequent Department applications for the 
applicable Project. A form for outlining the justification of the exception request will 
be provided by the Department. 

G. Cost Limitations and Developer Fee 
Developer fee limits specified in UMR Section 8312 shall apply, except that: 

1. UMR Section 8312(d) shall not apply. 

2. For non-tax credit new construction Projects, the total developer fee shall not exceed 
the following: 

a. For Projects with 49 or fewer Restricted Units (excluding Units restricted at 
levels above 60 percent of AMI): the greater of $40,000 per 
Restricted/manager’s Unit or $1,200,000. 

b. For Projects with between 50 and 100 Restricted Units (excluding Units 
restricted at levels above 60 percent of AMI): $2,200,000; and 

c. For Projects with more than 100 Restricted Units (excluding Units restricted at 
levels above 60 percent of AMI): $2,200,000 plus $20,000 per Restricted Unit in 
excess of 100 up to a maximum of $3,500,000. The developer fee in excess of 
$2,200,000 must be deferred. Payment of deferred developer fee shall be in 
compliance with UMR Section 8314. 

3.  For Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits, developer fee payments shall not exceed 
the amount that may be included in Project costs pursuant to Title 4 California Code 
of Regulations (CCR), Section 10327(c)(2)(B); and 
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4.  Projects that include a Tribal Entity that relies on a partner to meet the experience 
requirements of an eligible Developer shall have their allowable total developer fee 
increased according to the following: 

a. For non-tax credit Projects, an increase of $300,000 over the limits set forth in 
(b)(2) (a)-(c) above. Additionally, for Projects with more than 100 Units as 
defined above in (b)(2)(c), the developer fee paid from sources may increase up 
to $2,640,000. 

b. For Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits, an increase consistent with Title 4 
CCR, Section 10327(c)(2)(E), if eligible pursuant to that section. 

H. Threshold 

In addition to meeting the requirements of the Guidelines, as described in paragraphs 
A, B, and C above, Applicants and Projects are also required to meet the Program 
threshold requirements established in Section 106, Program Threshold Requirements 
of the Guidelines. 

1. For projects secured by leasehold security, leases must meet the requirements of 
UMR §8316, and both the Borrower and the fee owner of the property must execute 
the Department’s form template lease rider without modification. The lease rider 
amends the lease and must be recorded on the fee estate. 

I. Scoring and Ranking 

Applications will be scored according to Guidelines Section 107, Scoring Criteria. 
AHSC funds will be allocated through a competitive process, based on the merits of the 
application, as detailed in Section 108, Application Process. 

J. Negative Points and Disencumbrance Policies 

The Department’s Negative Points Policy (Administrative Notice Number 2022-01) and 
Disencumbrance Policy (Administrative Notice Number 2022-02), dated March 30, 
2022 and published on the Department’s AHSC website at 
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-
31-22.pdf are hereby incorporated by this reference to this NOFA. The Department 
shall apply the Negative Points Policy with equal force as all other provisions set forth 
herein. The Department shall implement the Negative Points Policy with reasonable 
and necessary discretion to advance AHSC policy and funding goals. 

If the Applicant is subject to a negative points assessment based on the criteria 
outlined in the Department’s Negative Points Policy or is determined to be ineligible for 
funding, HCD shall notify the Applicant in writing in the initial point score letter. 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/negative-points-policy-updated-110122.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-31-22.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-31-22.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-31-22.pdf
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III. Application Submission and Review Procedures 

Applications must meet eligibility requirements upon submission (except as expressly 
indicated in the Guidelines or Application Workbook). Modification of the application forms 
by the Applicant is prohibited. It is the Applicant’s responsibility to ensure the application is 
clear, complete, and accurate. After the application deadline, Department staff may 
request clarifying information, provided such information does not affect the competitive 
rating of the application. No information, whether written or oral, will be solicited or 
accepted if this information would result in a competitive advantage to an Applicant or a 
disadvantage to other Applicants. No Applicant may appeal the evaluation of another 
Applicant’s application. 

A. HCD’s AHSC Portal Application Components 

Complete applications must include the following components: 

1. AHSC Application Workbook 

All Applicants must complete and submit the AHSC Application Workbook and 
supporting documentation. 

2. AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool 

All Applicants must complete and submit the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool to 
meet requirements referenced in Guidelines Section 106, Program Threshold 
Requirements and Estimated GHG Reduction Scoring in Section 107, Scoring 
Criteria. 

3. Electronic AHSC Portal Submission 

Application materials must be submitted electronically via HCD’s AHSC Portal no 
later than 4:00 p.m. Pacific Time on April 4, 2023. Requirements for uploading the 
AHSC Application Workbook, required supporting documentation, and identified 
naming conventions are described in the application instructions that will be 
available when the application is posted to the AHSC website.  

Personal deliveries will not be accepted. The Department will no longer accept 
hardcopy submittals. No facsimiles, incomplete applications, application revisions, 
or walk-in application packages will be accepted. 

B. Application Review 

1. Phase One 
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Application completeness and satisfaction of threshold criteria described in the 
Guidelines will be confirmed. Please note, the threshold review for financial 
feasibility criteria in this phase consists of only verification of documentation 
completeness, not an evaluation of the material facts. 
The complete financial feasibility review will take place in Phase Three. Phase One 
is a pass/fail stage and Applicants will receive notification of their status upon 
completion of threshold reviews with a five-day opportunity to appeal the findings of 
the reviews. 

2. Phase Two 

Quantitative policy criteria and AHSC Greenhouse Gas Quantification Methodology 
(GHG QM) will be evaluated for proposals that have met the requirements of Phase 
One. An initial score letter will be provided to Applicants with a five-day opportunity 
to appeal the findings of the reviews. AHSC staff will review appeal responses and 
revise scores where appropriate. Applications with a final combined quantitative 
policy criteria and Greenhouse Gas Quantification Methodology point score of fewer 
than 41 points will not be eligible for award and will not be assigned a narrative 
score. The final score letter will include notification of application status. 

3. Phase Three 

An interagency team will review the narrative section of eligible applications. During 
Phase Three, an in- depth evaluation of the Project’s financial feasibility will be 
performed. 

C. Application Workshops 

AHSC staff will conduct application webinars and pre-application consultations for the 
Round 7 application submissions. AHSC webinar details and appointment slots for the 
pre-application consultations will be posted on the SGC website: 
https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html [sgc.ca.gov] and 
announced through the SGC AHSC E-Mail list 

D. Disclosure of Application 

Information provided in the application will become a public record available for review 
by the public, pursuant to the California Public Records Act (Government Code 
Sections 6250-6276.48). As such, any materials provided are subject to disclosure to 
any person making a request under this Act. The Department cautions Applicants to 
use discretion in providing information not specifically requested, including but not 
limited to, bank account numbers, social security numbers, personal phone numbers, 
and home addresses. By providing this information to the Department, the Applicant is 
waiving any claim of confidentiality and consents to the disclosure of submitted material 
upon request. 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html__;!!KIquKgc!dtgAO6NCchxjHPp3dAr_viAczxFo8pp-JP2luIqUbqba0LcVMxtpwqakqMlxA57OTFWfxSJ9lAMZ00EjPjv96b-ngkpKFn5d$
https://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001CnSfPwTFppayjlK2qgl4EsXU1DzmZjCEMWa0rJi2o4ZkB9e6phFRqG_KCGPOZ0cpMCbWMRFbU1KXXYzxxQmDFXfbFLOpd7AYtL9Skb6TZ-LZjAgAh424iCDsD8oi2yyXxEzI5aULpNBVBcJTd9dFlA%3D%3D
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E. Concurrent Applications 

The Department will allow Applicants under this NOFA to pursue more than one 
funding scenario. This means that a separate, concurrent application to other HCD 
program funding sources is permitted. All applications under review and anticipated 
applications must be disclosed in the AHSC application workbook. In instances where 
such Applicants are competitive for an award, the Department will consult with 
Applicants to discern which funding scenarios are optimal for Project feasibility while 
balancing cost containment.  

Submission of two concurrent AHSC applications proposing 4 percent and 9 percent 
tax credit is prohibited. Submitting an AHSC application proposing 4 percent tax credits 
to the Department and submitting a concurrent 9 percent TCAC application is 
prohibited without prior approval from the Department. 

If switching from a 4 percent to 9 percent project after receiving an AHSC award, the 
award will be resized and the award letter reissued to reflect the reduced award 
amount using the unit mix as originally submitted in the application. Please note that 
the 24-month disencumbrance deadline, however, will continue to be tied to the date of 
the original award letter. The Sponsor must demonstrate that any resulting gap from 
the resizing of the loan has been covered through an alternative funding source.  

If switching from a 9 percent to a 4 percent project, the award will NOT be resized 

Under both circumstances, the Department will only allow a switch between 4 percent 
and 9 percent one time per project. The Department MUST be notified and, if required, 
an amended award letter be issued in advance of application submittal to CDLAC or 
TCAC. 

No final determination can be made on whether a specific project may swap from 4 
percent to 9 percent, or vice-versa, until updated application materials indicating 
changes to the project’s budget have been submitted, reviewed, and approved by 
AHSC program staff. 

F. Prior Awards 

Applicants must disclose all awards of loans and grants for the project at the time of 
application submittal. Applicants seeking to substitute previously awarded HCD funds, 
including but not limited to substitutions to increase the amount of an award, must first 
withdraw their previous award in writing and provide reasonable justification that the 
substitution is necessary to ensure Project feasibility. A consultation with Department 
Program staff is required at the time of the withdrawal. Substitutions based solely upon 
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Applicant preference or convenience will not be permitted. However, it is allowable for 
Applicants that wish to retain their previous award to apply for another funding source 
available within this NOFA, so long as the previous award is unmodified. 

In general, no changes to unit mix or other Project-specific criteria as represented for a 
previous award will be allowed if it would have negatively impacted competitiveness 
under that program. However, the Department will allow previously awarded Projects to 
lower their proposed income targets from one application to the next, so long as the 
total unit count remains the same. The Department will restrict units to the lowest 
targeting across all awarded funds and will require Projects awarded from a program 
with prioritized target populations to maintain the special population units (increasing 
target population and/or Restricted Units is permitted). For Projects proposing a 
reduction to Area Median Income (AMI) levels on the unit mix, prior to application the 
Recipient must engage with Program staff of their existing award and confirm the 
change does not impact Project feasibility and would not cause a reduction in awarded 
funds pursuant to an existing award program’s requirement. 

G. Significant Changes in Project After Application 

The Department will review, and score based on information provided in the 
application. If there is a significant departure from the application, the Department may 
re-evaluate the Project’s score, reduce loan or grant amount, or assign negative points 
to the Developer/Recipient. 

IV. Appeals 

A. Basis of Appeals 

1. Upon receipt of the Department’s written notice that an application is incomplete, 
has failed threshold review, or has otherwise been determined to provide an 
insufficient basis for an award, Applicants under this NOFA may appeal such 
decision(s) to the Branch Chief or their designee pursuant to this section. 

2. No Applicant shall have the right to appeal a decision of the Department relating to 
another Applicant’s application (e.g., eligibility, award). Any request to appeal HCD’s 
decision regarding an application shall be reviewed for compliance with the AHSC 
Guidelines and this NOFA. All decisions rendered shall be made by the Branch 
Chief or their designee. The decision shall be final, binding, and conclusive, and 
shall constitute the final action of the Department. 

3. The appeal process provided herein applies solely to the decision of the 
Department made in this Program NOFA. For greater specificity, Applicants may 
refer to the appeal procedure set forth in section “V. Appeals” in the Multifamily 
Finance Super Notice of Funding Availability dated March 30, 2022, Amended June 
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10, 2022, which is incorporated hereto by this reference, and which the Department 
shall, to the extent not contrary to this NOFA and feasible, substantially follow. 

B. Appeal Process and Deadlines 

1. Process: To file an appeal, Applicants must submit to the Branch Chief or their 
designee, by the deadline set forth below, a written appeal which states all relevant 
facts, arguments, and evidence upon which the appeal is based. Furthermore, the 
Applicant must provide a detailed reference to the area or areas of the application 
that provide clarification and substantiation for the basis of the appeal. No new or 
additional information will be considered if this information would result in a 
competitive advantage to an Applicant. Once the written appeal is submitted to the 
Department, no further information or materials will be accepted or considered 
thereafter. Appeals must be submitted to the Department at ahsc@hcd.ca.gov and 
SGC at ahsc@sgc.ca.gov according to the deadline set forth in Department review 
letters. 

2. Filing deadline: Appeals must be received by the Department no later than five 
business days from the date of the Department’s threshold review, or initial score 
letters, as applicable, representing the Department’s decision made in response to 
the application. 

C. Decision 

Any request to appeal the Department’s decision regarding an application shall be 
reviewed for compliance with the AHSC Guidelines and this NOFA. All decisions 
rendered shall be final, binding, and conclusive, and shall constitute the final action of 
the Department. 

V. Award Announcements and Contracts 

A. Award Announcements 

Award recommendations will be posted with SGC meeting materials on the SGC’s 
AHSC website at http://www.sgc.ca.gov/meetings 10 days prior to the SGC public 
meeting. 

B. Contracts 

Successful Applicants (Recipients) will enter into one or more Standard Agreements 
with the Department. The Standard Agreement contains relevant state and federal 
requirements, as well as specific information about the award and work to be 
performed.  

A condition of award will be that a Standard Agreement must be executed by the 

mailto:ahsc@hcd.ca.gov
mailto:ahsc@sgc.ca.gov
http://www.sgc.ca.gov/meetings
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Recipient within 90 days (contracting period) of HCD’s issuance of the award letter. 
Failure to execute the Standard Agreement(s) within the contracting period may result 
in award cancellation. The Recipient shall remain a party to the Standard Agreement 
for the entire term of the Standard Agreement; removal of the Recipient without prior 
HCD consent is prohibited and will result in a default. Once a Project is awarded HCD 
funds, the Developer/Recipient is acknowledging the Project as submitted and 
approved is the Project that is to be funded and built. Any bifurcation would make that 
award null and void, as the awarded Project is no longer feasible as originally 
submitted and awarded funds are unable to be assumed or assigned. 

C. AHSC Cross-Default Provision 

Awards are based on the total points awarded to the application during a highly 
competitive process. The Standard Agreements set forth requirements for timely 
completion of Affordable Housing Development (AHD), Housing Related Infrastructure 
(HRI), Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI), Transportation Related 
Infrastructure (TRA), or Program (PGM) components. If all components are not timely 
completed pursuant to Program requirements, the entire award may be 
disencumbered, and disbursed funds recaptured. The Standard Agreements will 
expressly cross-default all components of the award to one another. 

The Department recognizes the Recipient may enter into separate side agreements to 
address individual Developer responsibilities with respect to each other and with regard 
to Program funds; provided, however, in no event shall any such agreement alter or 
amend the respective obligations of the Recipient to the Department under the 
applicable loan or grant documents. 

D. Departmental Cross-Default Provision 

In the event the Project is or has been awarded additional Department funding, any 
and all such funding, including the award of AHSC Program funds, will be cross 
defaulted to and among one another in the respective loan or, where applicable, grant 
documents. A default under one source of Departmental funding shall be default under 
any and all other sources of Department funding in the Project. 

VI. Other State Requirements 

A. Article XXXIV 

All Projects shall comply with Article XXXIV, Section 1 of the California Constitution, as 
clarified by the Public Housing Election Implementation Law (Health and Safety Code 
Sections 37000 - 37002). Article XXXIV documentation for loans underwritten by the 
Department shall be subject to review and approval by the Department prior to the 
announcement of award recommendations. 
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Article XXXIV requires local voter approval before any state public body can develop, 
construct, or acquire a low-rent housing project in any manner. However, the Public 
Housing Election Implementation Law (Health and Safety Code Sections 37000 – 
37002) provides clarification as to when Article XXXIV is applicable. Health and Safety 
Code Section 37001, for example, identifies project types that are not considered “low-
rent housing projects.” 
Applicants must submit documentation substantiating compliance with or exemption 
from Article XXXIV. If a project is subject to Article XXXIV, the Department requires an 
allocation letter from the Locality that demonstrates Article XXXIV authority for the 
project. A local government official with authority must prepare the allocation letter, and 
it must include the following: 

1. The name and date of the proposition and the number of units that were 
approved; 

2. A copy of the referendum and a certified vote tally; 

3. The number of units that remain in the Locality’s “bank” of Article XXXIV 
authority (i.e., the number of units that are still available for allocation); and 

4. The number of units that the Locality will commit to this project, including 
the manager unit. 

If a Project is statutorily exempt from Article XXXIV, the Department requires an Article 
XXXIV opinion letter from the Applicant’s legal counsel. 

The Article XXXIV opinion letter must demonstrate that the Applicant has considered 
both the legal requirements of Article XXXIV and the relevant facts of the Project (e.g., 
all funding provided by public bodies, including state, county, or city sources, the 
number of low-income Restricted Units, and the general content of any regulatory 
restrictions). Any conclusion that a Project is exempt from Article XXXIV must be 
supported by facts and a specific legal theory for exemption that itself is supported by 
the Constitution, statute, and/or case law. 

B. Relocation 

The Applicant must comply with Government Code Section 7260 et seq., the California 
Code of Regulations, Title 25, Section 6000 et seq., and, if applicable, 49 CFR Part 24 
of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition for Federal and 
Federally Assisted Programs (URA) (collectively referred to herein as Relocation or 
Relocation Law). 

Failure to comply with applicable relocation requirements will result in rejection of the 
application and disencumbrance of any awards made to the Project. 
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C. Pet Friendly Housing Act of 2017 

Housing funded through AHSC is subject to the Pet Friendly Housing Act of 2017 
(Health and Safety Code Section 50466). Each Recipient is required to submit a signed 
and dated certification that residents of the AHSC funded housing development will be 
authorized to own or otherwise maintain one or more common household pets. 

VII. Other Terms and Conditions 

A. Right to Modify or Suspend 

The Department reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to suspend, amend, or modify 
the provisions of this NOFA at any time, including without limitation, the amount of 
funds available hereunder. If such an action occurs, the Department will notify all 
interested parties through the Department’s email list and will post the revisions to 
HCD’s AHSC website. Please subscribe to HCD’s email list at Email Signup. 

B. Conflicts 

It is the duty and responsibility of the Applicant to review any funding source they 
obtain for a Project to ensure each of the requirements for those funding sources are 
compatible with the Department program requirements.  

In the event of any conflict between the terms of this NOFA and AHSC Guidelines and 
either applicable state or federal law or regulation, the terms of the applicable state or 
federal law or regulation shall control. Applicants are deemed to have fully read and 
understand all applicable state and federal laws, regulations, and guidelines pertaining 
to the relevant program, and understand and agree that the Department shall not be 
responsible for any errors or omissions in the preparation of this NOFA. 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/contact-us/email-signup
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Article I. AHSC General Overview 
Section 100. Purpose and Scope 
(a) The purpose of these Program Guidelines is to implement Division 44, Part 1 of the 

Public Resources Code (PRC) (commencing with Section 75200), which establishes 
the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program, hereinafter 
referred to as the AHSC Program 

(b) The purpose of the AHSC Program is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
through projects that implement land-use, housing, transportation, and agricultural 
land preservation practices to support infill and compact development, and that 
support related and coordinated public policy objectives, including the following: 
(1) reducing air pollution; 
(2) improving conditions in disadvantaged communities; 
(3) supporting or improving public health and other co-benefits as defined in Section 

39712 of the Health and Safety Code; 
(4) improving connectivity and accessibility to jobs, housing, and services; 
(5) increasing options for mobility, including the implementation of the Active 

Transportation Program established pursuant to Section 2380 of the Streets and 
Highway Code; 

(6) increasing transit ridership; 
(7) preserving and developing affordable housing for lower income households, as 

defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code; and 
(8) protecting agricultural lands to support infill development. 

(c) This document will serve as the primary document related to eligibility, scoring, and the 
application process for Round 7 of the AHSC Program. Unless stated in this 
document, previous versions of AHSC Guidelines, attachments, Quantification 
Methodologies, Question and Answer (“Q&A”) documents, or personal 
communications with staff from previous rounds are superseded by this document and 
no longer in effect for projects applying to Round 7. 

(d) Severability: If any provision of these Guidelines are found to be unlawful, 
unenforceable, or invalid in whole or in part for any reason, such provisions will be 
severed without affecting any other provision of this document. The validity and 
enforceability of the remaining provisions, or portions of those provisions, will not be 
affected. 
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Section 101. AHSC Program Overview 

The AHSC Program furthers the purposes of AB 32 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006), SB 
375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), and SB 32 (Chapter 249, Statutes of 2016) by 
investing in projects that reduce GHG emissions by supporting more compact, infill 
development patterns, encouraging active transportation and transit usage, and protecting 
Agricultural Land from sprawl development. The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 
(GGRF), an account established to receive proceeds from Cap-and-Trade auctions, 
provides funding for the AHSC Program. The Cap-and-Trade Program, a key strategy for 
achieving the GHG emission reduction goals of AB 32, issues a limited number of GHG 
emissions permits (called allowances) each year. A portion of these allowances can be 
purchased from the State at quarterly auctions, thereby generating auction proceeds. These 
State auction proceeds are then deposited in the GGRF, where they become available for 
appropriation by the Legislature to further the purposes of AB 32. 

The AHSC Program is administered by the California Strategic Growth Council (Council 
or SGC). The Department of Housing and Community Development (Department) will 
implement the transportation, housing, and infrastructure components of the AHSC 
Program. The Council staff will coordinate efforts with Department staff, working with the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the Council to administer the broader 
AHSC Program, including developing program guidelines, evaluating applications, 
preparing agreements, monitoring agreement implementation, and program reporting. 

The Council will coordinate with CARB to develop and incorporate consistent guidance in 
the following areas, which will apply to all GGRF programs, including the AHSC Program:  

• Expenditure records to ensure investments further the goals of AB 32.  
• SB 535 (Chapter 830, Statutes 2012) and AB 1550 requirements to maximize 

benefits to Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and 
Low-Income Households. 

• Consistent methodologies for quantifying GHG reductions and other economic, 
environmental, and public health co-benefits.  

• Project tracking and reporting. 

The AHSC Program provides grants and/or loans to projects that achieve GHG 
emission reductions and benefit Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income 
Communities, and Low-Income Households through increasing accessibility of 
affordable housing, employment centers and Key Destinations via low-carbon 
transportation resulting in fewer vehicle miles traveled (VMT) through shortened or 
reduced vehicle trip length or mode shift to transit, bicycling or walking.  

The AHSC Program supports the Climate-Friendly, Climate-Ready Housing goals as 
outlined by Governor Gavin Newsom’s letter to CARB dated July 22, 2022. AHSC is 
funding infill projects that are dense, affordable, and located in transit-rich areas to reduce 
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). AHSC Projects also promote carbon neutrality by funding all 
electric design and green building techniques, Urban Greening, and purchase of Zero 
Emission Vehicles (ZEV). 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB32&search_keywords
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/07.22.2022-Governors-Letter-to-CARB.pdf?emrc=1054d6
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Three Project Area Types have been identified to implement this strategy: 1) Transit-
Oriented Development (TOD) Project Areas, 2) Integrated Connectivity Project 
(ICP) Project Areas, or 3) Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA). 

AHSC award funds will be allocated through a competitive process, based on the merits 
of applications submitted and the proposed use of funds within the identified Project 
Area. 

The threshold requirements and application selection criteria focus on the extent to 
which developments realize the AHSC Program’s objectives of reducing GHG 
emissions, benefiting Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and 
Low-Income Households, providing affordable housing, demonstrating project 
readiness, and meeting other policy considerations. 

Disadvantaged Community Benefits 

As a part of California Climate Investments, AHSC will use the updated Disadvantaged 
Communities (DAC) designation and the updated low-income community and household 
threshold collectively referred to as Priority Populations for Round 7. The updated 
designation includes: 

• Census tracts receiving the highest 25 percent of overall scores in 
CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (1,984 tracts). 

• Census tracts lacking overall scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 due to data gaps but 
receiving the highest 5 percent of CalEnviroScreen 4.0 cumulative pollution 
burden scores (19 tracts).  

• Census tracts identified in the 2017 DAC designation as disadvantaged, 
regardless of their scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (305 tracts).  

• Lands under the control of federally recognized Tribes. For purposes of this 
designation, a Tribe may establish that a particular area of land is under its control 
even if not represented as such on CalEPA’s DAC map and therefore should be 
considered a DAC by requesting a consultation with the CalEPA Deputy Secretary 
for Environmental Justice, Tribal Affairs and Border Relations at 
TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov. 

AB 1550 has also created investment requirements for Low-Income Communities and 
Low-Income Households. In July 2018, CARB approved the Funding Guidelines for 
Agencies Administering California Climate Investments that will provide criteria to evaluate 
whether a project provides a benefit to a Disadvantaged Community, Low-Income 
Community, or Low-Income Household. These guidelines can be found here. 
A Project that is located in, and provides benefits to, a Disadvantaged Community, Low-
Income Community, or Low-Income Households may receive priority for funding in order 
to meet the AHSC Program Disadvantaged Community and Low-Income Community 
funding requirements. Projects’ Disadvantaged Community and Low- Income 
Community status is based upon the location of their AHSC-funded Affordable Housing 
Development. 

  

https://calepa.ca.gov/envjustice/ghginvest/
https://calepa.ca.gov/envjustice/ghginvest/
https://webmaps.arb.ca.gov/PriorityPopulations/
https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40
https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40
https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40
https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40
mailto:TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/2018-funding-guidelines-agencies-administer-california-climate-investments
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Vision for Racial Equity 
The California Strategic Growth Council (SGC) is committed to achieving racial equity in its 
operations, investments, and policy initiatives and to achieving its vision that: All people in 
California live in healthy, thriving, and resilient communities regardless of race. Read more 
in the SGC Racial Equity Action Plan. 

  

https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/healthandequity/docs/20211110-REAP.pdf
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Figure 1:  Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program 
Overview  
Transit Requirements (All Project Areas) (Section 102)  

• Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Project Areas and Integrated Connectivity Project Areas (ICP) 
MUST also include a Transit Station/Stop, served by at least one Qualifying Transit line departing two 
or more times during Peak Hours (unless it is Flexible Transit Service). This level of service must have 
been publicly posted by the provider at some point between January 2023 and the time of 
application. Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA) can include an existing or planned Transit 
Station/Stop as long as it is in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. 

• Note: ICP/RIPA projects that propose addition of High Quality Transit will remain eligible as an ICP/RIPA.  
Required AHSC-Funded Components (Section 102 and Section 103)  

• At least fifty (50) percent of AHSC Program funds for each Project MUST be used for Affordable 
Housing (which includes Affordable Housing Developments or Housing Related Infrastructure or 
both); and   

• At least one other type of Eligible Capital Project or Program Cost  
Eligible Capital Projects or Program Costs (Section 103)  

Projects must have one of these costs:  
• Affordable Housing Developments (AHD)  
• Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)  

AND one of the costs listed below:  
• Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI)  
• Transportation Related Amenities (TRA)  
• Programs (PGM)  

Affordable Housing Development Requirements (Section 103)  
Affordable Housing Developments may be:  

• New construction  
• Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation including preservation of affordable housing at-risk  
• Conversion of one or more nonresidential structures to residential dwelling units   

Project Awards and Project Area Types (Section 104 and Section 102)  
• All Project Area Types are subject to the following minimum and maximum award amounts: Maximum: 

$50 million ($35 million for AHD/HRI, $15 million for STI/TRA/PGM) Minimum: $10 million  
• Project Area Types and specific requirements:  

o Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Project Area  
▪ AHD MUST be served by High Quality Transit  

o Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Project Area  
▪ AHD MUST NOT be served by High Quality Transit  

o Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA)  
▪ AHD MUST NOT be served by High Quality Transit; and  
▪ AHD MUST be located within a Rural Area  

Funding Goals and Requirements (Section 108)  
• At least 35.0 percent of NOFA to TOD Project Areas  
• At least 35.0 percent of NOFA to ICP Project Areas  
• At least 10.0 percent of NOFA to RIPAs  
• At least one Project from an eligible Tribal Entity  
• At least one Project from each geographic area as defined in Sec. 108  
• Programmatic Financial Requirements  

o At least 50.0 percent of the AHSC Program expenditures shall be for Affordable Housing (Health & 
Safety Code § 39719(a)(1)(C)); and  

o At least 50.0 percent of AHSC Program expenditures must benefit Disadvantaged Communities 
(DAC) (Health & Safety Code § 39719(a)(1)(C)); and  

o At least 5.0 percent of AHSC Program expenditures must benefit Low-Income Communities 
(California Climate Investments Guidelines); and  

o A least 5.0 percent of AHSC Program expenditures must benefit Low-Income Households or 
communities outside of but within a half-mile of Disadvantaged Communities (California Climate 
Investments Guidelines)   

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
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Article II. Program Requirements and Procedures 
Section 102. Eligible Projects 
The AHSC Program is designed to implement GHG emission reductions through a 
reduction of vehicle miles traveled (VMT), or fewer and shorter auto-trips. The AHSC 
Program will fund integrated land use and transportation projects supporting low-carbon 
transportation options. Promoting mode shift to low-carbon transportation requires 
strategies that link residential areas, major employment centers and other Key 
Destinations to accessible, reliable, affordable, safe and comfortable transit and active 
transportation options. 

(a) The Project Area is the area which encompasses transit, housing and destinations 
and is the area in which Project funds will be primarily focused. Each Project Area 
must: 
(1) Be a contiguous area with no greater than a one (1.0) mile radius from any single 

point inside the parcel of the Affordable Housing Development. Projects that are 
made up of Scattered Sites must choose one point in one of the parcels of the 
applicant’s choice. 

(2) Include at least one Transit Station/Stop consistent with the requirements 
set forth in (c) or (d) below; and  

(3) Include all AHSC-funded Sustainable Transportation Improvements and 
Transportation Related Amenities. AHSC-funded STI components (e.g., a bus-
only lane, Transit Signal Priority, a bikeway, or sidewalk) may extend beyond 
the boundaries of the Project Area, but a pedestrian entrance to the facility must 
be located inside the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a fixed 
route transit route, there must be a Transit Station/Stop of that route within the 
Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a Flexible Transit Service, the 
service area must include the AHD. 

(b) The AHSC Program includes three eligible Project Area Types: 1) Transit-Oriented 
Development (TOD) Project Areas; 2) Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) 
Project Areas, and 3) Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA). 

All projects, regardless of Project Area Type, must demonstrate VMT reduction 
through fewer or shorter vehicle trips or through mode shift to transit use, bicycling or 
walking within transit areas, with an emphasis on integrating or developing affordable 
housing, and with an emphasis on providing benefits to Disadvantaged Communities 
or Low-Income Communities . There are several differentiating requirements 
between each Project Area Type, as described below. 

(c) TOD Project Areas must demonstrate all the following: 
(1) Include at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality 

Transit at the time of application submittal which is located no farther than one-half 
(0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian 
access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in place at the time of 
application, the route must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is 
provided; and 
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(2) Include Capital Projects or Program Costs: 

(A) At least one of the following: Affordable Housing Development 
(AHD); Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI); AND 

(B) At least one of the following: Sustainable Transportation 
Infrastructure (STI); Transportation Related Amenities (TRA); 
Program Costs (PGM) 

(d) ICP Project Areas must demonstrate all the following: 
(1) Include at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by the 

Qualifying Transit at the time of application submittal which is located no 
farther than one-half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing 
Development along a pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access 
route is not already in place at the time of application, the route must be in 
place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided; and 

(2) Does not include a Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality 
Transit at the time of application submittal which is located within one-half 
(0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian 
access route; and 

(3) Include Capital Projects or Program Costs: 
(A) At least one of the following: Affordable Housing Development (AHD); 

Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI); AND 
(B) At least one of the following: Sustainable Transportation 

Infrastructure (STI); Transportation Related Amenities (TRA); or 
Program Costs (PGM) 

(e) RIPAs must demonstrate all the following: 
(1) Include at least one (1) existing or planned Transit Station/Stop that is 

served by the Qualifying Transit that is located no farther than one-
half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a 
pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in 
place at the time of application, the route and Transit Station/Stop 
must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided.  

(2) Meet all the requirements detailed in Section 102(d)(2) and Section 
102(d)(3) above; and 

(3) Must be located within a Rural Area, as defined in California Health 
and Safety Code 50199.21.  
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Section 103. Eligible Costs 
The AHSC Program funds Capital Projects and eligible Program Costs within TOD, ICP 
and RIPA Project Areas consistent with requirements of Section 102(c), (d), and (e) as 
follows: 

• Affordable Housing Development (AHD)  
• Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)  
• Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI) 
• Transportation Related Amenities (TRA)  
• Community Education and Other Program Costs (PGM) 

Each Capital Project or Program Cost must be unique to a single application and cannot 
be split over multiple applications. 

Examples of Eligible Costs within each category of eligible Capital Projects and Program 
Costs are identified in Figure 2 below. Note that these are examples and not an exhaustive 
list. To be considered a stand-alone component under any of the categories, the 
improvements must meet the guidelines definition of that component (e.g., STI, TRA, PGM, 
etc.): 
Figure 2: Eligible Cost Examples  

Eligible Cost Examples  AHD/ 
HRI  

STI  TRA  PGM  

Construction or Substantial Rehabilitation of affordable housing  X        
Installation of broadband internet trunk line or fixed wireless 
infrastructure  

X        

Installation of on-site energy storage (battery arrays)  X        
Installation of new or improved walkways that improve mobility 
and access of pedestrians  

  X      

Installation of new or improved bikeways that improve mobility 
and access of cyclists  

  X      

Installation of new or improved pedestrian crossings or over- 
crossings  

  X      

Repaving and road reconstruction costs, only for the portion of 
the roadway where the new or improved walkway and bikeway 
is installed   

  X      

Streetscape improvements, including, but not limited to the 
installation of lighting, signage, or other related amenities that 
improve the safety or convenience of pedestrians, cyclists, or 
transit riders, but do not increase capacity for private vehicles  

      
X  

  

Street crossing enhancements including installation of 
accessible ramps or pedestrian signals  

  X      

Installation of traffic calming measures including development 
of curb extensions, roundabouts, median islands, traffic 
diverters, chicanes, "road diets," lane narrowing projects  

  
  

X      

Signage and way-finding markers for pedestrians or transit 
users  

  X      

Bike sharing infrastructure and fleet    X      
Signage and striping of a dedicated bus lane    X      
Transit operations for new service or service expansion    X      
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Eligible Cost Examples (continued) AHD
/HRI 

STI TRA PGM 

ZEV transit vehicles and charging infrastructure for new service 
or service expansion 

 X   

ZEV vehicles and charging infrastructure for use in a car share 
program that is accessible to the public, and includes reduced 
costs for low-income participants 

 X   

Transit related equipment to increase service or reliability  X   
Transit Signal Priority technology systems  X   
Installation of at-grade boarding infrastructure or concrete bus 
pads at bus stops 

 X X  

Transit passenger amenities (e.g., Wi-Fi access, Digital or 
Integrated Fare Collection)  

 X X  

Street furniture (e.g., benches, shade structures, etc.)  X X  
Development or improvement of transit facilities or stations   X  
Real-time arrival/departure information systems   X  
Development or improvement of shelters or waiting areas at 
transit station/stops 

  X  

Transit fare machine purchase or improvements   X  
Publicly accessible bicycle parking or repair kiosks   X  
Bicycle carrying devices on public transit   X  
Station area signage capital improvements   X  
Publicly accessible ZEV Open Network charging infrastructure  X X X  
Zero Emission Transit Vehicle (ZEV) Charging Infrastructure  X X X  
Energy efficiency and renewable energy capital improvements  X X X  
Urban Greening and water efficiency capital improvements  X X X  
Pedestrian and bicycle safety education programs    X 
Development and implementation of "walking school bus" or "bike 
train" programs 

   X 

School crossing guard training programs    X 
Bicycle and pedestrian safety clinics or bike rodeos    X 
Safe Passages Programs    X 
Bike sharing program operations    X 
ZEV car share programs    X 
Transit subsidy programs    X 
Education and marketing of transit subsidy programs    X 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs    X 
Air pollution exposure reduction program    X 
Workforce development partnerships    X 
Tenant education and support services (e.g., finances, housing, 
legal, wellness, workforce)  

   X 

Digital or financial literacy programs for AHD residents     X 
No-cost broadband internet service for AHD residents    X 
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(a) Capital Projects 
(1) Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects 

(A) Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects must: 
(i) Consist of one or more of the following: 

a. New Construction 
b. Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation (including 

preservation of affordable housing at-risk of conversion to market 
rate). The acquisition must be made through a bona fide sale or 
transfer from the existing ownership entity to the new ownership 
entity comprised of a completely disparate ownership structure, 
which contains no common entity interest at any level of the 
organizational structure. Re-syndication of an Affordable 
Housing Development is not an eligible Capital Project. 

c. Conversion of one or more nonresidential structures to 
residential dwelling units. 

(ii) Be located within one-half (0.50) mile from a Transit Station/Stop that 
meets the Project Area transit requirements as defined in Section 
102(c) or (d). The one-half (0.50) mile is to be measured from any 
edge of the AHD parcel to the bus stop or pedestrian entrance to a 
Transit Station/Stop along a pedestrian access route. If the route is 
not already in place at the time of application, the route must be in 
place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. The STI/TRA 
components of the Project can fund this improvement. If the 
pedestrian access route is not clearly demonstrated in the submitted 
supporting documentation, additional clarification may be requested to 
substantiate compliance with requirements. 

(iii) Rental and Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments 
must include at least 20 percent of the total residential units as 
Affordable Units. Rental AHD Projects must have an overall Project 
average affordability of all Restricted Units within the Project no 
greater than 50 percent represented by Area Median Income (AMI). 
There is no requirement regarding overall Project average affordability 
of all Restricted Units for homeownership AHDs. Average 
affordability means the total number of Restricted Units multiplied by 
each restricted affordability level divided by the total Restricted Units. 
For example, for a 30-unit Project with 10 units restricted to 40 
percent and 10 units restricted to 60 percent AMI the calculation of the 
average affordability would be as follows: 

a. 10 units @ 40% AMI is 10 x 40 = 400 
b. 10 units @ 60% AMI is 10 x 60 = 600 
c. 400 + 600 = 1,000;  
d. 1,000/20 total Restricted Units = average affordability of 50%. 

And; 
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(iv) The Affordable Housing Development must demonstrate a minimum 
Net Density not less than that shown below in Section 
103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(a.) or (b.) 
Note: While applicants may choose which Net Density formula they 
wish to use for Project Eligibility, Applicants must use the Un-
Adjusted Minimum Net Density (Figure 3) for quantification of GHG 
reductions  

a. For the total number of dwelling units in the project to be used in 
the calculation of Net Density, the Applicant may use either the 
un-adjusted total number of dwelling units in the project (Figure 
3) or a number adjusted for unit size as described in Section 
103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b.). 

Figure 3: Un-Adjusted Minimum Net Density  
Project 
Area Type 

Residential Only 
Projects 

Mixed Use Developments 
(Floor Area Ratio) 

TOD 30 units per acre > 2.0 
ICP 20 units per acre > 1.5 
RIPA 15 units per acre > 0.75 

b. For the total number of dwelling units in the project to be used in 
the calculation of Net Density, the Applicant may use either the 
un-adjusted total number of dwelling units in the project (Figure 
3) or a number adjusted for unit size by multiplying the factors 
shown below by the total number of units in each unit size 
category, then summing the resulting products: 

• 0 Bedroom = 0.7 factor 
• 1 Bedroom = 0.9 factor 
• 2 Bedroom = 1.5 factor 
• 3 Bedroom = 1.6 factor 
• 4 Bedroom = 1.8 factor 

c. Mixed Use Affordable Housing Developments may 
demonstrate consistency with the Net Density requirements 
through either the unit per acre or Floor Area Ratio 
requirements detailed in Figure 3. 

d. Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation (including 
preservation of affordable housing at-risk of conversion to market 
rate housing) are exempt from the above minimum density 
requirements but shall not result in fewer units or lower 
percentage of total affordability than currently exists except 
where reductions in unit count are required to meet building code 
requirements. 

(v) Must supply at least one (1) Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking spot 
that is not publicly accessible and is completely enclosed for every two 
residential units. Bicycle parking at the Affordable Housing 
Development will be considered an eligible cost but may not be used 
to meet required Project Area components as outlined in Section 102. 
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(B) Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects may: 
(i) Include residential units that are rental or homeownership, or a 

combination of both; 
(ii) Consist of a Scattered Site constituting a single, integrated 

Affordable Housing Development. Rental Affordable Housing 
Developments on a Scattered Site must meet all the 
requirements set forth by Section 8303(b) of the Uniform 
Multifamily Regulations (UMRs). For Homeownership Affordable 
Housing Developments on Scattered Sites, the individual sites 
must have a single owner at the time of execution of the AHSC 
grant agreement;  

(iii) Include nonresidential uses that are compatible under local zoning. 
(C) Eligible costs for Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects are 

limited to: 
(i) Loans for rental Affordable Housing Development. Eligible loan 

costs for a Housing Development, as specified in Section 7304 
and 7305 of the MHP Guidelines.  

(ii) Grants for homeownership Affordable Housing Development.  
Eligible grant costs as specified in Section 7747 of the CalHome 
Guidelines dated November 27, 2019. Construction and 
Substantial Rehabilitation work is also an Eligible Cost. 

(iii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to 
construction or other pre-development components including, but 
not limited to, planning, engineering, construction management, 
architectural, and other design work, required mitigation 
expenses, appraisals, legal expenses, and necessary easements. 
Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of costs associated with 
the funding request for the AHD Capital Project. 

(iv) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 
funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting. This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s 
funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan and 
grant funded project components when allocating this item into capital 
cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs 
are not included within the soft costs cap. 

(D) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related 
Infrastructure Capital Project Eligible Costs must comprise at least 
fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC funds requested. 

(E) A Project may not contain more than one Affordable Housing 
Development Capital Project. A single Affordable Housing Development 
Capital Project may not include more than one Affordable Housing 
Development, nor may it include an Affordable Housing Development 
that contains multiple development sites when one development site is 
receiving 4 percent low-income housing tax credits, and another is receiving 
9 percent low-income housing tax credits, or when the multiple development 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/active-no-funding/calhome/docs/calhome-final-guidelines.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/active-no-funding/calhome/docs/calhome-final-guidelines.pdf
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sites are each receiving separate 4 percent low-income housing tax credits. 
An application proposing an Affordable Housing Development with both 4 
percent low-income housing tax credits and 9 percent low-income housing 
tax credits, or with multiple 4 percent low-income housing tax credits, will be 
disqualified on the grounds that it is not proposing a Project within the 
meaning and design of the AHSC Program. To the extent such tax credit 
scenarios are contemplated, they shall constitute two separate and 
independent Projects, each of which must submit an entirely separate 
application and qualify independently of the other. 

(i) The purpose of this subsection is to clarify which types of Project 
structures are eligible within a single AHSC application and award. 
This reinforces AHSC’s directive to SGC, HCD, and CARB to identify 
and fund unified, cohesive Projects which interdependent 
components truly work together to create reductions in VMTs and 
ultimately GHG emissions. Any Project that represents at application 
as a single Affordable Housing Development for scoring purposes, 
but after receiving an award letter attempts to split its single 
Affordable Housing Development into multiple Affordable Housing 
Developments with separate ownership structures or separate 
financing structures will be disencumbered as it no longer meets the 
requirements of AHSC. 

(2) Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects 
(A) Eligible costs for Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects are 

limited to any of the following: 
(i) Capital improvements required by a Locality, transit agency, or 

special district as a condition to the approval of the Affordable 
Housing Development.  

(ii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to construction 
or other pre-development components including, but not limited to, 
planning, engineering, construction management, architectural, and 
other design work, required mitigation expenses, appraisals, legal 
expenses, and necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 
percent of costs associated with the HRI Capital Project. 

(iii) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 
funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting. This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s 
funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan 
and grant funded project components when allocating this item 
into capital cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting costs are not included within the soft costs cap. 

(iv) Required environmental remediation necessary for the HRI Capital 
Project where the cost of the remediation does not exceed 50 
percent of AHSC Program grant funds. 

(v) Real property acquisition (not inclusive of the AHD site) of the 
Housing Related Infrastructure project site and associated fees 
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and costs (not to exceed 10 percent of the total AHSC Program 
award). Real estate commissions for purchase or acquisition are 
not an eligible expenditure. 

(vi) Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for funding 
only if used for the identified eligible HRI Capital Project not to 
exceed 15 percent of the AHSC Program award up to $300,000. 

(vii) The purchase and installation of on-site energy storage in the form of 
battery arrays, as certified by an energy consultant or architect. 

(B) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure 
Capital Projects must comprise at least fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC 
funds requested. 

(3) Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects (including 
Active Transportation and transit infrastructure) 
(A) Eligible costs for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital 

Projects are limited to: 
(i) Capital improvements that result in the improvement or addition of 

infrastructure that encourages mode-shift by enhancing: 1) public 
transit access; 2) pedestrian network; or 3) bicycle network 
(includes public bike-share infrastructure and fleet) within the 
defined Project Area meeting the transit requirements detailed in 
Section 102 (c) or (d). 

STI Capital Projects may extend beyond the boundaries of the 
Project Area, but a pedestrian entrance to the facility must be 
located inside the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to 
a fixed transit route, there must be a Transit Station/Stop of that 
route within the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a 
Flexible Transit Service, the service area must include the AHD. 

(ii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to 
construction or project plans, specifications and estimates 
including, but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction 
management, architectural, and other design work, environmental 
impact reports and assessments, appraisals, legal expenses, and 
necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed thirty (30.0) 
percent of costs associated with the STI Capital Project. 

(iii) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 
funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting. This amount will scale the size of the Applicant’s 
funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan 
and grant funded project components when allocating this item 
into capital cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting are not included within the soft costs cap. 

(iv) Activity Delivery Costs that are associated with the 
implementation of the STI Capital project not to exceed 10 
percent of the costs associated with the STI Capital Project. 
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(v) Transit operations expenditures for up to 10 years that directly 
expand fixed route, flexible and paratransit transit service, by 
supporting new, restored, or expanded routes and may include 
wages, fueling, maintenance, and other costs to operate those 
services. 

(vi) All vehicles purchased using AHSC Program funds must be Zero 
Emission Vehicles (ZEV). Transit types that do not have an 
approved zero emission passenger locomotive for use, must 
provide documentation stating so, and purchase vehicles that 
meet EPA Tier 4 emission standards.  

(vii) Other STI Capital Project costs required as a condition of local 
approval for the STI Capital Project, as approved by the 
Department. 

(B) The total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation 
Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related 
Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested 
shall not exceed $15,000,000. 

(4) Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects 
(A) Transportation Related Amenities must be publicly accessible. 
(B) Eligible costs for Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects 

are limited to: 
(i) Capital improvements that are publicly accessible and provide 

supportive amenities to cyclists, pedestrians, and transit riders 
(e.g., bike parking, bus shelter, benches, street trees, etc.) within 
the defined Project Area meeting the transit requirements 
detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d). 

(ii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to 
construction project plans, specifications, and estimates including, 
but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction 
management, architectural, and other design work, environmental 
impact reports and assessments, appraisals, legal expenses, and 
necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of 
costs associated with the TRA Capital Project. 

(iii) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 
funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting. This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s 
funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan 
and grant funded project components when allocating this item 
into capital cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes 
Reporting costs are not included within the soft costs cap. 

(iv) Activity Delivery Costs that are associated with the 
implementation of the TRA Capital Project not to exceed 10 
percent of the costs associated with the TRA Capital Project. 

(v) Other TRA Capital Project costs required as a condition of local 
approval for the TRA Capital Project, as approved by the 
Department. 
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(C) The total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation 
Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related 
Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested 
shall not exceed $15,000,000. 

(b) Program Costs 
(1) Program Costs include those costs typically associated with 1) program 

creation or 2) expansion of existing programs to serve new populations or 
offer new program service and implementation. Eligible costs may include 
operational costs for programs for the term of the grant (3 years). Programs 
include education, outreach and training programs for Active 
Transportation or transit ridership; air pollution exposure reduction; 
workforce development partnerships; tenant legal counseling services; and 
outreach, education, and subsidy to low-income residents for ZEV car 
sharing. Access and availability of Programs may be limited to AHD 
residents or may be offered to the greater community. Additionally, costs and 
fees associated with the ongoing provision of broadband internet service, as 
defined in Section 106, provided free of charge to the AHD residents are an 
eligible Program Cost. 
(A) Tenant legal counseling services cannot be provided by the Developer, 

building manager, or related entity and must be offered through a third 
party. 

(2) The total grant amount for Program Costs within a Project Area shall not 
exceed 30 percent of the funding request for the overall Project up to 
$600,000. Costs incurred for required transit passes or cards described in 
Section 106 (4) will not contribute to this cap. 

(c) Ineligible costs include, but are not limited to, all the following: 
(1) Costs are not eligible for funding if there is another feasible, available source 

of committed funding for the Project portion thereof to be funded by the 
AHSC Program or if the cost is incurred prior to AHSC Program award; 

(2) Routine maintenance or operations of transportation infrastructure unrelated 
to AHSC-funded transit service, including the general transit fleet; 

(3) In lieu fees for local inclusionary housing programs; 
(4) Ongoing operational costs beyond the term of the grant (three years) for 

Program Costs; and 
(5) Costs associated with automobile or motorcycle parking (excluding electric 

vehicle charging infrastructure); 
(6) Costs associated with fossil fuel-based backup power. 
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Section 104. Assistance Terms and Limits 
(a) The maximum AHSC Program loan or grant award, or combination thereof, for a 

TOD, ICP, and RIPA Project is $50 million with a minimum award of $10 million. 
(b) Loans for rental Affordable Housing Developments, or the rental portions of an 

Affordable Housing Development, are subject to the following terms: 
(1) AHSC Program funds will be provided as a loan for permanent financing by 

the Department to the owner of the Affordable Housing Development, 
with the same terms as the Department’s MHP Program financing as set 
forth in Section 7308 of the MHP Guidelines. 

(2) The maximum loan amount shall be calculated pursuant to Section 7307 of the 
MHP Guidelines based on the number of Restricted Units in the Affordable 
Housing Development, affordability, unit sizes, and location in addition to the 
base amount for loan calculation as follows:  

The initial base loan amount shall be: 

(A) $150,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing 9 percent tax credits; 

(B)  $200,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing 4 percent tax credits; or 

(C) $300,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing no tax credit 

The base per Restricted Unit loan limit is inclusive of all requested AHD loan 
funds and all Department loan awards made prior to the application close date. 
A manager’s unit will be considered a Restricted Unit for the purpose of 
allocating Affordable Housing Development costs and may qualify for a loan 
amount up to the amount applicable to the 60 percent AMI level.  

Total Department loan and grant funding, including all AHSC funds, shall not 
exceed the following percentages of the total development cost. 
• 40 percent for Projects utilizing 9 percent tax credits  
• 50 percent for Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits  
• 80 percent for Projects not utilizing tax credits 

In calculating percentage of total development cost, total Department funding 
shall be inclusive of both loan and grant awards received at any point in time. 
Thus, total Department funding will include prior loan and grant awards, AHSC 
awards, and shall also be applicable to future Department awards subsequent to 
any AHSC award. Only the Department funding sources listed in Administrative 
Notice Number: 21-06, are applicable to the percentages of total development 
cost listed above and the total Department funding. 

(3) Unless expressly contradicted by any other provision expressly set forth herein, 
the currently adopted and applicable UMRs as may be amended from time to 
time, all as set forth in the CCR, Title 25, commencing with Section 8300 
(“UMRs”) are hereby incorporated by reference in their totality into these 
Guidelines. 

(4) Use of multiple Department funding sources on the same Assisted Unit(s) 
(subsidy stacking) is permitted, subject to the Department’s Repeal of Stacking 
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Prohibition of Multiple Department Funding Sources Memo. Additional limitations 
on the use of multiple Department funding sources may be specified in the 
NOFA. Limits on Department funding, including loan or grant funds on a per 
unit, per project, and/or per Developer basis may be further specified in the 
NOFA. 

(c) Grants shall be subject to the following terms: 
(1) The applicant must demonstrate that the grant will not result in a profit that 

exceeds the commercially reasonable range for other developments of 
similar size and level of risk. 

(2) AHSC Program grant funds will be disbursed as reimbursed progress 
payments only after the execution of the Standard Agreement in the amount 
not to exceed the AHSC Program award of funds. 

(3) Eligible costs incurred after the award date are eligible for reimbursement once 
the Standard Agreement is executed. Costs incurred prior to award are not 
eligible for reimbursement. 

(4) For Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project grants: 
(A) The total Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project grant amount 

is $35,000 per residential unit in the proposed Affordable Housing 
Development, or $50,000 per Restricted Unit. 

(B) Conditions precedent to the first disbursement of AHSC Program funds 
shall include receipt of all required Public Agency entitlements and all 
construction funding commitments for the Affordable Housing 
Development supported by the Housing Related Infrastructure 
Capital Project. 

(C) Rental Affordable Housing Developments supported by the 
Housing- Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a 
recorded covenant ensuring affordability for duration of at least 55 
years, recorded on the fee interest of the real property on which the 
rental Affordable Housing Development is to be located. 

(D) Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments supported by the 
Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a 
recorded covenant with a duration of at least 30 years that includes either a 
resale restriction or equity sharing upon resale, recorded on the fee interest 
of the real property on which the homeownership Affordable Housing 
Development is to be located. 

(5) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments grants: 
(A) AHSC Program grant funds will be disbursed as reimbursed progress 

payments only after the execution of the Standard Agreement in the amount 
not to exceed the AHSC Program award of funds. 

(B) All Restricted Units must be made available for sale to qualified First-
time homebuyers. 

(C) The maximum grant amount per Restricted Unit is calculated pursuant to 
Section 7307 of the MHP Guidelines based on the number of Restricted 
Units in the Affordable Housing Development, affordability, unit sizes, 
and location in addition to the base amount of $200,000 except that the 
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maximum grant amount per Restricted Unit for a given homeownership 
AMI tier shall equal the maximum loan amount per Restricted Unit for a 
given rental AMI tier as follows: 

(i) For homeownership AMI tier of 55-85%  

Homeownership AMI 85% 80% 75% 70% 65% 60% 55% 
Rental AMI 45% 40% 35% 30% 25% 20% 15% 

(ii) For homeownership AMI tier of 90-120%  

Homeownership AMI 120% 115% 110% 105
% 

100% 95% 90% 

Rental AMI 80% 75% 70% 65% 60% 55% 50% 
(D) Conditions precedent to the first disbursement of AHSC Program funds shall 

include receipt of all required Public Agency entitlements and all construction 
funding commitments for the homeownership Affordable Housing 
Development. 

(E) Prior to any disbursement, an affordability covenant will be recorded 
against the fee interest in the property of the homeownership 
Affordable Housing Development.  

(F) Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments supported by the 
Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a 
recorded covenant with a duration of at least 30 years that includes either a 
resale restriction or equity sharing upon resale, recorded on the fee interest 
of the real property on which the homeownership Affordable Housing 
Development is to be located. 
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Section 105. Eligible Applicants 
(a) Eligible Applicants 

(1) Eligible applicant entities shall include any of the following: 
(A) A Locality, public housing authority, redevelopment successor agency, 

transit agency or transit operator, Regional Transportation Planning 
Agency (RTPA), local Transportation Commission, Congestion 
Management Agency, Joint Powers Authority (JPA), school district, 
facilities district, University or Community College District. 

(i) For STI or TRA components only, an applicant may provide an 
executed agreement with a specific Locality or transportation 
agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA 
components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought. 

(B) A Developer or Program Operator. 
(C) A Tribal Entity whose Project meets requirements listed in detail in 

Appendix B. 
(2) A special purpose entity formed and controlled by the Developer, and which 

will serve as the ultimate borrower of AHSC loan funds, is not an eligible 
Applicant. A special purpose entity ultimate borrower meeting the 
requirements of UMR 8313.2 may be listed on the AHSC Program 
application in the appropriate, designated fields for listing such a borrower 
entity. 
(A) Single purpose entities not meeting the requirements of a special 

purpose entity pursuant to UMR 8313.2, whether serving as an 
intermediate entity within the ultimate borrower structure or not, are not 
Eligible Applicants. Such single purpose entities will not be included 
as a separate party on any AHSC Program legal documents, including 
but not limited to, Standard Agreements, nor are they eligible to be 
Recipients or payees of AHSC Program funds. 

(3) Where a Public Agency has a real property interest in the proposed 
Project, the application must include the Public Agency as a joint 
Applicant or otherwise include a commitment to enter into a contractual 
agreement to develop the Project, if it is awarded. 

(4) All eligible Applicants appearing on the application for the Project will be 
held jointly and severally liable for the completion of the Project and as 
such, will each sign all Standard Agreements to the award of AHSC funds. 
(A) A Recipient of Department funds must remain liable for performing all 

requirements of the award of funds as set forth in the Standard 
Agreement. Where there are multiple Recipients, all such Recipients 
must remain jointly and severally liable to the Department for that 
performance. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Recipients may indemnify 
each other by entering into agreements with one another as to individual 
Capital Projects. In no event will any such agreement alter, amend, or 
revoke each individual Recipient’s obligations to the Department, 
including the joint and several liability. 
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Section 106. Program Threshold Requirements 
(a) Application Threshold Requirements: In addition to requirements detailed in Sections 

102 through 105, to be eligible for AHSC Program funding, an application shall 
demonstrate to the Department all the following: 
(1) The proposed Project will achieve a reduction in GHG emissions through fewer 

vehicle miles travelled (VMT), pursuant to the most recent AHSC Program 
Quantification Methodology, available on the California Air Resources Board’s 
Climate Change Investments (CCI) Quantification, Benefits and Reporting 
Materials webpage. This must be evidenced by a completed GHG Benefits 
Calculator tool, described in the AHSC Application, displaying VMT and GHG 
reductions for each Project component. 

(2) The proposed Project supports the implementation of the applicable Sustainable 
Community Strategy (SCS), as confirmed by the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO), or equivalent sustainable planning document in non-MPO 
regions, as required by Public Resources code section 75210 et seq. The 
application must be consistent with activities or strategies identified in the 
regional SCS, or similar planning document that demonstrate a per capita 
reduction in VMT and GHG. 

(3) The proposed Project must be consistent with the State Planning Priorities 
established pursuant to Section 65041.1 of the Government Code. 

(4) All proposed Affordable Housing Developments located in a jurisdiction 
that has fare-based transit must provide at least one (1) transit pass or card 
to each Restricted Unit for at least 3 years. If the transit agency does not 
provide passes with unlimited rides, the card or pass should have a 
minimum value of 40 average commute length rides a month as determined 
by the transit agency. These passes or cards may be paid for with AHSC 
funding pursuant to Section 103(b)(2). 

(5) Applicants of all proposed rental Affordable Housing Developments must 
certify that the development will be smoke free and demonstrate compliance by 
submitting a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing lease addendum. 

(6) The AHSC-funded components of the Project must: 
(A) Incorporate more than one Urban Greening feature with dedicated 

maintenance for at least two years. The grantee is ultimately responsible for 
the maintenance of the Urban Greening features in the Project, even if 
municipal ordinance assigns responsibility for their maintenance to adjacent 
property owners. Applicants must propose at least $200,000 in reasonable 
direct Urban Greening costs. 

(B) Include adequate lighting in accordance with local, state, and federal design 
standards and requirements for all publicly accessible components of the 
Project including active transportation routes and transit stations or stops. 

(7) Completion and approval or adoption of all necessary environmental clearances 
including those required under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
and if applicable, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). All applicable 
time periods for filing appeals or lawsuits have lapsed within 30 days after the 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources
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application due date with lawsuits or appeals resolved. Proof of NEPA clearance 
is shown through an Authority to Use Grant Funds document. 
(A) STI or TRA components of a Project are not required to certify completion 

and demonstration of approval of environmental clearances (NEPA or 
CEQA) as stated in Section 106(7) above until prior to the initial 
disbursement of grant funds. 

(B) Applicants are not required to complete any necessary environmental 
clearances prompted exclusively by rental and/or operating subsidies prior 
to the AHSC application deadline. 

(8) Applications must demonstrate that all necessary discretionary local land 
use approvals, excluding design review, have been granted. 

(9) The application must be sufficiently complete to assess the feasibility of the 
proposed project and its compliance with AHSC Program and application 
requirements.  

(10) The applicant must demonstrate that the Project is financially feasible as 
evidenced by documentation including, but not limited to, Enforceable 
Funding Commitments, a market study which meets the requirements 
specified in the TCAC Regulations Section 10322(h)(10), project pro-forma, 
sources and uses statement, proposed operating budget, multi-year pro-
forma, or other feasibility documentation that is standard industry practice for 
the type of proposed Affordable Housing Development.  

(11) The Eligible Applicant or Locality serving as the Developer of a particular 
component of the Project must demonstrate site control of the property on which 
that Project component will be located as set forth at UMR Sections 8303 and 
8316 with the additional requirement that the Applicant shall maintain site 
control through the award date. 
(A) The following shall apply to Capital Projects: 

(i) Where site control is in the name of another entity, the Applicant shall 
provide documentation, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory 
to the Department (e.g., a purchase and sale agreement, an option, a 
leasehold interest/option, a disposition and development agreement, 
an exclusive right to negotiate with a public agency for the acquisition 
of the site), which clearly demonstrates that the Applicant has some 
form of right to acquire or lease the Project property. 

(ii) Where site control will be satisfied by a long-term ground lease, the 
Department will require the execution and recordation of the 
Department’s form lease rider at the time of closing, which shall be 
entered into by and among the ground lessor, the ground lessee, the 
Department, and any other applicable parties. In all cases, the lease 
rider shall be recorded against the fee interest in the Project property. 

(B) For Capital Projects developed in Indian country, the following 
exceptions apply: 

(i) Where site control is a ground lease, the lease agreement 
between the Tribal Entity and the Project owner is for a period 
not less than 50 years; and 
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(ii) An attorney’s opinion regarding chain of title and current title 
status is acceptable in lieu of a title report 

(12) Applicants must demonstrate experience by providing evidence of at least 
two projects that are similar to each proposed AHSC Capital Project (AHD, 
HRI, STI, and TRA) in scope and size, which have been completed by the 
Applicant serving as the Developer of that Project component, during the 
ten years preceding the application due date. If an Applicant relies upon the 
experience of its Principal to meet the Applicant experience requirements, 
documentation of the Principal’s experience is required as set forth in the 
application, in addition to recent project evidence described in the previous 
sentence.  
(A) For STI or TRA components only, an Applicant may demonstrate the 

requisite experience (as detailed above) by using the past experience 
of work completed of a Locality or transportation agency non-applicant 
so long as the Applicant can provide an executed agreement with that 
specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the 
completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for 
which funding is sought, thereby demonstrating that the Locality or 
transportation agency will be serving as the STI or TRA Developer for 
that Capital Project. 

(13) As of the date of application, the Applicant(s), the Project, or the real 
property on which the Project is proposed may not be party to or the subject 
of any claim or action in the state or federal courts that affects or potentially 
affects the feasibility of the Project. Further, the Applicant(s) shall disclose 
and describe any claim or action undertaken by or against the Applicant(s), 
the Project or the Property which affects or potentially affects the feasibility 
of the Project. 

(14) Construction of the Project has not commenced as of the application 
deadline set forth in the NOFA. Any demolition operation conducted under a 
written order issued by a state or local governmental agency because a 
facility is structurally unsound and in danger of imminent collapse is exempt 
from this requirement. 

(15) For TOD and ICP projects, the High Quality Transit or Qualifying Transit, 
respectively, must be serving the Transit Station/Stop at the time of 
application submittal. For RIPA projects, the Qualifying Transit must be 
serving the Transit Station/Stop by the time a certificate of occupancy is 
provided. For all Project Area Types, the AHD and Qualifying Transit’s 
Transit Station/Stop must be connected by a pedestrian access route no 
greater than 0.50 miles at the time of certificate of occupancy. Improvements 
to complete the pedestrian access route between the AHD and the Transit 
Station/Stop may be included as part of the project STI/TRA components 
so long as they are completed by the time a certificate of occupancy is 
provided.  

(16) Demonstrate consistency with State Relocation Assistance Law (CA Gov 
Code Sec. 7260-7277). 
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(17) The Housing Element for the jurisdiction in which the Project is located must 
be in substantial compliance by the date of award recommendation. Housing 
Element in substantial compliance means the local public entity’s adopted 
housing element is in substantial compliance as demonstrated by a letter 
from the Department which sets forth findings that the housing element 
adopted within the time frames required by Section 65588 of the 
Government Code includes that substance essential to every requirement of 
Article 10.6, commencing with Section 65580, of Chapter 3 of Division I of 
Title VII of the Government Code. A jurisdiction’s current housing element 
compliance status can be obtained by referencing the Department’s 
website. Projects located on Trust Land, as defined under Indian country, 
are exempt from this requirement. 
(A) For the purposes of this section alone, jurisdictions that are undergoing 

Department review of their housing element at the time of award and 
jurisdictions which are receiving Department technical assistance to 
bring their housing element into compliance at the time of award, shall 
both be deemed to be in a presumptive state of substantial compliance 
by the Department. All awards premised on presumptive substantial 
compliance shall include conditions in their respective standard 
agreements requiring that prior to funds disbursement the subject 
jurisdiction must have received a final housing element certification 
letter from the Department.  

(18) Applicants that are a City, County, or City and County must at the time of 
application, have submitted their housing element annual progress reports 
as required by Government Code section 65400 to the State of California for 
the current and prior year. 

(19) Applications must integrate applicable climate adaptation measures as 
described in Section 107 Narrative Based Policy Scoring (b). 

(20) The Applicant must demonstrate that costs for any Project or component 
thereof will not result in loss or conversion of agricultural or other working 
lands or natural resource lands for other uses. The Project site must not be 
designated as Agricultural Land according to the California Department of 
Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) Tool 
(California Important Farmland Finder). An exemption to the FMMP 
designation may be allowed for applications that submit documentation that 
substantiates a description of an Infill Site. 

(21) Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Affordable Housing 
Developments and Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects must 
also demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following: 
(A) Rental Affordable Housing Developments must meet the underwriting 

standards in the UMRs and MHP Guidelines Section 7312. 
(B) The Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related 

Infrastructure, or both are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, 
and other committed funds are not and will not be supplanted by AHSC 
Program funds. 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements
https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/CIFF/
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(C) Proposed Projects involving new construction or Substantial 
Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units 
are eligible only if the number of bedrooms in the new Project is at 
least equal to the number of bedrooms in the demolished structures, 
with equal or greater affordability. The new Affordable Units may exist 
on separate parcels provided all parcels are part of the same Project 
meeting the requirements of the UMRs Section 8303 (b). 

(i) The Department may approve Projects involving new construction 
or Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of 
existing residential units that result in a number of bedrooms less 
than the number in the demolished structures where it determines 
that such approvals will substantially improve the livability of the 
remaining units, or serve some other compelling public policy 
objective, as long as the reduction does not result in more than 25 
percent fewer units upon Project completion 

(D) If the Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related 
Infrastructure, or both Capital Project(s) involves the demolition of 
existing units that are affordable to lower-income households, the 
application must demonstrate the replacement of demolished units, 
comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability and equal to or 
greater than the number of the demolished Affordable Units located 
within comparable access to transit and include first right of return to 
displaced residents. 

(E) Applicants must demonstrate the proposed Affordable Housing 
Development is consistent with State and Federal Fair Housing 
requirements including duties to affirmatively further fair housing.  

(F) Where approval by a local public works department, or other 
responsible local agency, is required for the Housing Related 
Infrastructure Capital Project, the application must include a 
statement from that department indicating that the Housing Related 
Infrastructure Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local 
rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented 
by that Department. 

(22) Applicants must affirm that the proposed Affordable Housing 
Development, or Mixed Use Development in the case that non-residential 
uses are included, are powered entirely through electricity with no 
connections to natural gas infrastructure. Only zero-emission generators are 
AHSC Eligible Costs. Projects required to include fossil fuel-based backup 
power by regulation or code should consider the cleanest and most 
renewable technology first, starting with gaseous fuel (e.g., RNG, NG, LPG), 
and then tier 4 compliant diesel. If a fossil fuel-based generator is installed, 
be advised that procurement, site preparation, installation, or operation of 
such units is not an AHSC Eligible Cost.  

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
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(23) Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Sustainable 
Transportation Infrastructure, Transportation Related Amenities, or both 
must satisfy all the following: 
(A) Where approval by a local public works department, or other 

responsible local agency, is required for the Project, the application 
must include a statement from that entity indicating that the 
Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure and/or Transportation 
Related Amenities Capital Project(s) is consistent with all applicable 
local rules, regulations, codes, policies, and plans enforced or 
implemented by that entity. 

(B) If the Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure and/or 
Transportation Related Amenities Capital Project(s) involves the 
demolition of existing units that are affordable to lower-income 
households, the application must demonstrate the replacement of 
demolished units, comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability 
and equal to or greater than the number of the demolished Affordable 
Units located within comparable access to transit and include first right 
of return to displaced residents. 

(i) The no net loss requirements contained in Section 106(a)(21)(C) 
of these Guidelines apply to Sustainable Transportation 
Infrastructure or Transportation Related Amenities Capital 
Projects occurring on a property which includes a parcel, or any 
portion of a parcel, on which (1) residential dwelling units 
affordable to lower income households currently exist, or (2) there 
have been dwelling units restricted to lower-income households 
that have been vacated or demolished within the five year period 
preceding the application 

(24) Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Program Costs must 
also demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following: 
(A) The Program Costs are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, and 

other committed funds are not being supplanted by AHSC Program 
funds. 

(25) All proposed AHSC Project components are subject to all applicable codes, 
including the California Building Standards Code (CCR, Title 24).  

(26) The application must demonstrate that outreach and education on reducing 
potential health impacts of air pollution will be provided to residents of 
Affordable Housing Developments.  

(27) Affordable Housing Developments must meet the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), fair housing, nondiscrimination, Pet Friendly Housing 
Act, physical accessibility, and Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), 
requirements pursuant to MHP Guidelines Section 7314 (a)-(d). Projects 
must also provide a preference for accessible units to persons with 
disabilities requiring the features of the accessible units in accordance with 
TCAC regulations (California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 4, Section 
10337(b)(2), as may be amended and renumbered from time to time). The 
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Applicant or Developer of the Project must ensure that any other 
applicable federal, state, and local accessibility requirements are met. 

(28) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure 
components involving new construction, acquisition and Substantial 
Rehabilitation, or conversion of nonresidential structures to residential, 
dwelling units must be capable of accommodating broadband internet 
service with at least a speed of 100 megabits (50 megabits for rural) per 
second for downloading and 20 megabits (10 megabits for rural) per second 
for uploading. 
(A) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related 

Infrastructure components must provide a conduit from the public right 
of way or property line and provide pathways, wiring, cables, and other 
necessary infrastructure extended to each unit and public common 
space to provide a broadband internet connection. 

(B) For some rural areas, other technologies like fixed wireless, might offer 
the highest caliber connection. All Applicants should consult with their 
local jurisdictions about their broadband internet infrastructure planning, 
as well as existing broadband internet service providers in the area. 

(C) High speed broadband internet service, with speeds listed above must 
be made available to each Restricted Unit for a minimum of 5 years, 
free of charge to the tenants, and available within 6 months of the 
AHD’s placed-in-service date. 
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Section 107. Scoring Criteria 
AHSC Program funds will be allocated through a competitive process, based on the 
merits of the application to support a sustainable housing development that expands 
and improves transit, walking, and biking infrastructure, providing opportunities to 
reduce VMT by supporting connectivity between housing and destinations to bring 
about reduction of GHG emissions. 

The scoring criteria is divided by three broad categories, with additional subcategories, 
for a total of 100 points. Scoring elements are detailed in Figure 4. It is the intent of the 
AHSC Program to use scoring to differentiate projects for ranking, so it is not expected 
that any project will score the full 100 points.  

Projects will be reviewed and scored only after meeting threshold requirements as detailed 
in Section 106. Projects that are not scored are not eligible for award. All the scoring criteria 
will be applied to every Project, regardless of the project components present in each 
specific Project. 

Figure 4: AHSC Scoring Elements and Criteria 
Estimated GHG Reductions Scoring (30 points) 

• Transit and Shared Mobility GHG (5 points) 
• Project Area GHG (10 points) 
• GHG Efficiency (15 points) 

Quantitative Policy Scoring (52 points) 
• Active Transportation and Transit Improvements (14 points) 
• Green Buildings and Renewable Energy (3 points) 
• Housing and Transportation Collaboration (10 points) 
• Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations (3 points) 
• Funds Committed (4 points) 
• Prohousing Designation (3 points) 
• Anti-Displacement Activities (4 points) 
• Local Workforce Development and Hiring Practices (3 points) 
• Housing Affordability (5 points) 
• Programs (3 points) 

Narrative-Based Policy Scoring (18 points) 
• Community Benefit & Engagement (6 points) 
• Climate Adaptation & Community Resiliency (5 points) 
• Collaboration & Planning (4 points) 
• Equity & Transformation (3 points) 

To receive points related to a specific Project component, the Applicant must request a 
portion of the costs through AHSC (e.g., an Applicant can only receive points related to an 
Affordable Housing Development when requesting AHD or HRI funds). 

In all scoring categories, it is the responsibility of the Applicant to provide accurate, 
complete, and clear descriptions of their proposed Project. The Department and Council 
staff will use the required supporting documentation provided in the submitted application to 
verify claims, and cannot accept, nor rely on, additional or alternate materials provided after 
the application deadline. Applicants shall not provide intentionally unclear or vague answers 
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to avoid disclosing relevant or material details of a Project and are instead required to be 
forthcoming in their application and respond clearly in the spirit and intent of the program. 
The Department and Council staff reserve the right to withhold all points in any scoring 
categories if applicant-submitted documentation is determined to be unclear or incomplete. 
Project details not disclosed to the Department that are later discovered or disclosed, and 
which are determined to be inconsistent with the requirements of AHSC, will result in 
disencumbrance of the awarded funds and negative points, if applicable. 
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Estimated GHG Emission Reductions – 30 Points Maximum 
For this section, applications will be scored on the GHG emission reductions of proposed 
project components, for a total of 30 points. Applicants are required to adhere to 
quantification requirements and guidance published by California Air Resources Board 
(CARB) and SGC regarding GHG emission reduction estimates and should refer to the 
AHSC Quantification Methodology and the AHSC User Guide available on the CARB CCI 
Quantification, Benefits, and Reporting Materials webpage.  

Applicants should refer to Table 3 of the AHSC User Guide for a complete list of quantifiable 
project components. The GHG emission reductions attributable to AHSC will be scored in 
the following GHG categories: 
• Transit and Shared Mobility GHG: Transit and shared mobility project component(s) 

for a maximum of 5 points; 
• Project Area GHG: Affordable housing, active transportation, and/or grid-connected 

solar PV project component(s) for a maximum of 10 points; and  
• GHG Efficiency: Total GHG emission reductions per AHSC dollar for a maximum of 

15 points 
(a) Estimated GHG Emission Reductions Scoring Process: 

(1) Applicants will estimate GHG emission reductions of each quantifiable 
project component using the most recent AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool, 
available on the CARB CCI Quantification, Benefits, and Reporting Materials 
webpage. 
(A) Each application requesting GGRF funding must include at least one of 

the project components listed in Table 3 of the AHSC User Guide. 
Applications are not required to estimate the benefits of all quantifiable 
project components. Also note that the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool 
will prorate GHG reductions according to the share of GGRF funding 
from AHSC and other programs. GGRF Funding from other programs 
should be specified by the applicant in the Project Info Tab and 
prorated GHG emission reductions will appear in the GHG Summary 
Tab.  

(B) Applications that include a single ZEV transit vehicle purchase as a 
project component, must use AHSC dollars to fund more than 50 
percent of the vehicle cost to be eligible for GHG quantification. In the 
case that multiple ZEV transit vehicles of a single mode type are 
purchased, all but one vehicle must be funded entirely by AHSC while 
the additional vehicle shall have more than 50 percent funded by AHSC 
to be eligible for quantification.  

(C) Applications quantifying solar PV electricity generation will only receive 
credit for electricity generation above state code requirements. 
Applicants should refer to the applicable energy code at the time of 
project building permit application submittal. 

(D) Phased projects should only quantify the project components for the 
phase seeking AHSC funding in the current application cycle. 
Previously funded or future phases are not included in the GHG 
calculation. 

(2) The GHG emission reductions of each application will be ranked from 
highest to lowest within each GHG category. Each application will be 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources
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assigned to one of five bins in ranked order. Each bin will receive an 
assigned point score as follows: 
FIGURE 5. GHG Scoring Categories 

GHG Scoring 
Category 

Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4 Bin 5 

Transit and 
Shared 
Mobility GHG 

5 points 4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point* 

Project Area 
GHG 

10 points 8 points 6 points 4 points 2 points 

GHG 
Efficiency 

15 points 12 points 9 points 6 points 3 points 

* Note: Projects that do not include a transit component or include transit 
components that result in a net increase in emissions will be placed in Bin 5 
but receive 0 points for the Transit and Shared Mobility GHG Category. 

(3) The score of each GHG category will be combined to determine the 
Project’s Total GHG Score. 

(4) Please note that while all projects are scored together, independent of 
Project Area Type, Projects will only compete within their Project Area 
Type for the first 80 percent of funding available in the NOFA per Section 
108. 

Quantitative Policy Scoring – 52 Points Maximum 
(a) Active Transportation and Transit Improvements – 14 Points Maximum 

(1) Up to 3 points for the total length (in Lane Miles) of AHSC-funded Context 
Sensitive Bikeways. as follows: 
(A) 3 points for at least one (1.0) lane mile 
(B) 1 point for at least one half (0.50) lane mile 

AHSC funds may be used to install new or improved bikeways, even if they 
are not a Context Sensitive Bikeway; however, points will only be awarded 
for Context Sensitive Bikeways. Improved bikeways must be facility 
enhancements that allow an upgrade from Class II to Class I or IV; or Class 
III to a facility that creates dedicated bicycle space (Class I, II, or IV). A 
project that converts a temporary Class IV bikeway (e.g., paint, plastic 
bollards, and/or K-rail) to a permanent Class IV bikeway using permanent 
physical barriers (e.g., poured concrete and/or plantings) is an eligible cost 
and eligible Context Sensitive Bikeway, but would not be eligible for GHG 
Quantification since it is not a new bikeway. 

(2) 2 points for Projects that expand an existing bicycle network. The new 
Context Sensitive Bikeway funded by AHSC must have an entry point 
within the Project Area and directly intersect with an existing bikeway as a 
way to connect to the existing bike network. The existing bikeway and 
bikeway network does not have to be comprised of Context Sensitive 
Bikeways. 

(3) Up to 3 points for the length of AHSC-funded Safe and Accessible 
Walkways as follows:  
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(A) 3 points for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or 
ramps that create more than 2,000 feet of continuous Safe and 
Accessible Walkway. 

(B) 1 point for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or 
ramps that create more than 1,000 but at or less than 2,000 feet of 
continuous Safe and Accessible Walkway. 
STI improvements that will make walkways safe and accessible (e.g., 
through new or repaired sidewalks, crosswalks, or curb ramps) will be 
measured for the distance of the entire block face on which the 
infrastructure improvement will be made so long as the entire distance 
of its walkway will then meet the definition of Safe and Accessible 
Walkway. Crosswalk improvements, which are eligible STI 
components, can be measured for the crosswalk distance plus the 
distance of one block face to which it connects, so long as the block 
face already is or will be a Safe and Accessible Walkway at the 
completion of the project. 

(4) 2 points for Projects that create at least 1,000 continuous linear feet of new 
pedestrian facilities where none exist at the time of application submission. 
Examples include new overpasses or underpasses, and new Class 1 path or 
sidewalk where no walkway currently exists so long as these facilities meet 
the definition of Safe and Accessible Walkway. Curb ramps or other 
wheelchair-accessible entry points are required for any crossings in this new 
facility but would not be sufficient in and of themselves to be eligible for this 
point. The Lane Miles of one Class I Multi-Use Path cannot be counted to 
fulfill the distance scoring sections for both the bikeway and walkway scoring 
sections; applicants may not use the same portion of a Multi-Use Path for 
both scoring sections. 

(5) Up to 4 points for Projects that improve existing transit routes that serve the 
community around the AHD. To qualify for these points, the AHSC-funded 
improvements must improve service along one transit route that serves at 
least one (1) stop or station inside the Project Area. The improvement to the 
transit route need not be wholly inside the Project Area, but the Project’s 
effects to improving reliability and/or speed inside the Project Area should 
be evident. 
Projects that improve a local bus route by implementing any (or a multiple) 
of the following will be eligible for two points for each strategy, up to four 
points: 
(A) At least one (1.0) Lane Mile of a Bus Only Lane that includes 

prohibition of private vehicles or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes that 
are in effect at least eight (8) hours a day, at least five (5) days a week 

(B) Installation of new off-board fare collection kiosks or machines along all 
stops for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile  

(C) Installation of new at-grade boarding infrastructure along all stops for 
one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile  
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(D) Installation of at least four (4) bus bulb-outs that eliminate the need for 
buses to pull out of the general flow lane along one bus route in the 
Project Area  

(E) Installation of new or upgraded Transit Signal Priority hardware and 
software along all signals for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile 

(F) Installation of at least five (5) new bus shelters where none currently 
exist at least five stops along one bus route in the Project Area 

(G) Procurement of at least one new ZEV transit vehicle that allows the 
provider to modify published schedules that will achieve headways of 
15 minutes or less during peak hours or reduce peak hour existing 
headways by more than 10 minutes 

(b) Green Buildings and Renewable Energy - 3 Points Maximum 
(1) 3 points will be awarded for Affordable Housing Developments that 

commit to a design that achieves green building status beyond State 
mandatory building code requirements as certified by the project architect, 
energy analyst, and/or sustainability consultant. Applicants may select from 
the following green building certification programs: 
Certifications for residential construction: 

Program Tier 
CalGreen Tier 2 
LEED Gold 
Green Point Rated New Construction: Gold 

Rehabilitation: Whole Building 
ENERGY STAR Certified Home 
Living Future Challenge Living Building 

Certifications for non-residential construction 
Program Tier 
CalGreen Tier 2 
LEED Gold 

(c) Housing and Transportation Collaboration - 10 Points Maximum 

(1) Up to 6 points for applications with an AHSC funds request for Sustainable 
Transportation Infrastructure that comprises at least a certain amount of 
funds or a percentage of the total AHSC funds request (whichever is the 
lower amount) as detailed below: 
STI Funds Request as an amount or percentage of Total 
AHSC Funding Request 

Points 

At least $3,000,000 or 10.0% of total funding request 2 points 
At least $4,500,000 or 15.0% of total funding request 4 points 
At least $7,500,000 or 25.0% of total funding request 6 points 

(2) 2 points for applications which invest at least $1,500,000 or five (5.0%) 
percent of total AHSC funding request (whichever is the lower amount) in 
Transportation Related Amenities at or along the side of block face(s) that 
include a Transit Station/Stop within the Project Area. 
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(3) 2 points for Projects which provide documentation that their site is: 
(A) In a High-Speed Rail Planning Area: An AHD that is within 

environmentally cleared California high-speed rail station planning 
areas; or 

(B) Funding the construction of community-identified components: A 
Project that funds community-identified components from another 
SGC-funded project, such as Transformative Communities 
Collaborative (TCC), Sustainable Agricultural Lands Conservation 
(SALC); or 

(C) Utilizing Publicly-Owned Land: An AHD which is to be developed on 
land designated as Excess Land (EO N-06-19) or any land declared 
surplus by a local agency. Projects developed on land donated by or 
leased at a discounted rate from a transit agency are also eligible for 
these points.  

(i) For excess state-owned property, the AHD must be located on a 
site selected under EO-N-06-19 to enter into a ground lease with 
the state to create affordable housing on excess state-owned 
property.  

(ii) For surplus land owned by a local agency, including transit 
agencies: 

a. Land donations made in fee title must be supported by a 
transfer agreement and demonstrated written conformance 
with the Surplus Land Act. 

b. Land donations made as a low-cost, long-term lease must 
be supported by written conformance with Surplus Land Act, 
and a Post-Negotiation Notice and Proposed Disposition 
Summary. 

(d) Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations - 3 Points Maximum 
(1) Up to 3 points will be given for projects that provide the location of existing 

Key Destinations within one-half (0.50) mile of the AHD. For TOD Project 
Areas and ICP Project Areas each type of Key Destination is worth one 
third (0.333) of a point. For RIPA Project Areas each type of Key 
Destination is worth one half (0.50) of a point. Each Key Destination 
category may only be counted once. Facilities that meet multiple categories 
(e.g., a Grocery Store with a Pharmacy) may be counted toward multiple 
categories. Please see definitions and further specifications for each Key 
Destination in Appendix A. Please see Mapping Guidance for how to map 
and document Key Destinations.  
(A) Market or Grocery store (SNAP Retailer) 
(B) Food Bank 
(C) Medical clinic that accepts Medi-Cal payments or offers free medical 

services to low-income individuals 
(D) Licensed childcare facility as identified by the California Department of 

Social Services 
(E) Pharmacy 

https://www.dgs.ca.gov/RESD/Projects/Page-Content/Projects-List-Folder/Executive-Order-N-06-19-Affordable-Housing-Development#@ViewBag.JumpTo
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(F) Park accessible to the general public 
(G) Community Center accessible to the general public 
(H) Public library 
(I) Public elementary, middle, high school, non-profit university or non-profit 

junior college 
(J) Bank, or credit union  
(K) Post Office 

(e) Funds Committed - 4 Points Maximum 
(1) 4 points will be awarded for applications demonstrating committed funding 

for all permanent financing, grants, project-based rental assistance, and 
operating subsidies, excluding: the amount requested from the AHSC 
Program, an allocation of tax-exempt bonds, and 4 percent or 9 percent tax 
credits. For Projects with bond financing, any applicable permanent lender 
commitment of bond financing is required for these points. Assistance for 
capital expenditures will be deemed to be an Enforceable Funding 
Commitment if it has been awarded to the Project or if the Department 
approves other evidence that the assistance will be reliably available. 
Contingencies in commitment documents based upon the receipt of an 
allocation of tax-exempt bonds, 4 percent tax credits or 9 percent tax credits 
will not disqualify a source from being counted as committed. 

For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments only: Construction 
loans which will be repaid with revenue from the sale of homes to low-
income or moderate-income homebuyers will be considered committed 
funding. 

(f) Prohousing Designation – 3 Points Maximum  
(1) 3 Points will be awarded for Projects located in jurisdictions that have 

received a “Prohousing designation” as certified by the Department by the 
application due date; OR 

(2) 2 Points will be awarded for Projects located in jurisdictions that have 
applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department. The 
prohousing application must be received by the Department before the 
application due date and the jurisdiction must have passed a resolution of 
their governing body authorizing application and participation in the 
Prohousing Designation Program, and have at least three of the following 
policies in place: 
(A) Projects located in jurisdictions with policies that involve meaningful 

actions towards Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing pursuant to GC 
Section 8899.50, including, but not limited to, rezoning higher density in 
Higher Opportunity Areas, prioritizing funding in Higher Opportunity 
Areas or areas of concentrated poverty or lower opportunity, place-
based (e.g., acquisition/rehabilitation, infrastructure improvements, 
enhancement of community amenities and resources) or displacement 
strategies in areas of concentrated poverty, lower opportunity or high 
displacement risk. 
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(B) Projects located in jurisdictions permitting missing middle housing uses 
(e.g., triplexes and fourplexes) by right in existing low-density, single-
family residential zones or increasing allowable density in low-density, 
single-family residential areas beyond the requirements of state 
Accessory Dwelling Unit Law (e.g., permitting more than one ADU or 
JADU per single-family lot) and Government Codes sections 65852.21 
and 66411.7. 

(C) Projects located in jurisdictions with density bonus programs which 
exceed statutory requirements by 10 percent or more. 

(D) Projects located in jurisdictions that are reducing or eliminating parking 
requirements for residential development as authorized by GC Sections 
65852.2; adopting vehicular parking ratios that are less than the 
relevant ratio thresholds at subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of GC 
Section 65915, subdivision (p)(1); or adopting maximum parking 
requirements at or less than ratios pursuant to GC Section 65915, 
subdivision (p). 

(E) Establishment of ministerial approval processes for a variety of housing 
types, including single-family and multifamily housing. 

(F) Establishment of an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District or 
similar local financing tool that, to the extent feasible, directly supports 
housing developments in an area where at least 20 percent of the 
residences will be affordable to Lower Income households. 

(G) Projects located in jurisdictions that zone more sites for residential 
development or zoning sites at higher densities than is required to 
accommodate 150 percent of the minimum Regional Housing Needs 
Allocation for the Lower-Income allocation in the current housing 
element cycle. 

(H) Projects located in jurisdictions with measures that reduce costs for 
transportation-related infrastructure or programs that encourage active 
modes of transportation or other alternatives to automobiles. Qualifying 
policies include, but are not limited to, publicly funded programs to 
expand sidewalks or protect bike/micro-mobility lanes; creation of on-
street parking for bikes; transit-related improvements; or establishment 
of carshare programs. 

(I) Projects located in jurisdictions that have established pre-approved or 
prototype plans for missing middle housing types (e.g., duplexes, 
triplexes, and fourplexes) in low-density, single-family residential areas. 

(J) Establishment of streamlined, program-level CEQA analysis and 
certification of general plans, community plans, specific plans with 
accompanying Environmental Impact Reports (EIR), and related 
documents and Projects located in jurisdictions that have documented 
practice of streamlining housing development at the Project level, such 
as by enabling a by-right approval process or by utilizing statutory and 
categorical exemptions as authorized by applicable law (Pub. 
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Resources Code, Sections 21155.1, 21155.4, 21159.24, 21159.25; 
Gov. Code, Section 65457; Cal Code Regs., tit. 14, Sections 15303, 
15332; Pub. Resources Code, Sections 21094.5, 21099, 21155.2, 
21159.28). 

(K) Waiver or significant reduction of development impact fees for 
residential development. 

(L) Establishment of local housing trust funds or collaboration on a regional 
housing trust fund. 

(M) A comprehensive program that complies with the Surplus Land Act 
(Gov. Code, § 54220 et seq.) and that makes publicly owned land 
available for affordable housing, or for multifamily housing projects with 
the highest feasible percentage of units affordable to Lower Income 
households. A qualifying program may utilize mechanisms such as land 
donations, land sales with significant write-downs, or below-market land 
leases. 

(g) Anti-Displacement Activities - 4 Points Maximum 
(1) Up to 4 points for Projects that document a commitment to implement at 

least one (1) new or expanded Anti-displacement activity listed below, as 
supported by an assessment of housing needs and displacement 
vulnerability. 

Assessment: Applicants are required to develop an assessment of the housing 
needs and displacement vulnerability for the communities overlapping the 
Project Area. The assessment should describe housing needs and displacement 
vulnerability using the most recent economic statistics and demographic 
information available (U.S. Census or other more recently-collected local 
information is acceptable). The assessment should provide details summarizing 
adopted and proposed policies and programs related to displacement as publicly-
identified in the jurisdiction’s Housing Element, other government policies, or any 
non-governmental organization’s Anti-Displacement work. The assessment may 
be an existing document that meets the goals stated above or the Applicant can 
use the prompts found in Anti-displacement Attachment.  

Commitment Letter: All proposals in partnership with a non-profit or Locality 
must provide a Commitment Letter and a proposed workplan describing how 
each program or activity will be implemented. The following items should be 
included in the proposed workplan: 1) Proposed Scope of Work by task; 2) 
Budget by task; 3) Deliverables by task; 4) Proposed implementation 
timeline; 5) Current status of work, if applicable; 6) Current status of the role 
the non-profit plays in the Project Area; 7) Proposed measures of success & 
tracking protocols; and 8) Signatures from all implementing parties agreeing 
to the terms above. 

(A) Projects may select any activity listed below. These activities must 
be implemented by an independent non-profit or Locality with 
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dedicated Program Cost (PGM) funding of a minimum $150,000 
per activity: 
(i) A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Community-Driven, 

Neighborhood-Scale Anti-Displacement Plan 
(ii) A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy or action 

identified in a previously-adopted Anti-Displacement Plan that is 
not listed below 

(iii) A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy identified in 
an existing Community-Driven, Neighborhood-Scale Anti-
Displacement Plan  

(iv) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a 
pipeline or training programs that will build capacity for local 
affordable housing developers  

(v) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a 
process for data collection, monitoring, & tracking systems 
related to the causes of displacement (e.g. rental property 
registry, inventory of at-risk units, landlord licensing, local 
eviction tracking, or a speculation watchlist) 

(vi) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing 
foreclosure or eviction prevention and landlord anti-
harassment programs  

(vii) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing rental 
assistance programs  

(viii) A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Neighborhood 
Leadership Development Program for stakeholders within the 
project community  

(ix) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a 
Small/Family Business Protection Program for community 
businesses in the Project Area  

(x) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or operating a 
Community Land Trust or Land Banking activities 

(h) Local Workforce Development and Hiring Practices - 3 Points Maximum 
(1) Up to 3 points (1.5 points per strategy) for Projects that implement workforce 

development strategies that advance the recruitment, training, and hiring of 
individuals who live within Priority Population census tracts or Low-
Income Households. Strategies should aim to connect these populations 
with training and hiring opportunities created by the Project. Workforce 
development strategies may be implemented during project construction or 
after completion of the project, but they must be implemented within the 
contract reporting period. Choose from the following AHSC workforce 
development strategies: 
(A) Partnership with a Workforce Development organization or a 

Workforce Development Board: Applicants must provide the 
following information and verifiable documentation in a letter jointly 
signed by the Applicant and the external organization:  
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(i) The name(s) of the organization(s) 
(ii) The nature of the partnership between the Applicant and the 

organization 
(iii) Demonstrate that the implementing organization has a track 

record of success serving disadvantaged populations, and,  
(iv) Demonstrate that the implementing organization has a history of 

success in job placement rates for trainees from Disadvantaged 
Communities 

(v) The written agreement that details the partnership strategy or 
policy undertaken and its outcomes 

(vi) The number and the demographic composition (race, education, 
and income) of participants in the external organization over the 
last three (3) years, for each of the following:  

a. Participants who enrolled in the program; 
b. Participants who completed the program; and  
c. Participants who were successfully placed into state-

certified apprenticeship or related job 
(B) Project is bound by a Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment: 

Applicants must provide the following information and verifiable 
documentation in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and the 
external organization: 

(i) A letter of intent between the Developer and the state-certified 
apprenticeship program including the mechanism to deliver on the 
term of that commitment 

(ii) The number and the demographic composition (race, education, 
income) of participants in the external organization over the last 
three (3) years, for each of the following: 

a. Participants who enrolled in the program; 
b. Participants who completed the program; and  
c. Participants who were successfully placed into a state-

certified apprenticeship or related job 
(C) Projects that have developed a Project Labor or Community 

Workforce Agreement: Applicants must provide the following 
information and verifiable documentation in a letter jointly signed by the 
Applicant and the external organization 

(i) Documentation of the agreements, including, a Targeted Hiring 
Plan, as defined in in HSC 38599.10, demonstrating how the 
applicant will: 

a. Create jobs for residents of under-resourced, tribal, and 
Low-income Communities in the same region as the 
proposed project 

b. Ensure access for the aforementioned residents to those 
jobs  
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c. Create a defined cohort of pre-apprentices from local 
programs with close and demonstrable connections to state-
certified apprenticeships 

(D) Projects that are located in jurisdictions with Local Hire 
Ordinances: Applicants must provide the following information and 
verifiable documentation in a letter: 

(i) Date the ordinance took effect 
(ii) Documentation of the ordinance's requirements,  
(iii) Confirmation the Project will be subject to and comply with the 

ordinance's requirements that including: 
a. A specific number of targeted workers or apprenticeships to 

be hired;  
b. The mechanism for targeting the workers or 

apprenticeships; and 
c. The programs from which workers or apprenticeships will be 

recruited from 

(i)  Housing Affordability - 5 Points Maximum 
(1) For rental Affordable Housing Developments, the following shall apply:  

(A) Up to 3 points will be awarded for applications which restrict a 
percentage of units in a rental Affordable Housing Development to 
Extremely Low Income (ELI) households. Points will be awarded based 
on the percent of total units restricted to ELI households as follows: 

(i) 15 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points  
(ii) 20.0 to 24.9 percent of total units = 2 points 
(iii) 25 percent or more of total units = 3 points 

(B) Up to 2 points will be awarded for applications which restrict a 
percentage of three-bedroom or larger units in a rental Affordable 
Housing Development to Extremely Low Income or Very Low-Income 
households. Points will be awarded based on the percent of total units 
restricted to three-bedroom or larger at ELI or Very Low-Income 
households as follows: 

(i) 10 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points 
(ii) 20 percent or more of total units = 2 points 

(2) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments the following shall 
apply:  
(A) Up to 5 points will be awarded for applications which restrict a 

percentage of units in a homeownership Affordable Housing 
Development to Low-Income (LI) households. Points will be awarded 
based on the percent of total units restricted to LI households as follows: 

(i) 20 to 29.9 percent of total units = 2 points 
(ii) 30 to 39.9 percent of total units = 3 points 
(iii) 40 to 49.9 percent of total units = 4 points 
(iv) 50 percent or more of total units = 5 points 
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(j) Programs – 3 Points Maximum 
(1) 3 points will be awarded to applicants that propose an AHSC-funded 

Program (PGM) Cost in partnership with a non-profit organization (including 
churches, Community Based Organizations, or other organization registered 
as a 501(c)(3) Organization) for at least $150,000. All proposals in 
partnership with a non-profit must provide a commitment letter and a 
proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be 
implemented. An Applicant seeking points for an activity under the Anti-
Displacement category is not eligible for additional points for that same 
activity under the Programs section.  

The following items should be included in the proposed workplan: 1) 
Proposed Scope of Work by task; 2) Budget by task; 3) Deliverables by task; 
4) Proposed implementation timeline; 5) Current status of work, if applicable; 
6) Current status of the role the non-profit plays in the Project Area; 7) 
Proposed measures of success & tracking protocols; and 8) Signatures from 
all implementing parties agreeing to the terms above 

Note: Not all eligible costs identified as Program (PGM) Costs in Section 
103 will fully satisfy this scoring criteria. Programs proposed under this 
section must fall under one of these four categories to be eligible for points. 

(A) Active Transportation Encouragement and Safety: Active 
Transportation programs that encourage residents to walk or bicycle 
more frequently and more safety. Programs may include, but are not 
limited to: Bike Safety Workshops, Walking School Buses or other 
group walking activities, Safe Routes to School or Transit. Additionally, 
distribution of lights, safety equipment, or bicycles to low-income 
residents are an eligible Program Cost as an incentive for participation 
in safety education programs 

(B) Low-Income Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Car Sharing Programs: 
Programs that provide free or reduced cost access to Zero Emission 
Vehicle Car Sharing Programs. 

(C) AHD Resident Support: Instructor-led adult educational, health and 
wellness, or skill building classes. Includes, but is not limited to: 
Financial literacy, computer training, home-buyer education, GED 
classes, and resume building classes, ESL, nutrition class, exercise 
class, health information/awareness, art class, parenting class, on-site 
food cultivation and preparation classes, and smoking cessation 
classes. Drop-in computer labs, monitoring or technical assistance shall 
not qualify. 

(D) Tenant Legal Counseling: Programs that provide legal advice and 
education to renters on their rights as a tenant and access to programs 
to help reduce risks of evictions and displacement. Section 103(b)(1)(A) 
applies. 
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Narrative Based Policy Scoring – 18 Points Maximum 
The narrative-based policy scoring section of the application will be scored only for projects 
that meet threshold requirements listed in Section 106. For Narrative-Based Policy Scoring, 
applicants must provide responses to the questions and prompts outlined in the Narrative 
Prompts document. Please reference the Narrative Prompts document and rubric at the 
SGC AHSC Program Website for instructions, the specific questions to answer, and 
necessary application materials. The following is a summary of each section: 

(a) Community Benefits & Engagement - 6 Points Maximum:  
Community involvement and leadership are crucial to ensuring that both the principal 
objectives and co-benefits of the project respond to the true needs of the community. 
Taken together, the responses to the prompts will explain how local residents and 
community-based organizations were meaningfully engaged in developing the 
Project, especially those from Disadvantaged and Low-income Communities, and 
how the project addresses community-identified needs and promotes community 
health and well-being. The prompts will ask applicants to address two main 
components: (1) Community Engagement and Leadership and (2) how the AHSC 
Project addresses community needs. 

(b) Climate Adaptation & Community Resiliency - 5 Points Maximum 
Communities will continue to experience effects of climate change in many ways, 
including increased likelihood of droughts, flooding, heatwaves, sea level rise, severe 
weather, and wildfires. Due to these effects, climate resiliency is a key part of planning 
and project implementation. The prompts will ask applicants to address how the risks 
posed from climate change and other environmental exposures will be reduced by 
strategies listed in the Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix. The prompts will also 
ask how the Project will reduce the health risks of climate change and other 
environmental exposures including extreme heat, wildfires and smoke, air pollution 
from vehicle emissions, and more. Under this section applicants will fill out the Climate 
Adaptation Assessment Matrix.  

Note: If available, use localized climate impact projections. For tools to help 
assess general climate impacts, please visit Cal-Adapt’s Local Climate 
Snapshot tool.* For adaptation tools, resources, strategies and case studies 
visit the state’s Adaptation Clearinghouse. 

(c) Collaboration & Planning - 4 Points Maximum 
Collaboration between local governments and housing and transportation providers is 
critical to create a project that ensures connectivity and responds to the day to day 
needs of the community. Taken together, the responses to the prompts of this section 
should outline how the proposed project brings together the efforts of local 
government, including housing and transportation agencies to achieve projects that 
improve efforts related to climate adaptation, health, housing, mobility, and safety. The 
prompts will ask applicants to address two components of this: (1) Local Planning 
Efforts and (2) Housing and Transportation Collaboration.  

https://cal-adapt.org/tools/local-climate-change-snapshot/
https://cal-adapt.org/tools/local-climate-change-snapshot/
https://resilientca.org/
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(d) Equity & Transformation – 3 Points Maximum 
As stated in the AHSC Program Overview, SGC is committed to achieving racial 
equity in its operations, investments, and policy initiatives and to achieving its vision 
that: All people in California live in healthy, thriving, and resilient communities 
regardless of race (read more in the SGC Racial Equity Action Plan). The AHSC 
Program encourages a holistic approach to community development and broader 
investments in neighborhoods. Under this section, the prompts will ask applicants to 
describe how the Project: 1) advances equity and 2) is either piloting new or 
innovative approaches or policies, leveraging existing resources in a new way, or 
shaping future projects in the nearby communities. 

  

https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/healthandequity/docs/20211110-REAP.pdf
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Section 108. Application Process 
(a) Pursuant to direction of the Council, the Department shall offer funds through a 

NOFA and applications will be reviewed based on the steps detailed below. 

(b) The Department will schedule optional pre-application consultations as detailed in the 
NOFA to provide assistance to applicants regarding minimum threshold eligibility and 
other requirements. 

(c) Applications will be made available through the Department, and complete 
applications and supporting documentation must be submitted to the Department by the 
deadline detailed in the NOFA. An application workbook will be developed by SGC 
and the Department in accordance with these Guidelines, and will outline the required 
documentation and methods by which compliance with the Guidelines is 
demonstrated. 

(d) The Department may elect to not evaluate compliance with some or all threshold 
requirements for applications that are not within a fundable range. 

(e) Applications will be reviewed, and negative points assessed, consistent with the 
Department’s Negative Points Policy. The Negative Points Policy, Administrative 
Notice Number 2022-01 dated March 30, 2022, and as published on the 
Department’s website, is hereby incorporated by this reference to these Guidelines as 
if set in full herein and shall apply with equal force as all other provisions set forth 
herein. 

(f) Applications recommended for funding and approved by the Council are subject to 
conditions specified by the Department. Applicants will receive an official letter of 
award after funding recommendations are approved by the Council. 

(g) Applications will be treated in accordance with Public Records Act. Certain information, 
in accordance with the Public Records Act, may be publicly disclosed. 

(h) The highest scoring applications that meet all threshold requirements as determined 
by the Department, based on criteria set forth in these guidelines, shall be 
recommended to the Council for funding as specified in the NOFA. If there are 
insufficient Projects that have scored 70 points or more, the Council may make 
adjustments in this procedure to meet the following objectives: 
(1) Project Area Type funding goals: The goals are as follows: 

(A) At least thirty-five (35.0) percent of funds as designated in the NOFA to TOD 
Project Area applications; 

(B) At least thirty-five (35.0) percent of funds as designated in the NOFA to ICP 
Project Areas applications; 

(C) At least ten (10.0) percent of funds as designated in the NOFA to RIPA 
applications; and 

(D) Remaining Funds: After designating funds to Projects that meet the 
Project Area Type funding targets, remaining available funds may be 
awarded to any eligible Project Area Type that meets the goals detailed 
below. 

https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-04/Negative-Points-Policy-FINAL-33022_ADA.pdf
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-04/Negative-Points-Policy-FINAL-33022_ADA.pdf
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(2) Geographic Goal: The Council strives to achieve a diverse distribution of 
resources and recognizes that in order to meet the State’s environmental 
commitments, GHG emission reductions must be made in all parts of the State. 
The Council will use Remaining Funds, as described in (D), above, to ensure a 
distribution of total AHSC funds that allows for all geographic areas with a 
competitive application to receive funds, with a minimum of one (1) per 
geographic area to be awarded.  

The AHSC Program defines the eight geographic areas as follows (listed by 
geographic area followed by counties pertaining to each area): 
(A) Central Coast: Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, 

Santa Cruz, Ventura 
(B) Coastal Southern California: Los Angeles, Orange 
(C) Inland Southern California: Imperial, Riverside, San Bernardino 
(D) North State & Sierras: Alpine, Amador, Butte, Calaveras, Colusa, Del 

Norte, Glenn, Humboldt, Inyo, Lake, Lassen, Mariposa, Mendocino, 
Modoc, Mono, Nevada, Plumas, Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Tehama, 
Trinity, Tuolumne 

(E) Sacramento Area: El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, Yuba 
(F) San Diego Area: San Diego 
(G) San Francisco Bay Area: Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San 

Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Sonoma 
(H) San Joaquin Valley: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, San Joaquin, 

Stanislaus, Tulare 

(3) Tribal Entity Goal: Regardless of Project Area Type, and to the extent 
qualifying Projects are received, the Council will seek to fund one project per 
funding cycle to a Tribal Entity. To be considered for the Tribal funding target, a 
Tribal Entity must be the Developer for the AHD and/or HRI components, or the 
project partner responsible for STI and/or TRA components. Projects where the 
only involvement of a Tribal Entity is as an applicant for Program Costs, the 
Project will not be considered for the Tribal funding target. The Project must 
meet the requirements laid out in Appendix B to qualify for the Tribal funding 
target. Unless stated otherwise, the Project must meet all AHSC Program 
requirements. If multiple Tribal Entities apply for Projects but are not awarded 
through the Project Area Types goals, the Council will apply the scoring criteria 
from these Guidelines to rank the Projects and may take into consideration the 
level of Tribal involvement and leadership in a Project before awarding the 
Project that will meet the Council’s Tribal target. Any remaining Project(s) 
involving a Tribal Entity will compete for the Remaining Funds along with all 
other projects. 

(4) Priority Populations Statutory Requirement: At least fifty (50.0) percent of 
AHSC Program expenditure for Projects must benefit Disadvantaged 
Communities. In addition to this requirement, AHSC Program funds must be 
spent in accordance with the goals for Low-Income Communities as identified 
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in the CARB Funding Guidelines for Agencies Administering California Climate 
Investments. Projects’ Disadvantaged Community and Low-Income 
Community status are based upon the location of their AHSC-funded Affordable 
Housing Development. 

(5) Affordable Housing Statutory Requirement: At least fifty (50.0) percent of the 
annual proceeds appropriated for the AHSC Program shall be expended for 
Affordable Housing Development(s). For the purposes of this set-aside, 
expenditures related to Affordable Housing Development and Housing 
Related Infrastructure Capital Projects shall count toward this requirement. 

(6) A single Project may count toward any or all the requirements and targets in 
Section 108(h)(1)-(5). 

(7) After all the requirements and targets in Section 108(h)(1)-(5) are achieved, 
any Remaining Funds will be awarded to the highest scoring applications. 
In the event of two or more applications have the same final score, the 
Project with the total highest GHG reductions (MTCO2e), after appeals and 
verification, will take precedence. 

(8) To the extent applications received are insufficient to meet any of the targets 
detailed above, the Council reserves the right to waive these targets at their 
discretion. 

(i) The following additional policies will inform the final decision of Project awards: 

(1) A single AHD Developer may not be awarded more than $100 million per 
NOFA funding cycle, however this limitation may be waived if necessary to 
meet AHSC statutory funding set-asides. 

(2) Projects will not be partially funded. At the discretion of the Council, a 
Project that received a lower score may be awarded funding if the 
Remaining Funds are sufficient to fully fund the Project. If funds remain 
after awards, those funds will roll forward into the next NOFA.  

(3) To support implementation of an applicable SCS and consistency with activities 
or strategies identified in a regional SCS, or equivalent planning document that 
demonstrates per capita reductions in VMT and GHG, as allowed by SB 862 
(Chapter 36, Statutes of 2014), an MPO/region may develop its own process 
prior to the application due date to identify and recommend applications that 
have the highest regional priorities based on criteria established by the 
MPO/region. 

  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/2018-funding-guidelines-agencies-administer-california-climate-investments
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/2018-funding-guidelines-agencies-administer-california-climate-investments
http://leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/sen/sb_0851-0900/sb_862_bill_20140620_chaptered.htm
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Article III. Legal and Reporting Requirements 
Section 109. Legal Documents 
(a) Affordable Housing Developments: Upon the award of AHSC Program funds to 

assist an Affordable Housing Development, the Department shall enter into one or 
more agreements with the applicant, one of which will be in the form a State of 
California Standard Agreement (Standard Agreement), which shall commit funds from 
the AHSC Program in an amount sufficient to fund the approved AHSC Program loan 
or grant amount. The agreement or agreements shall contain the following: 
(1) A description of the approved Affordable Housing Development and the 

permitted uses of AHSC Program funds; 

(2) The amount and terms of the AHSC Program loan; 

(3) The regulatory restrictions to be applied to the Affordable Housing 
Development through the Regulatory Agreement; 

(4) Special conditions imposed as part of the Department’s approval of the 
Affordable Housing Development; 

(5) Requirements for the execution and the recordation of the agreements and 
documents required under the AHSC Program; 

(6) Terms and conditions required by federal and state law; 

(7) Requirements regarding the establishment of escrow accounts for the 
deposit of documents and the deposit and disbursement of AHSC Program 
loan proceeds; 

(8) The approved schedule of the Affordable Housing Development, including 
land acquisition if any, commencement and completion of construction or 
rehabilitation work, and occupancy by eligible households; 

(9) Terms and conditions for the inspection and monitoring of the Project in 
order to verify compliance with the requirements of the AHSC Program; 

(10) Provisions regarding compliance with California’s Relocation Assistance Law 
(Gov. Code, Section 7260 et seq,) and the implementing regulations adopted by 
the Department (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 25, Section 6000 et seq.), or to the extent 
applicable, compliance with federal Uniform Relocation Act requirements; 

(11) Provisions relating to the placement of a sign on or in the vicinity of, the 
Affordable Housing Development site indicating that the Council has 
provided financing for the Affordable Housing Development. The Council 
may also arrange for publicity of the AHSC Project in its sole discretion; 

(12) Provisions to ensure that the Eligible Costs and use of AHSC Program 
funds maintain the required GHG Reduction represented in the application; 

(13) Other provisions necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of the 
AHSC Program; 
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(14) Description of the conditions constituting breach of the agreement(s) and 
remedies available to the parties thereto;  

(15) Provisions identifying the modification or waiver of state housing finance 
requirements for Tribal Entities pursuant to Appendix B, if applicable; 

(16) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 
funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project is a 

prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards; and 

(B) A default on any one award of Department funding constitutes a default of 
all other Department funding awards made to the Project; 

(17) Provisions expressly providing that if any Project components (AHD, HRI, 
STI, TRA, or PGM, as applicable) are not timely completed pursuant to 
AHSC Program requirements, the Project will no longer qualify for the 
AHSC Program award, and the award will be disencumbered; and 

(18) Any of the Department’s standard contractual terms that may be applicable. 

(b) For rental Affordable Housing Developments, the Department shall enter into a 
Regulatory Agreement with the applicant for not less than the original term of the 
loan that shall be recorded against all sites comprising the property of the Affordable 
Housing Development prior to the disbursement of funds. The Regulatory 
Agreement shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

(1) The number, type and income level of Restricted Units; 
(2) Standards for tenant selection pursuant to 25 CCR 8305; 
(3) Provisions regulating the terms of the rental agreement pursuant to 25 CCR 

8307; 
(4) Provisions related to a Rent Schedule, including initial rent levels for 

Restricted Units and non-Restricted Units pursuant to subsections (a) and 
(b) of MHP Guidelines Section 7312; 

(5) Conditions and procedures for permitting rent increases pursuant to MHP 
Guidelines Section 7312; 

(6) Provisions for limitations on Distributions pursuant to 25 CCR 8314 and on 
developer fees pursuant to 25 CCR 8312; 

(7) Provisions regarding the deposit and withdrawal of funds to and from reserve 
accounts in accordance with 25 CCR 8308 and 8309; 

(8) Assurances that the Affordable Housing Development will be maintained 
in a safe and sanitary condition in compliance with state and local housing 
codes and the management plan, pursuant to MHP Guidelines Section 7325; 

(9) Description of the conditions constituting breach of the Regulatory Agreement 
and remedies available to the parties thereto; 
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(10) Provisions governing use and operation of non-Restricted Units and common 
areas to the extent necessary to ensure compliance with AHSC Program 
requirements; 

(11) Special conditions of loans and grants approval imposed by the Department; 
(12) “Operations,” MHP Guidelines Sections 7322 through 7327, shall apply to 

rental Affordable Housing Developments assisted by the AHSC Program; 
(13) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 

funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project is a 

prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards, and 
(B) A default on any one award of the Department funding constitutes a default 

of all other Department funding awards made to the Project. 

(14) Provisions governing income from commercial uses pursuant to MHP 
Guidelines 7326, 7304(b)(8), and 7304(c); and 

(15) Other provisions necessary to assure compliance with the requirements of the 
AHSC Program. 

(c) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments, the Department shall enter 
into a Regulatory Agreement with the applicant that shall be recorded against all 
sites comprising the property of the Affordable Housing Development prior to the 
disbursement of funds. The Regulatory Agreement shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 
(1) The number, type and income level of Restricted Units; 
(2) Standards for homebuyer selection procedures; 
(3) Requirements for a subsequent regulatory agreement to be recorded on 

each individual home when sold to an individual homebuyer; 
(4) Provisions related to the purchase price of Restricted Units; 
(5) Description of the conditions constituting breach of the Regulatory 

Agreement and remedies available to the parties thereto; 
(6) Provisions governing use and operation of non-Restricted Units and common 

areas to the extent necessary to ensure compliance with AHSC Program 
requirements; 

(7) Special conditions of loans and grants approval imposed by the Department; 
(8) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 

funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project is a 

prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards, and 
(B) A default on any one award of the Department funding constitutes a default 

of all other Department funding awards made to the Project. 
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(9) Other provisions necessary to assure compliance with the requirements of the 
AHSC Program. 

(d) All AHSC Program loans for assistance to rental Affordable Housing Developments 
shall be evidenced by a promissory note payable to the Department in the principal 
amount of the loan and stating the terms of the loan consistent with the requirements 
of the AHSC Program. The note shall be secured by a deed of trust on the 
Affordable Housing Development property naming the Department as beneficiary 
or by other security acceptable to the Department; this deed of trust or other security 
shall be recorded junior only to such liens, encumbrances and other matters of record 
approved by the Department and shall secure the Department's financial interest in 
the Affordable Housing Development and the performance of applicant's AHSC 
Program obligations. 

(e) Grants shall be governed by one or more agreements, which may be in the form a 
State of California Standard Agreement or other agreement with the Recipient in a 
form prescribed by the Department. The agreement or agreements shall ensure that 
the provisions of these Guidelines are applicable to the Project covered by the 
agreement and enforceable by the Department. The agreement or agreements will 
contain such other provisions as the Department determines are necessary to meet 
the requirements and goals of the AHSC Program, including but not limited to the 
following: 
(1) A description and sources and uses of the approved Project and the permitted 

uses of AHSC Program funds; 
(2) Provisions governing the amount, terms and conditions of the AHSC 

Program grant; 
(3) Provisions governing the construction work and, as applicable, the acquisition 

and preparation of the site of the Capital Project, and the manner, timing and 
conditions of the disbursement of grant funds; 

(4) A schedule for completion of the Project and a series of milestones for 
progress toward Project completion together with the remedies available to 
the Department in the event of the failure to meet such milestones; 

(5) Provisions for the payment of prevailing wages if and as required by state or 
federal law; 

(6) Requirements for periodic reports from the Recipient on the construction 
and use of the Project and provisions for monitoring of the Project by the 
Department; 

(7) The Recipient’s responsibilities for the development of the approved 
Project, including, but not limited to, construction management, maintaining 
of files, accounts and other records, and report requirements; 

(8) Provisions relating to the development, construction, affordability and occupancy 
of the Affordable Housing Development supported by the Housing Related 
Infrastructure Capital Project, if applicable; 

(9) Provisions relating to the placement on, or in the vicinity of, the Project site, 
a sign indicating that the Council has provided financing for the Project. 
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The Council may also arrange for publicity of the Project in its sole 
discretion;  

(10) Remedies available to the Department in the event of a violation, breach or 
default of the Standard Agreement; 

(11) Requirements that the Recipient permit the Department or its designated 
agents and employees the right to inspect the Project and all books, records 
and documents maintained by the Recipient in connection with the AHSC 
Program grant or loan or both; 

(12) Special conditions imposed as part of Department approval of the project; 
(13) Terms and conditions required by federal or state law; 
(14) Provisions to ensure that the Project maintains the required GHG Reduction 

as represented in the application;  
(15) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 

funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project, is a 

prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards; and 
(B) A default on any one award of Department funding constitutes a default of 

all other Department funding awards made to the Project; 

(16) Provisions expressly providing that if any Project components (AHD, HRI, 
STI, TRA, or PGM) are not timely completed pursuant to AHSC Program 
requirements, the Project will no longer qualify for the AHSC award, and the 
award will be disencumbered; and 

(17) Other provisions necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of the 
AHSC Program. 
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Section 110. Reporting Requirements 
(a) During the term of the Standard Agreement and according to the annual deadline 

identified in the Standard Agreement, the Recipient shall submit, upon request of the 
Department and the Council, an annual performance report that demonstrates 
satisfaction of all reporting requirements pursuant to the AHSC Program reporting 
requirements identified in the Standard Agreement. Recipient shall also submit the 
reports required by MHP Guidelines Article 5. Operations and any additional reporting 
requirements developed by the Department, the Council or CARB. The reports will 
be filed on forms provided by the Department. 

(b) Recipient is responsible for meeting the applicable project reporting requirements of 
CARB’s Funding Guidelines for Agencies that Administer California Climate 
Investments as well as CARB’s AHSC Program Quantification Methodology and 
Benefits Calculator Tool. These may include, but are not limited to: Project metrics; 
the duration over which the Recipient will track Project metrics; frequency of 
reporting; the format Recipient will use to report; Project profile information; Project 
benefit information; and information related to Priority Population benefits. 

(1) Recipients are required to submit an estimate of the number of jobs supported 
by their projects using CARB’s Jobs Co-Benefit Assessment Methodology within 
90 days of award. This methodology will estimate the number of jobs supported 
by the AHSC investment based upon the Project’s budget. 

(2) Consistent with the 2018 Funding Guidelines for Agencies that Administer 
California Climate Investments, AHSC funding recipients must track and report 
the employment outcomes of their projects.  
(A) Recipients will be required to conduct Employment Benefits and Outcomes 

Reporting for employment benefits and outcomes created supported by the 
AHSC investment and all leveraged funding, while accommodating 
provisions for data privacy. Once funds are disbursed, reporting may occur 
as frequently as an annual basis. AHSC Program staff will work with 
Recipients to clarify what the jobs reporting process may look like. 

(B) Recipients must report on all jobs created as a result of the construction or 
delivery of the AHSC Projects. This includes all jobs created, regardless of 
their funding source, that are used for delivering project components funded 
at least in-part by AHSC. The Project’s total development costs reported in 
the AHSC Application Workbook contains the scope of the AHSC-funded 
Project and all jobs created by it. 

(C) Recipients must report annually on all jobs created from the date the 
standard agreement is executed and continues until the following milestones 
are reached. 

(i) Grant Standard Agreement: all funds are disbursed 
(ii) Loan Standard Agreement: The AHD converts to permanent financing 

(D) Recipients must specify jobs created by the AHSC Program that employ 
individuals who live within Priority Population census tracts or low-income 
households. To identify individuals who live within Priority Populations 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
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census tracts or in low-income households, refer to the “Read Me” tab of the 
AHSC Jobs Reporting Template, posted on CARB CCI Quantification, 
Benefits, and Reporting Materials webpage. 

(E) Recipients must ensure that all subcontractors receiving $100,000 or more, 
AHSC Program funds or otherwise, from the Recipient must report on jobs 
created by the Project. Reporting must be completed using the AHSC Jobs 
Reporting Template provided by CARB. 

(F) Reporting will be done according to both trade and classification to include 
the following: 

(i) Job education required* 
(ii) Job experience required* 
(iii) Job training credentials* 
(iv) Number of jobs provided*, ** 
(v) Total project work hours*, ** 
(vi) Average hourly wage*, ** 
(vii) Total number of workers that completed job training*, ** 
(viii) Employer paid health insurance provided* 
(ix) Paid leave* 
(x) Retirement plan* 
(i) Targeted hiring strategy 

(3) Consistent with the 2018 Funding Guidelines for Agencies that Administer 
California Climate Investments, Recipients must report on all outcomes resulting 
from the AHSC Projects. This includes metrics related to AHD, HRI, STI, and 
TRA Projects. Reporting will include the following components and other metrics 
as requested, for a duration of no more than five (5) years: 
(A) AHD/HRI Project metrics: Project operational date; outcome tracking start 

date; housing unit occupancy rate; income restricted housing unit occupancy 
rate; mode share of all residents (i.e., transit, bicycling, walking, driving); mode 
share of Low-income residents; residents using transit passes; occupancy of 
commercial space 

(B) STI and TRA transit Project metrics: Average daily ridership of transit 
(C) STI active transportation Project metrics: Average traffic of bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities; days of operational per year 
(c) At any time during the term of the Standard Agreement, the Department may perform 

or cause to be performed a financial audit of any and all phases of the Recipient’s 
Project. At the Department’s request, the Recipient shall provide, at its own 
expense, a financial audit prepared by a certified public accountant. The State of 
California has the right to review project documents and conduct audits during project 
implementation and over the project life. 

(d) Reporting requirements listed in this section are Eligible Costs under Employment 
Benefits and Outcomes Reporting for each Capital Project or Program Cost as 
described in Section 103.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
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Section 111. Performance Requirements 
(a) Recipients shall begin construction of the housing units to be developed in the 

Affordable Housing Development that is a Capital Project within the time set forth 
in the Standard Agreement but not later than two years from date of award letter. 

(1) Recipients may request an extension of the performance requirement in Section 
111(a) by addressing a letter to SGC’s Executive Director explaining the 
circumstances for why an extension is needed and detailing a plan for meeting 
the extended performance requirement deadline. At the discretion of SGC’s 
Executive Director, an extension of up to two (2) years may be granted. Only one 
extension to the requirements of this section may be granted. 

(b) The housing units developed in the Affordable Housing Development that is a 
Capital Project must be completed, as evidenced by receipt of a certificate of 
occupancy not later than five years from date of award letter. 
(1) Recipients may request an extension of the performance requirement in Section 

111(b) by addressing a letter to SGC’s Executive Director explaining the 
circumstances for why an extension is needed and detailing a plan for meeting 
the extended performance requirement deadline. At the discretion of SGC’s 
Executive Director, an extension of up to two (2) years may be granted. Only one 
extension to the requirements of this section may be granted. 

(c) AHSC Program funds must be disbursed in accordance with deadlines specified in the 
Standard Agreement, and in no event later than the disbursement deadlines outlined 
in the NOFA. 

(d) Recipients may not apply for AHSC Program funds in a subsequent NOFA for the 
same Project if it is already funded by a prior award of AHSC Program funds.  

(e) Negative points will be assessed against the AHD Developer consistent with the 
Department’s Negative Points Policy. The Negative Points Policy, Administrative 
Notice Number 2022-01 dated March 30, 2022, and as published on the 
Department’s website, is hereby incorporated by this reference to these Program 
Guidelines as if set forth in full herein and shall apply with equal force as all other 
provisions set forth herein. 

(f) In addition to Section 111(a) through (e), Affordable Housing Development award 
Recipients will be subject to the Department’s Disencumbrance Policy. The 
Disencumbrance Policy, Administrative Notice Number 2022-22 dated March 30, 
2022, and as published on the Department’s website, is hereby incorporated by this 
reference to these AHSC Program Guidelines as if set forth in full herein and shall 
apply with equal force as all other provisions set forth herein. 
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Section 112. Defaults and Cancellations 
(a) In the event of a breach or violation by the Recipient of any of the provisions of the 

Standard Agreement, the Department may give written notice to the Recipient to 
cure the breach or violation within a period of not less than 15 days. If the breach or 
violation is not cured to the satisfaction of the Department within the specified time 
period, the Department, at its option, may declare a default under the Standard 
Agreement and may seek legal remedies for the default including, but not limited to, 
the following: 
(1) The Department may accelerate all amounts, including outstanding principal 

and interest, due under the loan and demand immediate repayment thereof. 
Upon a failure to repay such accelerated amounts in full, the Department 
may proceed with a foreclosure in accordance with the provisions of the 
deed of trust and state law regarding foreclosures. 

(2) The Department may seek, in a court of competent jurisdiction, an order for 
specific performance of the defaulted obligation or the appointment of a 
receiver to complete the Project in accordance with AHSC Program 
requirements. 

(3) The Department may seek such other remedies as may be available under 
the relevant agreement or any law. 

(4) In the event the Project is or has been awarded additional Department funding, 
any and all such funding will be cross defaulted to and among one another in the 
respective loan or, where applicable, grant documents. A default under one 
source of Departmental funding shall be default under any and all other sources 
of Department funding in the Project. 

(b) If the breach or violation involves charging tenants rent or other charges in excess of 
those permitted under the Regulatory Agreement, the Department may demand the 
return of such excess rents or other charges to the respective households. In any 
action to enforce the provisions of the Regulatory Agreement, the Department may 
seek, as an additional remedy, the repayment of such overcharges. 

(c) The Department may cancel funding commitments and Standard Agreements 
under any of the following conditions: 
(1) The objectives and requirements of the AHSC Program cannot be met by 

continuing the commitment or Standard Agreement; 
(2) There has been a material change, not approved by the Department, in the 

Project or the principals or management of the Developer or Project; 
(3) Construction of the Capital Project or implementation of Program Costs 

cannot proceed in a timely fashion in accordance with the timeframes 
established in the Standard Agreement; or 

(4) Funding conditions have not been or cannot be fulfilled within required time 
periods 

(d) Upon receipt of a notice of intent to cancel the grant from the Department, the 
Recipient shall have the right to appeal to the Director of the Department. 
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Section 113. Prevailing Wages 
For the purposes of the State Prevailing Wage Law (Labor Code Sections 1720 – 1781), a 
grant or loan under the AHSC Program shall be considered public funding for the 
construction, rehabilitation, demolition, relocation, preservation, or other physical 
improvement of the Capital Project subject to the provisions of the State Prevailing Wage 
Law. AHSC Program funding of the Project shall not necessarily, in and of itself, be 
considered public funding of a Project unless such funding is considered public funding 
under the State Prevailing Wage Law. It is not the intent of the Department in these 
regulations to subject Projects to the State Prevailing Wage Law by reason of AHSC 
Program funding of the Project in those circumstances where such public funding would 
not otherwise make the Project subject to the State Prevailing Wage Law. Although the use 
of AHSC Program funds does not require compliance with federal Davis Bacon wages, 
other funding sources may require compliance with federal Davis Bacon wages. 
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Appendix A. Definitions 
“Accessible Housing Unit(s)” refers collectively to “Housing Units with Mobility Features” 
and “Housing Units with Hearing/Vision Features” as defined below 

1) A “Housing Unit with Mobility Features” means and refers to a housing unit that 
is located on an accessible route and complies with the requirements of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 24 Section 8.22 and all applicable 
provisions of Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) or the comparable 
provisions of the Alternative Accessibility Standard, including but not limited to 
Sections 809.2 through 809.4 of the 2010 Standards for Accessible Design. A 
Housing Unit with Mobility Features can be approached, entered, and used by 
persons with mobility disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs. 
Such units must also comply with CBC 11B. 

2) A “Housing Unit with Hearing/Vision Features” means and refers to a housing 
unit that complies with 24 CFR Section 8.22, and all applicable provisions of 
UFAS or the comparable provisions of the Alternative Accessibility Standard, 
including but not limited to Section 809.5 of the 2010 Standards for Accessible 
Design. Such units must also comply with the California Building Code (CBC) 
11B. 

“Active Transportation” means infrastructure projects that encourage increased use of 
active modes of transportation but does not include funding program operations. The 
project types include but are not limited to: design and construction of capital 
improvements (construction) that will improve safety and convenience of people who 
are biking, walking, or using non-motorized mobility devices. These infrastructure 
projects may include bikeways, paths, sidewalks, crosswalks, crossing beacons or 
signals, curb ramps, curb extensions and other similar facilities. Traffic Calming devices 
such as roundabouts, lane narrowing, lane reductions, or other facilities focused on 
vehicles speed and volume reductions may be considered Active Transportation 
infrastructure if installed in tandem with facilities dedicated to biking or walking.  

“Active Transportation Program” means non-infrastructure related programs which instill 
safe pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorist behaviors to make safe Active Transportation 
possible. Non-infrastructure activities can stand-alone or be conducted with infrastructure 
projects (fixed facilities or permanent structural changes) to increase effectiveness. 
Program that seek funding for distribution of safety gear or bicycles should use the Caltrans 
Active Transportation Program Guidelines as a reference for when and how distribution is 
acceptable.  

“Activity Delivery Costs” means staff costs incurred by the Public Agency Recipient that are 
directly related to implementing specific Capital Projects and Program Costs. They may 
include costs such as project document preparation, project underwriting, construction 
management, inspections, or reporting to the Department. 

“Affordable Housing Development” or “AHD” means a Capital Project of residential 
development or the residential portion of a mixed-use development in which at least 20 
percent of the total units are Affordable Units. 
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“Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an affordable rent, as 
defined in Health and Safety Code Section 50053, to a household earning no more than 60 
percent of the Area Median Income (AMI). For homeownership projects, it means a 
housing unit that is made available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and 
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more than 120 percent of the AMI. 
Rental Units shall be subject to a recorded covenant ensuring affordability for a duration of 
at least 55 years. Homeownership units shall initially be sold to and occupied by a qualified 
household and shall be subject to a recorded covenant that includes either a resale 
restriction for at least 30 years or equity sharing upon resale. 

"Agricultural Land” means all categories of farmland in the California Department of 
Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) tool (California 
Important Farmland Finder) including: Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, 
Unique Farmland, Farmland of Local Importance, Farmland of Local Potential, Irrigated 
Farmland, Nonirrigated Farmland, and Grazing land. 

“AHSC Program” means the program as outlined by these Program Guidelines. 

“Alternative Accessibility Standard” also referred to as the HUD Deeming Notice (HUD-
2014-0042-0001), means the alternative accessibility standard for accessibility set out in 
HUD’s notice at 79 Fed. Reg. 29671 (May 23, 2014), when used in conjunction with the 
requirements of 24CFR pt. 8, 24 CFR Section 8.22, and the requirements of 28 CFR pt. 35, 
including 28 CFR Section 35.151 and the 2010 Standards for Accessible Design as defined 
in 28 CFR Section 35.104. 

“Applicant” has a meaning set forth in Section 105 in these Program Guidelines. 

“Area Median Income” or “AMI” means the most recent applicable county median family 
income published by the TCAC. For Tribal Entity applicants, if United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD’s) income for a county/parish located within a 
Tribal Entity’s service area is lower than the United States median, the Tribal Entity may 
use the United States median income limit. 

“Assisted Unit” means a unit that is subject to the Program’s regulatory and/or occupancy 
restrictions as a result of the financial assistance provided by the Program, as specified in 
the Regulatory Agreement. 

“Bus Rapid Transit” (BRT) means a rubber-tired form of rapid transit in an integrated system 
of facilities, equipment, services, and amenities that exceed the speed and reliability of 
regular bus service. BRT projects must meet all of the following criteria: 

1) Operates along a dedicated right of way for at least two (2.0) Lane Miles 
along its route. Dedicated Right of Way (ROW) means that private motor 
vehicles are prohibited from use of the lane except for turns, parking, and/or 
the use of variable pricing High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes.  

2) All vehicles serving the route are equipped with Transit Signal Priority 
(TSP) 

3) Has peak period minimum frequencies of 12 minutes or less 

“Bus Service” means regularly scheduled public transit service operating with limited stops 
using a fixed route. 

https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/CIFF/
https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/CIFF/
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"Capital Project" means a Project consisting of the construction, rehabilitation, demolition, 
relocation, preservation, acquisition, or other physical improvement that is an integral part of 
or is necessary for completion of a Project. 

“Context Sensitive Bikeway” means on-street infrastructure for bicycle riding that is 
appropriately applied based on the traffic volumes and speeds on a specific street, as 
recommended by the California Department of Transportation based on guidance from the 
Federal Highway Administration, American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials, and the California Highway Design Manual 

 

1) Projects may consider either the design year or post-Project 
implementation conditions for posted speed and Annual Average Daily 
Traffic (AADT). 

2) Class I multi-use or bicycle paths are considered Context Sensitive 
Bikeways at any AADT and posted speed. 

3) For the purposes of AHSC Program scoring and GHG quantification, a 
Class III bikeway must be often referred to as a ‘Bicycle Boulevard.’ A 
Bicycle Boulevard is more than just shared lane markings. A Bicycle 
Boulevard must combine all the following traffic calming measures: signs, 
pavement markings, speed and volume management measures, and 
infrastructure for safe and convenient crossings of busy arterials (5,000+ 
AADT or more). 

4) For AHSC Program scoring purposes, “Rural Main Streets” shall be 
considered any roadway within one-quarter (1/4) of a mile of federal, state, 
or county highway within a Rural Area. 

5) For AHSC Program scoring purposes and GHG Quantification, bikeways 
should be measured using Lane Miles  

“Council” means the California Strategic Growth Council, established pursuant to Public 
Resources Code Section 75121. 

“Deferred Costs” means costs deferred at construction loan closing, including but not limited 
to: capitalized reserves, loan fees, syndication costs, legal, accounting, audit, consultant 
fees, and developer fees paid from operating cashflow. 

“Department” means the California Department of Housing and Community Development. 

https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/transportation-planning/documents/office-of-smart-mobility-and-climate-change/planning-contextual-guidance-memo-03-11-20-a11y.pdf
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“Developer” means the entity that the Department and the Council rely upon for 
experience, site control, and capacity, and which controls (1) the Affordable Housing 
Development during development and through occupancy or the Housing Related 
Infrastructure during development and through completion, (2) the Sustainable 
Transportation Infrastructure during development and through operation, or (3) the 
Transit-Related Amenities during development and through Operation. 

“Disadvantaged Community” (DAC) means: 
1) Census tracts receiving the highest 25 percent of overall scores in 

CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (1,984 tracts). 
2) Census tracts lacking overall scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 due to data gaps, 

but receiving the highest 5 percent of CalEnviroScreen 4.0 cumulative pollution 
burden scores (19 tracts). 

3) Census tracts identified in the 2017 DAC designation as disadvantaged, 
regardless of their scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (307 tracts). 

4) Lands under the control of federally recognized Tribes. For purposes of this 
designation, a Tribe may establish that a particular area of land is under its 
control even if not represented as such on CalEPA’s DAC map and therefore 
should be considered a DAC by requesting a consultation with the CalEPA 
Deputy Secretary for Environmental Justice, Tribal Affairs and Border Relations 
at TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov. 

“Employment Benefits and Outcome Reporting” means activities undertaken by Local 
Agencies and Recipients to coordinate and monitor the development of Capital Projects 
and Programs funded by the AHSC Program award as well as submission of data about 
the jobs and related benefits created by the AHSC Investment as required by the Funding 
Guidelines for Agencies Administering California Climate Investments. 

“Enforceable Funding Commitment” or “EFC” means a letter or other document evidencing, 
to the satisfaction of the Department, a commitment of funds or a reservation of funds by a 
project funding source for construction or permanent financing, including, but not limited to, 
the following: 

1) Private financing from a lender other than a mortgage broker, the Applicant, 
or an entity with an identity of interest with the Applicant, unless the 
Applicant is a lending institution actively and regularly engaged in residential 
lending;  

2) Deferred-payment financing, residual receipts payment financing, grants, and 
subsidies from public agencies; 

3) Funds awarded by another Department program. Proof of award must be 
issued prior to final rating and ranking of the Program application; 

4) Funds conditionally reserved under the following programs shall be accepted 
as funding commitments: the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development’s (HUD) Supportive Housing Program (SHP), HOME Investment 
Partnerships Program (HOME), Community Development Block Grant 
Program (CDBG), and the California Department of Mental Health’s Mental 
Health Services Act (MHSA) Program. 

5) A land donation in fee for no other consideration that is supported by an 
appraisal or purchase/sale agreement (“Land Donation”) or a local fee waiver 

mailto:TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/2018-funding-guidelines.pdf?_ga=2.179788646.35143471.1539904702-756150235.1517359615
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/2018-funding-guidelines.pdf?_ga=2.179788646.35143471.1539904702-756150235.1517359615
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resulting in quantifiable cost savings for the Project where those fees are not 
otherwise required by federal or state law (“Local Fee Waiver”) shall be 
considered a funding commitment. The value of the Land Donation will be the 
greater of either the original purchase price or the current appraised value as 
supported by an independent third-party appraisal prepared by a Member- 
Appraisal-Institute-qualified appraiser within one year of the application 
deadline. A funding commitment in the form of a Local Fee Waiver must be 
supported by written documentation from the local Public Agency. A below 
market lease that meets the requirements of UMR section 8316 would be 
considered a land donation ($1 per year). 

6) Owner equity contributions or developer funds. Such contributions or funds 
shall not be subsequently substituted with a different funding source or 
forgone if committed in the application, except that a substitution may be made 
for up to 50 percent of deferred developer fee. The Department may require 
the applicant to evidence the availability of the proposed amount of owner 
equity or developer funds. 

7) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments only: Construction 
loans which will be repaid with revenue from the sale of homes to low- or 
moderate-income homebuyers. 

8) Funds for transportation projects which are programmed for allocation and 
expenditure in the applicable capital improvement plan consistent with the 
terms and timeframes of the Standard Agreement. 

“First-time homebuyer” is defined as a borrower who has not had an ownership interest in 
any principal residence or resided in the home owned by a spouse during the previous three 
years. 

“Flexible Transit Service” means a form of transit for the public characterized by flexible 
routing and scheduling of small/medium vehicles operating in shared-ride mode (with at 
least two passengers) between pick-up and drop-off locations according to passenger 
needs. Flexible Transit Service includes vanpool, shuttle, paratransit, and feeder bus 
systems that reduce vehicle miles travelled. 

“Floor Area Ratio” (FAR) means the square footage of the floor area of a building divided by 
the site square footage, excluding therefrom dedicated streets, sidewalks, parks, and open 
space. The floor area of a building is the sum of the gross area of each floor of the building, 
excluding mechanical space, cellar space, floor space in open balconies, enclosed parking 
and elevators or stair bulkheads. Multiplying the FAR by the area of the site produces the 
minimum amount of floor area required in a building on the lot. For example, on a 10,000 
square-foot site in a district with a minimum FAR of 1.5, the floor area of a building must be 
at least 15,000 square feet. 

“Greenhouse Gas Reduction” (GHG Reduction) means actions designed to reduce 
emissions of one or all the following gases: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 
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“Green Streets” means a sustainable stormwater strategy that meets regulatory compliance 
and resource protection goals by using a natural systems approach to manage stormwater, 
reduce flows, improve water quality, and enhance watershed health. 

“High Quality Transit” means a Qualifying Transit line with high frequencies AND 
permanent infrastructure as follows: 

1) Frequency: High Quality Transit must have Peak Period headway frequency on the 
same route, in the same direction, of every 15 minutes or less (e.g., every departure 
is not more than 15 minutes from the last) and service seven days a week. This level 
of service must have been publicly posted by the provider at some point between 
January 2022 and the time of application. 

2) Permanent Infrastructure: High Quality Transit must operate on a railway or 
meet the definition of Bus Rapid Transit. 

“Higher Opportunity Areas” means neighborhoods of opportunity, with high-performing 
school, greater availability of jobs that afford entry to the middle class, and convenient 
access to transit and services. Such areas are defined as ‘high’ or ‘highest’ resources 
areas in the 2022 TCAC/HCD Opportunity Map. 

“Housing Related Infrastructure” means a capital infrastructure improvement required 
as a condition of approval of an Affordable Housing Development by a Locality, 
transit agency or special district such as sewer, water or utility system upgrades, 
streets, drainage basins, etc. or a capital infrastructure improvement allowed under 
Section 103(a)(2)(A). 

“Indian Country” means (i) all land located in “Indian country” as defined by 18 U.S. 
Code (USC) 1151; (ii) all land within the limits of a Rancheria under the jurisdiction of 
the United States Government; (iii) all land held in trust by the United States for an 
Indian tribe or individual; and (iv) all land held by an Indian tribe or individual subject to 
a restriction by the United States against alienation. 

“Infill Site” means a site that has been previously developed or at least three of four sides or 
75 percent of the perimeter of the site adjoins parcels that are currently developed with 
qualified Urban Uses. Perimeters bordering navigable bodies of water and improved parks 
shall not be included in this calculation. To qualify as an infill site, the site must also be 
located in an urbanized area meaning that it fulfills one of the following requirements: 

1) located within an incorporated city with a charter recorded with the State of 
California, OR 

2) for unincorporated areas outside an urbanized area or urban cluster, the area 
shall be within a designated urban service area that is designated in the local 
general plan for urban development and is served by public sewer and water. 

3) Applications from Tribal Entities may request an exemption to the requirement to be 
located within an urbanized area or urban cluster 

“Innovative Transit” means a broad category transportation services that includes on-
demand shuttles and circulators, paratransit services, and private sector transit 
solutions commonly referred to as “microtransit,” The innovative transit service must be 
demand-responsive (routes and/or frequency of service are determined dynamically 

https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/opportunity.asp
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based on customer demand) and capable of serving multiple riders simultaneously (not 
only a single rider service). 

“Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Project Area” means a Project Area which 
includes at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by Qualifying Transit, but 
not High Quality Transit as defined in Section 102. 

“Intelligent Transportation Systems” means electronics, communications, or information 
technology, used singly or in combination, to improve the efficiency, accessibility, or 
safety of the surface transportation system. 

"Joint Venture” means a partnership between applicants that meets the definition as set 
forth by Multifamily Housing Program (MHP) Guidelines, Appendix A. 

“Key Destinations” means vital community amenities and resources. The specification of 
each Key Destination is listed below in (1-10). Key Destinations must be operational at the 
time of application. For scattered site projects, applicants should identify distance of Key 
Destinations around the single point identified for the Project Area Map. 

1) Grocery store: either a full-service grocery store or neighborhood market that is 
listed on the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) as a SNAP Retail Locator 
tool 

2) Food bank: A distribution site for a food bank that is managed by a non-profit 
that distributes free food at least once a week on a publicly advertised schedule  

3) Medical clinic: a medical clinic that accepts Medi-Cal payments or has an 
equally comprehensive subsidy program for low-income patients 

4) Licensed childcare facility: infant center, school age childcare center, childcare 
center, childcare center preschool, family childcare home (small), family 
childcare home (large) as licensed by the Department of Social Services. 

5) Pharmacy 
6) Public Park: An open space accessible by the general public managed by a 

public agency. A public park shall not include 1) school grounds unless there is 
a bona fide, formal joint use agreement between the jurisdiction responsible for 
the parks/recreational facilities and the school district or private school providing 
availability to the general public of the school grounds and/or facilities, 2) 
greenbelts or pocket parks, or 3) open space preserves or biking parkways 
unless there is a trailhead or designated access point within the specified 
distance. 

7) Community or Recreation Center accessible to the general public and managed 
by a public agency 

8) Public library: must be a book-lending public library that also allows for inter-
branch lending (when in a multi-branch system) 

9) Public elementary, middle, high school (which includes public charter schools as 
indicated by the California Department of Education) and non-profit university or 
non-profit junior college  

10) Bank or credit union: Must include on-site staff  
11) Post Office: United States Postal Service (USPS) Post Office location as 

indicated by the USPS Locator tool 
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“Lane Mile” means the total length of roadway or bikeway taking number of lanes into 
account. For scoring, consistency and reporting purposes, applicants are required to 
describe all bikeways and busways using lane miles. As an example, a project that installs a 
bikeway in only one direction along one mile of roadway would be considered having 
installed one lane mile. If the bikeway is bidirectional or on both sides of the roadway for 
one mile, the project would be considered having installed two lane miles (one mile each 
way). 

“Locality” means a California city, unincorporated area within a county, or a city and 
county. 

“Lower Income” has the meaning set forth in Health and Safety Code Section 50079.5, 
households with gross incomes not exceeding 80 percent of Area Median Income. 

“Low-Income Community” means a census tract with either 1) median household 
incomes at or below 80 percent of the statewide median income, or 2) median 
household income at or below the threshold designated as low-income by Department 
of Housing and Community Development’s State Income Limits pursuant to the Health 
and Safety Code Section 50093. For Tribal Entities, if the HUD income for a 
county/parish located within a Tribal Entity’s service area is lower than the State 
Income Limits, the United States median income limit may be used in determining a 
Low-Income Community. 

“Low-Income Households” mean individual households with either 1) household 
incomes at or below 80 percent of the statewide median income, or 2) household 
incomes at or below the threshold designated as low-income by Department of Housing 
and Community Development’s State Income Limits adopted pursuant to Health and 
Safety Code Section 50093. 

“Mixed Use Development” means a building, combination of buildings, or building 
complex, designed to functionally and physically integrate non-residential uses such as 
retail, commercial, institutional, recreational, or community uses with residential uses, in 
a complementary manner. 

“Moderate Income” has the meaning set forth in Health and Safety Code Section 50093. 

“MHP” shall mean the Multifamily Housing Program authorized and governed by 
Sections 50675 through 50675.14 of the Health and Safety Code, and the MHP 
Guidelines dated March 30, 2022, as amended. 

“Natural Infrastructure” means improvements that result in the preservation and/or 
restoration of ecological systems, or utilization of engineered systems that use 
ecological processes, to increase resiliency to climate change and/or manage other 
environmental problems. Some examples relative to the AHSC Program could include 
street trees and greenspace for water catchment, infiltration and surface cooling; water 
treatment facilities that utilize ecologically functioning wetlands; flood mitigation 
systems that utilize the natural floodplain and stable shorelines used in tandem with 
constructed flood barriers. 
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“Net Density” means the total number of dwelling units per acre of land to be developed 
for residential or mixed use, excluding allowed deductible areas. Allowed deductible 
areas are septic system requirements and public dedications of land which are for 
public streets, public sidewalks, public Open Space, and public drainage facilities. Non-
allowed deductible areas include utility easements, setbacks, private drives and 
walkways, general landscaping, common areas and facilities, off street parking, and 
traditional drainage facilities exclusive to a development project. Mitigations required for 
development will not be included in the allowed deductible areas. 

“NOFA” means a Notice of Funding Availability issued by the Department. 

“Peak Hours” or “Peak Period” means the periods with the highest ridership during the 
entire transit service day as determined by the transit operator. Must include at least 
one hour during the morning commute hours and one during evening commute hours, 
Monday through Friday. Each Peak Period cannot be longer than three hours. 

“Principal” means employees of the Developer who are in a position responsible for 
the oversight and management of development activities. 

“Priority Population” means residents of: (1) census tracts identified as disadvantaged 
by California Environmental Protection Agency per SB 535; (2) census tracts identified 
as low-income per AB 1550; or (3) a low-income household per AB 1550. See the 
Priority Population maps for more information. 

“Program Cost” means the cost(s) associated with 1) program creation, or 2) expansion 
of existing programs to serve new populations or offer new program service and 
implementation. 

“Program Operator” means the entity that administers the day-to-day operational 
responsibilities for the program for which the AHSC Program funding is sought. 

“Project” means the proposed use of funds representing a combination of Capital 
Projects or Program Costs which are proposed by the Applicant to be funded the 
AHSC Program. 

“Project Area” means the one (1.0) mile radius from a single point inside the parcel of 
the AHD. The point may be chosen anywhere inside of the AHD parcel and should be 
used and referenced consistently through all application materials, in mapping and 
calculation of distances. If a Project is a Scattered Site Project, then the applicant 
may choose which parcel they wish to use.  

“Project Area Type” means one of the three categories of Projects funded by the 
AHSC Program. Project Area Types are decided based on two main factors: The AHD 
proximity to High Quality Transit or Qualifying Transit and if the AHD Project is 
located in a Rural Area. Project Area Types are used to improve distribution of funds 
to a diverse type of communities throughout California.   

"Public Agency” means a Locality, transit agency, public housing authority or 
redevelopment successor agency. 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/communityinvestments.htm
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“Qualifying Transit” means a transit line serving the public that includes various forms of 
fixed transit service (Rail Service and Bus Service) and Flexible Transit Service. A 
Qualifying Transit line requires service that departs two (2) or more times on the same route 
during Peak Hours as defined by the transit operator. This level of service must have 
occurred regularly at some point between January 2022 and the time of application. 
Flexible Transit Service is exempt from these Peak Hours frequency requirements. The 
Transit service must be operated by the following: 

1) Directly operated by a public entity;  
2) Operated by a public entity via a contract for purchased transportation service with a 

private or non-profit provider; or  
3) Operated by a private or non-profit entity as a grant Recipient or sub-recipient from a 

public entity 

“Rail Service” means regularly scheduled public transit service running on rails or 
railways. 

“Recipient” means the eligible applicant receiving a commitment of AHSC Program 
funds.  

“Regulatory Agreement” as set forth by UMR 8301(o). 

“Restricted Units” as set forth by UMR 8301(q) for rental Affordable Housing 
Developments or the same as “Affordable Unit” for homeownership Affordable 
Housing Developments. 

“Remaining Funds” means the funds available for Project awards after the Project 
Area Type Targets are met. These funds are to be used primarily for funding projects 
to achieve the statutory and Council-identified priorities of Geographic and Tribal 
Entity Targets. 

“Rural Area” means the definition in Health and Safety Code 50199.21 

“Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA)” means a Project that meets the definition of 
Integrated Connectivity Project and is located within a Rural Area.  

“Safe and Accessible Walkway” means a pedestrian corridor that meets or exceeds 
accessibility design standards in Caltrans Design Information Bulletin (DIB) 82-06.  

"Scattered Site” means an AHD Project in which the parcels of land are not contiguous 
except for the interposition of a road, street, stream or similar interposition. 

1) For acquisition and/or rehabilitation projects with one pre-existing project-based 
Section 8 contract in effect for all the sites, there shall be no limit on the number 
or proximity of sites. 

2) For acquisition and/or rehabilitation projects with any of the following:  
a. Existing federal or state rental assistance or operating subsidies,  
b. An existing CTCAC Regulatory Agreement, or  
c. An existing regulatory agreement with a federal, state, or local public 

entity, the number of sites shall be limited to five, unless the Executive 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=HSC&sectionNum=50199.21.
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Director approves a higher number, and all sites shall be either within the 
boundaries of the same city, within a 10-mile diameter circle in the same 
county, or within the same county if no location is within a city having a 
population of five-hundred thousand (500,000) or more. 

3) For new construction projects and all other acquisition and/or rehabilitation 
projects, the number of sites shall be limited to five, and all sites shall be within a 
one (1.0) mile diameter circle within the same county. 

“Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking” means bicycle parking that is not accessible to the 
general public, is completely enclosed and protects the bicycle from inclement weather 
and allows for the bicycle frame to be secured to the bicycle rack at two points. 
Examples of Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking include bicycle rooms, bicycle lockers, 
and bicycle cages. 

“Site Control” means the applicant or Developer has control of property as set forth in 
UMR Sections 8303 and 8316 through one or more of the following: 

1) Fee title; 
2) A leasehold interest on the property with provisions that enable the lessee to 

make improvements on and encumber the property provided that the terms and 
conditions of any proposed lease shall permit, prior to grant funding, compliance 
with all AHSC Program requirements. Where site control will be satisfied by a 
long-term ground lease, the Department will require the execution and 
recordation of the Department’s form lease rider, which shall be entered into by 
and among the ground lessor, the ground lessee, the Department, and any other 
applicable parties. In all cases, the lease rider shall be recorded against the fee 
interest in the Project property; 

3) An enforceable option to purchase or lease which shall extend through the 
anticipated date of the Program award as specified in the NOFA; 

4) An executed disposition and development agreement, right of way, or irrevocable 
offer of dedication to a public agency; 

5) An executed encroachment permit for construction of improvements or facilities 
within the public right of way or on public land; 

6) An executed agreement with a public agency that gives the applicant exclusive 
rights to negotiate with the agency for the acquisition of the site; provided that the 
major terms of the acquisition have been agreed to by all parties; or 

7) A land sales contract or enforceable agreement for acquisition of the property. 

“Smoke Free Housing” means an Affordable Housing Development that implements a 
policy banning the ignition and burning of tobacco products (including, but not limited 
to, cigarettes, cigars, pipes, and water pipes or hookahs) in all living units, indoor 
common areas, and all other interior spaces. The smoke-free policy must also extend to 
all outdoor areas within 25 feet of occupied buildings on the AHD property. 

“Substantial Rehabilitation” means a Housing Development with reasonable direct 
rehabilitation construction contract costs of at least $35,000 per residential unit. 
Rehabilitation shall include energy efficiency upgrades per residential units. 
Rehabilitation projects must fully and efficiently address all the physical needs of the 
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Project for the term of the project loan and therefore merely meeting the minimum 
threshold cost amount of $35,000 per residential unit may not, in and of itself, be 
sufficient to be considered Substantial Rehabilitation for purposes of the project loan. 

“Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure” means capital project(s) that result in the 
improvement or addition of infrastructure that encourages mode-shift from single-
occupancy vehicles by enhancing: 1) public transit service, 2) pedestrian networks, or 
3) bicycle networks (includes public bike-share programs) as well as transit operations 
expenditures that directly support transit expansion, within the defined Project Area 
meeting the transit requirements detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d). 

“TCAC” shall mean the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee and the California 
Tax Credit Allocation Committee Regulations, Title 4 CCR, Division 17, Chapter 1, as 
adopted July 20, 2022. 

“Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Project Area” means a Project Area which 
includes at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality Transit. 

“Transit Signal Priority (TSP)” means an operational strategy that facilitates the 
movement of transit vehicles through traffic-signal controlled intersections. Objectives 
of TSP include meeting on time schedule performance and improved transit travel time 
efficiency while minimizing impacts to normal traffic operations. TSP is made up of four 
components: (1) a detection system that lets the TSP system where the vehicle 
requesting signal priority is located. The detection system communicates with a (2) 
priority request generator that alerts the traffic control system that the vehicle would like 
to receive priority. (3) Priority control strategies; and 4) System management software 
collecting data and generating reports. 

“Transit Station/Stop” means a designated location at which the various Qualifying 
Transit service(s) drop-off and pick-up riders.  

“Transportation Demand Management” (TDM) means strategies that increase 
transportation system efficiency by encouraging shifting from single-occupant vehicle 
(SOV) trips to non-SOV transportation modes or shifting SOV trips off peak travel 
periods. Effective TDM strategies result in reduction of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 
increasing travel options, providing incentives and information to incentivize individuals 
and employers to modify their travel behavior to support these objectives, and/or by 
reducing the need to travel or reducing travel distance via location efficient 
development patterns. TDM strategies encourage travel by transit, bike, walking or in 
shared vehicles. 

“Transportation Related Amenities” means capital improvements that are publicly 
accessible and provide supportive amenities to pedestrians, cyclists and transit riders 
(e.g., bike parking, bus shelter, benches, street trees, etc.) within the defined Project 
Area meeting the transit requirements detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d). TRA 
improvements encourage the use of the transit or active transportation activity. 
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“Tribal Entity” means: Tribe or a tribally designated housing entity. An Applicant that is 
any of the following: 

1) An Indian Tribe as defined under USC Section 4103(13)(B) of Title 25 
2) A Tribally Designated Housing Entity under 25 USC 4103(22) 
3) If not a federally recognized tribe as identified above, either: 

a. Listed in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Office of Federal Acknowledgement 
Petitioner List, pursuant to CFR Section 83.1 of Title 25; or 

b. Indian Tribe located in California that is on the contact list maintained by the 
Native American Heritage Commission for the purpose of consultation 
pursuant to GC Section 65352.3 

"Urban Forestry" means the cultivation and management of native or introduced trees 
and related vegetation in urban areas for their present and potential contribution to the 
economic, physiological, sociological, and ecological well-being of urban society. 

"Urban Forest" means those native or introduced trees and related vegetation in the 
urban and near-urban areas, including, but not limited to urban watersheds, soils and 
related habitats, street trees, park trees, residential trees, natural riparian habitats, and 
trees on other private and public properties. 

“Urban Greening” means the incorporation of greenscaped pedestrian and bicycle trail 
systems, Urban Forestry, urban street canopy, green alleys, drought tolerant and 
native species landscaping and landscape restoration, green roofing, community 
gardens, Natural Infrastructure and stormwater features into public open spaces. 
Public open space must offer reasonable hours of use for the public, such as dawn to 
dusk. Community gardens where residents grow edible plants do not have to be 
publicly accessible as long as they are available to residents of the Affordable 
Housing Development. 

“Urban Uses” means any residential, commercial, industrial, transit, transportation 
passenger facility, or retail use, or any combination of those uses. Urban uses do not 
include lands used for agricultural uses or parcels in excess of 15,000 square feet in 
size and containing only one single-family residence. 

“Very-Low Income” has the meaning set forth in Health and Safety Code Section 50105, 
households with gross incomes not exceeding 50 percent of Area Median Income. 

“Water Efficiency” means controlling water at the source through design—both rainfall 
and storm water runoff through a decentralized system that distributes storm water 
across a project site to replenish groundwater supplies. 

“Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV)” means a motor vehicle equipped with clean technologies 
consistent with the State of California’s zero emission vehicle regulations and standards, 
including battery-electric vehicles (BEVs), hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), 
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). 
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Appendix B. Tribal Eligibility 
A Tribal Entity may qualify for AHSC funds if their Project meets the following 
requirements: 

(a) Projects are located in Indian country, or located on a parcel owned by a Tribal 
Entity in fee or held in trust for the benefit of a Tribal Entity within the state of 
California, and; 

(b) The applicant meets the conditions of award funding to the extent applicable, and 
subject to any modifications or waivers as provided for by AB1010 (2019) (HSC Section 
50406, subdivision (p)) that shall be set forth in a Standard Agreement. It is noted 
that these same conditions do not need to be satisfied initially to engage in the 
competitive award process: 

(1) BIA Consent. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) has consented to the 
applicant’s execution and recordation (as applicable) of all Department-
required documents that are subject to 25 CFR sec. 152.34, 25 CFR sec. 
162.012, or 25 CFR sec. 162.388, et seq., prior to award disbursement. This 
requirement shall not apply to projects that are located on fee land not 
subject to a restriction by the United States against alienation. 

(2) Personal and Subject Matter Jurisdiction. Personal and subject matter 
jurisdiction in regard to the Standard Agreement, Project, or any matters 
arising from either of them is in state court and the Department has received 
any legal instruments or waivers, all dully approved and executed, as are or 
may be legally necessary and effective to provide for such personal and 
subject matter jurisdiction in state court. 

(3) Title Insurance. The Department has received title insurance for the 
property underlying the Project satisfactory to the Department. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, upon a showing of good cause, for 
Applicants unable to provide a conventional title insurance policy 
satisfactory to the Department, this condition may be satisfied by a title 
status report issued by the BIA Land Title and Records Office and pursuant 
to a title opinion letter issued for the benefit of the Department but paid for 
by the Applicant. 

(4) Recordation Requirements. Where recordation of instruments is a condition 
of award funding or otherwise required under or pursuant to the Standard 
Agreement, the subject instrument is recorded if recorded with the Land 
Titles and Records Office at the BIA or in the appropriate official records of 
the County in which the Project is located, as may be applicable. 

(5) Fee Security Required. For all Projects, except those located on trust or 
restricted land within Indian country, fee security shall be required, unless 
the terms allowing leasehold security are satisfied as set forth in Title 25 
CCR 8316. If a Department loan/grant is recorded on fee land then there 
must be a restriction preventing that land being put into trust until the 
Department loan/grant term is complete. 
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(6) Minimum Requirements for Sovereign Immunity Waivers. Sovereign 
immunity waiver language shall be included in the Department Standard 
Agreement, and all Department regulatory and loan or grant agreements, all 
of which may be accomplished by incorporating by reference a separately 
executed sovereign immunity waiver instrument. The Recipient shall also 
provide or obtain a separate limited waiver of sovereign immunity 
instruments for both personal and subject matter jurisdictions which shall 
require, at a minimum, compliance with State construction standards and 
regulations or with respect to tribal housing Projects in Indian Country, 
compliance with tribal construction standards and regulations that are at 
least as stringent as State construction standards and regulations, subject to 
the Department’s review and satisfaction 
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Appendix C. Awardee Publicity Guidelines 
Recipients are required to acknowledge SGC, HCD, and California Climate Investments 
(CCI) in all publications, websites, signage, invitations, and other media- related and public-
outreach products related to the AHSC Project. Guidance on CCI logo usage, signage, and 
logo files contained in the Style Guide are available at: 
www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/logo-graphics-request. SGC and HCD staff will provide 
their respective logo files and guidance on their usage directly to Recipients. 

(a) Long-form written materials, such as reports, must include the following standard 
language about SGC, HCD, AHSC, and CCI: 
(1) “The Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program 

builds healthier communities and protects the environment by increasing the 
supply of affordable places to live near jobs, stores, transit, and other daily 
needs. This program is administered by Strategic Growth Council (SGC), 
which coordinates the activities of State agencies and partners with 
stakeholders to promote sustainability, economic prosperity, and quality of 
life for all Californians (www.sgc.ca.gov) and implemented by the 
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD). 

The AHSC Program is part of CCI, a statewide program that puts billions of 
Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing GHG emissions, strengthening the 
economy, and improving public health and the environment – particularly in 
disadvantaged communities. The Cap-and-Trade program also creates a 
financial incentive for industries to invest in clean technologies and develop 
innovative ways to reduce pollution. California Climate Investments projects 
include affordable housing, renewable energy, public transportation, zero 
emission vehicles (ZEV), environmental restoration, more sustainable 
agriculture, recycling, and much more. Find our more about the program at: 
www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov.” 

(b) Any informational materials that do not qualify as long-form, but that include at least a 
paragraph of text, such as press releases, media advisories, short case studies, some 
flyers, etc., should include the following language: 
(1) Long version: “[Project Name] is supported by California Strategic Growth 

Council’s Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program with funds 
from California Climate Investments, a statewide initiative that puts billions of 
Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
strengthening the economy, and improving public health and the environment – 
particularly in disadvantaged communities.” 

(2) Short version: “[Project Name] is supported by California Strategic Growth 
Council’s Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program with funds 
from California Climate Investments—Cap-and-Trade Dollars at Work” 

(c) Recipients may at times produce promotional materials that are primarily visual in 
nature, such as banners, signage, certain flyers, and sharable images for social 
media. In such cases, when including the boilerplate language acknowledging CCI 
and SGC support is not practical, grantees should instead include the official logos 
of both SGC and CCI, preceded by the words “Funded by.” 

http://www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/logo-graphics-request
http://www.sgc.ca.gov/
http://www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov%2F&data=02%7C01%7CElena.Davert%40conservation.ca.gov%7Ca56c3afe557a46b8bc3608d738819641%7C4c5988ae5a0040e8b065a017f9c99494%7C0%7C0%7C637040001558713546&sdata=TtcmMtO3Yi8r3tmneHEyKwjDb9nfEzDh0CdtWbOe5mE%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov%2F&data=02%7C01%7CElena.Davert%40conservation.ca.gov%7Ca56c3afe557a46b8bc3608d738819641%7C4c5988ae5a0040e8b065a017f9c99494%7C0%7C0%7C637040001558713546&sdata=TtcmMtO3Yi8r3tmneHEyKwjDb9nfEzDh0CdtWbOe5mE%3D&reserved=0
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(d) Recipients are required to identify a point of contact for all press inquiries and 
communications needs related to the project and provide the name, phone 
number and email address of this individual to SGC. Recipients must also 
distribute a press release after grant decisions are made at SGC’s Public Council 
Meeting and are encouraged to do so for other major milestones throughout the 
lifecycle of the grant. All press releases must be approved by SGC 
Communications Office prior to distribution and SGC must be alerted and invited 
to participate in any and all press conferences related to the award by emailing 
ASHC@sgc.ca.gov. 

(e) Recipients are required to prepare one or more two-to-four-page documents that 
provide a summary of the Project components and tell the story of the AHSC 
proposal development process and/or implementation. All such materials must be 
approved by SGC Communications Office prior to distribution. These materials 
will be displayed on SGC website. 

(f) Applicants and Recipients are encouraged to use social media to share the process 
of creating an AHSC proposal and to inform the throughout implementation. 
@CalSGC, @California_HCD, and @CAClimateInvest should be tagged on all posts 
related to the AHSC grant. Use of the hashtags #AHSC, #AffordableHousing, and 
#SustainableCommunities is encouraged. 

mailto:ASHC@sgc.ca.gov
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Amendment of the Whole 
In Board 6/14/05 

FILE NO. 050184 ORDINANCE NO. 

[Adopting the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project.] 

Ordinance approving and adopting the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project area; adopting findings pursuant to the California 

Environmental Quality Act; adopting findings that the Redevelopment Plan and related 

documents and agreements (including a Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds 

Pledge Agreement and an Option Agreement with the Redevelopment Agen-Gy of the 

City and County of San Francisco and the Transbay Joint Pov.'ers Authority) are is 

consistent with the City's General Plan and Eight Priority Policies of City Planning 

Code Section 101.1; adopting other findings pursuant to the California Community 

Redevelopment Law, including findings pursuant to Sections 33445 and 33679; 

authorizing official acts fmcluding the execution of agreements) in furtherance of this 

ordinance. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

Section 1. FINDINGS. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of 

San Francisco hereby finds, determines and declares, based on the record before it, including 

but not limited to information contained in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan, that: 

A. The Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco (the 

"Agency") has prepared a proposed Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment 

Project (the "Redevelopment Plan"). 

B. The proposed Redevelopment Plan would establish a redevelopment project 

area for an approximately 40-acre area generally bounded by Mission Street in the north, 

Main Street in the east, Folsom Street in the south, and Second Street in the west (the 

"Project Area"). The Redevelopment Plan is being proposed to: 1) redevelop over 12 acres of 

1''.ayor, Supervisor Daly 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Page 1 
6/14/2005 
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vacant land as high-density, transit-oriented residential projects; 2) construct approximately 

3,400 housing units of which approximately 1,200 would be affordable to very !ow- to 

moderate-income households; 3) enforce Development Controls and Design Guidelines to 

ensure new development provides a high-quality, livable community; 4) create streetscape 

and public open space improvements throughout the new project area; and 5) provide funding 

toward the construction of a new Transbay Terminal and Caltrain Downtown Extension (the 

"Transbay Terminal Project"). 

C. Pursuant to Section 33352 of the California Community Redevelopment Law 

(Health and Safety Code Sections 33000 et seq., the "Community Redevelopment Law"), the 

Agency has prepared a Report on the Redevelopment Plan (the "Report on the 

Redevelopment Plan"). The Report on the Redevelopment Plan has been made available to 

the public before the date of the hearing on this Ordinance approving the Redevelopment 

Plan. 

D. The Redevelopment Agency has transmitted to this Board of Supervisors 

certified copies of its DtResolution No. 19-2005, adopted following a duly noticed public 

hearing held on January 25, 2005, attaching its report to the Board of Supervisors and 

recommending the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment 

Project Area, and {itLResolution No. 95-2Q05. adopted following a duly noticed public"heari119. 

held on June 7. 2005!,making certain changes to the Redevelopment Plan propq~ed bcY this 

Board of Supervisors. Copies of the Redevelopment Planjas originally adopted ~Y Ag,m 

Resolution No. 19-200_5 and subsequently modified by Agency Resolution 95-20Qfil, the 

Agency's Resolution No.§. 19-2005 and 95-2005, and of the Agency's Report on the 

Redevelopment Plan are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File 

No. OS Ol$'f , and are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth. 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
Page 2 

6/14/2005 
n:\landuse\jmalamut\plngdptloer\ceqaltjpaltransbay.doc 
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E. Pursuant to Sections 33220, 33343, 33344 and 33370 of the California Health 

nd Safety Code, and in order to promote development in accordance wlth objectives and 

urposes of the Redevelopment Plan and documents relating to the Redevelopment Plan, the 

ity intends to aid and cooperate with the Agency to undertake and complete proceedings 

ir' nd actions necessary to be carried out by the City under the provisions of the 

I edevelopment Plan and provide for the expenditure of monies by the community in carrying 

I, ut the Redevelopment Plan. 
J/ 

F. On December 9, 2004, at a duly noticed public hearing, the Planning 

rommission, adopted Resolution No. 16906 and Motion No. 16907, which found that the 

!redevelopment Plan was consistent with the General Plan as proposed for amendment and 

ltn conformity with the Priority Policies of Section 101.1 of the Planning Code and 

recommended the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan to this Board of Supervisors. On 

I (ll)e,2. 2005. e1t a duly noticed public hearipg, the Planning Commission adopted Res_oluJion 

No. 17028, which foJ.,md the Redevelopment Piao amendments ad=92.ted b;;L6q@CY Resolution 

IN~-2005 were co~JJiyyith the Genen;l.l Plan as p_coposed for amendment and in 

f====c=~~~,2======-~~£==o=lic=i==e==s==o==f"""P=la=n=n=in==-"===C===ode $ection 101.1. A copy of the Planning 

Commission Resolutiong and Motion are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in 
I , 

I File No. OS D 18( 1 and are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth. This 

Board, for the reasons specified in the aforementioned Resolution and Motion, adopts as its 

own the findings of the Planning Commission that the Redevelopment Plan is consistent with 

the General Plan and in conformity with Planning Code Section 101.1. 

G. On September 28, 2004, this Board, in Resolution No. 612-04 adopted findings 

that various actions related to the Transbay Terminal Project were in compliance with the 

California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources Code Sections 21000 et 
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seq.). Said findings, including all documents related thereto, are on file with the Clerk of the 

Board of Supervisors in File No. 041079 and are incorporated herein by reference. Sai-e 

findings remain valid for the actions contemplated in this Ordinance and are made part of this 

Ordinance by reference herein. Said findings also are supplemented by the environmental 

findings that the Planning Commission adopted on December 9, 2004, in Motion No. 16905 

regarding the Redevelopment Plan. The Planning Commission Motion is on file with the Clerk 

forth herein. 

H. In accordance with California Public Resources Code section 21168.9(b) and 

the C,alifornia Superior Court order i.QM.yers Natgma V~nture _v. City and .. County of San 

\ Erancisc_o, etaLLCase No. CPF 04-504363), the Boargj§jJ_roceeding with the actions 

' contemplated in thi9 Ordinance solely for the purposes.pf establishing a bas~r fqr tax 

increment financing for, the Transbay Redevelopment Plan;,_ A COJ2LOf said order is on file with 

~th=e==C='='=le~~r=k=o=f~th=e~B=o~s1=2'rdc=Sin"""Fdi=le=N~o=. ====a=n=d~i=s,=,i=omrn~o~r .orated herein by reference. In 

furtherance of these as;tions only, the Board, to the extent_,QQDJ.Qllance with the Californi@ 

Environmental.Qi.Jality Act is necessary. is relylng on_ the enyironmental findings and relat_e.d 
' 

documents and ma_terials as described above in subs~ction (G). The Board further 

i determines that saidJindings remain valid for thELactioris conteOJ.21e1ed in this Ordinance. 

l ==='=cc·== On ______ , 2005, the Board of Supervisors held a duly noticed public 

hearing on the Redevelopment Plan. The hearing was continued to June 14, 2005, and_.has 

been closed. Notice of such hearing was published in accordance with Section 33361 of the 

California Health and Safety Code, in the San Francisco-l-Afiependent Chronicle, a newspaper 

of general circulation, printed, published and distributed in the City and County of 

San Francisco describing the boundaries of the proposed Project Area and stating the day, 
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hour and place when and where any interested persons may appear before the Board of 

Supervisors to ob}ect to the Redevelopment Plan. At such hearing and on Jllne 14. 200_(5. th~ 

gate to which to the_hearing,was cootinued,.Jhe Board considered the report and 

recommendations of the Agency and the Planning Commission, the Final Environmental 

Impact Report for the Redevelopment Plan, and all evidence and testimony for and against 

the proposed Redevelopment Plan. The Board hereby adopts written findings to the extent 

required by the Community Redevelopment Law as set forth in this Ordinance. 

+~. Pursuant to Sections 33205 and 33128 of the Community Redevelopment Law, 

the Agency may delegate to the City's Planning Department certain administration of the 

development controls over the Project Area set forth in the Redevelopment Plan. Consistent 

11 1 with this authority, on January 25, 2005, the Agency's Commission, pursuant to Resolution 

12 No. 16-2005, approved a Project Delegation Agreement with the City's Planning Department, 

13 and on January 27, 2005, the City's Planning Department's Commission, pursuant to 

14 , Resolution No. 16934, approved the Delegation Agreement. 

15 J. Pursuant to a Cooperative Agreement dated ____ , 2002 (the 

16 "Cooperative /\greoment"), amongst the State of California acting by and through its 

17 , Department of Transportation (the "State"), the City, and the Transbay Joint Pmvers Authority 
I 

18 I (the "TJPA"), the State is assisting local and regional authorities in their efforts to construct 

19 the Transbay Terminal Project by transferring specified State Owned Parcels to the City and 

20 the TJPA. The Cooperative Agreement requires, among other things, that all gross sales 

21 proceeds and a portion of tax increment from the State Ovmed Parcels be paid to the TJPA 

22 for the construction of the Transbay Terminal Project. ln order to faeilitate the sale and 

23 I development of those State Owned Parcels that are not needed for the Transbay Terminal 

24 I Project, the City and the TJPA propose to enter into an Option .'\greement (the "Option 

25 

[ 
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:~::::==~=:::::·p::::=::::::l:~~::7n9
en~I:,: :f,m 

\re-Board of Supervisors in File No. , and each agreement is incorporated herein 

:lby reference: iff::y s:etiorth. 

K: ~4 ~u Fr_, 2005, the Planning Department issued a letter finding that the 
I 

/linco,poroted hernin by relernnso as though fully se! feflh. This Board, for tho masons 

, specified in the aforementioned letter, adopts as its ovm the findings of the Planning 

Department that said transactions are consistent \Nith the General Plan and in conformity vvith 

1Planning Code Section 101.1. 

Section 2. PURPOSES AND INTENT. The purposes and intent of the Board of 

Supervisors with respect to this Ordinance are to adopt the Redevelopment Plan. as 

amended. in accordance with the Community Redevelopment Law and to achieve the 

I objectives for redevelopment of the Project Area specified in the Redevelopment Plan. 

Section 3. By this reference, the Redevelopment Plan, as amendm a copy of which 

is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors under File No. 05 DI~ lf , is 
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incorporated in and made a part of this Ordinance with the same force and effect as though 

set forth fully herein. 

Section 4. FURTHER FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS UNDER THE 

COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT LAW. The Board of Supervisors hereby further finds, 

determines and declares, based on the record before it, including but not limited to information 

contained in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan, that: 

A. The Project Area, which is the subject of the Redevelopment Plan, is a blighted 

area (as described in the Report on the Plan), the redevelopment of which is necessary to 

effectuate the public purposes declared in the Community Redevelopment Law. 

B. The Redevelopment Plan will redevelop the Project Area as set forth in the 

Report on the Redevelopment Plan in conformity with the Community Redevelopment Law 

and is in the interests of the public peace, health, safety, and welfare. 

C. The adoption and carrying out of the Redevelopment Plan is economically 

sound and feasible as described in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan. 

D. For the reasons set forth in Section 1 F of this Ordinance, the Redevelopment 

Plan, once effective, will be consistent with the General Plan of the City and County of 

San Francisco, as amended, including, but not limited to, the housing element of the General 

Plan, which substantially complies with the requirements of Article 10.6 (commencing with 

Section 65580) of Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title 7 of the California Government Code and 

other applicable requirements of law, and is consistent with the eight Priority Policies in City 

Planning Code Section 101.1. 

E. The carrying out of the Redevelopment Plan will promote the public peace, 

', health, safety and welfare of the community and effectuate the purposes and policies of the 
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Community Redevelopment Law as generally described in the Report on the Redevelopment 

Plan. 

F. The condemnation of real property, to the extent provided for in the 

Redevelopment Plan may be necessary for the execution of the Redevelopment Plan. Some 

residential property may be the subject of eminent domain actions, but a substantial number 

of low- or moderate-income persons do not reside in the Project Area. Adequate provisions 

have been made for payment for property to be so acquired as provided by law. 

G. There are no public projects identified in the Redevelopment Plan that will 

displace a substantial number of low- or moderate-income persons. The Agency has a 

feasible method or plan for the relocation of families and persons displaced from the Project 

Area, if the Redevelopment Plan results in the temporary or permanent displacement of any 

occupants of housing facilities in the Project Area. 

H. There are, or shall be provided, in the Project Area or in other areas not 

generally less desirable in regard to public utilities and public and commercial facilities and at ; 

rents or prices within the financial means of the families and persons displaced from the 

Project Area, decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings equal in number to the number of and 

available to the displaced families and persons and reasonably accessible to their places of 

employment. 

I. Families and persons shall not be displaced prior to the adoption of a relocation 

20 plan pursuant to Sections 33411 and 33411.1 of the California Health and Safety Code. 

21 Dwelling units housing persons and families of low or moderate income shall not be removed 

22 or destroyed prior to the adoption of a replacement housing plan pursuant to 
I 

23 ·. Sections 33334.5, 33413, and 33413.5 of the California Health and Safety Code. 

24 

25 

J. There are no non-contiguous areas in the Project Area. 

ii 
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k. The Project Area includes lands, buildings and improvements which are not I 
I 
f\ individually detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare but which are necessary for the 

:1effective redevelopment of the Project Area. All areas included in the Project Area are 

II necessary for effective redevelopment of the Project Area, and no areas in the Project Area 
,' 

II are included solely for the purpose of obtaining an allocation of tax increment revenues from 

l
:jthe Project Area pursuant Section 33670 of the California Health and Safety Code without 

•1other substantial justification for its inclusion. 

I L. The elimination of blight and the redevelopment of the Project Area could not 

reasonably be expected to be accomplished by private enterprise acting alone without the aid 

and assistance of the Agency. 

M. The Project Area is predominantly urbanized, as defined by California Health 

and Safety Code Section 33320.1 (b). 

N. The time limitation and the limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to 

the Agency that are contained in the Redevelopment Plan are reasonably related to the 

proposed projects to be implemented in the Project Area and to the ability of the Agency to 

eliminate blight within the Project Area. 

0. This Board of Supervisors is satisfied that permanent housing facilities will be 

18 available within three (3) years from the time occupants of the Project Area are displaced and 

19 that, pending the development of the facilities, there will be available to the displaced 

20 1 occupants adequate temporary housing facilities at rents comparable to those in the 

21 1 community atthe time of their displacement. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

P. Pursuant to Sections 33<145 and 33679 of the California Health and Safety 

Code, and as further detailed in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan: (1) the estimated 

Agency obligation for the tax increment revenue dedicated to the Transbay Terminal Project is 
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i.1~ 7R2 :·:.::: :::onst::t 1=¥ 20::~5 :::~rs); (2) the _Tran~bay Terminal Pr~ject is of benefit 

.ffi the1'--e~~n- -; ~f~-oth~~n------e means of f1nanc1ng the construction of the 

)jTransbay Term\nal Project is available; and (4) the use of /\gency funds to construct the 

i:Transbay Terminal Project will assist in the elimination of blighting conditions in the Project 

1
ilArea, specifically, the elimination of a dilapidated terminal building which 'Nill be replaced by 

ltfte...Transbay Terminal Project. The Transbay Terminal Project will help to revitalize the 

\Project Area and stimulate private investment. The Transbay Terminal Project is a public 
I 
· &e-A-efit and a central part of the Redevelopment Plan. 

I 

Section 5. Pursuant to Section 33365 of the California Health and Safety Code, the 

Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan._a,s am~rig_~g= as 

the official Redevelopment Plan for the Project Area. 

Section 6. The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors shall without delay (1) transmit a 

copy of this Ordinance to the Agency pursuant to California Health and Safety Code 

Section 33372, 1.vhereupon the ,ei,gency shall be vested 'Nith the responsibility for carrying out 

the Redevelopment Plan, (2) record or ensure that the Agency records a description of the 

Project Area and a certified copy of this Ordinance pursuant to California Health and Safety 

Sections 33373, and (3) transmit, by certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of this 

!Ordinance, together with a copy of the Redevelopment Plan, which contains a legal 

1description of the Project Area and a map indicating the boundaries of the Project Area, to the 

Controller, the Tax Assessor, the State Board of Equalization and the governing body of all 

· taxing agencies in the Project Area pursuant to California Health and Safety Code 

Sections 33375 and 33670. 

Section 7. In accordance with Sections 33220, 33343, 33344 and 33370 of the 

Community Redevelopment Law, the Board of Supervisors declares its intent to undertake 
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and complete actions and proceedings necessary to be carried out by the Clty under the 

Redevelopment Plan and related Plan Documents (as defined in the Redevelopment Plan) 

and authorizes and urges the Mayor and other applicable officers, commissions and 

employees of the City to take any and al! steps as they or any of them deem necessary or 

appropriate, in consultation with the City Attorney, to cooperate with the Agency in the 

implementation of the Redevelopment Plan and to effectuate the purposes and Intent of this 

Ordinance, such determination to be conclusively evidenced by the execution and delivery by 

such person or persons of any such documents. Such steps shall include, but not be limited 

to (i) the execution and delivery of any and all agreements, notices, consents and other 

instruments or documents (including, without limitation, execution by the Mayor, or the 

Mayor's designee, of any agreements to extend any applicable statutes of limitation) and 

(ii) the institution and completion of proceedings for the closing, vacating, opeA+H§-,

acceptance of dedication and other necessary modifications of public streets, sidewalks, 

1 street layout and other r'1ghts of way in the ProJect Area. 
I 

I 

Section 8. The Board of Supervisors hereby approves and the Mayor and the 

Controller are hereby authorized and urged to execute the Pledge Agreement. 

Section 9. The Board of Supervisors hereby approves and the Director of Property is 

hereby authorized and urged to execute the Option Agreement. 

I Section 10. The Board of Supervisors authorizes and urges the Mayor, the Controller, 

II the Di,ector of Property, and any othm officers, agents and employees of tho City to 1a•e any 

and all steps (including, but not limited to, the execution and delivery of any and all 

. agreements, notices, consents and other instruments or documents, including, '.vithout 

limitation, any agreements to extend any applicable statues of limitation) as they or any of 

them deem necessary or appropriate, in consultation with the City Attorney, in order to 
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~nsummate the Pledge Agreement and/or tho Option Agreement in assordanse with this 

t=:::::::l=======:~:::raonor 
r 
~--a~+H-Hr-Hi-:--The approval under this Ordinance shall take effect upon the effective 

, ate of the amendments to the General Plan approved under Board of Supervisors Ordinance 

______ , a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in 

ile No. 050181 and is incorporated herein by reference as if fully set forth. 

PPROVED AS TO FORM: 
ENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 
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Ordinance 
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1 Dr. Carlton 8. Goodlett Place 
San Franchco. CA 94102-4689 

File Number: 050184 Date Passed: 

Ordinance approving and adopting the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project 
area; adopting findings pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act; adopting findings that the 
Redevelopment Plan is consistent with the City's General Plan and Eight Priority Policies of City 
Planning Code Section 101.1; adopting other findings pursuant to the California Community 
Redevelopment Law; authorizing official acts in furtherance of this ordinance. 

March 29, 2005 Board of Supervisors -CONTINUED 

Ayes: 9 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Dufty, Eisbernd, Ma, Maxwell, McGo!drick, 
Mirkarimi, Peskin 
Excused: 2 - Daly, Sandoval 

April 5, 2005 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED 

Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbemd, Ma, Maxwell, 
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval 

May 10, 2005 Board of Supervisors -CONTINUED 

Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbemd, Ma, Maxwell, 
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval 

June 14, 2005 Board of Supervisors - AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE 
BEARING NEW TITLE 

Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell, 
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval 

June 14, 2005 Board of Supervisors -PASSED ON FlRST READING AS AMENDED 

Ayes: 1 I - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell, 
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval 

June 21, 2005 Board of Supervisors - FINALLY PASSED 

City and County of San Francisco 

Ayes: 7 -Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Dufty, Elsbernd, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval 
Absent: 3 - Daly, Ma, McGoldrick 
Excused: 1 - Maxwell 
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Ff LE NO. 060347 -------

[Transbay Redeve\opment Project - Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge 
Agreement and an Option Agreement.] 

Ordinance approving a Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge 

Agreement and an Option Agreement for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area 

between the City and County of San Francisco, the Transbay Joint Powers Authority 

and the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco; making 

environmental findings and findings of consistency with the City's General Plan and 

the Eight Priority Policies of City Planning Code Section 101.1; authorizing other steps 

to implement the Transbay Redevelopment Plan; and adopting other findings pursuant 

to the California Community Redevelopment Law, including findings pursuant to 

Sections 33445 and 33679. 

Note: Additions are sin~ftl.f-underhneitafic5, 1Ymes New Rmnan; 
deletions are 1ri:F-ilff:tltro11gh irit?i:es+mres--;'vew-Rerntm. 
Board amendment additions are double underHned. 
Board amendment de!Btions are ~h normal. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

Section 1 . Findings. 

(a) On June 21, 2005, this Board, in Ordinance No. 124-05 (the "Plan Ordinance"), 

adopted the Redevelopment Plan for the Trans bay Redevelopment Project Area (the 

"Redevelopment Plan") solely for the purpose of establishing a base year for tax increment 

financing, but did not otherwise authorize the implementation of the Redevelopment Plan in 

accordance with the California Superior Court's order in Myers Natoma Venture, LLC v. City 

and County of San Francisco, et al (No. CPF 04-504~363, May 26, 2005), which had stayed 

implementation of the Redevelopment Plan. Said Ordinance is on file with the Clerk of the 

Board of Supervisors in File No. 0 SO l g tJ and incorporated herein by 

reference. 

MAYOR NEWSOM, SUPERVISOR DALY 
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(b) On November 10, 2005, the California Court of Appeal, in City and County of 

San Francisco, et al v. The Superior Court of San Francisco County, No. A 110296, reversed 

and vacated the above-referenced Superior Court's judgment 

(c) This Board may now take additional actions to allow implementation of the 

Redevelopment Plan adopted by the Plan Ordinance. 

(d) The Redevelopment Plan establishes a redevelopment project area for an 

approximately 40-acre area generally bounded by Mission Street in the north, Main Street in 

the east, Folsom Street in the south, and Second Street in the west. 

(e) The Redevelopment Plan's objectives are to: (1) redevelop over 12 acres of vacant 

land as high-density, transit-oriented residential projects; (2) construct approximately 3,400 

housing units of which approximately 1,200 would be affordable to very low-· to moderate

income households; (3) implement Development Controls and Design Guidelines to ensure 

that new development provides a high-quality, livable community; (4) create streetscape and 

public open space improvements throughout the new project area; and (5) promote the 

construction of a new Transbay Transit Center and Ca!train Downtown Extension and access 

ramps (collectively, the "Project") as a multi-modal transit facility. 

(f) In connection with the Board's adoption of the Redevelopment Plan and pursuant to 

Section 33352 of the California Health and Safety Code (part of the Community 

Redevelopment Law), the Agency prepared and submitted to the Clerk of the Board (i) a 

Report on the Redevelopment Plan (the "Report on the Redevelopment P!an") and (ii) a 

Summary of Public Benefit Findings Pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Sections 

33445 and 33679 (the "Summary"). The Report on the Redevelopment Plan and the 

Summary have been made available to the public before the date of the hearing on this 

Ordinance and are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in 

File No. 0 <;" 0 I <t'l 
MAYOR NEWSOM, SUPERVISOR DALY 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
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1 (g) The City intends to aid and cooperate with the Redevelopment Agency of the City 

2 and County of San Francisco (the "Agency") to undertake and complete proceedings and 

3 actions necessary to be carried out by the City under the provisions of the Redevelopment 

4 Plan pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Sections 33220, 33343, 33344 and 

5 33370, part of the California Community Redevelopment Law. 

6 (h) On July 8, 2003, this Board adopted Resolution No. 441--03, a copy of which is on 

7 file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 030997 and is incorporated herein by 

8 reference, and authorized the Mayor and officers of the City to execute a Cooperative 

9 Agreement dated July 11, 2003 (the "Cooperative Agreement"), amongst the State of 

1 O California acting by and through its Department of Transportation (the "State''). the City, and 

11 theTransbay Joint Powers Authority (the "T JPA"). 

12 (i) The Cooperative Agreement assists the local and regional authorities that are 

13 members of the T JPA in their efforts to construct the Project by transferring specified parcels 

14 owned by the State (the "State-Owned Parcels") to the City and the T JPA and also requires, 

15 among other things, that all gross sales proceeds and a portion of tax increment revenues 

16 from the State-Owned Parcels (the "Net Tax Increment" as defined in the Cooperative 

17 Agreement) are to be paid to the T JPA for the construction of the Project. 

18 U) To implement the covenants in the City's Cooperative Agreement to provide all 

19 Gross Sales Proceeds (as defined in the Cooperative Agreement) and Net Tax Increment 

20 associated with the sale and development of the State-Owned Parcels to the T JPA for the 

21 construction costs of the Project, the City, the Agency, and the T JPA propose to enter into a 

22 Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge Agreement that pledges the payment of 

23 Net Tax Increment and Gross Sales Proceeds from the sale of the State-Owned Parcels (the 

24 "Pledge Agreement"). The Pledge Agreement is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

25 Supervisors in Fil.e No. 0 S' 0 I g ~· and is incorporated herein by reference. 
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(k) in accordance with California Health and Safety Code Section 33679: (1) a 

notice of a public hearing has been published in the San Francisco Examiner, a newspaper of 

general circulation, during the two successive weeks preceding the public hearing on the 

proposed Tax Increment and Sales Proceeds Pledge Agreement; and (2} the Summary, 

which contains information justifying the use of tax increment (including (a) the estimate of 

tax increment revenues proposed to be used to pay for construction of the Project, (b) the 

facts supporting the determination required under California Health and Safety Code Section 

33445, and (c) the redevelopment purposes for which the tax increment revenues are being 

used to pay for the construction of Transbay Terminal Project) has been rr1ade available for 

public review at the time of the first publication of the notice of the public hearing. A copy of 

said notice is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. y7 
and is incorporated herein by reference. 

(I) To facilitate the sale and development of those State-Owned Parcels that are not 

needed for the Project, the City and the TJPA propose to enter into an Option Agreement with 

the Agency (the "Option Agreement") whereby the Agency will acquire such State-Owned 

Parcels for disposition, subject to final approval by this Board, and development consistent 

with the Redevelopment Plan" The Option Agreement is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File No. () / & L( and is incorporated herein by reference. 

(m) On December 9, 2004, the Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public 

hearing on conformance of the Transbay Redevelopment Plan and related implementing 

documents with the General Plan. Following such hearing, the Planning Commission, in 

Motion No. 16907, found the Redevelopment Plan and related documents consistent 

with the General Plan. Said Motion is on file with the Clerk of the Board in 

File No. O~Ot gc{ and is incorporated herein by reference. 

Section 2. General Plan Findings. 
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The Board of Supervisors adopts, as its own, the findings in Planning Commission 

Motion No. 16907 that the real estate transactions authorized on the terms and conditions in 

the Option Agreement are {i) consistent with the General Plan and (ii) in conformity with the 

Priority Policies of Section 101.1 of the Planning Code. 

Section 3. Environmental Findings. 

(a} On September 28, 2004, this Board, in Resolution No. 612-04, adopted findings 

that various actions related to the Project complied with the California Environmental Quality 

Act (California Public Resources Code sections 21000 et seq.). Said findings and all 

documents and materials related to said findings are on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File No. 041079 and are incorporated herein by reference. Said findings 

remain valid for the actions contemplated in this Ordinance and are made part of this 

Ordinance by reference herein. Said findings also are supplemented by the environmental 

findings that the Planning Commission, in Motion No. 16905, adopted on December 9, 2004, 

Said Motion is on file with the Clerk of the Board in 

File No. 0<;·01 iy and is incorporated herein by reference. 

(b) The Board of Supervisors finds, on the basis of substantial evidence, in light of 

the whole record, including the California Court of Appeal decision in Case No. A 110296 

cited above, that (1) no substantial changes to the Transbay Redevelopment Plan and its 

implementation have occurred that require important revisions to the previously certified Final 

Environmental Impact Statement/Final Environmental impact Report (FEIS/FEIR) due to the 

involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity 

of significant environmental effects discussed in the FEIS/FEIR; (2) no substantial changes 

have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the Transbay Redevelopment 

Plan is to be undertaken which would require major revisions to the previously certified 

FEIS/FEIR, and (3) no new information of substantial importance has become available since 
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1 , the certification of the FEIS/FEIR that indicates any of the following: (a) the Transbay 

2 Redevelopment Plan will have significant effects not discussed in the FEIS/FEIR, 

3 (b) significant environmental effects will be substantially more severe than previously 

4 discussed in the FEIS/FEIR, (c) mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not 

5 feasible which would reduce one or more significant effects have become feasible, or 

6 (d) mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those in the 

7 FE!S/FEIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the Transbay 

8 Redevelopment Plan on the environment. 

9 Section 4. Community Redevelopment Law Findings. 

1 O The Board of Supervisors finds that pursuant to Sections 33445 and 33679 of the 

11 California Health and Safety Code and as further detailed in the Summary, the Report on the 

12 Redevelopment f----:>!an. and other matters in the record before it: ( 1) the Project will help to 

13 revitalize the Redevelopment Plan Area and stimulate private investment (2) the Project is a 

14 public benefit, is a central part of the Redevelopment Plan, and will particularly benefit the 

15 Redevelopment Plan Area; (3) the estimated Agency obligation for the tax 'increment revenue 

16 that is pledged by the proposed Tax Increment Allocatron and Sales Proceeds Pledge 

17 Agreement to the Project is $231 million (in constant FY 2005/06 dollars); (4) no other 

18 reasonable means of financing the Project is available; and (5) the use of Agency funds to 

19 construct the Project will assist in the elimination of blight in the Redevelopment Plan Area, 

20 specifically, a dilapidated terminal building, which will be replaced by the Project. 

21 Section 5. Additional Actions and Approvals. 

22 (a) In accordance with Sections 33220, 33343, 33344, 33370, and 33374 of the 

23 Community Redevelopment Law, the Board of Supervisors reaffirms its intent, as originally 

24 expressed in the Redevelopment Plan Ordinance, to undertake and complete actions and 

25 proceedings necessary to be carried out by the City under the Redevelopment Plan and 
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1 related Plan Documents (as defined in the Redevelopment Plan), including but not limited to 

2 ensuring that the Department of Building Inspection advises all applicants for building permits 

3 in the Project Area, for a period of two years after adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, that 

4 the site for which a building permit is sought is within a redevelopment project area. 

5 (b) The Board hereby adopts and approves the Tax Increment and Sales Proceeds 

6 Pledge Agreement and authorizes the Mayor and the Controller to execute said Agreement. 

7 (c} The Board hereby adopts and approves the Option Agreement and authorizes the 

8 Director of Property to execute said Option Agreement. 

9 (d) The Board of Supervisors also authorizes and urges the Mayor and other 

1 O applicable officers, commissions, and employees of the City to take any and all steps as they 

11 or any of them deem necessary or appropriate, in consultation with the City Attorney, in order 

12 to cooperate with the Agency in the implementation of the Redevelopment Plan and to 

13 effectuate the purposes and intent of the Redevelopment Plan and this Ordinance, including, 

14 but not limited to (i) the execution and delivery of any and all agreements, notices, consents 

15 1 and other instruments or documents (including execution by the Mayor, or the Mayor's 

16 designee, of any agreements to extend any applicable statutes of limitation) and (ii) the 

17 institution and completion of proceedings for the closing, vacating, opening, acceptance of 

18 dedication and other necessary modifications of public streets, sidewalks, street layout and 

19 other rights-of-way in the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area. 

20 (e) The Board directs the Clerk to transmit a copy of this Ordinance to the Agency, 

21 which is vested with the responsibility for carrying out the Redevelopment Plan. 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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steps to implement the Transbay Redevelopment Plan; and adopting other findings pursuant to the 
California Community Redevelopment Law, including findings pursuant to Sections 33445 and 33679. 
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FILE N0.150435 

SUBSTITUTED 
6/2/2015 

ORDINANCE NO. 84-15 

[Redevelopment Plan Amendment - Transbay Redevelopment Project Area] 

Ordinance approving a minor amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project Area to provide bulk limits for general office buildings in Zone 

One; and making findings under the California Environmental Quality Act, and findings 

of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, 

Section 101.1. 

NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. 
Deletions to Codes are in striketlwough italics Times NeH' Roman font. 
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

Section 1. Findings. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 

Francisco (the "Board of Supervisors" or "Board") makes the following findings, 

determinations, and declarations, based on the record before it, including but not limited to, 

information contained in the Report to the Board of Supervisors on the Minor Amendment to 

the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area ("Report to the 

Board"), dated March 31, 2015, and on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 150435. 

(a) The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency approved the Redevelopment Plan for 

the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Plan") by Resolutions No. 

19-2005 (January 25, 2005) and No. 95-2005 (June 7, 2005). Copies of these resolutions are 

on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 050184. 

Supervisor Kim 
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1 (b) The Board of Supervisors approved the Redevelopment Plan by Ordinances No. 

2 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006). Copies of these ordinances are on file 

3 with the Clerk of the Board in File Nos. 050184 and 060347 respectively. 

4 (c) On February 1, 2012, the former San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ("Former 

5 Agency") was dissolved pursuant to the provisions of California State Assembly Bill No. 1X 26 

6 (Chapter 5, California Statutes of 2011-12, First Extraordinary Session) ("AB 26") that were 

7 upheld by the California Supreme Court in California Redevelopment Association v. 

8 Matosantos, 53 Cal.4th 231 (2011). On June 27, 2012, AB 26 was amended in part by 

9 California State Assembly Bill No. 1484 (Chapter 26, California Statutes of 2011-12) ("AB 

10 1484"). Together, AB 26 and AB 1484 are primarily codified in Sections 34161 et seq. of the 

11 California Health and Safety Code, as amended from time to time, and are referred to as the 

12 "Redevelopment Dissolution Law". 

13 (d) Pursuant to the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, all of the Former Agency's 

14 assets, other than housing assets, and obligations were transferred to the Office of 

15 1 Community Investment and Infrastructure, as the Successor Agency to the Former Agency 
I 

16 ("OCII" or "Successor Agency"). Some of the Former Agency's housing assets were 

17 transferred to the City, acting by and through the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community 

18 Development. 

19 (e) Subsequent to the adoption of AB 1484, on October 2, 2012, the Board of 

20 Supervisors, acting as the legislative body of the Successor Agency, adopted Ordinance No. 

21 215-12, which, among other matters, delegated to the Successor Agency Commission, 

22 commonly known as the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure, the 

23 authority to (1) act in the place of the Redevelopment Commission to, among other matters, 

24 implement, modify, enforce, and complete the Former Agency's enforceable obligations; (2) 

25 approve all contracts and actions related to the assets transferred to or retained by the 
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Successor Agency, including, without limitation, the authority to exercise land use, 

development, and design approval, consistent with the applicable enforceable obligations; and 

(3) take any action that the Redevelopment Dissolution Law requires or authorizes on behalf 

of the Successor Agency and any other action that the Successor Agency Commission deems 

appropriate, consistent with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, to comply with such 

obligations. A copy of this ordinance is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 120892. 

(f) The Board of Supervisors' delegation to the Successor Agency Commission 

includes authority to exercise land use, development, and design approvals for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project Area ("Project Area") and to approve amendments to the 

Redevelopment Plan as allowed under California Community Redevelopment Law (California 

Health and Safety Code Section 33000 et seq.) ("CRL" or "Redevelopment Law") and subject 

to adoption of such plan amendments by the Board of Supervisors. 

(g) For minor plan amendments, Sections 33450-33458 of the CRL sets forth a 

simplified amendment process. This process includes a publicly noticed hearing of the 

Successor Agency Commission; environmental review to the extent required; adoption of the 

minor amendment by the Successor Agency Commission after the public hearing; preparation 

of a report to the legislative body; referral of the amendment to the Planning Commission, if 

warranted; a publicly noticed hearing of the legislative body; and a legislative body 

consideration after its hearing. CRL Sections 33352 and 33457.1 further require the 

preparation of a report to the legislative body regarding the plan amendment in order to 

provide relevant background information in support of the need purpose and impacts of the 

plan amendment. 

(h) The Redevelopment Plan establishes the land use controls for the Project Area 

and divides the Project Area into two subareas. Zone One is generally bounded by Harrison 

or Folsom Street on the south; Clementina, Tehama, or Natoma Street on the north; Main or 
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Spear Street on the east; and Second or Ecker Street on the west. In Zone 1 the 

Redevelopment Plan defines the land uses. Zone One is intended to be developed with 

predominantly residential uses; however, the Redevelopment Plan authorizes general office 

uses on specific sites within this Zone. Zone Two is generally bounded by Harrison, 

Clementina, Tehama, or Natoma Street on the south; Minna or Mission Street on the north; 

Main Street on the east; and Second Street on the west. In Zone 2 the San Francisco 

Planning Code applies. 

(i) The Redevelopment Plan and ancillary land use controls, including the 

Development Controls and Design Guidelines for the Transbay Redevelopment Project 

("Development Controls"), already authorize the development of general office uses on 

specific sites in Zone One. Specifically, Section 3.3.1 of the Redevelopment Plan expressly 

authorizes the development of general office uses within Zone One in areas (1) north of 

Howard Street, and (2) north of Folsom Street and west of Ecker Street, which together 

comprise a small area of Zone One, limited to portions of two City blocks, i.e. Blocks 5 and 10. 

U) A modification to general office development controls under the Redevelopment 

Plan would not have an actual effect on Block 10. The Transbay Redevelopment Project Area 

Streetscape and Open Space Concept Plan specifies that the western portion of Block 10 

(Assessor's Block 3736, Lot 018) must be developed as open space. The eastern portion of 

Block 10 (Assessor's Block 3736, Lot 156) is already developed with an office use with a 

height limit of 85 feet under the Redevelopment Plan. 

(k) The Development Controls implement the Redevelopment Plan's authorization for 

the development of general office uses within Zone One and provide additional guidance for 

the office development of Block 5, which is generally bounded by Howard Street on the south, 

Natoma Street on the north, Main Street on the east, and Beale Street on the west. The 

Development Controls anticipate that in the event a commercial land use alternative is applied 
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to Block 5, " ... the development density shall be that of the downtown commercial C-3-0 

district in the Planning Code." However, the Redevelopment Plan contains language 

imposing inappropriate bulk limits on commercial development in Block 5. 

(I) As set forth more fully in subsection ( o) below, the Successor Agency Commission 

recommends approval of a proposed minor amendment to the Redevelopment Plan (the "Plan 

Amendment" or "Minor Plan Amendment"), which would provide that the maximum floor plate 

sizes for general office buildings in Zone One shall be consistent with the bulk limits permitted 

by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk Limits: Special Exceptions in C-3 

Districts) of the Planning Code, as amended from time to time, for development within the C-

3-0 ("Downtown Office") District. Thus, the Minor Amendment makes no substantial change in 

the authorized land uses under the Redevelopment Plan. 

(m) In accordance with Sections 33352 and 33457.1 of the CRL, the Successor 

Agency has prepared a Report to the Board and made it available to the public on or before 

the date of the notice of the public hearing, held in accordance with Section 33452, on this 

ordinance approving the Minor Plan Amendment; said hearing is referenced in subsection (o) 

below. 

(n) General Plan and Planning Code Section 101.1 Findings. The Successor 

Agency transmitted the Plan Amendment to the Planning Department for the Planning 

Department's recommendation concerning the conformity of the Plan Amendment with the 

General Plan. In a letter dated May 28, 2015, the Planning Department found that the Plan 

Amendment is, on balance, consistent with the General Plan and in conformity with the priority 

policies in Planning Code Section 101.1. A copy of this letter is on file with the Clerk of the 

Board in File No. 150435 and incorporated herein by reference. This Board adopts as its own 

the findings of the Planning Department that the Plan Amendment is, on balance, consistent 

with the General Plan and in conformity with Planning Code Section 101.1. 
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(o) Successor Agency Commission Action. On April 7, 2015, after holding a duly 

noticed public hearing in accordance with CRL Section 33452, the Successor Agency 

Commission, in Resolution Nos. 18-2015 and 19-2015, approved the Report to the Board and 

made certain findings. It determined, consistent with its authority under Redevelopment 

Dissolution Law, that a minor amendment to the Redevelopment Plan providing that the 

maximum floor plate sizes for general office buildings in Zone One be consistent with the bulk 

limits permitted by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk Limits: Special 

Exceptions in C-3 Districts) of the Planning Code, as amended from time to time, for 

development within the C-3-0 District ("Downtown Office") is necessary and desirable for 

implementation of the Redevelopment Plan. The Successor Agency also adopted the Minor 

Plan Amendment. The Successor Agency has transmitted to the Board of Supervisors 

certified copies of these Resolutions and attached its Report to Board. Copies of these 

documents are on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 150435 and are incorporated 

herein by reference. 

(p) The Board of Supervisors held a public hearing on June 9, 2015, on the adoption of 

the Minor Plan Amendment. The hearing has been closed. Notice of such hearing was 

published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City once per week for three successive 

weeks prior to the date of such hearing in accordance with Redevelopment Law Section 

33452. At such hearing the Board considered the report and recommendations of the 

Successor Agency Commission, the Planning Department's letter, the Final Environmental 

Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 

Extension/Redevelopment Project ("FEIS/EIR"), and all evidence and testimony regarding the 

Plan Amendment. The Board hereby adopts findings to the extent required by the CRL as set 

forth in this Section 1. 

(q) California Environmental Quality Act Findings. 
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(1) The Board of Supervisors, in Motion No. 04-67, affirmed the certification 

under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") of the FEIS/EIR. Subsequently, the 

Board, in Resolution No. 612-04, adopted CEQA findings that various actions related to the 

Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project complied with 

CEQA. As part of this action, the Board imposed mitigation measures, rejected alternatives, 

adopted a statement of overriding benefits, and approved a mitigation monitoring and 

reporting program. Also, the Board, in Ordinance Nos. 124-05 and 99-06, adopted additional 

CEQA findings. The FEIS/EIR expressly contemplated development of commercial office and 

hotel uses within the Project Area, including up to 848,435 square feet of mixed-use office and 

retail development on Block 5 of Zone One. The Board motion, resolution, and ordinances 

are on file with the Clerk of the Board in File Nos. 040629, 041079, 050184, and 060347 

respectively and are incorporated herein by reference. 

(2) The Successor Agency has reviewed the FEIS/EIR and the Minor Plan 

Amendment and determined that development resulting from the Minor Plan Amendment 

requires no additional environmental review pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Sections 

15180, 15168, 15162, and 15163. All environmental effects of the Minor Plan Amendment 

have been considered and analyzed in the prior FEIS/EIR and subsequent FEIS/EIR Addenda 

Nos. 1-6. These documents and supporting administrative record data are on file with the 

Successor Agency in its offices at 1 So. Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, 94102, and are 

incorporated herein by reference. 

(3) The CEQA findings and statement of overriding considerations adopted in 

accordance with CEQA by this Board as set forth above remain adequate, accurate, and 

objective. 

(4) The Board has reviewed and considered the CEQA findings that it 

previously adopted. It also reviewed and considered the CEQA findings contained in 
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Successor Agency Resolution Nos. 18-2015 and 19-2015, and hereby adopts those additional 

CEQA findings as its own. The Board additionally finds that: (A) implementation of the Plan 

Amendment does not require revisions to the FEIS/EIR due to involvement of new significant 

environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 

significant effects; (B) no substantial changes have occurred with respect to the 

circumstances under which the project analyzed in the FEIS/EIR will be undertaken that would 

require major revisions to the FEIS/EIR due to the involvement of new significant 

environmental effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of effects identified in the 

FEIS/EIR; and (C) no new information of substantial importance to the project analyzed in the 

FEIS/EIR has become available that would indicate that (i) the Plan Amendment will have 

significant effects not discussed in the FEIS/EIR; (ii) significant environmental effects will be 

substantially more severe; (iii) mitigation measures or alternatives found not feasible that 

would reduce one or more significant effects have become feasible; or (iv) mitigation 

measures or alternatives that are considerably different from those in the FEIS/EIR will 

substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the environment. Copies of the 

abovementioned resolutions are on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 150435. 

Section 2. Purpose and Intent. The purpose and intent of the Board of Supervisors 

with respect to the Plan Amendment is to make general office development within Zone One 

subject to bulk limits permitted by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk 

Limits: Special Exceptions in C-3 Districts) of the Planning Code, as amended from time to 

time, for development within the C-3-0 ("Downtown Office") Zoning District. 
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Section 3. Plan Incorporation by Reference. The Redevelopment Plan as amended 

by this ordinance is incorporated in and made a part of this ordinance by this reference with 

the same force and effect as though set forth fully in this ordinance. 

Section 4. Redevelopment Plan Amendment. 

(a) Section 3.5.2 of the Redevelopment Plan is hereby amended to read as follows: 

The Zone One Plan Map and the table and text below illustrate the heights and floor 

plate sizes permitted for residential buildings in Zone One. 

Maximum Floor Plates for Residential Buildings 

Maximum Floor Plate 

Building Height (feet) Size (square feet) 

85-250 7,500 

251-300 10,000 

301-350 10,500 

351-400 11,000 

401-450 11,500 

451-500 12,000 

501-550 13,000 

For residential towers above 500 feet in total height, the average floor plate size of the 

portion of the tower above 350 feet must not exceed 12,000 square feet. Below 85 feet, no 

bulk controls will apply. 

The bulk controls .for residential buildings prescribed in this section have been carefully 

considered in relation to the objectives and policies for Zone One of the Project Area. The 
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maximum average floor plate size above 350 feet for residential towers with heights of 501-

550 feet has been written to conform to the San Francisco Downtown Area Plan. There may 

be some exceptional cases in which the maximum average floor plate above 350 feet for 

residential towers with heights of 501-550 feet could be permitted to be exceeded. The 

Successor Agency Commission may approve exceptions to this control provided that the 

project sponsors demonstrate that all of the design guidelines for residential towers in the 

Development Controls and Design Guidelines are incorporated into the tower design. In no 

case shall residential tower floor plates exceed 13,000 square feet. 

For general office buildings in Zone One, the maximum floor plate sizes shall be consistent with 

the bulk limits permitted by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk Limits: Special 

Exceptions in C-3 Districts) ofthe San Francisco Planning Code, as amended from time to time, for the 

C-3-0 District (Downtown Office). 

Section 5. Further Findings and Determinations under Community 

Redevelopment Law. The Board of Supervisors hereby makes the following findings, 

determinations, and declarations, based on the record before it, including but not limited to 

information contained in the Report to the Board. 

(a) The purpose of the Plan Amendment is to facilitate on Block 5 of the Project Area, 

general office use that is already permitted under the Redevelopment Plan and the 

Development Controls. 

(b) Although significant improvements have occurred in the Project Area since 

adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, most of Block 5 remains an undeveloped and blighted 

area currently used for surface parking and storage. The Plan Amendment will alleviate the 

adverse physical and economic conditions on Block 5 by maximizing developable square feet, 

creating an efficient and leasable general office building. 
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(c) The Plan Amendment will redevelop the Project Area as set forth in the Report to 

the Board in conformity with Redevelopment Law and promote the public peace, health, 

safety, and welfare. 

(d) The adoption and carrying out of the Plan Amendment is economically sound and 

feasible as described in the Report to the Board. Private enterprise will finance the 

commercial development on Block 5. The Plan Amendment does not propose any new 

Successor Agency capital expenditures, involve any new indebtedness or financial obligation 

of the Successor Agency, or change the Successor Agency's overall method of financing the 

redevelopment of the Project Area. 

(e) For the reasons set forth in subsection (n) of Section 1 above, the Plan 

Amendment is consistent with the General Plan of the City and County of San Francisco and 

in conformity with the priority policies in City Planning Code Section 101.1. 

(f) The Plan Amendment does not authorize the condemnation of real property. 

(g) The Plan Amendment does not displace any occupants of housing in the Project 

Area and thus no residential relocation plan is required. 

(h) There are no non-contiguous areas in the Project Area. 

(i) The Plan Amendment does not change the boundaries of the Project Area. 

0) The elimination of blight and redevelopment of the Project Area could not be 

reasonably expected to be accomplished by private enterprise acting alone without the 

application of the appropriate land use controls. 

(k) The Project Area is predominantly urbanized, as defined by Redevelopment Law 

Section 33320.1 (b). 

(I) The Plan Amendment changes neither the Redevelopment Plan's time limitation nor 

its limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to the Successor Agency. 
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Section 6. Official Plan. As required by Sections 33457.1 and 33367 of the CRL, the 

Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan, as amended by 

the Plan Amendment, as the official Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment 

Project Area. A copy of the Plan is in Clerk of the Board File Nos. 050184, 060347. A copy of 

the Plan Amendment is in Clerk of the Board File No. 150435. These documents are 

incorporated herein by reference. 

Section 7. Continued Effect of Previous Ordinances as Amended. Ordinance 

Nos. 124-05 and 99-06 remain in full force and effect as amended by this ordinance. 

Section 8. Transmittal of Plan as Amended. The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 

shall (a) transmit a copy of this ordinance to the Successor Agency, whereupon the 

Successor Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out the Redevelopment 

Plan as amended, and (b) record or ensure that the Successor Agency records a notice of the 

approval and adoption of the Plan Amendment pursuant to this ordinance, containing a 

statement that the proceedings for the redevelopment of the Project Area pursuant to the Plan 

Amendment have been instituted under the CRL. 

Section 9. Ratification of Prior and Subsequent Acts. All actions heretofore taken 

by the officers and agents of the City and the Successor Agency Commission in preparing 

and submitting the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for review and consideration, 

as consistent with the documents herein and this ordinance, are hereby ratified and 

confirmed, and the Board of Supervisors hereby authorizes all subsequent action to be taken 

by City officials and the Successor Agency Commission consistent with this ordinance. Any 

such actions are solely intended to further the purposes of the ordinance, and are subject in 

Supervisor Kim 
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all respects to the terms of the ordinance, and any such action cannot increase the risk to the 

City, or require the City to spend any resources, and within 30 days of the documents 

approved by this ordinance receiving final approvals, such final documents (showing marked 

changes, if any) shall be provided to the Clerk of the Board, for inclusion in the official file, 

together with a brief explanation of any changes from the date of the adoption of this 

ordinance. 

Section 10. Effective Date. In accordance with Sections 33378(b)(2) and 33450 of 

the CRL, this Ordinance shall become effective 90 days after enactment. Enactment occurs 

when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or does not 

I sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors overrides the 

I Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 

I 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
I DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 

I 
I By: 
1 • e e z 
I Deputy City Attorney 
I n:\spec\as2015\1500440\01019420.docx 

I 
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FILE NO. 160150 
AMENDED IN BOARD 

4/19/2016 ORDINANCE NO. 62-16 

[Redevelopment Plan Amendment - Transbay Redevelopment Project Area - Zone One] 

Ordinance approving an amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project Area to increase the maximum height limit from 300 feet to 400 

feet on Block 1 (Assessor's Block No. 3740, Lot Nos. 027, 029, 030, 031, and 032) within 

Zone One of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area; and making environmental 

findings under the California Environmental Quality Act, and findings of consistency 

with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Code are single-underline italics Times New Roman font; 
Deletions to Code are strike through italics Times New Roman font. 
Board amendment additions are double-underlined Arial font; 
Board amendment deletions are strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

Section 1. FINDINGS. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 

Francisco (the "Board of Supervisors" or "Board") hereby makes the following findings, 

determinations, and declarations, based on the record before it, including but not limited to 

information contained in the Report to the Board of Supervisors on the Amendment to the 

Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area ("Report to the Board"), 

dated January 19, 2016, as updated March 21. 2016. and on file with the Clerk of the Board in 

File No. 160150. 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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(a) The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency approved the Redevelopment Plan 

(the "Redevelopment Plan") for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the "Project 

Area") by Resolutions No. 19-2005 (January 25, 2005) and No. 95-2005 (June 7, 2005). 

(b) The Board of Supervisors approved the Redevelopment Plan by Ordinances 

No. 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006). 

(c) On February 1, 2012, California Health and Safety Code Sections 34170 et seq. 

(the "Redevelopment Dissolution Law") dissolved redevelopment agencies and established 

successor agencies to fulfill the remaining obligations of the former redevelopment agencies. 

(d) Subsequent to the dissolution of the redevelopment agencies, the Board of 

Supervisors, acting as the legislative body of the Successor Agency to the San Francisco 

Redevelopment Agency, adopted Ordinance No. 215-12, which was signed by the Mayor on 

October 4, 2012, and which transferred the assets (other than housing assets) and obligations 

of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ("Former Agency") to the Office of Community 

Investment and Infrastructure ("OCII" or "Successor Agency") and some of the housing assets 

of the Former Agency to the City, acting by and through the Mayor's Office of Housing and 

Community Development. A copy of this ordinance is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File 

No. 120898. 

(e) Ordinance No. 215-12 delegated to the Commission of the Successor Agency, 

commonly known as the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure ("CCII"), 

the authority to (1) act in the place of the Commission of the Former Agency to, among other 

matters, implement, modify, enforce, and complete the Former Agency's enforceable 

obligations; (2) approve all contracts and actions related to the assets transferred to or 

retained by the Successor Agency, including, without limitation, the authority to exercise land 

use, development, and design approval, consistent with the applicable enforceable 

obligations; (3) approve amendments to the Redevelopment Plan as allowed under California 

I Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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Community Redevelopment Law (California Health and Safety Code Section 33000 et seq.) 

("CRL" or "Redevelopment Law") and subject to adoption of such plan amendments by the 

Board of Supervisors; and (4) take any action that the Redevelopment Dissolution Law 

requires or authorizes on behalf of the Successor Agency and any other action that the CCII 

deems appropriate, consistent with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, to comply with such 

obligations. 

(f) Under Redevelopment Dissolution Law, the Successor Agency has an 

enforceable obligation to ensure that 25% of the residential units developed in the Project 

Area will be available to low income households and that an additional 10% will be available 

to moderate income households (the "Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation"). The source 

of this obligation is Section 5027.1 of the California Public Resources Code, which obligation 

has been incorporated into the Redevelopment Plan and in the Implementation Agreement, 

dated as of January 20, 2005, between the Former Agency and the Transbay Joint Powers 

Authority and has been finally and conclusively determined by the California Department of 

Finance to be an enforceable obligation under Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 

(g) The Redevelopment Plan establishes the land use controls for the Project Area 

and divides the Project Area into two subareas. Zone One is generally bounded by Harrison 

1 Street or Folsom Street on the south; Clementina Street, Tehama Street, or Natoma Street on 

I the north; Main Street or Spear Street on the east; and Second Street or Ecker Street on the 

west. In Zone One, OCII maintains the land use review authority and the Redevelopment Plan 

and Development Controls and Design Guidelines define the land uses, which are 

predominantly residential. Zone Two is generally bounded by Harrison Street, Clementina 

Street, Tehama Street, or Natoma Street on the south; Minna Street or Mission Street on the 

north; Main Street on the east; and Second Street on the west. In Zone Two, the Planning 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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Department and Planning Commission maintain land use review authority and the San 

Francisco Planning Code land use controls apply. 

(h) The Redevelopment Plan specifies the land use of Block 1 of Zone One of the 

Project Area ("Block 1 ") as Transbay Downtown Residential and provides for a maximum 

height limit of 300 feet. The Development Controls and Design Guidelines for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project ("Development Controls") also specify a Block 1 maximum height limit 

of 300 feet for a residential tower on a portion of the site. 

(i) Block 1 is an approximately 54,098-square-foot site located on Folsom Street 

between Main Street and Spear Street in Zone One of the Project Area. It is comprised of 

Assessor's Block 3740, Lots 027, 029, 030, 031, and 032. Lot 027 (approximately 34,133 

square feet) is owned by OCII; the balance of the properties (approximately 19,965 square 

feet) is held by Block One Property Holder, L.P., an affiliate of Tishman Speyer ("Developer"). 

0) On November 18, 2014, the CCII authorized an Exclusive Negotiations 

Agreement (the "ENA") with the Developer for (a) the sale to Developer of the portion of Block 

1 owned by OCII (Block 3470, Lot 027) and (b) the development of a combined affordable and 

market-rate homeownership project consisting of a residential tower, two residential podium 

buildings, and townhouses surrounding open space on Block 1. The ENA contemplates two 

project alternatives: one with a tower height of 300 feet, as allowed under the Redevelopment 

Plan, and the other with a tower height of 400 feet, that would require the Redevelopment 

Plan Amendment. 

(k) As set forth more fully in Section 1, subparagraph (q) of this ordinance, the CCII 

recommends approval of a proposed amendment to the Redevelopment Plan (the "Plan 

Amendment"), which would increase the maximum height limit from 300 feet to 400 feet on 

Block 1. The Plan Amendment would make no other substantial change to the authorized 

land uses under the Redevelopment Plan. The CCII recommends the Plan Amendment to 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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I 

I achieve the goals and objectives set for the Redevelopment Plan, including among others, the 

creation of a community identity and built form that ensure that high-rise buildings reflect high 

quality architectural and urban design standards, and the creation of housing opportunities 

that provide a mixture of housing types and sizes to attract a diverse residential population, 

including families and people of all income levels. 

(I) The CCII also recommends the proposed Plan Amendment because it promotes 

the expeditious fulfillment of the Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation. The 400-foot 

development proposal for the site would provide approximately 73 additional housing units on 

Block 1, for a total of 391 units. Under this proposal, 156 (40%) of the units would be 

affordable to moderate income households. The 300-foot development proposal for Block 1 

would provide approximately 318 total residential units, of which 112 (35%) would be 

affordable to low and moderate income households. 

(m) Over the past several years, the Transbay Citizens Advisory Committee ("CAC") 

has reviewed and considered the proposal for development of Block 1 and the Plan 

Amendment. On January 14, 2016, the CAC voted and recommended approval of the Plan 

Amendment by the CCII and the Board of Supervisors. 

(n) Sections 33450-33458 of the CRL establish a process to amend a 

redevelopment plan. This process includes a publicly noticed hearing of the CCII; 

environmental review to the extent required; adoption of the Plan Amendment by the CCII 

after the public hearing; preparation of a Report to the Board of Supervisors; referral of the 

Plan Amendment to the Planning Commission for its report and recommendation; a publicly 

noticed hearing of the Board of Supervisors and Board of Supervisors consideration after its 

hearing. Pursuant to Section 33457.1 of the CRL, a proposed amendment to a 

redevelopment plan requires the preparation and public availability of reports and information 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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that would otherwise be required for a redevelopment plan adoption "to the extent warranted" 

by the proposed amendment. 

(o) The Successor Agency has prepared the Report to the Board, which the CCII 

approved by Resolution No. 1-2016, and has made the Report to the Board available to the 

public on or before the date of the notice of the public hearing, held in accordance with CRL 

Section 33454, on this ordinance approving the Plan Amendment; said hearing is referenced 

in Section 1, subparagraph (p) of this ordinance. 

(p) On January 19, 2016, after holding a duly noticed public hearing in accordance 

9 with Redevelopment Law Section 33452, theCCII approved, by Resolution Nos; 1-2016 and 

10 2-2016, the Report to the Board and authorized its transmittal to the Board of Supervisors for 

11 its background information in considering the proposed Plan Amendment; referred the Plan 

12 Amendment to the Planning Commission for its report and recommendation on the Plan 

13 Amendment and its conformance to the General Plan; found and determined that the Plan 

14 Amendment is within the scope of the project analyzed by the final environmental impact 

15 report for the Transbay Terminal/ Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project 

16 ("FEIR") and the eighth addendum to the FEIR prepared by the Successor Agency, in 

17 consultation with the San Francisco Planning Department ("Addendum"); approved the Plan 

18 Amendment; and recommended the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for its 

19 approval. The Successor Agency has transmitted to the Board of Supervisors certified copies 

20 of these Resolutions and attached its Report to the Board. Copies of the Plan Amendment 

21 and the CCll's Resolution Nos. 1-2016 and 2-2016, on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

22 Supervisors in File No. 160150, are incorporated in this Ordinance by this reference. 

23 

24 

25 

(q) The Successor Agency transmitted the proposed Plan Amendment to the San 

Francisco Planning Department ("Planning Department") for the report and recommendation 

of the San Francisco Planning Commission ("Planning Commission") concerning the 
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conformity of the Plan Amendment with the San Francisco General Plan ("General Plan"). 

The Planning Department has determined that an amendment to the General Plan would be 

required to revise Map 5 of the Downtown Area Plan to include a notation stating that the 

proposed height and bulk district on Block 1 shall be consistent with controls provided in the 

Redevelopment Plan (the "Downtown Area Plan Amendment"). The Downtown Area Plan 

Amendment corrects an apparent oversight to Map 5, which excluded certain Zone One 

parcels from General Plan amendments made at the time the Redevelopment Plan was 

originally adopted, and will bring the map into conformance with the Redevelopment Plan and 

the Planning Code. On February 25, 2016, by Resolution No. 19572, the Planning 

Commission approved the proposed Downtown Area Plan Amendment. Also on February 25, 

2016, by Motion No. 19573, the Planning Commission found that the Redevelopment Plan 

Amendment is consistent with the General Plan, as amended, and in conformity with the 

priority policies in Planning Code, Section 101.1, and recommended approval of the Plan 

Amendment to the Board of Supervisors. A copy of the Planning Commission Motion No. 

19573 and Resolution No. 19572 are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File 

No. 160188 and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference as though fully set forth. 

This Board, for the reasons specified in Planning Commission Motion No. 19573 adopts as its 

own the findings of the Planning Commission that the Plan Amendment is consistent with the 

General Plan and in conformity with Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

(r) On April 12, 2016, the Board of Supervisors held a public hearing on the 

adoption of the proposed Plan Amendment in the Board Legislative Chamber, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 

Goodlett Place, Room 250, San Francisco, CA. The hearing has been closed. Notice of such 

hearing was duly and regularly published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City and 

County of San Francisco, once per week for three successive weeks prior to the date of such 

hearing in accordance with Redevelopment Law Section 33452. The Board considered the 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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Report on the Plan Amendment and recommendations of the CCII, the Planning Commission 

report and recommendations, the Addendum to the FEIR; and all evidence and testimony for 

and against the proposed Plan Amendment, including written objections to the adoption of the 

proposed Plan Amendment received by the Clerk of Board and the written response prepared 

by OCII to those objections, a copy of which response is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File No. 160150 (the "Response). The Board hereby adopts findings to the 

extent required by the CRL as set forth in Section 5 of this ordinance. 

(a) CEQA Findings. The Board of Supervisors has adopted environmental findings 

in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA Findings") in companion 

Ordinance No. _____ , on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File 

No. 160188. The companion Ordinance No. _____ approves General Plan 

amendments to Map 5 of the Downtown Area Plan related to portions of Blocks 1 and 2 in the 

Transbay Redevelopment Project Area. The Board's CEQA Findings in Ordinance No. 

_____ concur with CEQA Findings of the CCII and the Planning Commission that the 

FEIR and Addendum support the conclusion that no additional environmental review is 

required under CEQA other than the FEIR and Addendum. The Board hereby incorporates 

into this ordinance by this reference the CEQA Findings adopted by the Board in companion 

Ordinance No. ----

Section 2. PURPOSE AND INTENT. The purpose and intent of the Board of 

Supervisors with respect to the Plan Amendment is to increase the maximum height limit from 

300 feet to 400 feet on Block 1 of Zone One of the Project Area for the purpose of allowing the 

Successor Agency to consider approval of a residential development proposal that would 

include 40 percent of the total number of units as affordable units. 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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Section 3. PLAN INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE. The Redevelopment Plan as 

amended by this ordinance is incorporated in and made a part of this ordinance by this 

reference with the same force and effect as though set forth fully in this ordinance. 

Section 4. REDEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT. The Zone One Plan Map 

provided in Exhibit 4 of the Redevelopment Plan is here by amended by striking the "300 ft" 

maximum height designation provided on Block 1, and replacing this text with the designation 

"400 ft." 

Section 5. FURTHER FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS UNDER COMMUNITY 

REDEVELOPMENT LAW. To the extent required by the Community Redevelopment Law, 

the Board of Supervisors hereby further finds, determines, and declares, based on the record 

before it, including but not limited to information contained in the Report on the Plan 

Amendment, that: 

(a) The purpose of the Plan Amendment is to facilitate, on Block 1 in Zone One of 

the Project Area, development of a residential tower extending to a maximum height of 400 

feet, which would be consistent with the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives, provide a 

significant amount of affordable housing, and comply with the Redevelopment Dissolution 

Law's requirements for expeditious completion of enforceable obligations. 

(b) The adoption and carrying out of the Plan Amendment is economically sound 

and feasible as described in the Report to the Board. It does not propose any new capital 

expenditures by the Successor Agency, involve any new indebtedness or financial obligation 

of the Successor Agency, or change the Successor Agency's overall method of financing the 

redevelopment of the Project Area. Instead, the Plan Amendment relies on private enterprise 

to finance the market rate housing and a large portion of the affordable housing on Block 1. 

(c) Although significant improvements have occurred in the Project Area since 

adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, most of Block 1 remains an undeveloped and blighted 

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Kim 
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area currently used for surface parking and limited office use. The Plan Amendment will 

alleviate the adverse physical and economic conditions on Block 1 by maximizing developable 

square feet and increasing dwelling unit count. 

(d) For the reasons set forth in Section 1, subparagraph (q) of this ordinance, the 

Plan Amendment is consistent with the General Plan, as amended by companion Ordinance 

No. 65-16 and is consistent with the priority policies in City Planning Code, Section 101.1 

based on the findings set forth in Planning Commission Resolution No. 19572 and Motion 

No. 19573, which findings this Board has incorporated as its own. 

(e) As discussed in Section 1, subparagraph (q) of this ordinance, the Successor 

Agency in conjunction with the Planning Department has prepared an Addendum to the FEIR 

pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164, documenting its decision on the basis of 

substantial evidence that the Plan Amendment does not trigger the need for preparation of a 

subsequent or supplemental EIR and the Board of Supervisors concurs with this decision as 

set forth in Section 1, subparagraph (s). 

(f) As described in the Report to the Board, adoption of the Plan Amendment will 

16 not adversely affect the physical or social quality of the neighborhood, nor will it cause the 

17 destruction or removal of housing units from the low- and moderate-income housing market or 

18 I displacement of low- or moderate-income housing. Rather, the Plan Amendment, by 
I 

19 I facilitating a greater density of development at a site designated for residential use, will 

20 increase the supply of housing and affordable housing in the Project Area. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(g) The Board of Supervisors hereby adopts. as its findings. the Response to written 

objections to the Plan Amendment as required under Section 33363 of the Health and Safety 

Code and incorporates the Response. including the findings contained therein. by reference 

as though fully set forth in this Ordinance. 
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Section 6. OFFICIAL PLAN. As required by Sections 33457.1 and 33367 of the CRL, 

the Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan, as amended 

by the Plan Amendment, as the official redevelopment plan for the Project Area. 

Section 7. CONTINUED EFFECT OF PREVIOUS ORDINANCES AS AMENDED. 

Ordinance Nos. 124-05, 99-06, and 84-15 remain in full force and effect as amended by this 

Ordinance. 

Section 8. TRANSMITTAL OF PLAN AS AMENDED. The Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors shall without delay (a) transmit a copy of this ordinance to the Successor Agency, 

whereupon the Successor Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out the 

Redevelopment Plan as amended, and (b) record or ensure that the Successor Agency 

records a notice of the approval and adoption of the Plan Amendment pursuant to this 

ordinance, containing a statement that the proceedings for the redevelopment of the Project 

Area pursuant to the Plan Amendment have been instituted under the CRL. 

Section 9. RATIFICATION OF PRIOR ACTS. All actions taken by City officials and the 

CCII in preparing and submitting the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for review 

and consideration are hereby ratified and confirmed, and the Board of Supervisors hereby 

authorizes all subsequent action to be taken by City officials and the CCII consistent with this 

Ordinance. 

Section 10. Effective Date. In accordance with Sections 33378(b)(2) and 33450 of the 

CRL, this ordinance shall become effective 90 days from the date of enactment. Enactment 

occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or 

does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors 
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overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 

I 
!APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 
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FILE NO. 221216 ORDINANCE NO. 009-23 

(Redevelopment Plan Amendment - Transbay Redevelopment Project Area - Zone One, 
Block 2] 

Ordinance approving an amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project Area to increase bulk limits on Block 2 of Zone One of the 

Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (Assessor's Parcel Block No. 3739, Lot No. 014, 

located on the north side of Folsom Street between Beale and Main Streets), by 

increasing certain maximum floor plate sizes; making findings under the California 

Community Redevelopment Law; making findings under the California Environmental 

Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight 

priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 

NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Codes are in ingle-underline italic Times Ne'\111 Roman font . 
Deletions to Codes are in strikethr-eugh iu,lics Times ,?ifew.Romanfenr:. 
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. 

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 

Section 1. General Findings. 

In accordance with California Community Redevelopment Law (California Health and 

Safety Code Sections 33000 et seq.) , the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 

Francisco hereby makes the following findings, determinations, and declarations, based on 

the record before it, including but not limited to information contained in the Report to the 

Board of Supervisors on the Amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 

Redevelopment Project Area ("Report to the Board"), dated November 1, 2022, and on file 

with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 221216: 

Supervisor Dorsey 
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(a) The Board of Supervisors established the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area 

("Project Area") and approved a Redevelopment Plan for the Project Area by Ordinance No. 

124-05 and by Ordinance No. 99-06, as amended by Ordinance No. 84-15 and Ordinance No. 

62-16 ("Redevelopment Plan") to undertake a variety of projects and activities to alleviate 

blighting conditions. The Redevelopment Plan establishes the land use controls for the Project 

Area and divides the Project Area into two subareas, known as Zone 1 and Zone 2. 

(b) In 2003, the State of California adopted California Public Resources Code Section 

5027 .1, which requires that any redevelopment plan adopted to finance, in whole or in part, 

the demolition of the former transbay terminal building and the construction of a new terminal, 

including its associated vehicle ramps (the "Transbay Transit Center," or "TTC"), shall ensure 

that at least 25% of all dwelling units developed within the Project Area shall be available at 

affordable housing cost to, and occupied by, persons and families whose incomes do not 

exceed 60% of the area median income, and that at least an additional 10% of all dwelling 

units developed within the Project Area shall be available at affordable housing cost to, and 

occupied by, persons and families whose incomes do not exceed 120% of the area median 

income, for a total 35% affordable housing obligation ('Transbay Affordable Housing 

Obligation"). 

(c) Also in 2003, the State of California, acting through its Department of 

Transportation ("State") entered into an agreement with the Transbay Joint Powers Authority 

("T JPA") and the City ("Cooperative Agreement") whereby the State agreed to transfer 

approximately 10 acres of State-owned property ("State-Owned Parcels") in and around the 

former transbay terminal to the City and the TJPA, which would then sell the State-Owned 

Parcels and use the revenues from the sales to finance the TTC. 

Supervisor Dorsey 
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(d) In 2006, the T JPA and the former San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ("Former 

Agency") executed an agreement ("Implementation Agreement"), which required the Former 

Agency to take the lead role in facilitating the development of the State-Owned Parcels. 

(e) The Implementation Agreement required the Former Agency to: (1) prepare and 

sell the State-Owned Parcels to third parties; (2) deposit the sale proceeds into a trust 

account to help the T JPA pay the cost of constructing the TIC; (3) implement the 

Redevelopment Plan to enhance the financial feasibility of the TTC; and (4) fund the state

mandated Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation. 

(f) In 2008, the City, the Former Agency, and the T JPA granted the Former Agency an 

option to acquire the State-Owned Parcels, arrange for development of the parcels, and 

distribute the net tax increment to the T JPA to use for the TIC ("2008 Option Agreement"). 

(g) On February 1, 2012, the State of California dissolved all redevelopment agencies, 

including the Former Agency, and required the transfer of certain of the Former Agency's 

assets and obligations to the Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and 

County of San Francisco ("Successor Agency," commonly known as the Office of Community 

Investment and Infrastructure, or "OCII"). Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 34170 et seq. 

("Redevelopment Dissolution Law"). On June 27, 2012, the Redevelopment Dissolution Law 

was amended to clarify that successor agencies are separate public entities from the city or 

county that had originally established a redevelopment agency and they succeed to the 

organizational status of the former redevelopment agency to complete any work related to an 

approved enforceable obligation. Cal. Health & Safety Code§ 34173(g). 

(h) The Board of Supervisors, acting as the legislative body of the Successor Agency, 

adopted Ordinance No. 215-12, which, among other matters: (a) acknowledged and 

confirmed that the Successor Agency is a separate legal entity from the City; and (b) 

established the Successor Agency Commission ("OCII Commission") and delegated to it the 
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authority to (i) implement, modify, enforce, and complete the Former Agency's enforceable 

obligations, (ii) approve all contracts and actions related to the assets transferred to or 

retained by the Successor Agency, including, without limitation, the authority to exercise land 

use, development, and design approval, consistent with the applicable enforceable 

obligations, and (iii) take any action that the Redevelopment Dissolution Law requires or 

authorizes on behalf of the Successor Agency and any other action that the OCII Commission 

deems appropriate, consistent with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, to comply with such 

obligations. 

(i) Pursuant to the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, all of the Former Agency's assets 

(other than certain housing assets) and obligations were transferred to the Successor Agency. 

U) Under Redevelopment Dissolution Law, the Successor Agency's role is to complete 

those enforceable obligations of the Former Agency that the California Department of Finance 

has finally and conclusively approved under Redevelopment Dissolution Law. On April 15, 

2013, the Department of Finance determined "finally and conclusively," under Cal. Health & 

Safety Code, Section 34177.5(i), that the Implementation Agreement, Transbay Affordable 

Housing Obligation, and the Transbay Redevelopment Project Tax Increment Allocation and 

Sales Proceeds Pledge Agreement ("Pledge Agreement") are enforceable obligations; and 

(k) Transbay Redevelopment Plan Block 2 (Assessor's Block 3739, Lot 014) is a 

former State-Owned Parcel subject to the 2008 Option Agreement, constituting approximately 

42,627 square feet and located within the Project Area at 200 Folsom Street, bounded by 

Folsom, Main, and Beale Streets and extending approximately 155 feet northwest from 

Folsom Street (the "Site"). 

(I) On January 7, 2021, the Successor Agency exercised its rights to acquire Block 2 

from the T JPA. 
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(m) Through a competitive request for proposals process, the Successor Agency 

selected Mercy Housing California and Chinatown Community Development Center (the 

"Sponsors") to co-develop the Site. Pursuant to an Exclusive Negotiations Agreement 

between the Successor Agency and affiliates of the Sponsors (approved as OCII Commission 

Resolution No. 09-2021 ), the Sponsors have engaged in predevelopment activities for the Site 

and have proposed the development of two mixed-use residential buildings as well as related 

public and private open space and streetscape improvements. The building on the eastern 

side of the Site includes 184 rental housing units that will serve low-income households and 

formerly homeless households, resident-serving amenities, approximately 1,959 square feet 

of retail space, and an approximately 6,447 square foot childcare facility. The building on the 

western portion of the Site includes 151 rental housing units that will serve low-income senior 

households and formerly homeless seniors, resident-serving amenities, and approximately 

2,945 square feet of retail space. The two buildings combined comprise the "Block 2 Project". 

(n) The Redevelopment Plan specifies the land use of Block 2 as 'Transbay 

Downtown Residential" and specifies that the maximum residential floor plates for buildings 

between 85 feet and 250 feet in height shall not exceed 7,500 square feet. 

(o) The OCII Commission recommends approval of a proposed amendment to the 

Redevelopment Plan (the "Plan Amendment"), which would increase the maximum floor plate 

size on Block 2 to 11,100 square feet for that portion of buildings over 85 feet but no more 

than 144 feet in height, and increase the maximum floor plate size to 9,200 square feet for 

that portion of buildings over 144 feet but no more than 165 feet in height. 

(p) The Plan Amendment would make no other substantial change to the authorized 

land uses or physical controls under the Redevelopment Plan. The OCII Commission 

recommends the Plan Amendment to achieve the goals and objectives set for the 

Redevelopment Plan, including, among others, the creation of housing opportunities that 
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provide a mixture of housing types and sizes to attract a diverse residential population, 

including families and people of all income levels. 

(q) The OCII Commission also recommends the proposed Plan Amendment because 

it implements the Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation. The Plan Amendment will facilitate 

development of approximately 31 additional housing units on Block 2 than would be possible 

under the existing bulk limitations, for a total of 335 units. With the exception of two 

unrestricted manager's units, all of the Block 2 residential units will be permanently restricted 

for affordability to extremely low- and low-income households (ranging between 15% and 70% 

of area median income). 

(r) The Transbay Citizens Advisory Committee ("CAC'') has reviewed and been 

apprised of the proposal for development of Block 2. On September 8, 2022, the CAC voted 

and recommended approval of the Plan Amendment by the OCII Commission and the Board 

of Supervisors. 

(s) Sections 33450-33458 of the California Health & Safety Code establish a process 

to amend a redevelopment plan. As applicable, this process includes a publicly noticed 

hearing of the OCII Commission; environmental review, if required; adoption of the Plan 

Amendment by the OCII Commission after the public hearing; preparation of a Report to the 

Board of Supervisors; referral of the Plan Amendment to the Planning Commission for its 

report and recommendation; a publicly noticed hearing of the Board of Supervisors, and 

Board of Supervisors consideration after its hearing. Pursuant to Health & Safety Code 

Section 33457 .1, a proposed amendment to a redevelopment plan requires the preparation 

and public availability of reports and information that would otherwise be required for a 

redevelopment plan adoption "to the extent warranted" by the proposed amendment. 

(t) The Successor Agency prepared the Report to the Board, and made the Report to 

the Board available to the public before the date of the notice of the OCII Commission public 
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hearing, held in accordance with Health & Safety Code Section 33454, on this ordinance 

approving the Plan Amendment. 

(u) On November 1, 2022, after holding a duly noticed public hearing in accordance 

with Health & Safety Code Section 33452, the OCII Commission, by Resolution Nos. 40-2022 

and 41-2022, approved the Report to the Board and authorized its transmittal to the Board of 

Supervisors for its background information in considering the proposed Plan Amendment; 

referred the Plan Amendment to the Planning Commission for its report and recommendation 

on the Plan Amendment and its conformance to the General Plan; made findings under the 

California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"}; approved the Plan Amendment; and 

recommended the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for its approval. Copies of 

the Plan Amendment and OCII Commission Resolution Nos. 40-2022, and 41-2022 are on file 

with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 221216, and are incorporated herein by 

reference. 

(v) On January 10, 2022, the Board of Supervisors held a public hearing on the 

adoption of the proposed Plan Amendment in the Board Legislative Chamber, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 

Goodlett Place, Room 250, San Francisco, CA. The hearing has been closed. Notice of such 

hearing was duly and regularly published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City and 

County of San Francisco, once per week for three successive weeks prior to the date of such 

hearing in accordance with Health and Safety Code Section 33452. The Board considered the 

Report on the Plan Amendment and recommendations of the OCII Commission, the Planning 

Commission report and recommendations, applicable environmental review documents; and 

all evidence and testimony for and against the proposed Plan Amendment. The Board hereby 

adopts findings to the extent required by the Health and Safety Code. 
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Section 2. Environmental and Planning Code Findings. 

(a) On April 22, 2004, after a duly noticed joint public hearing with the Peninsula 

Corridor Joint Powers Board (the "JPB"), in Motion No. 16773, the Planning Commission 

certified as adequate and complete the final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental 

Impact Report ("Final EIS/EIR") for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 

Extension/Redevelopment Project (Planning Department Case No. 2000.048E) in accordance 

with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code of Regulations Title 14, sections 15000 et seq.), 

and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code. Said Motion is on file with the 

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 041079 and is incorporated herein by reference. 

(b) On April 20, 2004, in Resolution No. 45-2004, the Former Agency, at a duly noticed 

public hearing, also certified the Final EIS/EIR and made findings similar to those of the 

Commission and JPB in regard to CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. 

(c} In 2004, the Board of Supervisors, in Motion No. 04-67, affirmed the certification of 

the FEIS/EIR. In Resolution No. 612-04, effective October 7, 2004, the Board of Supervisors 

adopted findings that various actions related to the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 

Extension/Redevelopment Project complied with CEQA. Also, in 2005 and 2006, the Board of 

Supervisors adopted, in Ordinance Nos. 124-05 and 99-06, additional CEQA findings. Said 

Motion, Resolution, and the CEQA Findings are on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File Nos. 041079 and 221216 and are incorporated herein by reference. 

Subsequent to the adoption of the Final EIS/EIR, the Former Agency, the Successor Agency 

or other responsible agencies under CEQA/NEPA have approved and incorporated nine 

addenda into the analysis of the Final EIS/EIR (as incorporated, the "FEIS/EIR'') and made 

requisite findings under CEQA (findings referenced in recital (a) and (b} collectively referred to 

as the "CEQA Findings"), which documents are on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File No. 221216 and is incorporated herein by reference. 
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(d) The Successor Agency, as lead agency under CEQA and in consultation with the 

Planning Department, prepared Addendum No. 10 to the EIS/EIR, dated October 26, 2022 

("Addendum"). The Addendum evaluates the environmental effects of the Block 2 Project. 

(e) On November 1, 2022, after a duly noticed public hearing, the OCII Commission 

determined, by Resolution No. 39-2022, that: the Block 2 Project would not cause new 

significant impacts that were not identified in the EIS/EIR; the Block 2 Project would not cause 

significant impacts that were previously identified in the EIS/EIR to become substantially more 

severe; no new mitigation measures would be necessary to reduce significant impacts; no 

changes have occurred with respect to circumstances surrounding the Block 2 Project that 

would cause significant environmental impacts to which the Project would contribute 

considerably; and no new information has become available that shows that the Block 2 

Project would cause significant environmental impacts. For these reasons, no supplemental 

environmental review is required. This determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File No. 221216 and is incorporated herein by reference. 

(f) The Board of Supervisors, acting in its capacity as a responsible agency under 

CEQA, has reviewed and considered the EIS/EIR and the Addendum, and hereby adopts the 

CEQA findings set forth in OCII Commission Resolution No. 39-2022 and Planning 

Commission Motion No. 21213 and hereby incorporates such findings by reference as though 

fully set forth in this ordinance. 

(g) On December 1, 2022, the Planning Commission, in Motion No. 21213, adopted 

findings that the actions contemplated in this ordinance are consistent, on balance, with the 

City's General Plan and eight priority policies of Planning Code Section 101.1. The Board 

adopts these findings as its own. A copy of said Resolution is on file with the Clerk of the 

Board of Supervisors in File No. 221216, and is incorporated herein by reference. 
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Section 3. Purpose and Intent. The purpose and intent of the Board of Supervisors 

with respect to the Plan Amendment is to increase the maximum floor plate sizes for buildings 

on Block 2, as described above, for the purpose of allowing the Successor Agency to consider 

approval of the Block 2 Project, and to increase the amount of affordable housing on Block 2, 

which will contribute to and complement the overall goals and objectives of the 

Redevelopment Plan, facilitate the Successor Agency's actions to complete the Affordable 

Housing Obligation, and expeditiously wind down the activities of the dissolved redevelopment 

agency as required under Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 

Section 4. Plan Incorporation by Reference. The Redevelopment Plan as amended by 

this ordinance is incorporated in and made a part of this ordinance by this reference with the 

same force and effect as though set forth fully in this ordinance. 

Section 5. Redevelopment Plan Amendment. Subsection 3.5.2 of the 

Redevelopment Plan is hereby amended to read as follows: 

3.5.2 Height and Size of Buildings 
The Zone One Plan Map and the table and text below illustrate the heights and floo 

plate sizes permitted for residential buildings in Zone One. 

Supervisor Dorsey 
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Maximum Floor Plates for Residential Buildings 

85-250 
251 - 300 
301 - 350 
351 - 400 
401 -450 
451 - 500 
501 - 550 

Maximum Floor Plate 
Size s uare feet 

7,500~ 
10,000 
10,500 
11,000 
11,500 
12,000 
13,000 
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* On Transbay Block 2, a Maximum Floor Plate Size of 11.100 
square feet is permitted (or the portion o[the building between 85 
feet and 144 feet in height and a .Maximum Floor Plate Size of 
9, 200 quare feet is permitted for the portion of the building 
between 144 feet and 165 feet in height. 

For residential towers above 500 feet in total height, the average floor plate size of the portion 
of the tower above 350 feet must not exceed 12,000 square feet. Below 85 feet, no bulk controls 
will apply. 

* * * * 

Section 6. Further Findings and Determinations Under Community Redevelopment 

Law. To the extent required by the Community Redevelopment Law, the Board of 

Supervisors hereby further finds, determines, and declares, based on the record before it, 

including but not limited to information contained in the Report on the Plan Amendment, that: 

(a) The purpose of the Plan Amendment is to increase, on Block 2 in Zone One of the 

Project Area, the number of residential units in a larger, mid-rise building, which would be 

consistent with the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives, provide a significant amount of 

affordable housing, and comply with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law's requirements for 

expeditious completion of enforceable obligations. 

(b) The adoption and carrying out of the Plan Amendment are economically sound and 

feasible. The Plan Amendment does not propose any new capital expenditures by the 

Successor Agency, involve any new indebtedness or financial obligation of the Successor 

Agency, or change the Successor Agency's overall method of financing the redevelopment of 

the Project Area. By facilitating increased density on Block 2, the Plan Amendment provides 

for greater efficiencies in the Successor Agency's efforts to comply with the Transbay 

Affordable Housing Obligation . The Successor Agency has taken and will take steps to fund 

the Block 2 Project in compliance with existing enforceable obligations. 
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(c) Although significant improvements have occurred in the Project Area since 

adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, Block 2 remains an undeveloped and blighted area 

previously used as the temporary Transbay Bus Terminal, and is currently vacant. The Plan 

Amendment will alleviate the adverse physical and economic conditions on Block 2 by 

maximizing developable square feet and increasing dwelling unit count. 

(d) For the reasons set forth in Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance, the Plan 

Amendment is consistent with the General Plan and is consistent with the priority policies in 

Planning Code Section 101.1, based on the findings set forth in Planning Commission Motion 

No. 21213, which findings this Board has incorporated as its own. 

(e) The Plan Amendment will not adversely affect the physical or social quality of the 

neighborhood, nor will it cause the destruction or removal of housing units from the low- and 

moderate-income housing market or displacement of low- or moderate-income housing. 

Rather, the Plan Amendment, by facilitating a greater density of development at a site 

designated for residential use, will increase the supply of affordable housing in the Project 

Area. 

(f) The carrying out of the Plan Amendment will promote the public peace, health, 

safety, and welfare of the community and would effectuate the purposes and policy of the 

Community Redevelopment Law, as amended by the Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 

Section 7. Official Plan. As required by Health and Safety Code Sections 33457.1 and 

33367, the Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan, as 

amended by the Plan Amendment, as the official redevelopment plan for the Project Area. 

Section 8. Continued Effect of Previous Ordinances as Amended. Ordinance Nos. 

124-05, 99-06, 84-15, and 62-16 remain in full force and effect as amended by this Ordinance 
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Section 9. Transmittal of Plan as Amended. The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 

shall without delay: {a) transmit a copy of this ordinance to the Successor Agency, whereupon 

the Successor Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out the 

Redevelopment Plan as amended; and (b) record or ensure that the Successor Agency 

records a notice of the approval and adoption of the Plan Amendment pursuant to this 

ordinance, containing a statement that the proceedings for the redevelopment of the Project 

Area pursuant to the Plan Amendment have been instituted as required under Community 

Redevelopment Law. 

Section 10. Effective Date. ln accordance with Sections 33378(b)(2) and 33450 of the 

Community Redevelopment Law, this ordinance shall become effective 90 days from the date 

of enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the 

ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board 

of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 

Section 11. Scope of Ordinance. In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors 

intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, 

numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the 

Redevelopment Plan that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as additions, deletions, Board 

amendment additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with the "Note" that 

appears under the official title of the ordinance. 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DAVID CHIU, City Attorney 

By: /s/ Peter R. Miljanich 
PETER R. MILJANICH 
Deputy City Attorney 
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City and County of San Francisco 

Tails 

Ordinance 

City Hall 
I Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

San Francisco, CA 94102-4689 

File Number: 221216 Date Passed: January 24, 2023 

Ordinance approving an amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment 
Project Area to increase bulk limits on Block 2 of Zone One of the Transbay Redevelopment Project 
Area (Assessor's Parcel Block No. 3739, Lot No. 014, located on the north side of Folsom Street 
between Beale and Main Streets), by increasing certain maximum floor plate sizes; making findings 
under the California Community Redevelopment Law; making findings under the California 
Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight 
priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101 .1. 

January 10, 2023 Board of Supervisors - PASSED ON FIRST READING 

Ayes: 11 - Chan, Dorsey, Engardio, Mandelman, Melgar, Peskin, Preston, Ronen, 
Safai , Stefani and Walton 

January 24, 2023 Board of Supervisors - Fl NALLY PASSED 

Ayes: 11 - Chan, Dorsey, Engardio, Mandelman, Melgar, Peskin, Preston, Ronen , 
Safai, Stefani and Walton 

File No. 221216 

London N. Breed 
Mayor 

City and County of San Francisco Pagel 

I hereby certify that the foregoing 
Ordinance was Fl NALLY PASSED on 
1/24/2023 by the Board of Supervisors of the 
City and County of San Francisco. 

Angela Calvillo 
Clerk of the Board 

r , 
Date Approved 

Printed at 11:33 am on 1/15/13 
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As Amended in Board 6/15/04 
FILE NO. 040629 MOTION NO. Ho4-(e1 

[Affirm certification of the final environmental impact report for the Transbay Terminal.] 

Motion affirming the Planning Commission certification of the final environmental 

impact report for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment 

Project. 

WHEREAS, The Transbay Joint Powers Authority is the project sponsor for the 

reconstruction of the Transbay Terminal, which is located at 425 Mission Street; Caltrain 

Downtown Extension; and various related actions (the "Transbay Terminal Component"). The 

project also includes the Transbay Redevelopment Plan, which is jointly sponsored by the City 

and County of San Francisco and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. (The Transbay 

Terminal Component and the Transbay Redevelopment Plan shall be collectively referred to 

herein as the "Project".); and 

WHEREAS, Upon initiation of the environmental review for the Project, the San 

Francisco Planning Department (the "Department") determined that an environmental impact 

report ("ElR") was required, created City Planning File No. 2000.048E, and provided public 

notice of that determination by publication in a newspaper of general circulation on March 17, 

2001. The ElR has three co-lead agencies: the City and County of San Francisco, the San 

Francisco Redevelopment Agency, and the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board ("JPB"); 

and 

WHEREAS, Because the Transbay Terminal Component will obtain funding from the 

Federal Transit Administration (the "FT A"), and due to the potential environmental impacts of 

the Transbay Terminal Component, the FTA determined that a federal environmental impact 

statement ("EIS") was required. On March 28, 2001, the FT A published in the federal register 

a notice of intent to prepare an EIS; and 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page 1 
6/16/2004 
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WHEREAS, The three co-lead agencies and the FTA agreed to combine the federal 

and State environmental review documents into a single joint ElS/EIR; and 

WHEREAS, On October 5, 2002, the Department published a draft EIS/EIR and 

provided notice of the availability of the document for public review and comment A copy of 

said document is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 040616 and is 

incorporated herein by reference; and 

WHEREAS, On November 26, 2002, the Planning Commission (the "Commission") 

held a duly noticed public hearing on the draft E1S/EIR. The Redevelopment Agency, on 

November 11, 2002, and the JPB staff, on November 13, 2002, each held an additional duly 

noticed public hearing on the draft EIS/EIR; and 

WHEREAS, On December 20, 2002, the 77-day public comment period on the draft 

E!S/EIR ended; and 

WHEREAS, On March 28, 2003, in Resolution No. 03-001, the Transbay Joint Powers 

Authority, following FTA guidelines and regulations, adopted the locally preferred alternative 

for inclusion in the Final EIS/EIR. The locally preferred alternative consists of the "West 

Ramp" Transbay Terminal, "Second Street-to-Main Street" track alignment, "Tunneling", and 

"Full Build" program for the Transbay Redevelopment Plan. A copy of said document is on file 

with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 040616 and is incorporated herein by 

reference; and 

WHEREAS, On March 24, 2004, the Department published a "Draft Summary of 

Comments and Responses" on the draft EIS/EIR (Volume !I). On this same date, the 

Department also published revisions to the draft EIS/EIR (Volume I) that included refinements 

to the Project analyzed and staff ~initiated text changes to take into account concerns that 

commentors had raised. Both Volumes I and II were distributed to the Commission and other 

co-lead agencies and to all parties who commented on the draft EIS/EIR. Copies of said 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page2 
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1 on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616 and is incorporated herein by reference; 
! 

2 Ii and 
H 

3 I WHEREAS, By separate letters to the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors dated May 1 O, 

4 2004, Oliver L. Holmes, on behalf of unidentified individuals and entities that will be impacted 

5 ; by the Transbay Terminal project, and Timothy A. Tosta, on behalf of Myers Natoma Venture 

6 11 and Myers Development Company, filed timely appeals of the Final EIR certification to the 

7 I Board of Supervisors. On May 12, 2004, Joseph J. Brecher, on behalf of various Stillman 

8 I, Street and Clocktower Loft residents and businesses, also filed a timely appeal of the Final 

s I EIR certification; and 

1 O WHEREAS, On June 8, 2004 June 15. 2004, this Board held a duly notice public 

11 hearing to consider the appeal of the Final EIR certification; and 

12 WHEREAS, This Board has reviewed and considered the Final EIS/EIR and heard 

13 testimony and received public comment regarding the adequacy of this document; and 

14 WHEREAS, The Final EIS/EIR files and all correspondence and other documents have 

15 been made available for review by this Board and the public. These files are available for 

16 public review by appointment at the Planning Department offices at 1660 Mission Street and 

17 are made part of the record before this Board by reference herein; and 

18 WHEREAS, Since the Planning Commission action on the Final EIR, there is no new 

19 information of significance that would require a substantial revision to the Final EIR and 

20 necessitate recirculation of said document pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5; 

21 I 
22 11 

now, therefore, be it 

11 

MOVED, That based on substantial evidence in light of the whole record, this Board of 

23 II, Supervisors finds that: 1) the Final EIR reflects its independent judgment and analysis and is 

2
2

4
5 

j' adequate, accurate, and objective; 2) the Final EIR is sufficient as an informational document 

ii 
'rl 
I 

and its conclusions are correct; and 3) the findings contained in the Planning Commission 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page4 
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ii 
·1 
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1 certification are correct; and this Board hereby affirms the decision of the Planning · 

2 Commission in its Motion No. 16773 to certify the Final EIR in compliance with CEQA, the 

3 CEQA Guidelines, and Chapter 31. 
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City and County of San Francisco 

Tails 

Motion 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlcll Place 
San Francis<:D, CA 94102-4689 

File Number: 040629 Date Passed: June 15, 2004 

Motion affirming the Planning Commission certification of the final environmental impact report for the 
Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project 

June 8, 2004 Board of Supervisors CONTINUED 

Ayes: 10 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Gonzalez, Ma, Max\vel1, 
McGoldrick, Peskin, Sandoval 
Excused: 1 - Hall 

June 15, 2004 Board of Supervisors-AMENDED 

Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Gonzalez, Hall, Ma, Maxwell, 
McGoldrick, Peskin, Sandoval 

June 15, 2004 Board of Supervisors -APPROVED 

City and County of San Francisco 

Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Gonzalez, Hall, Ma, MaxwelL 
McGoldrick, Peskin, Sandoval 

1 Printed at 2:27 PM on 6116/04 



File No. 040629 

File No. 040629 

City and County of San Francisco 
Tails Report 

2 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Motion 
was APPROVED on June 15, 2004 by the 
Board of Supervisors of the City and County 
of San Francisco. 

Clerk"·ofihe Board 

Pri,ztedal 2:27 PM on (j/16/04 
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FILE NO. 041079 RESOLUTION NO. 

[Eminent Domain - Resolution of Necessity] 

Resolution authorizing acquisition of Lots 45A, 46, 53, and 54 in Assessor's Block 3721 

in San Francisco by Eminent Domain for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 

Extension/Redevelopment Project; adopting environmental findings under the 

California Environmental Quality Act, State Guidelines, and Administrative Code 

Chapter 31; and adopting findings under the General Plan and City Planning Code 

Section 101.1. 

WHEREAS, The Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment 

Project (the "Project") consists of a new Transbay Terminal at its current site; the extension of 

Caltrain and accommodation of high speed passenger trains into a new Terminal building; a 

temporary terminal on the block bounded by Main, Beale, Folsom, and Mission Streets; 

reconstructed bus ramps from the permanent terminal to the Bay Bridge; an offsite bus 

storage/layover area under Highway Route 80 on the two blocks bounded by Perry, Stillman, 

2nct and 4th Streets; a Caltrain storage yard and station near 4th and Townsend Street; and the 

Transbay Redevelopment Plan; and 

WHEREAS, The actions listed in Attachment A and incorporated by reference (the 

"Actions") are part of a series of considerations in connection with the approval and 

implementation of the Project, as more particularly defined in Attachment A (the 

"Environmental Findings"). A copy of Attachment A is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 

Supervisors in File No. 041079; and 

WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, the Planning Commission (the "Commission") and the 

Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (the "JPB"), at a duly noticed joint public hearing, 

considered the certification of the final environmental impact statement/environmental impact 

report for the Project (the "Final EIS/EIR") (SCH No. 95063004), which consisted of the draft 

Supervisor Daly 1-mv>Miil no 1 1)~ 
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1 EIS/EIR, the Draft Summary of Comments and Responses, revisions to the draft EIS/EIR, and 

2 related documents. A copy of the Final EIS/EIR is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File 

3 No. 041079 and is incorporated herein by reference; and 

4 WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, in Motion No. 16773, the Commission found that the 

5 contents of the Final EIS/EIR and the procedures through which it was prepared, publicized, 

6 and reviewed complied with the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. 

7 Public Resources Code sections 21000 et seq. ["CEQA"]), the State CEQA Guidelines (Cal. 

8 Code of Regulations Title 14, sections 15000 et seq. ["CEQA Guidelines"]), and Chapter 31 of 

9 the San Francisco Administrative Code ("Chapter 31 "); and 

10 WHEREAS, By Motion No. 16773, the Commission also found that the Final EIS/FEIR 

11 reflected its independent judgment and analysis and was adequate, accurate, and objective, 

12 and certified the Final EIR in compliance with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, and Chapter 31. 

13 Motion No. 16773 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616 and is incorporated 

14 by reference; and 

15 WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, in Resolution No. 2004-11, the JPS also certified the 

16 Final EIR and made findings similar to those of the Commission in regard to CEQA and the 

17 CEQA Guidelines. Motion No. 16773 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616 

18 and is incorporated by reference; and 

19 WHEREAS, On April 20, 2004, in Resolution No. 45-2004, the San Francisco 

20 Redevelopment Agency, at a duly noticed public hearing, also certified the Final EIR and 

21 made findings similar to those of the Commission and JPS in regard to CEQA and the CEQA 

22 Guidelines. Resolution No. 45-2004 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616 

23 and is incorporated by reference; and 

24 WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, at a duly noticed public hearing, the Transbay Joint 

25 Powers Authority (the "TJPA"), in Resolution No. 04-004, approved the components of the 

Supervisor Daly 
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Project within its jurisdiction. Resolution No. 04-004 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in 

File No. 041079 and is incorporated by reference; and 

WHEREAS, On June 15, 2004, at a duly noticed hearing concerning appeals of the 

Commission certification of the Final EIR, this Board affirmed the Commission's certification of 

the Final EIR and rejected the appeals in Motion No. 04-67. Motion No. 04-67 is on file with 

6 , the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040629 and is incorporated by reference; and 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

WHEREAS, The Final EIS/EIR files and other Project-related Planning Department 

files are available for review by this Board of Supervisors and the public. The Planning 

Department files are available at 1660 Mission Street. Those files are part of the record 

before this Board of Supervisors and are incorporated by reference; now, therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That this Board of Supervisors finds on the basis of substantial evidence 

in light of the whole record that: (1) modifications incorporated into the Project and reflected in 

the Actions will not require important revisions to the Final EIS/EIR due to the involvement of 

new significant environmental effects or substantial increase in the severity of previously 

identified significant effects; (2) no substantial changes have occurred with respect to the 

circumstances under which the Project or the Actions were undertaken which would require 

major revisions to the Final EIS/EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental 

effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of effects identified in the Final EIS/El R; and 

19 1 (3) no new information of substantial importance to the Project or the Actions has become 

20 available since the Commission's certification of the Final EIR that would indicate (a) the 

21 , Project or the Actions will have significant effects not discussed in the Final EIS/EIR; 

22 (b} significant environmental effects will be substantially more severe; (c) mitigation measures 

23 or alternatives found not feasible which would reduce one or more significant effects have 

24 become feasible; or (d) mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different 

25 

Supervisor Daly 
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1 from those in the Final EIS/EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on 

2 the environment; and, be it 

3 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reviewed and considered the 

4 Final EIS/EIR and hereby adopts the Environmental Findings in Attachment A, which includes 

5 rejection of Project alternatives, adoption of mitigation measures, and approval of a statement 

6 of overriding considerations in regard to significant unavoidable impacts. Attachment A also 

7 includes Exhibits 1 (Final EIS/EIR Mitigation Measures) and 2 (Transbay Terminal Project 

8 Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program); and, be it 

9 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Project fulfills the mandates of various local and 

10 State laws including San Francisco's Proposition H-Downtown Caltrain Station (November 

11 1999}, Proposition K-San Francisco Transportation Sales Tax (November 2002), California 

12 Public Resources Code Section 5027.1 (a), and California Streets and Highways Code 

13 Sections 2704.04 (b} and 30914 (c), all of which concern reconstruction of the Transbay 

14 Terminal at its current site and the Terminal's accommodation of a Caltrain extension and 

15 high speed passenger rail line; and, be it 

16 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the public interest and necessity require the acquisition 

17 by eminent domain by the City and County of San Francisco, a municipal corporation, of the 

18 following described real property and any and all improvements and fixtures thereon, situated 

19 in the City (the "Property") 

Assessor's Block No. 

3721 

and, be it 

Lot Nos. 

45A,46,53, 54 

20 

21 1 

22 

23 

24 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the T JPA intends to use the Property for the extension of 

the Caltrain to a new Transbay Terminal and for portions of the new Transbay Terminal; and, 

25 I be it 

II Supervisor Daly 
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1 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Director of Planning in his letter dated August , 

2 2004, a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 041079, 

3 found that the acquisition of the Property is consistent with the City's General Plan and with 

4 the Eight Priority Policies of City Planning Code Section 101.1; and, be it 

5 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors now adopts as its own and 

6 incorporates by reference the Director of Planning's findings of consistency with the City's 

7 General Plan and the Eight Priority Policies of City Planning Code Section 101.1; and, be it 

8 FURTHER RESOLVED, That acquisition of the Property by eminent domain is 

9 planned or located in the manner that will be most compatible with the greatest public good 

1 O and the least private injury; and, be it 

11 FURTHER RESOLVED, That acquisition of the Property by eminent domain is 

12 necessary for the public use of the City for the Project; and, be it 

13 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the T JPA has made the offer to the owner of record of 

14 the Property as required by California Government Code Section 7267.2; and, be it 

15 FURTHER RESOLVED, That, as provided under Sections 37350.5, 37351, 37352, 

16 37352.1, 37353, 40401, 40404, and 65302(b) of the California Government Code, and 

17 Sections 1240.01 O through 1240.050 of the California Code of Civil Procedure, which 

18 authorize the City to acquire the property by eminent domain, the City Attorney is hereby 

19 authorized and directed to commence proceedings in eminent domain against the owners of 

20 the Property, and any and all interests therein or claims thereto, for the condemnation thereof 

21 for the public use by the City for the Project. 

22 1 

23 

24 

25 
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RECOMMENDED: 

Maria Ayerdi, Executive Director, T JPA 
Under T JPA Commission Resolution No. ____ _ 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 

Supervisor Daly 
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File Number: 041079 

City and County of San Francisco 

Tails 

Resolution 

Date Passed: 

City Hal! 
l Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco. CA 94J02A689 

Resolution authorizing acquisition of Lots 45A, 46, 53, and 54 in Assessor's Block 3721 in San 
Francisco by Eminent Domain for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 
Extension/Redevelopment Project; adopting environmental findings under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, State Guidelines, and Administrative Code Chapter 31; and adopting 
findings under the General Plan and City Planning Code Section 1 01. 1. 

August 17, 2004 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED 

Ayes: 9 - Alioto-Pier, Arnrniano, Elsbernd, Gonzalez, Ma, Maxwell, McGoldrick, 
Peskin, Sandoval 
Noes: 2 - Daly, Dufty 

September 21, 2004 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED 

Ayes: 8 - Alioto-Pier, Elsbernd, Gonzalez, Ma, Maxwell, McGoldrick, Peskin, 
Sandoval 
Noes: 3 - Arnrniano, Daly, Dufty 

September 28, 2004 Board of Supervisors - ADOPTED 

City and County of San Francisco 

Ayes: 11 -Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Gonzalez, Ma, Maxwell, 
McGoldrick, Peskin, Sandoval 

I Printed at 9:32 AM on 9/29104 



File No. 041079 

Date Approved 

File No. 041079 

City and County of San Francisco 

Tails Report 

2 

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution 
was ADOPTED on September 28, 2004 by 
the Board of Supervisors of the City and 
County of San Francisco. 

Printed at 9:32 AM on 9/29/04 



RESOLUTION NO. 11-2005 

Adopted January 25, 2005 

ADOPTING ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS AND A STATEMENT OF 
OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS PURSUANT TO THE CALIFORNIA 

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT AND STATE CEQA GUIDELINES IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE ADOPTION OF A REDEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 
THE PROPOSED TRANSBAY REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND RELATED 

DOCUMENTS AND ACTIONS; TRANSBAY REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
AREA 

BASIS FOR RESOLUTION 

1. The Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/ Redevelopment Project 
(the "Project") is a project subject to the California Environmental Quality Act 
("CEQA") and the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), whose 
principal components are a new Transbay Terminal at its current site, the 
extension of the Caltrain rail and accommodation of high speed passenger trains 
into a new Terminal building, a temporary terminal on the block bounded by 
Main, Beale, Folsom, and Mission Streets; reconstructed bus ramps from the 
permanent terminal to the Bay Bridge, an offsite bus storage/layover area under 
Highway Route 80 on the two blocks bounded by Perry, Stillman, 2nd and 4th 

Streets, a Caltrain storage yard and station near 4th and Townsend Street, and the 
adoption and implementation of a redevelopment plan for the Transbay 
Redevelopment Project ("Transbay Redevelopment Plan"), establishing the 
Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the "Project Area"). 

2. The approval of the Project requires a number of actions by various public 
agencies which include the approval and implementation of the Transbay 
Redevelopment Plan and other actions (the "Actions") by the Redevelopment 
Agency of the City and County of San Francisco ("Redevelopment Agency"), 
more particularly defined in Attachment A, the CEQA Findings attached and 
incorporated hereto. 

3. The City and County of San Francisco, acting through the Planning Department 
(the "Planning Department") and its Board of Supervisors, the Redevelopment 
Agency, and the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board ("JPB"), acting as co
Lead Agencies, have previously certified the final environmental impact 
statement/environmental impact report for the Project (the "Final EIS/EIR"), 
which consisted of the draft EIS/EIR, the Draft Summary of Comments and 
Responses, revisions to the draft EIS/EIR, and related documents as follows: 

A. On April 20, 2004, the Agency, at a duly noticed public hearing, certified 
the Final EIR by adoption of Resolution No. 45-2004, which found that 



the contents of the Final EIS/EIR and the procedures through which it was 
prepared, publicized, and reviewed complied with the provisions of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Public Resources Code 
sections 21000 et seq., hereinafter "CEQA") and the State CEQA 
Guidelines (Cal. Code of Regulations Title 14, sections 15000 et seq., 
hereinafter "CEQA Guidelines"). 

B. On April 22, 2004, at a duly noticed joint public hearing, the Planning 
Commission and the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board certified the 
Final EIR and made similar findings to those of the Agency in regard to 
CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. 

C. On June 15, 2004, at a duly noticed hearing concerning appeals of the 
Planning Commission's certification of the Final EIR, the Board of 
Supervisors, in Motion No. 04-67, rejected appeals from such certification 
and affirmed the Commission's certification of the Final EIR. 

4. On April 22, 2004, pursuant to Federal Transit Administration guidelines and 
regulations, TJPA held a public hearing and adopted its Resolution No. 04-004, 
which approved the Preferred Project alternative (described in more detail in 
Attachment A, the CEQA Findings) that contains the following major 
components. 

A. A new, multi-modal Trans bay Terminal on the site of the present Transbay 
Terminal; 

B. Extension of Caltrain commuter rail service from its current San Francisco 
terminus at Fourth and Townsend Streets to a new underground terminus 
underneath the proposed new Transbay Terminal; and 

C. Establishment of the Transbay Redevelopment Plan, which provides for 
the new multi-modal Transbay Terminal and related development projects, 
including transit-oriented development on publicly owned land in the 
vicinity of the new Transbay Terminal. 

5. The Final EIS/EIR is a project EIR for the Transbay Redevelopment Plan and 
related documents, prepared pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21090 
and State CEQA Guidelines section 15180 and is also a Program EIR for the 
Project pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines section 15168. 

6. The Final EIS/EIR files and other Project-related Agency files are available for 
review by this Agency and the public are available at 770 Golden Gate A venue, 
3rd Floor, and are incorporated by this reference as a part of the record before the 
Redevelopment Agency pertaining to the Project (collectively referred to as the 
"Project Record"). 



RESOLUTION 

ACCORDINGLY IT IS RESOLVED by the Redevelopment Agency of the City and 
County of San Francisco as follows, based on its review and its review and consideration 
of the Final EIS/EIR, the Project Record, and the proposed Transbay Redevelopment 
Plan: 

1. The environmental impacts of the Preferred Project alternative approved by TJPA 
as the Project are within the scope of the environmental impacts analyzed in the 
Final EIS/EIR, therefore no subsequent BIR is necessary or appropriate, based on 
Attachment A, the CEQA Findings, which support the following determinations: 

A. Such modifications do not require important revisions to the Final 
EIS/EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects 
or substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects. 

B. No substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances 
pertaining to the Project or the Actions which would require major 
revisions to the Final EIS/BIR due to the involvement of new significant 
environmental effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of effects 
identified in the Final EIS/EIR. 

C. No new information of substantial importance to the Project or the Actions 
has become available since the Agency's certification of the Final BIR that 
would indicate any of the following: 

1. The Project or the Actions will have significant effects not 
discussed in the Final EIS/BIR; 

11. Significant environmental effects will be substantially more severe 
than discussed in the Final EIS/BIR; 

u1. Mitigation measures or alternatives found not feasible in 
Attachment A, the CEQA Findings, which would reduce one or 
more significant effects have become feasible; and 

1v. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably 
different from those in the Final EIS/BIR, that would substantially 
reduce one or more significant unavoidable effects on the 
environment, have been identified. 

2. The Redevelopment Agency hereby adopts Attachment A, the CEQA Findings, as 
its CEQA findings, which include determinations concerning consideration and 
rejection of certain Project alternatives, description of Actions within the 



Agency's jurisdiction, mitigation measures and also contains a statement of 
overriding considerations in regard to significant unavoidable impacts. 

3. The Redevelopment Agency also adopts the mitigation measures described in 
Exhibit 1 to Attachment A, the Mitigation Measures Presented and Analyzed in 
Final EIS/BIR ("Mitigation Measures"), which are within the jurisdiction and 
authority of the Redevelopment Agency which are adopted by and the mitigation 
monitoring program contained in Exhibit 2 to Attachment A, the Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program. 

4. The Redevelopment Agency also finds and determines that those mitigation 
measures described in the Mitigation Measures which are outside of the 
Redevelopment Agency's jurisdiction have been adopted by the TJPA in 
Resolution No. 04-004 and by the City and County of San Francisco. 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

~~11 14t~i-
wvJames B. ~orales 
\J Agency General Counsel 



ATTACHMENT A 

TRANSBAY TERMINAL/ CAL TRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION I 
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT FINDINGS 

REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

1. INTRODUCTION 

These Findings are made by the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San 
Francisco (the "Agency") pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act, California 
Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq, ("CEQA") with respect to the Transbay Terminal/ 
Caltrain Downtown Extension/ Redevelopment Project ("Project"), in light of substantial 
evidence in the record of Project proceedings, including but not limited to, the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement/Final Environmental Impact Report ("EIS/EIR") prepared 
pursuant to CEQA, the State CEQA Guidelines, 14 California Code of Regulations Sections 
15000 et seq., (the "CEQA Guidelines"), the requirements of the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969, §102 (42 U.S.C. §4332); Federal Transit Laws (49 U.S.C. §5301(e), §5323(b) and 
§5324(b)); Section 4(£) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (49 U.S.C. §303); 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, §106 (16 U.S.C. §470f); 40 CPR Parts 1500-1508; 
23 CPR Part 771; and Executive Order 12898 (Environmental Justice) .. 

This document is organized as follows: 

Article 2 describes the Project. 

Article 3 describes the actions to be taken by the Agency. 

Article 4 provides the basis for approval of the Project (the Locally Preferred Alternative 
identified in the Final EIS/EIR), a description of each alternative, and the economic, legal, social, 
technological, and other considerations that lead to the rejection of such alternatives as 
infeasible. 

Article 5 sets forth Findings as to the disposition of each of the mitigation measures proposed in 
the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures are grouped in the following categories: 

(1) Measures which are within the jurisdiction and responsibility of another governmental 
agency and which are recommended by the Agency for adoption by that agency; and 

(2) Measures which are within the jurisdiction and responsibility of the Transbay Joint 
Powers Authority (the "TJP A") that the TJP A adopted and incorporated into the Project 
by its Resolution No. 04-004, which is incorporated herein by reference; and, 

Article 6 identifies the unavoidable, significant adverse impacts of the Project that have not been 
mitigated to a level of insignificance by the adoption of mitigation measures as provided in 
Article 5. 

Article 7 contains a Statement of Overriding Considerations, setting forth specific reasons in 
support of the Agency's actions in light of the significant unavoidable impacts discussed in 
Article 6. 
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Exhibit 1, attached to these Findings, is a reference document that contains a statement of each 
mitigation measure. It shows mitigation measures, grouped by subject, in the order that they are 
proposed and analyzed in the Final EIS/EIR. Exhibit 2, also attached, contains the Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program. It provides a table specifying the agency responsible for 
implementation of each measure, establishes monitoring actions and a monitoring schedule. 

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Project Approvals 

The Project consists of a series of actions that together define the terms under which the Project 
will occur (collectively the "Project Approvals"). The primary Project Sponsor for the elements 
of the Project related directly to the Transbay Terminal is the Transbay Joint Powers Authority 
("TJP A"). The primary Project Sponsor for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan is 
the Agency. 

The City and County of San Francisco, the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board, and other 
governmental agencies and districts will be taking various approval actions related to the Project. 
The Project is composed of the following major permits and approvals, and related and collateral 
actions: 

2.2.1 Adoption of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan. 

2.1.2 Amendments to the General Plan of the City and County of San Francisco; 

2.1.3 Amendments to the Zoning Map of the City and County of San Francisco; 

2.1.4 Adoption of General Plan consistency/Planning Code§ 101.1 findings in regard 
to'various actions; 

2.1.5 Approval of the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) elements as follows: West 
Ramp Transbay Terminal, Second-to-Main, Tunneling, and Full Build as the 
Preferred Terminal Project. 

A. Acquisition of real property or easements that also may include eminent 
domain related to the terminal design or track alignments. 

B. Granting of rights to use City right-of-way for rail purposes. 

These approvals, along with implementation actions related thereto, are referred to collectively 
herein as the "Project." As described in Article III, actions related to general implementation of 
the Project and number 1 and potential number 6 are or will be before the Agency. 

2.2 Project Description's Relationship to the Final EIS/EIR 

The Project, described in detail below, is based on the Project Description contained in the Final 
EIS/EIR. Also, as set forth below, the TJPA, after a duly noticed public hearing on April 22, 
2004 adopted the Locally Preferred Alternative as the Preferred Project in Resolution No. 04-
004. The Project would be located in downtown San Francisco and has three major components: 

• A new, multi-modal Transbay Terminal on the site of the present Transbay Terminal; 
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• Extension of Caltrain commuter rail service from its current San Francisco terminus at 
Fourth and Townsend Streets to a new underground terminus underneath the proposed 
new Transbay Terminal; and 

• Establishment of a Redevelopment Area Plan with related development projects, 
including transit-oriented development on publicly owned land in the vicinity of the new 
multi-modal Transbay Terminal. 

2.3 Public Review of Draft EIS/EIR 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report ("Draft EIS/EIR") was 
prepared and distributed to the public on October 4, 2002. Notice of availability of the Draft 
EIS/EIR was published in the San Francisco Independent newspaper and posted at the Planning 
Department. Five hundred fifty newsletters were sent to the mailing list announcing the 
availability of the Draft EIS/EIR, and a letter was sent directly to property owners whose 
properties could be directly affected by the Project. Over fifty 11" x 17" posters were posted 
throughout the Project area, including around the Caltrain terminal at 4th and Townsend Streets, 
along Second Street, around the Transbay Terminal and throughout the Redevelopment Project 
Area. Notices were sent to all property owners within 300 feet of the Project boundary. The 
Draft EIS/EIR was available for on-line review on the TJPA web site. Three hundred eighty two 
copies, both printed and compact disc versions, of the Draft EIS/EIR were mailed to agencies 
and individuals. 

The document also was available for review at the following locations: 

• Peninsula Corridor Joint Power Board (Caltrain) Headquarters, Second Floor Reception, 
1250 San Carlos Avenue, San Carlos; 

• San Francisco Central Library, 100 Larkin Street; 

• City of Berkeley Central Library, 2090 Kittredge Street; 

• San Francisco Planning Department, 1660 Mission Street, First Floor Public Information 
Center; 

• San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 770 Golden Gate Avenue, 3rd Floor; 

• AC Transit Headquarters, 1660 Franklin Street, Oakland (Board Secretary); and, 

• Main libraries of cities along the Caltrain Corridor. 

Three public hearings were held: 

• November 12, 2002 at 5:00 pm - San Francisco Redevelopment Agency in San 
Francisco City Hall, 

• November 13, 2002 at 7:00 pm (with an open house at 6:30 pm)-Caltrain Headquarters, 
San Carlos, California, and 

• November 26, 2002 at 12:30 pm- San Francisco Planning Commission in San Francisco 
City Hall. 

At the request of the public, the Planning Commission on November 26, 2002, extended the 
comment period until December 20, 2002. 
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2.4 EIR Certification 

The Agency, on April 20, 2004, and the Planning Commission and the Peninsula Corridor Joint 
Powers Board, on April 22, 2004, adopted certain findings in regard to the Final EIS/EIR and 
certified said document as accurate, adequate, and complete in compliance with CEQA and the 
CEQA Guidelines. Three separate groups appealed the Planning Commission's certification to 
the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. On June 15, 2004, after a duly noticed public hearing, 
the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, in Motion No. M04-67, affirmed the Planning 
Commission certification of the final EIS/EIR and rejected the appeals. 

3. AGENCY ACTIONS 

The Agency is considering various actions ("Actions") in furtherance of the Project, which 
include the following: 

3.1 Adoption of these CEQA Findings, including a statement of overriding considerations, 
mitigation measures, and a mitigation monitoring and reporting program; 

3.2 Approval of all actions required under the California Community Redevelopment Law 
(Health and Safety Code Sections 33000 et seq.) for adoption of the Transbay 
Redevelopment Project Area Plan and related implementation actions; and 

3.3 Acknowledgement and approval of the TJP A's Locally Preferred Alternative ("LP A'' or 
also referred to as the "Preferred Project") elements as they relate to the Agency's 
action. These elements include the following: West Ramp Transbay Terminal, Second
to-Main, Tunneling, and Full Build as the Preferred Terminal Project. The Preferred 
Terminal Project also includes a temporary terminal on the block bounded by Main, 
Beale, Folsom and Mission Streets, reconstructed bus ramps from the permanent 
terminal to the Bay Bridge, an offsite bus storage/layover area under Route 80 on the 
two blocks bounded by Perry, Stillman, 2°d and 4th Streets, and a Caltrain storage yard 
and station near 4th and Townsend Streets. 

4. CONSIDERATION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 

This Article describes the alternatives and design options selected for the Project as well as those 
rejected. Included in these descriptions are the reasons for selecting or rejecting the alternatives 
and design options. This Article also outlines the Project's purposes and needs to provide a 
context for understanding the reasons for selecting or rejecting alternatives, and describes the 
project alternative components analyzed in the Final EIS/EIR. The Project's Final EIS/EIR 
presents more details on selection and rejection of alternatives. Many of the alternatives and 
design options considered for this Project, together and individually, have been under serious 
consideration for many years as part of numerous environmental, engineering, and planning 
studies ( outlined in the Final EIS/EIR Section 1.2.1 ). 

The Transbay TerminaVCaltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project is a large, 
complex, and highly interrelated project. In order to help the public and decision-makers better 
understand this project, the environmental analysis and planning studies were oriented towards 
three major components: the multi-modal Transbay Terminal, an underground extension of 
Caltrain to downtown San Francisco, and redevelopment of the Transbay Terminal area. For 
each of these components several alternatives and design options were considered in the Final 
EIS/EIR and in previous studies. 
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4.1 Development of Project Alternatives 

As outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 of the Final EIS/EIR, the Project has been the subject to a 
long series of environmental, engineering, and planning studies. These studies were used to help 
identify a series of alternatives for evaluation in the Final EIS/EIR planning process that began in 
early 2000. The Project is a complex and highly interrelated undertaking consisting of a multi
modal transit terminal, an underground rail line extension, and redevelopment of the surrounding 
area. In order to maximize the public's ability to understand and help plan the project, the lead 
agencies decided to present the Project as three main components. For each of the components 
several alternatives were considered in the EIS/EIR (a detailed analysis of the alternatives is 
presented in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS/EIR), including a No Project alternative ("No Project 
Alternative"). The EIS/EIR presents the Project alternatives as the following components and 
alternatives: 

1. New Transbay Terminal Project 
Component 

• West Ramp Alternative 
• Loop Ramp Alternative 

2. Redevelopment Project Area Plan 
Component 

• Reduced Scope Alternative 
• Full Build Alternative 

PROJElrr COMPONEIITS 

Transbay 
Tarmlnal 

C&Hraln 
Downtorm 
Extension 

Tnansit 
Orlenled 
Development 

ALTERNATIVES 

West.Ramp 

Loop Ramp 

Second-to-fAaln 

Stcond71o~lsslon 

Full Build or()pllon 

Reduced Seo e 

Ctlrrantly Pfann1d and Programmtd Transit & Roadway lmprov,ment, 

3. Cal train Downtown Extension Project 
Component 

• 2nd-to-Main Alternative 
• 2nd-to-Mission Alternative 

Both alternatives for the Caltrain Extension include a design option for a pedestrian connection 
from the train mezzanine underneath Fremont Street to the BART Embarcadero Station. 

In addition, two construction options were evaluated for the underground portion (from 
approximately Berry Street to the Transbay Terminal) of the Caltrain Extension: 

• Cut-and-Cover Option - under this option cut-and-cover construction would be used 
for the entire length of underground alignment; or, 

• Tunneling Option - under this option a tunnel would be constructed on the segment 
from Townsend/Clarance to Second/Folsom. Cut-and-cover construction would be 
used for all other underground construction. 

Other components of the project include a temporary bus terminal facility to be used during 
construction, a new, permanent off-site bus storage/ layover facility, reconstructed bus ramps 
leading to the west end of the new Transbay Terminal, and a redesigned Caltrain storage yard. 
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The Draft EIS/EIR presented a complete analysis of the environmental impacts of these 
alternatives. During the Draft EIS/EIR comment period members of the public and agencies 
suggested several additional alternatives or refinements to the alternatives. These alternatives 
and refinements were considered by the lead agencies and used to help define the Locally 
Preferred Alternative (LP A). 

On March 28, 2003, the TJP A, following Federal Transit Administration guidelines and 
regulations, adopted the Project Locally Preferred Alternative ("LPA") for inclusion in the Final 
EIS/EIR. The LPA Report (TJPA, March 2003) describes the characteristics, advantages and 
disadvantages regarding each of the alternatives. The TJP A selected the West Ramp Transbay 
Terminal, Second-to-Main, Tunneling, Full Build options as the LPA. The Final EIS/EIR 
describes the LP A impacts in detail. 

On April 22, 2004, after a duly noticed public hearing, the TJP A, in Resolution No. 04-004, 
adopted the LPA design as its Preferred Project. 

4.2 Project Need, Purpose and Objectives 

As noted previously, the Project is based 
generally on the Project Description presented in 
Chapter 2 of the Final EIS/EIR 

PROJECT COMPONENTS 

Transbay 
Tumlnal 

C.Hraln 
~owntown 
Ert,nslon 

Transit 

ALTERNATIVES 

W1stR1mp 

Loop Ramp 

Second-tQ-Maln 

Second-to-Mission 

The Project is needed because the present 
Transbay Terminal, which was built in 1939, 
does not meet current seismic safety or space 
utilization standards. The need to modernize the 
Transbay Terminal provides an opportunity to 
revitalize the surrounding area and to extend 
Caltrain service from its current terminus 
outside the downtown area into the San 
Francisco employment core. 

Oriented full Build 
Development 

Redueed Seo , 

Currently Planned and Programmed Transit & Roadway lmprovtments 

The primary purposes of the Trans bay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment 
Project are to: 

• Improve public access to bus and rail services; 

• Modernize the Transbay Terminal and improve service; 

• Reduce non-transit vehicle usage; and 

• Alleviate blight and revitalize the Transbay Terminal area. 

Undertaking the Project components would address the following purposes and needs: 

• Provide a multi-modal transit facility that meets future transit needs; 

• Improve the Terminal as a place for passengers and the public to use and enjoy 

• Alleviate the conditions of blight in the Trans bay Terminal area; 

• Revitalize the Trans bay Terminal area with a more diverse mix of land uses that includes 
both market-rate and affordable housing; 

• Facilitate transit use by developing housing in the area surrounding a major transit hub; 

• Improve Caltrain service by providing direct access to downtown San Francisco; 
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• Enhance connectivity between Caltrain and other major transit systems including: BART, 
Muni, AC Transit, Golden Gate Transit, and Greyhound; 

• Enable direct access to downtown San Francisco for future intercity and/or high-speed 
rail service; 

• Accommodate projected growth in travel demand in the San Jose- San Francisco 
corridor; 

• Reduce traffic congestion on US Highway 101 and 1-280 between San Jose and 
San Francisco and other routes; 

• Reduce vehicle hours of delay on major freeways in the Peninsula corridor; 

• Improve regional air quality by reducing auto emissions; 

• Support local economic development goals; and 

• Enhance accessibility to employment, retail, and entertainment opportunities. 

4.3 Rejection of the No Project Alternative 

The No Project Alternative consists of existing Caltrain service with funded improvements, and 
other committed bus, rail, and roadway improvements. It includes proposed development in 
San Francisco in the 2020 horizon year. Under this alternative the Agency would not implement 
a Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Area, the state-owned properties in the Transbay 
Terminal would not be transferred to the TJP A and the City, and the existing Transbay Terminal 
would not be improved significantly beyond basic maintenance and required safety and 
accessibility improvements. 

The No Project Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 

• Fails to Accommodate Year 2020 Transit Demand - The existing Transbay Terminal 
design cannot fully accommodate expected year 2020 transit demand, thus reducing the 
ability for transit to meet Transbay travel demand in future years and increasing private 
vehicle traffic (and its associated environmental impacts) in the Transbay corridor. 

• Fails to Extend Caltrain to San Francisco -The No Project Alternative fails to extend 
Caltrain to downtown San Francisco thus reducing the attractiveness of public transit on 
the Peninsula and increasing traffic congestion, travel times, and air pollution in the 
corridor. 

• Fails to Provide High Speed Rail Terminal in Downtown San Francisco - The No Project 
Alternative fails to construct a terminal for California's planned high speed rail system in 
downtown San Francisco. This will eliminate the ability for a downtown San Francisco 
station leading to reduced high speed rail ridership, reduced economic development 
opportunities in San Francisco, and increased environmental impacts associated with 
more private vehicle transportation. 

• Fails to Create a Multi-modal Transit Terminal in Downtown San Francisco -The No 
Project Alternative fails to create a new multi-modal transit terminal that efficiently 
connects all San Francisco's major transit services in downtown San Francisco, thus 
reducing the attractiveness of transit and thereby ridership. 

• Fails to Adhere to San Francisco Voter Mandates - By not constructing a new multi
modal Transbay Terminal and Caltrain extension, the No Project Alternative is 
inconsistent with the mandate of San Francisco voters as expressed in passage of 
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Proposition H in November 1999 and Proposition Kin November 2003, as well as 
various State laws, such as California Public Resources Code section 5027 .1 ( a), Streets 
and Highways Code section 30914(c)(22), which require a terminal designed to 
accommodate high speed rail. 

• Fails to Revitalize Transbay Terminal and Transbay Tenninal Area - The No Project 
Alternative could result in further deterioration of the existing terminal structure and 
continued use of a structure that does not meet current seismic safety requirements or 
space utilization standards. The No Project Alternative will not create an improved 
Terminal for passengers and the public to use and enjoy. It will not help alleviate the 
conditions of blight in the Transbay Terminal area and it will not revitalize the Transbay 
Terminal area with a more vibrant mix ofland uses. 

• Fails to Create and Support Housing - The No Project Alternative will not remove the 
existing conditions of blight created by the Terminal and associated ramps and therefore 
will discourage construction of affordable and market rate housing in the area. 

• Fails to Create a Transit Oriented Development-The No Project Alternative will not 
facilitate the development of high density mixed use development in the Transbay 
Terminal area that would encourage the use of environmentally friendly transportation 
thereby reducing transportation impacts of the development. 

For the economic, legal, social, technological, and other considerations reasons set forth herein 
and in the Final EIS/EIR, the No Project Alternative is rejected as infeasible. 

4.4 Alternatives Considered and Reasons for Selection 

This section outlines the alternatives that comprise the Preferred Project and the reasons for their 
selection. 

4.4.1 New Transbay Terminal Component: 

Two alternatives were evaluated for a new Transbay Tenninal in the Draft EIS/EIR. 
Under either alternative, a new multi-modal terminal would be located at the same site as 
the existing terminal at Mission and First Streets. Bus ramps would connect directly 
from the terminal to the Bay Bridge, while an underground rail facility would allow the 
extension of Caltrain to downtown and provide space for potential future East Bay 
commuter rail and California's high-speed intercity rail. 

The new terminal would include facilities for AC Transit, Greyhound, Greyhound 
Package Express, Muni buses and trolley coaches, Golden Gate Transit, basic service 
buses, taxi service, paratransit service, and easily accessible bicycle storage. Both 
alternatives would include space for retail and cultural uses. 

The design for the new Terminal also would shift the existing Terminal footprint 150 feet 
in a westerly direction, as further described in the Final EIS/EIR Section 2.2. The 
combination of the modified Terminal footprint and the Second-to-Main track alignment 
described below in Section 3 (Caltrain Downtown Extension Component) results in the 
need to occupy the surface and subsurface of the 80 Natoma development site, currently a 
vacant property that is the subject of the property acquisition contemplated herein. 
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Preferred Proiect: West Ramp Alternative 

The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the West Ramp 
Alternative as the Preferred Project. This alternative is fully described in Final EIS/EIR 
Section 2.2.2.1. The West Ramp Alternative is selected for the Project because it has the 
following major advantages: 

• Additional Development Opportunities - Under the West Ramp Alternative the 
blocks south and east of the Transbay Terminal at Beale and Howard Streets and 
Folsom at Beale and Main Streets would be open for development, which is not 
possible under the Loop Ramp Alternative. 

• Improved View Corridors - Under the West Ramp Alternative the eastward views 
along Howard Street would open up toward the bay and the East Bay hills. 
Southward views along Beale, Fremont, and First Streets toward Rincon Hill 
would also open up. 

• Lower Capital Costs - The West Ramp Alternative would have lower capital 
costs than the Loop Ramp Alternative. 

• Visual and Economic Benefits from Modifying Terminal Footprint - The 
modified Terminal footprint has numerous advantages over the prior Terminal 
design which bridged Beale Street with a part of the Terminal structure that rose 
more than 60 feet above the street. This modified footprint results in engineering 
cost savings through the elimination of this design element. It also results in 
enhancing the visual character of the Beale Street corridor as well as providing for 
a better terminal user and retail environment on the street level. The modified 
footprint also opens up future development opportunities for a building on the east 
side of Beale between Mission and Howard and on a Howard Street parcel 
currently occupied by bus ramps that would be relocated. While some of the 
abovementioned economic benefits may be offset by the cost of acquiring the 80 
Natoma site, the proposed configuration provides greater long-term benefits to the 
TJP A, the City, transit providers, transit users, and the public for the reasons set 
forth herein and elsewhere in the administrative record. 

Numerous people who commented on the Draft EIS/EIR stated their preference for the 
West Ramp Transbay Terminal Alternative, and this Alternative best represents the 
consensus solution emanating from multiple agencies and community representatives 
involved in the Metropolitan Transportation Commission's Transbay Terminal Study. 
AC Transit, currently the main tenant in the existing terminal and one of the primary 
tenants in the new facility, has reviewed the operational characteristics of the West Ramp 
Alternative and found them to easily meet operational requirements for both current 
Transbay bus schedules and potential future service levels. 

4.4.2 Redevelopment Component 

Two alternatives were evaluated for the Redevelopment Plan Area: the "full build" and 
"reduced scope" development alternatives. These alternatives are not actual proposals 
but rather represent the range of reasonable development that could occur in the area. 
Within the overall redevelopment plan, actual development proposals would be defined 
and evaluated in subsequent steps of the redevelopment process. The two alternatives 
evaluated are described in detail in FEIS/FEIR Chapter 2 and are summarized in Table 1 
below. 
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Table 1 

Preferred Proiect: Full Build Development Alternative 

The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the Full Build 
Alternative as the Preferred Project. The Agency also independently approves the 
element of the Preferred Project within its jurisdiction, the Full Build Alternative for the 
Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan. This alternative is fully described in Final 
EIS/EIR Section 2.2.4. The Full Build Alternative is selected for the Project because it 
has the following major advantages: 

• Increased Transit Oriented Development - The Full Build Alternative would 
provide for more intensive land use around the multi-modal transit hub, providing 
a model for transit oriented development. 

• Increased Revenues - The Full Build Alternative would produce more tax 
increment revenue and proceeds from the sale of surplus parcels than the 
Reduced-Scope Alternative, providing more funds for the new terminal and 
Caltrain Downtown Extension. 

• Increased Market Rate and Affordable Housing - The Full Build Alternative will 
provide more market rate and affordable housing than the Reduced Scope 
Alternative, thus helping to address San Francisco's significant shortfall in 
housing. 

• Reduced Automobile Use - Locating development next to a regional multi-modal 
transit center is likely to reduce the dependency of local residents, workers, and 
visitors on the automobile. Vehicular trips on a per-person or per-residence basis 
should be reduced. While this reduction cannot be readily quantified, it should 
reduce anticipated traffic impacts from the proposed development. 

In addition to these reasons, many members of the public expressed their support for this 
alternative as part of their comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. 

Transbay Terminal/ Caltrain Downtown Extension / Redevelopment Area FEIS/FEIR 

Redevelopment Component Alternatives 

Reduced Scope Alternative Full Build Alternative 
Development Type (in square feet) (in square feet) 

Residential 4,100,000 5,600,000 

Office 0 1,200,000 

Retail 260,000 355,000 

Hotel 350,000 475,000 

Total 4,710,000 7,630,000 

Residential (in dwelling units) 3,400 4,700 
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4.4.3 Caltrain Downtown Extension Component 

The Caltrain Downtown Extension Component consists of an extension of Caltrain from 
the present San Francisco terminus (and storage yard) at Fourth and Townsend Streets to 
an underground terminal on the site of the existing Transbay Terminal at First and 
Mission Streets, a distance of approximately 1.3 miles. The extension would consist of 
two to four tracks branching to several additional tracks into the basement of the 
proposed new Transbay Terminal. 
Two alternative alignments were analyzed in the Caltrain Extension in the Draft EIS/EIR: 

• Second-to-Main Alignment; and, 

• Second-to-Mission Alignment. 

These alignments were the same from the present Caltrain terminus to approximately the 
intersection of Second and Tehama streets. At Second/Tehama, the alternatives differ in 
the exact alignment of Caltrain tracks into the new station below the Transbay Terminal, 
design of the rail station itself, and tail track configuration. 

Preferred Proiect: Second to Main (Refined) Ca/train Alignment 

The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the refined Second-to
Main Alignment as the Preferred Project. This alternative represents a slightly refined 
version of the Second-to-Main Alternative described in the Draft EIS/EIR. 

The refined Second-to-Main Alternative was developed in response to public comments 
on the Draft EIS/EIR which suggested a series of design modifications that improved the 
operation of the underground Caltrain/ high speed rail terminal. These modifications 
included changes to the track alignment, platform configuration, number of through 
tracks, and tail track layouts. They helped improve operation of the terminal by 
increasing terminal capacity and flexibility, increasing train storage capacity, reducing 
train dwell times, improving train accessibility, and reducing alignment curvature 
(thereby reducing train and track maintenance costs, increasing speed and terminal 
capacity, and reducing noise impacts). (The Second-to-Mission Alternative was also 
refined in a similar manner.) 

The refined Second-to-Main Alternative was chosen for inclusion in the Project for the 
following reasons: 

• Transbay Terminal Rail Facilities - The refined Second-to-Main Alternative 
provides increased platform lengths and length of straight (tangent) platforms 
over what was defined in the Draft EIS/EIR. 

• Reduced Development Impacts - The refined Second-to-Main Alternative has 
fewer impacts on the proposed 301 Mission Street development and on the 
subsurface portion of the joint development hotel proposed north of the new 
terminal. While this alignment and modification of the Terminal footprint do 
result in the need to acquire the 80 Natoma development site, which currently is 
vacant, the cost of this acquisition is outweighed by the economic, engineering 
and other benefits stemming from this alignment and the modified Terminal 
footprint, as set forth herein and elsewhere in the administrative record. 

• Improved Passenger Circulation-The refined Second-to-Main Alternative, by 
constructing the bus terminal directly above the train terminal would have more 
efficient passenger circulation and would channel more passengers through the 
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planned passenger concourse retail spaces than the refined Second-to-Mission 
Alternative. More efficient passenger flows would help increase transit ridership 
and channeling more passengers through the retail space would increase revenues 
available for Project construction. 

• Increased Train Storage Capacity-Tail tracks for the refined Second-to-Main 
Alternative would provide greater train storage capacity - 7 five-car trains, as 
compared to 4 five-car trains for the refined Second-to-Mission Alternative. 

• Improved Bay Crossing Options - The refined Second-to-Main Alternative is 
superior in terms of a new Bay Crossing than the refined Second-to-Mission 
Alternative, as it provides greater flexibility for future planning and has 
potentially fewer obstacles to the underwater crossing. 

Section 2.2.3 of the Project's Final EIS/EIR describes the refined Second-to-Main 
Alternative in detail. 

4.4.4 Caltrain Downtown Extension: Underground Construction Options 

Two alternatives were considered for constructing the underground Caltrain alignment 
between Townsend/Clarence and Second/Folsom: tunneling and cut-and-cover. 

Preferred Proiect: Tunneling 

This alternative consists of constructing the underground Caltrain alignment between 
Townsend/Clarence and Second/Folsom using the "stacked drift" tunneling method. The 
Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of this alternative as the 
Preferred Project because: 

• Demolition of Fewer Historic Buildings -The tunneling alternative would require 
demolition of only three historic buildings; less than the 13 that would need to be 
demolished under the cut-and-cover alternative. 

• Tunneling Technology-The stacked drift tunneling approach has been shown to 
be a very safe and effective technology. 

• Reduced Traffic Impacts - The tunneling option will substantially reduce traffic 
impacts on Second Street. 

• Lower Capital Cost - The tunneling option has lower capital costs. 

• Strong Public Support - The tunneling option had strong public support. 

Section 2.2.3.3 of the Project's Final EIS/EIR describes the tunneling option. 

4.4.5 Additional Project Elements 

The underground pedestrian connection between the new Transbay Terminal and the 
Embarcadero BART Station is included in the Project subject to availability of funding. 
This is outlined in Section 2.2.3.1 of the Final EIS/EIR. 

4.5 Other Project Alternatives Considered and Reasons for Rejection 

This section outlines the alternatives rejected and the reasons for their rejection. 
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As mentioned above, the Project has been subject to numerous engineering, technical, and 
planning studies over the past 20 years. During this time period many different alternatives and 
design options have been considered and rejected. Furthermore, members of the public 
suggested additional alternatives and options as part of their comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. 
Therefore, in addition to the alternatives and design options evaluated in the Draft EIS/EIR, this 
section also summarizes some of the alternatives and reasons for their rejection as considered in 
previous studies and evaluated in the response to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. 
The Final EIS/EIR describes alternatives rejected from further consideration in Section 2.3. 
Additional information on rejected alternatives can be found in documents incorporated by 
reference into the Final EIS/EIR including technical studies completed for the MTC's Transbay 
Terminal Improvement Plan Study, the 1997 Caltrain Downtown Extension Draft EIS/EIR, and 
the Caltrain Downtown Extension Project Design Options Screening Report, 1995. 

The Agency has considered the aspects of the Project within the TJPA's jurisdiction, as well as 
the attributes and environmental effects of the Project and the Alternatives discussed in the Final 
EIS/EIR. This consideration, along with the reports from staff and considerable public 
testimony, has resulted in the Preferred Project reflected in the Transbay Redevelopment Plan, 
which contains the combination of features most closely meets the Project's purpose and need as 
summarized above and set forth in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Furthermore, the Agency also rejects all the Alternatives other than those identified in the 
Preferred Project, because the Agency finds that this program best meets the Project purpose and 
needs as described in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS/EIR. 

The Agency rejects all the Alternatives other than those identified in the LPA, because the 
Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of specific economic, legal, social, technological 
and other considerations that make such Alternatives infeasible as outlined below and in the 
Project's Final EIS/EIR. 

4.5.1 New Transbay Terminal Component: 

Reiected Alternative: Loop Ramp Alternative 

The Loop Ramp Alternative is fully described in Final EIS/EIR Section 2.2.2.2. The 
Loop Ramp Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 

• Reduced Potential for Neighborhood Revitalization - The Loop Ramp Alternative 
reduces the potential for neighborhood revitalization since it includes a 
significantly greater area of aerial freeway ramps than the LP A. This reduces the 
ability of the Project to serve as a catalyst for Trans bay Terminal area 
revitalization, as less development will reduce the amount of housing, retail, and 
services in the area. 

• Reduced Project Funding-The Loop Ramp Alternative provides less funding for 
the Project than the LPA since the alternative's greater area of aerial ramps 
reduces the land available for development and its aerial ramps blight adjoining 
parcels. 

• Increased Visual Impacts - The Loop Ramp Alternative has increased visual 
impacts over the LP A since it includes more aerial freeway ramps crossing San 
Francisco streets. 

• Higher Cost - The Loop Ramp Alternative is more expensive than the LP A. 
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Rejected Alternative: New Bus Terminal at Main/Beale Site 

Construction of a new bus terminal at the Main/Beale streets site was evaluated between 
1995 and 1999. It was evaluated in detail as part of the MTC's Transbay Terminal 
Improvement Plan study. This Alternative was rejected in February 1999, when the San 
Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a resolution repealing its prior endorsement of the 
site and urged the City to work expeditiously to retain regional bus service at the current 
Transbay Terminal site. The Main/Beale Alternative was rejected for the following 
reasons: 

• Poor Transit Service-AC Transit, the Terminal's main bus operator, reported 
that the Main/Beale site would reduce the level of service to its riders since it was 
located further from the employment sites of its riders; this would reduce transit 
ridership. 

• Inefficient Transit Operations - AC Transit operating costs would be higher for 
the Main/Beale Alternative than under alternatives at the Transbay Terminal site. 

• Terminal Orientation - The existing Transbay Terminal orientation, a relatively 
long and narrow terminal with multiple entrances and exits spread widely along 
the street grid, has historically demonstrated an ability to accommodate a large 
volume of transit passengers (26 million annual passengers in the 1940s). The 
Main/Beale Alternative would re-orient the terminal, reduce the area within easy 
walking distance to terminal entrances, and reduce the passenger concourse's 
efficiency and attractiveness, when compared to alternatives that construct a new 
terminal at the existing Transbay Terminal site. These factors will reduce the 
attractiveness of transit at the new terminal site. 

• San Francisco Proposition H (November 1999)- San Francisco voters passed 
Proposition Hin November 1999. This proposition stated, "As part of the 
extension of Caltrain downtown, a new or rebuilt terminal shall be constructed on 
the present site of the Transbay Terminal serving Caltrain, regional and intercity 
bus lines, Muni, and high speed rail. .. " (Emphasis added). The Main/Beale 
Alternative was thus in conflict with citizen mandate. 

• Poor Bus to Rail Connection - The Main/Beale Alternative would only provide 
one transfer point between the bus and rail terminals while the alternatives that 
include a bus terminal directly above the rail terminal provide many transfer 
points. By reducing the number of transfer points the Main/Beale Alternative 
would make it more difficult to transfer between modes and thus reduce the 
number of transit passengers. 

• Reduced Development Opportunities - The Main/Beale Alternative would 
construct a bus terminal in a prime development site. Furthermore, the 2003 
Cooperative Agreement between the State of California, the TJPA, and the 
City/County of San Francisco which transfers state-owned properties in the 
Transbay Terminal area requires use of the current terminal site for the new 
Terminal. Thus the alternatives that include rebuilding the bus terminal at the 
Transbay Terminal site would keep the Main/Beale site land available for 
development and thereby increase both the revenues available for the project and 
the potential for revitalization of the project area. 

Section 2.3.1.2 of the Final EIS/BIR outlines reasons for rejecting this alternative. 
Volume 2 of the Final EIS/BIR (Section 5.1.7) presents more details on rejection of the 
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alternative. Finally, the MTC Transbay Terminal Improvement Plan study also presents 
reasons for rejecting this alternative. 

Reiected Alternative: "A Tale of Two Cities Terminal Alternative" 

The Tale of Two Cities terminal alternative was developed as part of the planning done 
through the MTC's Transbay Terminal Improvement Plan study. As part of the MTC 
Study, this alternative was rejected for the following reasons: 

• Reduced Development Opportunities - The Tale of Two Cities terminal 
alternative occupied a large amount ofland in the Transbay Terminal area and 
thus reduced the amount of land available for redevelopment. This reduced the 
amount of funding available for the Project. 

• Poor Circulation-This alternative's large size required passengers to walk long 
distances to transfer between modes and to circulate within the terminal. By 
increasing walking distances, the alternative would make it more difficult to 
transfer between modes and thus reduce the number of transit passengers. 

• Aerial Ramps - The alternative would keep the existing aerial ramp arrangement, 
and therefore not reduce the significant blighting influence of the ramps on the 
Transbay Area. 

• High Cost - The alternative, due to its large size, had the highest capital costs of 
any alternative evaluated in the MTC study. 

This alternative is outlined in Final EIS/EIR Section 2.3.1.3. More details are available 
in the MTC's Transbay Terminal Improvement Plan study. 

Reiected Alternative: Renovated Transbay Terminal (with/without Aerial Ca/train 
Alignment) 

Renovation of the existing Transbay Terminal has been considered in several previous 
technical and planning studies both with an aerial Caltrain extension alignment and as a 
stand-alone project (i.e. without extending Caltrain downtown). The main reason for 
rejecting this alternative is that it would not meet the project objectives. More 
specifically the alternative was rejected for the following reasons: 

• Insufficient Transit Capacity- According to the MTC's Bay Crossings Study 
(2002), the number of express buses using the Transbay Terminal in 2020 is 
expected to grow significantly. The renovated Transbay Terminal does not have 
the capacity to efficiently meet the expected future demand. 

• Poor Terminal Design- While renovating the existing Transbay Terminal is 
possible, the renovations necessary to make the building seismically safe and fully 
accessible would lead to many compromises in efficiency and building design. 
These compromises would reduce the amount of development space available in 
the building and its attractiveness, thus reducing the revenues generated by the 
building that would be used to build and operate the terminal. 

• Increased Aerial Ramps - Extending Caltrain to a renovated Transbay Terminal 
would require that additional aerial ramps be constructed for trains and that the 
bus ramps are raised higher in the air. The existing aerial ramps are already a 
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significant blighting influence on the Transbay Area, increasing the number and 
height of aerial ramps would result in a significant increase in blight. 

• Aerial Operations - Operating trains on the aerial ramps would lead to noise 
impacts. 

• Inefficient Use of Funds -Renovating the Transbay Terminal would cost a 
significant amount of money and result in a building that is not much improved 
over the existing terminal. Therefore, it is much more cost effective to demolish 
the existing structure and build a new terminal designed to meet future demand 
and current safety and accessibility standards. 

• Poor Curve Geometry- The alignment's curve from Essex Street into the 
Transbay Terminal would not accommodate the trains (rail vehicles) currently 
being considered for California's high speed rail system. Thus, this alternative 
would eliminate the possibility of extending high speed rail to downtown San 
Francisco. Extending high speed rail to downtown San Francisco will create 
important economic, environmental, and social benefits to San Francisco. 

Since this Alternative has been considered several times in the past, the reasons for 
rejecting it are included in several different planning documents. These reasons are 
summarized in Section 2.3.1.1. of the Final EIS/BIR. 

4.5.2 Redevelopment Component 

Reiected Alternative: Reduced Scope Redevelopment Alternative 

The Reduced Scope Development Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 

• Reduced Revenues -The Project will receive tax increment revenues from the 
redevelopment area; these revenues would be reduced with reduced development 
in the area. The Project will also receive revenues for the sales of excess land in 
the project area; under the Reduced Scope Alternative the prices for land will be 
lower than under the Full Build Alternative. 

• Reduced Housing - The Reduced Scope Alternative would provide less market 
rate and affordable housing than the Full Build Alternative. 

• Reduced Transit Use - By reducing the amount of development in the Trans bay 
Terminal area, the Reduced Scope Alternative would reduce the transit ridership 
on trains and buses using the Project's multi-modal terminal. This represents a 
financial loss for transit operators and an environmental loss for regional 
transportation/air quality goals. 

Section 2.2.4 of the Final EIS/BIR describes the redevelopment components. 

4.5.3 Caltrain Downtown Extension Component 

Reiected Alternatives: Draft EIS/EIR Second-to-Mission and Draft EISIEIR Second-to
Main Alternatives 

The original Second-to-Main and Second-to-Mission alternatives (described in the Draft 
EIS/BIR) were rejected in favor of refined alternatives developed based on Draft EIS/BIR 
comments. The refinements made to the alternatives consisted of a series of design 
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modifications that improved the operation of the underground Caltrain/ high speed rail 
terminal. 
The original Draft EIS/EIR alternatives were rejected because they had reduced capacity, 
reduced flexibility, reduced train storage capacity, increased train dwell times, reduced 
train accessibility, and sharper curves (thereby increasing train and track maintenance 
costs, reducing speed and terminal capacity). 

Re;ected Alternative: Refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 

The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 

• Increased Development Impacts -The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative has 
greater impacts on the proposed 301 Mission Street development and on the joint 
development hotel proposed north of the new terminal. 

• Degraded Passenger Circulation - The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 
would construct the train and bus terminals in a slightly skewed alignment to each 
other. This means that terminal circulation systems (e.g. stairs, escalators, and 
elevators) would not be oriented in the same direction from the train level up to 
the bus level. Furthermore, fewer people would be channeled through the 
passenger concourse retail areas. Less efficient passenger circulation systems 
would be more expensive to construct and could be frustrating to passengers 
trying to transfer between modes. By reducing passenger flows through the retail 
space, terminal revenues would be decreased. 

• Reduced Train Storage Capacity- The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 
provides less train storage capacity than the refined Second-to-Main Alternative -
4 five-car trains, as compared to 7 five-car trains. This would increase operating 
costs and reduce terminal flexibility. 

• Reduced Bay Crossing Options -The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 
provides less flexibility for constructing a future Bay Crossing than the refined 
Second-to-Main Alternative, and has potentially more engineering obstacles to the 
underwater crossing. 

The following Alternatives are rejected for the reasons set forth in the TJPA's CEQA 
findings, adopted as part of its Resolution 04-004, which approved the Locally Preferred 
Alternative as the Preferred Project. Said Resolution and its associated findings and 
related documents are in the Planning Department's files and are incorporated herein by 
reference as though fully set forth. These rejected Alternatives include: Essex Street 
Curved Alignment, Essex Street Stub-End Alignment, Market/Beale Terminal, 
Mission/Beale Terminal, King Street Caltrain Alignment, Brannan Street Caltrain 
Alignment, Angled Caltrain Terminal at First Street, First Street Terminal, Joint 
Caltrain/Muni Metro Tunnel on Second Street, West of Second Street Alternative, 
Second Street Terminal, Renovated Transbay Terminal with Aerial Caltrain Alignment. 

4.5 .4 Caltrain Downtown Extension: Underground Construction Options 

Re;ected Alternative: Cut-and-Cover Construction 

This alternative consists of constructing the underground Caltrain alignment between 
Townsend/Clarence and Second/Folsom using the cut-and-cover method. This 
alternative was rejected because: 
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• Demolition of More Historic Buildings -The cut-and-cover option would require 
demolition of 13 historic buildings; only three would need to be demolished under 
the tunneling option. 

• Section 4F Requirements - Importantly, the cut-and-cover option's impact on 
historic buildings alone, would require that the tunneling option be chosen. Under 
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, no federal project 
may be approved that "requires the use of any land from a ... historic site unless 
(1) there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of such land, and (2) 
such program includes all possible planning to minimize harm to such ... historic 
site resulting from such use." The tunneling option appears to qualify as a 
"feasible and prudent alternative" to the demolition of ten of the historic sites. 
Thus, the cut-and-cover option must be rejected under federal law. 

• Increased Traffic Impacts - The cut-and-cover alternative will substantially 
increase traffic impacts on Second Street over the tunneling option. 

• Increased Capital Cost - The cut-and-cover option has higher capital costs. 

4.6 Alternatives Proposed by Members of the Public 

The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the alternatives described 
above as the Preferred Project because the Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of 
specific economic, legal, social, technological, and other considerations that make the LP A 
desirable as the Preferred Project. The Agency also independently approves the element of the 
Preferred Project within its jurisdiction, the Full Build Alternative for the Transbay 
Redevelopment Project Area Plan, because the Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of 
specific economic, legal, social, technological, and other considerations that make the LP A 
desirable as the Preferred Project. 

The Agency also rejects all the Alternatives other than those identified in the LPA, because the 
Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of specific economic, legal, social, technological 
and other considerations that make such Alternatives less desirable than the LP A for the reasons 
outlined above and in the Project's Final EIS/EIR. 

During the public comment period, various property owners and commentors proposed 
alternatives to the preferred Project. These alternatives were described and analyzed in the Final 
EIS/EIR in Sections 2.9, 3, and 5 of Volume II of the Final EIS/BIR, Responses to Public 
Comments. These alternatives are rejected as infeasible for the economic, legal, social, 
technological and other considerations set forth in the Final EIS/BIR at the above mentioned 
citations. 

In February and March 2004, more than one year after the close of the public comment period 
for the Draft EIS/EIR, the property owner of 80 Natoma proposed 4 conceptual alternate track 
alignments. The proposals were an effort to minimize conflicts with the proposed 400+ unit 
residential structure planned for 80 Natoma, which is adjacent to the terminal site. These 
proposed alternatives are rejected as infeasible for the economic, legal, social, technological and 
other considerations set forth in documentation attached to the TJPA's Resolution No. 04-004 
approving the LP A as the Preferred Project. These proposed alternatives, and refinements to 
them analyzed in May and June 2004, also are rejected as infeasible for the economic, 
technological, and other considerations set forth in the TJP A engineering report dated June 18, 
2004. This report is contained in the Agency's files and is incorporated herein by reference. In 
addition to the above alternatives, the TJP A staff proposed to the 80 Natoma property owner that 
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the parties explore a tunnel design for the rail tracks that would allow the planned residential 
structure to be built over the rail tunnel; however, the property owner rejected this proposal. As 
a consequence, the TJPA staff removed this proposal from further consideration at that time. For 
this reason as well as other considerations that favor the preferred Project from an engineering 
and economic standpoint, this proposed alternative is rejected as infeasible. 

4.7 Alternative Proposed by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority 

In July 2004, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) initiated the study of 
another alternative design for the Transbay Project that would minimize conflicts with the 80 
Natoma residential project, as described above in Subsection F. The SFCTA studies resulted in a 
design that would allow the 80 Natoma project to proceed in the near future with a revised 
foundation that could allow subsequent tunneling underneath the 80 Natoma structure for the 
Transbay rail tracks as they enter the Transbay Terminal. The SFCTA design also proposed 
tunneling under all buildings along the Second Street corridor north of Folsom Street as well as 
providing for the possibility of stacking the rail lines as they enter the Transbay Terminal. The 
SFCTA design would have required the Terminal to relocate off of the 80 Natoma site and return 
to its original location 150 feet to the east of the Terminal location in the Preferred Project. The 
SFCTA design also would have resulted in other modifications to the Terminal Project, including 
forcing the Terminal building to span Beale Street and lowering the entire Terminal structure to 
connect with the lowered profile of the underground rail tracks. As a result of the shift in the 
Terminal location, the SFCTA design also would have eliminated two development sites slated 
for redevelopment as described in these Findings in Subsection D. l. above. 

The SFCTA proposal resulted in the presentation of two reports, one dated August 10, 2004 and 
the second dated September 28, 2004. After extensive testimony at SFCT A hearings on August 
10 and 17, 2004, and September 28, 2004, the SFCTA ultimately decided to reject the SFCTA 
design on economic grounds and for other reasons including legal, social, technological and 
other considerations. The SFCTA instead authorized a release of its sales tax funding for the 
acquisition of the 80 Natoma site. On September 28, 2004, the Board of Supervisors, in reliance 
on the documents and testimony presented to the SFCTA, the SFCTA's decision, as well as other 
information, adopted a resolution of necessity to acquire the 80 Natoma site by eminent domain. 
As part of these decisions, both the SFCTA and the Board of Supervisors adopted CEQA 
findings that approved the Preferred Project and rejected all the Alternatives that had been 
considered. The Agency also rejects this Alternative, because the Agency finds that there is 
substantial evidence of specific economic, legal, social, technological and other considerations 
that make such Alternative less desirable than the LP A for the reasons outlined above and in the 
Project's Final EIS/EIR. 

5. FINDINGS REGARDING MITIGATION MEASURES 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires agencies to adopt mitigation 
measures that would avoid or substantially lessen a project's identified significant impacts or 
potential significant impacts if such measures are feasible. 

The Agency finds that, based on the record before it, the measures proposed for adoption in the 
Final EIS/EIR are feasible, and that they can and should be carried out by the identified agencies 
at the designated time. The Agency also acknowledges that as part ofits project approval action, 
the TJP A in Resolution 04-004 adopted, as conditions, all the identified mitigation measures 
within its jurisdiction. The Agency further acknowledges that the San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors, as part of its September 28, 2004 decision to exercise eminent domain over 80 
Natoma, and the Planning Commission, as part of its December 9, 2004 and January 13, 2005 
approvals related to adoption of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan, adopted all the 
identified mitigation measures within their respective jurisdiction. This Agency urges the 
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Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board ("JPB") and others to adopt and implement applicable 
mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR that are within the jurisdiction and 
responsibility of such entities. The Agency acknowledges that if such measures are not adopted 
and implemented, the Project may result in additional significant unavoidable impacts. For this 
reason, and as discussed in Article 6, the Agency is adopting a statement of Overriding 
Considerations as set forth in Article 7. 

The Findings in this section concern mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures are grouped in the following categories: 

(1) Specified measures which are enforceable by another public agency and which are 
recommended by the Agency for adoption by that agency and measures that are within 
the Agency's jurisdiction that are adopted herein; and 

(2) Measures which are within the jurisdiction and responsibility of TJP A that the TJP A 
adopted and incorporated into the Project by its Resolution No. 04-004. 

All mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR are summarized in Exhibits 1 and 2 to this 
document. None of the mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR are rejected. 

It should be noted that all mitigation measures are referenced in these Findings and attached 
Exhibits using a coded system. Each measure begins with one or more letters that describe the 
type of impact the measure is intended to address ( e.g. mitigation measures for pedestrian 
impacts start with "Ped"), and then a number. Thus mitigation measures designed to address 
pedestrian impacts are coded" "Ped 1", "Ped 2", etc. For more specific information on each 
mitigation measure refer to Exhibit 1. Responsibility for implementation and monitoring has 
been established pursuant to the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program set forth in 
Exhibit 2 to this document. For specific information on implementation of mitigation measures 
refer to Exhibit 2. Exhibits 1 and 2 are attached hereto and incorporated by reference as though 
fully set forth. 

5 .1 Mitigation Measures Recommended by the Agency for Adoption By Other Agencies and 
Measures Recommended for Agency Adoption 

The Agency finds that the following measures presented in the Final EIS/EIR will mitigate, 
reduce, or avoid the significant environmental effects of the Project. They are hereby 
recommended for adoption and implementation by public agencies with applicable jurisdiction 
as set forth below. 

1. Wind 

W 1 -The Agency shall mitigate or eliminate any wind hazard exceedances by 
adopting and implementing mitigation measure W 1 as described in Exhibit 1 and 
Exhibit 2. 

2. Property Acquisition/Relocation 

Prop 1-The Agency, in accordance with federal and state law, shall mitigate the 
impacts of property acquisition and relocations required by the Project by adopting 
mitigation measure Prop 1 and providing information and relocation assistance to 
those as set forth therein. The Agency also acknowledges that the Planning 
Commission has adopted this measure as it relates to decisions within its 
jurisdiction and urges other affected City entities to take the same action. 
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3. Hazardous Materials/Waste - Operations 

HWO 1 to HWO 6 - The Agency urges the JPB to mitigate potential impacts of a 
fueling facility by adopting mitigation measures HWO 1 to HWO 6 and by 
designing, constructing and operating any such facility with appropriate safety 
measures and equipment, as set forth therein. 

4. Pedestrians 

Ped 1 to Ped 5 - The Agency shall mitigate or eliminate pedestrian impacts by 
adopting mitigation measures Ped 1 and Ped 2 as described in Section 5 .19 .6.1 of 
the Final EIS/BIR to increase sidewalk width and remove obstacles. The Agency 
also acknowledges that the Planning Commission has adopted these measures and 
Ped 3 through Ped 5 as it relates to decisions within its jurisdiction and urges other 
affected City entities to take the same action. 

5.2 Findings on Mitigation Measures Within the Jurisdiction of the TJPA That the TJPA Has 
Adopted and Incorporated into the Project. 

The TJP A, in Resolution No. 04-004, adopted all the mitigation measures within its jurisdiction 
and incorporated such measures into the Project. As part of this Resolution, the TJPA also 
adopted a mitigation monitoring and reporting program as required by State law. Consequently, 
the Agency finds that all mitigation measures within the jurisdiction of the TJP A have been 
incorporated into the Project and determines that said measures can and will be implemented. 
This Agency further finds that such measures will mitigate, reduce, or avoid the Project's 
significant environmental effects. These mitigation measures include all the measures listed in 
Exhibit 1 that are not specifically listed in Subsection A above. The measures include mitigation 
in the areas of safety and emergency services, noise-operations and construction, vibration
operations and construction, soils/geology, utilities, cultural and historic resources, hazardous 
materials during construction, pedestrian safety, pre-construction safety, general construction 
measures, air emissions, and visual/aesthetics during construction. 

5.3 Findings on Adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 

The Agency finds that the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program attached hereto as 
Exhibit 2 (the "Program"), is designed to ensure compliance during Project implementation. The 
Agency further finds that the Program presents measures that are appropriate and feasible for 
adoption and the Program should be adopted and implemented as set forth herein and in Exhibit 
2. 

5.4 Location and Custodian of Record 

The public hearing transcript, a copy of all letters regarding the Final EIS/BIR received during 
the public review period, the administrative record, and background documentation for the Final 
EIS/BIR are located at the Planning Department, 1660 Mission Street, San Francisco. The 
Planning Commission Secretary, Linda A very, is the custodian of records for the Planning 
Department and Planning Commission. Additional administrative record documents on the Final 
EIS/EIR are located at the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency at 770 Golden Gate A venue, 
3rd Floor, San Francisco. The Agency Secretary is the custodian ofrecords for the Agency. The 
TJPA Secretary, Roberta Boomer, is the custodian of records for the TJP A. The TJPA records 
are located at the TJP A offices at 201 Mission Street, Suite 1960, San Francisco. 
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6. SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The Project includes many aspects and features that reduce or eliminate environmental impacts, 
which could otherwise be significant. In particular, the mitigation measures described or 
referred to above would reduce to a level of insignificance impacts in the following areas, as 
described in the Final EIS/BIR sections: Wind Impacts (5.1.2), Displacements and Relocation 
(5.2), Noise and Vibration (5.8), Geology and Seismicity (5.9 and 5.21.17), Utilities (5.12), 
Historic and Cultural Resources (5.14 and 5.21.14), Hazardous Materials (5.15 and 5.21.15), 
Construction Air Quality (5.21.9), and Construction Noise and Vibration (5.21.10). 

As outlined above, the TJPA has incorporated all of the identified mitigation measures within its 
jurisdiction into the Preferred Project. There are some mitigation measures within the 
jurisdiction of the City and JPB. If these mitigation measures are implemented then impacts will 
be less than significant; however, all of these entities have yet to act on the mitigation measures. 
Because the Agency does not have the authority to impose all such measures, there could be a 
significant environmental impact of the Project if theses entities do not adopt or implement the 
mitigation measures specified in the areas of wind, property acquisition/relocation, hazardous 
materials - operations, and pedestrian safety. 

Furthermore, even under full implementation of all the mitigation measures described above in 
Article 5, some significant unavoidable impacts remain in the areas of traffic and historic 
resources. These are described in more detail below. 

6.1 Traffic 

The Project would add substantial numbers of vehicles to some movements that determine 
overall traffic level-of-service (LOS) performance. Specifically, the Project would add vehicles 
to movements that represent a considerable contribution to the baseline plus Project traffic 
conditions and the Project would have an adverse impact on these intersections. 

The Project's contribution to the following intersections would be considered adverse under 
2020 cumulative conditions, and these are the same intersections that would experience adverse 
effects under the 2020 plus Project condition): (1) First/Market, (2) First/Mission, 
(3) First/Howard, (4) Fremont/Howard, (5) Beale/Howard, (6) Second/Folsom, and 
(7) Second/Bryant. For these intersections, the Project would add substantial numbers of 
vehicles to some movements that determine overall LOS performance. Therefore, the Project 
would add vehicles to those movements that would represent a considerable contribution to the 
cumulative conditions and the Project would have an adverse impact on these intersections. 

The Terminal/Extension Project would also result in a substantial increase in vehicle trips to and 
from new development projects, particularly in the area bounded by Mission, Folsom, First and 
Main Streets. Along First and Howard Streets there is a high volume of traffic destined to the 
I-80/Bay Bridge on-ramp at First/Harrison and to the U.S. 101 southbound on-ramp at 
Fourth/Harrison (via Howard and Fourth Streets) to which the Terminal/Extension Project would 
contribute additional vehicles and result in increased congestion. Similarly, the planned 
modifications to the I-80 westbound off-ramp at Fremont Street would add a second leg that will 
provide access to Folsom Street and result in an increase in vehicles on Folsom Street. The 
combined increase in vehicles on Folsom Street due to the modified ramp and vehicle-trips 
generated by the Terminal/Extension Project would result in LOSE conditions at the intersection 
of The Embarcadero/Folsom Street. 

In summary, the Project would result in adverse impacts at seven intersections under both the 
baseline plus project and cumulative conditions. Improvements at individual intersections may 
reduce localized congestion somewhat, but may not mitigate operating conditions to less than 
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adverse levels. As a result of the constraints at downstream intersections and the I-80/U.S. 101 
on-ramps and mainline, mitigation measures for the seven intersections have not been proposed, 
and the impacts associated with the Project would be considered adverse and unmitigable. Due 
to the lane geometry and other limiting factors (i.e. the lack of space to expand roadways in a 
highly developed downtown area) it is impossible to fully reduce these traffic impacts to a less 
than adverse level. 

To help improve 2020 Cumulative operating conditions, the San Francisco Department of 
Parking and Traffic (DPT) may request sponsors of development projects in the South of Market 
area to contribute to the new Integrated Transportation Management System (ITMS) program. 
This program is a citywide real-time electronic transportation management system that would 
include the installation of various Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) infrastructure 
components to improve traffic circulation within the City. The program would monitor and 
manage traffic by receiving real-time information at a Traffic Management Center via closed 
circuit TV cameras. The South of Market area has been identified as the area within which the 
first phase of the system would be implemented. 

The implementation of the ITMS program would improve overall traffic conditions and reduce 
traffic congestion in the City. Although the implementation ofITMS may not directly mitigate 
the adverse impacts of the Project under 2020 Terminal/Extension Project conditions or 2020 
Cumulative conditions, this program would result in overall traffic improvements and lessening 
of congestion, and would facilitate traffic circulation in the South of Market area. 

6.2 Historic Impacts 

Construction of a new Transbay Terminal and the Caltrain Downtown Extension would require 
demolition of properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), or properties 
that are individually eligible for listing or that are contributors to multi-component properties or 
districts that are or appear eligible for listing. These properties are described in Section 5.14 of 
the Final EIS/EIR. 

The existing Transbay Terminal and associated bus ramps and approach structures would be 
demolished to construct the new Transbay Terminal component of the Project. These 
demolitions would constitute significant adverse effects under CEQA. 

The Tunneling Option for the Townsend Street to Folsom Street segment of the Caltrain 
Downtown Extension would result in the demolition of three buildings that are either 
individually eligible or that are contributors to a historic district that is eligible. Also, three 
buildings that are contributors to the Second and Howard Historic District/ New Montgomery
Second Street Conservation District that would not be demolished would be isolated from the 
remainder of the district. These effects would constitute a substantial adverse change. In 
general, projects that result in the substantial alteration or demolition of a recognized historic 
resource would be considered to have a significant effect on the environment. 

While the Project would have significant adverse impacts to historic resources under CEQA, the 
Project also proposes a comprehensive program for mitigating the loss of historic buildings. This 
program as described in Exhibit 1 under the heading of Cultural Resources, is set forth in a 
Memorandum of Agreement among the Federal Transit Administration and California State 
Historic Preservation Officer and the TJP A. (This Memorandum also is included as Appendix G 
of the FEIS/FEIR in its entirety). The program includes documenting the historic buildings that 
must be demolished, working with interest groups to salvage and preserve elements of the 
demolished buildings for display to the public, integration of a historic interpretation center into 
the new terminal, and funding an exhibition describing the Transbay Terminal. In addition to this 
comprehensive documentation program, it should be emphasized that the Project option selected 
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for tunneling demolishes only 3 historic buildings, ten fewer buildings than the cut and cover 
alternative option that was described and rejected in Article IV of these Findings. 

7. STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS. 

Notwithstanding the significant effects noted above, pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(b) and the 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, the Agency finds, after considering the Final EIS/EIR and 
based on substantial evidence in said document and as set forth herein, that specific overriding 
economic, legal, social, and other considerations outweigh the identified significant effects on 
the environment. In addition, the Agency finds that those Project Alternatives rejected above are 
also rejected for the following specific economic, social, or other considerations, in and of 
themselves, in addition to the specific reasons discussed in Article IV above: 

7.1 The Project will encourage more people throughout the Bay Area to use public transit by 
significantly improving access to transit through construction of an efficient and modem 
multi-modal transportation terminal in downtown San Francisco. Improving the bus and 
rail access into downtown San Francisco and providing a highly efficient transfer center 
for the various public transit operators will encourage more people to use public transit, 
thus reducing transportation and air quality impacts of the expected future increases in 
private vehicle transportation demand. 

7.2 The Project will provide an efficient, comfortable, attractive, and functional transit 
terminal designed to meet the future transit needs of the users of the San Francisco 
Municipal Railway, the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District, the Golden Gate Bridge, 
Highway and Transportation District, Greyhound, Paratransit, SamTrans, Caltrain, High
Speed Rail and others. By making it more convenient and appealing to enter San 
Francisco by bus or rail and by facilitating the transfer between transit services, the 
Transbay Project will help reduce transit operating costs for these entities and for the 
public. 

7.3 Regional transportation studies have indicated that travel in the Bay Bridge corridor will 
increase substantially by year 2025 and that, as a result, Transbay bus ridership could 
triple. It would not be possible for the existing terminal to meet this demand. The new 
Transbay Terminal has been laid out and arranged to ensure that the anticipated increase 
in bus patronage will be met. 

7.4 Even in 1945, when 26 million passengers each year were using the Transbay Terminal 
and three separate passenger rail services were bringing train riders from the East Bay 
across the Bridge and directly into the Transbay Terminal, the Peninsula passenger trains 
terminated 1.5 miles to the south at 4th and Townsend. By extending Caltrain into the 
new Transbay Terminal in close proximity to the heart of the Financial District, the 
Transbay Terminal Project will close this rail gap. It is projected that extending Caltrain 
will result in an increase in ridership of at least 150% with an associated reduction in 
daily auto trips and improvement in air quality. 

7.5 The Project fulfills the mandates of various local and State laws including San 
Francisco's Proposition H-Downtown Caltrain Station (November 1999), Proposition K
San Francisco Transportation Sales Tax (November 2002), California Public Resources 
Code Section 5027.1 (a), and California Streets and Highways Code Sections 2704.04 (b) 
and 30914 (c). 

7 .6 The Project will improve local and regional transportation conditions and air quality by 
providing a variety of benefits, including 1) removing more than 8,000 daily auto trips 
from the Peninsula corridor roadways by 2020; 2) increasing annual high speed rail 
ridership by over 200,000 trips annually as a result of constructing a downtown terminal; 
3) saving 7,200 person hours, including 5,700 person hours for Caltrain riders and 1,500 
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person hours for roadway travelers, which represents an approximate savings of $20 
Million based on Federal Transit Administration standards, and 4) reducing parking 
demand in the Transbay Terminal area. 

7.7 The Project fulfills the mandates of San Francisco's Transit First Policy as set forth in 
San Francisco Charter Section 16.102. 

7.8 The Project will significantly improve the ability to transfer between different transit 
systems by constructing a safe, convenient, and efficient terminal and possible 
underground pedestrian link to BART. This multi-modal linkage will make it easier to 
use transit for a large variety of destinations. 

7.9 The Project is designed to accommodate the planned California High Speed Rail system 
thus allowing high speed rail service to be extended to downtown San Francisco directly 
from Los Angeles Union Station and ultimately connecting to a state-wide 700-mile 
system. It is projected that there will be between 7.8 and 17 million annual high speed 
rail boardings and alightings at the Transbay Terminal by 2020, making it by far the most 
highly used station in Northern California. 

7.10 The Project will provide new seismically safe aerial ramps connecting the Transbay 
Terminal to the Bay Bridge/1-80 for transit buses, removing this vehicular traffic from 
downtown streets. Furthermore, the Project will reduce the aerial extent of these ramps, 
thus supporting redevelopment efforts in the surrounding neighborhood. 

7.11 The Project will alleviate blight and encourage revitalization of the area surrounding the 
Transbay Terminal by replacing the existing terminal with a safe, modem, attractive, 
well-used, and efficient new terminal as well as reducing the area of aerial bus ramps 
serving the new terminal. 

7.12 The new terminal will include shopping, restaurants, and services in the new terminal 
which are designed to appeal to public transit users, neighborhood residents, downtown 
workers, and others. Inclusion of these retail uses will help provide revenues for building 
operations. 

7.13 The Project includes plans for redeveloping and dramatically improving the area around 
the Transbay Terminal and creating a vibrant mixed- use neighborhood which includes 
both market-rate and affordable housing. Residents, workers, and visitors to the area will 
have unequalled access to public transit thus encouraging them to use public transit for 
many trips. 

7.14 The Project minimizes, to the extent feasible, impacts to historic resources. Where such 
impacts will occur, the Project includes historic documentation and exhibits designed to 
commemorate the historic buildings and structures. 

7.15 The Project provides the public with a safe and functional building that complies with all 
building, accessibility, seismic, and life-safety code requirements. It includes code
compliant and energy efficient systems, provides access for the disabled to public spaces 
and work areas, and incorporates modem efficient internal circulation systems. 

7.16 The Project will provide an all-night (24 hour transit) transbay passenger facility thereby 
serving the transportation needs of a larger segment of the workforce and expanding the 
range of potential users of the new facility. 

7.17 The Project will build the first new major multi-modal rail and bus station in the United 
States in the last 70 years. Given the Project's location and powerful integrating 
characteristics, it is destined to become the most important transit center in the western 
part of North America. 
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7.18 The Project allows the City and TJPA to receive 20 acres ofland from the State of 
California at no cost. Sale proceeds from these properties will be used to build a world 
class transit center for the City, region and State. 

7 .19 The Redevelopment Plan component of the Project, if adopted by the City, will provide a 
brand new San Francisco neighborhood with 3,400 new residential units (35% 
affordable-1,200 units) and modem urban design features where people can live, work, 
and play. The centerpiece to the neighborhood will be the new Transbay Terminal, a 
landmark signature building that will serve generations to come and serve to reinvigorate 
San Francisco's stature as a world-renowned destination. 

7.20 The Project will provide thousands of person-years of construction work and in the 
process enhance the economic vitality of San Francisco. 

7.21 The Project will be a model for resource efficient and environmentally responsive 
building techniques. 

Having considered these Project benefits, including the benefits discussed in Article IV.A above, 
the Agency finds that the Project's benefits outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental 
effects, and that the adverse environmental effects are therefore acceptable. 
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MITIGATION MEASURES PRESENTED & ANALYZED IN FINAL EIS/EIR 

FOR THE TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN 
EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

1. WIND 

See discussion of wind impacts in Section 5.1.2 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 

W 1 - The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Agency) shall consider potential wind 
effects of an individual project for the Redevelopment area. If necessary, perform wind 
tunnel testing in accordance with City Planning Code Section 148. If exceedences of the 
wind hazard criterion should occur for any individual project, require design 
modifications or other mitigation measures to mitigate or eliminate these exceedences. 
Tailor mitigation measures to the individual needs of each project. Examples of 
mitigation measures include articulation of building sides and softening of sharp building 
edges. 

2. PROPERTY ACQUISITION/RELOCATION 

See discussion of property acquisition impacts, Section 5.2 of the Final EIS/BIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 

Prop 1 - TJP A shall apply federal Uniform Relocation Act (Public Law 91-646) and 
California Relocation Act (Chapter 16, Section 7260 et seq. of the Government Code) 
and related laws and regulations governing both land acquisition and relocation. All real 
property to be acquired will be appraised to determine its fair market value before an 
offer is made to each property owner. (Minimum relocation payments are detailed in the 
laws, and include moving and search payments for businesses.) Provide information, 
assistance, and payments to all displaced businesses in accordance with these laws and 
regulations. 

3. SAFETY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES 

See discussion of safety and emergency services, Section 5.4 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 

Saf 1 - TJP A shall provide Project plans to the San Francisco Fire Department for its 
review to ensure that adequate life safety measures and emergency access are 
incorporated into the design and construction of Project facilities. 

Saf 2 - TJP A shall prepare a life safety plan including the provision of on-site measures 
such as a fire command post at the Terminal, the Fire Department's 800-megahertz radio 
system and all necessary fire suppression equipment. 

Saf 3 - TJP A shall prepare a risk analysis to accurately determine the number of 
personnel necessary to maintain an acceptable level of service at Project facilities. 

4. NOISE - OPERATIONS 

See discussion of noise impacts, Section 5.8 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures 
include: 
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N oiO 1 - TJP A shall apply noise mitigation at the following locations adjacent to the bus 
storage facility: 

• Provide sound insulation to mitigate noise impacts at the residences north of the 
AC Transit Facility at the comer of Perry and Third Street. At a minimum, apply 
sound insulation to the facade facing the bus storage facility (the south facade). 

• Construct two noise barriers to mitigate noise impacts to Residences south of the 
AC Transit Facility along Stillman Street. The first noise barrier would be 
approximately 10-12 feet high and run along the southern edge of the AC Transit 
storage facility. The second noise barrier would be approximately 5-6 feet high 
and would be located on the portion of the ramp at the southwestern comer of the 
AC Transit facility. Treat the noise barriers with an absorptive material on the 
side facing the facility to minimize the potential for reflections off the underside 
of the freeway. 

• Construct a noise barrier to mitigate noise impacts to residences south of the· 
Golden Gate Transit Facility along Stillman Street. The barrier would be 
approximately 10-12 feet high and run along the southern and a portion of the 
eastern edge of the Golden Gate Transit storage facility. Treat the noise barriers 
with an absorptive material on the side facing the facility to minimize the 
potential for reflections off the underside of the freeway. 

NoiO 2 -TJPA shall landscape the noise walls. Develop the actual design of the walls in 
cooperation with area residents. 

NoiO 3 -TJPA shall construct noise walls prior to the development of the permanent bus 
facilities. 

5. NOISE - CONSTRUCTION 

See discussion of construction noise impacts, Section 5 .21.10 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 

N oiC 1 - TJP A shall comply with San Francisco noise ordinance. The noise ordinance 
includes specific limits on noise from construction. The basic requirements are: 

• Maximum noise level from any piece of powered construction equipment is 
limited to 80 dBA at 100 ft. This translates to 86 dBA at 50 feet. 

• Impact tools are exempted, although such equipment must be equipped with 
effective mufflers and shields. The noise control equipment on impact tools must 
be as recommended by the manufacturer and approved by the Director of Public 
Works. 

• Construction activity is prohibited between 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. if it causes noise 
that exceeds the ambient noise plus 5 dBA. 

The noise ordinance is enforced by the San Francisco DPW, which may waive some of 
the noise requirements to expedite the Project or minimize traffic impacts. For example, 
along Townsend Street where much of the land use is commercial, business owners may 
prefer nighttime construction since it would reduce disruption during normal business 
hours. The DPW waivers usually allow most construction processes to continue until 2 
a.m., although construction processes that involve impacts are rarely allowed to extend 
beyond 10 p.m. This category would include equipment used in demolition such as 
jackhammers and hoe rams, and pile driving. It is not anticipated that the construction 
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documents would have specific limits on nighttime construction. There may be times 
when nighttime construction is desirable ( e.g., in commercial districts where nighttime 
construction would be less disruptive to businesses in the area) or necessary to avoid 
unacceptable traffic disruptions. Since the construction would be subject to the 
requirements of the San Francisco noise regulations, in these cases, the contractor would 
need to work with the DPW to come up with an acceptable approach balancing 
interruption of the business and residential community, traffic disruptions, and reducing 
the total duration of the construction. 

NoiC 2-TJPA shall conduct noise monitoring. The purpose of monitoring is to ensure 
that contractors take all reasonable steps to minimize noise. 

NoiC 3 - TJP A shall conduct inspections and noise testing of equipment. This measure 
will ensure that all equipment on the site is in good condition and effectively muffled. 

NoiC 4 - TJPA shall implement an active community liaison program. This program 
would keep residents informed about construction plans so they can plan around periods 
of particularly high noise levels and would provide a conduit for residents to express any 
concerns or complaints about noise. 

NoiC 5 - TJP A shall minimize use of vehicle backup alarms. Because backup alarms are 
designed to get people's attention, the sound can be very noticeable even when their 
sound level does not exceed the ambient, and it is common for backup alarms at 
construction sites to be major sources of noise complaints. A common approach to 
minimizing the use of backup alarms is to design the construction site with a circular 
flow pattern that minimizes backing up of trucks and other heavy equipment. Another 
approach to reducing the intrusion of backup alarms is to require all equipment on the site 
to be equipped with ambient sensitive alarms. With this type of alarm, the alarm sound is 
automatically adjusted based on the ambient noise. In nighttime hours when ambient 
noise is low, the backup alarm is adjusted down. 

NoiC 6 - TJP A shall include noise control requirements in construction specifications. 
These should require the contractor to: 

• Perform all construction in a manner to minimize noise. The contractor should be 
required to select construction processes and techniques that create the lowest 
noise levels. Examples are using predrilled piles instead of impact pile driving, 
mixing concrete offsite instead of onsite, and using hydraulic tools instead of 
pneumatic impact tools. 

• Use equipment with effective mufflers. Diesel motors are often the major noise 
source on construction sites. Contractors should be required to employ equipment 
fitted with the most effective commercially available mufflers. 

• Perform construction in a manner to maintain noise levels at noise sensitive land 
uses below specific limits. 

• Perform noise monitoring to demonstrate compliance with the noise limits. 
Independent noise monitoring should be performed to check compliance in 
particularly sensitive areas. 

• Minimize construction activities during evening, nighttime, weekend and holiday 
periods. Permits would be required before construction can be performed in noise 
sensitive areas during these periods. 
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• Select haul routes that minimize intrusion to residential areas. This is particularly 
important for the trench alternatives that will require hauling large quantities of 
excavation material to disposal sites. 

Controlling noise in contractor work areas during nighttime hours is likely to require 
some mixture of the following approaches: 

• Restrictions on noise producing activities during nighttime hours. 

• Laying out the site to keep noise producing activities as far as possible from 
residences, to minimize the use of backup alarms, and to minimize truck activity 
and truck queuing near the residential areas. 

• Use of procedures and equipment that produce lower noise levels than normal. 
For example, some manufacturers of construction equipment can supply special 
noise control kits with highly effective mufflers and other materials that 
substantially reduce noise emissions of equipment such as generators, tunnel 
ventilation equipment, and heavy diesel power equipment including mobile cranes 
and front-end loaders. 

• Use of temporary barriers near noisy activities. By locating the barriers close 
enough to the noise source, it is possible to obtain substantial noise attenuation 
with barriers 10 to 12 feet high even though the residences are 30 to 40 feet higher 
than the construction site. 

• Use of partial enclosures around noisy activities. It is sometimes necessary to 
construct shed-like structures or complete buildings to contain the noise from 
nighttime activities. 

6. VIBRATION - OPERATIONS 

See discussion of vibration impacts, Section 5.8.8 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 

VibO 1 - TJP A shall use high-resilience track fasteners or a resiliently supported tie 
system for the Caltrain Downtown Extension for areas projected to exceed vibration 
criteria, including the following locations: (1) Live/Work Condos, 388 Townsend Street 
(Hubbell and Seventh), (2) San Francisco Residences on Bryant (Harrison Parking Lot 
Site), (3) Clock Tower Building, and Second Street High Rise and (4) new Marriott 
Courtyard (Marine Firefighter's Union). 1 

1 After mitigation, groundborne noise impact at 388 Townsend Street and vibration impact at the 
Clocktower Building would still exceed the FT A impact threshold by one decibel. This level of impact 
would not constitute a substantial adverse change requiring further mitigation, in terms ofFTA guidance. 
The next level of vibration buffering that would be effective would be to install floating slab under the 
Caltrain alignment trackage for 600 to 800 feet on either side of each building (at a construction cost of 
$1,000 per linear foot), which would add installed costs approaching one million dollars or even more per 
building. Such high costs would not be a prudent and reasonable expenditure to eliminate the last one 
decibel of impact at these two sites. Per FTA guidelines, "to be feasible, the measure, or combination of 
measures, must be capable of providing a significant reduction of the vibration levels, at least 5 dB, while 
being reasonable from the standpoint of the added cost." 
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7. VIBRATION - CONSTRUCTION 

See discussion of construction vibration impacts, Section 5 .21.10 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 

VibC 1 - TJP A shall limit or prohibit use of construction techniques that create high 
vibration levels. At a minimum, processes such as pile driving would be prohibited at 
distances less than 250 feet from residences. 

VibC 2 - TJPA shall restrict procedures that contractors can use in vibration sensitive 
areas. (It is often possible to employ alternative techniques that create lower vibration 
levels. For example, unrestricted pile driving is one activity that has considerable 
potential for causing annoying vibration. Using the cast-in-drilled-hole piling method 
instead will eliminate most potential for vibration impact from the piling.) 

VibC 3 - TJP A shall require vibration monitoring during vibration intensive activities. 

VibC 4-TJPA shall restrict the hours of vibration intensive activities such as pile 
driving to weekdays during daytime hours. 

VibC 5 - TJP A shall investigate alternative construction methods and practices to reduce 
the impacts in coordination with the construction contractor if resident annoyance from 
vibration becomes a problem. 

VibC 6 - TJP A shall include specific limits, practices and monitoring and reporting 
procedures for the use of controlled detonation. Control and monitor use of controlled 
detonation to avoid damage to existing structures. Include specific limits, practices, and 
monitoring and reporting procedures within contract documents to ensure that such 
construction methods, if used, would not exceed safety criteria. 

8. SOILS/GEOLOGY 

See discussion of geologic impacts in Section 5.9 and construction impacts and 
approaches in Sections 5 .20 and 5 .21.17 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures 
include: 

SG 1 - TJP A shall monitor adjacent buildings for movement and, if movement is 
detected, take immediate action to control the movement. 

SG 2 - TJP A shall apply geotechnical and structural engineering principles and 
conventional construction techniques similar to the design and construction of high-rise 
buildings and tunnels throughout the downtown area. Apply design measures and utilize 
pile supported foundations to mitigate potential settlement of the surface and 
underground stations. 

SG 3 -TJPA shall design and construct structural components of the Project to resist 
strong ground motions approximating the maximum anticipated earthquake (0.5g). The 
cut-and-cover portions will require pile supports to minimize non-seismic settlement in 
soft compressible sediments (Bay Mud). The underground Caltrain station at Fourth and 
Townsend will require pile-supported foundations due to the presence of underlying soft 
sediments. 

SG 4 - TJP A shall underpin existing building, where deemed necessary, to protect 
existing structures from potential damage that could result from excessive ground 
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movements during construction. Design the tunneling and excavation procedures ( and 
construction sequence), and design of the temporary support system with the objective of 
controlling ground deformations within small enough levels to avoid damage to adjacent 
structures. Where the risk of damage to adjacent structures is too great, special measures 
will be implemented such as: (1) underpinning, (2) ground improvement, and/or (3) 
strengthening of existing structures to mitigate the risks. 

As part of the initial studies performed in 1996, preliminary plans were developed to 
protect/strengthen existing structures to mitigate the risk of adverse impacts of tunneling 
on existing structures. Underpinning, if it is deemed necessary, is one of the options for 
mitigating adverse effects of tunneling on the existing buildings. Underpinning involves 
modification of the foundations of the building so that the superstructure loads can be 
transferred beyond the zone of influence of tunneling. Underpinning may include 
internal strengthening of the superstructure, bracing, reinforcing the existing foundations, 
or replacing existing foundations with deep foundations embedded outside the tunnel 
zone of influence. Alternatives, in lieu of underpinning, involve strengthening the rock 
between the building and the crown of the tunnel. Grouting in combination with inclined 
pin piles can be used not only to strengthen the rock but make the rock mass over the 
tunnel act as a rigid beam, allowing construction of tunnels with no adverse effects on the 
buildings supported on shallow foundations over the tunnel. 

Preliminary plans for underpinning have been developed that allow cost estimates to be 
made for underpinning. During the detailed design phase of the Project, underpinning 
plans will be developed specific to each of the buildings that may require it. It is not 
necessary at this stage of the Project to develop detailed underpinning plans. 

These issues will be addressed on a case by case basis, along the alignment, during the 
detailed design phase of the Project. The methodology that is proposed for the Caltrain 
Downtown Extension, i.e. to design the support system to control ground deformations 
within tolerances and selectivity strengthen structures that may be too weak to resist even 
small deformations, was successfully used for the Muni Metro Tumback project, and are 
deemed to be effective for the Caltrain Downtown Extension Project as well. 

SG 5 - TJP A shall assure proper design and construction of pile supported foundations 
for structures to control potential settlement of the surface. Stability of excavations and 
resultant impacts on adjacent structures can be controlled within tolerable limits by 
proper design and implementation of the excavation shoring systems. 

9. UTILITIES 

See discussion of utility impacts, Sections 5.12 and 5.21.12 of the Final EIS/BIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 

Util 1 - TJP A shall coordinate with utility providers during preliminary engineering, 
continuing through final design and construction. Utilities would be avoided, relocated, 
and/or supported as necessary during construction activities to prevent damage to utility 
systems and to minimize disruption and degradation of utility service to local customers. 

10. CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES 

See discussion of cultural and historic resources impacts, Section 5.14 of the Final 
EIS/BIR. Mitigation measures include: 
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CH 1 - TJP A shall comply with the provision of the signed Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) between the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the TJP A.2 Provisions of the memorandum of 
agreement include the measures below. 

CH 2 - Assure supervision of all activities regarding historic preservation, historical 
archaeology and prehistoric archaeology is carried out by professionals meeting Secretary 
of the Interior's professional qualifications standards ( 48 FR 44738-9). 

CH 3 - Permanent Interpretive Exhibit at the Terminal - TJP A will direct the design 
and engineering team for the Project to integrate into the design of the new terminal a 
dedicated space for a permanent interpretive exhibit. The interpretive exhibit will include 
at a minimum, but is not necessarily limited to: plaques or markers, a mural or other 
depiction of the historic terminal, and Key System, or other interpretive material. 

CH 4 - TJP A will consult with the California Department of Transportation 
(Department) regarding the availability of historical documentary materials and the 
potential use of salvaged items from the existing Transbay Terminal for the creation of 
the permanent interpretive display of the history of the original Transbay Terminal 
building and its association with the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the potential 
salvaged items from the existing Terminal. 

In addition, TJP A will also invite the Oakland Heritage Alliance, the San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage, the California State Railroad Museum, and the Western Railway 
Museum to participate in this consultation. TJP A, while retaining responsibility for the 
development of the exhibit, will consider jointly with Department, the participating 
invitees' recommendations when finalizing the exhibit design. TJP A will produce, 
install, and maintain the exhibit. 

CH 5 - TJP A will also consult with the City of Oakland about its interest in having a 
similar interpretive exhibit in the East Bay. If agreement is reached prior to completion 
of final design of the Transbay Terminal, TJP A will provide and deliver exhibit materials 
to a venue designated by the City of Oakland. 

CH 6 - Salvage - TJP A, in consultation with Department, will identify elements of the 
existing Transbay Terminal that are suitable for salvage and interpretive use in the exhibit 
in the new Terminal or by museums. Within two years of signing of the MOA, TJP A 
will offer these items to San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the California State 
Railroad Museum, Sacramento, the Western Railway Museum, the Oakland Museum, 
and any other interested parties. Acceptance of items by interested parties must be 
completed at least 90 days prior to demolition of the Transbay Transit Terminal. TJP A 
will remove the items selected in a manner that minimizes damage and will deliver them 
with legal title to the recipient. Items not accepted for salvage or interpretive use will 
receive no further consideration under the agreement. 

CH 7 - Oakland Museum of California Exhibit - TJP A will consult with Department 
and the Oakland Museum about contributing to Department's exhibit at the Oakland 
Museum relating to the history and engineering of the major historic state bridges of the 
San Francisco Bay Area. TJP A will propose contributions to such an exhibit that may 
include an interpretive video including the history of the Transbay Terminal and the Key 
System. Components to such an exhibit may include photographs, drawings, videotape, 
models, oral histories, and salvaged components from the terminal. 

2 A copy of the Memorandum of Agreement is included as Appendix G of the Final EIS/BIR. 
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CH 8 - In addition, TJP A will assist the Museum by contributing to the cost of preparing 
and presenting the exhibit, interpretive video, as well as the costs of an exhibit catalog or 
related museum publication in conjunction with the exhibit, in a manner and to the extent 
agreed upon by TJP A, Department, and the Oakland Museum of California if 
consultation results in agreement between TJP A and Oakland Museum prior to 
demolition of the existing Transbay Transit Terminal. TJP A has established a maximum 
budget of $50,000.00 for the Oakland Museum of California exhibit and the interpretive 
video. 

CH 9 - Documentation - Prior to the start of any work that would have an adverse 
effect on historic properties, TJP A will consult with the California SHPO, to ensure that 
the Transbay Terminal has been adequately recorded by past efforts. Collectively, these 
past studies, which include Department's past recordation of a series ofremodeling and 
seismic retrofit projects that have occurred since 1993, may adequately document the 
building, making Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record (HABS/HAER) documentation unnecessary. In addition, TJP A, assisted by 
Department, will seek to obtain the original drawings of the Transbay Transit Terminal 
by the architect Timothy Pflueger. If the drawings cannot be copied and included in the 
documentation, then TJP A will consult with SHPO regarding recordation level and 
specifications for completing additional documentation. When the SHPO finds the 
documentation to be adequate, then TJP A will compile this documentation into a 
comprehensive record. 

All documentation will be submitted to SHPO and Department Headquarters Library 
with a xerographic copies to the History Center at the San Francisco Public Library, San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage, the Oakland History Room of the Oakland Public 
Library, the Oakland Museum of California, the Western Railway Museum, and 
Department District 4 Office.. TJP A will ensure that these records are accepted by SHPO 
prior to demolition of the Transbay Transit Terminal. 

CH 10 - TJP A will develop and implement measures, in consultation with the owners of 
historic properties immediately adjoining the construction sites, to protect the 
contributing elements of the Second and Howard Streets Historic District and the Rincon 
Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse Industrial District from damage by any aspect of 
the Project. Such measures will include, but are not necessarily limited to those 
identified in this Mitigation Monitoring Plan. 

CH 11 - HABS/HAER Documentation - Prior to the start of any work that would have 
an adverse effect on historic properties, TJP A will ensure that the three historic properties 
to be demolished are recorded in accordance with HABS/HAER standards, as 
appropriate. These buildings are: 

• 191 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-022), 

• 580-586 Howard Street, (APN: 3721-092 through 3721-106), and 

• 165-173 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-025). 

All documentation will be submitted to SHPO, with xerographic copies to the History 
Center at the San Francisco Public Library, San Francisco Architectural Heritage, and the 
Oakland History Room of the Oakland Public Library. TJP A will ensure that these 
HABS/HAER records are accepted by NPS prior to carrying out any other treatment. 

CH 12 - Repair of Inadvertent Damage - TJP A will ensure that any damage to 
contributing elements of the Second and Howard Streets Historic District and the Rincon 
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Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse Industrial District resulting from the Project will 
be repaired in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation. The condition of the contributing properties will be photographed prior to 
the start of the Project to establish the baseline condition for assessing damage. To 
record these existing conditions, TJP A will consult with property owner(s) about the 
appropriate level of photographic documentation of building interiors and exteriors. A 
copy of this photographic documentation will be provided to the property owner(s), and 
will be retained on file by TJP A. If repair of inadvertent damage is necessary, TJP A will 
submit plans to the SHPO for review and comment to ensure conformance with the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 

CH 13 - TJP A shall Prepare a comprehensive Research Design/Treatment Plan for 
archeological resources prepared by a qualified consultant. The Research 
Design/Treatment Plan will be consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
and Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) and take into 
account the ACHP publication, Treatment of Archaeological Properties: A Handbook 
(ACHP 1980), and SHPO guidelines. 

The Research Design/Treatment Plan will include, at a minimum: 

i An Historical Context for the Area of Potential Effects for Archaeological 
Resources (APEAR). The Historical Context will present prehistoric and 
historic-era overviews of the Project area. The Historical Context should 
incorporate data developed in the Archaeological Research Design and Treatment 
Plan for SF-480 Terminal Separation Rebuild (Praetzellis and Praetzellis, 1993) 
and the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, West Approach Replacement: 
Archaeological Research Design and Treatment Plan (Ziesing, 2000) for the 
portions of the APEAR within the scope of these documents. 

ii A Research Context for the APEAR. The Research Context will identify 
expected archeological property types and develop research themes, questions, 
and data needs. To the extent applicable to expected property types, the Research 
Context will incorporate the research framework developed in the Revised 
Historical Archaeology Research Design for the Central Freeway Replacement 
Project (Thad M. Van Bueren, Mary Praetzellis, Adrian Praetzellis, Frank Lortie, 
Brian Ramos, Meg Scantlebury and Judy D. Tordoff). 

iii Testing/Data Recovery Plan that will specify, at minimum: 

• The properties or portion of properties where evaluation and/or data recovery 
are to be carried out; 

• The properties, if any, that will be affected by the Project but for which no 
data recovery will be carried out; 

• The manner in which inadvertent discoveries will be treated; 

• The methods to be used for data recovery, with an explanation of their 
relevance to the research questions/themes; 

• The methods to be used in cataloguing, analysis, data management, and 
dissemination of data; 

• The proposed disposition of recovered materials and records, including 
discard and deaccession; 
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• The manner in which any human remains and associated/unassociated 
funerary objects, including those of Native American or Native Hawaiian 
origin, will be treated; 

• The security procedures to be undertaken to protect the archeological 
testing/data recovery site from vandalism, theft, or unintended damage; 

• The final report summarizing, describing and interpreting the results of 
testing/data recovery; 

• The measures to be undertaken to ensure curation of recovered data 
determined to have appropriate research potential. 

• Research Design/Treatment Plan Review 

CH 14 - TJP A will submit the Research Design/Treatment Plan to all parties to the MOA 
for a thirty (30) calendar day review following receipt of the Plan. If any party fails to 
submit their comments within thirty (30) days, TJP A may assume that party's 
concurrence with the Research Design/Treatment Plan. TJP A will take any review 
comments into account, revise the Research Design/Treatment Plan accordingly, and will 
notify any party whose comments were not incorporated into the Plan. 

CHIS -In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-evaluate the Bay Bridge, a property 
listed on the NRHP, and determine whether the National Register nomination should be 
amended or whether the bridge no longer qualifies for listing and should be removed 
from the National Register. 

CH16-In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-revaluate the Second and Howard Streets 
Historic District and determine whether the National Register nomination should be 
amended or whether the district no longer qualifies for listing and should be removed 
from the National Register. 

11. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE- OPERATIONS 

See discussion of hazardous material and waste impacts, Section 5.15 of the Final 
EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 

HWO 1 - The Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (JPB) - the agency responsible for 
operating Caltrain - shall construct and operate any fueling facility in compliance with 
local, state and Federal regulations regarding handling and storage of hazardous 
materials. 

HWO 2 - JPB shall equip diesel fuel pumps with emergency shut-off valves and, in 
compliance with U.S. EPA requirements, fuel Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) would 
be equipped with leak detection and monitoring systems. 

HWO 3 - JPB shall employ the use of secondary containment systems for any 
aboveground storage tanks. 

HWO 4- JPB shall store cleaning solvents in 55-gallon drums, or other appropriate 
containers, within a bermed area to provide secondary containment. 

HWO 5 - JPB shall slope paved surfaces within the fueling facility and the solvent 
storage area to a sump where any spilled liquids could be recovered for proper disposal. 
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HWO 6 - JPB shall follow California OSHA and local standards for fire protection and 
prevention for the handling and storage of fuels and solvents. 

HWO 7 - JPB shall prepare a Hazardous Materials Management/ Business Plan and file 
with the San Francisco Department of Public Health. 

12. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE - CONSTRUCTION 

See discussion of hazardous material and waste impacts during construction, Section 
5.21.15 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 

HMC 1 - TJP A shall follow California OSHA and local standards for fire protection and 
prevention. Handling and storage of fuels and other flammable materials during 
construction will conform to these requirements, which include appropriate storage of 
flammable liquids and prohibition of open flames within 50 feet of flammable storage 
areas. 

HMC 2-TJPA shall perform detailed investigations of the potential presence of 
contaminants in soil and groundwater prior to construction, using conventional drilling, 
sampling, and chemical testing methods. Based on the chemical test results, a mitigation 
plan will be developed to establish guidelines for the disposal of contaminated soil and 
discharge of contaminated dewatering effluent, and to generate data to address potential 
human health and safety issues that may arise as a result of contact with contaminated 
soil or groundwater during construction. The investigation and mitigation plan will 
follow the requirements of the City and County of San Francisco's Article 22A in the 
appropriate areas along the alignment. 

With construction projects of this nature and magnitude, there are typically two different 
management strategies that can be employed to address contaminated soil handling and 
disposal issues. Contaminated soil can be excavated and stockpiled at a centralized 
location and subsequently sampled and analyzed for disposal profiling purposes in 
accordance with the requirements of the candidate disposal landfill. Alternatively, soil 
profiling for disposal purposes can be done in-situ so when soil is excavated it is loaded 
directly on to trucks and hauled to the appropriate landfill facility for disposal based on 
the in-situ profiling results. A project of this nature could also combine both strategies. 

HMC 3 - TJP A shall cover with plastic sheeting soils removed during excavation and 
grading activities that remain at a centralized location for an extended period of time to 
prevent the generation of fugitive dust emissions that migrate off site. 

HMC 4 - TJP A shall use a licensed waste hauler, applying appropriate manifests or bill 
of lading procedures, as required to haul soil for disposal at a landfill or recycling facility. 

HMC 5 - TJP A shall use chemical test results for groundwater samples along the 
alignment to obtain a Batch Discharge Permit under Article 4.1 of the San Francisco 
Department of Public Works as well as to evaluate requirements for pretreatment prior to 
discharge to the sanitary sewer. Effluent produced during the dewatering of excavations 
will be collected in onsite storage tanks and periodically tested, as required under 
discharge permit requirements, for potential contamination to confirm the need for any 
treatment prior to discharge. If required, treatment may include: 

• Settling to allow particulate matter (total suspended solids) to settle out of the 
effluent in order to reduce the sediment load as well as reduce elevated metal and 
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other contaminant concentrations that may be associated with suspended 
sediments; and/or 

• Construction of a small-scale batch waste water treatment system to remove 
dissolved contaminants (mainly organic constituents such as petroleum 
hydrocarbons (gas, diesel, and oils), BTEX, and VOCs) from the dewatering 
effluent prior to discharge to the sanitary sewer. A treatment system would also 
likely employ the use of filtration to remove suspended solids. 

HMC 6 - TJP A shall develop a detailed mitigation plan for the handling of potentially 
contaminated soil and groundwater prior to starting Project construction. 

HMC 7 - TJP A shall design dewatering systems to minimize downward migration of 
contaminants that can result from lowering the water table if necessary based on 
environmental conditions. As necessary, shallow soils with detected contamination 
would be dewatered first using wells screened only in those soils. Dewatering of deeper 
soils would then be performed using wells screened only in the zone to be dewatered. 
Dewatering wells would be installed using drilling methods that prohibit shallow 
contaminated soils from being carried deeper into the boreholes. 

HMC 8 - TJP A shall require that workers performing activities on site that may involve 
contact with contaminated soil or groundwater have appropriate health and safety training 
in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120. 

A Worker Health and Safety Plan (HSP) will be developed for the Project and monitored 
for the implementation of the plan on a day-to-day basis by a Certified Industrial 
Hygienist (CIH). The HSP will include provisions for: 

• Conducting preliminary site investigations and analysis of potential job hazards; 

• Personnel protective equipment; 

• Safe work practices; 

• Site control; 

• Exposure monitoring; 

• Decontamination procedures; and 

• Emergency response actions. 

The HSP will specify mitigation of potential worker and public exposure to airborne 
contaminant migration by incorporating dust suppression techniques in construction 
procedures. The plan will also specify mitigation of worker and environmental exposure 
to contaminant migration via surface water runoff pathways by implementation of 
comprehensive measures to control drainage from excavations and saturated materials 
excavated during construction. 

HMC 9 - TJP A shall review existing asbestos surveys, abatement reports, and 
supplemental asbestos surveys, as warranted. Perform and asbestos survey for buildings 
to be demolished, as required. Asbestos-containing building materials (ACM) will 
require abatement prior to building demolition. Removal and disposal of ACM will be 
performed in accordance with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. 

HMC 10 - TJP A shall perform a lead-based paint survey for buildings to be demolished 
to determine areas where lead-based paint is present and the possible need for abatement 
prior to demolition. 
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13. PEDESTRIANS 

See discussion of pedestrian impacts, Section 5 .19 .6.1 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 

Ped 1 - Agency and City shall use future construction or redevelopment as opportunities 
to increase building set-backs thereby increasing sidewalk widths. Particular areas where 
such widening is most needed include: 

• Southeast corner Fremont/Mission Street; 

• Northeast corner First/Mission Street; 

• North side of Mission Street between First and Fremont; and 

• Sidewalks south of Howard Street along Folsom, First, Fremont, and Beale that 
are less than 10 feet wide. 

Ped 2 - Agency and City shall eliminate or reduce sidewalk street furniture such as 
newspaper boxes and magazine racks in the immediate Transbay Terminal area on 
corners. 

Ped 3 - City shall retime traffic light signalization. This could improve pedestrian levels 
of service at each of the intersections studies that fall into LOS F. 

Ped 4 - City shall provide crosswalk signalization at intersections where they do not exist 
already, such as Folsom and Beale Streets. 

Ped 5 - City shall provide cross-walk count-down signals at intersections and cross
walks immediately surrounding the new Transbay Terminal. 

Ped 6 -TJP A shall ensure that Transbay Terminal design increases comer and sidewalk 
widths at the four intersections immediately surrounding the Transbay Terminal. 

Ped 7 - TJP A shall provide lights within crosswalks to warn when pedestrians are 
present in the crosswalk, such as at the cross-walk associated with the mid-block bus 
loading area. 

14. PRE-CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

See discussion of construction impacts, Section 5 .20.1 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 

PC 1 - TJP A shall complete a pre-construction building structural survey to determine 
the integrity of existing buildings adjacent to and over the proposed Caltrain Downtown 
Extension. Use this survey to finalize detailed construction techniques along the 
alignment and as the baseline for monitoring construction impacts during and following 
construction. 

PC 2 - TJP A shall contact and interview individual businesses along the Caltrain 
Extension alignment to gather information and develop an understanding of how these 
businesses carry out their work. This survey will identify business usage, 
delivery/shipping patterns, and critical times of the day or year for business activities. 
Use this information to assist in: (a) the identification of possible techniques during 
construction to maintain critical business activities, (b) analyze alternative access routes 
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for customers and deliveries to businesses, ( c) develop traffic control and detour plans, 
and ( d) finalize construction practices. 

PC 3 - TJP A shall complete detailed geotechnical investigation, including additional 
sampling ( drilling and core samples) and analyses of subsurface soil/rock conditions. 
Use this information to design the excavation and its support system to be used in the 
retained cut, cut-and-cover, and tunnel portions of the Caltrain Downtown Extension. 

PC 4 - TJP A shall establish community construction information/outreach program to 
provide on-going dialogue among the TJP A and the affected community regarding 
construction impacts and possible mitigation/solutions. Include dedicated personnel for 
an outreach office in the construction area to deal with construction coordination. 

PC 5 - TJP A shall establish site and field offices located along the Caltrain Downtown 
Extension alignment. Field office staff, in conjunction with other staff, will: 

• Provide the community and businesses with a physical location where information 
pertaining to construction can be exchanged, 

• Enable TJP A and JPB to better understand community/business needs during the 
construction period, 

• Allow TJP A and JPB to participate in local events in an effort to promote public 
awareness of the Project, 

• Manage construction-related matters pertaining to the public, 

• Notify property owners, residences, and businesses of major construction 
activities ( e.g., utility relocation/disruption and milestones, re-routing of delivery 
trucks), 

• Provide literature to the public and press, 

• Promote and provide presentations on the Project via a Speakers Bureau, 

• Respond to phone inquires, 

• Coordinate business outreach programs, 

• Schedule promotional displays, and 

• Participate in community committees. 

PC 6 - TJP A shall implement an information phone line to provide community members 
and businesses the opportunity to express their views regarding construction. Review 
calls received and, as appropriate, forward the message to the necessary party for action 
(e.g., utility company, fire department, the Resident Engineer in charge of construction 
operations). Information available from the telephone line will include current Project 
schedule, dates for upcoming community meetings, notice of construction impacts, 
individual problem solving, construction complaints and general information. Phone 
service would be provided in English, Cantonese, and Spanish and would be operated on 
a 24-hour basis. 

PC 7 - TJP A shall develop traffic management plans. Traffic management plans to 
maintain access to all businesses will be prepared for areas affected by surface or cut
and-cover construction. In addition, daily cleaning of work areas would be performed by 
contractors for the duration of the construction period. Provisions would be contained in 
construction contracts to require the maintenance of driveway access to businesses to the 
extent feasible. 
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15. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION MEASURES 

See discussion of construction staging and methods and construction impacts, Sections 
5.20 and 5.21 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 

GC 1 - TJP A shall disseminate information to community in a timely manner regarding 
anticipated construction activities. 

GC 2 - TJP A shall provide signage. Work with establishments affected by construction 
activities to develop appropriate signage for display that directs both pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic to businesses via alternate routes. 

GC 3 - TJP A shall install level deck. Install decking at the cut-and-cover sections to be 
flush with the existing street or sidewalk levels. 

GC 4 - TJP A shall provide for efficient sidewalk design and maintenance. Wherever 
feasible, maintain sidewalks at the existing width during construction. Where a sidewalk 
must be temporarily narrowed during construction ( e.g., deck installation), restore it to its 
original width during the majority of construction period. (In some places this may 
require placing the temporary sidewalk on the deck.) Each sidewalk design should be of 
good quality and approved by the Resident Engineer prior to construction. Handicapped 
access will be maintained during construction where feasible. 

GC 5 - TJP A shall provide construction site fencing of good quality, capable of 
supporting the accidental application of the weight of an adult without collapse or major 
deformation. Where covered walkways or other solid surface fencing is installed, 
establish a program to allow for art work (e.g., by local students) on the surface(s). 

16. AIR EMISSIONS - CONSTRUCTION 

See discussion of air emission impacts from construction, Section 5.21.9 of the Final 
EIS/EIR. The following mitigation measures are derived from the "basic control 
measures" and the "enhanced control measures" recommended by the Bay Area Air 
Quality Management District (BAAQMD). Mitigation measures include: 

AC 1 - TJP A shall assure that, as part of the contract provisions, the Project contractor is 
required to implement the measures below at all Project construction sites. 

AC 2 - TJP A shall water all active construction areas at least twice daily. Ordinance 
17 5-91, passed by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors on May 6, 1991, requires that 
non-potable water be used for dust control activities; therefore the Project contractor 
would be required to obtain reclaimed water from the City's Clean Water Program or 
other appropriate sources. 

AC 3 - TJPA shall cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials or require 
all trucks to maintain at least two feet of freeboard. 

AC 4 - TJP A shall pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil 
stabilizers on all unpaved access roads, parking areas and staging areas at construction 
sites. 

AC 5 -TJPA shall sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access roads, parking 
areas and staging areas at construction sites. 
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AC 6 - TJPA shall sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil material is 
carried onto adjacent public streets. 

AC 7 - TJP A shall install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt 
runoff to public roadways. 

AC 8 - TJP A shall replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible. 

AC 9 - TJP A shall minimize use of on-site diesel construction equipment, particularly 
unnecessary idling. 

AC 10 - TJP A shall shut off construction equipment to reduce idling when not in direct 
use. 

AC 11 - TJP A shall, where feasible, replace diesel equipment with electrically powered 
machinery. 

AC 12 - TJP A shall locate diesel engines, motors, or equipment as far away as possible 
from existing residential areas. 

AC 13 - TJP A shall properly tune and maintain all diesel power equipment. 

AC 14 - TJP A shall suspend grading operations during first and second stage smog 
alerts, and during high winds, i.e., greater than 25 miles per hour. 

AC 15-TJPA, shall, upon completion of the construction phase, buildings with visible 
signs of dirt and debris from the construction site shall be power washed and/or painted 
(given that permission is obtained from the property owner to gain access to and wash the 
property with no fee charged by the owner). 

17. VISUAL/AESTHETICS - CONSTRUCTION 

See discussion of visual/aesthetic impacts from construction, Section 5.21.16 of the Final 
EIS/BIR. Short-term visual changes as a result of construction activities are a common 
and accepted feature of the urban environment, and generally mitigation is not required. 
Nonetheless, mitigation measures include: 

VA 1 - TJP A shall assure that construction crews working at night direct any artificial 
lighting onto the work site in order to minimize "spill over" light or glare effects on 
adjacent areas. 

VA 2 - TJPA shall assure that contractors make all efforts possible to minimize specific 
aesthetic and visual effects of construction identified by neighborhood businesses and 
residents. 
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Exhibit 2 

TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CAL TRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/ 
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

Assembly Bill (AB) 3180 was enacted by the State Legislature to provide a mechanism to 
ensure that mitigation measures adopted through the California Environmental Quality Act 
("CEQA") process are implemented in a timely manner and in accordance with the terms of 
project approval. Under AB 3180, local agencies are required to adopt a monitoring or reporting 
program designed to ensure compliance during project implementation. 

The Transbay TerminaVCaltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program ("Mitigation Monitoring Program"), pursuant to AB 3180, 
CEQA Section 21081.6 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091, provides the basic framework 
through which adopted mitigation measures will be monitored to ensure implementation. 

ORGANIZATION 

The Mitigation Monitoring Program is organized in a table format, keyed to each adopted 
Final EIS/BIR mitigation measure. For each measure, the table: (1) lists the mitigation measure; 
(2) specifies the party responsible for implementing the measure; (3) establishes a schedule for 
mitigation implementation; (4) assigns mitigation monitoring responsibility; and (5) establishes 
monitoring actions and a schedule for mitigation monitoring. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

While the Mitigation Monitoring Program generally outlines the actions, responsibilities 
and schedule for mitigation monitoring, it does not attempt to specify the detailed procedures to 
be used to verify implementation ( e.g., interactions between the Project Sponsor - the Transbay 
Joint Powers Authority, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency and City of San Francisco 
departments, use of private consultants, signed-off on plans, site inspections, etc.). Specific 
monitoring procedures are either contained in approval documents or will be developed at a later 
date, closer to the time the mitigation measures will actually be implemented. 

The majority of the measures will be monitored primarily by the Transbay Joint Powers 
Authority (TJP A), in consultation with other City and non-City agencies, as part of the site 
permit, building permit processes or other development actions. 





EXHIBIT2 

TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CAL TRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility Mitigation Monitoring Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for Schedule Responsibility 

Implementation 

Wind 
W 1 - Consider potential wind effects of an individual project for San Francisco During Agency Apply project review procedures for 
the Redevelopment area. If necessary, perform wind tunnel Redevelopment environmental wind when projects are developed by 
testing in accordance with City Planning Code Section 148. If Agency review process or proposed to Agency 
exceedences of the wind hazard criterion should occur for any (Agency) preceding 
individual project, require design modifications or other approval of each 
mitigation measures to mitigate or eliminate these exceedences. individual project 
Tailor mitigation measures to the individual needs of each in Transbay 
project. Examples of mitigation measures include articulation of Redevelopment 
building sides and softening of sharp building edges. Project Area 

Property Acquisition/Relocation 
Prop 1 - Apply federal Uniform Relocation Act (Public Law 91- City and County Prior to & during TJPA TJP A to report to Board on 
646) and California Relocation Act (Chapter 16, Section 7260 et of San Francisco property compliance during acquisition & 
seq. of the Government Code) and related laws and regulations (CCSF), Agency, acquisition & relocation activities 
governing both land acquisition and relocation. All real property and TJPA relocation 
to be acquired will be appraised to determine its fair market value activities 
before an offer is made to each property owner. (Minimum 
relocation payments are detailed in the laws, and include moving 
and search payments for businesses.) Provide information, 
assistance, and payments to all displaced businesses in 
accordance with these laws and regulations. 

Safety and Emergency Services 
Saf 1 - Provide project plans to the San Francisco Fire Transbay Joint Prior to project TJPA Project facility plans to be forwarded 
Department for its review to ensure that adequate life safety Powers facility permitting to CCSF Fire Department prior to 
measures and emergency access are incorporated into the design Authority & during permit issuance 
and construction of Project facilities. (TJPA) construction Inspect installation during 

construction 

Pagel 
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CAL TRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

MITIGATION MEASURE 

Saf 2 - Prepare a life safety plan including the provision of on
site measures such as a fire command post at the Terminal, the 
Fire Department's 800-megahertz radio system and all necessary 
fire suppression equipment. 

Saf 3 - Prepare a risk analysis to accurately determine the 
number of personnel necessary to maintain an acceptable level of 
service at Project facilities. 

Noise - Operations 
NoiO 1 - Apply noise mitigation at the following locations 
adjacent to the bus storage facility: 

o Provide sound insulation to mitigate noise impacts at the 
residences north of the AC Transit Facility at the comer of 
Perry and Third Street. At a minimum, apply sound 
insulation to the fayade facing the bus storage facility ( the 
south fayade ). 

o Construct two noise barriers to mitigate noise impacts to 
Residences south of the AC Transit Facility along Stillman 
Street. The first noise barrier would be approximately 10-12 
feet high and run along the southern edge of the AC Transit 
storage facility. The second noise barrier would be 
approximately 5-6 feet high and would be located on the 
portion of the ramp at the southwestern comer of the AC 
Transit facility. Treat the noise barriers with an absorptive 
material on the side facing the facility to minimize the 
potential for reflections off the underside of the freeway. 

o Construct a noise barrier to mitigate noise impacts to 
residences south of the Golden Gate Transit Facility along 
Stillman Street. The barrier would be approximately 10-12 
feet high and run along the southern and a portion of the 
eastern edge of the Golden Gate Transit storage facility. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Prior to project 
facility permitting 

Prior to project 
facility permitting 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to develop life safety plan 
during facility design phases & 
implement during testing & startup up 
phase 

TJP A to develop risk analysis during 
facility design phases 

TJP A to design detailed noise 
mitigation during preliminary & final 
design phases. TJP A engineering staff 
to inspect installation and/ or 
construction of mitigation measures 
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Treat the noise barriers with an absorptive material on the 
side facing the facility to minimize the potential for 
reflections off the underside of the freeway. 

NoiO 2 - Landscape the noise walls. Develop the actual design 
of the walls in cooperation with area residents. 

NoiO 3 - Construct noise walls prior to the development of the 
permanent bus facilities. 

Noise - Construction 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

TJPA 

TJPA 

NoiC 1- Comply with San Francisco noise ordinance. The TJPA 
noise ordinance includes specific limits on noise from 
construction. The basic requirements are: 

o Maximum noise level from any piece of powered construction 
equipment is limited to 80 dBA at I 00 ft. This translates to 
86 dBA at 50 feet. 

o Impact tools are exempted, although such equipment must be 
equipped with effective mufflers and shields. The noise 
control equipment on impact tools must be as recommended 
by the manufacturer and approved by the Director of Public 
Works. 

o Construction activity is prohibited between 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
if it causes noise that exceeds the ambient noise plus 5 dBA. 

The noise ordinance is enforced by the San Francisco DPW, 
which may waive some of the noise requirements to expedite the 
project or minimize traffic impacts. For example, along 
Townsend Street where much of the land use is commercial, 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
preliminary and 
final design 

During schedule 
development, 
construction 
document 
preparation & 
construction 

During 
preparation of 
construction 
contract 
documents & 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to work with area residents 
during design of noise walls 

TJP A to develop program schedule 
and contract documents to implement 
this construction sequencing 
requirement 

TJP A to work with CCSF Department 
of Public Works (DPW) regarding 
construction noise mitigation program 
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business owners may prefer nighttime construction since it would 
reduce disruption during normal business hours. The DPW 
waivers usually allow most construction processes to continue 
until 2 a.m., although construction processes that involve impacts 
are rarely allowed to extend beyond 10 p.m. This category would 
include equipment used in demolition such as jackhammers and 
hoe rams, and pile driving. It is not anticipated that the 
construction documents would have specific limits on nighttime 
construction. There may be times when nighttime construction is 
desirable ( e.g., in commercial districts where nighttime 
construction would be less disruptive to businesses in the area) or 
necessary to avoid unacceptable traffic disruptions. Since the 
construction would be subject to the requirements of the San 
Francisco noise regulations, in these cases, the contractor would 
need to work with the DPW to come up with an acceptable 
approach balancing interruption of the business and residential 
community, traffic disruptions, and reducing the total duration of 
the construction. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

NoiC 2 - Conduct noise monitoring. The purpose of monitoring TJPA 
is to ensure that contractors take all reasonable steps to minimize 
noise. 

N oiC 3 - Conduct inspections and noise testing of equipment. TJP A 
This measure will ensure that all equipment on the site is in good 
condition and effectively muffled 

N oiC 4 - Implement an active community liaison program. This TJP A 
program would keep residents informed about construction plans 
so they can plan around periods of particularly high noise levels 
and would provide a conduit for residents to express any 
concerns or complaints about noise. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Monitoring data to be provided to 
CCSFDPW 

Perform monitoring during 
construction 

TJP A to develop & initiate community 
liaison program during fmal design 
prior to construction. Program will 
continue during construction 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

N oiC 5 - Minimize use of vehicle backup alarms. Because TJP A 
backup alarms are designed to get people's attention, the sound 
can be very noticeable even when their sound level does not 
exceed the ambient, and it is common for backup alarms at 
construction sites to be major sources of noise complaints. A 
common approach to minimizing the use of backup alarms is to 
design the construction site with a circular flow pattern that 
minimizes backing up of trucks and other heavy equipment. 
Another approach to reducing the intrusion of backup alarms is to 
require all equipment on the site to be equipped with ambient 
sensitive alarms. With this type of alarm, the alarm sound is 
automatically adjusted based on the ambient noise. In nighttime 
hours when ambient noise is low, the backup alarm is adjusted 
down. 

N oiC 6 - Include noise control requirements in construction TJP A 
specifications. These should require the contractor to: 

o Perform all construction in a manner to minimize noise. The 
contractor should be required to select construction processes 
and techniques that create the lowest noise levels. Examples 
are using predrilled piles instead of impact pile driving, 
mixing concrete offsite instead of onsite, and using hydraulic 
tools instead of pneumatic impact tools. 

o Use equipment with effective mufflers. Diesel motors are 
often the major noise source on construction sites. 
c;;ontractors should be required to employ equipment fitted 
with the most effective commercially available mufflers. 

o Perform construction in a manner to maintain noise levels at 
noise sensitive land uses below specific limits. 

o Perform noise monitoring to demonstrate compliance with the 
noise limits. Independent noise monitoring should be 
performed to check compliance in particularly sensitive areas. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
construction 
document 
preparation & 
construction 

Final Design & 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Review contract specifications during 
final design & inspect construction 

TJP A to develop detailed noise control 
requirements during preliminary 
engineering & final design. Insure 
contractor obtains permits if 
necessary. Inspect construction 
activities for compliance & monitor 
noise levels. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as CCSF Department of Parking & 
Traffic (PPT) and DPW 
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o Minimize construction activities during evening, nighttime, 
weekend and holiday periods. Permits would be required 
before construction can be performed in noise sensitive areas 
during these periods. 

o Select haul routes that minimize intrusion to residential areas. 
This is particularly important for the trench alternatives that 
will require hauling large quantities of excavation material to 
disposal sites. 

Controlling noise in contractor work areas during nighttime hours 
is likely to require some mixture of the following approaches: 

o Restrictions on noise producing activities during nighttime 
hours. 

o Laying out the site to keep noise producing activities as far as 
possible from residences, to minimize the use of backup 
alarms, and to minimize truck activity and truck queuing near 
the residential areas. 

o Use of procedures and equipment that produce lower noise 
levels than normal. For example, some manufacturers of 
construction equipment can supply special noise control kits 
with highly effective mufflers and other materials that 
substantially reduce noise emissions of equipment such as 
generators, tunnel ventilation equipment, and heavy diesel 
power equipment including mobile cranes and front-end 
loaders. 

o Use of temporary barriers near noisy activities. By locating 
the barriers close enough to the noise source, it is possible to 
obtain substantial noise attenuation with barriers 10 to 12 feet 
high even though the residences are 30 to 40 feet higher than 
the construction site. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
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o Use of partial enclosures around noisy activities. It is 
sometimes necessary to construct shed-like structures or 
complete buildings to contain the noise from nighttime 
activities. 

Vibration - Operations 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

VibO 1 - Use high-resilience track fasteners or a resiliently TJP A 
supported tie system for the Caltrain Downtown Extension for 
areas projected to exceed vibration criteria, including the 
following locations: (1) Live/Work Condos, 388 Townsend Street 
(Hubbell and Seventh), (2) San Francisco Residences on Bryant 
(Harrison Parking Lot Site), (3) Clock Tower Building, and 
Second Street High Rise and (4) new Marriott Courtyard (Marine 
Firefighter's Union). 

Vibration - Construction 
VibC 1 - Limit or prohibit use of construction techniques that 
create high vibration levels. At a minimum, processes such as 
pile driving would be prohibited at distances less than 250 feet 
from residences. 

TJPA 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design& 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering , final 
design & 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to develop locations/use of 
resilience track fasteners or resiliently 
supported tie system during 
preliminary engineering & final 
design. Review construction 
documents & inspect installation. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as CCSF 
Department of Building Inspection 
(DBI) and DPW. 

TJP A to ensure preliminary design, 
final design & contract documents 
preclude use of pile driving equipment 
within 250 feet ofresidences. 
Construction management & 
inspection will monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

VibC 2 - Restrict procedures that contractors can use in vibration TJP A 
sensitive areas. (It is often possible to employ alternative 
techniques that create lower vibration levels. For example, 
unrestricted pile driving is one activity that has considerable 
potential for causing annoying vibration. Using the cast-in-
drilled-hole piling method instead will eliminate most potential 
for vibration impact from the piling.) 

VibC 3 - Require vibration monitoring during vibration intensive TJP A 
activities. 

VibC 4 - Restrict the hours of vibration intensive activities such 
as pile driving to weekdays during daytime hours. 

VibC 5 - Investigate alternative construction methods and 
practices to reduce the impacts in coordination with the 
construction contractor if resident annoyance from vibration 
becomes a problem. 

VibC 6 - Include specific limits, practices and monitoring and 
reporting procedures for the use of controlled detonation. 
Control and monitor use of controlled detonation to avoid 
damage to existing structures. Include specific limits, practices, 
and monitoring and reporting procedures within contract 
documents to ensure that such construction methods, if used, 
would not exceed safety criteria. 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

During TJPA 
construction 

During design & 
construction 

During final 
design & during 
construction 

During final 
design & during 
construction 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to establish construction 
vibration design standards during final 
design. Include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to include provisions for 
vibration monitoring in construction 
contract documents or perform 
monitoring under a separate contract. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments withjurisdiction 
over activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance 

TJP A to include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to establish detailed limits, 
practices, and monitoring program for 
controlled detonation during final 
design. Include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

Soils/ Geology 
SG 1 - Monitor adjacent buildings for movement and, if TJP A 
movement is detected, take immediate action to control the 
movement. 

SG 2 - Apply geotechnical and structural engineering principles TJP A 
and conventional construction techniques similar to the design 
and construction of high-rise buildings and tunnels throughout 
the downtown area. Apply design measures and utilize pile 
supported foundations to mitigate potential settlement of the 
surface and underground stations. 

SG 3 - Design and construct structural components of the project TJP A 
to resist strong ground motions approximating the maximum 
anticipated earthquake (0.5g). The cut-and-cover portions will 
require pile supports to minimize non-seismic settlement in soft 
compressible sediments (Bay Mud). The underground Caltrain 
station at Fourth and Townsend will require pile-supported 
foundations due to the presence of underlying soft sediments. 

SG 4 - Underpin existing building, where deemed necessary, to TJP A 
protect existing structures from potential damage that could result 
from excessive ground movements during construction. Design 
the tunneling and excavation procedures ( and construction 
sequence), and design of the temporary support system with the 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering and 
final design 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to include provisions in contract 
documents requiring such monitoring 
and corrective measures and inspect 
contractors' activities to insure 
compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to review design and contract 
documents to insure implementation. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to design structural components 
to meet seismic standards during 
preliminary engineering & final 
design. Review design, contract 
documents & construction activities to 
insure implementation. Where 
applicable, coordinate with JPB and 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to design tunneling, excavation 
procedures, underpinning, 
strengthening existing structures or 
ground improvement to protect 
existing structures from damage 
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objective of controlling ground deformations within small enough 
levels to avoid damage to adjacent structures. Where the risk of 
damage to adjacent structures is too great, special measures will 
be implemented such as: (1) underpinning, (2) ground 
improvement, and/or (3) strengthening of existing structures to 
mitigate the risks. 

Underpinning may include internal strengthening of the 
superstructure, bracing, reinforcing existing foundations, or 
replacing existing foundations with deep foundations embedded 
outside the tunnel zone of influence. Alternatives, in lieu of 
underpinning, involve strengthening the rock between the 
building & crown of tunnel. Grouting in combination with 
inclined pin piles can be used not only to strengthen the rock but 
make the rock mass over the tunnel act as a rigid beam, allowing 
construction of tunnels with no adverse effects on the buildings 
supported on shallow foundations over the tunnel. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

SG 5 - TJP A shall assure proper design and construction of pile TJP A 
supported foundations for structures to control potential 
settlement of the surface. Stability of excavations and resultant 
impacts on adjacent structures can be controlled within tolerable 
limits by proper design and implementation of the excavation 
shoring systems. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Include provisions in contract 
documents requiring contractors to 
implement measures during 
construction. Monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 

TJP A to insure foundations & 
excavation shoring systems are 
designed & constructed to minimize & 
control settlement & impacts on 
adjacent structures. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DBI and DPW 
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for 

Implementation 

Utilities 
Util 1 - Coordinate with utility providers during preliminary 
engineering, continuing through final design and construction. 
Utilities would be avoided, relocated, and/or supported as 
necessary during construction activities to prevent damage to 
utility systems and to minimize disruption and degradation of 
utility service to local customers. 

Cultural and Historic Resources 

TJPA 

CH 1 - Comply with the provision of the signed Memorandum of TJP A 
Agreement (MOA) between the Federal Transit Administration, 
the State Historic Preservation Officer, and the TJP A. 

CH 2 - Assure supervision of all activities regarding historic TJP A 
preservation, historical archaeology and prehistoric archaeology 
is carried out by professionals meeting Secretary of the Interior's 
professional qualifications standards (48 FR 44738-9). 

CH 3 - Integrate into the design of the new terminal a dedicated TJP A 
space for a permanent interpretive exhibit. The interpretive 
exhibit will include at a minimum, but is not necessarily limited 
to: plaques or markers, a mural or other depiction of the historic 
terminal, and Key System, or other interpretive material. 

CH 4- Consult with the State Department of Transportation TJPA 
(Department) regarding the availability of historical documentary 
materials and the potential use of salvaged items from the 
existing Transbay Terminal for the creation of the permanent 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design& 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design& 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to identify utilities; design 
relocations or protection measures 
where required; & include 
requirements in contract documents. 
Monitor construction activities to 
insure implementation of all required 
measures 

TJP A will assure compliance with 
MOA provisions during preliminary 
engineering, final design & 
construction, as described below 

Prior to initiation of design & 
construction activities, TJP A will 
require submission of & review 
qualifications of professionals 
performing the MOA activities to 
assure that Secretary of Interior 
standards are met 

TJP A will include space for 
interpretive exhibit in terminal during 
design. Review contract documents & 
construction submittals & activities to 
insure implementation 

TJP A will consult with Department 
regarding availability of documentary 
materials & potential use of salvaged 
items. TJP A will invite participation 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 
interpretive display of the history of the original Transbay 
Terminal building and its association with the San Francisco
Oakland Bay Bridge and the potential salvaged items from the 
existing Terminal. Invitation to the Oakland Heritage Alliance, 
the San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the California State 
Railroad Museum, and the W estem Railway Museum to 
participate in this consultation. While retaining responsibility for 
the development of the exhibit, TJP A will jointly consider the 
Department's and participating invitees' recommendations when 
finalizing the exhibit design. TJP A will produce, install, and 
maintain the exhibit. 

CH 5 - Consult with the City of Oakland about its interest in TJP A 
having a similar interpretive exhibit in the East Bay. If 
agreement is reached prior to completion of final design of the 
Transbay Terminal, TJP A will provide and deliver exhibit 
materials to a venue designated by the City of Oakland. 

CH 6 - Identify, in consultation with Department, elements of TJP A 
the existing Transbay Terminal that are suitable for salvage and 
interpretive use in the exhibit in the new Terminal or by 
museums. Within two years of signing of this agreement, TJPA 
will offer these items to San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the 
California State Railroad Museum, Sacramento, the W estem 
Railway Museum, the Oakland Museum, and any other interested 
parties. TJP A will remove the items selected in a manner that 
minimizes damage and will deliver them with legal title to the 
recipient. Items not accepted for salvage or interpretive use will 
receive no further consideration. 

CH 7 - Consult with Department and the Oakland Museum about TJP A 
contributing to Department's exhibit at the Oakland Museum 
relating to the history and engineering of the major historic state 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 
fmal design 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

in this review from the other 
designated parties. TJP A will 
produce, install, & maintain the 
exhibit in the new Transbay Terminal 

During preliminary engineering & 
final design, TJP A will consult with 
City of Oakland regarding its interest 
in establishing an exhibit. TJP A will 
provide & deliver exhibit materials to 
a venue in the City of Oakland should 
such an exhibit be developed 

Acceptance of items by interested 
parties must b e c ompleted at 1 east 9 0 
days prior to demolition of the 
Transbay Terminal 

TJP A will produce & deliver to the 
Oakland Museum agreed-upon 
materials for such an exhibit 
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for 

Implementation 
bridges of the San Francisco Bay Area. TJP A will propose 
contributions to such an exhibit, which may include an 
interpretive video that would include the history of the Transbay 
Terminal and the Key System. Components to such an exhibit 
may include photographs, drawings, videotape, models, oral 
histories, and salvaged components from the terminal. 

CH 8 - Assist the Oakland Museum by contributing to the cost of TJP A 
preparing and presenting the exhibit, as well as the costs of an 
exhibit catalog or related museum publication in conjunction with 
the exhibit, in a manner and to the extent agreed upon by TJP A, 
Department, and the Oakland Museum of California. TJP A has 
established a maximum budget of $50,000.00 for the Oakland 
Museum of California exhibit and the interpretive video. 

CH 9 - Consult, prior to the start of any work that would have an TJP A 
adverse effect on historic properties, with the California SHPO to 
ensure that the Transbay Terminal has been adequately recorded 
by past efforts. Collectively, these past studies, which include 
Department's past recordation of a series ofremodeling and 
seismic retrofit projects that have occurred since 1993, may 
adequately document the building, making Historic American 
Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record 
(HABS/HAER) documentation unnecessary. In addition, TJP A, 
assisted by Department, will seek to obtain the original drawings 
of the Trans bay Transit Terminal by the architect Timothy 
Pflueger. If the drawings cannot be copied and included in the 
documentation, then TJP A will consult with SHPO regarding 
recordation level and specifications for completing additional 
documentation. When the SHPO finds the documentation to be 
adequate, then TJP A will compile this documentation into a 
comprehensive record. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

final design 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A will work with Oakland 
Museum & assist in the preparation of 
an exhibit & an interpretive video if 
consultation results in agreement 
between TJP A & Oakland Museum 
prior to demolition of the existing 
Transbay Terminal 

TJP A will consult with the SHPO 
regarding adequacy of prior 
recordation efforts. TJP A will work 
with Department to seek original 
drawings of the Transbay Transit 
Terminal. If drawings cannot be 
copied & included in documentation, 
TJP A will consult with SHPO 
regarding recordation level & 
specifications for completing 
additional documentation 
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Submit all documentation to SHPO, and Department 
Headquarters Library, with xerographic copies to the History 
Center at the San Francisco Public Library, San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage, the Oakland History Room of the 
Oakland Public Library, the Oakland Museum of California, the 
Western Railway Museum, and Department District 4 Office. 

CH 10 - Develop and implement measures, in consultation with 
the owners of historic properties immediately adjoining the 
construction sites, to protect the contributing elements of the 
Second and Howard Streets Historic District and the Rincon 
Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse Industrial District from 
damage by any aspect of the Undertaking. Such measures will 
include, but are not necessarily limited to those identified in this 
Mitigation Monitoring Plan. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

TJPA 

CH 11 - Assure, prior to the start of any work that would have an TJP A 
adverse effect on historic properties, that the three historic 
properties to be demolished are recorded in accordance with 
HABS/HAER standards, as appropriate. These buildings are: 

o 191 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-022), 

o 580-586 Howard Street, (APN: 3721-092 through 3721-106), 
and 

o 165-173 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-025) 

All documentation will be submitted to SHPO, with xerographic 
copies to the History Center at the San Francisco Public Library, 
San Francisco Architectural Heritage, and the Oakland History 
Room of the Oakland Public Library. TJP A will ensure that 
these HABS/HAER records are accepted by NPS prior to 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
preliminary 
engineering final 
design, & 
construction 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A will ensure that these records 
are accepted by SHPO prior to 
demolition of the Trans bay Transit 
Terminal 

As part of its overall outreach efforts, 
TJP A will contact owners of record of 
historic properties that will be affected 
(but that will not be acquired & 
demolished) by the Project. TJP A will 
provide & review this mitigation 
monitoring program with the owners 
via correspondence and/or public and 
face-to-face meetings. TJP A will 
coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department 

TJP A shall prepare recordation 
documents in accordance with 
HABS/HAER standards. TJP A will 
coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department. TJP A shall 
contract the HABS/HAER branch of 
the National Park Service to obtain 
guidance regarding level of 
recordation & specifications for 
completing the documentation 
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carrying out any other treatment. 

CH 12 - Repair, in accordance with the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, of any damage to 
contributing elements of the Second and Howard Streets Historic 
District and the Rincon Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse 
Industrial District resulting from the Undertaking. If repair of 
inadvertent damage is necessary, TJP A will submit plans to the 
SHPO for review and comment to ensure conformance with the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 

CH 13 - Prepare a comprehensive Research Design/Treatment 
Plan for archeological resources prepared by a qualified 
consultant. The Research Design/Treatment Plan will be 
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) 
and take into account the ACHP publication, Treatment of 
Archaeological Properties: A Handbook (ACHP 1980), and 
SHPO guidelines. 

The Research Design/Treatment Plan will include, at a minimum: 

o An historical context for the Area of Potential Effects for 
Archaeological Resources (APEAR). 

o A research context for the APEAR, identifying expected 
archeological property types and developing research themes, 
questions, and data needs. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

TJPA 

TJPA 

o A testing/data recovery plan that will specify, at minimum: TJP A 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Prior to, during, 
and following 
construction 

During 
preliminary 
engineering 

During design & 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Condition of contributing properties 
will be photographed prior to the start 
of the Project to establish the baseline 
condition for assessing damage. TJP A 
will coordinate these efforts with the 
CCSF Planning Department. To 
record existing conditions, TJP A will 
consult with property owner( s) about 
the appropriate level of photographic 
documentation of building interiors 
and exteriors. A copy of this 
photographic documentation will be 
provided to the property owner(s), & 
will be retained on file by TJP A 

TJP A will assure completion of 
comprehensive research 
design/treatment plan consistent with 
the content required in the MOA. 
TJP A shall transmit this plan to the 
signatories of the MOA. TJPA will 
also coordinate these efforts with the 
CCSF Planning Department 

TJP A will assure compliance with the 
testing/data recovery plan once 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility Mitigation Monitoring Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for Schedule Responsibility 

Implementation 

~ The properties or portion of properties where evaluation construction finalized. TJP A will coordinate these 
and/or data recovery are to be carried out; efforts with the CCSF Planning 

~ The properties, if any, that will be affected by the 
Department 

Undertaking but for which no data recovery will be 
carried out; 

~ The manner in which inadvertent discoveries will be 
treated; 

~ The methods to be used for data recovery, with an 
explanation of their relevance to the research 
questions/themes; 

~ The methods to be used in cataloguing, analysis, data 
management, and dissemination of data; 

~ The proposed disposition of recovered materials and 
records, including discard and deaccession; 

~ The manner in which any human remains and 
associated/unassociated funerary objects, including those 
of Native American or Native Hawaiian origin, will be 
treated; 

~ The security procedures to be undertaken to protect the 
archeological testing/data recovery site from vandalism, 
theft, or unintended damage; 

~ The final report summarizing, describing and interpreting 
the results of testing/data recovery; 

~ The measures to be undertaken to ensure curation of 
recovered data determined to have appropriate research 
potential. 

~ Research Design/Treatment Plan Review 

CH 14 - Submit the Research Design/Treatment Plan to all TJPA During TJPA TJP A will submit the Research 
parties to the MOA for a thirty (30) calendar day review preliminary Design/Treatment Plan to the 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 
following receipt of the Plan. 

CH15-In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-evaluate the Bay TJPA 
Bridge, a property listed on the NRHP, and determine whether 
the National Register nomination should be amended or whether 
the bridge no longer qualifies for listing and should be removed 
from the National Register. 

CHl 6 - In consultation with FT A and SHPO, re-revaluate the TJP A 
Second and Howard Streets Historic District and determine 
whether the National Register nomination should be amended or 
whether the district no longer qualifies for listing and should be 
removed from the National Register. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

engineering phase 

Within 180 days 
afterFTA 
determines that 
the Project has 
been completed 

Within 180 days 
afterFTA 
determines that 
the Project has 
been completed 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

FTA/SHPO 

FTA/SHPO 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

signatories of the MOA. TJPA will 
coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department. If any party 
fails to submit their comments within 
thirty (30) days, TJP A may assume 
that party's concurrence with the 
Research Design/ Treatment Plan. 
TJP A will take any review comments 
into account, revise the Research 
Design/Treatment Plan accordingly, & 
will notify any party whose comments 
were not incorporated into the Plan 

As appropriate, TJP A will prepare and 
submit to the FTA and SHPO either an 
amended nomination or petition for 
removal, to be processed according to 
the procedures set forth in 36 CFR 
Part 60(60.14 and 60.15) 

As appropriate, TJP A will prepare and 
submit to the FTA and SHPO either an 
amended nomination or petition for 
removal, to be processed according to 
the procedures set forth in 36 CFR 
Part 60(60.14 and 60.15). TJPA will 
coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department 
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Hazardous Materials/Waste - Operations 
HWO 1 - Construct and operate any Caltrain fueling facility in 
compliance with local, state and Federal regulations regarding 
handling and storage of hazardous materials. 

HWO 2 - Equip diesel fuel pumps with emergency shut-off 
valves and, in compliance with U.S. EPA requirements, fuel 
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) would be equipped with leak 
detection and monitoring systems. 

HWO 3 - Employ the use of secondary containment systems for 
any aboveground storage tanks. 

HWO 4 - Store cleaning solvents in 55-gallon drums, or other 
appropriate containers, within a bermed area to provide 
secondary containment. 

HWO 5 - Slope paved surfaces within the fueling facility and the 
solvent storage area to a sump where any spilled liquids could be 
recovered for proper disposal. 

HWO 6 - Follow California OSHA and local standards for fire 
protection and prevention for the handling and storage of fuels 
and solvents. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

Caltrain Joint 
Powers Board 
(JPB) 

JPB 

JPB 

JPB 

JPB 

JPB 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
construction and 
operation 

During operation 

During operations 

During operations 

During 
construction & 
operations 

During operation 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Review design and contract 
documents to insure compliance with 
all applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents and regulations. 
Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance with all 
applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents and regulations. 
Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 

Secondary containment to be included 
in facility design & construction & 
maintained during operations 

Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 

Sloped paved surfaces and sump to be 
included in facility design 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance with all 
applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

HWO 7 - Prepare a Hazardous Materials Management/ Business JPB 
Plan and file with the CCSF Department of Public Health. 

Hazardous Materials/Waste - Construction 
HMC 1 - Follow California OSHA and local standards for fire TJP A 
protection and prevention. Handling and storage of fuels and 
other flammable materials during construction will conform to 
these requirements, which include appropriate storage of 
flammable liquids and prohibition of open flames within 50 feet 
of flammable storage areas. 

HMC 2 - Perform detailed investigations of the potential TJP A 
presence of contaminants in soil and groundwater prior to 
construction, using conventional drilling, sampling, and chemical 
testing methods. Based on the chemical test results, a mitigation 
plan will be developed to establish guidelines for the disposal of 
contaminated soil and discharge of contaminated dewatering 
effluent, and to generate data to address potential human health 
and safety issues that may arise as a result of contact with 
contaminated soil or groundwater during construction. The 
investigation and mitigation plan will follow the requirements of 
the City and County of San Francisco's Article 22A in the 
appropriate areas along the alignment. 

With construction projects of this nature and magnitude, there are 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During final 
design 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations. 
Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 

JPB to prepare and TJP A to file Haz
ardous Materials Management/ 
Business Plan with CCSF Department 
of Public Health (DPH) 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance with all 
applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance with all 
applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DPH and DPW 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

typically two different management strategies that can be 
employed to address contaminated soil handling and disposal 
issues. Contaminated soil can be excavated and stockpiled at a 
centralized location and subsequently sampled and analyzed for 
disposal profiling purposes in accordance with the requirements 
of the candidate disposal landfill. Alternatively, soil profiling for 
disposal purposes can be done in-situ so when soil is excavated it 
is loaded directly on to trucks and hauled to the appropriate 
landfill facility for disposal based on the in-situ profiling results. 
A project of this nature could also combine both strategies. 

HMC 3 - Cover with plastic sheeting soils removed during TJP A 
excavation and grading activities that remain at a centralized 
location for an extended period of time to prevent the generation 
of fugitive dust emissions that migrate offsite. 

HMC 4 - Use a licensed waste hauler, applying appropriate TJPA 
manifests or bill of lading procedures, as required to haul soil for 
disposal at a landfill or recycling facility. 

HMC 5 - Use chemical test results for groundwater samples TJP A 
along the alignment to obtain a Batch Discharge Permit under 
Article 4.1 of the San Francisco Department of Public Works as 
well as to evaluate requirements for pretreatment prior to 
discharge to the sanitary sewer. Effluent produced during the 
dewatering of excavations will be collected in onsite storage 
tanks and periodically tested, as required under discharge permit 
requirements, for potential contamination to confirm the need for 
any treatment prior to discharge. 

If required, treatment may include: 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations 

Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DPH and DPW 
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for 

Implementation 

o Settling to allow particulate matter (total suspended solids) to 
settle out of the effluent in order to reduce the sediment load 
as well as reduce elevated metal and other contaminant 
concentrations that may be associated with suspended 
sediments; and/or 

o Construction of a small-scale batch waste water treatment 
system to remove dissolved contaminants (mainly organic 
constituents such as petroleum hydrocarbons (gas, diesel, and 
oils), BTEX, and VOCs) from the dewatering effluent prior to 
discharge to the sanitary sewer. A treatment system would 
also likely employ the use of filtration to remove suspended 
solids. 

HMC 6 - Develop a detailed mitigation plan for the handling of TJP A 
potentially contaminated soil and groundwater prior to starting 
project construction. 

HMC 7 - Design dewatering systems to minimize downward TJPA 
migration of contaminants that can result from lowering the water 
table if necessary based on environmental conditions. As 
necessary, shallow soils with detected contamination would be 
dewate!ed first using wells screened only in those soils. 
Dewatering of deeper soils would then be performed using wells 
screened only in the zone to be dewatered. Dewatering wells 
would be installed using drilling methods that prohibit shallow 
contaminated soils from being carried deeper into the boreholes. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During final 
design 

During final 
design& 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Review detailed mitigation plan, 
include provisions in contract 
documents & inspect construction to 
insure compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DPH and DPW. Obtain all 
applicable permits 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DPH and DPW 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

HMC 8 - Require that workers performing activities on site that TJP A 
may involve contact with contaminated soil or groundwater have 
appropriate health and safety training in accordance with 29 CFR 
1910.120. 

A Worker Health and Safety Plan (HSP) will be developed for 
the project and monitored for the implementation of the plan on a 
day-to-day basis by a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH). The 
HSP will include provisions for: 

o Conducting preliminary site investigations and analysis of 
potential job hazards; 

o Personnel protective equipment; 

o Safe work practices; 

o Site control; 

o Exposure monitoring; 

o Decontamination procedures; and 

o Emergency response actions. 

The HSP will specify mitigation of potential worker and public 
exposure to airborne contaminant migration by incorporating dust 
suppression techniques in construction procedures. The plan will 
also specify mitigation of worker and environmental exposure to 
contaminant migration via surface water runoff pathways by 
implementation of comprehensive measures to control drainage 
from excavations and saturated materials excavated during 
construction. 

HMC 9 - Review existing asbestos surveys, abatement reports, TJP A 
and supplemental asbestos surveys, as warranted. P erform and 
asbestos survey for building to be demolished, as required. 
Asbestos-containing building materials (ACM) will require 
abatement prior to building demolition. Removal and disposal of 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

Provide health and safety training 
prior to start of & at timely intervals 
during construction. Include 
requirements in contract documents & 
monitor construction activities to 
insure compliance 

Determine extent of ACM throughout 
project site. Perform abatement work 
prior to demolition. Include all 
regulatory requirements in contract 
documents & inspect construction to 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility Mitigation Monitoring Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for Schedule Responsibility 

Implementation 
ACM will be performed in accordance with applicable local, phases insure compliance. Where applicable, 
state, and federal regulations. coordinate with CCSF departments 

with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DPH. Obtain all applicable permits 

HMC 10 - Perform a lead-based paint survey for buildings to be TJPA During TJPA Determine extent of lead 
demolished to determine areas where lead-based paint is present preliminary contamination throughout project site. 
and the possible need for abatement prior to demolition. engineering prior Perform abatement work prior to 

to building demolition if necessary. Include all 
demolitions regulatory requirements in contract 

documents & inspect construction to 
insure compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DPH. Obtain all applicable permits 

Pedestrians 
Ped 1- Use future construction or redevelopment as Agency and During future Agency& TJP A will forward guidance to 
opportunities to increase building set-backs thereby increasing CCSF project reviews in CCSF Agency, CCSF Planning Department 
sidewalk widths. Particular areas where such widening is most Transbay andDPW 
needed include: Terminal area 

0 The southeast corner of Fremont and Mission Streets, 

0 The northeast corner of First and Mission Streets, 

0 The north side of Mission Street between First and Fremont, 
and 

0 Sidewalks south of Howard Street along Folsom, First, 
Fremont, and Beale that are less than 10 feet wide. 

Ped 2 - Eliminate or reduce sidewalk street furniture such as Agency & CCSF Prior to opening Agency& TJP A will forward guidance to 
newspaper boxes and magazine racks in the immediate Transbay of new Trans bay CCSF Agency, CCSF Planning Department 
Terminal area on corners. Terminal andDPW 

Ped 3 - Retime traffic light signalization. This could improve CCSF Prior to opening CCSF TJP A will forward guidance to CCSF 
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pedestrian levels of service at each of the intersections studies 
that fall into LOS F. 

Ped 4 - Provide crosswalk signalization at intersections where 
they do not exist already, such as Folsom and Beale Streets. 

Ped 5 - Provide cross-walk count-down signals at intersections 
and cross-walks immediately surrounding the new Transbay 
Terminal. 

Ped 6 - Ensure that Transbay Terminal design increases comer 
and sidewalk widths at the four intersections immediately 
surrounding the Transbay Terminal. 

Ped 7 - Provide lights within crosswalks to warn when 
pedestrians are present in the crosswalk, such as at the cross-walk 
associated with the mid-block bus loading area. 

Pre-Construction Activities 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

CCSF 

CCSF 

TJPA&CCSF 
DPW 

TJPA 

PC 1 - Complete a pre-construction building structural survey to TJP A 
determine the integrity of existing buildings adjacent to and over 
the proposed Caltrain Downtown Extension. Use this survey to 
finalize detailed construction techniques along the alignment and 
as the baseline for monitoring construction impacts during and 
following construction. 

PC 2 - Contact and interview individual businesses along the TJP A 
Caltrain Extension alignment to gather information and develop 
an understanding of how these businesses carry out their work. 
This survey will identify business usage, delivery/shipping 
patterns, and critical times of the day or year for business 
activities. Use this information to assist in: (a) the identification 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

of new Trans bay 
Terminal 

Prior to opening 
of new Trans bay 
Terminal 

Prior to opening 
of new Trans bay 
Terminal 

During Transbay 
Terminal design 
phase 

Prior to opening 
of new Transbay 
Terminal 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

CCSF 

CCSF 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Prior to TJP A 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design and 
construction 

During 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design& 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

DPT 

TJP A will forward guidance to CCSF 
DPT 

TJP A will forward guidance to CCSF 
DPT 

TJPA and CCSF DPW, where 
applicable, to include sidewalk width 
expansion during preliminary & final 
design of new Transbay Terminal 

TJP A to work with CCSF DPT to 
install cross-walk warnings 

TJP A to perform building surveys 
during preliminary engineering. TJP A 
to include measures to protect existing 
buildings in final design & 
construction documents 

TJP A to review design submittals, 
contract documents and construction 
activities to insure implementation 

TJP A to perform business activity 
survey during preliminary 
engineering. TJP A to include 
measures to maintain business 
activities & access in final design and 
construction documents 
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of possible techniques during construction to maintain critical 
business activities, (b) analyze alternative access routes for 
customers and deliveries to businesses, ( c) develop traffic control 
and detour plans, and ( d) finalize construction practices. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

PC 3 - Complete detailed geotechnical investigation, including TJP A 
additional sampling (drilling and core samples) and analyses of 
subsurface soil/rock conditions. Use this information to design 
the excavation and its support system to be used in the retained 
cut, cut-and-cover, and tunnel portions of the Caltrain Downtown 
Extension. 

PC 4 - Establish community construction information/ outreach TJP A 
program to provide on-going dialogue among the TJP A and the 
affected community regarding construction impacts and possible 
mitigation/solutions. Include dedicated personnel for an outreach 
office in the construction area to deal with construction 
coordination. 

PC 5 - Establish site and field offices located along the Caltrain TJP A & JPB 
Downtown Extension alignment. Field office staff, in 
conjunction with other staff, will: 

o Provide the community and businesses with a physical 
location where information pertaining to construction can be 
exchanged, 

o Enable TJP A and JPB to better understand 
community/business needs during the construction period, 

o Allow TJP A and JPB to participate in local events in an effort 
to promote public awareness of the project, 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

During 
preliminary 
engineering & 
final design 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to review design submittals, 
contract documents and construction 
activities to insure implementation 

TJP A to obtain necessary permits 
from CCSF prior to performing 
drilling. TJP A to perform detailed 
geotechnical investigation during 
preliminary engineering 

TJP A to review design submittals, 
contract documents & construction 
activities to insure proper utilization of 
information obtained during 
investigation · 

TJP A to establish program during 
final design prior to construction 

TJP A to establish program during 
final design & continue during 
construction 
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o Manage construction-related matters pertaining to the public, 

o Notify property owners, residences, and businesses of major 
construction activities (e.g., utility relocation/disruption and 
milestones, re-routing of delivery trucks), 

o Provide literature to the public and press, 

o Promote and provide presentations on the project via a 
Speakers Bureau, 

o Respond to phone inquires, 

o Coordinate business outreach programs, 

o Schedule promotional displays, and 

o Participate in community committees. 

Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

PC 6 - Implement an information phone line to provide TJP A 
community members and businesses the opportunity to express 
their views regarding construction. Review calls received and, as 
appropriate, forward the message to the necessary party for action 
(e.g., utility company, fire department, the Resident Engineer in 
charge of construction operations). Information available from 
the telephone line will include current project schedule, dates for 
upcoming community meetings, notice of construction impacts, 
individual problem solving, construction complaints and general 
information. Phone service would be provided in English, 
Cantonese, and Spanish and would be operated on a 24-hour 
basis. 

PC 7 - Develop traffic management plans. Traffic management TJP A 
plans to maintain access to all businesses will be prepared for 
areas affected by surface or cut-and-cover construction. In 
addition, daily cleaning of work areas would be performed by 
contractors for the duration of the construction period. 
Provisions would be contained in construction contracts to 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to establish informational "Hot 
Line" during final design & continue 
during construction 

TJP A to forward traffic management 
plans to CCSF DPT for review & 
approval. Include all requirements in 
construction documents & inspect 
implementation during construction 
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MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

require the maintenance of driveway access to businesses to the 
extent feasible. 

General Construction Measures 
GC 1 - Disseminate information to community in a timely TJP A 
manner regarding anticipated construction activities. 

GC 2 - Provide signage. Work with establishments affected by TJP A 
construction activities to develop appropriate signage for display 
that directs both pedestrian and vehicular traffic to businesses via 
alternate routes. 

GC 3 - Install level deck. Install decking at the cut-and-cover TJP A 
sections to be flush with the existing street or sidewalk levels. 

GC 4 - Provide for efficient sidewalk design and maintenance. TJP A 
Wherever feasible, maintain sidewalks at the existing width 
during construction. Where a sidewalk must be temporarily 
narrowed during construction ( e.g., deck installation), restore it to 
its original width during the majority of construction period. (In 
some places this may require placing the temporary sidewalk on 
the deck.) Each sidewalk design should be of good quality and 
approved by the Resident Engineer prior to construction. 
Handicapped access will be maintained during construction 
where feasible. 

GC 5 - Provide construction site fencing of good quality, capable TJP A 
of supporting the accidental application of the weight of an adult 
without collapse or major deformation. Where covered 
walkways or other solid surface fencing is installed, establish a 
program to allow for art work (e.g., by local students) on the 
surface(s). 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

During TJPA 
construction 

Prior to & during TJP A 
construction 

During TJPA 
construction 

During TJPA 
preliminary 
engineering & 
construction 

During design & TJP A 
construction 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

TJP A to initiate program during final 
design & continue during construction 

TJP A to initiate signage program 
during final design and monitor 
contractors' installation during 
construction 

TJP A to design flush decking during 
preliminary & final design, include in 
construction documents & insure 
installation during construction 

TJP A to work with CCSF DPW on 
design of sidewalk plans during 
preliminary & final design & insure 
installation during construction 

TJPA to work with CCSF DPW, 
incorporate requirements in 
construction documents and inspect 
installation during construction 



EXHIBIT2 

TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CAL TRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility Mitigation Monitoring Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for Schedule Responsibility 

Implementation 

Air Emissions - Construction 
AC I -Assure that, as part of the contract provisions, the project 
contractor is required to implement the measures below at all 
project construction sites. 

AC 2 - Water all active construction areas at least twice daily. TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
Ordinance 175-91, passed by the San Francisco Board of construction documents & monitor construction 
Supervisors on May 6, 1991, requires that non-potable water be activities to insure compliance 
used for dust control activities; therefore the project contractor 
would be required to obtain reclaimed water from the City's 
Clean Water Program or other appropriate sources. 

AC 3 - Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
materials or require all trucks to maintain at least two feet of construction documents & monitor construction 
freeboard. activities to insure compliance 

AC 4 - Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
soil stabilizers on all unpaved access roads, parking areas and construction documents & monitor construction 
staging areas at construction sites. activities to insure compliance 

AC 5 - Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
roads, parking areas and staging areas at construction sites. construction documents & monitor construction 

activities to insure compliance 

AC 6 - Sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
material is carried onto adjacent public streets. construction documents & monitor construction 

activities to insure compliance 

AC 7 - Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
prevent silt runoff to public roadways. construction documents & monitor construction 

activities to insure compliance 

AC 8 - Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
possible. construction documents & monitor construction 

activities to insure compliance 

AC 9 - Minimize use of on-site diesel construction equipment, TJPA During TJPA Include requirements in contract 
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EXH1BIT2 

TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CAL TRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 

MITIGATION MEASURE Responsibility 
for 

Implementation 

particularly unnecessary idling. 

AC 10 - Shut off construction equipment to reduce idling when 
not in direct use. 

TJPA 

AC 11 - Where feasible, replace diesel equipment with TJP A 
electrically powered machinery. 

AC 12 - Locate diesel engines, motors, or equipment as far away TJP A 
as possible from existing residential areas. 

AC 13 - Properly tune and maintain all diesel power equipment. TJP A 

AC 14 - Suspend grading operations during first and second TJP A 
stage smog alerts, and during high winds, i.e., greater than 25 
miles per hour. 

AC 15- Upon completion of the construction phase, buildings TJPA 
with visible signs of dirt and debris from the construction site 
shall be power washed and/or painted (given that permission is 
obtained from the property owner to gain access to and wash the 
property with no fee charged by the owner). 

Visual/ Aesthetics - Construction 
VA 1 - Assure that construction crews working at night direct TJP A 
any artificial lighting onto the work site in order to minimize 
"spill over" light or glare effects on adjacent areas. 

VA 2 - Assure that contractors make all efforts possible to TJP A 
minimize specific aesthetic and visual effects of construction 
identified by neighborhood businesses and residents. 
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Mitigation 
Schedule 

construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

During & 
following 
construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

During 
construction 

Monitoring 
Responsibility 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

TJPA 

Monitoring Actions/Schedule 

documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 

Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



From: Conine-Nakano, Susanna (MYR)
To: BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Cc: Paulino, Tom (MYR); Dahl, Bryan (BOS); Geithman, Kyra (MYR); Nickolopoulos, Sheila (MYR); Gluckstein, Lisa

(MYR)
Subject: Mayor -- Resolution-- Transbay 2 East
Date: Tuesday, March 7, 2023 4:28:09 PM
Attachments: Mayor -- Resolution-- Transbay 2 East.zip

Hello Clerks,

Attached for introduction to the Board of Supervisors is a Resolution authorizing the Mayor’s Office of Housing and
Community Development on behalf of the City and County of San Francisco to execute a grant application, as
defined herein, under the Department of Housing and Community Development Affordable Housing and
Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program as a joint applicant with Mercy Housing California, for the 100%
affordable housing project identified as Transbay 2 East Family; authorizing the City to assume any joint and
several liability for completion of the projects required by the terms of any grant awarded under the AHSC Program;
and adopting findings under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the CEQA Guidelines, and
Administrative Code, Chapter 31.

Please note that Supervisor Dorsey is a co-sponsor of this legislation.

Best,
Susanna

Susanna Conine-Nakano
Office of Mayor London N. Breed
City & County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 200
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-554-6147

mailto:susanna.conine-nakano@sfgov.org
mailto:bos.legislation@sfgov.org
mailto:tom.paulino@sfgov.org
mailto:bryan.dahl@sfgov.org
mailto:Kyra.Geithman@sfgov.org
mailto:sheila.nickolopoulos@sfgov.org
mailto:lisa.gluckstein@sfgov.org
mailto:lisa.gluckstein@sfgov.org
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Article I. AHSC General Overview 
Section 100. Purpose and Scope 
(a) The purpose of these Program Guidelines is to implement Division 44, Part 1 of the 



Public Resources Code (PRC) (commencing with Section 75200), which establishes 
the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program, hereinafter 
referred to as the AHSC Program 



(b) The purpose of the AHSC Program is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
through projects that implement land-use, housing, transportation, and agricultural 
land preservation practices to support infill and compact development, and that 
support related and coordinated public policy objectives, including the following: 



(1) reducing air pollution; 



(2) improving conditions in disadvantaged communities; 



(3) supporting or improving public health and other co-benefits as defined in Section 
39712 of the Health and Safety Code; 



(4) improving connectivity and accessibility to jobs, housing, and services; 



(5) increasing options for mobility, including the implementation of the Active 
Transportation Program established pursuant to Section 2380 of the Streets and 
Highway Code; 



(6) increasing transit ridership; 



(7) preserving and developing affordable housing for lower income households, as 
defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code; and 



(8) protecting agricultural lands to support infill development. 



(c) This document will serve as the primary document related to eligibility, scoring, and the 
application process for Round 7 of the AHSC Program. Unless stated in this 
document, previous versions of AHSC Guidelines, attachments, Quantification 
Methodologies, Question and Answer (“Q&A”) documents, or personal 
communications with staff from previous rounds are superseded by this document and 
no longer in effect for projects applying to Round 7. 



(d) Severability: If any provision of these Guidelines are found to be unlawful, 
unenforceable, or invalid in whole or in part for any reason, such provisions will be 
severed without affecting any other provision of this document. The validity and 
enforceability of the remaining provisions, or portions of those provisions, will not be 
affected. 
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Section 101. AHSC Program Overview 



The AHSC Program furthers the purposes of AB 32 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006), SB 
375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), and SB 32 (Chapter 249, Statutes of 2016) by 
investing in projects that reduce GHG emissions by supporting more compact, infill 
development patterns, encouraging active transportation and transit usage, and protecting 
Agricultural Land from sprawl development. The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 
(GGRF), an account established to receive proceeds from Cap-and-Trade auctions, 
provides funding for the AHSC Program. The Cap-and-Trade Program, a key strategy for 
achieving the GHG emission reduction goals of AB 32, issues a limited number of GHG 
emissions permits (called allowances) each year. A portion of these allowances can be 
purchased from the State at quarterly auctions, thereby generating auction proceeds. These 
State auction proceeds are then deposited in the GGRF, where they become available for 
appropriation by the Legislature to further the purposes of AB 32. 



The AHSC Program is administered by the California Strategic Growth Council (Council 
or SGC). The Department of Housing and Community Development (Department) will 
implement the transportation, housing, and infrastructure components of the AHSC 
Program. The Council staff will coordinate efforts with Department staff, working with the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the Council to administer the broader 
AHSC Program, including developing program guidelines, evaluating applications, 
preparing agreements, monitoring agreement implementation, and program reporting. 



The Council will coordinate with CARB to develop and incorporate consistent guidance in 
the following areas, which will apply to all GGRF programs, including the AHSC Program:  



• Expenditure records to ensure investments further the goals of AB 32.  



• SB 535 (Chapter 830, Statutes 2012) and AB 1550 requirements to maximize 



benefits to Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and 



Low-Income Households. 



• Consistent methodologies for quantifying GHG reductions and other economic, 



environmental, and public health co-benefits.  



• Project tracking and reporting. 



The AHSC Program provides grants and/or loans to projects that achieve GHG 
emission reductions and benefit Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income 
Communities, and Low-Income Households through increasing accessibility of 
affordable housing, employment centers and Key Destinations via low-carbon 
transportation resulting in fewer vehicle miles traveled (VMT) through shortened or 
reduced vehicle trip length or mode shift to transit, bicycling or walking.  



The AHSC Program supports the Climate-Friendly, Climate-Ready Housing goals as 
outlined by Governor Gavin Newsom’s letter to CARB dated July 22, 2022. AHSC is 
funding infill projects that are dense, affordable, and located in transit-rich areas to reduce 
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). AHSC Projects also promote carbon neutrality by funding all 
electric design and green building techniques, Urban Greening, and purchase of Zero 
Emission Vehicles (ZEV). 





http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB32&search_keywords


http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords


http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords


https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/07.22.2022-Governors-Letter-to-CARB.pdf?emrc=1054d6
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Three Project Area Types have been identified to implement this strategy: 1) Transit-
Oriented Development (TOD) Project Areas, 2) Integrated Connectivity Project 
(ICP) Project Areas, or 3) Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA). 



AHSC award funds will be allocated through a competitive process, based on the merits 
of applications submitted and the proposed use of funds within the identified Project 
Area. 



The threshold requirements and application selection criteria focus on the extent to 
which developments realize the AHSC Program’s objectives of reducing GHG 
emissions, benefiting Disadvantaged Communities, Low-Income Communities, and 
Low-Income Households, providing affordable housing, demonstrating project 
readiness, and meeting other policy considerations. 



Disadvantaged Community Benefits 



As a part of California Climate Investments, AHSC will use the updated Disadvantaged 
Communities (DAC) designation and the updated low-income community and household 
threshold collectively referred to as Priority Populations for Round 7. The updated 
designation includes: 



• Census tracts receiving the highest 25 percent of overall scores in 
CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (1,984 tracts). 



• Census tracts lacking overall scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 due to data gaps but 
receiving the highest 5 percent of CalEnviroScreen 4.0 cumulative pollution 
burden scores (19 tracts).  



• Census tracts identified in the 2017 DAC designation as disadvantaged, 
regardless of their scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (305 tracts).  



• Lands under the control of federally recognized Tribes. For purposes of this 
designation, a Tribe may establish that a particular area of land is under its control 
even if not represented as such on CalEPA’s DAC map and therefore should be 
considered a DAC by requesting a consultation with the CalEPA Deputy Secretary 
for Environmental Justice, Tribal Affairs and Border Relations at 
TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov. 



AB 1550 has also created investment requirements for Low-Income Communities and 
Low-Income Households. In July 2018, CARB approved the Funding Guidelines for 
Agencies Administering California Climate Investments that will provide criteria to evaluate 
whether a project provides a benefit to a Disadvantaged Community, Low-Income 
Community, or Low-Income Household. These guidelines can be found here. 



A Project that is located in, and provides benefits to, a Disadvantaged Community, Low-
Income Community, or Low-Income Households may receive priority for funding in order 
to meet the AHSC Program Disadvantaged Community and Low-Income Community 
funding requirements. Projects’ Disadvantaged Community and Low- Income 
Community status is based upon the location of their AHSC-funded Affordable Housing 
Development. 



  





https://calepa.ca.gov/envjustice/ghginvest/


https://calepa.ca.gov/envjustice/ghginvest/


https://webmaps.arb.ca.gov/PriorityPopulations/


https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40


https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40


https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40


https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-40


mailto:TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov


https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/2018-funding-guidelines-agencies-administer-california-climate-investments
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Vision for Racial Equity 
The California Strategic Growth Council (SGC) is committed to achieving racial equity in its 
operations, investments, and policy initiatives and to achieving its vision that: All people in 
California live in healthy, thriving, and resilient communities regardless of race. Read more 
in the SGC Racial Equity Action Plan. 



  





https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/healthandequity/docs/20211110-REAP.pdf
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Figure 1:  Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program 



Overview  



Transit Requirements (All Project Areas) (Section 102)  
• Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Project Areas and Integrated Connectivity Project Areas (ICP) 



MUST also include a Transit Station/Stop, served by at least one Qualifying Transit line departing two 
or more times during Peak Hours (unless it is Flexible Transit Service). This level of service must have 
been publicly posted by the provider at some point between January 2023 and the time of 
application. Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA) can include an existing or planned Transit 
Station/Stop as long as it is in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. 



• Note: ICP/RIPA projects that propose addition of High Quality Transit will remain eligible as an ICP/RIPA.  



Required AHSC-Funded Components (Section 102 and Section 103)  
• At least fifty (50) percent of AHSC Program funds for each Project MUST be used for Affordable 



Housing (which includes Affordable Housing Developments or Housing Related Infrastructure or 
both); and   



• At least one other type of Eligible Capital Project or Program Cost  



Eligible Capital Projects or Program Costs (Section 103)  
Projects must have one of these costs:  



• Affordable Housing Developments (AHD)  



• Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)  
AND one of the costs listed below:  



• Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI)  



• Transportation Related Amenities (TRA)  



• Programs (PGM)  



Affordable Housing Development Requirements (Section 103)  
Affordable Housing Developments may be:  



• New construction  



• Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation including preservation of affordable housing at-risk  



• Conversion of one or more nonresidential structures to residential dwelling units   



Project Awards and Project Area Types (Section 104 and Section 102)  
• All Project Area Types are subject to the following minimum and maximum award amounts: Maximum: 



$50 million ($35 million for AHD/HRI, $15 million for STI/TRA/PGM) Minimum: $10 million  



• Project Area Types and specific requirements:  
o Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Project Area  



▪ AHD MUST be served by High Quality Transit  
o Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Project Area  



▪ AHD MUST NOT be served by High Quality Transit  
o Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA)  



▪ AHD MUST NOT be served by High Quality Transit; and  
▪ AHD MUST be located within a Rural Area  



Funding Goals and Requirements (Section 108)  



• At least 35.0 percent of NOFA to TOD Project Areas  
• At least 35.0 percent of NOFA to ICP Project Areas  
• At least 10.0 percent of NOFA to RIPAs  
• At least one Project from an eligible Tribal Entity  
• At least one Project from each geographic area as defined in Sec. 108  
• Programmatic Financial Requirements  



o At least 50.0 percent of the AHSC Program expenditures shall be for Affordable Housing (Health & 
Safety Code § 39719(a)(1)(C)); and  



o At least 50.0 percent of AHSC Program expenditures must benefit Disadvantaged Communities 
(DAC) (Health & Safety Code § 39719(a)(1)(C)); and  



o At least 5.0 percent of AHSC Program expenditures must benefit Low-Income Communities 
(California Climate Investments Guidelines); and  



o A least 5.0 percent of AHSC Program expenditures must benefit Low-Income Households or 
communities outside of but within a half-mile of Disadvantaged Communities (California Climate 
Investments Guidelines)   





https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies


https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies


https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
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Article II. Program Requirements and Procedures 



Section 102. Eligible Projects 
The AHSC Program is designed to implement GHG emission reductions through a 
reduction of vehicle miles traveled (VMT), or fewer and shorter auto-trips. The AHSC 
Program will fund integrated land use and transportation projects supporting low-carbon 
transportation options. Promoting mode shift to low-carbon transportation requires 
strategies that link residential areas, major employment centers and other Key 
Destinations to accessible, reliable, affordable, safe and comfortable transit and active 
transportation options. 



(a) The Project Area is the area which encompasses transit, housing and destinations 



and is the area in which Project funds will be primarily focused. Each Project Area 



must: 



(1) Be a contiguous area with no greater than a one (1.0) mile radius from any single 



point inside the parcel of the Affordable Housing Development. Projects that are 



made up of Scattered Sites must choose one point in one of the parcels of the 



applicant’s choice. 



(2) Include at least one Transit Station/Stop consistent with the requirements 



set forth in (c) or (d) below; and  



(3) Include all AHSC-funded Sustainable Transportation Improvements and 



Transportation Related Amenities. AHSC-funded STI components (e.g., a bus-



only lane, Transit Signal Priority, a bikeway, or sidewalk) may extend beyond 



the boundaries of the Project Area, but a pedestrian entrance to the facility must 



be located inside the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a fixed 



route transit route, there must be a Transit Station/Stop of that route within the 



Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a Flexible Transit Service, the 



service area must include the AHD. 



(b) The AHSC Program includes three eligible Project Area Types: 1) Transit-Oriented 



Development (TOD) Project Areas; 2) Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) 



Project Areas, and 3) Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA). 



All projects, regardless of Project Area Type, must demonstrate VMT reduction 



through fewer or shorter vehicle trips or through mode shift to transit use, bicycling or 



walking within transit areas, with an emphasis on integrating or developing affordable 



housing, and with an emphasis on providing benefits to Disadvantaged Communities 



or Low-Income Communities . There are several differentiating requirements 



between each Project Area Type, as described below. 



(c) TOD Project Areas must demonstrate all the following: 



(1) Include at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality 



Transit at the time of application submittal which is located no farther than one-half 



(0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian 



access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in place at the time of 



application, the route must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is 



provided; and 
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(2) Include Capital Projects or Program Costs: 



(A) At least one of the following: Affordable Housing Development 



(AHD); Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI); AND 



(B) At least one of the following: Sustainable Transportation 



Infrastructure (STI); Transportation Related Amenities (TRA); 



Program Costs (PGM) 



(d) ICP Project Areas must demonstrate all the following: 



(1) Include at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by the 



Qualifying Transit at the time of application submittal which is located no 



farther than one-half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing 



Development along a pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access 



route is not already in place at the time of application, the route must be in 



place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided; and 



(2) Does not include a Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality 



Transit at the time of application submittal which is located within one-half 



(0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian 



access route; and 



(3) Include Capital Projects or Program Costs: 



(A) At least one of the following: Affordable Housing Development (AHD); 



Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI); AND 



(B) At least one of the following: Sustainable Transportation 



Infrastructure (STI); Transportation Related Amenities (TRA); or 



Program Costs (PGM) 



(e) RIPAs must demonstrate all the following: 



(1) Include at least one (1) existing or planned Transit Station/Stop that is 



served by the Qualifying Transit that is located no farther than one-



half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a 



pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in 



place at the time of application, the route and Transit Station/Stop 



must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided.  



(2) Meet all the requirements detailed in Section 102(d)(2) and Section 



102(d)(3) above; and 



(3) Must be located within a Rural Area, as defined in California Health 



and Safety Code 50199.21.  
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Section 103. Eligible Costs 
The AHSC Program funds Capital Projects and eligible Program Costs within TOD, ICP 
and RIPA Project Areas consistent with requirements of Section 102(c), (d), and (e) as 
follows: 



• Affordable Housing Development (AHD)  



• Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)  



• Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI) 



• Transportation Related Amenities (TRA)  



• Community Education and Other Program Costs (PGM) 
Each Capital Project or Program Cost must be unique to a single application and cannot 
be split over multiple applications. 



Examples of Eligible Costs within each category of eligible Capital Projects and Program 
Costs are identified in Figure 2 below. Note that these are examples and not an exhaustive 
list. To be considered a stand-alone component under any of the categories, the 
improvements must meet the guidelines definition of that component (e.g., STI, TRA, PGM, 
etc.): 
Figure 2: Eligible Cost Examples  



Eligible Cost Examples  AHD/ 
HRI  



STI  TRA  PGM  



Construction or Substantial Rehabilitation of affordable housing  X        



Installation of broadband internet trunk line or fixed wireless 
infrastructure  



X        



Installation of on-site energy storage (battery arrays)  X        



Installation of new or improved walkways that improve mobility 
and access of pedestrians  



  X      



Installation of new or improved bikeways that improve mobility 
and access of cyclists  



  X      



Installation of new or improved pedestrian crossings or over- 
crossings  



  X      



Repaving and road reconstruction costs, only for the portion of 
the roadway where the new or improved walkway and bikeway 
is installed   



  X      



Streetscape improvements, including, but not limited to the 
installation of lighting, signage, or other related amenities that 
improve the safety or convenience of pedestrians, cyclists, or 
transit riders, but do not increase capacity for private vehicles  



      
X  



  



Street crossing enhancements including installation of 
accessible ramps or pedestrian signals  



  X      



Installation of traffic calming measures including development 
of curb extensions, roundabouts, median islands, traffic 
diverters, chicanes, "road diets," lane narrowing projects  



  
  



X      



Signage and way-finding markers for pedestrians or transit 
users  



  X      



Bike sharing infrastructure and fleet    X      



Signage and striping of a dedicated bus lane    X      



Transit operations for new service or service expansion    X      
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Eligible Cost Examples (continued) AHD
/HRI 



STI TRA PGM 



ZEV transit vehicles and charging infrastructure for new service 
or service expansion 



 X   



ZEV vehicles and charging infrastructure for use in a car share 
program that is accessible to the public, and includes reduced 
costs for low-income participants 



 X   



Transit related equipment to increase service or reliability  X   



Transit Signal Priority technology systems  X   



Installation of at-grade boarding infrastructure or concrete bus 
pads at bus stops 



 X X  



Transit passenger amenities (e.g., Wi-Fi access, Digital or 
Integrated Fare Collection)  



 X X  



Street furniture (e.g., benches, shade structures, etc.)  X X  



Development or improvement of transit facilities or stations   X  



Real-time arrival/departure information systems   X  



Development or improvement of shelters or waiting areas at 
transit station/stops 



  X  



Transit fare machine purchase or improvements   X  



Publicly accessible bicycle parking or repair kiosks   X  



Bicycle carrying devices on public transit   X  



Station area signage capital improvements   X  



Publicly accessible ZEV Open Network charging infrastructure  X X X  



Zero Emission Transit Vehicle (ZEV) Charging Infrastructure  X X X  



Energy efficiency and renewable energy capital improvements  X X X  



Urban Greening and water efficiency capital improvements  X X X  



Pedestrian and bicycle safety education programs    X 



Development and implementation of "walking school bus" or "bike 
train" programs 



   X 



School crossing guard training programs    X 



Bicycle and pedestrian safety clinics or bike rodeos    X 



Safe Passages Programs    X 



Bike sharing program operations    X 



ZEV car share programs    X 



Transit subsidy programs    X 



Education and marketing of transit subsidy programs    X 



Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs    X 



Air pollution exposure reduction program    X 



Workforce development partnerships    X 



Tenant education and support services (e.g., finances, housing, 
legal, wellness, workforce)  



   X 



Digital or financial literacy programs for AHD residents     X 



No-cost broadband internet service for AHD residents    X 
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(a) Capital Projects 



(1) Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects 



(A) Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects must: 



(i) Consist of one or more of the following: 



a. New Construction 



b. Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation (including 



preservation of affordable housing at-risk of conversion to market 



rate). The acquisition must be made through a bona fide sale or 



transfer from the existing ownership entity to the new ownership 



entity comprised of a completely disparate ownership structure, 



which contains no common entity interest at any level of the 



organizational structure. Re-syndication of an Affordable 



Housing Development is not an eligible Capital Project. 



c. Conversion of one or more nonresidential structures to 



residential dwelling units. 



(ii) Be located within one-half (0.50) mile from a Transit Station/Stop that 



meets the Project Area transit requirements as defined in Section 



102(c) or (d). The one-half (0.50) mile is to be measured from any 



edge of the AHD parcel to the bus stop or pedestrian entrance to a 



Transit Station/Stop along a pedestrian access route. If the route is 



not already in place at the time of application, the route must be in 



place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. The STI/TRA 



components of the Project can fund this improvement. If the 



pedestrian access route is not clearly demonstrated in the submitted 



supporting documentation, additional clarification may be requested to 



substantiate compliance with requirements. 



(iii) Rental and Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments 



must include at least 20 percent of the total residential units as 



Affordable Units. Rental AHD Projects must have an overall Project 



average affordability of all Restricted Units within the Project no 



greater than 50 percent represented by Area Median Income (AMI). 



There is no requirement regarding overall Project average affordability 



of all Restricted Units for homeownership AHDs. Average 



affordability means the total number of Restricted Units multiplied by 



each restricted affordability level divided by the total Restricted Units. 



For example, for a 30-unit Project with 10 units restricted to 40 



percent and 10 units restricted to 60 percent AMI the calculation of the 



average affordability would be as follows: 
a. 10 units @ 40% AMI is 10 x 40 = 400 



b. 10 units @ 60% AMI is 10 x 60 = 600 



c. 400 + 600 = 1,000;  



d. 1,000/20 total Restricted Units = average affordability of 50%. 



And; 
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(iv) The Affordable Housing Development must demonstrate a minimum 



Net Density not less than that shown below in Section 



103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(a.) or (b.) 



Note: While applicants may choose which Net Density formula they 



wish to use for Project Eligibility, Applicants must use the Un-



Adjusted Minimum Net Density (Figure 3) for quantification of GHG 



reductions  



a. For the total number of dwelling units in the project to be used in 



the calculation of Net Density, the Applicant may use either the 



un-adjusted total number of dwelling units in the project (Figure 



3) or a number adjusted for unit size as described in Section 



103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b.). 



Figure 3: Un-Adjusted Minimum Net Density  



Project 
Area Type 



Residential Only 
Projects 



Mixed Use Developments 
(Floor Area Ratio) 



TOD 30 units per acre > 2.0 



ICP 20 units per acre > 1.5 



RIPA 15 units per acre > 0.75 



b. For the total number of dwelling units in the project to be used in 



the calculation of Net Density, the Applicant may use either the 



un-adjusted total number of dwelling units in the project (Figure 



3) or a number adjusted for unit size by multiplying the factors 



shown below by the total number of units in each unit size 



category, then summing the resulting products: 



• 0 Bedroom = 0.7 factor 



• 1 Bedroom = 0.9 factor 



• 2 Bedroom = 1.5 factor 



• 3 Bedroom = 1.6 factor 



• 4 Bedroom = 1.8 factor 



c. Mixed Use Affordable Housing Developments may 



demonstrate consistency with the Net Density requirements 



through either the unit per acre or Floor Area Ratio 



requirements detailed in Figure 3. 



d. Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation (including 



preservation of affordable housing at-risk of conversion to market 



rate housing) are exempt from the above minimum density 



requirements but shall not result in fewer units or lower 



percentage of total affordability than currently exists except 



where reductions in unit count are required to meet building code 



requirements. 



(v) Must supply at least one (1) Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking spot 



that is not publicly accessible and is completely enclosed for every two 



residential units. Bicycle parking at the Affordable Housing 



Development will be considered an eligible cost but may not be used 



to meet required Project Area components as outlined in Section 102. 
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(B) Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects may: 



(i) Include residential units that are rental or homeownership, or a 
combination of both; 



(ii) Consist of a Scattered Site constituting a single, integrated 
Affordable Housing Development. Rental Affordable Housing 
Developments on a Scattered Site must meet all the 



requirements set forth by Section 8303(b) of the Uniform 
Multifamily Regulations (UMRs). For Homeownership Affordable 
Housing Developments on Scattered Sites, the individual sites 



must have a single owner at the time of execution of the AHSC 
grant agreement;  



(iii) Include nonresidential uses that are compatible under local zoning. 



(C) Eligible costs for Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects are 



limited to: 



(i) Loans for rental Affordable Housing Development. Eligible loan 
costs for a Housing Development, as specified in Section 7304 
and 7305 of the MHP Guidelines.  



(ii) Grants for homeownership Affordable Housing Development.  
Eligible grant costs as specified in Section 7747 of the CalHome 
Guidelines dated November 27, 2019. Construction and 
Substantial Rehabilitation work is also an Eligible Cost. 



(iii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to 
construction or other pre-development components including, but 
not limited to, planning, engineering, construction management, 
architectural, and other design work, required mitigation 
expenses, appraisals, legal expenses, and necessary easements. 
Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of costs associated with 
the funding request for the AHD Capital Project. 



(iv) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 



funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting. This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s 



funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan and 



grant funded project components when allocating this item into capital 



cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs 



are not included within the soft costs cap. 



(D) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related 



Infrastructure Capital Project Eligible Costs must comprise at least 



fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC funds requested. 



(E) A Project may not contain more than one Affordable Housing 



Development Capital Project. A single Affordable Housing Development 



Capital Project may not include more than one Affordable Housing 



Development, nor may it include an Affordable Housing Development 



that contains multiple development sites when one development site is 



receiving 4 percent low-income housing tax credits, and another is receiving 



9 percent low-income housing tax credits, or when the multiple development 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/active-no-funding/calhome/docs/calhome-final-guidelines.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/active-no-funding/calhome/docs/calhome-final-guidelines.pdf
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sites are each receiving separate 4 percent low-income housing tax credits. 



An application proposing an Affordable Housing Development with both 4 



percent low-income housing tax credits and 9 percent low-income housing 



tax credits, or with multiple 4 percent low-income housing tax credits, will be 



disqualified on the grounds that it is not proposing a Project within the 



meaning and design of the AHSC Program. To the extent such tax credit 



scenarios are contemplated, they shall constitute two separate and 



independent Projects, each of which must submit an entirely separate 



application and qualify independently of the other. 



(i) The purpose of this subsection is to clarify which types of Project 



structures are eligible within a single AHSC application and award. 



This reinforces AHSC’s directive to SGC, HCD, and CARB to identify 



and fund unified, cohesive Projects which interdependent 



components truly work together to create reductions in VMTs and 



ultimately GHG emissions. Any Project that represents at application 



as a single Affordable Housing Development for scoring purposes, 



but after receiving an award letter attempts to split its single 



Affordable Housing Development into multiple Affordable Housing 



Developments with separate ownership structures or separate 



financing structures will be disencumbered as it no longer meets the 



requirements of AHSC. 



(2) Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects 



(A) Eligible costs for Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects are 



limited to any of the following: 



(i) Capital improvements required by a Locality, transit agency, or 
special district as a condition to the approval of the Affordable 



Housing Development.  
(ii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to construction 



or other pre-development components including, but not limited to, 



planning, engineering, construction management, architectural, and 



other design work, required mitigation expenses, appraisals, legal 



expenses, and necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 



percent of costs associated with the HRI Capital Project. 



(iii) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 



funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting. This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s 



funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan 



and grant funded project components when allocating this item 



into capital cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting costs are not included within the soft costs cap. 



(iv) Required environmental remediation necessary for the HRI Capital 



Project where the cost of the remediation does not exceed 50 



percent of AHSC Program grant funds. 



(v) Real property acquisition (not inclusive of the AHD site) of the 



Housing Related Infrastructure project site and associated fees 
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and costs (not to exceed 10 percent of the total AHSC Program 



award). Real estate commissions for purchase or acquisition are 



not an eligible expenditure. 



(vi) Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for funding 



only if used for the identified eligible HRI Capital Project not to 



exceed 15 percent of the AHSC Program award up to $300,000. 



(vii) The purchase and installation of on-site energy storage in the form of 



battery arrays, as certified by an energy consultant or architect. 



(B) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure 



Capital Projects must comprise at least fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC 



funds requested. 



(3) Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects (including 
Active Transportation and transit infrastructure) 
(A) Eligible costs for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital 



Projects are limited to: 



(i) Capital improvements that result in the improvement or addition of 



infrastructure that encourages mode-shift by enhancing: 1) public 



transit access; 2) pedestrian network; or 3) bicycle network 



(includes public bike-share infrastructure and fleet) within the 



defined Project Area meeting the transit requirements detailed in 



Section 102 (c) or (d). 



STI Capital Projects may extend beyond the boundaries of the 



Project Area, but a pedestrian entrance to the facility must be 



located inside the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to 



a fixed transit route, there must be a Transit Station/Stop of that 



route within the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a 



Flexible Transit Service, the service area must include the AHD. 



(ii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to 
construction or project plans, specifications and estimates 
including, but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction 
management, architectural, and other design work, environmental 
impact reports and assessments, appraisals, legal expenses, and 
necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed thirty (30.0) 
percent of costs associated with the STI Capital Project. 



(iii) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 



funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting. This amount will scale the size of the Applicant’s 



funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan 



and grant funded project components when allocating this item 



into capital cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting are not included within the soft costs cap. 



(iv) Activity Delivery Costs that are associated with the 



implementation of the STI Capital project not to exceed 10 



percent of the costs associated with the STI Capital Project. 
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(v) Transit operations expenditures for up to 10 years that directly 



expand fixed route, flexible and paratransit transit service, by 



supporting new, restored, or expanded routes and may include 



wages, fueling, maintenance, and other costs to operate those 



services. 



(vi) All vehicles purchased using AHSC Program funds must be Zero 



Emission Vehicles (ZEV). Transit types that do not have an 



approved zero emission passenger locomotive for use, must 



provide documentation stating so, and purchase vehicles that 



meet EPA Tier 4 emission standards.  



(vii) Other STI Capital Project costs required as a condition of local 
approval for the STI Capital Project, as approved by the 
Department. 



(B) The total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation 
Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related 
Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested 
shall not exceed $15,000,000. 



(4) Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects 
(A) Transportation Related Amenities must be publicly accessible. 
(B) Eligible costs for Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects 



are limited to: 



(i) Capital improvements that are publicly accessible and provide 



supportive amenities to cyclists, pedestrians, and transit riders 



(e.g., bike parking, bus shelter, benches, street trees, etc.) within 



the defined Project Area meeting the transit requirements 



detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d). 



(ii) Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to 
construction project plans, specifications, and estimates including, 
but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction 
management, architectural, and other design work, environmental 
impact reports and assessments, appraisals, legal expenses, and 
necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of 
costs associated with the TRA Capital Project. 



(iii) Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total 



funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting. This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s 



funding request. Applicants should consider the size of their loan 



and grant funded project components when allocating this item 



into capital cost budgets. Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting costs are not included within the soft costs cap. 



(iv) Activity Delivery Costs that are associated with the 



implementation of the TRA Capital Project not to exceed 10 
percent of the costs associated with the TRA Capital Project. 



(v) Other TRA Capital Project costs required as a condition of local 
approval for the TRA Capital Project, as approved by the 
Department. 
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(C) The total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation 
Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related 
Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested 
shall not exceed $15,000,000. 



(b) Program Costs 



(1) Program Costs include those costs typically associated with 1) program 



creation or 2) expansion of existing programs to serve new populations or 



offer new program service and implementation. Eligible costs may include 



operational costs for programs for the term of the grant (3 years). Programs 



include education, outreach and training programs for Active 



Transportation or transit ridership; air pollution exposure reduction; 



workforce development partnerships; tenant legal counseling services; and 



outreach, education, and subsidy to low-income residents for ZEV car 



sharing. Access and availability of Programs may be limited to AHD 



residents or may be offered to the greater community. Additionally, costs and 



fees associated with the ongoing provision of broadband internet service, as 



defined in Section 106, provided free of charge to the AHD residents are an 



eligible Program Cost. 



(A) Tenant legal counseling services cannot be provided by the Developer, 



building manager, or related entity and must be offered through a third 



party. 



(2) The total grant amount for Program Costs within a Project Area shall not 



exceed 30 percent of the funding request for the overall Project up to 



$600,000. Costs incurred for required transit passes or cards described in 



Section 106 (4) will not contribute to this cap. 



(c) Ineligible costs include, but are not limited to, all the following: 



(1) Costs are not eligible for funding if there is another feasible, available source 



of committed funding for the Project portion thereof to be funded by the 



AHSC Program or if the cost is incurred prior to AHSC Program award; 



(2) Routine maintenance or operations of transportation infrastructure unrelated 



to AHSC-funded transit service, including the general transit fleet; 



(3) In lieu fees for local inclusionary housing programs; 



(4) Ongoing operational costs beyond the term of the grant (three years) for 



Program Costs; and 



(5) Costs associated with automobile or motorcycle parking (excluding electric 



vehicle charging infrastructure); 



(6) Costs associated with fossil fuel-based backup power. 
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Section 104. Assistance Terms and Limits 
(a) The maximum AHSC Program loan or grant award, or combination thereof, for a 



TOD, ICP, and RIPA Project is $50 million with a minimum award of $10 million. 



(b) Loans for rental Affordable Housing Developments, or the rental portions of an 



Affordable Housing Development, are subject to the following terms: 



(1) AHSC Program funds will be provided as a loan for permanent financing by 



the Department to the owner of the Affordable Housing Development, 



with the same terms as the Department’s MHP Program financing as set 



forth in Section 7308 of the MHP Guidelines. 



(2) The maximum loan amount shall be calculated pursuant to Section 7307 of the 



MHP Guidelines based on the number of Restricted Units in the Affordable 



Housing Development, affordability, unit sizes, and location in addition to the 



base amount for loan calculation as follows:  



The initial base loan amount shall be: 



(A) $150,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing 9 percent tax credits; 



(B)  $200,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing 4 percent tax credits; or 



(C) $300,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing no tax credit 



The base per Restricted Unit loan limit is inclusive of all requested AHD loan 



funds and all Department loan awards made prior to the application close date. 



A manager’s unit will be considered a Restricted Unit for the purpose of 



allocating Affordable Housing Development costs and may qualify for a loan 



amount up to the amount applicable to the 60 percent AMI level.  



Total Department loan and grant funding, including all AHSC funds, shall not 



exceed the following percentages of the total development cost. 



• 40 percent for Projects utilizing 9 percent tax credits  



• 50 percent for Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits  



• 80 percent for Projects not utilizing tax credits 



In calculating percentage of total development cost, total Department funding 



shall be inclusive of both loan and grant awards received at any point in time. 



Thus, total Department funding will include prior loan and grant awards, AHSC 



awards, and shall also be applicable to future Department awards subsequent to 



any AHSC award. Only the Department funding sources listed in Administrative 



Notice Number: 21-06, are applicable to the percentages of total development 



cost listed above and the total Department funding. 



(3) Unless expressly contradicted by any other provision expressly set forth herein, 



the currently adopted and applicable UMRs as may be amended from time to 



time, all as set forth in the CCR, Title 25, commencing with Section 8300 



(“UMRs”) are hereby incorporated by reference in their totality into these 



Guidelines. 



(4) Use of multiple Department funding sources on the same Assisted Unit(s) 



(subsidy stacking) is permitted, subject to the Department’s Repeal of Stacking 
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Prohibition of Multiple Department Funding Sources Memo. Additional limitations 



on the use of multiple Department funding sources may be specified in the 



NOFA. Limits on Department funding, including loan or grant funds on a per 



unit, per project, and/or per Developer basis may be further specified in the 



NOFA. 



(c) Grants shall be subject to the following terms: 



(1) The applicant must demonstrate that the grant will not result in a profit that 



exceeds the commercially reasonable range for other developments of 



similar size and level of risk. 



(2) AHSC Program grant funds will be disbursed as reimbursed progress 



payments only after the execution of the Standard Agreement in the amount 



not to exceed the AHSC Program award of funds. 



(3) Eligible costs incurred after the award date are eligible for reimbursement once 



the Standard Agreement is executed. Costs incurred prior to award are not 



eligible for reimbursement. 



(4) For Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project grants: 



(A) The total Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project grant amount 



is $35,000 per residential unit in the proposed Affordable Housing 



Development, or $50,000 per Restricted Unit. 



(B) Conditions precedent to the first disbursement of AHSC Program funds 



shall include receipt of all required Public Agency entitlements and all 



construction funding commitments for the Affordable Housing 



Development supported by the Housing Related Infrastructure 



Capital Project. 



(C) Rental Affordable Housing Developments supported by the 



Housing- Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a 



recorded covenant ensuring affordability for duration of at least 55 



years, recorded on the fee interest of the real property on which the 



rental Affordable Housing Development is to be located. 



(D) Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments supported by the 



Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a 



recorded covenant with a duration of at least 30 years that includes either a 



resale restriction or equity sharing upon resale, recorded on the fee interest 



of the real property on which the homeownership Affordable Housing 



Development is to be located. 



(5) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments grants: 



(A) AHSC Program grant funds will be disbursed as reimbursed progress 



payments only after the execution of the Standard Agreement in the amount 



not to exceed the AHSC Program award of funds. 



(B) All Restricted Units must be made available for sale to qualified First-



time homebuyers. 



(C) The maximum grant amount per Restricted Unit is calculated pursuant to 



Section 7307 of the MHP Guidelines based on the number of Restricted 



Units in the Affordable Housing Development, affordability, unit sizes, 



and location in addition to the base amount of $200,000 except that the 
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maximum grant amount per Restricted Unit for a given homeownership 



AMI tier shall equal the maximum loan amount per Restricted Unit for a 



given rental AMI tier as follows: 



(i) For homeownership AMI tier of 55-85%  



Homeownership AMI 85% 80% 75% 70% 65% 60% 55% 



Rental AMI 45% 40% 35% 30% 25% 20% 15% 



(ii) For homeownership AMI tier of 90-120%  



Homeownership AMI 120% 115% 110% 105
% 



100% 95% 90% 



Rental AMI 80% 75% 70% 65% 60% 55% 50% 



(D) Conditions precedent to the first disbursement of AHSC Program funds shall 



include receipt of all required Public Agency entitlements and all construction 



funding commitments for the homeownership Affordable Housing 



Development. 



(E) Prior to any disbursement, an affordability covenant will be recorded 



against the fee interest in the property of the homeownership 



Affordable Housing Development.  



(F) Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments supported by the 



Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a 



recorded covenant with a duration of at least 30 years that includes either a 



resale restriction or equity sharing upon resale, recorded on the fee interest 



of the real property on which the homeownership Affordable Housing 



Development is to be located. 
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Section 105. Eligible Applicants 
(a) Eligible Applicants 



(1) Eligible applicant entities shall include any of the following: 
(A) A Locality, public housing authority, redevelopment successor agency, 



transit agency or transit operator, Regional Transportation Planning 
Agency (RTPA), local Transportation Commission, Congestion 
Management Agency, Joint Powers Authority (JPA), school district, 
facilities district, University or Community College District. 



(i) For STI or TRA components only, an applicant may provide an 
executed agreement with a specific Locality or transportation 
agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA 
components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought. 



(B) A Developer or Program Operator. 



(C) A Tribal Entity whose Project meets requirements listed in detail in 
Appendix B. 



(2) A special purpose entity formed and controlled by the Developer, and which 
will serve as the ultimate borrower of AHSC loan funds, is not an eligible 
Applicant. A special purpose entity ultimate borrower meeting the 
requirements of UMR 8313.2 may be listed on the AHSC Program 
application in the appropriate, designated fields for listing such a borrower 
entity. 



(A) Single purpose entities not meeting the requirements of a special 
purpose entity pursuant to UMR 8313.2, whether serving as an 
intermediate entity within the ultimate borrower structure or not, are not 
Eligible Applicants. Such single purpose entities will not be included 
as a separate party on any AHSC Program legal documents, including 
but not limited to, Standard Agreements, nor are they eligible to be 
Recipients or payees of AHSC Program funds. 



(3) Where a Public Agency has a real property interest in the proposed 
Project, the application must include the Public Agency as a joint 
Applicant or otherwise include a commitment to enter into a contractual 
agreement to develop the Project, if it is awarded. 



(4) All eligible Applicants appearing on the application for the Project will be 
held jointly and severally liable for the completion of the Project and as 
such, will each sign all Standard Agreements to the award of AHSC funds. 



(A) A Recipient of Department funds must remain liable for performing all 
requirements of the award of funds as set forth in the Standard 
Agreement. Where there are multiple Recipients, all such Recipients 
must remain jointly and severally liable to the Department for that 
performance. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Recipients may indemnify 
each other by entering into agreements with one another as to individual 
Capital Projects. In no event will any such agreement alter, amend, or 
revoke each individual Recipient’s obligations to the Department, 
including the joint and several liability. 
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Section 106. Program Threshold Requirements 
(a) Application Threshold Requirements: In addition to requirements detailed in Sections 



102 through 105, to be eligible for AHSC Program funding, an application shall 



demonstrate to the Department all the following: 



(1) The proposed Project will achieve a reduction in GHG emissions through fewer 



vehicle miles travelled (VMT), pursuant to the most recent AHSC Program 



Quantification Methodology, available on the California Air Resources Board’s 



Climate Change Investments (CCI) Quantification, Benefits and Reporting 



Materials webpage. This must be evidenced by a completed GHG Benefits 



Calculator tool, described in the AHSC Application, displaying VMT and GHG 



reductions for each Project component. 



(2) The proposed Project supports the implementation of the applicable Sustainable 



Community Strategy (SCS), as confirmed by the Metropolitan Planning 



Organization (MPO), or equivalent sustainable planning document in non-MPO 



regions, as required by Public Resources code section 75210 et seq. The 



application must be consistent with activities or strategies identified in the 



regional SCS, or similar planning document that demonstrate a per capita 



reduction in VMT and GHG. 



(3) The proposed Project must be consistent with the State Planning Priorities 
established pursuant to Section 65041.1 of the Government Code. 



(4) All proposed Affordable Housing Developments located in a jurisdiction 



that has fare-based transit must provide at least one (1) transit pass or card 



to each Restricted Unit for at least 3 years. If the transit agency does not 



provide passes with unlimited rides, the card or pass should have a 



minimum value of 40 average commute length rides a month as determined 



by the transit agency. These passes or cards may be paid for with AHSC 



funding pursuant to Section 103(b)(2). 



(5) Applicants of all proposed rental Affordable Housing Developments must 



certify that the development will be smoke free and demonstrate compliance by 



submitting a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing lease addendum. 



(6) The AHSC-funded components of the Project must: 



(A) Incorporate more than one Urban Greening feature with dedicated 



maintenance for at least two years. The grantee is ultimately responsible for 



the maintenance of the Urban Greening features in the Project, even if 



municipal ordinance assigns responsibility for their maintenance to adjacent 



property owners. Applicants must propose at least $200,000 in reasonable 



direct Urban Greening costs. 



(B) Include adequate lighting in accordance with local, state, and federal design 



standards and requirements for all publicly accessible components of the 



Project including active transportation routes and transit stations or stops. 



(7) Completion and approval or adoption of all necessary environmental clearances 



including those required under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 



and if applicable, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). All applicable 



time periods for filing appeals or lawsuits have lapsed within 30 days after the 





http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources


http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources
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application due date with lawsuits or appeals resolved. Proof of NEPA clearance 



is shown through an Authority to Use Grant Funds document. 



(A) STI or TRA components of a Project are not required to certify completion 



and demonstration of approval of environmental clearances (NEPA or 



CEQA) as stated in Section 106(7) above until prior to the initial 



disbursement of grant funds. 



(B) Applicants are not required to complete any necessary environmental 



clearances prompted exclusively by rental and/or operating subsidies prior 



to the AHSC application deadline. 



(8) Applications must demonstrate that all necessary discretionary local land 



use approvals, excluding design review, have been granted. 



(9) The application must be sufficiently complete to assess the feasibility of the 



proposed project and its compliance with AHSC Program and application 



requirements.  



(10) The applicant must demonstrate that the Project is financially feasible as 



evidenced by documentation including, but not limited to, Enforceable 



Funding Commitments, a market study which meets the requirements 



specified in the TCAC Regulations Section 10322(h)(10), project pro-forma, 



sources and uses statement, proposed operating budget, multi-year pro-



forma, or other feasibility documentation that is standard industry practice for 



the type of proposed Affordable Housing Development.  



(11) The Eligible Applicant or Locality serving as the Developer of a particular 



component of the Project must demonstrate site control of the property on which 



that Project component will be located as set forth at UMR Sections 8303 and 



8316 with the additional requirement that the Applicant shall maintain site 



control through the award date. 



(A) The following shall apply to Capital Projects: 



(i) Where site control is in the name of another entity, the Applicant shall 



provide documentation, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory 



to the Department (e.g., a purchase and sale agreement, an option, a 



leasehold interest/option, a disposition and development agreement, 



an exclusive right to negotiate with a public agency for the acquisition 



of the site), which clearly demonstrates that the Applicant has some 



form of right to acquire or lease the Project property. 



(ii) Where site control will be satisfied by a long-term ground lease, the 



Department will require the execution and recordation of the 



Department’s form lease rider at the time of closing, which shall be 



entered into by and among the ground lessor, the ground lessee, the 



Department, and any other applicable parties. In all cases, the lease 



rider shall be recorded against the fee interest in the Project property. 



(B) For Capital Projects developed in Indian country, the following 



exceptions apply: 



(i) Where site control is a ground lease, the lease agreement 



between the Tribal Entity and the Project owner is for a period 



not less than 50 years; and 
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(ii) An attorney’s opinion regarding chain of title and current title 



status is acceptable in lieu of a title report 



(12) Applicants must demonstrate experience by providing evidence of at least 



two projects that are similar to each proposed AHSC Capital Project (AHD, 



HRI, STI, and TRA) in scope and size, which have been completed by the 



Applicant serving as the Developer of that Project component, during the 



ten years preceding the application due date. If an Applicant relies upon the 



experience of its Principal to meet the Applicant experience requirements, 



documentation of the Principal’s experience is required as set forth in the 



application, in addition to recent project evidence described in the previous 



sentence.  



(A) For STI or TRA components only, an Applicant may demonstrate the 



requisite experience (as detailed above) by using the past experience 



of work completed of a Locality or transportation agency non-applicant 



so long as the Applicant can provide an executed agreement with that 



specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the 



completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for 



which funding is sought, thereby demonstrating that the Locality or 



transportation agency will be serving as the STI or TRA Developer for 



that Capital Project. 



(13) As of the date of application, the Applicant(s), the Project, or the real 



property on which the Project is proposed may not be party to or the subject 



of any claim or action in the state or federal courts that affects or potentially 



affects the feasibility of the Project. Further, the Applicant(s) shall disclose 



and describe any claim or action undertaken by or against the Applicant(s), 



the Project or the Property which affects or potentially affects the feasibility 



of the Project. 



(14) Construction of the Project has not commenced as of the application 



deadline set forth in the NOFA. Any demolition operation conducted under a 



written order issued by a state or local governmental agency because a 



facility is structurally unsound and in danger of imminent collapse is exempt 



from this requirement. 



(15) For TOD and ICP projects, the High Quality Transit or Qualifying Transit, 



respectively, must be serving the Transit Station/Stop at the time of 



application submittal. For RIPA projects, the Qualifying Transit must be 



serving the Transit Station/Stop by the time a certificate of occupancy is 



provided. For all Project Area Types, the AHD and Qualifying Transit’s 



Transit Station/Stop must be connected by a pedestrian access route no 



greater than 0.50 miles at the time of certificate of occupancy. Improvements 



to complete the pedestrian access route between the AHD and the Transit 



Station/Stop may be included as part of the project STI/TRA components 



so long as they are completed by the time a certificate of occupancy is 



provided.  



(16) Demonstrate consistency with State Relocation Assistance Law (CA Gov 



Code Sec. 7260-7277). 
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(17) The Housing Element for the jurisdiction in which the Project is located must 



be in substantial compliance by the date of award recommendation. Housing 



Element in substantial compliance means the local public entity’s adopted 



housing element is in substantial compliance as demonstrated by a letter 



from the Department which sets forth findings that the housing element 



adopted within the time frames required by Section 65588 of the 



Government Code includes that substance essential to every requirement of 



Article 10.6, commencing with Section 65580, of Chapter 3 of Division I of 



Title VII of the Government Code. A jurisdiction’s current housing element 



compliance status can be obtained by referencing the Department’s 



website. Projects located on Trust Land, as defined under Indian country, 



are exempt from this requirement. 



(A) For the purposes of this section alone, jurisdictions that are undergoing 



Department review of their housing element at the time of award and 



jurisdictions which are receiving Department technical assistance to 



bring their housing element into compliance at the time of award, shall 



both be deemed to be in a presumptive state of substantial compliance 



by the Department. All awards premised on presumptive substantial 



compliance shall include conditions in their respective standard 



agreements requiring that prior to funds disbursement the subject 



jurisdiction must have received a final housing element certification 



letter from the Department.  



(18) Applicants that are a City, County, or City and County must at the time of 



application, have submitted their housing element annual progress reports 



as required by Government Code section 65400 to the State of California for 



the current and prior year. 



(19) Applications must integrate applicable climate adaptation measures as 



described in Section 107 Narrative Based Policy Scoring (b). 



(20) The Applicant must demonstrate that costs for any Project or component 



thereof will not result in loss or conversion of agricultural or other working 



lands or natural resource lands for other uses. The Project site must not be 



designated as Agricultural Land according to the California Department of 



Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) Tool 



(California Important Farmland Finder). An exemption to the FMMP 



designation may be allowed for applications that submit documentation that 



substantiates a description of an Infill Site. 



(21) Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Affordable Housing 
Developments and Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects must 



also demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following: 
(A) Rental Affordable Housing Developments must meet the underwriting 



standards in the UMRs and MHP Guidelines Section 7312. 



(B) The Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related 



Infrastructure, or both are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, 



and other committed funds are not and will not be supplanted by AHSC 



Program funds. 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elements


https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/CIFF/
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(C) Proposed Projects involving new construction or Substantial 



Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units 



are eligible only if the number of bedrooms in the new Project is at 



least equal to the number of bedrooms in the demolished structures, 



with equal or greater affordability. The new Affordable Units may exist 



on separate parcels provided all parcels are part of the same Project 



meeting the requirements of the UMRs Section 8303 (b). 



(i) The Department may approve Projects involving new construction 



or Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of 



existing residential units that result in a number of bedrooms less 



than the number in the demolished structures where it determines 



that such approvals will substantially improve the livability of the 



remaining units, or serve some other compelling public policy 



objective, as long as the reduction does not result in more than 25 



percent fewer units upon Project completion 



(D) If the Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related 



Infrastructure, or both Capital Project(s) involves the demolition of 



existing units that are affordable to lower-income households, the 



application must demonstrate the replacement of demolished units, 



comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability and equal to or 



greater than the number of the demolished Affordable Units located 



within comparable access to transit and include first right of return to 



displaced residents. 



(E) Applicants must demonstrate the proposed Affordable Housing 



Development is consistent with State and Federal Fair Housing 



requirements including duties to affirmatively further fair housing.  



(F) Where approval by a local public works department, or other 



responsible local agency, is required for the Housing Related 



Infrastructure Capital Project, the application must include a 



statement from that department indicating that the Housing Related 



Infrastructure Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local 



rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented 



by that Department. 



(22) Applicants must affirm that the proposed Affordable Housing 



Development, or Mixed Use Development in the case that non-residential 



uses are included, are powered entirely through electricity with no 



connections to natural gas infrastructure. Only zero-emission generators are 



AHSC Eligible Costs. Projects required to include fossil fuel-based backup 



power by regulation or code should consider the cleanest and most 



renewable technology first, starting with gaseous fuel (e.g., RNG, NG, LPG), 



and then tier 4 compliant diesel. If a fossil fuel-based generator is installed, 



be advised that procurement, site preparation, installation, or operation of 



such units is not an AHSC Eligible Cost.  





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf
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(23) Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Sustainable 
Transportation Infrastructure, Transportation Related Amenities, or both 



must satisfy all the following: 
(A) Where approval by a local public works department, or other 



responsible local agency, is required for the Project, the application 



must include a statement from that entity indicating that the 



Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure and/or Transportation 



Related Amenities Capital Project(s) is consistent with all applicable 



local rules, regulations, codes, policies, and plans enforced or 



implemented by that entity. 



(B) If the Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure and/or 



Transportation Related Amenities Capital Project(s) involves the 



demolition of existing units that are affordable to lower-income 



households, the application must demonstrate the replacement of 



demolished units, comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability 



and equal to or greater than the number of the demolished Affordable 



Units located within comparable access to transit and include first right 



of return to displaced residents. 



(i) The no net loss requirements contained in Section 106(a)(21)(C) 



of these Guidelines apply to Sustainable Transportation 



Infrastructure or Transportation Related Amenities Capital 



Projects occurring on a property which includes a parcel, or any 



portion of a parcel, on which (1) residential dwelling units 



affordable to lower income households currently exist, or (2) there 



have been dwelling units restricted to lower-income households 



that have been vacated or demolished within the five year period 



preceding the application 



(24) Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Program Costs must 



also demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following: 



(A) The Program Costs are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, and 



other committed funds are not being supplanted by AHSC Program 



funds. 



(25) All proposed AHSC Project components are subject to all applicable codes, 



including the California Building Standards Code (CCR, Title 24).  



(26) The application must demonstrate that outreach and education on reducing 



potential health impacts of air pollution will be provided to residents of 



Affordable Housing Developments.  



(27) Affordable Housing Developments must meet the Americans with 



Disabilities Act (ADA), fair housing, nondiscrimination, Pet Friendly Housing 



Act, physical accessibility, and Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), 



requirements pursuant to MHP Guidelines Section 7314 (a)-(d). Projects 



must also provide a preference for accessible units to persons with 



disabilities requiring the features of the accessible units in accordance with 



TCAC regulations (California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 4, Section 



10337(b)(2), as may be amended and renumbered from time to time). The 
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Applicant or Developer of the Project must ensure that any other 



applicable federal, state, and local accessibility requirements are met. 



(28) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure 



components involving new construction, acquisition and Substantial 



Rehabilitation, or conversion of nonresidential structures to residential, 



dwelling units must be capable of accommodating broadband internet 



service with at least a speed of 100 megabits (50 megabits for rural) per 



second for downloading and 20 megabits (10 megabits for rural) per second 



for uploading. 



(A) Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related 



Infrastructure components must provide a conduit from the public right 



of way or property line and provide pathways, wiring, cables, and other 



necessary infrastructure extended to each unit and public common 



space to provide a broadband internet connection. 



(B) For some rural areas, other technologies like fixed wireless, might offer 



the highest caliber connection. All Applicants should consult with their 



local jurisdictions about their broadband internet infrastructure planning, 



as well as existing broadband internet service providers in the area. 



(C) High speed broadband internet service, with speeds listed above must 



be made available to each Restricted Unit for a minimum of 5 years, 



free of charge to the tenants, and available within 6 months of the 



AHD’s placed-in-service date. 
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Section 107. Scoring Criteria 
AHSC Program funds will be allocated through a competitive process, based on the 
merits of the application to support a sustainable housing development that expands 
and improves transit, walking, and biking infrastructure, providing opportunities to 
reduce VMT by supporting connectivity between housing and destinations to bring 
about reduction of GHG emissions. 



The scoring criteria is divided by three broad categories, with additional subcategories, 
for a total of 100 points. Scoring elements are detailed in Figure 4. It is the intent of the 
AHSC Program to use scoring to differentiate projects for ranking, so it is not expected 
that any project will score the full 100 points.  



Projects will be reviewed and scored only after meeting threshold requirements as detailed 
in Section 106. Projects that are not scored are not eligible for award. All the scoring criteria 
will be applied to every Project, regardless of the project components present in each 
specific Project. 



Figure 4: AHSC Scoring Elements and Criteria 
Estimated GHG Reductions Scoring (30 points) 



• Transit and Shared Mobility GHG (5 points) 



• Project Area GHG (10 points) 



• GHG Efficiency (15 points) 
Quantitative Policy Scoring (52 points) 



• Active Transportation and Transit Improvements (14 points) 



• Green Buildings and Renewable Energy (3 points) 



• Housing and Transportation Collaboration (10 points) 



• Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations (3 points) 



• Funds Committed (4 points) 



• Prohousing Designation (3 points) 



• Anti-Displacement Activities (4 points) 



• Local Workforce Development and Hiring Practices (3 points) 



• Housing Affordability (5 points) 



• Programs (3 points) 



Narrative-Based Policy Scoring (18 points) 



• Community Benefit & Engagement (6 points) 



• Climate Adaptation & Community Resiliency (5 points) 



• Collaboration & Planning (4 points) 



• Equity & Transformation (3 points) 



To receive points related to a specific Project component, the Applicant must request a 
portion of the costs through AHSC (e.g., an Applicant can only receive points related to an 
Affordable Housing Development when requesting AHD or HRI funds). 



In all scoring categories, it is the responsibility of the Applicant to provide accurate, 
complete, and clear descriptions of their proposed Project. The Department and Council 
staff will use the required supporting documentation provided in the submitted application to 
verify claims, and cannot accept, nor rely on, additional or alternate materials provided after 
the application deadline. Applicants shall not provide intentionally unclear or vague answers 
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to avoid disclosing relevant or material details of a Project and are instead required to be 
forthcoming in their application and respond clearly in the spirit and intent of the program. 
The Department and Council staff reserve the right to withhold all points in any scoring 
categories if applicant-submitted documentation is determined to be unclear or incomplete. 
Project details not disclosed to the Department that are later discovered or disclosed, and 
which are determined to be inconsistent with the requirements of AHSC, will result in 
disencumbrance of the awarded funds and negative points, if applicable. 
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Estimated GHG Emission Reductions – 30 Points Maximum 



For this section, applications will be scored on the GHG emission reductions of proposed 



project components, for a total of 30 points. Applicants are required to adhere to 



quantification requirements and guidance published by California Air Resources Board 



(CARB) and SGC regarding GHG emission reduction estimates and should refer to the 



AHSC Quantification Methodology and the AHSC User Guide available on the CARB CCI 



Quantification, Benefits, and Reporting Materials webpage.  



Applicants should refer to Table 3 of the AHSC User Guide for a complete list of quantifiable 



project components. The GHG emission reductions attributable to AHSC will be scored in 



the following GHG categories: 



• Transit and Shared Mobility GHG: Transit and shared mobility project component(s) 
for a maximum of 5 points; 



• Project Area GHG: Affordable housing, active transportation, and/or grid-connected 
solar PV project component(s) for a maximum of 10 points; and  



• GHG Efficiency: Total GHG emission reductions per AHSC dollar for a maximum of 
15 points 



(a) Estimated GHG Emission Reductions Scoring Process: 
(1) Applicants will estimate GHG emission reductions of each quantifiable 



project component using the most recent AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool, 
available on the CARB CCI Quantification, Benefits, and Reporting Materials 
webpage. 
(A) Each application requesting GGRF funding must include at least one of 



the project components listed in Table 3 of the AHSC User Guide. 
Applications are not required to estimate the benefits of all quantifiable 
project components. Also note that the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool 
will prorate GHG reductions according to the share of GGRF funding 
from AHSC and other programs. GGRF Funding from other programs 
should be specified by the applicant in the Project Info Tab and 
prorated GHG emission reductions will appear in the GHG Summary 
Tab.  



(B) Applications that include a single ZEV transit vehicle purchase as a 
project component, must use AHSC dollars to fund more than 50 
percent of the vehicle cost to be eligible for GHG quantification. In the 
case that multiple ZEV transit vehicles of a single mode type are 
purchased, all but one vehicle must be funded entirely by AHSC while 
the additional vehicle shall have more than 50 percent funded by AHSC 
to be eligible for quantification.  



(C) Applications quantifying solar PV electricity generation will only receive 
credit for electricity generation above state code requirements. 
Applicants should refer to the applicable energy code at the time of 
project building permit application submittal. 



(D) Phased projects should only quantify the project components for the 
phase seeking AHSC funding in the current application cycle. 
Previously funded or future phases are not included in the GHG 
calculation. 



(2) The GHG emission reductions of each application will be ranked from 
highest to lowest within each GHG category. Each application will be 





http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources


http://www.arb.ca.gov/cci-resources
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assigned to one of five bins in ranked order. Each bin will receive an 
assigned point score as follows: 
FIGURE 5. GHG Scoring Categories 



GHG Scoring 
Category 



Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4 Bin 5 



Transit and 
Shared 
Mobility GHG 



5 points 4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point* 



Project Area 
GHG 



10 points 8 points 6 points 4 points 2 points 



GHG 
Efficiency 



15 points 12 points 9 points 6 points 3 points 



* Note: Projects that do not include a transit component or include transit 
components that result in a net increase in emissions will be placed in Bin 5 
but receive 0 points for the Transit and Shared Mobility GHG Category. 



(3) The score of each GHG category will be combined to determine the 
Project’s Total GHG Score. 



(4) Please note that while all projects are scored together, independent of 
Project Area Type, Projects will only compete within their Project Area 
Type for the first 80 percent of funding available in the NOFA per Section 
108. 



Quantitative Policy Scoring – 52 Points Maximum 



(a) Active Transportation and Transit Improvements – 14 Points Maximum 
(1) Up to 3 points for the total length (in Lane Miles) of AHSC-funded Context 



Sensitive Bikeways. as follows: 
(A) 3 points for at least one (1.0) lane mile 
(B) 1 point for at least one half (0.50) lane mile 



AHSC funds may be used to install new or improved bikeways, even if they 
are not a Context Sensitive Bikeway; however, points will only be awarded 
for Context Sensitive Bikeways. Improved bikeways must be facility 
enhancements that allow an upgrade from Class II to Class I or IV; or Class 
III to a facility that creates dedicated bicycle space (Class I, II, or IV). A 
project that converts a temporary Class IV bikeway (e.g., paint, plastic 
bollards, and/or K-rail) to a permanent Class IV bikeway using permanent 
physical barriers (e.g., poured concrete and/or plantings) is an eligible cost 
and eligible Context Sensitive Bikeway, but would not be eligible for GHG 
Quantification since it is not a new bikeway. 



(2) 2 points for Projects that expand an existing bicycle network. The new 
Context Sensitive Bikeway funded by AHSC must have an entry point 
within the Project Area and directly intersect with an existing bikeway as a 
way to connect to the existing bike network. The existing bikeway and 
bikeway network does not have to be comprised of Context Sensitive 
Bikeways. 



(3) Up to 3 points for the length of AHSC-funded Safe and Accessible 
Walkways as follows:  
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(A) 3 points for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or 
ramps that create more than 2,000 feet of continuous Safe and 
Accessible Walkway. 



(B) 1 point for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or 
ramps that create more than 1,000 but at or less than 2,000 feet of 
continuous Safe and Accessible Walkway. 



STI improvements that will make walkways safe and accessible (e.g., 



through new or repaired sidewalks, crosswalks, or curb ramps) will be 



measured for the distance of the entire block face on which the 



infrastructure improvement will be made so long as the entire distance 



of its walkway will then meet the definition of Safe and Accessible 



Walkway. Crosswalk improvements, which are eligible STI 



components, can be measured for the crosswalk distance plus the 



distance of one block face to which it connects, so long as the block 



face already is or will be a Safe and Accessible Walkway at the 



completion of the project. 



(4) 2 points for Projects that create at least 1,000 continuous linear feet of new 
pedestrian facilities where none exist at the time of application submission. 
Examples include new overpasses or underpasses, and new Class 1 path or 
sidewalk where no walkway currently exists so long as these facilities meet 
the definition of Safe and Accessible Walkway. Curb ramps or other 
wheelchair-accessible entry points are required for any crossings in this new 
facility but would not be sufficient in and of themselves to be eligible for this 
point. The Lane Miles of one Class I Multi-Use Path cannot be counted to 
fulfill the distance scoring sections for both the bikeway and walkway scoring 
sections; applicants may not use the same portion of a Multi-Use Path for 
both scoring sections. 



(5) Up to 4 points for Projects that improve existing transit routes that serve the 
community around the AHD. To qualify for these points, the AHSC-funded 
improvements must improve service along one transit route that serves at 
least one (1) stop or station inside the Project Area. The improvement to the 
transit route need not be wholly inside the Project Area, but the Project’s 
effects to improving reliability and/or speed inside the Project Area should 
be evident. 



Projects that improve a local bus route by implementing any (or a multiple) 
of the following will be eligible for two points for each strategy, up to four 
points: 



(A) At least one (1.0) Lane Mile of a Bus Only Lane that includes 
prohibition of private vehicles or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes that 
are in effect at least eight (8) hours a day, at least five (5) days a week 



(B) Installation of new off-board fare collection kiosks or machines along all 
stops for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile  



(C) Installation of new at-grade boarding infrastructure along all stops for 
one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile  
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(D) Installation of at least four (4) bus bulb-outs that eliminate the need for 
buses to pull out of the general flow lane along one bus route in the 
Project Area  



(E) Installation of new or upgraded Transit Signal Priority hardware and 
software along all signals for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile 



(F) Installation of at least five (5) new bus shelters where none currently 
exist at least five stops along one bus route in the Project Area 



(G) Procurement of at least one new ZEV transit vehicle that allows the 
provider to modify published schedules that will achieve headways of 
15 minutes or less during peak hours or reduce peak hour existing 
headways by more than 10 minutes 



(b) Green Buildings and Renewable Energy - 3 Points Maximum 



(1) 3 points will be awarded for Affordable Housing Developments that 
commit to a design that achieves green building status beyond State 
mandatory building code requirements as certified by the project architect, 
energy analyst, and/or sustainability consultant. Applicants may select from 
the following green building certification programs: 



Certifications for residential construction: 
Program Tier 



CalGreen Tier 2 



LEED Gold 



Green Point Rated New Construction: Gold 



Rehabilitation: Whole Building 
ENERGY STAR Certified Home 
Living Future Challenge Living Building 



Certifications for non-residential construction 
Program Tier 



CalGreen Tier 2 



LEED Gold 



(c) Housing and Transportation Collaboration - 10 Points Maximum 



(1) Up to 6 points for applications with an AHSC funds request for Sustainable 
Transportation Infrastructure that comprises at least a certain amount of 
funds or a percentage of the total AHSC funds request (whichever is the 
lower amount) as detailed below: 
STI Funds Request as an amount or percentage of Total 
AHSC Funding Request 



Points 



At least $3,000,000 or 10.0% of total funding request 2 points 



At least $4,500,000 or 15.0% of total funding request 4 points 
At least $7,500,000 or 25.0% of total funding request 6 points 



(2) 2 points for applications which invest at least $1,500,000 or five (5.0%) 
percent of total AHSC funding request (whichever is the lower amount) in 
Transportation Related Amenities at or along the side of block face(s) that 
include a Transit Station/Stop within the Project Area. 
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(3) 2 points for Projects which provide documentation that their site is: 



(A) In a High-Speed Rail Planning Area: An AHD that is within 
environmentally cleared California high-speed rail station planning 
areas; or 



(B) Funding the construction of community-identified components: A 
Project that funds community-identified components from another 
SGC-funded project, such as Transformative Communities 
Collaborative (TCC), Sustainable Agricultural Lands Conservation 
(SALC); or 



(C) Utilizing Publicly-Owned Land: An AHD which is to be developed on 
land designated as Excess Land (EO N-06-19) or any land declared 
surplus by a local agency. Projects developed on land donated by or 
leased at a discounted rate from a transit agency are also eligible for 
these points.  



(i) For excess state-owned property, the AHD must be located on a 
site selected under EO-N-06-19 to enter into a ground lease with 
the state to create affordable housing on excess state-owned 
property.  



(ii) For surplus land owned by a local agency, including transit 
agencies: 



a. Land donations made in fee title must be supported by a 
transfer agreement and demonstrated written conformance 
with the Surplus Land Act. 



b. Land donations made as a low-cost, long-term lease must 
be supported by written conformance with Surplus Land Act, 
and a Post-Negotiation Notice and Proposed Disposition 
Summary. 



(d) Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations - 3 Points Maximum 
(1) Up to 3 points will be given for projects that provide the location of existing 



Key Destinations within one-half (0.50) mile of the AHD. For TOD Project 



Areas and ICP Project Areas each type of Key Destination is worth one 



third (0.333) of a point. For RIPA Project Areas each type of Key 



Destination is worth one half (0.50) of a point. Each Key Destination 



category may only be counted once. Facilities that meet multiple categories 



(e.g., a Grocery Store with a Pharmacy) may be counted toward multiple 



categories. Please see definitions and further specifications for each Key 



Destination in Appendix A. Please see Mapping Guidance for how to map 



and document Key Destinations.  



(A) Market or Grocery store (SNAP Retailer) 



(B) Food Bank 



(C) Medical clinic that accepts Medi-Cal payments or offers free medical 
services to low-income individuals 



(D) Licensed childcare facility as identified by the California Department of 
Social Services 



(E) Pharmacy 





https://www.dgs.ca.gov/RESD/Projects/Page-Content/Projects-List-Folder/Executive-Order-N-06-19-Affordable-Housing-Development#@ViewBag.JumpTo
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(F) Park accessible to the general public 
(G) Community Center accessible to the general public 
(H) Public library 
(I) Public elementary, middle, high school, non-profit university or non-profit 



junior college 



(J) Bank, or credit union  
(K) Post Office 



(e) Funds Committed - 4 Points Maximum 



(1) 4 points will be awarded for applications demonstrating committed funding 
for all permanent financing, grants, project-based rental assistance, and 
operating subsidies, excluding: the amount requested from the AHSC 
Program, an allocation of tax-exempt bonds, and 4 percent or 9 percent tax 
credits. For Projects with bond financing, any applicable permanent lender 
commitment of bond financing is required for these points. Assistance for 
capital expenditures will be deemed to be an Enforceable Funding 
Commitment if it has been awarded to the Project or if the Department 
approves other evidence that the assistance will be reliably available. 
Contingencies in commitment documents based upon the receipt of an 
allocation of tax-exempt bonds, 4 percent tax credits or 9 percent tax credits 
will not disqualify a source from being counted as committed. 



For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments only: Construction 
loans which will be repaid with revenue from the sale of homes to low-
income or moderate-income homebuyers will be considered committed 
funding. 



(f) Prohousing Designation – 3 Points Maximum  



(1) 3 Points will be awarded for Projects located in jurisdictions that have 



received a “Prohousing designation” as certified by the Department by the 



application due date; OR 



(2) 2 Points will be awarded for Projects located in jurisdictions that have 
applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department. The 
prohousing application must be received by the Department before the 
application due date and the jurisdiction must have passed a resolution of 
their governing body authorizing application and participation in the 
Prohousing Designation Program, and have at least three of the following 
policies in place: 
(A) Projects located in jurisdictions with policies that involve meaningful 



actions towards Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing pursuant to GC 
Section 8899.50, including, but not limited to, rezoning higher density in 
Higher Opportunity Areas, prioritizing funding in Higher Opportunity 
Areas or areas of concentrated poverty or lower opportunity, place-
based (e.g., acquisition/rehabilitation, infrastructure improvements, 
enhancement of community amenities and resources) or displacement 
strategies in areas of concentrated poverty, lower opportunity or high 
displacement risk. 
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(B) Projects located in jurisdictions permitting missing middle housing uses 
(e.g., triplexes and fourplexes) by right in existing low-density, single-
family residential zones or increasing allowable density in low-density, 
single-family residential areas beyond the requirements of state 
Accessory Dwelling Unit Law (e.g., permitting more than one ADU or 
JADU per single-family lot) and Government Codes sections 65852.21 
and 66411.7. 



(C) Projects located in jurisdictions with density bonus programs which 
exceed statutory requirements by 10 percent or more. 



(D) Projects located in jurisdictions that are reducing or eliminating parking 
requirements for residential development as authorized by GC Sections 
65852.2; adopting vehicular parking ratios that are less than the 
relevant ratio thresholds at subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of GC 
Section 65915, subdivision (p)(1); or adopting maximum parking 
requirements at or less than ratios pursuant to GC Section 65915, 
subdivision (p). 



(E) Establishment of ministerial approval processes for a variety of housing 
types, including single-family and multifamily housing. 



(F) Establishment of an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District or 
similar local financing tool that, to the extent feasible, directly supports 
housing developments in an area where at least 20 percent of the 
residences will be affordable to Lower Income households. 



(G) Projects located in jurisdictions that zone more sites for residential 
development or zoning sites at higher densities than is required to 
accommodate 150 percent of the minimum Regional Housing Needs 
Allocation for the Lower-Income allocation in the current housing 
element cycle. 



(H) Projects located in jurisdictions with measures that reduce costs for 
transportation-related infrastructure or programs that encourage active 
modes of transportation or other alternatives to automobiles. Qualifying 
policies include, but are not limited to, publicly funded programs to 
expand sidewalks or protect bike/micro-mobility lanes; creation of on-
street parking for bikes; transit-related improvements; or establishment 
of carshare programs. 



(I) Projects located in jurisdictions that have established pre-approved or 
prototype plans for missing middle housing types (e.g., duplexes, 
triplexes, and fourplexes) in low-density, single-family residential areas. 



(J) Establishment of streamlined, program-level CEQA analysis and 
certification of general plans, community plans, specific plans with 
accompanying Environmental Impact Reports (EIR), and related 
documents and Projects located in jurisdictions that have documented 
practice of streamlining housing development at the Project level, such 
as by enabling a by-right approval process or by utilizing statutory and 
categorical exemptions as authorized by applicable law (Pub. 
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Resources Code, Sections 21155.1, 21155.4, 21159.24, 21159.25; 
Gov. Code, Section 65457; Cal Code Regs., tit. 14, Sections 15303, 
15332; Pub. Resources Code, Sections 21094.5, 21099, 21155.2, 
21159.28). 



(K) Waiver or significant reduction of development impact fees for 
residential development. 



(L) Establishment of local housing trust funds or collaboration on a regional 
housing trust fund. 



(M) A comprehensive program that complies with the Surplus Land Act 
(Gov. Code, § 54220 et seq.) and that makes publicly owned land 
available for affordable housing, or for multifamily housing projects with 
the highest feasible percentage of units affordable to Lower Income 
households. A qualifying program may utilize mechanisms such as land 
donations, land sales with significant write-downs, or below-market land 
leases. 



(g) Anti-Displacement Activities - 4 Points Maximum 



(1) Up to 4 points for Projects that document a commitment to implement at 
least one (1) new or expanded Anti-displacement activity listed below, as 
supported by an assessment of housing needs and displacement 
vulnerability. 



Assessment: Applicants are required to develop an assessment of the housing 



needs and displacement vulnerability for the communities overlapping the 



Project Area. The assessment should describe housing needs and displacement 



vulnerability using the most recent economic statistics and demographic 



information available (U.S. Census or other more recently-collected local 



information is acceptable). The assessment should provide details summarizing 



adopted and proposed policies and programs related to displacement as publicly-



identified in the jurisdiction’s Housing Element, other government policies, or any 



non-governmental organization’s Anti-Displacement work. The assessment may 



be an existing document that meets the goals stated above or the Applicant can 



use the prompts found in Anti-displacement Attachment.  



Commitment Letter: All proposals in partnership with a non-profit or Locality 



must provide a Commitment Letter and a proposed workplan describing how 



each program or activity will be implemented. The following items should be 



included in the proposed workplan: 1) Proposed Scope of Work by task; 2) 



Budget by task; 3) Deliverables by task; 4) Proposed implementation 



timeline; 5) Current status of work, if applicable; 6) Current status of the role 



the non-profit plays in the Project Area; 7) Proposed measures of success & 



tracking protocols; and 8) Signatures from all implementing parties agreeing 



to the terms above. 



(A) Projects may select any activity listed below. These activities must 



be implemented by an independent non-profit or Locality with 
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dedicated Program Cost (PGM) funding of a minimum $150,000 



per activity: 



(i) A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Community-Driven, 



Neighborhood-Scale Anti-Displacement Plan 



(ii) A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy or action 



identified in a previously-adopted Anti-Displacement Plan that is 



not listed below 



(iii) A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy identified in 



an existing Community-Driven, Neighborhood-Scale Anti-



Displacement Plan  



(iv) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a 



pipeline or training programs that will build capacity for local 



affordable housing developers  



(v) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a 



process for data collection, monitoring, & tracking systems 



related to the causes of displacement (e.g. rental property 



registry, inventory of at-risk units, landlord licensing, local 



eviction tracking, or a speculation watchlist) 



(vi) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing 



foreclosure or eviction prevention and landlord anti-



harassment programs  



(vii) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing rental 



assistance programs  



(viii) A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Neighborhood 



Leadership Development Program for stakeholders within the 



project community  



(ix) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a 



Small/Family Business Protection Program for community 



businesses in the Project Area  



(x) A non-profit and/or Locality developing or operating a 



Community Land Trust or Land Banking activities 



(h) Local Workforce Development and Hiring Practices - 3 Points Maximum 



(1) Up to 3 points (1.5 points per strategy) for Projects that implement workforce 



development strategies that advance the recruitment, training, and hiring of 



individuals who live within Priority Population census tracts or Low-



Income Households. Strategies should aim to connect these populations 



with training and hiring opportunities created by the Project. Workforce 



development strategies may be implemented during project construction or 



after completion of the project, but they must be implemented within the 



contract reporting period. Choose from the following AHSC workforce 



development strategies: 



(A) Partnership with a Workforce Development organization or a 



Workforce Development Board: Applicants must provide the 



following information and verifiable documentation in a letter jointly 



signed by the Applicant and the external organization:  
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(i) The name(s) of the organization(s) 



(ii) The nature of the partnership between the Applicant and the 
organization 



(iii) Demonstrate that the implementing organization has a track 
record of success serving disadvantaged populations, and,  



(iv) Demonstrate that the implementing organization has a history of 
success in job placement rates for trainees from Disadvantaged 
Communities 



(v) The written agreement that details the partnership strategy or 
policy undertaken and its outcomes 



(vi) The number and the demographic composition (race, education, 



and income) of participants in the external organization over the 



last three (3) years, for each of the following:  



a. Participants who enrolled in the program; 



b. Participants who completed the program; and  



c. Participants who were successfully placed into state-



certified apprenticeship or related job 



(B) Project is bound by a Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment: 



Applicants must provide the following information and verifiable 



documentation in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and the 



external organization: 



(i) A letter of intent between the Developer and the state-certified 
apprenticeship program including the mechanism to deliver on the 
term of that commitment 



(ii) The number and the demographic composition (race, education, 



income) of participants in the external organization over the last 



three (3) years, for each of the following: 



a. Participants who enrolled in the program; 
b. Participants who completed the program; and  
c. Participants who were successfully placed into a state-



certified apprenticeship or related job 



(C) Projects that have developed a Project Labor or Community 



Workforce Agreement: Applicants must provide the following 



information and verifiable documentation in a letter jointly signed by the 



Applicant and the external organization 



(i) Documentation of the agreements, including, a Targeted Hiring 



Plan, as defined in in HSC 38599.10, demonstrating how the 



applicant will: 



a. Create jobs for residents of under-resourced, tribal, and 
Low-income Communities in the same region as the 
proposed project 



b. Ensure access for the aforementioned residents to those 
jobs  
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c. Create a defined cohort of pre-apprentices from local 



programs with close and demonstrable connections to state-



certified apprenticeships 



(D) Projects that are located in jurisdictions with Local Hire 



Ordinances: Applicants must provide the following information and 



verifiable documentation in a letter: 



(i) Date the ordinance took effect 



(ii) Documentation of the ordinance's requirements,  
(iii) Confirmation the Project will be subject to and comply with the 



ordinance's requirements that including: 



a. A specific number of targeted workers or apprenticeships to 
be hired;  



b. The mechanism for targeting the workers or 
apprenticeships; and 



c. The programs from which workers or apprenticeships will be 



recruited from 



(i)  Housing Affordability - 5 Points Maximum 



(1) For rental Affordable Housing Developments, the following shall apply:  



(A) Up to 3 points will be awarded for applications which restrict a 



percentage of units in a rental Affordable Housing Development to 



Extremely Low Income (ELI) households. Points will be awarded based 



on the percent of total units restricted to ELI households as follows: 



(i) 15 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points  



(ii) 20.0 to 24.9 percent of total units = 2 points 



(iii) 25 percent or more of total units = 3 points 



(B) Up to 2 points will be awarded for applications which restrict a 
percentage of three-bedroom or larger units in a rental Affordable 
Housing Development to Extremely Low Income or Very Low-Income 
households. Points will be awarded based on the percent of total units 
restricted to three-bedroom or larger at ELI or Very Low-Income 
households as follows: 



(i) 10 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points 



(ii) 20 percent or more of total units = 2 points 
(2) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments the following shall 



apply:  



(A) Up to 5 points will be awarded for applications which restrict a 
percentage of units in a homeownership Affordable Housing 
Development to Low-Income (LI) households. Points will be awarded 
based on the percent of total units restricted to LI households as follows: 



(i) 20 to 29.9 percent of total units = 2 points 



(ii) 30 to 39.9 percent of total units = 3 points 



(iii) 40 to 49.9 percent of total units = 4 points 



(iv) 50 percent or more of total units = 5 points 
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(j) Programs – 3 Points Maximum 



(1) 3 points will be awarded to applicants that propose an AHSC-funded 



Program (PGM) Cost in partnership with a non-profit organization (including 



churches, Community Based Organizations, or other organization registered 



as a 501(c)(3) Organization) for at least $150,000. All proposals in 



partnership with a non-profit must provide a commitment letter and a 



proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be 



implemented. An Applicant seeking points for an activity under the Anti-



Displacement category is not eligible for additional points for that same 



activity under the Programs section.  



The following items should be included in the proposed workplan: 1) 



Proposed Scope of Work by task; 2) Budget by task; 3) Deliverables by task; 



4) Proposed implementation timeline; 5) Current status of work, if applicable; 



6) Current status of the role the non-profit plays in the Project Area; 7) 



Proposed measures of success & tracking protocols; and 8) Signatures from 



all implementing parties agreeing to the terms above 



Note: Not all eligible costs identified as Program (PGM) Costs in Section 



103 will fully satisfy this scoring criteria. Programs proposed under this 



section must fall under one of these four categories to be eligible for points. 



(A) Active Transportation Encouragement and Safety: Active 



Transportation programs that encourage residents to walk or bicycle 



more frequently and more safety. Programs may include, but are not 



limited to: Bike Safety Workshops, Walking School Buses or other 



group walking activities, Safe Routes to School or Transit. Additionally, 



distribution of lights, safety equipment, or bicycles to low-income 



residents are an eligible Program Cost as an incentive for participation 



in safety education programs 



(B) Low-Income Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Car Sharing Programs: 



Programs that provide free or reduced cost access to Zero Emission 



Vehicle Car Sharing Programs. 



(C) AHD Resident Support: Instructor-led adult educational, health and 



wellness, or skill building classes. Includes, but is not limited to: 



Financial literacy, computer training, home-buyer education, GED 



classes, and resume building classes, ESL, nutrition class, exercise 



class, health information/awareness, art class, parenting class, on-site 



food cultivation and preparation classes, and smoking cessation 



classes. Drop-in computer labs, monitoring or technical assistance shall 



not qualify. 



(D) Tenant Legal Counseling: Programs that provide legal advice and 



education to renters on their rights as a tenant and access to programs 



to help reduce risks of evictions and displacement. Section 103(b)(1)(A) 



applies. 
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Narrative Based Policy Scoring – 18 Points Maximum 
The narrative-based policy scoring section of the application will be scored only for projects 
that meet threshold requirements listed in Section 106. For Narrative-Based Policy Scoring, 
applicants must provide responses to the questions and prompts outlined in the Narrative 
Prompts document. Please reference the Narrative Prompts document and rubric at the 
SGC AHSC Program Website for instructions, the specific questions to answer, and 
necessary application materials. The following is a summary of each section: 



(a) Community Benefits & Engagement - 6 Points Maximum:  



Community involvement and leadership are crucial to ensuring that both the principal 



objectives and co-benefits of the project respond to the true needs of the community. 



Taken together, the responses to the prompts will explain how local residents and 



community-based organizations were meaningfully engaged in developing the 



Project, especially those from Disadvantaged and Low-income Communities, and 



how the project addresses community-identified needs and promotes community 



health and well-being. The prompts will ask applicants to address two main 



components: (1) Community Engagement and Leadership and (2) how the AHSC 



Project addresses community needs. 



(b) Climate Adaptation & Community Resiliency - 5 Points Maximum 



Communities will continue to experience effects of climate change in many ways, 



including increased likelihood of droughts, flooding, heatwaves, sea level rise, severe 



weather, and wildfires. Due to these effects, climate resiliency is a key part of planning 



and project implementation. The prompts will ask applicants to address how the risks 



posed from climate change and other environmental exposures will be reduced by 



strategies listed in the Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix. The prompts will also 



ask how the Project will reduce the health risks of climate change and other 



environmental exposures including extreme heat, wildfires and smoke, air pollution 



from vehicle emissions, and more. Under this section applicants will fill out the Climate 



Adaptation Assessment Matrix.  



Note: If available, use localized climate impact projections. For tools to help 



assess general climate impacts, please visit Cal-Adapt’s Local Climate 



Snapshot tool.* For adaptation tools, resources, strategies and case studies 



visit the state’s Adaptation Clearinghouse. 



(c) Collaboration & Planning - 4 Points Maximum 



Collaboration between local governments and housing and transportation providers is 



critical to create a project that ensures connectivity and responds to the day to day 



needs of the community. Taken together, the responses to the prompts of this section 



should outline how the proposed project brings together the efforts of local 



government, including housing and transportation agencies to achieve projects that 



improve efforts related to climate adaptation, health, housing, mobility, and safety. The 



prompts will ask applicants to address two components of this: (1) Local Planning 



Efforts and (2) Housing and Transportation Collaboration.  





https://cal-adapt.org/tools/local-climate-change-snapshot/


https://cal-adapt.org/tools/local-climate-change-snapshot/


https://resilientca.org/
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(d) Equity & Transformation – 3 Points Maximum 



As stated in the AHSC Program Overview, SGC is committed to achieving racial 



equity in its operations, investments, and policy initiatives and to achieving its vision 



that: All people in California live in healthy, thriving, and resilient communities 



regardless of race (read more in the SGC Racial Equity Action Plan). The AHSC 



Program encourages a holistic approach to community development and broader 



investments in neighborhoods. Under this section, the prompts will ask applicants to 



describe how the Project: 1) advances equity and 2) is either piloting new or 



innovative approaches or policies, leveraging existing resources in a new way, or 



shaping future projects in the nearby communities. 



  





https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/healthandequity/docs/20211110-REAP.pdf
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Section 108. Application Process 
(a) Pursuant to direction of the Council, the Department shall offer funds through a 



NOFA and applications will be reviewed based on the steps detailed below. 



(b) The Department will schedule optional pre-application consultations as detailed in the 



NOFA to provide assistance to applicants regarding minimum threshold eligibility and 



other requirements. 



(c) Applications will be made available through the Department, and complete 



applications and supporting documentation must be submitted to the Department by the 



deadline detailed in the NOFA. An application workbook will be developed by SGC 



and the Department in accordance with these Guidelines, and will outline the required 



documentation and methods by which compliance with the Guidelines is 



demonstrated. 



(d) The Department may elect to not evaluate compliance with some or all threshold 



requirements for applications that are not within a fundable range. 



(e) Applications will be reviewed, and negative points assessed, consistent with the 



Department’s Negative Points Policy. The Negative Points Policy, Administrative 



Notice Number 2022-01 dated March 30, 2022, and as published on the 



Department’s website, is hereby incorporated by this reference to these Guidelines as 



if set in full herein and shall apply with equal force as all other provisions set forth 



herein. 



(f) Applications recommended for funding and approved by the Council are subject to 



conditions specified by the Department. Applicants will receive an official letter of 



award after funding recommendations are approved by the Council. 



(g) Applications will be treated in accordance with Public Records Act. Certain information, 



in accordance with the Public Records Act, may be publicly disclosed. 



(h) The highest scoring applications that meet all threshold requirements as determined 



by the Department, based on criteria set forth in these guidelines, shall be 



recommended to the Council for funding as specified in the NOFA. If there are 



insufficient Projects that have scored 70 points or more, the Council may make 



adjustments in this procedure to meet the following objectives: 



(1) Project Area Type funding goals: The goals are as follows: 



(A) At least thirty-five (35.0) percent of funds as designated in the NOFA to TOD 



Project Area applications; 



(B) At least thirty-five (35.0) percent of funds as designated in the NOFA to ICP 



Project Areas applications; 



(C) At least ten (10.0) percent of funds as designated in the NOFA to RIPA 



applications; and 



(D) Remaining Funds: After designating funds to Projects that meet the 



Project Area Type funding targets, remaining available funds may be 



awarded to any eligible Project Area Type that meets the goals detailed 



below. 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-04/Negative-Points-Policy-FINAL-33022_ADA.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-04/Negative-Points-Policy-FINAL-33022_ADA.pdf
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(2) Geographic Goal: The Council strives to achieve a diverse distribution of 



resources and recognizes that in order to meet the State’s environmental 



commitments, GHG emission reductions must be made in all parts of the State. 



The Council will use Remaining Funds, as described in (D), above, to ensure a 



distribution of total AHSC funds that allows for all geographic areas with a 



competitive application to receive funds, with a minimum of one (1) per 



geographic area to be awarded.  



The AHSC Program defines the eight geographic areas as follows (listed by 



geographic area followed by counties pertaining to each area): 



(A) Central Coast: Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, 



Santa Cruz, Ventura 



(B) Coastal Southern California: Los Angeles, Orange 



(C) Inland Southern California: Imperial, Riverside, San Bernardino 



(D) North State & Sierras: Alpine, Amador, Butte, Calaveras, Colusa, Del 



Norte, Glenn, Humboldt, Inyo, Lake, Lassen, Mariposa, Mendocino, 



Modoc, Mono, Nevada, Plumas, Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Tehama, 



Trinity, Tuolumne 



(E) Sacramento Area: El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, Yuba 



(F) San Diego Area: San Diego 



(G) San Francisco Bay Area: Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San 



Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Sonoma 



(H) San Joaquin Valley: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, San Joaquin, 



Stanislaus, Tulare 



(3) Tribal Entity Goal: Regardless of Project Area Type, and to the extent 



qualifying Projects are received, the Council will seek to fund one project per 



funding cycle to a Tribal Entity. To be considered for the Tribal funding target, a 



Tribal Entity must be the Developer for the AHD and/or HRI components, or the 



project partner responsible for STI and/or TRA components. Projects where the 



only involvement of a Tribal Entity is as an applicant for Program Costs, the 



Project will not be considered for the Tribal funding target. The Project must 



meet the requirements laid out in Appendix B to qualify for the Tribal funding 



target. Unless stated otherwise, the Project must meet all AHSC Program 



requirements. If multiple Tribal Entities apply for Projects but are not awarded 



through the Project Area Types goals, the Council will apply the scoring criteria 



from these Guidelines to rank the Projects and may take into consideration the 



level of Tribal involvement and leadership in a Project before awarding the 



Project that will meet the Council’s Tribal target. Any remaining Project(s) 



involving a Tribal Entity will compete for the Remaining Funds along with all 



other projects. 



(4) Priority Populations Statutory Requirement: At least fifty (50.0) percent of 



AHSC Program expenditure for Projects must benefit Disadvantaged 



Communities. In addition to this requirement, AHSC Program funds must be 



spent in accordance with the goals for Low-Income Communities as identified 
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in the CARB Funding Guidelines for Agencies Administering California Climate 



Investments. Projects’ Disadvantaged Community and Low-Income 



Community status are based upon the location of their AHSC-funded Affordable 



Housing Development. 



(5) Affordable Housing Statutory Requirement: At least fifty (50.0) percent of the 



annual proceeds appropriated for the AHSC Program shall be expended for 



Affordable Housing Development(s). For the purposes of this set-aside, 



expenditures related to Affordable Housing Development and Housing 



Related Infrastructure Capital Projects shall count toward this requirement. 



(6) A single Project may count toward any or all the requirements and targets in 



Section 108(h)(1)-(5). 



(7) After all the requirements and targets in Section 108(h)(1)-(5) are achieved, 



any Remaining Funds will be awarded to the highest scoring applications. 



In the event of two or more applications have the same final score, the 



Project with the total highest GHG reductions (MTCO2e), after appeals and 



verification, will take precedence. 



(8) To the extent applications received are insufficient to meet any of the targets 



detailed above, the Council reserves the right to waive these targets at their 



discretion. 



(i) The following additional policies will inform the final decision of Project awards: 



(1) A single AHD Developer may not be awarded more than $100 million per 
NOFA funding cycle, however this limitation may be waived if necessary to 
meet AHSC statutory funding set-asides. 



(2) Projects will not be partially funded. At the discretion of the Council, a 
Project that received a lower score may be awarded funding if the 
Remaining Funds are sufficient to fully fund the Project. If funds remain 
after awards, those funds will roll forward into the next NOFA.  



(3) To support implementation of an applicable SCS and consistency with activities 



or strategies identified in a regional SCS, or equivalent planning document that 



demonstrates per capita reductions in VMT and GHG, as allowed by SB 862 



(Chapter 36, Statutes of 2014), an MPO/region may develop its own process 



prior to the application due date to identify and recommend applications that 



have the highest regional priorities based on criteria established by the 



MPO/region. 



  





https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/2018-funding-guidelines-agencies-administer-california-climate-investments


https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/2018-funding-guidelines-agencies-administer-california-climate-investments


http://leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/sen/sb_0851-0900/sb_862_bill_20140620_chaptered.htm
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Article III. Legal and Reporting Requirements 



Section 109. Legal Documents 
(a) Affordable Housing Developments: Upon the award of AHSC Program funds to 



assist an Affordable Housing Development, the Department shall enter into one or 



more agreements with the applicant, one of which will be in the form a State of 



California Standard Agreement (Standard Agreement), which shall commit funds from 



the AHSC Program in an amount sufficient to fund the approved AHSC Program loan 



or grant amount. The agreement or agreements shall contain the following: 



(1) A description of the approved Affordable Housing Development and the 



permitted uses of AHSC Program funds; 



(2) The amount and terms of the AHSC Program loan; 



(3) The regulatory restrictions to be applied to the Affordable Housing 



Development through the Regulatory Agreement; 



(4) Special conditions imposed as part of the Department’s approval of the 



Affordable Housing Development; 



(5) Requirements for the execution and the recordation of the agreements and 



documents required under the AHSC Program; 



(6) Terms and conditions required by federal and state law; 



(7) Requirements regarding the establishment of escrow accounts for the 



deposit of documents and the deposit and disbursement of AHSC Program 



loan proceeds; 



(8) The approved schedule of the Affordable Housing Development, including 



land acquisition if any, commencement and completion of construction or 



rehabilitation work, and occupancy by eligible households; 



(9) Terms and conditions for the inspection and monitoring of the Project in 



order to verify compliance with the requirements of the AHSC Program; 



(10) Provisions regarding compliance with California’s Relocation Assistance Law 



(Gov. Code, Section 7260 et seq,) and the implementing regulations adopted by 



the Department (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 25, Section 6000 et seq.), or to the extent 



applicable, compliance with federal Uniform Relocation Act requirements; 



(11) Provisions relating to the placement of a sign on or in the vicinity of, the 



Affordable Housing Development site indicating that the Council has 



provided financing for the Affordable Housing Development. The Council 



may also arrange for publicity of the AHSC Project in its sole discretion; 



(12) Provisions to ensure that the Eligible Costs and use of AHSC Program 



funds maintain the required GHG Reduction represented in the application; 



(13) Other provisions necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of the 



AHSC Program; 
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(14) Description of the conditions constituting breach of the agreement(s) and 



remedies available to the parties thereto;  



(15) Provisions identifying the modification or waiver of state housing finance 



requirements for Tribal Entities pursuant to Appendix B, if applicable; 



(16) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 



funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 



are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 



(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project is a 



prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards; and 



(B) A default on any one award of Department funding constitutes a default of 



all other Department funding awards made to the Project; 



(17) Provisions expressly providing that if any Project components (AHD, HRI, 



STI, TRA, or PGM, as applicable) are not timely completed pursuant to 



AHSC Program requirements, the Project will no longer qualify for the 



AHSC Program award, and the award will be disencumbered; and 



(18) Any of the Department’s standard contractual terms that may be applicable. 



(b) For rental Affordable Housing Developments, the Department shall enter into a 



Regulatory Agreement with the applicant for not less than the original term of the 



loan that shall be recorded against all sites comprising the property of the Affordable 



Housing Development prior to the disbursement of funds. The Regulatory 



Agreement shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 



(1) The number, type and income level of Restricted Units; 



(2) Standards for tenant selection pursuant to 25 CCR 8305; 



(3) Provisions regulating the terms of the rental agreement pursuant to 25 CCR 
8307; 



(4) Provisions related to a Rent Schedule, including initial rent levels for 
Restricted Units and non-Restricted Units pursuant to subsections (a) and 
(b) of MHP Guidelines Section 7312; 



(5) Conditions and procedures for permitting rent increases pursuant to MHP 
Guidelines Section 7312; 



(6) Provisions for limitations on Distributions pursuant to 25 CCR 8314 and on 
developer fees pursuant to 25 CCR 8312; 



(7) Provisions regarding the deposit and withdrawal of funds to and from reserve 
accounts in accordance with 25 CCR 8308 and 8309; 



(8) Assurances that the Affordable Housing Development will be maintained 
in a safe and sanitary condition in compliance with state and local housing 
codes and the management plan, pursuant to MHP Guidelines Section 7325; 



(9) Description of the conditions constituting breach of the Regulatory Agreement 
and remedies available to the parties thereto; 
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(10) Provisions governing use and operation of non-Restricted Units and common 
areas to the extent necessary to ensure compliance with AHSC Program 
requirements; 



(11) Special conditions of loans and grants approval imposed by the Department; 



(12) “Operations,” MHP Guidelines Sections 7322 through 7327, shall apply to 
rental Affordable Housing Developments assisted by the AHSC Program; 



(13) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 
funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project is a 



prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards, and 



(B) A default on any one award of the Department funding constitutes a default 
of all other Department funding awards made to the Project. 



(14) Provisions governing income from commercial uses pursuant to MHP 
Guidelines 7326, 7304(b)(8), and 7304(c); and 



(15) Other provisions necessary to assure compliance with the requirements of the 



AHSC Program. 



(c) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments, the Department shall enter 



into a Regulatory Agreement with the applicant that shall be recorded against all 



sites comprising the property of the Affordable Housing Development prior to the 



disbursement of funds. The Regulatory Agreement shall include, but not be limited 



to, the following: 



(1) The number, type and income level of Restricted Units; 



(2) Standards for homebuyer selection procedures; 



(3) Requirements for a subsequent regulatory agreement to be recorded on 
each individual home when sold to an individual homebuyer; 



(4) Provisions related to the purchase price of Restricted Units; 



(5) Description of the conditions constituting breach of the Regulatory 
Agreement and remedies available to the parties thereto; 



(6) Provisions governing use and operation of non-Restricted Units and common 
areas to the extent necessary to ensure compliance with AHSC Program 
requirements; 



(7) Special conditions of loans and grants approval imposed by the Department; 



(8) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 
funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project is a 



prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards, and 



(B) A default on any one award of the Department funding constitutes a default 
of all other Department funding awards made to the Project. 
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(9) Other provisions necessary to assure compliance with the requirements of the 
AHSC Program. 



(d) All AHSC Program loans for assistance to rental Affordable Housing Developments 
shall be evidenced by a promissory note payable to the Department in the principal 
amount of the loan and stating the terms of the loan consistent with the requirements 
of the AHSC Program. The note shall be secured by a deed of trust on the 
Affordable Housing Development property naming the Department as beneficiary 
or by other security acceptable to the Department; this deed of trust or other security 
shall be recorded junior only to such liens, encumbrances and other matters of record 
approved by the Department and shall secure the Department's financial interest in 
the Affordable Housing Development and the performance of applicant's AHSC 
Program obligations. 



(e) Grants shall be governed by one or more agreements, which may be in the form a 
State of California Standard Agreement or other agreement with the Recipient in a 
form prescribed by the Department. The agreement or agreements shall ensure that 
the provisions of these Guidelines are applicable to the Project covered by the 
agreement and enforceable by the Department. The agreement or agreements will 
contain such other provisions as the Department determines are necessary to meet 
the requirements and goals of the AHSC Program, including but not limited to the 
following: 
(1) A description and sources and uses of the approved Project and the permitted 



uses of AHSC Program funds; 



(2) Provisions governing the amount, terms and conditions of the AHSC 
Program grant; 



(3) Provisions governing the construction work and, as applicable, the acquisition 
and preparation of the site of the Capital Project, and the manner, timing and 
conditions of the disbursement of grant funds; 



(4) A schedule for completion of the Project and a series of milestones for 
progress toward Project completion together with the remedies available to 
the Department in the event of the failure to meet such milestones; 



(5) Provisions for the payment of prevailing wages if and as required by state or 
federal law; 



(6) Requirements for periodic reports from the Recipient on the construction 
and use of the Project and provisions for monitoring of the Project by the 
Department; 



(7) The Recipient’s responsibilities for the development of the approved 
Project, including, but not limited to, construction management, maintaining 
of files, accounts and other records, and report requirements; 



(8) Provisions relating to the development, construction, affordability and occupancy 
of the Affordable Housing Development supported by the Housing Related 
Infrastructure Capital Project, if applicable; 



(9) Provisions relating to the placement on, or in the vicinity of, the Project site, 
a sign indicating that the Council has provided financing for the Project. 
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The Council may also arrange for publicity of the Project in its sole 
discretion;  



(10) Remedies available to the Department in the event of a violation, breach or 
default of the Standard Agreement; 



(11) Requirements that the Recipient permit the Department or its designated 
agents and employees the right to inspect the Project and all books, records 
and documents maintained by the Recipient in connection with the AHSC 
Program grant or loan or both; 



(12) Special conditions imposed as part of Department approval of the project; 



(13) Terms and conditions required by federal or state law; 



(14) Provisions to ensure that the Project maintains the required GHG Reduction 
as represented in the application;  



(15) Provisions expressly providing that all awards of Department loan or grant 
funding made to the Project, or to any component or components of the Project, 
are cross-defaulted to one another such that: 
(A) Compliance with all Department funding awards to the Project, is a 



prerequisite of funding any of the Department funding awards; and 



(B) A default on any one award of Department funding constitutes a default of 
all other Department funding awards made to the Project; 



(16) Provisions expressly providing that if any Project components (AHD, HRI, 
STI, TRA, or PGM) are not timely completed pursuant to AHSC Program 
requirements, the Project will no longer qualify for the AHSC award, and the 
award will be disencumbered; and 



(17) Other provisions necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of the 
AHSC Program. 
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Section 110. Reporting Requirements 
(a) During the term of the Standard Agreement and according to the annual deadline 



identified in the Standard Agreement, the Recipient shall submit, upon request of the 



Department and the Council, an annual performance report that demonstrates 



satisfaction of all reporting requirements pursuant to the AHSC Program reporting 



requirements identified in the Standard Agreement. Recipient shall also submit the 



reports required by MHP Guidelines Article 5. Operations and any additional reporting 



requirements developed by the Department, the Council or CARB. The reports will 



be filed on forms provided by the Department. 



(b) Recipient is responsible for meeting the applicable project reporting requirements of 



CARB’s Funding Guidelines for Agencies that Administer California Climate 



Investments as well as CARB’s AHSC Program Quantification Methodology and 



Benefits Calculator Tool. These may include, but are not limited to: Project metrics; 



the duration over which the Recipient will track Project metrics; frequency of 



reporting; the format Recipient will use to report; Project profile information; Project 



benefit information; and information related to Priority Population benefits. 



(1) Recipients are required to submit an estimate of the number of jobs supported 



by their projects using CARB’s Jobs Co-Benefit Assessment Methodology within 



90 days of award. This methodology will estimate the number of jobs supported 



by the AHSC investment based upon the Project’s budget. 



(2) Consistent with the 2018 Funding Guidelines for Agencies that Administer 



California Climate Investments, AHSC funding recipients must track and report 



the employment outcomes of their projects.  



(A) Recipients will be required to conduct Employment Benefits and Outcomes 



Reporting for employment benefits and outcomes created supported by the 



AHSC investment and all leveraged funding, while accommodating 



provisions for data privacy. Once funds are disbursed, reporting may occur 



as frequently as an annual basis. AHSC Program staff will work with 



Recipients to clarify what the jobs reporting process may look like. 



(B) Recipients must report on all jobs created as a result of the construction or 



delivery of the AHSC Projects. This includes all jobs created, regardless of 



their funding source, that are used for delivering project components funded 



at least in-part by AHSC. The Project’s total development costs reported in 



the AHSC Application Workbook contains the scope of the AHSC-funded 



Project and all jobs created by it. 



(C) Recipients must report annually on all jobs created from the date the 



standard agreement is executed and continues until the following milestones 



are reached. 



(i) Grant Standard Agreement: all funds are disbursed 



(ii) Loan Standard Agreement: The AHD converts to permanent financing 



(D) Recipients must specify jobs created by the AHSC Program that employ 



individuals who live within Priority Population census tracts or low-income 



households. To identify individuals who live within Priority Populations 





https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies


https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/california-climate-investments-funding-guidelines-administering-agencies
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census tracts or in low-income households, refer to the “Read Me” tab of the 



AHSC Jobs Reporting Template, posted on CARB CCI Quantification, 



Benefits, and Reporting Materials webpage. 



(E) Recipients must ensure that all subcontractors receiving $100,000 or more, 



AHSC Program funds or otherwise, from the Recipient must report on jobs 



created by the Project. Reporting must be completed using the AHSC Jobs 



Reporting Template provided by CARB. 



(F) Reporting will be done according to both trade and classification to include 



the following: 



(i) Job education required* 



(ii) Job experience required* 



(iii) Job training credentials* 



(iv) Number of jobs provided*, ** 



(v) Total project work hours*, ** 



(vi) Average hourly wage*, ** 



(vii) Total number of workers that completed job training*, ** 



(viii) Employer paid health insurance provided* 



(ix) Paid leave* 



(x) Retirement plan* 



(i) Targeted hiring strategy 



(3) Consistent with the 2018 Funding Guidelines for Agencies that Administer 



California Climate Investments, Recipients must report on all outcomes resulting 



from the AHSC Projects. This includes metrics related to AHD, HRI, STI, and 



TRA Projects. Reporting will include the following components and other metrics 



as requested, for a duration of no more than five (5) years: 



(A) AHD/HRI Project metrics: Project operational date; outcome tracking start 



date; housing unit occupancy rate; income restricted housing unit occupancy 



rate; mode share of all residents (i.e., transit, bicycling, walking, driving); mode 



share of Low-income residents; residents using transit passes; occupancy of 



commercial space 



(B) STI and TRA transit Project metrics: Average daily ridership of transit 



(C) STI active transportation Project metrics: Average traffic of bicycle and 



pedestrian facilities; days of operational per year 



(c) At any time during the term of the Standard Agreement, the Department may perform 



or cause to be performed a financial audit of any and all phases of the Recipient’s 



Project. At the Department’s request, the Recipient shall provide, at its own 



expense, a financial audit prepared by a certified public accountant. The State of 



California has the right to review project documents and conduct audits during project 



implementation and over the project life. 



(d) Reporting requirements listed in this section are Eligible Costs under Employment 



Benefits and Outcomes Reporting for each Capital Project or Program Cost as 



described in Section 103.  





https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials


https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials
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Section 111. Performance Requirements 
(a) Recipients shall begin construction of the housing units to be developed in the 



Affordable Housing Development that is a Capital Project within the time set forth 



in the Standard Agreement but not later than two years from date of award letter. 



(1) Recipients may request an extension of the performance requirement in Section 



111(a) by addressing a letter to SGC’s Executive Director explaining the 



circumstances for why an extension is needed and detailing a plan for meeting 



the extended performance requirement deadline. At the discretion of SGC’s 



Executive Director, an extension of up to two (2) years may be granted. Only one 



extension to the requirements of this section may be granted. 



(b) The housing units developed in the Affordable Housing Development that is a 



Capital Project must be completed, as evidenced by receipt of a certificate of 



occupancy not later than five years from date of award letter. 



(1) Recipients may request an extension of the performance requirement in Section 



111(b) by addressing a letter to SGC’s Executive Director explaining the 



circumstances for why an extension is needed and detailing a plan for meeting 



the extended performance requirement deadline. At the discretion of SGC’s 



Executive Director, an extension of up to two (2) years may be granted. Only one 



extension to the requirements of this section may be granted. 



(c) AHSC Program funds must be disbursed in accordance with deadlines specified in the 



Standard Agreement, and in no event later than the disbursement deadlines outlined 



in the NOFA. 



(d) Recipients may not apply for AHSC Program funds in a subsequent NOFA for the 



same Project if it is already funded by a prior award of AHSC Program funds.  



(e) Negative points will be assessed against the AHD Developer consistent with the 



Department’s Negative Points Policy. The Negative Points Policy, Administrative 



Notice Number 2022-01 dated March 30, 2022, and as published on the 



Department’s website, is hereby incorporated by this reference to these Program 



Guidelines as if set forth in full herein and shall apply with equal force as all other 



provisions set forth herein. 



(f) In addition to Section 111(a) through (e), Affordable Housing Development award 



Recipients will be subject to the Department’s Disencumbrance Policy. The 



Disencumbrance Policy, Administrative Notice Number 2022-22 dated March 30, 



2022, and as published on the Department’s website, is hereby incorporated by this 



reference to these AHSC Program Guidelines as if set forth in full herein and shall 



apply with equal force as all other provisions set forth herein. 
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Section 112. Defaults and Cancellations 
(a) In the event of a breach or violation by the Recipient of any of the provisions of the 



Standard Agreement, the Department may give written notice to the Recipient to 



cure the breach or violation within a period of not less than 15 days. If the breach or 



violation is not cured to the satisfaction of the Department within the specified time 



period, the Department, at its option, may declare a default under the Standard 



Agreement and may seek legal remedies for the default including, but not limited to, 



the following: 



(1) The Department may accelerate all amounts, including outstanding principal 



and interest, due under the loan and demand immediate repayment thereof. 



Upon a failure to repay such accelerated amounts in full, the Department 



may proceed with a foreclosure in accordance with the provisions of the 



deed of trust and state law regarding foreclosures. 



(2) The Department may seek, in a court of competent jurisdiction, an order for 



specific performance of the defaulted obligation or the appointment of a 



receiver to complete the Project in accordance with AHSC Program 



requirements. 



(3) The Department may seek such other remedies as may be available under 



the relevant agreement or any law. 



(4) In the event the Project is or has been awarded additional Department funding, 



any and all such funding will be cross defaulted to and among one another in the 



respective loan or, where applicable, grant documents. A default under one 



source of Departmental funding shall be default under any and all other sources 



of Department funding in the Project. 



(b) If the breach or violation involves charging tenants rent or other charges in excess of 



those permitted under the Regulatory Agreement, the Department may demand the 



return of such excess rents or other charges to the respective households. In any 



action to enforce the provisions of the Regulatory Agreement, the Department may 



seek, as an additional remedy, the repayment of such overcharges. 



(c) The Department may cancel funding commitments and Standard Agreements 



under any of the following conditions: 



(1) The objectives and requirements of the AHSC Program cannot be met by 



continuing the commitment or Standard Agreement; 



(2) There has been a material change, not approved by the Department, in the 



Project or the principals or management of the Developer or Project; 



(3) Construction of the Capital Project or implementation of Program Costs 



cannot proceed in a timely fashion in accordance with the timeframes 



established in the Standard Agreement; or 



(4) Funding conditions have not been or cannot be fulfilled within required time 



periods 



(d) Upon receipt of a notice of intent to cancel the grant from the Department, the 



Recipient shall have the right to appeal to the Director of the Department. 
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Section 113. Prevailing Wages 
For the purposes of the State Prevailing Wage Law (Labor Code Sections 1720 – 1781), a 
grant or loan under the AHSC Program shall be considered public funding for the 
construction, rehabilitation, demolition, relocation, preservation, or other physical 
improvement of the Capital Project subject to the provisions of the State Prevailing Wage 
Law. AHSC Program funding of the Project shall not necessarily, in and of itself, be 
considered public funding of a Project unless such funding is considered public funding 
under the State Prevailing Wage Law. It is not the intent of the Department in these 
regulations to subject Projects to the State Prevailing Wage Law by reason of AHSC 
Program funding of the Project in those circumstances where such public funding would 
not otherwise make the Project subject to the State Prevailing Wage Law. Although the use 
of AHSC Program funds does not require compliance with federal Davis Bacon wages, 
other funding sources may require compliance with federal Davis Bacon wages. 
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Appendix A. Definitions 
“Accessible Housing Unit(s)” refers collectively to “Housing Units with Mobility Features” 
and “Housing Units with Hearing/Vision Features” as defined below 



1) A “Housing Unit with Mobility Features” means and refers to a housing unit that 
is located on an accessible route and complies with the requirements of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 24 Section 8.22 and all applicable 
provisions of Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) or the comparable 
provisions of the Alternative Accessibility Standard, including but not limited to 
Sections 809.2 through 809.4 of the 2010 Standards for Accessible Design. A 
Housing Unit with Mobility Features can be approached, entered, and used by 
persons with mobility disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs. 
Such units must also comply with CBC 11B. 



2) A “Housing Unit with Hearing/Vision Features” means and refers to a housing 
unit that complies with 24 CFR Section 8.22, and all applicable provisions of 
UFAS or the comparable provisions of the Alternative Accessibility Standard, 
including but not limited to Section 809.5 of the 2010 Standards for Accessible 
Design. Such units must also comply with the California Building Code (CBC) 
11B. 



“Active Transportation” means infrastructure projects that encourage increased use of 
active modes of transportation but does not include funding program operations. The 
project types include but are not limited to: design and construction of capital 
improvements (construction) that will improve safety and convenience of people who 
are biking, walking, or using non-motorized mobility devices. These infrastructure 
projects may include bikeways, paths, sidewalks, crosswalks, crossing beacons or 
signals, curb ramps, curb extensions and other similar facilities. Traffic Calming devices 
such as roundabouts, lane narrowing, lane reductions, or other facilities focused on 
vehicles speed and volume reductions may be considered Active Transportation 
infrastructure if installed in tandem with facilities dedicated to biking or walking.  



“Active Transportation Program” means non-infrastructure related programs which instill 
safe pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorist behaviors to make safe Active Transportation 
possible. Non-infrastructure activities can stand-alone or be conducted with infrastructure 
projects (fixed facilities or permanent structural changes) to increase effectiveness. 
Program that seek funding for distribution of safety gear or bicycles should use the Caltrans 
Active Transportation Program Guidelines as a reference for when and how distribution is 
acceptable.  



“Activity Delivery Costs” means staff costs incurred by the Public Agency Recipient that are 
directly related to implementing specific Capital Projects and Program Costs. They may 
include costs such as project document preparation, project underwriting, construction 
management, inspections, or reporting to the Department. 



“Affordable Housing Development” or “AHD” means a Capital Project of residential 
development or the residential portion of a mixed-use development in which at least 20 
percent of the total units are Affordable Units. 
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“Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an affordable rent, as 
defined in Health and Safety Code Section 50053, to a household earning no more than 60 
percent of the Area Median Income (AMI). For homeownership projects, it means a 
housing unit that is made available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and 
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more than 120 percent of the AMI. 
Rental Units shall be subject to a recorded covenant ensuring affordability for a duration of 
at least 55 years. Homeownership units shall initially be sold to and occupied by a qualified 
household and shall be subject to a recorded covenant that includes either a resale 
restriction for at least 30 years or equity sharing upon resale. 



"Agricultural Land” means all categories of farmland in the California Department of 
Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) tool (California 
Important Farmland Finder) including: Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, 
Unique Farmland, Farmland of Local Importance, Farmland of Local Potential, Irrigated 
Farmland, Nonirrigated Farmland, and Grazing land. 



“AHSC Program” means the program as outlined by these Program Guidelines. 



“Alternative Accessibility Standard” also referred to as the HUD Deeming Notice (HUD-
2014-0042-0001), means the alternative accessibility standard for accessibility set out in 
HUD’s notice at 79 Fed. Reg. 29671 (May 23, 2014), when used in conjunction with the 
requirements of 24CFR pt. 8, 24 CFR Section 8.22, and the requirements of 28 CFR pt. 35, 
including 28 CFR Section 35.151 and the 2010 Standards for Accessible Design as defined 
in 28 CFR Section 35.104. 



“Applicant” has a meaning set forth in Section 105 in these Program Guidelines. 



“Area Median Income” or “AMI” means the most recent applicable county median family 
income published by the TCAC. For Tribal Entity applicants, if United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD’s) income for a county/parish located within a 
Tribal Entity’s service area is lower than the United States median, the Tribal Entity may 
use the United States median income limit. 



“Assisted Unit” means a unit that is subject to the Program’s regulatory and/or occupancy 
restrictions as a result of the financial assistance provided by the Program, as specified in 
the Regulatory Agreement. 



“Bus Rapid Transit” (BRT) means a rubber-tired form of rapid transit in an integrated system 
of facilities, equipment, services, and amenities that exceed the speed and reliability of 
regular bus service. BRT projects must meet all of the following criteria: 



1) Operates along a dedicated right of way for at least two (2.0) Lane Miles 
along its route. Dedicated Right of Way (ROW) means that private motor 
vehicles are prohibited from use of the lane except for turns, parking, and/or 
the use of variable pricing High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes.  



2) All vehicles serving the route are equipped with Transit Signal Priority 
(TSP) 



3) Has peak period minimum frequencies of 12 minutes or less 



“Bus Service” means regularly scheduled public transit service operating with limited stops 
using a fixed route. 





https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/CIFF/


https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/DLRP/CIFF/
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"Capital Project" means a Project consisting of the construction, rehabilitation, demolition, 
relocation, preservation, acquisition, or other physical improvement that is an integral part of 
or is necessary for completion of a Project. 



“Context Sensitive Bikeway” means on-street infrastructure for bicycle riding that is 
appropriately applied based on the traffic volumes and speeds on a specific street, as 
recommended by the California Department of Transportation based on guidance from the 
Federal Highway Administration, American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials, and the California Highway Design Manual 



 



1) Projects may consider either the design year or post-Project 
implementation conditions for posted speed and Annual Average Daily 
Traffic (AADT). 



2) Class I multi-use or bicycle paths are considered Context Sensitive 
Bikeways at any AADT and posted speed. 



3) For the purposes of AHSC Program scoring and GHG quantification, a 
Class III bikeway must be often referred to as a ‘Bicycle Boulevard.’ A 
Bicycle Boulevard is more than just shared lane markings. A Bicycle 
Boulevard must combine all the following traffic calming measures: signs, 
pavement markings, speed and volume management measures, and 
infrastructure for safe and convenient crossings of busy arterials (5,000+ 
AADT or more). 



4) For AHSC Program scoring purposes, “Rural Main Streets” shall be 
considered any roadway within one-quarter (1/4) of a mile of federal, state, 
or county highway within a Rural Area. 



5) For AHSC Program scoring purposes and GHG Quantification, bikeways 
should be measured using Lane Miles  



“Council” means the California Strategic Growth Council, established pursuant to Public 
Resources Code Section 75121. 



“Deferred Costs” means costs deferred at construction loan closing, including but not limited 
to: capitalized reserves, loan fees, syndication costs, legal, accounting, audit, consultant 
fees, and developer fees paid from operating cashflow. 



“Department” means the California Department of Housing and Community Development. 





https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/transportation-planning/documents/office-of-smart-mobility-and-climate-change/planning-contextual-guidance-memo-03-11-20-a11y.pdf
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“Developer” means the entity that the Department and the Council rely upon for 
experience, site control, and capacity, and which controls (1) the Affordable Housing 
Development during development and through occupancy or the Housing Related 
Infrastructure during development and through completion, (2) the Sustainable 
Transportation Infrastructure during development and through operation, or (3) the 
Transit-Related Amenities during development and through Operation. 



“Disadvantaged Community” (DAC) means: 
1) Census tracts receiving the highest 25 percent of overall scores in 



CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (1,984 tracts). 
2) Census tracts lacking overall scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 due to data gaps, 



but receiving the highest 5 percent of CalEnviroScreen 4.0 cumulative pollution 
burden scores (19 tracts). 



3) Census tracts identified in the 2017 DAC designation as disadvantaged, 
regardless of their scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (307 tracts). 



4) Lands under the control of federally recognized Tribes. For purposes of this 
designation, a Tribe may establish that a particular area of land is under its 
control even if not represented as such on CalEPA’s DAC map and therefore 
should be considered a DAC by requesting a consultation with the CalEPA 
Deputy Secretary for Environmental Justice, Tribal Affairs and Border Relations 
at TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov. 



“Employment Benefits and Outcome Reporting” means activities undertaken by Local 
Agencies and Recipients to coordinate and monitor the development of Capital Projects 
and Programs funded by the AHSC Program award as well as submission of data about 
the jobs and related benefits created by the AHSC Investment as required by the Funding 
Guidelines for Agencies Administering California Climate Investments. 



“Enforceable Funding Commitment” or “EFC” means a letter or other document evidencing, 
to the satisfaction of the Department, a commitment of funds or a reservation of funds by a 
project funding source for construction or permanent financing, including, but not limited to, 
the following: 



1) Private financing from a lender other than a mortgage broker, the Applicant, 
or an entity with an identity of interest with the Applicant, unless the 
Applicant is a lending institution actively and regularly engaged in residential 
lending;  



2) Deferred-payment financing, residual receipts payment financing, grants, and 
subsidies from public agencies; 



3) Funds awarded by another Department program. Proof of award must be 
issued prior to final rating and ranking of the Program application; 



4) Funds conditionally reserved under the following programs shall be accepted 



as funding commitments: the Department of Housing and Urban 



Development’s (HUD) Supportive Housing Program (SHP), HOME Investment 



Partnerships Program (HOME), Community Development Block Grant 



Program (CDBG), and the California Department of Mental Health’s Mental 



Health Services Act (MHSA) Program. 



5) A land donation in fee for no other consideration that is supported by an 



appraisal or purchase/sale agreement (“Land Donation”) or a local fee waiver 





mailto:TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov


https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/2018-funding-guidelines.pdf?_ga=2.179788646.35143471.1539904702-756150235.1517359615


https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/2018-funding-guidelines.pdf?_ga=2.179788646.35143471.1539904702-756150235.1517359615
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resulting in quantifiable cost savings for the Project where those fees are not 



otherwise required by federal or state law (“Local Fee Waiver”) shall be 



considered a funding commitment. The value of the Land Donation will be the 



greater of either the original purchase price or the current appraised value as 



supported by an independent third-party appraisal prepared by a Member- 



Appraisal-Institute-qualified appraiser within one year of the application 



deadline. A funding commitment in the form of a Local Fee Waiver must be 



supported by written documentation from the local Public Agency. A below 



market lease that meets the requirements of UMR section 8316 would be 



considered a land donation ($1 per year). 



6) Owner equity contributions or developer funds. Such contributions or funds 



shall not be subsequently substituted with a different funding source or 



forgone if committed in the application, except that a substitution may be made 



for up to 50 percent of deferred developer fee. The Department may require 



the applicant to evidence the availability of the proposed amount of owner 



equity or developer funds. 



7) For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments only: Construction 



loans which will be repaid with revenue from the sale of homes to low- or 



moderate-income homebuyers. 



8) Funds for transportation projects which are programmed for allocation and 



expenditure in the applicable capital improvement plan consistent with the 



terms and timeframes of the Standard Agreement. 



“First-time homebuyer” is defined as a borrower who has not had an ownership interest in 
any principal residence or resided in the home owned by a spouse during the previous three 
years. 



“Flexible Transit Service” means a form of transit for the public characterized by flexible 
routing and scheduling of small/medium vehicles operating in shared-ride mode (with at 
least two passengers) between pick-up and drop-off locations according to passenger 
needs. Flexible Transit Service includes vanpool, shuttle, paratransit, and feeder bus 
systems that reduce vehicle miles travelled. 



“Floor Area Ratio” (FAR) means the square footage of the floor area of a building divided by 
the site square footage, excluding therefrom dedicated streets, sidewalks, parks, and open 
space. The floor area of a building is the sum of the gross area of each floor of the building, 
excluding mechanical space, cellar space, floor space in open balconies, enclosed parking 
and elevators or stair bulkheads. Multiplying the FAR by the area of the site produces the 
minimum amount of floor area required in a building on the lot. For example, on a 10,000 
square-foot site in a district with a minimum FAR of 1.5, the floor area of a building must be 
at least 15,000 square feet. 



“Greenhouse Gas Reduction” (GHG Reduction) means actions designed to reduce 
emissions of one or all the following gases: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 
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“Green Streets” means a sustainable stormwater strategy that meets regulatory compliance 
and resource protection goals by using a natural systems approach to manage stormwater, 
reduce flows, improve water quality, and enhance watershed health. 



“High Quality Transit” means a Qualifying Transit line with high frequencies AND 
permanent infrastructure as follows: 



1) Frequency: High Quality Transit must have Peak Period headway frequency on the 
same route, in the same direction, of every 15 minutes or less (e.g., every departure 
is not more than 15 minutes from the last) and service seven days a week. This level 
of service must have been publicly posted by the provider at some point between 
January 2022 and the time of application. 



2) Permanent Infrastructure: High Quality Transit must operate on a railway or 



meet the definition of Bus Rapid Transit. 



“Higher Opportunity Areas” means neighborhoods of opportunity, with high-performing 
school, greater availability of jobs that afford entry to the middle class, and convenient 
access to transit and services. Such areas are defined as ‘high’ or ‘highest’ resources 



areas in the 2022 TCAC/HCD Opportunity Map. 



“Housing Related Infrastructure” means a capital infrastructure improvement required 
as a condition of approval of an Affordable Housing Development by a Locality, 



transit agency or special district such as sewer, water or utility system upgrades, 
streets, drainage basins, etc. or a capital infrastructure improvement allowed under 
Section 103(a)(2)(A). 



“Indian Country” means (i) all land located in “Indian country” as defined by 18 U.S. 
Code (USC) 1151; (ii) all land within the limits of a Rancheria under the jurisdiction of 
the United States Government; (iii) all land held in trust by the United States for an 



Indian tribe or individual; and (iv) all land held by an Indian tribe or individual subject to 
a restriction by the United States against alienation. 



“Infill Site” means a site that has been previously developed or at least three of four sides or 
75 percent of the perimeter of the site adjoins parcels that are currently developed with 
qualified Urban Uses. Perimeters bordering navigable bodies of water and improved parks 
shall not be included in this calculation. To qualify as an infill site, the site must also be 
located in an urbanized area meaning that it fulfills one of the following requirements: 



1) located within an incorporated city with a charter recorded with the State of 
California, OR 



2) for unincorporated areas outside an urbanized area or urban cluster, the area 
shall be within a designated urban service area that is designated in the local 
general plan for urban development and is served by public sewer and water. 



3) Applications from Tribal Entities may request an exemption to the requirement to be 
located within an urbanized area or urban cluster 



“Innovative Transit” means a broad category transportation services that includes on-
demand shuttles and circulators, paratransit services, and private sector transit 
solutions commonly referred to as “microtransit,” The innovative transit service must be 
demand-responsive (routes and/or frequency of service are determined dynamically 





https://www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/opportunity.asp
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based on customer demand) and capable of serving multiple riders simultaneously (not 
only a single rider service). 



“Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Project Area” means a Project Area which 
includes at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by Qualifying Transit, but 
not High Quality Transit as defined in Section 102. 



“Intelligent Transportation Systems” means electronics, communications, or information 



technology, used singly or in combination, to improve the efficiency, accessibility, or 
safety of the surface transportation system. 



"Joint Venture” means a partnership between applicants that meets the definition as set 
forth by Multifamily Housing Program (MHP) Guidelines, Appendix A. 



“Key Destinations” means vital community amenities and resources. The specification of 
each Key Destination is listed below in (1-10). Key Destinations must be operational at the 
time of application. For scattered site projects, applicants should identify distance of Key 
Destinations around the single point identified for the Project Area Map. 



1) Grocery store: either a full-service grocery store or neighborhood market that is 



listed on the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) as a SNAP Retail Locator 



tool 



2) Food bank: A distribution site for a food bank that is managed by a non-profit 



that distributes free food at least once a week on a publicly advertised schedule  



3) Medical clinic: a medical clinic that accepts Medi-Cal payments or has an 



equally comprehensive subsidy program for low-income patients 



4) Licensed childcare facility: infant center, school age childcare center, childcare 



center, childcare center preschool, family childcare home (small), family 



childcare home (large) as licensed by the Department of Social Services. 



5) Pharmacy 



6) Public Park: An open space accessible by the general public managed by a 



public agency. A public park shall not include 1) school grounds unless there is 



a bona fide, formal joint use agreement between the jurisdiction responsible for 



the parks/recreational facilities and the school district or private school providing 



availability to the general public of the school grounds and/or facilities, 2) 



greenbelts or pocket parks, or 3) open space preserves or biking parkways 



unless there is a trailhead or designated access point within the specified 



distance. 



7) Community or Recreation Center accessible to the general public and managed 



by a public agency 



8) Public library: must be a book-lending public library that also allows for inter-



branch lending (when in a multi-branch system) 



9) Public elementary, middle, high school (which includes public charter schools as 



indicated by the California Department of Education) and non-profit university or 



non-profit junior college  



10) Bank or credit union: Must include on-site staff  



11) Post Office: United States Postal Service (USPS) Post Office location as 



indicated by the USPS Locator tool 
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“Lane Mile” means the total length of roadway or bikeway taking number of lanes into 
account. For scoring, consistency and reporting purposes, applicants are required to 
describe all bikeways and busways using lane miles. As an example, a project that installs a 
bikeway in only one direction along one mile of roadway would be considered having 
installed one lane mile. If the bikeway is bidirectional or on both sides of the roadway for 
one mile, the project would be considered having installed two lane miles (one mile each 
way). 



“Locality” means a California city, unincorporated area within a county, or a city and 
county. 



“Lower Income” has the meaning set forth in Health and Safety Code Section 50079.5, 
households with gross incomes not exceeding 80 percent of Area Median Income. 



“Low-Income Community” means a census tract with either 1) median household 
incomes at or below 80 percent of the statewide median income, or 2) median 
household income at or below the threshold designated as low-income by Department 
of Housing and Community Development’s State Income Limits pursuant to the Health 
and Safety Code Section 50093. For Tribal Entities, if the HUD income for a 
county/parish located within a Tribal Entity’s service area is lower than the State 
Income Limits, the United States median income limit may be used in determining a 
Low-Income Community. 



“Low-Income Households” mean individual households with either 1) household 
incomes at or below 80 percent of the statewide median income, or 2) household 



incomes at or below the threshold designated as low-income by Department of Housing 
and Community Development’s State Income Limits adopted pursuant to Health and 
Safety Code Section 50093. 



“Mixed Use Development” means a building, combination of buildings, or building 
complex, designed to functionally and physically integrate non-residential uses such as 
retail, commercial, institutional, recreational, or community uses with residential uses, in 



a complementary manner. 



“Moderate Income” has the meaning set forth in Health and Safety Code Section 50093. 



“MHP” shall mean the Multifamily Housing Program authorized and governed by 
Sections 50675 through 50675.14 of the Health and Safety Code, and the MHP 
Guidelines dated March 30, 2022, as amended. 



“Natural Infrastructure” means improvements that result in the preservation and/or 
restoration of ecological systems, or utilization of engineered systems that use 
ecological processes, to increase resiliency to climate change and/or manage other 
environmental problems. Some examples relative to the AHSC Program could include 
street trees and greenspace for water catchment, infiltration and surface cooling; water 
treatment facilities that utilize ecologically functioning wetlands; flood mitigation 
systems that utilize the natural floodplain and stable shorelines used in tandem with 
constructed flood barriers. 
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“Net Density” means the total number of dwelling units per acre of land to be developed 
for residential or mixed use, excluding allowed deductible areas. Allowed deductible 
areas are septic system requirements and public dedications of land which are for 
public streets, public sidewalks, public Open Space, and public drainage facilities. Non-
allowed deductible areas include utility easements, setbacks, private drives and 
walkways, general landscaping, common areas and facilities, off street parking, and 
traditional drainage facilities exclusive to a development project. Mitigations required for 
development will not be included in the allowed deductible areas. 



“NOFA” means a Notice of Funding Availability issued by the Department. 



“Peak Hours” or “Peak Period” means the periods with the highest ridership during the 
entire transit service day as determined by the transit operator. Must include at least 
one hour during the morning commute hours and one during evening commute hours, 
Monday through Friday. Each Peak Period cannot be longer than three hours. 



“Principal” means employees of the Developer who are in a position responsible for 
the oversight and management of development activities. 



“Priority Population” means residents of: (1) census tracts identified as disadvantaged 
by California Environmental Protection Agency per SB 535; (2) census tracts identified 
as low-income per AB 1550; or (3) a low-income household per AB 1550. See the 
Priority Population maps for more information. 



“Program Cost” means the cost(s) associated with 1) program creation, or 2) expansion 
of existing programs to serve new populations or offer new program service and 
implementation. 



“Program Operator” means the entity that administers the day-to-day operational 
responsibilities for the program for which the AHSC Program funding is sought. 



“Project” means the proposed use of funds representing a combination of Capital 
Projects or Program Costs which are proposed by the Applicant to be funded the 
AHSC Program. 



“Project Area” means the one (1.0) mile radius from a single point inside the parcel of 
the AHD. The point may be chosen anywhere inside of the AHD parcel and should be 
used and referenced consistently through all application materials, in mapping and 
calculation of distances. If a Project is a Scattered Site Project, then the applicant 
may choose which parcel they wish to use.  



“Project Area Type” means one of the three categories of Projects funded by the 
AHSC Program. Project Area Types are decided based on two main factors: The AHD 
proximity to High Quality Transit or Qualifying Transit and if the AHD Project is 
located in a Rural Area. Project Area Types are used to improve distribution of funds 
to a diverse type of communities throughout California.   



"Public Agency” means a Locality, transit agency, public housing authority or 
redevelopment successor agency. 





https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/communityinvestments.htm
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“Qualifying Transit” means a transit line serving the public that includes various forms of 
fixed transit service (Rail Service and Bus Service) and Flexible Transit Service. A 
Qualifying Transit line requires service that departs two (2) or more times on the same route 
during Peak Hours as defined by the transit operator. This level of service must have 
occurred regularly at some point between January 2022 and the time of application. 
Flexible Transit Service is exempt from these Peak Hours frequency requirements. The 
Transit service must be operated by the following: 



1) Directly operated by a public entity;  



2) Operated by a public entity via a contract for purchased transportation service with a 



private or non-profit provider; or  



3) Operated by a private or non-profit entity as a grant Recipient or sub-recipient from a 



public entity 



“Rail Service” means regularly scheduled public transit service running on rails or 
railways. 



“Recipient” means the eligible applicant receiving a commitment of AHSC Program 
funds.  



“Regulatory Agreement” as set forth by UMR 8301(o). 



“Restricted Units” as set forth by UMR 8301(q) for rental Affordable Housing 
Developments or the same as “Affordable Unit” for homeownership Affordable 
Housing Developments. 



“Remaining Funds” means the funds available for Project awards after the Project 
Area Type Targets are met. These funds are to be used primarily for funding projects 
to achieve the statutory and Council-identified priorities of Geographic and Tribal 
Entity Targets. 



“Rural Area” means the definition in Health and Safety Code 50199.21 



“Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA)” means a Project that meets the definition of 
Integrated Connectivity Project and is located within a Rural Area.  



“Safe and Accessible Walkway” means a pedestrian corridor that meets or exceeds 
accessibility design standards in Caltrans Design Information Bulletin (DIB) 82-06.  



"Scattered Site” means an AHD Project in which the parcels of land are not contiguous 
except for the interposition of a road, street, stream or similar interposition. 



1) For acquisition and/or rehabilitation projects with one pre-existing project-based 



Section 8 contract in effect for all the sites, there shall be no limit on the number 



or proximity of sites. 



2) For acquisition and/or rehabilitation projects with any of the following:  



a. Existing federal or state rental assistance or operating subsidies,  



b. An existing CTCAC Regulatory Agreement, or  



c. An existing regulatory agreement with a federal, state, or local public 



entity, the number of sites shall be limited to five, unless the Executive 





https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=HSC&sectionNum=50199.21.
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Director approves a higher number, and all sites shall be either within the 



boundaries of the same city, within a 10-mile diameter circle in the same 



county, or within the same county if no location is within a city having a 



population of five-hundred thousand (500,000) or more. 



3) For new construction projects and all other acquisition and/or rehabilitation 



projects, the number of sites shall be limited to five, and all sites shall be within a 



one (1.0) mile diameter circle within the same county. 



“Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking” means bicycle parking that is not accessible to the 
general public, is completely enclosed and protects the bicycle from inclement weather 
and allows for the bicycle frame to be secured to the bicycle rack at two points. 
Examples of Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking include bicycle rooms, bicycle lockers, 
and bicycle cages. 



“Site Control” means the applicant or Developer has control of property as set forth in 
UMR Sections 8303 and 8316 through one or more of the following: 



1) Fee title; 



2) A leasehold interest on the property with provisions that enable the lessee to 



make improvements on and encumber the property provided that the terms and 



conditions of any proposed lease shall permit, prior to grant funding, compliance 



with all AHSC Program requirements. Where site control will be satisfied by a 



long-term ground lease, the Department will require the execution and 



recordation of the Department’s form lease rider, which shall be entered into by 



and among the ground lessor, the ground lessee, the Department, and any other 



applicable parties. In all cases, the lease rider shall be recorded against the fee 



interest in the Project property; 



3) An enforceable option to purchase or lease which shall extend through the 



anticipated date of the Program award as specified in the NOFA; 



4) An executed disposition and development agreement, right of way, or irrevocable 



offer of dedication to a public agency; 



5) An executed encroachment permit for construction of improvements or facilities 



within the public right of way or on public land; 



6) An executed agreement with a public agency that gives the applicant exclusive 



rights to negotiate with the agency for the acquisition of the site; provided that the 



major terms of the acquisition have been agreed to by all parties; or 



7) A land sales contract or enforceable agreement for acquisition of the property. 



“Smoke Free Housing” means an Affordable Housing Development that implements a 
policy banning the ignition and burning of tobacco products (including, but not limited 
to, cigarettes, cigars, pipes, and water pipes or hookahs) in all living units, indoor 
common areas, and all other interior spaces. The smoke-free policy must also extend to 
all outdoor areas within 25 feet of occupied buildings on the AHD property. 



“Substantial Rehabilitation” means a Housing Development with reasonable direct 
rehabilitation construction contract costs of at least $35,000 per residential unit. 
Rehabilitation shall include energy efficiency upgrades per residential units. 
Rehabilitation projects must fully and efficiently address all the physical needs of the 
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Project for the term of the project loan and therefore merely meeting the minimum 
threshold cost amount of $35,000 per residential unit may not, in and of itself, be 
sufficient to be considered Substantial Rehabilitation for purposes of the project loan. 



“Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure” means capital project(s) that result in the 
improvement or addition of infrastructure that encourages mode-shift from single-
occupancy vehicles by enhancing: 1) public transit service, 2) pedestrian networks, or 
3) bicycle networks (includes public bike-share programs) as well as transit operations 
expenditures that directly support transit expansion, within the defined Project Area 
meeting the transit requirements detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d). 



“TCAC” shall mean the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee and the California 
Tax Credit Allocation Committee Regulations, Title 4 CCR, Division 17, Chapter 1, as 
adopted July 20, 2022. 



“Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Project Area” means a Project Area which 
includes at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality Transit. 



“Transit Signal Priority (TSP)” means an operational strategy that facilitates the 
movement of transit vehicles through traffic-signal controlled intersections. Objectives 
of TSP include meeting on time schedule performance and improved transit travel time 
efficiency while minimizing impacts to normal traffic operations. TSP is made up of four 
components: (1) a detection system that lets the TSP system where the vehicle 
requesting signal priority is located. The detection system communicates with a (2) 
priority request generator that alerts the traffic control system that the vehicle would like 
to receive priority. (3) Priority control strategies; and 4) System management software 
collecting data and generating reports. 



“Transit Station/Stop” means a designated location at which the various Qualifying 
Transit service(s) drop-off and pick-up riders.  



“Transportation Demand Management” (TDM) means strategies that increase 
transportation system efficiency by encouraging shifting from single-occupant vehicle 
(SOV) trips to non-SOV transportation modes or shifting SOV trips off peak travel 
periods. Effective TDM strategies result in reduction of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 
increasing travel options, providing incentives and information to incentivize individuals 
and employers to modify their travel behavior to support these objectives, and/or by 
reducing the need to travel or reducing travel distance via location efficient 
development patterns. TDM strategies encourage travel by transit, bike, walking or in 
shared vehicles. 



“Transportation Related Amenities” means capital improvements that are publicly 
accessible and provide supportive amenities to pedestrians, cyclists and transit riders 
(e.g., bike parking, bus shelter, benches, street trees, etc.) within the defined Project 
Area meeting the transit requirements detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d). TRA 
improvements encourage the use of the transit or active transportation activity. 
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“Tribal Entity” means: Tribe or a tribally designated housing entity. An Applicant that is 
any of the following: 



1) An Indian Tribe as defined under USC Section 4103(13)(B) of Title 25 



2) A Tribally Designated Housing Entity under 25 USC 4103(22) 



3) If not a federally recognized tribe as identified above, either: 



a. Listed in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Office of Federal Acknowledgement 



Petitioner List, pursuant to CFR Section 83.1 of Title 25; or 



b. Indian Tribe located in California that is on the contact list maintained by the 



Native American Heritage Commission for the purpose of consultation 



pursuant to GC Section 65352.3 



"Urban Forestry" means the cultivation and management of native or introduced trees 
and related vegetation in urban areas for their present and potential contribution to the 
economic, physiological, sociological, and ecological well-being of urban society. 



"Urban Forest" means those native or introduced trees and related vegetation in the 
urban and near-urban areas, including, but not limited to urban watersheds, soils and 
related habitats, street trees, park trees, residential trees, natural riparian habitats, and 
trees on other private and public properties. 



“Urban Greening” means the incorporation of greenscaped pedestrian and bicycle trail 
systems, Urban Forestry, urban street canopy, green alleys, drought tolerant and 
native species landscaping and landscape restoration, green roofing, community 
gardens, Natural Infrastructure and stormwater features into public open spaces. 
Public open space must offer reasonable hours of use for the public, such as dawn to 
dusk. Community gardens where residents grow edible plants do not have to be 
publicly accessible as long as they are available to residents of the Affordable 
Housing Development. 



“Urban Uses” means any residential, commercial, industrial, transit, transportation 



passenger facility, or retail use, or any combination of those uses. Urban uses do not 



include lands used for agricultural uses or parcels in excess of 15,000 square feet in 



size and containing only one single-family residence. 



“Very-Low Income” has the meaning set forth in Health and Safety Code Section 50105, 
households with gross incomes not exceeding 50 percent of Area Median Income. 



“Water Efficiency” means controlling water at the source through design—both rainfall 
and storm water runoff through a decentralized system that distributes storm water 
across a project site to replenish groundwater supplies. 



“Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV)” means a motor vehicle equipped with clean technologies 
consistent with the State of California’s zero emission vehicle regulations and standards, 
including battery-electric vehicles (BEVs), hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs), 
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). 
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Appendix B. Tribal Eligibility 
A Tribal Entity may qualify for AHSC funds if their Project meets the following 
requirements: 



(a) Projects are located in Indian country, or located on a parcel owned by a Tribal 
Entity in fee or held in trust for the benefit of a Tribal Entity within the state of 
California, and; 



(b) The applicant meets the conditions of award funding to the extent applicable, and 
subject to any modifications or waivers as provided for by AB1010 (2019) (HSC Section 
50406, subdivision (p)) that shall be set forth in a Standard Agreement. It is noted 
that these same conditions do not need to be satisfied initially to engage in the 
competitive award process: 



(1) BIA Consent. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) has consented to the 
applicant’s execution and recordation (as applicable) of all Department-
required documents that are subject to 25 CFR sec. 152.34, 25 CFR sec. 
162.012, or 25 CFR sec. 162.388, et seq., prior to award disbursement. This 
requirement shall not apply to projects that are located on fee land not 
subject to a restriction by the United States against alienation. 



(2) Personal and Subject Matter Jurisdiction. Personal and subject matter 
jurisdiction in regard to the Standard Agreement, Project, or any matters 
arising from either of them is in state court and the Department has received 
any legal instruments or waivers, all dully approved and executed, as are or 
may be legally necessary and effective to provide for such personal and 
subject matter jurisdiction in state court. 



(3) Title Insurance. The Department has received title insurance for the 
property underlying the Project satisfactory to the Department. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, upon a showing of good cause, for 
Applicants unable to provide a conventional title insurance policy 
satisfactory to the Department, this condition may be satisfied by a title 
status report issued by the BIA Land Title and Records Office and pursuant 
to a title opinion letter issued for the benefit of the Department but paid for 
by the Applicant. 



(4) Recordation Requirements. Where recordation of instruments is a condition 
of award funding or otherwise required under or pursuant to the Standard 
Agreement, the subject instrument is recorded if recorded with the Land 
Titles and Records Office at the BIA or in the appropriate official records of 
the County in which the Project is located, as may be applicable. 



(5) Fee Security Required. For all Projects, except those located on trust or 
restricted land within Indian country, fee security shall be required, unless 
the terms allowing leasehold security are satisfied as set forth in Title 25 
CCR 8316. If a Department loan/grant is recorded on fee land then there 
must be a restriction preventing that land being put into trust until the 
Department loan/grant term is complete. 
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(6) Minimum Requirements for Sovereign Immunity Waivers. Sovereign 
immunity waiver language shall be included in the Department Standard 
Agreement, and all Department regulatory and loan or grant agreements, all 
of which may be accomplished by incorporating by reference a separately 
executed sovereign immunity waiver instrument. The Recipient shall also 
provide or obtain a separate limited waiver of sovereign immunity 
instruments for both personal and subject matter jurisdictions which shall 
require, at a minimum, compliance with State construction standards and 
regulations or with respect to tribal housing Projects in Indian Country, 
compliance with tribal construction standards and regulations that are at 
least as stringent as State construction standards and regulations, subject to 
the Department’s review and satisfaction 
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Appendix C. Awardee Publicity Guidelines 
Recipients are required to acknowledge SGC, HCD, and California Climate Investments 
(CCI) in all publications, websites, signage, invitations, and other media- related and public-
outreach products related to the AHSC Project. Guidance on CCI logo usage, signage, and 
logo files contained in the Style Guide are available at: 
www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/logo-graphics-request. SGC and HCD staff will provide 
their respective logo files and guidance on their usage directly to Recipients. 



(a) Long-form written materials, such as reports, must include the following standard 
language about SGC, HCD, AHSC, and CCI: 
(1) “The Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program 



builds healthier communities and protects the environment by increasing the 
supply of affordable places to live near jobs, stores, transit, and other daily 
needs. This program is administered by Strategic Growth Council (SGC), 
which coordinates the activities of State agencies and partners with 
stakeholders to promote sustainability, economic prosperity, and quality of 
life for all Californians (www.sgc.ca.gov) and implemented by the 
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD). 



The AHSC Program is part of CCI, a statewide program that puts billions of 
Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing GHG emissions, strengthening the 
economy, and improving public health and the environment – particularly in 
disadvantaged communities. The Cap-and-Trade program also creates a 
financial incentive for industries to invest in clean technologies and develop 
innovative ways to reduce pollution. California Climate Investments projects 
include affordable housing, renewable energy, public transportation, zero 
emission vehicles (ZEV), environmental restoration, more sustainable 
agriculture, recycling, and much more. Find our more about the program at: 
www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov.” 



(b) Any informational materials that do not qualify as long-form, but that include at least a 
paragraph of text, such as press releases, media advisories, short case studies, some 
flyers, etc., should include the following language: 
(1) Long version: “[Project Name] is supported by California Strategic Growth 



Council’s Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program with funds 
from California Climate Investments, a statewide initiative that puts billions of 
Cap-and-Trade dollars to work reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
strengthening the economy, and improving public health and the environment – 
particularly in disadvantaged communities.” 



(2) Short version: “[Project Name] is supported by California Strategic Growth 
Council’s Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program with funds 
from California Climate Investments—Cap-and-Trade Dollars at Work” 



(c) Recipients may at times produce promotional materials that are primarily visual in 
nature, such as banners, signage, certain flyers, and sharable images for social 
media. In such cases, when including the boilerplate language acknowledging CCI 
and SGC support is not practical, grantees should instead include the official logos 
of both SGC and CCI, preceded by the words “Funded by.” 





http://www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/logo-graphics-request


http://www.sgc.ca.gov/


http://www.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov/


https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov%2F&data=02%7C01%7CElena.Davert%40conservation.ca.gov%7Ca56c3afe557a46b8bc3608d738819641%7C4c5988ae5a0040e8b065a017f9c99494%7C0%7C0%7C637040001558713546&sdata=TtcmMtO3Yi8r3tmneHEyKwjDb9nfEzDh0CdtWbOe5mE%3D&reserved=0


https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caclimateinvestments.ca.gov%2F&data=02%7C01%7CElena.Davert%40conservation.ca.gov%7Ca56c3afe557a46b8bc3608d738819641%7C4c5988ae5a0040e8b065a017f9c99494%7C0%7C0%7C637040001558713546&sdata=TtcmMtO3Yi8r3tmneHEyKwjDb9nfEzDh0CdtWbOe5mE%3D&reserved=0
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(d) Recipients are required to identify a point of contact for all press inquiries and 
communications needs related to the project and provide the name, phone 
number and email address of this individual to SGC. Recipients must also 
distribute a press release after grant decisions are made at SGC’s Public Council 
Meeting and are encouraged to do so for other major milestones throughout the 
lifecycle of the grant. All press releases must be approved by SGC 
Communications Office prior to distribution and SGC must be alerted and invited 
to participate in any and all press conferences related to the award by emailing 
ASHC@sgc.ca.gov. 



(e) Recipients are required to prepare one or more two-to-four-page documents that 
provide a summary of the Project components and tell the story of the AHSC 
proposal development process and/or implementation. All such materials must be 
approved by SGC Communications Office prior to distribution. These materials 
will be displayed on SGC website. 



(f) Applicants and Recipients are encouraged to use social media to share the process 
of creating an AHSC proposal and to inform the throughout implementation. 
@CalSGC, @California_HCD, and @CAClimateInvest should be tagged on all posts 
related to the AHSC grant. Use of the hashtags #AHSC, #AffordableHousing, and 
#SustainableCommunities is encouraged. 





mailto:ASHC@sgc.ca.gov
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						Threshold Requirements			327			327									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			330			331									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			337			341									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			339			339									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			340			340									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			342			346									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			344			344									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			345			345									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			347			349									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			350			352									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			354			354									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			359			359									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			361			362									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			365			366									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			370			371									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			372			372									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			376			376									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			378			380									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			381			381									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			382			389									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			385			386									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Threshold Requirements			388			389									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						High-Cost Verification			23			40									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Developer Fee			14			60									TRUE			Visible row(s) if true			TRUE						FALSE


						Developer Fee			34			60									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Developer Fee			14			32									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Developer Fee			14			19									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Certification & Legal			37			38									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			159			166									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			16			16									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			26			27									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			39			39									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			50			52									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			53			55									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			63			64									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			68			68									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			92			92									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			93			95									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			96			110									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			126			128									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			135			135									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			138			138									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			141			141									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			144			144									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE


						Quantitative Policy Scoring			178			180									FALSE			Visible row(s) if true			FALSE						FALSE
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																																	TDC															AHSC Funds Requested															AHD																																																																		HRI																																																																		STI #1																																																																					STI #2																																																																					STI #3																																																																					# of Transit Routes Improved			Crosswalks						ADA Curb Ramps						Overcrossings / Undercrossing						Transit Vehicles																					TRA #1																																																																					TRA #2																																																																					TRA #3																																																																					Bus Bulb-Outs						Street lights						Street trees or plantings 						Bus Shelters						Bicycle Parking At Transit						Bus Stop Benches						Amount of TRA funds along block face(s) that include a Transit Station or Stop			Program (PGM) #1																		Program (PGM) #2																		Program (PGM) #3																		Program (PGM) #4																		Program (PGM) #5																		Program (PGM) #6															Program Costs in Project(s) include			Has the Applicant(s) applied, plan to apply, or been awarded other HCD program funds for this proposed Project?			Prior award or potential award #1																					Prior award or potential award #2																					Prior award or potential award #3																					Tax Credit																								Scatter site(s) #1									Scatter site(s) #2									Scatter site(s) #3									Scatter site(s) #4									Scatter site(s) #5																																				Is Project located in Indian country, or located on a parcel owned by a Tribal Entity in fee or held in trust for the benefit of a Tribal Entity within the state of California?			 Project's priority population benefits																																	Applicant #1																																																												Applicant #2																																																												Applicant #3																																																												Applicant #4																																																												Joint Venture Entity #1																																																												Joint Venture Entity #2																																																												Owner / Borrower Entity																																																												Managing General Partner																																																												Administrative GP #1																																																												Administrative GP #2																																																												Manager of LLC																																																												Transit Agency Partner (applicable to STI and TRA components)																																																												Property Management Agent																																																												Financial Consultant																																																												Lead (primary) Service Provider																																																												Borrower Legal Counsel																																																												General Contractor																																																												Architect																																																												Other (Specify)																																																												1						2						3						1						2						3						1						2						3						Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Grand Totals			RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP OLNY																											Maximum HRI Grant Amount															Maximum AHD Funding Amount									Construction Totals																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																	Permanent Totals																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																								§106 (a)(4) 									§106 (a)(6)(A) 																																				§106 (a)(16)																								§106 (a)(21)(C)(i)						§106 (a)(21)(C)(i)						§106 (a)(21)(D)																		§106 (a)(23)(B)(i)						§106 (a)(23)(B)(i)


			HCD APP#:			Project Area Type:			Housing Type			Geographic Area			BIPOC?			AHD?			HRI?			STI?			TRA?			PGM?			AHD			HRI			STI			TRA			PGM			AHD			HRI			STI			TRA			PGM			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					Type of Project			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					Type of Project			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					Type of Project			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																								#			Amount			#			Amount			#			Amount			#			Amount			Transit Operations 			Bikeshare infrastructure & operations			EV Carshare infrastructure & operations 			Other (Specify)			Other (Specify)			primary transit mode			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					primary transit mode			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					primary transit mode			Project Name			Address			City			Zip Code			County			Latitude:			Longitude:			Census Tracts:																								APNs																					#			Amount			#			Amount			#			Amount			#			Amount			#			Amount			#			Amount						Proposed program type			Program Name:			Address:			City:			Zip Code:			County:			Proposed program type			Program Name:			Address:			City:			Zip Code:			County:			Proposed program type			Program Name:			Address:			City:			Zip Code:			County:			Proposed program type			Program Name:			Address:			City:			Zip Code:			County:			Proposed program type			Program Name:			Address:			City:			Zip Code:			County:			Program Name:			Address:			City:			Zip Code:			County:									HCD program(s) name(s):			Plan to apply?			Loan amount			Grant amount			Awarded?			Award date or expected Award date?			HCD Contract Number			HCD program(s) name(s):			Plan to apply?			Loan amount			Grant amount			Awarded?			Award date or expected Award date?			HCD Contract Number			HCD program(s) name(s):			Plan to apply?			Loan amount			Grant amount			Awarded?			Award date or expected Award date?			HCD Contract Number			Tax Credit			Federal			Proposed equity investor contribution ($)			Anticipated tax credit factor			State			Proposed equity investor contribution ($)			Anticipated tax credit factor			Is the Project a scattered site housing Project?			Site Address			Developer			Homeownership or Rental			Site Address			Developer			Homeownership or Rental			Site Address			Developer			Homeownership or Rental			Site Address			Developer			Homeownership or Rental			Site Address			Developer			Homeownership or Rental			Project Site Area (Acres)			Units per Acre			Commercial
Space?			Number of buildings?			Total building(s) stories?			Number of elevators?			Total Homeownership square Feet?			Total Mixed-use Space (square feet)			Is Project being proposed by a Tribal Entity						Project 10 digit census tract:			Disadvantaged Community:			Disadvantaged and Low-Income Community:			Low-Income Community:			AHD Capital Project type			Mixed Use Development?			Project meets maximum award of $50 million or less?			Project meets minimum award of $10 million?			40 percent for Projects utilizing 9 percent tax credits.			50 percent for Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits			80 percent for Projects not utilizing tax credits			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2			Congress person Name(s)			District #			Congress person Name(s)			District #			Congress person Name(s)			District #			State Senator Name(s)			District #			State Senator Name(s)			District #			State Senator Name(s)			District #			State Assembly Member Name(s) 			District #			State Assembly Member Name(s) 			District #			State Assembly Member Name(s) 			District #			# of
Bdrms			Unit Type			% of Area Median Income 


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			Total Units			Total
Rental
Units			Total Rental
Un-Restricted
Units			Total Rental
Restricted
Units			Total
Affordable
Rental Units


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).			AHSC
Rental
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Total
Homeowner
(HO) Units			Total (HO)
Un-Restricted
Units			Total (HO)
Restricted
Units			Total
Affordable
(HO) Units


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.			AHSC
(HO)
Assisted
Units			Other
(HO)
Restricted
Units			Support. Housing
Units			Veterans
Units			Senior
Units			# of
Bdrms			Unit Type			% of Area Median Income 
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2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																							Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																							Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																							Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																										Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																										Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																										Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																													AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																							Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																							Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																										Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																										Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																																							Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) Year 1			§106 (a)(1) 			§106 (a)(2) 			§106 (a)(3) 			§106 (a)(4) 			Is there at least one pass per restricted unit?			§106 (a)(5) 			§106 (a)(6)(A) 			Meets threshold requirement?			§106 (a)(6)(B) 			§106 (a)(7)			§106 (a)(8)			§106 (a)(9)			§106 (a)(10)			§106 (a)(11)			§106 (a)(12)			§106 (a)(13)			§106 (a)(14)			§106 (a)(15)			§106 (a)(16)			trigger State Relocation?			§106 (a)(17)			§106 (a)(18)			§106 (a)(19)			§106 (a)(20)			§106 (a)(21)(A)			§106 (a)(21)(B)			§106 (a)(21)(C)(i)			Project meets requirement?			§106 (a)(21)(C)(i)			Project meets requirement?			§106 (a)(21)(D)			Project meets requirement?			§106 (a)(21)(E)			§106 (a)(21)(F)			§106 (a)(22)			§106 (a)(23)(A)			§106 (a)(23)(B)(i)			Project meets requirement?			§106 (a)(23)(B)(i)			Project meets requirement?			§106 (a)(24)(A)			§106 (a)(25)			§106 (a)(26)			§106 (a)(27)			§106 (a)(28)(C)			Total Quantitative Self Score			§107 (a)			§107 (a)(1)			§107 (a)(2)			§107 (a)(3)			§107 (a)(4)			§107 (a)(5)			§107 (b)			§107 (c)			§107 (c)(1)			§107 (c)(2)			§107 (c)(3)			§107 (d)			§107 (e)			§107 (f)			§107 (g)			§107 (h)			§107 (i)			§107 (i)(1)(A)			§107 (i)(1)(B)			§107 (i)(2)			§107 (j)


			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			$0			0			$0			0			$0			0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			$0			0			$0			0			$0			0			$0			0			$0			0			$0			$0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			12/31/99			0			0			0			0			0			0			12/31/99			0			0			0			0			0			0			12/31/99			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0.00			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			TRUE			FALSE												Applicant #1												0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Applicant #2												0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Applicant #3												0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Applicant #4												0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Joint Venture Entity #1						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Joint Venture Entity #2						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Owner / Borrower Entity						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Managing General Partner						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Administrative GP #1						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Administrative GP #2						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Manager of LLC						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Transit Agency Partner (applicable to STI and TRA components)			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Property Management Agent			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Financial Consultant			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Lead (primary) Service Provider			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Borrower Legal Counsel			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			General Contractor			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Architect			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Other (Specify)			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			FALSE			0			0			FALSE			0			0			0			No			HRI			AHSC HRI Grant			State-HCD			0			0			0			0			Yes			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Deferred Developer Fees			0			0			0			0			0			Yes			AHD			Other Deferred Costs			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Developer Fee Contribution			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			GP Equity			0			0			0			0			0			Yes			AHD			Gross Tax Credit Equity			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			No			HRI			AHSC HRI Grant			State-HCD			0			0			0			0			No			AHD			AHSC AHD Funding			State-HCD			0			0			0			0			0			0			Tax-Exempt Bond Loan			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Deferred Developer Fees			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			Developer Fee Contribution			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			GP Equity			0			0			0			0			0			Yes			AHD			Gross Tax Credit Equity			0			0			0			0			0			0.00			0			0			0			0			TRUE			0			0			FALSE			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0						0						0						0			0			0			0			0						0						0			0			0			0			0			0.000			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0.000			0			0			0			0			0.00			0.00			0.00			FALSE			0
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Instructions


						Instructions





						When opening this file, a yellow banner at the top may appear with a button that says, "Enable Editing", and/or "Enable Macros". It is essential that you click this box(es) so that the macros are enabled. Enabling macros is necessary for full workbook/application functionality.

WARNING: Partial functionality of this application/workbook WILL BE LOST when using Apple Mac Computers. The Department highly recommends using PC Computers and Microsoft Office 2013 or newer to complete the application.








						Application materials must be submitted electronically via HCD portal system. Requirements for uploading the Application Workbook and required supporting 


						documentation, including naming conventions, are described in the application instructions available at  																																																																					https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-sustainable-communities																																																			Update website address


						Sponsor/Applicant must upload all application materials to HCD portal no later than 4:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time on																																																																																	4/4/23																																							TBD


						Application must be on the Department’s forms and cannot be altered or modified by the Sponsor/Applicant. Excel Application must be in Excel format, not a PDF document. 


						If the Sponsor/Applicant discover any errors within application, use the Application Support tab and email the entire workbook to																																																																																							AppSupport@hcd.ca.gov


						It is recommended that Applicant(s) start from left to right and top to bottom for a better understanding and functionality of this application.


						Additional instructions and guidance are given throughout the Application in "red" text and in cell comments. Cell Notes/Comments are very important to read as some of these will provide directions for completing your application.


						"Yellow" cells 												are for Applicant input. It is very important that you answer ALL yellow cells, failure to provide all information may disqualify your application from consideration or may negatively impact your point score.


						"Orange" cells												are required attachments. Failure to provide the required attachments and documentation may disqualify your application from consideration or may negatively impact your point score. Electronically attached files must use the naming convention in the Application.


						"Blue" cells												are self-score points awarded in the "Scoring" worksheet. These are automated calculations based on the inputs provided by the Sponsor/Applicant. 


						"Red" cells												indicate the Applicant(s) has failed to meet a requirement of the program, threshold, scoring, upload, or certification.


						Disclosure of Application: Information provided in the application will become a public record available for review by the public, pursuant to the California Public Records Act (Government Code Sections 6250-6276.48). As such, any materials provided are subject to disclosure to any person making a request under this Act. The Department cautions Applicants to use discretion in providing information not specifically requested, including but not limited to, bank account numbers, social security numbers, personal phone numbers, and home addresses. By  providing this information to the Department, the Applicant is waiving any claim of confidentiality and consents to the disclosure of submitted material upon request.


						End of Document
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Dropdowns


			Alameda			none			More than 2,000 feet			none			none			none			None			Fixed for Term			Interest Only			Fully Amortized			New Bus Service (local bus)			Congestion Management Agency			none			single story			Incorporation of greenscaped pedestrian and bicycle trail systems			Non-MPO area			Majority of the project is located within the boundaries of a disadvantaged community census tract			Host community meetings, workshops, outreach efforts, or public meetings as part of planning process to engage local residents and community groups for input on community or household needs, and provide documentation showing how the received input was considered in the selection of projects that address those needs			A majority (>50%) of the project is within one or more AB 1550 communities and reduces vehicle miles travelled (e.g., through affordable housing development and improved sustainable transportation infrastructure), and the project is designed to avoid displacement of residents from these communities


			Alpine			Reduce vehicular speed or volume near bicycle users			1,000 to 1,999 feet			Reduce vehicular speed or volume near pedestrians			CalGreen Tier 2			Project units where two out of three of the major energy appliances (cook stoves, space heating, water heating) will be electric. Projects will be wired to be electric ready (having 240 volts outlets near each gas appliance).			Transformative Climate Communities (TCC)			Fixed with Reset			Deferred			Amortized with Call			New Bus Service (long distance commuter)			Developer			Active Transportation Programs 			town-house			Urban street canopy			Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG)			Majority of the project is located within the boundaries of a low-income community census tract			Look at the individual factors in CalEnviroScreen 3.02 that are most impacting an identified disadvantaged or low-income community (i.e., factors that score above the 75th percentile), and select a project that reduces the impacts of one of those factors			Project preserves the supply of affordable housing that is at-risk of conversion to market rate (e.g., through acquisition and substantial rehabilitation) for residents of AB 1550 communities and low-income households


			Amador			Improve sight distance and visibility			Less than 1,000 feet			Improve sight distance and visibility			LEED Gold			Project will be powered entirely through electricity with no connections to natural gas infrastructure.			Sustainable Agricultural Lands Conservation (SALC)			Fixed, then Variable			None			Residual Receipts			New Train Service			Facilites District			Transit Ridership Programs			mid-rise buildings			Green alleys			Butte County Association of Governments (BCAG)			Low-income households or low-income communities outside of, but within 1/2 mile (buffer) of, disadvantaged communities			Receive documentation of support from local community-based organizations and/or residents (e.g., letters, emails) and select a project with documented broad community support			Project includes recruitment, agreements, policies or other approaches that are consistent with federal and state law and result in at least 25 percent of project work hours performed by residents of an AB 1550 community, or by residents of low-income households


			Butte			Eliminate potential conflict points						Eliminate potential conflict points			Green Point Rated New Construction: Gold						Health and Equity Program (HEP)			Variable			Other			Deferred			New Ferry Service			Joint Powers Authority (JPA)			Criteria Air Pollutant Programs			high-rise buildings			Drought tolerant and native species landscaping and landscape restoration			Fresno Council of Governments (FresnoCOG)			Project provides jobs or job training to residents of low-income households			Refer to the list of common needs for disadvantaged communities in CARB’s Funding Guidelines Table 2-2 (and attached herein for reference) and select a project that addresses a listed need			Project includes recruitment, agreements, policies or other approaches that are consistent with federal and state law and result in at least 10 percent of project work hours performed by residents of an AB 1550 community, or by residents of low-income households, participating in job training programs which lead to industry-recognized credentials or certifications


			Calaveras			Improve compliance with traffic laws						Improve compliance with traffic laws			Green Point Rated Rehab: Whole Building						Community Assistance for Climate Equity Program (CACE)			Other						Interest Only			Vanpool			Joint Venture			Workforce Development Programs						Green roofing			Kern Council of Governments (KCOG)


			Colusa			Address other barriers that may have existed						Address other barriers that may have existed			ENERGY STAR Certified Home						Community Resilience Centers									Fixed to Float			Shuttle			Local Transportation Commission			Car Share Programs						Community gardens			Kings County Association of Governments (KCAG)


			Contra Costa												Living Future Challenge - Living Building						Climate Change Research Program									MHP-Partial Interest Only			Capital Improvements			Locality									Natural infrastructure			Madera County Transportation Commission (Madera CTC)


			Del Norte																														Bicycle Paths Class 1			Program Operator									Stormwater features into public open spaces			Merced County Association of Governments (MCAG)


			El Dorado																														Bicycle Lanes Class 2			Public Housing Authority									Enhancement/expansion of neighborhood parks and community space			Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)


			Fresno																														Bikeway Class 4			Redevelopment Successory Agency									Greening of public lands & structures (may include riparian habitat for water capture/wildlife)			Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG)


			Glenn						Alameda			San Francisco Bay Area															Fixed for Term						Bike Share			Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA)									Green streets and alleyways			San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)


			Humboldt						Alpine			North State & Sierras															Fixed with Reset						Pedestrian Facilities			School District			Transportation encouragement and safety						Non-motorized urban trails (safe routes between residences, workplaces, commercial and schools)			San Joaquin Council of Governments (SJCOG)


			Imperial						Amador			North State & Sierras															Fixed, then Variable									STI/TRA Developer			AHD resident support						Urban heat island mitigation and energy conservation efforts			San Luis Obispo Council of Governments (SLOCOG)


			Inyo						Butte			North State & Sierras															Variable									Transit Agency or Transit Operator			Anti-displacement activities									Santa Barbara County Association of Governments (SBCAG)


			Kern						Calaveras			North State & Sierras															Other									Tribal Entity			Criteria Air Pollutant									Shasta County Regional Transportation Planning Agency (SCRTPA)


			Kings						Colusa			North State & Sierras															None									University or Community College District			Internet Service									Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)


			Lake						Contra Costa			San Francisco Bay Area																											Low-income ZEV car sharing									Stanislaus Council of Governments (StanCOG)


			Lassen						Del Norte			North State & Sierras																											Tenant Legal Counseling									Tahoe Metropolitan Planning Organization (TMPO)


			Los Angeles						El Dorado			Sacramento Area																											Workforce Development									Tulare County Association of Governments (TCAG)


			Madera						Fresno			San Joaquin Valley																					Federal


			Marin						Glenn			North State & Sierras																					4% tax credits


			Mariposa						Humboldt			North State & Sierras																					9% tax credits


			Mendocino						Imperial			Inland Southern California																					Local


			Merced						Inyo			North State & Sierras																					Local Fee Waiver


			Modoc						Kern			San Joaquin Valley																					Local Land Donation


			Mono						Kings			San Joaquin Valley																					Other


			Monterey						Lake			North State & Sierras																					Private


			Napa						Lassen			North State & Sierras																					State-General


			Nevada						Los Angeles			Coastal Southern California																					State-GGRF


			Orange						Madera			San Joaquin Valley																					State-HCD


			Placer						Marin			San Francisco Bay Area


			Plumas						Mariposa			North State & Sierras


			Riverside						Mendocino			North State & Sierras


			Sacramento						Merced			San Joaquin Valley


			San Benito						Modoc			North State & Sierras


			San Bernardino						Mono			North State & Sierras


			San Diego						Monterey			Central Coast


			San Francisco						Napa			San Francisco Bay Area


			San Joaquin						Nevada			North State & Sierras


			San Luis Obispo						Orange			Coastal Southern California


			San Mateo						Placer			Sacramento Area


			Santa Barbara						Plumas			North State & Sierras


			Santa Clara						Riverside			Inland Southern California


			Santa Cruz						Sacramento			Sacramento Area


			Shasta						San Benito			Central Coast


			Sierra						San Bernardino			Inland Southern California


			Siskiyou						San Diego			San Diego Area


			Solano						San Francisco			San Francisco Bay Area


			Sonoma						San Joaquin			San Joaquin Valley


			Stanislaus						San Luis Obispo			Central Coast


			Sutter						San Mateo			San Francisco Bay Area


			Tehama						Santa Barbara			Central Coast


			Trinity						Santa Clara			San Francisco Bay Area


			Tulare						Santa Cruz			Central Coast


			Tuolumne						Shasta			North State & Sierras


			Ventura						Sierra			North State & Sierras


			Yolo						Siskiyou			North State & Sierras


			Yuba						Solano			San Francisco Bay Area


									Sonoma			San Francisco Bay Area


									Stanislaus			San Joaquin Valley


									Sutter			Sacramento Area


									Tehama			North State & Sierras


									Trinity			North State & Sierras


									Tulare			San Joaquin Valley


									Tuolumne			North State & Sierras


									Ventura			Central Coast


									Yolo			Sacramento Area


									Yuba			Sacramento Area

















Project Overview


						Project Overview																																																																																																									V1			1/30/23





						HCD APP#:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicant will receive an application number
from HCD once they sign up to the HCD
portal to upload documents.





						Project Area Type																																							Housing Type																											Geographic Area


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The AHSC Program defines eight geographic areas; Section 108 (h)(2).																																																FALSE			Transit Oriented Development (TOD)


																																																																																																																								FALSE			Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA)


						“Optional Answer" will not affect application review or ranking. Applicant(s) or Joint Venture Entity meets CDLAC Definition of BIPOC Organization? per CDLAC 523(f)(1)(B), TCAC 10327(c)(2)(E)?																																																																																																																		FALSE			Integrated Connectivitiy Project (ICP)


																																																																					Project / Program						TDC												AHSC Funds Requested												%


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Project/program request as
percentage from total request.						Total Non-AHSC Funding Commitments


						Select Yes to all that apply


						Affordable Housing Development (AHD)																																																															AHD						$0												$0												0.00%						$0


						Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)																																																															HRI						$0												$0												0.00%


						Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI)																																																															STI						$0												$0												0.00%						$0


						Transportation-Related Amenities (TRA)																																																															TRA						$0												$0												0.00%						$0


						Program Costs (PGM)																																																															PGM						$0												$0


George Rodine: If shaded red, requested PGM amount exceeds $600,000 not including
required transit passes/cards costs described in §106(a) or 30% of
total AHSC funding request §103(b)(2).												0.00%						$0


																																																															AHD & HRI Total												$0												$0


George Rodine: If cell is shaded red, AHSC funding request for AHD
plus HRI does not equal at least 50% of total AHSC
requested amount. §103(a)(1)(D) and §103(a)(2)(B).												0.00%						$0


																																																															Grand Total												$0												$0


George Rodine: If shaded red, AHSC requested amount is below minimum
of $10M or above maximum of $50M §104(a).												0.00%						$0


						Was Project awarded funds in prior AHSC rounds?


						Which round of AHSC was it awarded?


						Is Project a phase of a previously awarded project?


						Select Metropolitan Planning Org. or "non-MPO area"


George Rodine: Select in the yellow cell below the metropolitan
planning organization (MPO) the Project is within
or select Non-MPO area.





						Affordable Housing Development (AHD)





						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include: descriptive information such as on-site resident or community amenities, climate adaptive features, and resources in the immediate vicinity)








						Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI)





						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include: descriptive information such as on-site resident or community amenities, climate adaptive features, and resources in the immediate vicinity)








						Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI)





						STI Project #1															Type of Project





						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include: the general location and description of each STI improvement and note if sidewalks are new or replaced. Please include other descriptive information such as key gaps closed and connections established.)








						STI Project #2?





						Type of Project


						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include: the general location and description of each STI improvement and note if sidewalks are new or replaced. Please include other descriptive information such as key gaps closed and connections established.)








						STI Project #3?





						Type of Project


						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include: the general location and description of each STI improvement and note if sidewalks are new or replaced. Please include other descriptive information such as key gaps closed and connections established.)








						Quantity of new or repaired STI facilities funded by AHSC


						# of Transit Routes Improved																														Crosswalks																								ADA Curb Ramps																											Overcrossings / Undercrossing





						Transit Vehicles																											Transit Operations 																								Bikeshare infrastructure & operations





						EV Carshare infrastructure & operations 																																							Other (Specify)																																				Other (Specify)





						Transportation-Related Amenities (TRA)





						TRA Project #1															Select the primary transit mode supported by this TRA





						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include the general location and description of each TRA improvement)








						TRA Project #2?





						Select the primary transit mode supported by this TRA


						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include the general location and description of each TRA improvement)








						TRA Project #3?





						Select the primary transit mode supported by this TRA


						Project Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																														Latitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		Longitude:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.


						Census Tracts:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number


						APNs


						Description (include the general location and description of each TRA improvement)








						Quantity of new or repaired TRA facilities funded by AHSC


						Bus Bulb-Outs																											Street lights																											Street trees or plantings 																																	Bus Shelters





						Bicycle Parking At Transit																																	Bus Stop Benches





						Amount of TRA funds along block face(s) that include a Transit Station or Stop





						Program Costs (PGM)





						Program Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																																	Proposed program type


						Program Description





						Who are the targeted users for the Program





						What is the issue or need that the Program is attempting to address, and how will it successfully address this issue or need?





						Describe additional design challenges and development costs incurred to meet the requirements of the Program.








						PGM #2?


						Program Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																																	Proposed program type


						Program Description





						Who are the targeted users for the Program





						What is the issue or need that the Program is attempting to address, and how will it successfully address this issue or need?





						Describe additional design challenges and development costs incurred to meet the requirements of the Program.








						PGM #3?


						Program Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																																	Proposed program type


						Program Description





						Who are the targeted users for the Program





						What is the issue or need that the Program is attempting to address, and how will it successfully address this issue or need?





						Describe additional design challenges and development costs incurred to meet the requirements of the Program.








						PGM #4?


						Program Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																																	Proposed program type


						Program Description





						Who are the targeted users for the Program





						What is the issue or need that the Program is attempting to address, and how will it successfully address this issue or need?





						Describe additional design challenges and development costs incurred to meet the requirements of the Program.








						PGM #5?


						Program Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:																																	Proposed program type


						Program Description





						Who are the targeted users for the Program





						What is the issue or need that the Program is attempting to address, and how will it successfully address this issue or need?





						Describe additional design challenges and development costs incurred to meet the requirements of the Program.








						PGM #6?																		Use this "PGM #6" only for "OTHER" if your proposed program does not fall withing the program types listed in guidelines.


						Program Name:																																																									Address:


						City:																								Zip Code:																					County:


						Program Description





						Who are the targeted users for the Program





						What is the issue or need that the Program is attempting to address, and how will it successfully address this issue or need?





						Describe additional design challenges and development costs incurred to meet the requirements of the Program.








						Program Costs in Project(s) include





						Has the Applicant(s) applied, plan to apply, or been awarded other HCD program funds for this proposed Project?


						If applicable, provide other Project name(s) for which this Project has applied for HCD funds in the past.





						Negative points may be assed if applicant fails to disclose all past awards, simultaneous applications, and known future applications.


						HCD program(s) name(s):


Agutierrez: Spell out complete HCD program name.																																							21-06


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Is the Department funding source listed
in Administrative Notice Number: 21-06?			Plan to apply?						Loan amount															Grant amount												Awarded?									Award date or expected Award date?																		HCD Contract Number














						NOFA Section II (C)(2)


						Applicant(s) acknowledges that a single Developer may receive no more than $100 million per NOFA funding cycle. This limitation may be waived by SGC if necessary, to meet statutory requirements referenced in Guidelines §108.





						Utilizing Tax Credits?


						Federal															Proposed equity investor contribution ($)																																																			Anticipated tax credit factor


						State															Proposed equity investor contribution ($)																																																			Anticipated tax credit factor


																																							Proposed month																											Proposed year																					Tax Credit Reservation Awarded?


						File Name									Tax Credit Reservation Letter																					If the Project has already received a tax credit reservation, upload documentation.																																																															Uploaded to HCD?





						Is the Project a scattered site housing Project?  UMR §8303(b)


						If yes, will the proposed Project meet the UMR §8303(b) requirements? 


						Site Address																																																						Developer																																	Homeownership or Rental

















						Total Units


Agutierrez: Proposed # of residential units,
Complete Unit Mix at "Max Funds & Unit Mix" sheet/tab.												LIHTC
Units


Agutierrez: Proposed # of Low Income Housing
Tax Credit Units (80% AMI or less).						Project Site Area


Agutierrez: Land area of developed project,
after any planned subdivision.												Units per Acre															Age Restrictions															Special Facility
Type												Tenure Type												Rental Subsidy?									Commercial
Space?									Relocation
Required?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Both, Businesses and/or Tenants


						0																								Acres						0						Per Acre


						Operating Subsidy?																											HUD 811 Project?																								Any type of demolition required?


						Describe any demolition to be completed (including any structures, parking lots, signage, or billboards to be demolished).





						Number of buildings?																								Total building(s) stories?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Maximum number of stories across building(s), excluding set-backs if applicable.																								Number of elevators?																					Total Homeownership square Feet?


						Total Commercial square feet?																																				Total Residential Rental square feet?																																							Total Residential Non-rental square feet?


						Total Mixed-use Space (square feet)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Total publicly accessible area for commercial or social service uses.


						For Operating Subsidies: Provide evidence of commitment status (e.g., letters of intent, commitment letters, grant awards or subsidy contracts). If commitments are not available, provide other documentation such as a reservation or third-party letter stating the following: total subsidy and estimated first year allocation, date or expected date of award, and term (in years).
For Project-Based Rental Assistance: Projects having or proposing project-based rental assistance must provide documentation of current contract Rents. A fully executed subsidy contract shall be required prior loan closing. Projects having or proposing project-based rental assistance shall fund a Transition Reserve in accordance with MHP §7312(f)(2).


						File Name:									Operating Subsidy Commitment																								Documentation evidencing commitment of Operating Subsidies including source, term (in years), total subsidy amount, and estimated first year allocation.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									Current Contract Rents																								Projects proposing project-based rental assistance: Provide documentation of current contract rents for HAP, Shelter Plus or other source, as applicable.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						§105 Eligible Applicants


									(a)			Applicant(s) acknowledges and understand the requirement of "Eligible Applicants"


												(1)			Eligible applicant entities shall include any of the following:


															(A)			A Locality, public housing authority, redevelopment successor agency, transit agency or transit operator, Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA), local Transportation Commission, Congestion Management Agency, Joint Powers Authority (JPA), school district, facilities district, University or Community College District.


																		(i)			For STI or TRA components only, an applicant may provide an executed agreement with a specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought.


															(B)			A Developer or Program Operator.


															(C)			A Tribal Entity whose Project meets requirements listed in detail in Appendix B.


																		Is Project being proposed by a Tribal Entity and meets requirements listed in detail in Appendix B? 


																		Applicant(s) acknowledges that if awarded, The applicant meets the conditions of award funding to the extent applicable, and subject to any modifications or waivers as provided for by AB1010 (2019) (HSC Section 50406, subdivision (p)) that shall be set forth in a Standard Agreement. It is noted that these same conditions do not need to be satisfied initially to engage in the competitive award process: Please read "Appendix B. Tribal Eligibility (a)(1-6).


																		Is Project located in Indian country, or located on a parcel owned by a Tribal Entity in fee or held in trust for the benefit of a Tribal Entity within the state of California?


						File Name:									Tribal Entity Waiver																								Modifications or waivers as provided for in HSC Section 50406, subdivision (p) (Assembly Bill 1010 (Chapter 660, Statutes of 2019)																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									Indian Country Verification																								Documentation verifying land is located in Indian Country as defined by 18 USC 1151.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									Fee or Trust Land Verification																								Documentation verifying land is located on Fee or Trust Land.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


												(2)			A special purpose entity formed and controlled by the Developer, and which will serve as the ultimate borrower of AHSC loan funds, is not an eligible Applicant. A special purpose entity ultimate borrower meeting the requirements of UMR §8313.2 may be listed on the AHSC Program application in the appropriate, designated fields for listing such a borrower entity.


															(A)			Single purpose entities not meeting the requirements of a special purpose entity pursuant to UMR §8313.2, whether serving as an intermediate entity within the ultimate borrower structure or not, are not Eligible Applicants. Such single purpose entities will not be included as a separate party on any AHSC Program legal documents, including but not limited to, Standard Agreements, nor are they eligible to be Recipients or payees of AHSC Program funds.





												(3)			Where a Public Agency has a real property interest in the proposed Project, the application must include the Public Agency as a joint Applicant or otherwise include a commitment to enter into a contractual agreement to develop the Project, if it is awarded.


															Will a Public Agency have a real property interest in the proposed Project?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: "Public Agency” means a Locality, transit agency, public housing authority or
redevelopment successor agency.


															Will the Application include the Public Agency as a joint applicant?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Where a Public Agency has a real property interest in the proposed
Project, the application must include the Public Agency as a joint
Applicant or otherwise include a commitment to enter into a contractual
agreement to develop the Project, if it is awarded.


						File Name									STI-TRA Agreement																								STI-TRA agreement: If utilizing the experience of a Locality or Transportation Agency non-applicant for STI or TRA components an applicant must provide an executed agreement with that specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												(4)			All eligible Applicants appearing on the application for the Project will be held jointly and severally liable for the completion of the Project and as such, will each sign all Standard Agreements to the award of AHSC funds.


															(A)			A Recipient of Department funds must remain liable for performing all requirements of the award of funds as set forth in the Standard Agreement. Where there are multiple Recipients, all such Recipients must remain jointly and severally liable to the Department for that performance. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Recipients may indemnify each other by entering into agreements with one another as to individual Capital Projects. In no event will any such agreement alter, amend, or revoke each individual Recipient’s obligations to the Department, including the joint and several liability.





						“Developer” means the entity that the Department and the Council rely upon for experience, site control, and capacity, and which controls (1) the Affordable Housing Development during development and through occupancy or the Housing Related Infrastructure during development and through completion, (2) the Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure during development and through operation, or (3) the Transit-Related Amenities during development and through Operation.


						Applicant #1


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 105(a)(2) A special purpose entity formed and controlled by the Developer, and which
will serve as the ultimate borrower of AHSC loan funds, is not an eligible
Applicant. A special purpose entity ultimate borrower meeting the
requirements of UMR 8313.2 may be listed on the AHSC Program
application in the appropriate, designated fields for listing such a borrower
entity.												Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						Eligible applicant type																																																															Organization type


						File Name									App1 Cert & Legal Disclosure																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App1 Org Chart																								Applicant Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App1 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App1 Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App1 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Applicant #2												Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						Eligible applicant type																																																															Organization type


						File Name									App2 Cert & Legal Disclosure																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App2 Org Chart																								Applicant Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App2 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App2 Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App2 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Applicant #3												Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						Eligible applicant type																																																															Organization type


						File Name									App3 Cert & Legal Disclosure																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App3 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App3 Org Chart																								See Applicant Documents worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App3 Signature Block																								See Applicant Documents worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App3 Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App3 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Applicant #4												Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						Eligible applicant type																																																															Organization type


						File Name									App4 Cert & Legal Disclosure																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App4 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App4 Org Chart																								Applicant Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App4 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App4 Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									App4 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						“Joint Venture” means an association of two or more persons, or entities who combine their property, skill, or knowledge to carry out a single business enterprise for profit. A Sponsor/Applicant formed as a joint venture in accordance with Section 7303(a) shall comply with the requirements of §7303(g). The Borrower limited partnership is not a joint venture within the meaning of "See Appendix A - Defined Terms at any individual program guidelines".


						Joint Venture Entity #1


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: MHP Section 7303 (j) Joint ventures in which Community-Based Developers,
Emerging Developers, New Community-Based Developers, Tribal Entities,
and Tribes participate and rely on an experienced Sponsor or property
management company for scoring under the experience category of
Section 7320(c) below must also meet additional requirement set forth
at Section 7303 (j).
																					Entity Name:


						File Name:									Joint Venture Agreement																								Executed copy stating the terms of joint venture agreement.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV1 Cert & Legal																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV1 Org Chart																								Applicant Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV1 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV1 Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV1 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						MHP §7303 (d)(4)(A) Applicant(s) certifies that the Joint Venture partner/co-Sponsor/Applicant with experience must document that experience in the application?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Experience with rental housing
development(s) is requested at
"Scoring" sheet.


						MHP §7303 (d)(4)(B) Applicant(s) certifies that the partner with experience must retain a controlling interest in the Joint Venture (or, for co-Sponsors, must have a controlling interest in the Borrower entity) for at least seven (7) consecutive years from the date of full occupancy of the Rental Housing Development. Any transfer of this interest requires the Department’s advance written approval.


						MHP §7303 (d)(4)(C) Applicant(s) certifies that the partner with experience must perform a substantial management role in the Joint Venture and/or Borrower entity for at least seven (7) consecutive years from the date of full occupancy of the Rental Housing Development. Such role shall include the substantial management duties set forth at UMR Section 8313.2.


						MHP §7303 (d)(4)(D) Applicant(s) certifies that the partnership agreement must, for the duration of the Joint Venture Sponsor’s partnership (or for co-Sponsors, the Borrower partnership), do the following:


						i.			The inexperienced partner must complete training pursuant to TCAC Regulations, Title 4 CCR, Division 17, Chapter 1, Section 10325(c)(1)


						ii.			Allocate a share of developer fee, Distributions, and net sales proceeds to the partner without experience that is no less than 50 percent of the total; and


						iii.			Provide the partner without experience with an option to purchase the Rental Housing Development.





						Joint Venture Entity #2																					Entity Name:


						File Name:									JV2 Cert & Legal																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV2 Org Chart																								Applicant Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV2 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV2 Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name:									JV2 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Owner/Borrower												Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						File Name									Owner Cert & Legal Disclosure																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Owner OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Owner Org Chart																								Owner Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Owner Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Owner Cert of Good Standing 																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Owner Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Managing General Partner																					Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						File Name									MGP Cert & Legal																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MGP OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MGP Org Chart																								MGP Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MGP Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MGP Cert of Good Standing																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MGP Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Administrative General Partner #1																								Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						File Name									AGP1 Cert & Legal																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP1 Org Chart																								AGP Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP1 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP1 Cert of Good Standing																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP1 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Administrative General Partner #2																								Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						File Name									AGP2 Cert & Legal																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP2 Org Chart																								AGP Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP2 Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP2 Cert of Good Standing																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AGP2 Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						Manager of LLC												Entity name


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.


						File Name									MLLC Cert & Legal																								Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MLLC OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.																								Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MLLC Org Chart																								Manager of LLC Organization Chart.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MLLC Signature Block																								Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MLLC Cert of Good Standing																								Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									MLLC Tax-Exempt Status																								Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						§101 AB-1550 Priority Populations


						AB-1550 Priority Populations “Priority Population” means residents of: (1) census tracts identified as disadvantaged by California Environmental Protection Agency per SB 535; (2) census tracts identified as low-income per AB 1550; or (3) a low-income household per AB 1550. See the Priority Population maps for more information.


						Priority Population maps


						The Project's priority population benefits will be determined based upon the location of the AHD.


						Project 10 digit census tract:																														Disadvantaged Community:																								Disadvantaged and Low-Income Community:																																				Low-Income Community:


						Low-income Communities within 1/2 mile of Disadvantaged Communities:																																																						Low-income Households within 1/2 mile of Disadvantaged Communities:


						File Name									AB1550																								Applicable CARB Priority Population Benefit Criteria Tables.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						§102 Eligible Projects


									(a)			The Project Area is the area which encompasses transit, housing and destinations and is the area in which Project funds will be primarily focused.


												Define Project Area:





						File Name									Project Area Map																								Items marked with (PAM) in this application must be identified on the Project Area Map (PAM) and as outlined in the Project Area Mapping Guidance. This can include: mapping the Affordable Housing Development, Qualifying Transit,  Active Transportation Improvements §107 Quantitative Policy Scoring(a)(1),(2),(3), & (4) ,Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations §107 Quantitative Policy Scoring(d)(1), and GHG Mapping components including: STI Improvements (e.g. bikeways, walkways, STI improvements to transit), traffic calming measures, and key destinations around STI improvements. File must be submitted in a KML/KMZ format.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


									Each Project Area must:


												(1)			Will Project Area be a contiguous area with no greater than a one (1.0) mile radius from any single point inside the parcel of the Affordable Housing Development? Projects that are made up of Scattered Sites must choose one point in one of the parcels of the applicant’s choice.


												(2)			Will Project Area include at least one Transit Station/Stop consistent with the requirements set forth in §102(c), §102(d) or §102(e)?


												(3)			Will Project Area include all AHSC-funded Sustainable Transportation Improvements and Transportation Related Amenities? AHSC-funded STI components (e.g., a bus only lane, Transit Signal Priority, a bikeway, or sidewalk) may extend beyond the boundaries of the Project Area, but an entrance to the facility must be located inside the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a fixed route transit route, there must be a Transit Station/Stop of that route within the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a Flexible Transit Service, the service area must include the AHD.





									(b)			The AHSC Program includes three eligible Project Area Types: 1) Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Project Areas; 2) Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Project Areas, and 3) Rural Innovation Project Areas (RIPA).


												Applicant(s) acknowledge that all projects, regardless of Project Area Type, must demonstrate VMT reduction through fewer or shorter vehicle trips or through mode shift to transit use, bicycling or walking within transit areas, with an emphasis on integrating or developing affordable housing, and with an emphasis on providing benefits to Disadvantaged Communities or Low-Income Communities.





									(c)			Applicant(s) certifies TOD Project Areas must demonstrate all the following:


												(1)			Include at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality Transit at the time of application submittal which is located no farther than one-half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in place at the time of application, the route must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided; and


												(2)			Include Capital Projects or Program Costs:


															(A)			At least one of the following: Affordable Housing Development (AHD); Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI); AND


															(B)			At least one of the following: Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI); Transportation Related Amenities (TRA); Program Costs (PGM)





									(d)			Applicant(s) certifies ICP Project Areas must demonstrate all the following:


												(1)			Include at least one (1) Transit Station/Stop that is served by the Qualifying Transit at the time of application submittal which is located no farther than one-half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in place at the time of application, the route must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided; and


												(2)			Does not include a Transit Station/Stop that is served by High Quality Transit at the time of application submittal which is located within one-half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian access route; and


												(3)			Include Capital Projects or Program Costs:


															(A)			At least one of the following: Affordable Housing Development (AHD); Housing Related Infrastructure (HRI); AND


															(B)			At least one of the following: Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI); Transportation Related Amenities (TRA); or Program Costs (PGM)





									(e)			Applicant(s) certifies RIPAs must demonstrate all the following:


												(1)			Include at least one (1) existing or planned Transit Station/Stop that is served by the Qualifying Transit that is located no farther than one-half (0.50) mile from the Affordable Housing Development along a pedestrian access route. If the pedestrian access route is not already in place at the time of application, the route and Transit Station/Stop must be in place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided.


												(2)			Meet all the requirements detailed in §102(d)(2) and Section §102(d)(3); and


												(3)			Must be located within a Rural Area, as defined in California Health and Safety Code 50199.21.


						File Name									Transit Service Map																								Provide the Published Transit Service Map of the Qualifying Transit line. Indicate the approximate location of the AHD on the map.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Transit Service Schedule																								Upload is the service schedule for Qualifying Transit only. All documentation transit service schedule supporting the transit service area. All transit service schedules should be uploaded to "Transit Service Schedule" as one document. 																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						§103 Eligible Costs


									Applicant(s) acknowledges that the AHSC Program funds Capital Projects and eligible Program Costs within TOD, ICP and RIPA Project Areas consistent with requirements of §103.





						§103 (a) Capital Projects


									(1)			Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects


												(A)			Affordable Housing Development (AHD) Capital Projects must:


															(i)			Consist of one or more of the following:


																		Note: Re-syndication of an Affordable Housing Development is not an eligible Capital Project.


																		Select from Dropdown:																																																																																																						FALSE			New Construction


																																																																																																																								FALSE			Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation (including preservation of affordable housing at-risk of conversion to market rate).


																																																																																																																											Conversion of one or more nonresidential structures to residential dwelling units


																																	Mixed Use Development?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Mixed Use Development” means a building, combination
of buildings, or building complex, designed to functionally
and physically integrate non-residential uses such as retail,
commercial, institutional, recreational, or community uses
with residential uses, in a complementary manner.


																		Applicant(s) acknowledges that the acquisition must be made through a bona fide sale or transfer from the existing ownership entity to the new ownership entity comprised of a completely disparate ownership structure, which contains no common entity interest at any level of the organizational structure. Re-syndication of an Affordable Housing Development is not an eligible Capital Project.





															(ii)			Be located within one-half (0.50) mile from a Transit Station/Stop that meets the Project Area transit requirements as defined in §102(c) or (d).


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The one-half (0.50) mile is to be measured from any edge of the
AHD parcel to the bus stop or pedestrian entrance to a Transit
Station/Stop along a pedestrian access route. If the route is not
already in place at the time of application, the route must be in
place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. The
STI/TRA components of the Project can fund this improvement.
If the pedestrian access route is not clearly demonstrated in the
submitted supporting documentation, additional clarification may
be requested to substantiate compliance with requirements.


																		Is AHD located within one-half (0.50) mile from a Transit Station/Stop that meets the Project Area transit requirements?


																		AHD distance from Transit Station/Stop																																	miles.																																																																					Minimum distance transit requirements met.


																																																																																																																								Minimum distance transit requirements are not met.


															(iii)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete the "Max Funds & Unit Mix" tab/sheet,
then verify these requirements.			Rental and Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments must include at least 20 percent of the total residential units as Affordable Units.


																		For Rental Units, does the proposed Project include at least 20 percent of the total residential units as Affordable Units?																																																																											FALSE									% Affordable units												0.00%


																		For Homeownership Units, does the proposed Project include at least 20 percent of the total residential units as Affordable Units?																																																																											FALSE									% Affordable units												0.00%





																		Rental AHD Projects must have an overall Project average affordability of all Restricted Units within the Project no greater than 50 percent represented by Area Median Income (AMI).


																		Does the proposed Rental Project  have an overall Project average affordability of all Restricted Units within the Project no greater than 50 percent?																																																																					TRUE						Rental % average affordability																					0.00%





															(iv)			The Affordable Housing Development must demonstrate a minimum Net Density not less than that shown at §103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(a) or (b). in Figure 3.


																		(a)			For the total number of dwelling units in the project to be used in the calculation of Net Density, the Applicant may use either the un-adjusted total number of dwelling units in the project §103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(a) (Figure 3) or a number adjusted for unit size as described in §103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b).


																					NOTE:  The following are NOT qualified as site deductions: Utility Easements, Off-street parking, setbacks, private drives and walkways, Landscaping, Common Areas and Facilities, Drainage Facilities (exclusive to a development) and Other mitigation space required for development.


																					Project meet the Un-Adjusted Minimum Net Density for any of the following?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Complete tables below.


																					FALSE Residential Project meets un-adjusted minimum net density																																	FALSE									Mixed Use Developments (Floor Area Ratio)																														FALSE


																					Total Sites Area in Square Feet																											0															Total Buildings Floor Area in Sq. Feet


George Rodine: Square footage of the floor area of a buildings


																					(Less Qualified Square Feet Deductions):																																										(Less Excluded Areas in Square Feet):


																					Dedicated streets																																										Mechanical Space


																					Sidewalks																																										Cellar space


																					Parks																																										Floor space in open balconies


																					Open Space																																										Enclosed parking


																					Other (Specify)																																										Elevator or stair bulkheads


																					Net Site Area-acres												0.00						Net Site Square Feet									0															Net Building Square Feet																											0


																		(b)			For the total number of dwelling units in the project to be used in the calculation of Net Density, the Applicant may use either the un-adjusted total number of dwelling units in the project (Figure 3) or a number adjusted for unit size by multiplying the factors


																					Number of Units to be used for Net Density by multiplying the adjusting factors shown in §103(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)																																																																		0


																		(c)			Mixed Use Affordable Housing Developments may demonstrate consistency with the Net Density requirements through either the unit per acre or Floor Area Ratio requirements detailed in Figure 3.


																		(d)			Acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation (including preservation of affordable housing at-risk of conversion to market rate housing) are exempt from the above minimum density requirements but shall not result in fewer units or lower percentage of total affordability than currently exists except where reductions in unit count are required to meet building code requirements.


						File Name									Net Density Verification																								Letter and sealed site map certified by a California State-licensed professional (e.g., an engineer, surveyor, or landscape architect) confirming the net density.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





															(iv)			Must supply at least one (1) Secure Overnight Bicycle Parking spot that is not publicly accessible and is completely enclosed for every two residential units.


																		Total # of bicycle parking spaces																														Parking ratio: bicycle spaces/total units																																				





												(B)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects may include or consist as stated below?


															(i)			Include residential units that are rental or homeownership, or a combination of both;


															(ii)			Consist of a Scattered Site constituting a single, integrated Affordable Housing Development. Rental Affordable Housing Developments on a Scattered Site must meet all the requirements set forth by Section 8303(b) of the Uniform Multifamily Regulations (UMRs). For Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments on Scattered Sites, the individual sites must have a single owner at the time of execution of the AHSC grant agreement


															(iii)			Include nonresidential uses that are compatible under local zoning.








												(C)			Eligible costs for Affordable Housing Development Capital Projects are limited to:


															(i)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that ,loans for rental Affordable Housing Development, eligible loan costs for a Housing Development, as specified in Section 7304 and 7305 of the MHP Guidelines. and


															(ii)			Grants for homeownership Affordable Housing Development. Eligible grant costs as specified in Section 7747 of the CalHome Guidelines dated November 27, 2019. Construction and Substantial Rehabilitation work is also an Eligible Cost.


															(iii)			Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to construction or other pre-development components including, but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction management, architectural, and other design work, required mitigation expenses, appraisals, legal expenses, and necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of costs associated with the funding request for the AHD Capital Project.


																		Are soft costs less than or equal to 10 percent of costs associated with the funding request for the AHD Capital Project?																																																																											TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iv)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.			Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting.


																		Are Employment Benefits and Outcomes less than or equal to 2 (two) percent of costs associated with the funding request for the AHD Capital Project?																																																																																													TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.





												(D)			Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project Eligible Costs must comprise at least fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC funds requested.


															Does the Project comprise of at least fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC funds requested.																																																									FALSE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.





												(E)			Applicant(s) acknowledges and understand guideline §103(a)(1)(E) and §103(a)(1)(E)(i)?





									(2)			Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects


												(A)			Eligible costs for Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects are limited to any of the following:


															(i)			Capital improvements required by a Locality, transit agency, or special district as a condition to the approval of the Affordable Housing Development.


																		Are there any Capital improvements required by a Locality, transit agency, or special district as a condition to the approval of the Affordable Housing Development?


						File Name									Cap Improvements Req																								Documentation from a Locality, transit agency or special district that capital improvements are required.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


															(ii)			Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to construction or other pre-development components including, but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction management, architectural, and other design work, required mitigation expenses, appraisals, legal expenses, and necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of costs associated with the funding request for the HRI Capital Project.


																		Are soft costs less than or equal to 10 percent of costs associated with the funding request for the AHD Capital Project?																																																																											TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iii)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.			Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting.


																		Are Employment Benefits and Outcomes less than or equal to 2 (two) percent of costs associated with the funding request for the HRI Capital Project?																																																																																													TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iv)			Required environmental remediation necessary for the HRI Capital Project where the cost of the remediation does not exceed 50 percent of AHSC Program grant funds.


																		Does the environmental remediation costs not exceed 50 percent of AHSC Program grant funds?																																																												TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(v)			Real property acquisition (not inclusive of the AHD site) of the Housing Related Infrastructure project site and associated fees and costs (not to exceed 10 percent of the total AHSC Program award). Real estate commissions for purchase or acquisition are not an eligible expenditure.


																		Does the real property acquisition (not inclusive of the AHD site) of the Housing Related Infrastructure project site and associated fees and costs (not to exceed 10 percent of the total AHSC Program award)																																																																																																TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(vi)			Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for funding only if used for the identified eligible HRI Capital Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC Program award up to $300,000.


																		Does impact fees required by local ordinance not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC Program award up to $300,000.																																																																											TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(vii)			The purchase and installation of on-site energy storage in the form of battery arrays, as certified by an energy consultant or architect.


																		Will the Project have installation of on-site energy storage in the form of battery arrays?


						File Name									Onsite Energy Storage																								Documentation certified by an energy consultant or architect.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												(B)			Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project Eligible Costs must comprise at least fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC funds requested.


															Does the Project comprise of at least fifty percent (50.0%) of total AHSC funds requested?																																																									FALSE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.





									(3)			Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects (including Active Transportation and transit infrastructure)


												(A)			Eligible costs for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects are limited to:


															(i)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that eligible costs are limited to capital improvements that result in the improvement or addition of infrastructure that encourages mode-shift by enhancing: 1) public transit access; 2) pedestrian network; or 3) bicycle network (includes public bike-share infrastructure and fleet) within the defined Project Area meeting the transit requirements detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d)?


																		Will the Developer be installing Traffic Calming devices such as curb extensions, roundabouts, median island, traffic diverters, road diets, lane narrowing, lane reductions, or other facilities focused on vehicles speed and volume reductions ?


															(i)			Applicant(s) acknowledge that STI Capital Projects may extend beyond the boundaries of the Project Area, but a pedestrian entrance to the facility must be located inside the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a fixed transit route, there must be a Transit Station/Stop of that route within the Project Area. If making an STI improvement to a Flexible Transit Service, the service area must include the AHD.


															(ii)			Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to construction or project plans, specifications and estimates including, but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction management, architectural, and other design work, environmental impact reports and assessments, appraisals, legal expenses, and necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed thirty (30.0) percent of costs associated with the STI Capital Project.


																		Does the soft costs not exceed thirty (30.0) percent of costs associated with the STI Capital Project(s)?																																																															TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iii)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.			Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting.


																		Are Employment Benefits and Outcomes less than or equal to 2 (two) percent of costs associated with the funding request for the STI Capital Project(s)?																																																																																																TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iv)			Activity Delivery Costs that are associated with the implementation of the STI Capital project not to exceed 10 percent of the costs associated with the STI Capital Project(s).


																		Does the Activity Delivery Costs not exceed 10 percent of the costs associated with the STI Capital Project(s)?																																																																					TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(v)			Applicant(s) acknowledges transit operations expenditures for up to 10 years that directly expand fixed route, flexible and paratransit transit service, by supporting new, restored, or expanded routes and may include wages, fueling, maintenance, and other costs to operate those services.


															(vi)			Applicant(s) acknowledge that all vehicles purchased using AHSC Program funds must be Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEV). Transit types that do not have an approved zero emission passenger locomotive for use, must provide documentation stating so, and purchase vehicles that meet EPA Tier 4 emission standards.


															(vii)			Applicant(s) acknowledge that other STI Capital Project costs required as a condition of local approval for the STI Capital Project may require approval by the Department.


																		Are there any other Capital Project costs in budget that are required as a condition of local approval for the STI?


						File Name									STI Cap Project Costs																								Documentation showing Capital Project costs are required as a condition of local approval for STI.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												(B)			The total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested shall not exceed $15,000,000.


															Does the total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested not exceed $15,000,000?																																																																																																			TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.





									(4)			Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects


												(A)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that Transportation Related Amenities must be publicly accessible?





												(B)			Eligible costs for Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects are limited to:


															(i)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that eligible costs are limited to Capital improvements that are publicly accessible and provide supportive amenities to cyclists, pedestrians, and transit riders (e.g., bike parking, bus shelter, benches, street trees, etc.) within the defined Project Area meeting the transit requirements detailed in Section 102 (c) or (d).


															(ii)			Soft costs such as those incidentally but directly related to construction project plans, specifications, and estimates including, but not limited to, planning, engineering, construction management, architectural, and other design work, environmental impact reports and assessments, appraisals, legal expenses, and necessary easements. Soft costs shall not exceed 10 percent of costs associated with the TRA Capital Project.


																		Does the soft costs not exceed 10 percent of costs associated with the TRA Capital Project?																																																									TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iii)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicant will receive an application number
from HCD once they sign up to the HCD
portal to upload documents.																																																																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


George Rodine: Select in the yellow cell below the metropolitan
planning organization (MPO) the Project is within
or select Non-MPO area.																																																																					


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																																																												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The AHSC Program defines eight geographic areas; Section 108 (h)(2).			Each AHSC application may budget up to 2 percent of their total funding request for Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting.


																		Are Employment Benefits and Outcomes less than or equal to 2 (two) percent of costs associated with the funding request for the TRA Capital Project(s)?																																																																																																TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


															(iv)			Activity Delivery Costs that are associated with the implementation of the TRA Capital Project not to exceed 10 percent of the costs associated with the TRA Capital Project(s).


																		Does the Activity Delivery Costs not exceed 10 percent of the costs associated with the TRA Capital Project(s)?																																																																					TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.


						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																																																												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			(v)			Applicant(s) acknowledge that other TRA Capital Project costs required as a condition of local approval for the STI Capital Project may require approval by the Department.


																		Are there any other Capital Project costs in budget that are required as a condition of local approval for the STI?


						File Name									TRA Cap Project Costs																								Documentation showing Capital Project costs are required as condition of local approval for TRA.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												(C)			The total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested shall not exceed $15,000,000.


															Does the total combined grant amount for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure Capital Projects and Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects that are part of the AHSC funds requested not exceed $15,000,000?																																																																																																			TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.





						(b)			Program Costs


									(1)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that Program Costs include those costs typically associated with 1) program creation or 2) expansion of existing programs to serve new populations or offer new program service and implementation. Eligible costs may include operational costs for programs for the term of the grant (3 years). Programs include education, outreach and training programs for Active Transportation or transit ridership; air pollution exposure reduction; workforce development partnerships; tenant legal counseling services; and outreach, education, and subsidy to low-income residents for ZEV car sharing. Access and availability of Programs may be limited to AHD residents or may be offered to the greater community. Additionally, costs and fees associated with the ongoing provision of broadband internet service, as defined in Section 106, provided free of charge to the AHD residents are an eligible Program Cost.																																																																																																												1) program creation


												Type of Program costs associated with:																											0																																																																																	2) expansion of existing programs to serve new populations or offer new program service and implementation.


												Please briefly describe how the Program Operator will sustain the Program(s) beyond the term of the AHSC standard agreement and funds.																																																																																																												Both, program creation and expansion of existing programs to serve new populations or offer new program





												(A)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that tenant legal counseling services cannot be provided by the Developer, building manager, or related entity and must be offered through a third party.





									(2)			The total grant amount for Program Costs within a Project Area shall not exceed 30 percent of the funding request for the overall Project up to $600,000. Costs incurred for required transit passes or cards described in Section 106 (4) will not contribute to this cap.


												Does the total grant amount for Program Costs within a Project Area not exceed 30 percent of the funding request for the overall Project up to $600,000?																																																																																													TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.





						(b)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that Ineligible costs include, but are not limited to, all the following:


									(1)			Costs are not eligible for funding if there is another feasible, available source of committed funding for the Project portion thereof to be funded by the AHSC Program or if the cost is incurred prior to AHSC Program award


									(2)			Routine maintenance or operations of transportation infrastructure unrelated to AHSC-funded transit service, including the general transit fleet


									(3)			In lieu fees for local inclusionary housing programs


									(4)			Ongoing operational costs beyond the term of the grant (three years) for Program Costs; and


									(5)			Costs associated with automobile or motorcycle parking (excluding electric vehicle charging infrastructure)


									(6)			Costs associated with fossil fuel-based backup power


						§104 Assistance Terms and Limits


									(a)			The maximum AHSC Program loan or grant award, or combination thereof, for a TOD, ICP, and RIPA Project is $50 million with a minimum award of $10 million.


												Project meets maximum award of $50 million or less?																																				TRUE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets,
Max Funds & Unit Mix sheet/tab
then verify this requirement.									Project meets minimum award of $10 million?																														FALSE


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets,
Max Funds & Unit Mix sheet/tab
then verify this requirement.





									(b)			Loans for rental Affordable Housing Developments, or the rental portions of an Affordable Housing Development, are subject to the following terms:


												(1)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that AHSC Program funds will be provided as a loan for permanent financing by the Department to the owner of the Affordable Housing Development, with the same terms as the Department’s MHP Program financing as set forth in §7308 of the MHP Guidelines.


												(2)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that the maximum loan amount shall be calculated pursuant to §7307 of the MHP Guidelines based on the number of Restricted Units in the Affordable Housing Development, affordability, unit sizes, and location in addition to the base amount for loan calculation as follows:


															The initial base loan amount shall be:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The base per Restricted Unit loan limit is inclusive of all requested
AHD loan funds and all Department loan awards made prior to the
application close date. A manager’s unit will be considered a
Restricted Unit for the purpose of allocating Affordable Housing
Development costs and may qualify for a loan amount up to the
amount applicable to the 60 percent AMI level.


																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Project/program request as
percentage from total request.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, requested PGM amount exceeds $600,000 not including
required transit passes/cards costs described in §106(a) or 30% of
total AHSC funding request §103(b)(2).			


George Rodine: If cell is shaded red, AHSC funding request for AHD
plus HRI does not equal at least 50% of total AHSC
requested amount. §103(a)(1)(D) and §103(a)(2)(B).			


George Rodine: If shaded red, AHSC requested amount is below minimum
of $10M or above maximum of $50M §104(a).																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets,
Max Funds & Unit Mix sheet/tab
then verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																								


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																																	


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets,
Max Funds & Unit Mix sheet/tab
then verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Transit Vehicles			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components																																																												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.			(A)			$150,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing 9 percent tax credits


															(B)			$200,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing 4 percent tax credits


															(B)			$300,000 per Assisted Unit utilizing no tax credit


															Total Department loan and grant funding, including all AHSC funds, shall not exceed the following percentages of the total development cost.


																		Applicant(s) acknowledges that any future (other than AHSC) awards are not calculated for the below and hereby acknowledges that the future award may need be rejected and/or take a lesser award amount to meet the criteria below.


															•			40 percent for Projects utilizing 9 percent tax credits.


																		Total Other HCD awards for this project:																											$0												Total AHSC funds requested																		$0												


															•			50 percent for Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits


																		Total Other HCD awards for this project:																											$0												Total AHSC funds requested																		$0												


															•			80 percent for Projects not utilizing tax credits


																		Total Other HCD awards for this project:																											$0												Total AHSC funds requested																		$0												


															In calculating percentage of total development cost, total Department funding shall be inclusive of both loan and grant awards received at any point in time. Thus, total Department funding will include prior loan and grant awards, AHSC awards, and shall also be applicable to future Department awards subsequent to any AHSC award. Only the Department funding sources listed in Administrative Notice Number: 21-06, are applicable to the percentages of total development cost listed above and the total Department funding.


												(3)			Applicant(s) acknowledge that unless expressly contradicted by any other provision expressly set forth herein, the currently adopted and applicable UMRs as may be amended from time to time, all as set forth in the CCR, Title 25, commencing with §8300 (“UMRs”) are hereby incorporated by reference in their totality into these Guidelines.


												(4)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that the use of multiple Department funding sources on the same Assisted Unit(s) (subsidy stacking) is permitted, subject to the Department’s Repeal of Stacking Prohibition of Multiple Department Funding Sources Memo. Additional limitations on the use of multiple Department funding sources may be specified in the NOFA. Limits on Department funding, including loan or grant funds on a per unit, per project, and/or per Developer basis may be further specified in the NOFA.


															Department’s Repeal of Stacking Prohibition of Multiple Department Funding Sources Memo


									(c)			Grants shall be subject to the following terms:


												(1)			Applicant(s) certifies that the grant will not result in a profit that exceeds the commercially reasonable range for other developments of similar size and level of risk.


												(2)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that the AHSC Program grant funds will be disbursed as reimbursed progress payments only after the execution of the Standard Agreement in the amount not to exceed the AHSC Program award of funds.


												(3)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that eligible costs incurred after the award date are eligible for reimbursement once the Standard Agreement is executed. Costs incurred prior to award are not eligible for reimbursement.


												(4)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that the following applies for Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project grants:


															(A)			The total Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project grant amount is $35,000 per residential unit in the proposed Affordable Housing Development, or $50,000 per Restricted Unit.


															(B)			Conditions precedent to the first disbursement of AHSC Program funds shall include receipt of all required Public Agency entitlements and all construction funding commitments for the Affordable Housing Development supported by the Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project.


															(C)			Rental Affordable Housing Developments supported by the Housing- Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a recorded covenant ensuring affordability for duration of at least 55 years, recorded on the fee interest of the real property on which the rental Affordable Housing Development is to be located.


															(D)			Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments supported by the Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a recorded covenant with a duration of at least 30 years that includes either a resale restriction or equity sharing upon resale, recorded on the fee interest of the real property on which the homeownership Affordable Housing Development is to be located.


												(5)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that the following applies for homeownership Affordable Housing Developments grants:


															(A)			AHSC Program grant funds will be disbursed as reimbursed progress payments only after the execution of the Standard Agreement in the amount not to exceed the AHSC Program award of funds.


															(B)			All Restricted Units must be made available for sale to qualified First-time homebuyers.


															(C)			The maximum grant amount per Restricted Unit is calculated pursuant to Section 7307 of the MHP Guidelines based on the number of Restricted Units in the Affordable Housing Development, affordability, unit sizes, and location in addition to the base amount of $200,000 except that the maximum grant amount per Restricted Unit for a given homeownership AMI tier shall equal the maximum loan amount per Restricted Unit for a given rental AMI tier as follows:


																		(i)			For homeownership AMI tier of 55-85%


																					Homeownership AMI															85%						80%						75%						70%						65%						60%						55%


																					Rental AMI															45%						40%						35%						30%						25%						20%						15%


																		(ii)			For homeownership AMI tier of 90-120%


																					Homeownership AMI															120%						115%						110%						105%						100%						95%						90%


																					Rental AMI															80%						75%						70%						65%						60%						55%						50%


															(D)			Conditions precedent to the first disbursement of AHSC Program funds shall include receipt of all required Public Agency entitlements and all construction funding commitments for the homeownership Affordable Housing Development.


															(E)			Prior to any disbursement, an affordability covenant will be recorded against the fee interest in the property of the homeownership Affordable Housing Development.


															(F)			Homeownership Affordable Housing Developments supported by the Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project shall be subject to a recorded covenant with a duration of at least 30 years that includes either a resale restriction or equity sharing upon resale, recorded on the fee interest of the real property on which the homeownership Affordable Housing Development is to be located.


						Existing versus proposed Units  (include Manager's Units)																																																																					Total # Units						Total # Bedrooms									Total # Buildings									Total  # Mgr. Units									Total # of Parking Spaces


						 									Beds									0 Bdrm						1 Bdrm									2 Bdrm									3 Bdrm									4 Bdrm									5 + Bdrm


						Existing									


Debra Starbuck: Applicable Programs only:
 list the number of beds if rent is
charged by the bed rather than by the unit.																																																												0


Russ Schmunk: Include manager's units.						0


						Proposed									


Debra Starbuck: Applicable Programs only:
 list the number of beds if rent is
charged by the bed rather than by the unit.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																							


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded crosswalks
			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components																																																																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components																																				


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded ADA Curb Ramps			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																					


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components																								


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components												


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			


Russ Schmunk: Include manager's units.			0						0									0									0									0									0									0


Russ Schmunk: Include manager's units.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Insert ten digit census tract number																																																																																																						


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Overcrossings / Undercrossing			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			0





						Building types																					New Construction																		Rehabilitation																					Unit Size									Baths						Layout									Avg. Sq. Ft.


Agutierrez: Must be completed for
max loan amount to calculate.												All Units


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Populates from "Unit Mix"									Restricted


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: All Restricted, populates from "Unit Mix" <=80% AMI


																											Units						Stories						Bldgs.						Units						Stories						Bldgs.									0 Bdrm.																																				0									0


						Townhouse/Row House																																																												1 Bdrm.																																				0									0


						One or Two Story Walk-Up																																																												2 Bdrm.																																				0									0


						Mid-Rise (3-5 stories)																																																												3 Bdrm.																																				0									0


						High-Rise (6+stories)																																																												4 Bdrm.																																				0									0


						Detached Single Family 																																																												5 Bdrm.																																				0									0


						Duplex/4-Plex																																																												Total Units																																				0									0


						Non-Residential Bldg(s)


						Totals																					0												0						0												0





						Sponsor/Applicant Notes





						Amenities


						Unit Amenities/Features


												Air Conditioning																								Refrigerator																								Range																								Microwave																								Disposal


												Dishwasher																								Walk-In Closet																								Fenced Rear Yard																								Ceiling Fans																								Curtains/Blinds


												Fireplace																								Emergency Call 																								Free Cable TV																								Storage Area																								Lofts 


												Balcony																								Patio 																								(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.																								(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.																								(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.





						Project Amenities


						Elevator(s)															


Agutierrez: Number of Elevators on site.																																																												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.									


Agutierrez: Must be completed for
max loan amount to calculate.															


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			Laundry Rms.																											Washers																								Dryers





												Community Room 																														Community Kitchen																														Computer Room																														High Speed Internet


												Fitness Room 																														Picnic/BBQ Area(s)																														Tot Lot/Playground																														Sports Court


												Tennis Court																														Swimming Pool																														Jacuzzi/Sauna																														Bike Parking


												(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.																																																																																										


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Populates from "Unit Mix"			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Bus Bulb-Outs			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components																																																																																										


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: All Restricted, populates from "Unit Mix" <=80% AMI			(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.																														(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.																														(Other)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional project amenity.





						Security & Other


												Gated Entry																								Bldg. Card Key																								Security Patrol																								Security Cameras





						Describe any mandatory charges to tenants beyond allowable Rents.  








						Other onsite Services?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Provide a general description
of other on-site services.





																																																												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.			


Agutierrez: Enter the number of laundry rooms on site.																														


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Bicycle Parking At Transit			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.			Blank


						Miscellaneous Information


						Residential Space


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Gross building floor area (SF).  Measure from
exterior face of exterior studs to
centerline of interior walls. Exclude
porches and similar unheated spaces.


																																													


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Street lights																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			Residential Units												


Denise Cabelera: Includes units and purely residential common
areas (interior corridors and stairwells,
lobbies, janitorial rooms, mechanical and
electrical rooms, utility chases, and
elevator shafts.)																																																																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.			


Agutierrez: Total Number of Washers in the
community laundry facilities?						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Latitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Bus Stop Benches			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.			Common Areas												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Includes purely residential common areas
(interior corridors and stairwells, lobbies,
janitorial rooms, mechanical and electrical
rooms, utility chases, and elevator shafts).																																																									


Agutierrez: Total Number of dryers in the
community laundry buildings?												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional unit amenity.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Longitude of the site.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded street trees or plantings 			


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			Community Room																								Leasing Office																					Additional Storage Space


						Subtotal Residential SF																					0





						Maintenance Shop																											Childcare Center															


Debra Starbuck: Show as residential only if includable in basis.																																																						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: List additional project amenity.			


George Rodine: Enter # of AHSC Funded Bus Shelters			Service Area																								Service Office


						(Other)																											(Other)																											(Other)																								(Other)


						Total Residential SF																					0





						Residential Parking


						Free Residential Parking Spaces


						Uncovered Tenant Parking																														Covered Tenant Parking																											Enclosed Tenant Parking 																											Tenant Guest Spaces


						Subtotal Parking Spaces																					0





						Extra Spaces Tenants may Rent


						Uncovered Parking																											Covered Parking																								Enclosed Parking																								Total Handicap Parking Spaces


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: (included within total
parking spaces)


						Grand Total Parking Spaces																								0





						Commercial Space


																																																Commercial Square Feet


Russ Schmunk: Gross building floor area.  Measure from exterior
face of exterior studs to centerline of interior walls. 
Exclude porches and similar unheated space.


						Commercial Area															


Debra Starbuck: Income producing commercial space.																																																																																							


George Rodine: Enter amount of AHSC funding
for all components			


Russ Schmunk: Include here only if space primarily
serves project tenants.			Offices						


Russ Schmunk: E.g. administrative offices of sponsor.									


Russ Schmunk: Gross building floor area.  Measure from exterior
face of exterior studs to centerline of interior walls. 
Exclude porches and similar unheated space.																																																															


Russ Schmunk: Show as residential only if available to
project tenants without  charge, beyond rent.			Childcare Center												


Debra Starbuck: Childcare that is not includable in tax credit basis.																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: (included within total
parking spaces)			Storage Space																								(Other)


						Total Commercial SF																		0





						Parking Spaces for Commercial Tenants


						Uncovered Parking																														Covered Parking																																	Total Spaces												0





						Describe other available parking for commercial patrons








						Income from sources other than residential Rents and subsidies


						Laundry																																										Other Leased Spaces 


						No. of Units Using Central Laundry																																										Residential																											Lease Terms												Sq. Feet									Rent/SF/Mo.												Annual Gross


						Weekly Assumed Income Per Unit																																																																																																						$0


						Annual Total Laundry Income																											$0																																																																											$0


						Residential Parking																																																																																																						$0


						Tenant Rental Spaces																											0																																																																											$0


						Monthly Income Per Space																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Monthly cost of on-site parking for residents, if unbundled from rent.
If different parking rates apply, use weighted average monthly cost.															


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use																																							


Debra Starbuck: Include any space here that you will be able
to rent to tenants for an extra monthly fee.			


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use			


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use			


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use			Commercial


						Annual Residential Parking Income																											$0															


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use																																																												$0


						Commercial Parking																																										


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use																																																												$0


						Number of Rental Spaces																											0															


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use																																																												$0


						Monthly Income Per Space																																																																																																						$0


						Annual Commercial Parking Income																											$0															Total Income from Other Leased Spaces																																																												$0





						Monthly utility allowance


																					Type of Utility																		Does the owner or tenant pay utilities?																		Enter Allowances for Tenant or Homeownership Paid Utilities by Bdrm. Size


						Utilities															(Select from dropdown)																																				0 bdrm									1 bdrm									2 bdrms									3 bdrms									4 bdrms									≥5 bdrms


						Heating


						Cooking


						Other Electric


																					


mpope: Specify																											


Russ Schmunk: Tenant Name and/or Use																											


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			Air Conditioning


						Water Heating


						Water


						Sewer


						Trash


						Other


																					


mpope: Specify																																																						


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			


Russ Schmunk: NNN = tenant pays rent + taxes,
insurance, utilities, etc.			Total Tenant Utility Allowance																																																			$0									$0									$0									$0									$0									$0





						Source for utility allowances


						Local PHA?															Name:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Name of local PHA			


Agutierrez: Spell out complete HCD program name.																																																																																										Effective date:


						HUD?															Utility Company (Actual Survey)?																														CUAC?												Other?


																																																																																	


Agutierrez: If other, indicate the name of the
Agency that provided the Utility
Allowance Schedule.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Is the Department funding source listed
in Administrative Notice Number: 21-06?			


Agutierrez: Proposed # of residential units,
Complete Unit Mix at "Max Funds & Unit Mix" sheet/tab.												


Agutierrez: Proposed # of Low Income Housing
Tax Credit Units (80% AMI or less).						


Agutierrez: Land area of developed project,
after any planned subdivision.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Total publicly accessible area for commercial or social service uses.																								


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Maximum number of stories across building(s), excluding set-backs if applicable.																																																																		


hcdadmin: See TCAC Staff Report or Tax
Credit Reservation letter.			


hcdadmin: See TCAC Staff Report or Tax
Credit Reservation letter.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: "Public Agency” means a Locality, transit agency, public housing authority or
redevelopment successor agency.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Where a Public Agency has a real property interest in the proposed
Project, the application must include the Public Agency as a joint
Applicant or otherwise include a commitment to enter into a contractual
agreement to develop the Project, if it is awarded.																																																																																													


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Both, Businesses and/or Tenants			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 105(a)(2) A special purpose entity formed and controlled by the Developer, and which
will serve as the ultimate borrower of AHSC loan funds, is not an eligible
Applicant. A special purpose entity ultimate borrower meeting the
requirements of UMR 8313.2 may be listed on the AHSC Program
application in the appropriate, designated fields for listing such a borrower
entity.												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.																																																																																																


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: MHP Section 7303 (j) Joint ventures in which Community-Based Developers,
Emerging Developers, New Community-Based Developers, Tribal Entities,
and Tribes participate and rely on an experienced Sponsor or property
management company for scoring under the experience category of
Section 7320(c) below must also meet additional requirement set forth
at Section 7303 (j).
																																																																																																												


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Experience with rental housing
development(s) is requested at
"Scoring" sheet.																																																																																																												


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.																																																																																																


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If not applicable, type N/A.																																																																																																


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


hcdadmin: Enter the 10 digit census tract identifier, do not leave blank.																																																																																							


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


hcdadmin: “Disadvantaged Community” (DAC) means:
1) Census tracts receiving the highest 25 percent of overall scores in
CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (1,984 tracts).
2) Census tracts lacking overall scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 due to data gaps,
but receiving the highest 5 percent of CalEnviroScreen 4.0 cumulative pollution
burden scores (19 tracts).
3) Census tracts identified in the 2017 DAC designation as disadvantaged,
regardless of their scores in CalEnviroScreen 4.0 (307 tracts).
4) Lands under the control of federally recognized Tribes. For purposes of this
designation, a Tribe may establish that a particular area of land is under its
control even if not represented as such on CalEPA’s DAC map and therefore
should be considered a DAC by requesting a consultation with the CalEPA
Deputy Secretary for Environmental Justice, Tribal Affairs and Border Relations
at TribalAffairs@calepa.ca.gov.																																																												


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: “Low-Income Community” means a census tract with either 1) median household
incomes at or below 80 percent of the statewide median income, or 2) median
household income at or below the threshold designated as low-income by Department
of Housing and Community Development’s State Income Limits pursuant to the Health
and Safety Code Section 50093. For Tribal Entities, if the HUD income for a
county/parish located within a Tribal Entity’s service area is lower than the State
Income Limits, the United States median income limit may be used in determining a
Low-Income Community.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If cell is shaded red, Area Type does not contain
required Component(s).			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The one-half (0.50) mile is to be measured from any edge of the
AHD parcel to the bus stop or pedestrian entrance to a Transit
Station/Stop along a pedestrian access route. If the route is not
already in place at the time of application, the route must be in
place by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. The
STI/TRA components of the Project can fund this improvement.
If the pedestrian access route is not clearly demonstrated in the
submitted supporting documentation, additional clarification may
be requested to substantiate compliance with requirements.															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Mixed Use Development” means a building, combination
of buildings, or building complex, designed to functionally
and physically integrate non-residential uses such as retail,
commercial, institutional, recreational, or community uses
with residential uses, in a complementary manner.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete the "Max Funds & Unit Mix" tab/sheet,
then verify these requirements.																																																																																																			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If cell is shaded red, Area Type does not contain
required Component(s).			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If cell is shaded red, Area Type does not contain
required Component(s).			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Complete tables below.																																																																																													


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.																					


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: Square footage of the floor area of a buildings			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Bicycle parking at the Affordable Housing Development
will be considered an eligible cost but may not be used
to meet required Project Area components as outlined
in Section 102.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.																																																																																																			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.																					


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: This amount will scale with the size of the Applicant’s funding request.
Applicants should consider the size of their loan and grant funded project
components when allocating this item into capital cost budgets.
Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs are not included
within the soft costs cap.																																																															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.																																							


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.																					


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.			Sponsor/Applicant Notes:





						File Name:									Utility allowance																											Schedule of utility allowances.																																																						Uploaded to HCD Portal?


						Article XXXIV


						"Article XXXIV” means Article XXXIV, Section 1 of the California Constitution. This constitutional provision requires local voter approval before a state public body can develop, construct, or acquire a low-rent housing Project in any manner.


						Applicant(s) shall provide an Article XXXIV legal opinion or evidence of Article XXXIV authority allocated pursuant to the Notice of Funding Availability. 


						File Name									Article XXXIV Legal Opinion																											Legal opinion regarding Article XXXIV, prepared in accordance with NOFA.																																																						Uploaded to HCD Portal?


						File Name									Article XXXIV Authority																											Documentation of Article XXXIV Authority prepared in accordance with NOFA.																																																						Uploaded to HCD Portal?


						California State Prevailing Wage Law


						Sponsor/Recipient certifies that the Project will comply with California’s prevailing wage law (Lab. Code, Section 1720 et seq.)?
The Sponsor should seek professional legal advice about the law’s requirements.


						Capital Projects milestones


						Please provide the actual or anticipated completion date for the following performance milestones for each applicable Capital Project.  If a milestone is not applicable to a Capital Project, please enter "N/A"


						Note:  It is acknowledged that some of the following milestones may have already been achieved.  For those milestones which have previously been met, please enter the month and year completed. For those milestones not yet completed, please provide a projected completion date (MM/DD/YY) for each of the applicable items below. If not applicable to the specific Capital Project, please indicate "NA" below. 


						AHD/HRI milestones																																																																																																						AHD Date						HRI Date


						Executed binding agreement between the Sponsor and developer of the proposed Affordable Housing Development detailing the terms and conditions of the Project


						Site Control of Affordable Housing Development site(s) by proposed housing developer


						Completion of all necessary environmental clearances, including those required under CEQA and NEPA


						Obtaining all necessary and discretionary public land use approvals


						Obtaining all enforceable funding commitments for at least the first phase of the Housing Development supported by the infrastructure Project


						Obtaining all enforceable funding commitments for all construction period financing


						Obtaining enforceable commitments for all construction/permanent financing described in the Sources and Uses including substantially final construction and permanent loan documents, and Tax Credit syndication documents for remaining phases of Project


						Submission of Final Construction Drawings and Specifications to the appropriate local building department or permitting authority


						Commencement of construction


						Construction complete and the filing of the Notice of Completion


						Program funds fully disbursed


						Have all milestone dates been entered above?





						STI milestones																																																																																																									Date


						Executed binding agreement between the Recipient and developer of the proposed development detailing the terms and conditions of the Project development


						Site Control of site(s) by proposed developer.


						Completion of all necessary environmental clearances, including those required under CEQA and NEPA.


						Obtaining all necessary and discretionary public land use approvals.


						Submission of Final Construction Drawings and Specifications to the appropriate local permitting authority.


						Commencement of construction.


						Construction completion and closeout.


						Program funds fully disbursed.


						Have all milestone dates been entered above?





						TRA milestones																																																																																																									Date


						Executed binding agreement between the Recipient and developer of the proposed development detailing the terms and conditions of the Project development.


						Site Control of site(s) by proposed developer.


						Completion of all necessary environmental clearances, including those required under CEQA and NEPA.


						Obtaining all necessary and discretionary public land use approvals.


						Submission of Final Construction Drawings and Specifications to the appropriate local permitting authority.


						Commencement of construction.


						Construction completion and closeout.


						Program funds fully disbursed.


						Have all milestone dates been entered above?


						End of Document
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https://webmaps.arb.ca.gov/PriorityPopulations/https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdfhttps://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdfhttps://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materials


Contact List


						Development Team Contacts and Legislative Information





						Contact Type			Entity Legal Name			Eligible Sponsor Type			Organization Type			Address			City			State			Zip Code			Auth Rep Name			Title			Email			Phone #			Contact Name			Title2			Email2			Phone #2			Contact Address			City2			State2			Zip Code2


						Applicant #1									


						Applicant #2									


						Applicant #3									


						Applicant #4									


						Joint Venture Entity #1			


						Joint Venture Entity #2			


						Owner / Borrower Entity			


						Managing General Partner			


						Administrative GP #1			


						Administrative GP #2			


						Manager of LLC			


						Transit Agency Partner (applicable to STI and TRA components)


						Property Management Agent


						Financial Consultant


						Lead (primary) Service Provider


						Borrower Legal Counsel


						General Contractor


						Architect


						Other (Specify)


						Other (Specify)


						Other (Specify)


						Other (Specify)





						Congress person Name(s)			District #			State Senator Name(s)			District #2			State Assembly Member Name(s) 			District #3














						End of Document








STI S&U Budget


						 Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI) Sources and Uses Budget   App 


						If proposing multiple distinct STI Capital Projects, provide detail for each Project in separate budgets below.  Amounts from each budget will autosum at the bottom. The sum will be used to determine the total STI funds requested and cost cap. 


						Cost Category						ALL FUNDING SOURCES																								Comments


												AHSC STI Grant


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount D219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X107" 			0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount E219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X108"			0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount F219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X109"			0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount G219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X110"			0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount H219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X111"			0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount I219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X112"			0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount J219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X113"			Sources Total


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount K219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X114"








						STI BUDGET #1 - 


						Environmental review/studies																											$0


						Plan Specification and Estimates																											$0


						Right of way support costs																											$0


						Site or right of way acquisition for Cap. Improvement Project																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Clearing and Grubbing																											$0


						Demolition																											$0


						Grading																											$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																											$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																											$0


						Dewatering																											$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Sanitary Sewer																											$0


						Irrigation																											$0


						Storm Drain																											$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																											$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Aggregate Base																											$0


						Asphalt Pavement																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Striping/Barricades (Bicycle Facilities)																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Crossing and Traffic Signals																											$0


						Roundabouts, median islands or curb extensions																											$0


						Other traffic calming surface improvements																											$0


						Other Complete Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Complete Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Striping/Barricades (for dedicated bus lanes)																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Signaling Prioritization Technology 																											$0


						Boarding infrastructure																											$0


						Seating/Benches																											$0


						Bus/Transit Shelters																											$0


						Vehicles																											$0


						Other ITS Technology																											$0


						Other Transit and Station Areas (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Transit and Station Areas (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Transit and Station Areas -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Transit Operations for service expansion §103(a)(3)(A)(v)																											$0


						Employee Reporting


Administrator: Provide eligible STI Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not including other STI Active Delivery Costs or STI Soft Costs.																											$0


						Other Capital Asset Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						STI BUDGET #2 - 


						Environmental review/studies																											$0


						Plan Specification and Estimates																											$0


						Right of way support costs																											$0


						Site or right of way acquisition for Cap. Improvement Project																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Clearing and Grubbing																											$0


						Demolition																											$0


						Grading																											$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																											$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																											$0


						Dewatering																											$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Sanitary Sewer																											$0


						Irrigation																											$0


						Storm Drain																											$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																											$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Aggregate Base																											$0


						Asphalt Pavement																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Striping/Barricades (Bicycle Facilities)																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Crossing and Traffic Signals																											$0


						Roundabouts, median islands or curb extensions																											$0


						Other traffic calming surface improvements																											$0


						Other Complete Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Complete Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Striping/Barricades (for dedicated bus lanes)																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Signaling Prioritization Technology 																											$0


						Boarding infrastructure																											$0


						Seating/Benches																											$0


						Bus/Transit Shelters																											$0


						Vehicles																											$0


						Other ITS Technology																											$0


						Other Transit and Station Areas (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Transit and Station Areas (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Transit and Station Areas -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item						


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount D219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X107" 																					$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Transit Operations for service expansion §103(a)(3)(A)(v)																											$0


						Employee Reporting


Administrator: Provide eligible STI Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not including other STI Active Delivery Costs or STI Soft Costs.									


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount E219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X108"																		$0


						Other Capital Asset Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount F219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X109"			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount G219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X110"			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount H219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X111"			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount I219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X112"			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount J219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X113"			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, total amount K219 does not equal
amount on "Threshold Requirements'!X114"			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total STI #2 Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						STI BUDGET #3 - 


						Environmental review/studies																											$0


						Plan Specification and Estimates																											$0


						Right of way support costs																											$0


						Site or right of way acquisition for Cap. Improvement Project																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Clearing and Grubbing																											$0


						Demolition																											$0


						Grading																											$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																											$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																											$0


						Dewatering																											$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Sanitary Sewer																											$0


						Irrigation																											$0


						Storm Drain																											$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																											$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Aggregate Base																											$0


						Asphalt Pavement																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Striping/Barricades (Bicycle Facilities)																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Crossing and Traffic Signals																											$0


						Roundabouts, median islands or curb extensions																											$0


						Other traffic calming surface improvements																											$0


						Other Complete Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Complete Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Striping/Barricades (for dedicated bus lanes)																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Signaling Prioritization Technology 																											$0


						Boarding infrastructure																											$0


						Seating/Benches																											$0


						Bus/Transit Shelters																											$0


						Vehicles																											$0


						Other ITS Technology																											$0


						Other Transit and Station Areas (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Transit and Station Areas (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Transit and Station Areas -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Urban Greening (Specify)


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Provide eligible STI Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not including other STI Active Delivery Costs or STI Soft Costs.			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Transit Operations for service expansion §103(a)(3)(A)(v)																											$0


						Employee Reporting


Administrator: Provide eligible STI Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not including other STI Active Delivery Costs or STI Soft Costs.																											$0


						Other Capital Asset Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.			


Administrator: Describe in row 70, all Urban Greening components and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																											$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total STI #3 Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						TOTAL SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE (STI) BUDGET


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Transit and Station Areas -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total STI Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						End of Document
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TRA S&U Budget


						 Transportation Related Amenities (TRA) Sources and Uses Budget   App 


						If proposing multiple distinct TRA Capital Projects, provide detail for each Project in separate budgets below.  Amounts from each budget will autosum at the bottom. The sum will be used to determine the total TRA funds requested and cost cap. 


						Cost Category						ALL FUNDING SOURCES																								Comments


												AHSC TRA Grant


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Programs budget does
not match TRA Grant request amount
(Threshold Requirements X119)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X120)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X121)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X122)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X123)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X124)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X125)			Sources Total


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Sources K244 does not match
Threshold Requirements AJ126








						TRA BUDGET #1 - 


						Environmental review/studies																											$0


						Plan Specification and Estimates																											$0


						Right of way support costs																											$0


						Site or right of way acquisition for Cap. Improvement Project																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Clearing and Grubbing																											$0


						Demolition																											$0


						Grading																											$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																											$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																											$0


						Dewatering																											$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Sanitary Sewer																											$0


						Irrigation																											$0


						Storm Drain																											$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																											$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Aggregate Base																											$0


						Asphalt Pavement																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Striping/Barricades (Bicycle Facilities)																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Crossing and Traffic Signals																											$0


						Roundabouts, median islands or curb extensions																											$0


						Other traffic calming surface improvements																											$0


						Other Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Striping/Barricades (for dedicated bus lanes)																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb, and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Signaling Prioritization Technology 																											$0


						Boarding infrastructure																											$0


						Seating/Benches																											$0


						Bus/Transit Shelters																											$0


						Other ITS Technology																											$0


						Other Transit Station or Stop (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Transit Station or Stop (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Transit Station or Stop -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Street Trees																											$0


						Bioswales																											$0


						Landscaping																											$0


						Other Urban Greening (Specify)																											$0


						Other Urban Greening (Specify)																											$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Street Furniture																											$0


						Bicycle Repair Kiosks																											$0


						Bicycle Storage or Parking																											$0


						Drinking Fountains																											$0


						Other Amenities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Amenities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Amenities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Employee Reporting


Administrator: Provide eligible TRA Employment Benefits and Outcomes
Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not
including other TRA Active Delivery Costs or TRA Soft Costs.																											$0


						Vehicles																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						TRA BUDGET #2 - 


						Environmental review/studies																											$0


						Plan Specification and Estimates																											$0


						Right of way support costs																											$0


						Site or right of way acquisition for Cap. Improvement Project																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Clearing and Grubbing																											$0


						Demolition																											$0


						Grading																											$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																											$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																											$0


						Dewatering																											$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Sanitary Sewer																											$0


						Irrigation																											$0


						Storm Drain																											$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																											$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Aggregate Base																											$0


						Asphalt Pavement																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Striping/Barricades (Bicycle Facilities)																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Crossing and Traffic Signals																											$0


						Roundabouts, median islands or curb extensions																											$0


						Other traffic calming surface improvements																											$0


						Other Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Striping/Barricades (for dedicated bus lanes)																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb, and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Signaling Prioritization Technology 																											$0


						Boarding infrastructure																											$0


						Seating/Benches																											$0


						Bus/Transit Shelters																											$0


						Other ITS Technology																											$0


						Other Transit Station or Stop (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Transit Station or Stop (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item						


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Programs budget does
not match TRA Grant request amount
(Threshold Requirements X119)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X120)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X121)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X122)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X123)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X124)						$0


						Total Transit Station or Stop -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Street Trees																											$0


						Bioswales																											$0


						Landscaping																											$0


						Other Urban Greening (Specify)																											$0


						Other Urban Greening (Specify)																											$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Street Furniture																											$0


						Bicycle Repair Kiosks																											$0


						Bicycle Storage or Parking																											$0


						Drinking Fountains																											$0


						Other Amenities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																								


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X125)			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Amenities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Sources K244 does not match
Threshold Requirements AJ126			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Amenities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Employee Reporting


Administrator: Provide eligible TRA Employment Benefits and Outcomes
Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not
including other TRA Active Delivery Costs or TRA Soft Costs.																											$0


						Vehicles																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						TRA BUDGET #3 - 


						Environmental review/studies																											$0


						Plan Specification and Estimates																											$0


						Right of way support costs																											$0


						Site or right of way acquisition for Cap. Improvement Project																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Clearing and Grubbing																											$0


						Demolition																											$0


						Grading																											$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																											$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																											$0


						Dewatering																											$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Sanitary Sewer																											$0


						Irrigation																											$0


						Storm Drain																											$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																											$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Aggregate Base																											$0


						Asphalt Pavement																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Striping/Barricades (Bicycle Facilities)																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Crossing and Traffic Signals																											$0


						Roundabouts, median islands or curb extensions																											$0


						Other traffic calming surface improvements																											$0


						Other Street Improvements (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide eligible TRA Employment Benefits and Outcomes
Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not
including other TRA Active Delivery Costs or TRA Soft Costs.																											$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Striping/Barricades (for dedicated bus lanes)																											$0


						Sidewalk, Curb, and Gutter																											$0


						Street Lights																											$0


						Signage																											$0


						Signaling Prioritization Technology 																											$0


						Boarding infrastructure																											$0


						Seating/Benches																											$0


						Bus/Transit Shelters																											$0


						Other ITS Technology																											$0


						Other Transit Station or Stop (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Transit Station or Stop (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Transit Station or Stop -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Street Trees																											$0


						Bioswales																											$0


						Landscaping																											$0


						Other Urban Greening (Specify)																											$0


						Other Urban Greening (Specify)																											$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Street Furniture																											$0


						Bicycle Repair Kiosks																											$0


						Bicycle Storage or Parking																											$0


						Drinking Fountains																											$0


						Other Amenities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Amenities (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Amenities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Provide Name of Impact Fee (Specify)																											$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Activity Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Employee Reporting


Administrator: Provide eligible TRA Employment Benefits and Outcomes
Reporting costs (as defined in the Guidelines) not
including other TRA Active Delivery Costs or TRA Soft Costs.																											$0


						Vehicles																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																											$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						TOTAL TRANSPORTATION RELATED AMENITIES (TRA)  BUDGET


						Total Soft Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Site Preparation						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Site Utilities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Complete Streets Improvements - Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Transit Station or Stop -  Construction						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Urban Greening						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Amenities						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Impact Fees						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Activity Delivery Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Other Capital Asset Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total TRA Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						End of Document
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PGM S&U Budget


						 Programs (PGM) Sources and Uses Budget   App 


						Amounts from each budget will autosum at the bottom. The sum will be used to determine the total PGM funds requested. 


						Cost Category						ALL FUNDING SOURCES																								Comments


												AHSC PGM Grant


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Programs budget does
not match AHSC PGM Grant request amount
(Threshold Requirements X134)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X135)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X136)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X137)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X138)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X139)			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X140)			Sources Total


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Sources K147 does not match
Threshold Requirements AJ141








						PGM BUDGET #1 - 


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Travel																											$0


						Equipment																											$0


						Required Transit Passes/Cards (see cell comment)


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																											$0


						Other Transit Passes																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						PGM BUDGET #2 - 


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Travel																											$0


						Equipment																											$0


						Required Transit Passes/Cards (see cell comment)


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																											$0


						Other Transit Passes																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						PGM BUDGET #3 - 


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Travel																											$0


						Equipment																											$0


						Required Transit Passes/Cards (see cell comment)


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																											$0


						Other Transit Passes																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						PGM BUDGET #4 - 


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Travel																											$0


						Equipment																											$0


						Required Transit Passes/Cards (see cell comment)


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																											$0


						Other Transit Passes																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						PGM BUDGET #5 - 


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Travel																											$0


						Equipment																											$0


						Required Transit Passes/Cards (see cell comment)


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.						


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Programs budget does
not match AHSC PGM Grant request amount
(Threshold Requirements X134)			


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.									


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X135)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X136)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X137)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X138)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X139)			


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																								


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total budget does
not match fund source amount
(Threshold Requirements X140)			


George Rodine: If shaded red, Total Sources K147 does not match
Threshold Requirements AJ141			


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.			


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																											$0


						Other Transit Passes																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						PGM BUDGET #6 - 


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Direct Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Other Indirect Staff Cost (Specify)																											$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Travel																											$0


						Equipment																											$0


						Required Transit Passes/Cards (see cell comment)


hcdadmin: Note: Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k AHSC PGM cap.																											$0


						Other Transit Passes																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Supplies (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Other Capital Costs (Specify)																											$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						 Total Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						TOTAL PROGRAMS (PGM) BUDGET


						Total Direct Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Indirect Staff Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Other Capital Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total PGM Budgeted Project Costs						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						End of Document
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Max Funds & Unit Mix





						 AHD Units and Maximum AHD-HRI Funds App 


																																																																																																									$0			Annual Net Restricted Rent


																																																																																				Subsidy Program Name (Specify)						Subsidy Program Name (Specify)																								$0			Annual Net Proposed Rent


						Unit Mix												RENTAL ONLY																		HOMEOWNERSHIP ONLY																																																																																	$0			Annual Unrestricted Rent


						# of
Bdrms			Unit Type			% of Area Median Income 


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.			Total Units			Total
Rental
Units			Total Rental
Un-Restricted
Units			Total Rental
Restricted
Units			Total
Affordable
Rental Units


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).			AHSC
Rental
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Total
Homeowner
(HO) Units			Total (HO)
Un-Restricted
Units			Total (HO)
Restricted
Units			Total
Affordable
(HO) Units


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.			AHSC
(HO)
Assisted
Units			Other
(HO)
Restricted
Units			Support. Housing
Units			Veterans
Units			Senior
Units									Vlookup			Restricted Monthly 2022 Rents			Unrestricted Monthly Rent			Proposed Monthly Rent			1Monthly Utility Allowance			Monthly Rent Subsidy Amount			Subsidy
Units			Monthly Rent Subsidy Amount			Subsidy Units			# of Baths			Square Feet			Other HCD Funding Source			Other Funding Units


George Rodine: If shaded red; reduce units so that they do not exceed
Total Restricted Units (H). Other Funding Units does not
apply to Unrestricted Units.			Building Type			Net Monthly Restricted Rent			Net Monthly Proposed Rent			Monthly Unrestricted Rent			Subsidy Program Name (Specify)			Subsidy Program Name (Specify)						Restricted Rental Units									Restricted Homeowner Units


																					0			0			0						0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			15% AMI						0			15% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			20% AMI						0			20% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			25% AMI						0			25% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			30% AMI						0			30% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			35% AMI						0			35% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			40% AMI						0			40% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			45% AMI						0			45% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			50% AMI						0			50% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			55% AMI						0			55% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			60% AMI						0			60% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0			Total						0			65% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0									0			70% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0									0			75% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0									0			80% AMI


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0															0


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						0						


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0												


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0												


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0												


																					0			0			0			0			0						0			0			0			0																								$0																																							$0			$0			$0			$0			$0												


						Totals									0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0																											0						0												0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Maximum HRI Grant Amount


						0 Unrestricted redidential units @ $35,000 Per unit


George Rodine: $35,000 per unit.									$0						0 restricted residential units @ $50,000 per unit 


George Rodine: $50,000 per Restricted unit.						$0						HRI
Requested			$0


George Rodine: Amount Requested from "Dev Sources" worksheet.						Max HRI Grant


hcdadmin: Lesser of: Amount Requested from
"Dev Sources" worksheet and
Calculated Grant Amount.			$0





						Maximum Homeownership Funding Amount															FALSE


						


AMI
Level			0 Bedroom Units												1 Bedroom Units												2 Bedroom Units												3 Bedroom Units												4+ Bedroom Units





						AMI			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount


						100%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						95%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						90%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						85%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						80%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						75%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						70%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						65%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						60%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						55%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						Totals			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0





						Does your Project have a previous HCD loan award?															FALSE


						Will your Project receive an HCD loan award before the AHSC application due date?																					No


						





						Maximum AHD Funding Amount


						Unrestricted Manager Funding Amount												$0									AHD Funds Requested						$0


George Rodine: Amount Requested from "Dev Sources" worksheet.									Max allowable AHD Loan


hcdadmin: Lesser of: Amount Requested from "AHD-HRI Budget"
worksheet and Calculated Loan Amount 						FALSE																					1.12


						


AMI
Level			0 Bedroom Units												1 Bedroom Units												2 Bedroom Units												3 Bedroom Units												4+ Bedroom Units





						AMI			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount			Per
Unit
Amount			AHSC
Assisted
Units			Other
Rental
Restricted			Funding
Amount


						60%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						55%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						50%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						45%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						40%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						35%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						30%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						25%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						20%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						15%			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0			$0			0			0			$0


						Totals			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0			Total			0			0			$0





						Permanent Financing Funding Gap Calculation																														Shared Cost Calculation


						Total Development Cost																								$0			MHP  §7304(c)			Average gross square feet of Restricted Units


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD:  60% AMI or less from unit mix, including Manager's Unit.						


hcdadmin: Lesser of: Amount Requested from "AHD-HRI Budget"
worksheet and Calculated Loan Amount 			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: For homeownership projects, it means a housing unit that is made
available at an affordable housing cost, as defined in Health and
Safety Code Section 50052.5, to a household earning no more
than 120 percent of the AMI.			


George Rodine: $50,000 per Restricted unit.																																																																																				


George Rodine: If shaded red; reduce units so that they do not exceed
Total Restricted Units (H). Other Funding Units does not
apply to Unrestricted Units.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Section 104 (c),(5),(C).

For Homeownership, use the AMI percentages given for Tier 1 and Tier 2.																								


George Rodine: Amount Requested from "Dev Sources" worksheet.						


hcdadmin: Lesser of: Amount Requested from
"Dev Sources" worksheet and
Calculated Grant Amount.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: “Affordable Unit" means a housing unit that is made available at an
affordable rent, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section
50053, to a household earning no more than 60 percent of the
Area Median Income (AMI).			


George Rodine: $35,000 per unit.																											


George Rodine: Amount Requested from "Dev Sources" worksheet.																					0


						 Less: Net Syndication Proceeds/Investor Equity 																														Average gross square feet of all residential units																		0


						 Less: Additional Owner/General Partner Equity (Including Deferred Developer Fee)																														Restricted Units average gross square footage as a % of total residential units average gross square footage																		0%


						Total Estimated Financing needed																								$0


						 Less: Supportable Conventional or Bond Debt Financing																														Shared Cost Calculation Amount																		$0


						 Less: "Soft" Financing and Grants.


						Permanent Funding Gap																								$0








						AHD or Homeownwership Base Amount:									$0												vacancy rate									county_name			lim50_21p1			lim50_21
p2			lim50_21p3			lim50_21
p4			lim50_21p5			lim50_21
p6			lim50_21
p7			lim50_21p8


						Assume:									DSCR			6.0%			360			1.1			5%									Alameda			$50,000			$57,150			$64,300			$71,400			$77,150			$82,850			$88,550			$94,250


						Base Amount + Reduction in Amount Financeable due to Rent Limitations below 60% AMI																														Alpine			$31,800			$36,350			$40,900			$45,400			$49,050			$52,700			$56,300			$59,950


																																				Amador			$30,350			$34,650			$39,000			$43,300			$46,800			$50,250			$53,700			$57,200


						County			RentalAMI			HO AMI			0 BR 			1 BR			2 BR			3 BR			4+ BR									Butte			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.8			80%			120%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Calaveras			$31,500			$36,000			$40,500			$45,000			$48,600			$52,200			$55,800			$59,400


						 0.75			75%			115%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Colusa			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.7			70%			110%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Contra Costa			$50,000			$57,150			$64,300			$71,400			$77,150			$82,850			$88,550			$94,250


						 0.65			65%			105%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Del Norte			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.6			60%			100%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									El Dorado			$35,500			$40,550			$45,600			$50,650			$54,750			$58,800			$62,850			$66,900


						 0.55			55%			95%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Fresno			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.5			50%			90%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Glenn			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.45			45%			85%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Humboldt			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.4			40%			80%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Imperial			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.35			35%			75%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Inyo			$28,950			$33,100			$37,250			$41,350			$44,700			$48,000			$51,300			$54,600


						 0.3			30%			70%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Kern			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.25			25%			65%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Kings			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.2			20%			60%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Lake			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						 0.15			15%			55%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Lassen			$28,150			$32,150			$36,150			$40,150			$43,400			$46,600			$49,800			$53,000


																																				Los Angeles			$41,700			$47,650			$53,600			$59,550			$64,350			$69,100			$73,850			$78,650


						Income and Rent Calculation Tables																														Madera			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						TCAC/CDLAC/AHSC/CalHFA Income Limits Calculated from HUD 50% Income Limits																														Marin			$65,250			$74,600			$83,900			$93,200			$100,700			$108,150			$115,600			$123,050


						Income Level			Household Size																											Mariposa			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


									1			2			3			4			5			6			7			8						Mendocino			$28,150			$32,150			$36,150			$40,150			$43,400			$46,600			$49,800			$53,000


						120%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Merced			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						110%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Modoc			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


						100%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Mono			$28,150			$32,150			$36,150			$40,150			$43,400			$46,600			$49,800			$53,000


						95%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Monterey			$39,800			$45,500			$51,200			$56,850			$61,400			$65,950			$70,500			$75,050


						90%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Napa			$44,150			$50,450			$56,750			$63,050			$68,100			$73,150			$78,200			$83,250


						85%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Nevada			$34,450			$39,400			$44,300			$49,200			$53,150			$57,100			$61,050			$64,950


						80%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Orange			$47,450			$54,200			$61,000			$67,750			$73,200			$78,600			$84,050			$89,450


						75%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Placer			$35,500			$40,550			$45,600			$50,650			$54,750			$58,800			$62,850			$66,900


						70%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Plumas			$28,600			$32,700			$36,800			$40,850			$44,150			$47,400			$50,700			$53,950


						65%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Riverside			$30,800			$35,200			$39,600			$44,000			$47,550			$51,050			$54,600			$58,100


						60%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Sacramento			$35,500			$40,550			$45,600			$50,650			$54,750			$58,800			$62,850			$66,900


						55%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						San Benito			$36,800			$42,050			$47,300			$52,550			$56,800			$61,000			$65,200			$69,400


						50%																														San Bernardino			$30,800			$35,200			$39,600			$44,000			$47,550			$51,050			$54,600			$58,100


						45%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						San Diego			$45,550			$52,050			$58,550			$65,050			$70,300			$75,500			$80,700			$85,900


						40%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						San Francisco			$65,250			$74,600			$83,900			$93,200			$100,700			$108,150			$115,600			$123,050


						35%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						San Joaquin			$29,000			$33,150			$37,300			$41,400			$44,750			$48,050			$51,350			$54,650


						30%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						San Luis Obispo			$38,300			$43,800			$49,250			$54,700			$59,100			$63,500			$67,850			$72,250


						25%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						San Mateo			$65,250			$74,600			$83,900			$93,200			$100,700			$108,150			$115,600			$123,050


						20%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Santa Barbara			$48,900			$55,900			$62,900			$69,850			$75,450			$81,050			$86,650			$92,250


						15%			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0						Santa Clara			$59,000			$67,400			$75,850			$84,250			$91,000			$97,750			$104,500			$111,250


																																				Santa Cruz			$54,450			$62,200			$70,000			$77,750			$84,000			$90,200			$96,450			$102,650


									CalHFA 50% Rent Limits 																											Shasta			$27,800			$31,800			$35,750			$39,700			$42,900			$46,100			$49,250			$52,450


						(Assumes  1 person in 0-bedroom, 2 people in a 1 bdrm and 1 additional person per additional bedroom) 																														Sierra			$31,500			$36,000			$40,500			$45,000			$48,600			$52,200			$55,800			$59,400


																																				Siskiyou			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


									Level			0 Bdrm.			1 Bdrm.			2 Bdrm.			3 Bdrm.			4 Bdrm.			5 Bdrm.									Solano			$38,050			$43,450			$48,900			$54,300			$58,650			$63,000			$67,350			$71,700


									0.5			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!									Sonoma			$41,600			$47,550			$53,500			$59,400			$64,200			$68,950			$73,700			$78,450


																																				Stanislaus			$27,900			$31,900			$35,900			$39,850			$43,050			$46,250			$49,450			$52,650


																																				Sutter			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


									TCAC/CDLAC/AHSC Rent Limits 																											Tehama			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


									(Assumes 1 person in 0-bdrm unit, 1.5 people per bedroom in other units)																											Trinity			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


																																				Tulare			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


									TCACrentTbl																											Tuolumne			$29,150			$33,300			$37,450			$41,600			$44,950			$48,300			$51,600			$54,950


									Limit			0 Bdrm.			1 Bdrm.			2 Bdrm.			3 Bdrm.			4 Bdrm.			5 Bdrm.									Ventura			$43,900			$50,200			$56,450			$62,700			$67,750			$72,750			$77,750			$82,800


									1.2			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Yolo			$34,700			$39,650			$44,600			$49,550			$53,550			$57,500			$61,450			$65,450


									1.1			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0									Yuba			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450


									1			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.95			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.9			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.85			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.8			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.75			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.7			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.65			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.6			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.55			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.5			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!			ERROR:#VALUE!


									0.45			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.4			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.35			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.3			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.25			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.2			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


									0.15			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0
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Dev Sources





						Development Sources												Construction Totals


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Construction Sources Totals						$0			$0			$0			Construction Terms									Permanent Terms																								Details of Deferred Costs


																		Permanent Totals


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Permanent Sources Totals						$0			$0			$0												Interest Rate						Repayment Terms									$0			$0			$0			$0


						Construction			Committed?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Funding Committed by Application Due Date?									


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Construction Sources Totals			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Permanent Sources Totals			AHD vs HRI			Source Name (lien priority order)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: 1)  Do not show deferred costs as a source. 

2) Include any locality fee waivers as a source and show that
    there are no repayment requirements by entering "None"
    in the "Required Payment" column.			Source Type			Lien No.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If no lien position, type
 "N/A".			Residential Amount			Commercial Amount			Total Amount			Interest Rate


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Actual or projected rate during construction period.			Required
Payment 			Loan Term
(months)			Rate			Type


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Select the amortization period that the interest rate is based
on; i.e.., fixed, variable, fixed with reset, etc.			Amortizing
Period (yrs.)			Type2


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: FAM = Fully Amortized; AWC = Amortized with Call;
RR = Residual Receipts; DEF= Deferred;
IO = Interest Only;
F2FL = Fixed to Float;
MHP = Partial Interest Only			Due in (yrs.)			Required
Residential
Debt Service


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Do not include residual receipts payments. 
Show only "must pay" residential debt service.			Required
Commercial
Debt Service


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Do not include residual receipts payments.
Show only "must pay" commercial debt service.			Tax-Exempt
Amount


rschmunk: Amount of tax-exempt bond proceeds.			Deferred Amount			Description


						Construction			No			HRI			AHSC HRI Grant			State-HCD												$0


						Construction			Yes																					$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


															Deferred Developer Fees															$0


						Construction			Yes			AHD			Other Deferred Costs									$0						$0


															Developer Fee Contribution															$0


															GP Equity															$0


						Construction			Yes			AHD			Gross Tax Credit Equity


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Overwrite only if Investor
or syndicator name is known.															$0


						Permanent


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: HCD programs must take second position
on lien priority. See UMR section 8315
for subordination exemptions.


						Permanent			No			HRI			AHSC HRI Grant			State-HCD												$0


						Permanent			No			AHD			AHSC AHD Funding			State-HCD												$0


															Tax-Exempt Bond Loan															$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


																														$0


															Deferred Developer Fees															$0


															Developer Fee Contribution															$0


															GP Equity															$0


						Permanent			Yes			AHD			Gross Tax Credit Equity


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Overwrite only if Investor
or syndicator name is known.																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Actual or projected rate during construction period.												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Select the amortization period that the interest rate is based
on; i.e.., fixed, variable, fixed with reset, etc.						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: FAM = Fully Amortized; AWC = Amortized with Call;
RR = Residual Receipts; DEF= Deferred;
IO = Interest Only;
F2FL = Fixed to Float;
MHP = Partial Interest Only						


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Do not include residual receipts payments. 
Show only "must pay" residential debt service.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Do not include residual receipts payments.
Show only "must pay" commercial debt service.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: HCD programs must take second position
on lien priority. See UMR section 8315
for subordination exemptions.																																																									


rschmunk: Amount of tax-exempt bond proceeds.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Overwrite only if Investor
or syndicator name is known.															$0





						Applicant Comments: Include a description of unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs and provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 








						End of Document
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AHD Dev Budget


						AHD Development Budget


						DEVELOPMENT COST			Total Project Costs			Residential Costs			Commercial Costs			30% PVC for New Const/Rehab


George Rodine: PVC - Present Value Credit 			30% PVC for Acquisition


George Rodine: PVC - Present Value Credit 			Comments and explanation of basis changes


						LAND COST/ACQUISITION


						Land Cost or Value			$0


State Treasurer's Office: Rehabilitation projects: Lower of appraised
"as-is" value or purchase price


						Demolition			$0


						Legal			$0


						Land Lease Rent Prepayment			$0


						Total Land Cost or Value			$0			$0			$0


						Existing Improvements Cost or Value			$0


						Off-Site Improvements			$0


						Total Acquisition Cost			$0			$0			$0						$0


						Total Land Cost / Acquisition Cost			$0			$0			$0


						Predevelopment Interest/Holding Cost			$0


						Assumed, Accrued Interest on Existing Debt (Rehab/Acq)			$0


						Excess Purchase Price Over Appraisal			$0


Chen, Zhuo: If the purchase price exceeds appraised value,
input the overage amount in this row, unless
a waiver has been obtained pursuant to
TCAC regulations Section 10327(c)(6)


									


State Treasurer's Office: Rehabilitation projects: Lower of appraised
"as-is" value or purchase price									


George Rodine: PVC - Present Value Credit 			


George Rodine: PVC - Present Value Credit 			REHABILITATION


						Site Work			$0


						Structures			$0


						General Requirements			$0


						Contractor Overhead			$0


						Contractor Profit			$0


						Prevailing Wages			$0


						General Liability Insurance			$0


						Urban Greening			$0


						Other Rehabilitation (Specify)			$0


						Other Rehabilitation (Specify)			$0


						Other Rehabilitation (Specify)			$0


						Total Rehabilitation Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Relocation Expenses			$0


State Treasurer's Office: Relocation costs should correlate to the costs
approved by either the local agency or
federal agency. 


						NEW CONSTRUCTION


						Site Work			$0


						Structures			$0


						General Requirements			$0


						Contractor Overhead			$0


						Contractor Profit			$0


						Prevailing Wages			$0


						General Liability Insurance			$0


						Urban Greening			$0


						Other New Construction (Specify)			$0


						Other New Construction (Specify)			$0


						Other New Construction (Specify)			$0


						Total New Construction Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						ARCHITECTURAL FEES


						Design			$0


						Supervision			$0


						Total Architectural Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Survey & Engineering			$0


						CONSTRUCTION INTEREST & FEES


						Construction Loan Interest			$0


						Origination Fee			$0


						Credit Enhancement/Application Fee			$0


						Bond Premium			$0


						Cost of Issuance			$0


						Title & Recording			$0


						Taxes			$0


						Insurance			$0


						Employment Reporting


George Rodine: (a)(1)(C)(iv) Employment Benefits and Outcomes Reporting
costs are not included within the soft costs cap.			


State Treasurer's Office: Relocation costs should correlate to the costs
approved by either the local agency or
federal agency. 			$0


						Other Construction Int. & Fees (Specify)			$0


						Other Construction Int. & Fees (Specify)			$0


						Total Construction Interest & Fees			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						PERMANENT FINANCING


						Loan Origination Fee			$0


						Credit Enhancement/Application Fee			$0


						Title & Recording			$0


						Taxes			$0


						Insurance			$0


						Other Perm. Financing Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Perm. Financing Costs (Specify)			$0


						Total Permanent Financing Costs			$0			$0			$0


						Subtotals Forward			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						LEGAL FEES


						Legal Paid by Applicant			$0


						Other Attorney Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Attorney Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Attorney Costs (Specify)			$0


						Total Attorney Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						RESERVES


						Operating Reserve			$0


						Replacement Reserve			$0


						Transition Reserve Pool Fee			$0


						Rent Reserve			$0


						Other Reserve Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Reserve Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Reserve Costs (Specify)			$0


						Total Reserve Costs			$0			$0			$0


						CONTINGENCY COSTS


						Construction Hard Cost Contingency 			$0


						Soft Cost Contingency			$0


						Total Contingency Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						OTHER PROJECT COSTS


						TCAC App/Allocation/Monitoring Fees			$0


						Environmental Audit			$0


						Local Development Impact Fees			$0


						Permit Processing Fees			$0


						Capital Fees			$0


						Marketing			$0


						Furnishings			$0


						Market Study			$0


						Accounting/Reimbursable			$0


						Appraisal Costs			$0


						Broadband Readiness			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0


						Total Other Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						SUBTOTAL PROJECT COST			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						DEVELOPER COSTS


						Developer Overhead/Profit			$0


						Consultant/Processing Agent			$0


						Project Administration			$0


						Broker Fees Paid  to a Related Party			$0


						Construction Oversight by Developer			$0


						Other Developer Costs (Specify)			$0


						Total Developer Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						TOTAL PROJECT COST			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


															 Eligible Basis:			$0			$0


																		Total Eligible Basis:			$0





																		DF 2022


						Total Developer Fee (equals Total Developer Costs above):												$0


						Total Developer Fee paid from development funding sources:												$0


						Deferred Developer Fee payable on a priority basis from available Cash Flow:												$0


						Deferred Developer Fee payable from allowable 50% Distribution:												$0


						Developer Fee Contributed as Capital:												$0





						End of Document
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AHD-HRI S&U Budget


						Scroll to the Right for more data input (sources) --------------------------------------------------------->


						 AHD and HRI Permanent Sources and Uses   App 


						Residential Sources and Uses Budget																																																																					Commercial Sources


						USES OF FUNDS

Soft cost in red (total AHSC AHD below)			 Total
Cost from
AHD Dev Budget


Mauro Lara: From Dev Budget Worksheet
Column C - Total Residential Costs 			AHSC HRI Grant


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount C214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P25.			AHSC AHD Funding


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount D214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P26.			Tax-Exempt Bond Loan


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount E214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P27.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount G214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P29.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount H214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P30.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount I214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P31.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount J214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P32.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount K214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P33.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount L214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P34.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount M214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P35.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount N214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P36.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			0


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			Deferred Developer Fees


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			Developer Fee Contribution


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			GP Equity


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			Gross Tax Credit Equity


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			Total
Residential
Sources			Residential
Costs			Commercial
Costs			GP Loan : City Centro			Union Bank Perm Loan			Residential
Cost
Difference
Dev Budget
vs. Sources


						$0																																																															Total			Total


						LAND COST/ACQUISITION


						Land Cost or Value			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$3			$0


						Demolition			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$7,552			$0


						Legal			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$3,904			$0


						Land Lease Rent Prepayment			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Total Land Cost or Value			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$11,459			$0


						Existing Improvements Cost or Value			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Off-Site Improvements			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$75,070			$0


						Total Acquisition Cost			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$75,070			$0


						Total Land Cost / Acquisition Cost			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$86,529			$0


						Predevelopment Interest/Holding Cost			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$2,552			$0


						Assumed, Accrued Interest on Existing Debt (Rehab/Acq)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Excess Purchase Price Over Appraisal			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0





						REHABILITATION


						Site Work			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Structures			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						General Requirements			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Contractor Overhead			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Contractor Profit			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Prevailing Wages			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						General Liability Insurance			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Urban Greening			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Rehabilitation (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Rehabilitation (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Rehabilitation (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Total Rehabilitation Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						Total Relocation Expenses			$0


State Treasurer's Office: Relocation costs should correlate to the costs
approved by either the local agency or federal agency. 																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0





						NEW CONSTRUCTION


						Site Work			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$69,177			$0


						Structures			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$370,772			$0


						General Requirements			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$72,529			$0


						Contractor Overhead			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$56,411			$0


						Contractor Profit			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Prevailing Wages			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						General Liability Insurance			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$10,960			$0


						Urban Greening			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Other New Construction (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$9,008			$0


						Other New Construction (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Other New Construction (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Total New Construction Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$588,857			$0





						ARCHITECTURAL FEES


						Design			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$37,662			$0


						Supervision			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$12,155			$0


						Total Architectural Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$49,817			$0


						Total Survey & Engineering			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$21,552			$0





						CONSTRUCTION INTEREST & FEES


						Construction Loan Interest			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$86,751			$0


						Origination Fee			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$11,093			$0


						Credit Enhancement/Application Fee			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Bond Premium			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Cost of Issuance			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$726			$0


						Title & Recording			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$2,552			$0


						Taxes			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$1,652			$0


						Insurance			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$38,129			$0


						Employment Reporting


George Rodine: Provide eligible AHD Employment Benefits
and Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined
in the Guidelines) not including other HRI
Soft Costs.			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Other Construction Int. & Fees (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$1,351			$0


						Other Construction Int. & Fees (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Total Construction Interest & Fees			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$142,254			$0





						PERMANENT FINANCING


						Loan Origination Fee			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$1,628			$0


						Credit Enhancement/Application Fee			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Title & Recording			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$450			$0


						Taxes			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Insurance			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Other Perm. Financing Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$1,351			$0


						Other Perm. Financing Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$450			$0


						Total Permanent Financing Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$3,879			$0


						Subtotals Forward			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$895,440			$0





						LEGAL FEES


						Legal Paid by Applicant			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$1,952			$0


						Other Attorney Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$2,128			$0


						Other Attorney Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$541			$0


						Other Attorney Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Total Attorney Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$4,621			$0





						RESERVES


						Operating Reserve			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$8,740			$0


						Replacement Reserve			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Transition Reserve Pool Fee			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Rent Reserve			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Reserve Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Reserve Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Reserve Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Total Reserve Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$8,740			$0





						CONTINGENCY COSTS


						Construction Hard Cost Contingency 			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$90,000			$0


						Soft Cost Contingency			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$10,900			$0


						Total Contingency Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$100,900			$0





						OTHER PROJECT COSTS


						TCAC App/Allocation/Monitoring Fees			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Environmental Audit			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$6,778			$0


						Local Development Impact Fees			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$53,803			$0


						Permit Processing Fees			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$72,865			$0


						Capital Fees			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Marketing			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Furnishings			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Market Study			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Accounting/Reimbursable			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Appraisal Costs			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$225			$0


						Broadband Readiness			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$10,681			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$1,742			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$2,931			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Other Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$0			$0


						Total Other Costs			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$149,025			$0


						SUBTOTAL PROJECT COST			$0						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$1,158,726			$0





						DEVELOPER COSTS


						Developer Overhead/Profit			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0						$69,064			$0


						Consultant/Processing Agent			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Project Administration			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Broker Fees Paid  to a Related Party			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Construction Oversight by Developer			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Other Developer Costs (Specify)			$0																																																									$0			$0			$0									$0


						Total Developer Costs			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$69,064			$0


						TOTAL PROJECT COST			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$1,227,790			$0





						HOUSING RELATED-INFRASTRUCTURE (HRI)


						Site acquisition of HRI including easements and right of ways																																																												$0


						Other Site Acquisition (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item									


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount D214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P26.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount E214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P27.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount G214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P29.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount H214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P30.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount I214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P31.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount J214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P32.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount K214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P33.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount L214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P34.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount M214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P35.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount N214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P36.																								$0


						TOTAL SITE ACQUISITION (Not Parking)						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Clearing and Grubbing																																																												$0


						Demolition																																																												$0


						Excavation																																																												$0


						Grading (not grading for housing & mixed use structural improvements)																																																												$0


						Soil Stabilization (Lime, etc.)																																																												$0


						Erosion/Weed Control																																																												$0


						Dewatering																																																												$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																							


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.																					$0


						Other Site Preparation (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																										


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			


George Rodine: If shaded red, total amount O214 does not
equal amount on "Dev Sources" worksheet P37.			$0


						TOTAL SITE PREPARATION						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Sanitary Sewer																																																												$0


						Potable Water																																																												$0


						Non-Potable Water																																																												$0


						Storm Drain																																																												$0


						Detention Basin/Culverts																																																												$0


						Joint Trench:																																																												$0


						Other Site Utilities (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


State Treasurer's Office: Relocation costs should correlate to the costs
approved by either the local agency or federal agency. 			


State Treasurer's Office: Relocation costs should correlate to the costs
approved by either the local agency or federal agency. 																																																						$0


						TOTAL SITE UTILITIES						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Aggregate Base																																																												$0


						Asphalt Pavement																																																												$0


						Curb, Gutter, Sidewalk																																																												$0


						Street Lights																																																												$0


						Striping/Signage/Barricades																																																												$0


						Traffic Mitigation																																																												$0


						Other Surface Improvements (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL SURFACE IMPROVEMENTS						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Urban Greening (Specify):


Administrator: Describe in row 213, all Urban Greening components
and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																																																												$0


						Urban Greening (Specify):


Administrator: Describe in row 213, all Urban Greening components
and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																																																												$0


						Urban Greening (Specify):


Administrator: Describe in row 213, all Urban Greening components
and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																																																												$0


						Urban Greening (Specify):


Administrator: Describe in row 213, all Urban Greening components
and costs that are part of the AHSC Project.																																																												$0


						TOTAL URBAN GREENING						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Irrigation																																																												$0


						Concrete Work																																																												$0


						Landscaping																																																												$0


						Playground Facilities and Tot Lots																																																												$0


						Walking/Bike Path																																																												$0


						Drinking Fountains																																																												$0


						Structures																																																												$0


						Lighting 																																																												$0


						Open Space 																																																												$0


						Other Landscape and Amenities (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL LANDSCAPE AND AMENITIES						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Wetland Mitigation																																																												$0


						Endangered Species																																																												$0


						Tree Mitigation																																																												$0


						Environmental Remediation 																																																												$0


						Other Env. Mitigation/Remediation (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item			


George Rodine: Provide eligible AHD Employment Benefits
and Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined
in the Guidelines) not including other HRI
Soft Costs.																																																												$0


						TOTAL ENV. MITIGATION/REMEDIATION						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Residential Parking Structures																																																												$0


						Grading  																																																												$0


						Foundation Work																																																												$0


						Site Work																																																												$0


						Other Replacement Parking Costs (Specify): 


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						Other Replacement Parking Costs (Specify): 


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL REPLACEMENT PARKING						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Residential Parking Structures																																																												$0


						Grading  																																																												$0


						Foundation Work																																																												$0


						Site Work																																																												$0


						Other Residential Parking Costs (Specify): 


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						Other Residential Parking Costs (Specify): 


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL RESIDENTIAL PARKING						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Access Plazas																																																												$0


						Pathways																																																												$0


						Bus Shelters																																																												$0


						Transit Shelters																																																												$0


						Pedestrian Facilities																																																												$0


						Bicycle Facilities																																																												$0


						Other Transit Costs (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL TRANSIT						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0												$0			$0





						Drainage


George Rodine: Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for
funding only if used for the identified eligible Capital
Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC
Program award up to $300,000.																																																												$0


						Parks & Recreation


George Rodine: Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for
funding only if used for the identified eligible Capital
Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC
Program award up to $300,000.																																																												$0


						Streets/Signals


George Rodine: Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for
funding only if used for the identified eligible Capital
Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC
Program award up to $300,000.																																																												$0


						Traffic Fees


George Rodine: Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for
funding only if used for the identified eligible Capital
Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC
Program award up to $300,000.																																																												$0


						Waste Water


George Rodine: Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for
funding only if used for the identified eligible Capital
Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC
Program award up to $300,000.																																																												$0


						Water Facility


George Rodine: Impact fees required by local ordinance are eligible for
funding only if used for the identified eligible Capital
Project not to exceed 15 percent of the AHSC
Program award up to $300,000.																																																												$0


						Other Impact Fees (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						Other Impact Fees (non-AHSC eligible)																																																												$0


						TOTAL IMPACT FEES						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Engineering																																																												$0


						Design																																																												$0


						Contractor Fee																																																												$0


						Other Soft Costs (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL SOFT COSTS						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						Employment Reporting


Leyva, Hector@HCD: Provide eligible HRI Employment Benefits and
Outcomes Reporting costs (as defined in the
Guidelines) not including other HRI Soft Costs.																																																												$0


						Other Costs (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						Other Costs (Specify):


Administrator: Provide concise accurate description of budget line item																																																												$0


						TOTAL OTHER ASSET COSTS						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0





						HRI TOTAL PROJECT COSTS						$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0


						AHD TOTAL PROJECT COSTS			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$1,227,790


												$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$0			$1,800,000			$1,227,790





						Provide Urban Greening Details and explain unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs; provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 





						End of Document
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Operating


						Annual Income and Expenses





						Employee Information															Comments


						No.


Richard: Number of employees.			FTE


rschmunk: Number of full-time equivalent employees.  E.g. 3 people working 0.5 time = 1.5 FTE.			Employee Job Title			Salary/Wages			Value of Free Rent


												On-Site Manager(s)


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6330 below.			


Debra Starbuck: Rolls  to Account No. 6331 below.			On-Site Assistant Manager(s)


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6330 below.			


Debra Starbuck: Rolls  to Account No. 6331 below.			Supportive Services Staff Supervisor(s)


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6990 below.			


Debra Starbuck: Rolls  to Account No. 6331 below.			Supportive Services Coordinator, On-Site


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6990 below.			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6331 below.
			Other Supportive Services Staff (inc. Case Manager)


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6990 below.			


Debra Starbuck: Rolls  to Account No. 6331 below.			On-Site Maintenance Employee(s)


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6510 below.			


Debra Starbuck: Rolls  to Account No. 6521 below.			On-Site Leasing Agent/Administrative Employee(s)


															


Russ Schmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6310 below.			


Debra Starbuck: Rolls to Account No. 6331 below.			On-Site Security Employee(s)


															


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6510 below.			Other (specify)


Debra Starbuck: List any other employees positions included in project operating expenses. 


																		


rschmunk: Rolls to Account No. 6531 below.			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6510 below.			Other (specify)


Debra Starbuck: List any other employees positions included in project operating expenses. 


																		


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6521 below.			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6510 below.			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6521 below.			Total Salaries and Value of Free Rent Units			$0			$0


						6711						Payroll Taxes			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6711 below.			Show free rent as an expense?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The alternative is to not show income from employee units.


						6722						Workers Compensation			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6722 below.												Count free rent as an 


						6723						Employee Benefits			


grodine: Rolls to Account No. 6723 below.												expense?


												Employee(s) Payroll Taxes, Workers Comp. & Benefits			$0												0


												Total Employee(s) Expenses			$0











						Employee Units


						Income Limit


mpope: Income restriction level, expressed as a % of AMI.  						Job Title(s) of Employee(s) Living On-Site			Unit Type
(No. of bdrms.)			Square Footage						Income Limit			Job Title(s) of Employee(s) Living On-Site


																								60%			On-Site Manager(s)


																								55%			On-Site Assistant Manager(s)


																								50%			On-Site Maintenance Employee(s)


															Total Square Footage			0						None			On-Site Leasing Agent/Administrative Employee(s)





						Annual Operating Budget																		Other			On-Site Security Employee(s)


						 Acct. No.						Revenue - Income			Residential 			Commercial 			Comments						Services Coordinator


						5120/5140						Rent Revenue - Gross Potential						$0


grodine: Rolls from Max Funds & Unit Mix  sheet.


												Restricted Unit Rents			$0


grodine: Rolls from Cash Flow sheet.


												Unrestricted Unit Rents			$0


grodine: Rolls from Cash Flow sheet.


						5121						Tenant Assistance Payments


												Subsidy Program Name (Specify)			$0


												Subsidy Program Name (Specify)			$0


												Operating Subsidies


												Other (specify)


						5910						Laundry and Vending Revenue			$0


						5170						Parking Spaces			$0			$0


						5990						Miscellaneous/Other Rent Revenue 			$0			$0


												Gross Potential Income (GPI)			$0			$0





												Vacancy Rate:  Restricted Units			5.0%


												Vacancy Rate:  Unrestricted Units			5.0%


												Vacancy Rate:  Tenant Assistance Payments			5.0%


												Vacancy Rate:  Other (specify)			5.0%


												Vacancy Rate:  Laundry & Vending & Other Income  			5.0%


												Vacancy Rate:  Commercial Income 						50.0%


						5220/5240						Vacancy Loss(es)			$0			$0


												Effective Gross Income (EGI)			$0			$0


						 Acct. No.						Expenses			Residential 			Commercial 			Comments





						Administrative Expenses: 6200/6300


						6203						Conventions and Meetings


						6210						Advertising and Marketing


						6250						Other Renting Expenses


						6310						Office/Administrative Salaries -- from above			$0


						6311						Office Expenses


						6312						Office or Model Apartment Rent


						6320						Management Fee


						6330						Site/Resident Manager(s) Salaries -- from above			$0


						6331						Administrative Free Rent Unit  -- from above			$0


						6340						Legal Expense -- Project


						6350						Audit Expense


						6351						Bookkeeping Fees/Accounting Services


						6390						Miscellaneous Administrative Expenses


						6263T						  Total Administrative Expenses			$0			$0


						 Acct. No.						Expenses			Residential 			Commercial 			Comments


						Utilities Expenses: 6400


						6450						Electricity


						6451						Water


						6452						Gas


						6453						Sewer


												Other Utilities (specify)


						6400T						  Total Utilities Expenses			$0			$0


						Operating and Maintenance Expenses: 6500															Comments


						6510						Payroll -- from above			$0


						6515						Supplies 


						6520						Contracts


						6521						Operating & Maintenance Free Rent Unit -- from above			$0


						6525						Garbage and Trash Removal


						6530						Security Contract


						6531						Security Free Rent Unit -- from above			$0


						6546						Heating/Cooling Repairs and Maintenance


						6548						Snow Removal


						6570						Vehicle & Maintenance Equipment Operation/Reports


						6590						Miscellaneous Operating and Maintenance Expenses


George Rodine: Use Comments cells to provide expense details.


						6500T						TOTAL Operating & Maintenance Expenses			$0			$0


						Taxes and Insurance: 6700															Comments


						6710						Real Estate Taxes


															


Russ Schmunk: Including assessments.			


Russ Schmunk: Including assessments.			


grodine: Rolls from Max Funds & Unit Mix  sheet.			


grodine: Rolls from Cash Flow sheet.			


grodine: Rolls from Cash Flow sheet.			6711						Payroll Taxes (Project's Share) -- from above			$0


						6720						Property and Liability Insurance (Hazard)


						6729						Other Insurance (e.g. Earthquake)


						6721						Fidelity Bond Insurance


						6722						Worker's Compensation -- from above			$0


						6723						Health Insurance/Other Employee Benefits--from above			$0


						6790						Miscellaneous Taxes, Licenses, Permits & Insurance


George Rodine: Use Comments cells to provide expense details.


						6700T						  Total Taxes and Insurance			$0			$0


						Supportive Services Costs: 6900															Comments


						6990						Staff Supervisor(s) Salaries - from above			$0


						6990						Services Coordinator Salaries, On-Site - from above			$0


						6990						Other Supportive Services Staff Salaries - from above			$0


						6990						Supportive Services Admin Overhead


						6990						Other Supportive Services Costs (specify)


						6990						Other Supportive Services Costs (specify)


						6900T						  Total Supportive Services Costs			$0			$0


												Total Operating Expenses			$0			$0			Comments


						Funded Reserves: 7200									Residential			Commercial


						7210						Required Replacement Reserve Deposits			$0


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: See "Reserves Calculator" tab, row 10.


						7220						Other Reserves (specify)


						7230						Other Reserves (specify)


						7240						Other Reserves (specify)


												Total Reserves			$0			$0


												Ground Lease			Residential			Commercial


												Ground Lease			$0			$0


												Total Ground Lease			$0			$0


												Net Operating Income			$0			$0


						Financial Expenses: 6800															Comments


						6820						1st Mortgage Debt Service


Administrator: Required Residential Debt Service: Do not include residual
receipts payments.  Show only "must pay" residential 
debt service.


						6830						2nd Mortgage Debt Service 


Administrator: Required Residential Debt survive: Do not include residual
receipts payments.  Show only "must pay" residential 
debt service.


						6840						3rd Mortgage Debt Service


Administrator: Required Residential Debt service: Do not include residual
receipts payments.  Show only "must pay" residential 
debt service.


						6890						AHSC .42% Fee


						6890						Other HCD .42% (Specify)


						6890						Other HCD .42% (Specify)


						6890						Bond Issuer Fee


						6890						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)


						6890						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)


						6890						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)


						6890						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)


						6800T						Total Financial Expenses			$0			$0


												 Cash Flow			$0			$0


						7190						Asset Management/Similar Fees





						Total Operating Expenses Per Unit 									Per Year			Per Month


						Without any Adjustments									$0			$0


						With the Value of Rent-Free Units Included									$0			$0


						Without  RE Taxes, Social Services Coordinator or Social 
   Services/Social Programs and With the Value of Rent Fee Units 
   Included									$0			$0


						End of Document
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HCD Reserves Calculator


						HCD Reserve Requirements





						Project Name												0																																																															Number of Project Units:																								0





						Replacement Reserve Calculator UMR §8309


						(a)			0.6% of New construction costs (structures excluding contractor profit, overhead, and general requirements and insurance):																																																																																							$0


grodine: For new construction or conversion Projects, the initial amount
of annual deposits to the replacement reserve account shall be
equal to at least the lesser of 0.6% of estimated construction
costs associated with structures in the Project, excluding
construction contingency and general contractor profit,
overhead and general requirements.												$0


									$500 per unit: (This is a placeholder for rehab projects and may be subject to higher amount)																																																																																							$500												$0


						(b)			Replacement Reserve Amount = New construction: lesser of (a) and (b); Rehab: (b)																																																																																																			$0


									HCD Required Replacement Reserve Amount - included in "Operating budget" tab																																																																																																			$0





						Operating Reserve Calculator


						1						Total Operating Expenses Excluding On-Site Service Coordinator Salaries. 
Operating Budget Cell (E111) minus Operating Budget Cell (E105)																																																																																				TAX CREDIT Project 3 Month Reserve Required												NON-TAX CREDIT Project 4 Month Reserve Required


												(a) Total Operating Expenses:																																				$0															Amount subject to reserve calculation: (a - b)																					$0												$0												$0


												(b) Minus: On-Site Service Coordinator Salaries:																																				$0


						2						Replacement Reserve amount from above: (Cell AJ10)																																																																								$0												$0												$0


						3						Debt Service (including all HCD 0.42% Fees and Bond Issuer Fee)


												
Name of Lender
               Operating Budget cells (D123 to D132)																																																																								Annual Debt
Service Amount												TAX CREDIT Project 3 Month Reserve Required												NON-TAX CREDIT Project 4 Month Reserve Required


												1st Mortgage Debt Service																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												2nd Mortgage Debt Service 																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												3rd Mortgage Debt Service																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												AHSC .42% Fee																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Other HCD .42% (Specify)																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Bond Issuer Fee																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)																																																																								$0												$0												$0


												Other (Specify)																																																																																				$0												$0


												Totals																																																																								$0												$0												$0


						UMR Required Operating Reserve Amount:																																																																																										$0												$0


						If Reserve amounts are different than the required amount, enter Reserve amounts and how they are calculated below:








						Transition Reserve Pool Fee Calculator																														Pooled Transition Reserve Policy


						Does the Project propose use of Project-based rental assistance?





						Subsidy #1									None																								Contract Term: (enter in years)																								Subsidy #2									None																								Contract Term: (enter in years)


						Bedroom Size									Number of Units												Net Contract Rent												Annual Subsidy																								Bedroom Size									Number of Units												Net Contract Rent												Annual Subsidy


						0																																	$0																								0																																	$0


						1																																	$0																								1																																	$0


						2																																	$0																								2																																	$0


						3																																	$0																								3																																	$0


						4																																	$0																								4																																	$0


																		Maximum Total Annual Subsidy																					$0																																				Maximum Total Annual Subsidy																					$0


						Pooled transition reserve fee for Subsidy #1 (15% of maximum total annual subsidy)																																	$0.00																								Pooled transition reserve fee for Subsidy #2 (15% of maximum total annual subsidy)																																	$0.00





						Local Operating Subsidy Name:


						Total Operating Subsidy Amount


						Number of years included in total operating subsidy


						One year's worth of operating subsidy																																	$0


						Pooled transition reserve fee for Subsidy (15% of one year's worth of operating subsidy)																																	$0.00





						Total Pooled Transition Reserve Fee																											$0





						Applicant comments:








						End of Document





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf


Cash Flow





						Cash Flow Analysis


						Is Income from Restricted Units based on Restricted or Proposed Rents?																											1


						Income From Housing Units			Inflation			Year 1			Year 2			Year 3			Year 4			Year 5			Year 6			Year 7			Year 8			Year 9			Year 10			Year 11			Year 12			Year 13			Year 14			Year 15


grodine: To unhide columns for additional years: select columns
R and AR, right click mouse, select Unhide. Hide
columns not needed.			Year 16			Year 17			Year 18			Year 19			Year 20


grodine: To unhide columns for additional years: select columns
W and AR, right click mouse, select Unhide. Hide
columns not needed.			Year 21			Year 22			Year 23			Year 24			Year 25			Year 26			Year 27			Year 28			Year 29			Year 30			Year 31			Year 32			Year 33			Year 34			Year 35			Year 36			Year 37			Year 38			Year 39			Year 40


						Restricted Unit  Rents


Information Technology: This should represent income from all
regulated and income restricted rental units.			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Unrestricted Units


Information Technology: This may include manager's units that aren't
regulated by income restrictions - or market rate units.			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Tenant Assistance Payments


rschmunk: Aka rent subsidies. Calculated as the contract rent amount
minus the restricted amount -- actual subsidies will likely be greater


						Subsidy Program Name (Specify)			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Subsidy Program Name (Specify)			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Operating Subsidies			2.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other (specify)


rschmunk: Enter other 
source.  E.g.. Capitalized reserve.			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Gross Potential Income - Housing						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Other Income


						Laundry & Vending			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Income    


eabdala: Garage & Parking Spaces and Other Miscellaneous Rent Revenue			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Commercial Income			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Gross Potential Income - Other						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Gross Potential Income - Total						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						 


						Vacancy Assumptions


						Restricted Units			5.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Unrestricted Units			5.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Tenant Assistance Payments			5.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other (specify)			5.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Laundry/Vending/Other Income 			5.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Commercial Income 			50.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Total Vacancy Loss						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Effective Gross Income						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Operating Expenses & Reserve Deposits


						Residential Exp. (w/o Real Estate Taxes & Sup. Services)			3.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Real Estate Taxes			2.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Supportive Services Costs			2.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Replacement Reserve			0.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Reserves			0.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Ground Lease			2.0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Commercial Expenses			3.5%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Total Expenses & Reserves						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Net Operating Income						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Debt Service


						1st Mortgage Debt Service						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Bridge Loan (repaid from Investor equity)			


Debra Starbuck: This figure is excluded from Total Debt Service 																																													


grodine: To unhide columns for additional years: select columns
R and AR, right click mouse, select Unhide. Hide
columns not needed.			


Information Technology: This should represent income from all
regulated and income restricted rental units.			


Information Technology: This may include manager's units that aren't
regulated by income restrictions - or market rate units.			


rschmunk: Aka rent subsidies. Calculated as the contract rent amount
minus the restricted amount -- actual subsidies will likely be greater																																																															


grodine: To unhide columns for additional years: select columns
W and AR, right click mouse, select Unhide. Hide
columns not needed.			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						2nd Mortgage Debt Service						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						3rd Mortgage Debt Service						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						AHSC .42% Fee						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other HCD .42% (Specify)						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other HCD .42% (Specify)						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Bond Issuer Fee						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Miscellaneous Financial Expenses (specify)						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Total Required Debt Service						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Cash Flow after all debt service						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR)						0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00			0.00


						Use of Cash Flow After Debt Service - HCD Projects


						Asset Mgmt./ Similar Fees						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Deferred Developer Fee prior to Distributions & residual receipt payments						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Cash Available for Residual Receipts Loans and Sponsor Distributions						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Sponsor Distributions			50%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						HCD Residual Payment			50%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Residual Payments (Specify)			0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Residual Payments (Specify)			0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Residual Payments (Specify)			0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Other Residual Payments (Specify)			0%			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Max Asset Mgmt/Similar Fees 			3.5%			0


grodine: Rolls from Operating sheet Account
No. 7190 (Asset Management/Similar Fees),
which is below the Cash Flow line on the
Operating sheet.			


rschmunk: Enter other 
source.  E.g.. Capitalized reserve.									0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


						Cumulative paid Deferred Dev. Fee 						0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0





						Total Deferred Developer Fee budgeted for payment prior to distributions and residual receipt payments





												


grodine: Enter amount of Deferred Developer Fee budgeted
for payment from cash flow prior to Distributions and
residual receipts loan payments. See Dev Budget
worksheet.			End of Document
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High-Cost Verification





						2022 TCAC Threshold Basis Limit (TBL) for HCD Developer Fee UMR §8312(b)&(c) and HCD High Cost Test for HCD Limits on Development Costs 2017 UMR §8311(a) & (b) (revised 01/01/2022) Complete all yellow shaded cells.


																																																																																																																																				1/31/22			SRO & STUDIO			1 BEDROOM			2 BEDROOMS			3 BEDROOMS			4+ BEDROOMS


						Project Name:																																																									County: 																								Project's Proposed Tax Credits:																																													Alameda			$384,234			$443,018			$534,400			$684,032			$762,054


						HCD Phase:												Origination																																																																																																																		Alpine			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																																																				Amador			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						Unit Size																					2022 TCAC Threshold Basis Limits (TBL)															# of Units						Basis x
Number of Units												TOTAL UNADJUSTED THRESHOLD BASIS LIMIT (TBL):																																										$0																					2			7						Butte			$246,186			$283,850			$342,400			$438,272			$488,262


						SRO/Studio																																				0						$0												TOTAL HCD ADJ. THRESHOLD BASIS LIMIT:																																										$0																					3			8						Calaveras			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						1 Bedroom																																				0						$0												Adjusted Threshold Basis Limit multiplied by 160%:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Note: Applicants who are awarded points under
the scoring category and received tie breaker
score for cost containment may be subject to
future performance penalties. Negative points
may be assessed if the project’s total eligible basis
determined upon construction completion
exceeds the revised total adjusted threshold
basis limits for the year the Project completes
construction (or the original total eligible
threshold basis limit if higher) by 40percent.																																										$0																					4			9						Colusa			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						2 Bedrooms																																				0						$0												HCD HIGH COST TEST RESULT: 																																										0%																					5			10						Contra Costa			$384,234			$443,018			$534,400			$684,032			$762,054


						3 Bedrooms																																				0						$0																																																																											6			11						Del Norte			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						4+ Bedrooms																																				0						$0												Total Eligible Basis																																										$0																														El Dorado			$278,397			$320,989			$387,200			$495,616			$552,147


																																																																																																																																				Fresno			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


						Manager Units in Project:																					0						TOTAL UNITS:												0																																																																																							Glenn			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																																																				Humboldt			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						ADJUSTMENTS Cal Code of Reg §10327(c)(5)(A-F)


grodine: If this analysis is being done at construction or loan closing,
check your conclusions against the TCAC Staff Report -
the Basis Limit amount should be very close to the
TCAC amount.																																																																																																																														Imperial			$240,434			$277,218			$334,400			$428,032			$476,854


						(A)			Adjustment for Projects paid in whole or part out of public funds subject to a legal requirement for the payment of state or federal prevailing wages or financed in part by a labor-affiliated organization requiring the employment of construction workers who are paid at least state or federal prevailing wages (20%).																																																																																													$0																														Inyo			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


									For Projects certifies that (1) they are subject to a Project labor agreement within the meaning of §2500(b)(1) of the Public Contract Code, or (2) they will use a skilled and trained workforce as defined by §25536.7 of the Health and Safety Code to perform all onsite work within an apprenticeable occupation in the building and construction trades (5%).																																																																																													$0																														Kern			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


						(B)			For New construction Projects required to provide parking beneath residential units (not "tuck under" parking) or through construction of an on-site parking structure of two or more levels (10%).																																																																																													$0																														Kings			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


						(C)			For Projects where a day care center is part of the development (2%).																																																																																													$0																														Lake			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						(D)			For Projects where 100 percent of the units are for Special Needs populations (2%).																																																																																													$0																														Lassen			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


						(E)			Project applying under §10325 or §10326 of the TCAC regulations that includes one or more of the features below (up to 10%).																																																																																							


Agutierrez: If yes, please answer yes
or no to 1-9. no blanks.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Note: Applicants who are awarded points under
the scoring category and received tie breaker
score for cost containment may be subject to
future performance penalties. Negative points
may be assessed if the project’s total eligible basis
determined upon construction completion
exceeds the revised total adjusted threshold
basis limits for the year the Project completes
construction (or the original total eligible
threshold basis limit if higher) by 40percent.																																										$0																														Los Angeles			$341,094			$393,278			$474,400			$607,232			$676,494


									(1) Project shall have onsite renewable generation estimated to produce 50% or more of annual tenant electricity use. If the combined available roof area of the Project structures, including carports, is insufficient for provision of 50% of annual electricity use, then the Project shall have onsite renewable generation based on at least 90% of the available solar accessible roof area. Available solar accessible area is defined as roof area less north facing roof area for sloped roofs, equipment, solar thermal hot water and required local or state fire department set-backs and access routes. A Project not availing itself of the 90% roof area exception may also receive an increase under paragraph (2) only if the renewable generation used to calculate each basis increase does not overlap (5%).																																																																																																																											Madera			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


																																																																																																0.00																																				Marin			$307,732			$354,812			$428,000			$547,840			$610,328


									(2) Project shall have onsite renewable generation estimated to produce 75% or more of annual common area electricity use. If the combined available roof area of the Project structures, including carports, is insufficient for provision of 75% of annual electricity use, then the Project shall have onsite renewable generation based on at least 90% of the available solar accessible roof area. Available solar accessible area is defined as roof area less north facing roof area for sloped roofs, equipment, solar thermal hot water and required local or state fire department set-backs and access routes. A Project not availing itself of the 90% roof area exception may also receive an increase under paragraph (1) only if the renewable generation used to calculate each basis increase does not overlap (2%).																																																																																																																											Mariposa			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																0.00																																				Mendocino			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


									(3) Newly constructed Project buildings shall be 15% or more energy efficient than the 2019 Energy Efficiency Standards (California Code of Regulations, Part 6 of Title 24) by at least 5 EDR points for energy efficiency alone (not counting solar); except that if the local building department has determined that building permit applications submitted on or before December 31, 2019 are complete, then newly constructed Project buildings shall be fifteen percent (15%) or more energy efficient than the 2016 Energy Efficiency Standards (California Code of Regulations, Part 6 of Title 24) (4%).																																																																																																																											Merced			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


																																																																																																0.00																																				Modoc			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


									(4) Rehab Project buildings shall have 80% decrease in estimated annual energy use (or improvement in energy efficiency) in the HERS II post rehabilitation (4%).																																																																																																																											Mono			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																0.00																																				Monterey			$311,183			$358,791			$432,800			$553,984			$617,173


									(5) Irrigate only with reclaimed water, greywater, or rainwater (excepting water used for Community Gardens) or irrigate with reclaimed water, grey water, or rainwater in an amount that annually equals or exceeds 20,000 gallons or 300 gallons per unit, whichever is less (1%).																																																																																																																											Napa			$307,732			$354,812			$428,000			$547,840			$610,328


																																																																																																0.00																																				Nevada			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


									(6) Community Gardens of at least 60 square feet per unit. Permanent site improvements that provide a viable growing space within the Project including solar access, fencing, watering systems, secure storage space for tools, and pedestrian access (1%).																																																																																																																											Orange			$308,882			$356,138			$429,600			$549,888			$612,610


																																																																																																0.00																																				Placer			$278,397			$320,989			$387,200			$495,616			$552,147


									(7) Install bamboo, stained concrete, cork, salvaged or FSC-Certified wood, natural linoleum, natural rubber, or ceramic tile in all kitchens, living rooms, and bathrooms (where no VOC adhesives or backing is also used) (1%).																																																																																																																											Plumas			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																0.00																																				Riverside			$240,434			$277,218			$334,400			$428,032			$476,854


									(8) Install bamboo, stained concrete, cork, salvaged or FSC-Certified wood, or natural linoleum, natural rubber, or ceramic tile in all interior floor space other than units (where no VOC adhesives or backing is also used) (2%).																																																																																																																											Sacramento			$278,397			$320,989			$387,200			$495,616			$552,147


																																																																																																0.00																																				San Benito			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


									(9) For new construction Projects only, meet all requirements of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Indoor Air Plus Program (2%).																																																																																																																											San Bernardino			$240,434			$277,218			$334,400			$428,032			$476,854


																																																																																																0.00																																				San Diego			$268,043			$309,051			$372,800			$477,184			$531,613


						(F)			Project requires seismic upgrading of existing structures, and/or requires toxic or other environmental mitigation as certified by the Project architect/ engineer (lesser of costs or 15% basis adjustment).																																																																																													$0																														San Francisco			$530,910			$612,134			$738,400			$945,152			$1,052,958


																																																																																																																																				San Joaquin			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


									If Yes, select type of work:																																													Enter Certified Costs of Work:																																																																														San Luis Obispo			$311,183			$358,791			$432,800			$553,984			$617,173


						(G)			Local development impact fees required to be paid to local government entities. Certification from local entities assessing fees also required.  WAIVED IMPACT FEES ARE INELIGIBLE.																																																																																																																											San Mateo			$440,028			$507,348			$612,000			$783,360			$872,712


																																																																																																0																																				Santa Barbara			$311,183			$358,791			$432,800			$553,984			$617,173


						(H)			Projects where at least 95% of the Project's upper floor units are serviced by an elevator (10%).																																																																																													$0																														Santa Clara			$440,028			$507,348			$612,000			$783,360			$872,712


						(I)			Projects wherein at least 95% of the building(s) is constructed as Type I as defined in the California Building Code, in which case, the Type III 10% increase below is not allowed (15%).																																																																																													$0																														Santa Cruz			$311,183			$358,791			$432,800			$553,984			$617,173


						(J)			Projects wherein at least 95% of the building(s) is constructed as (1) a Type III as defined in the California Building Code, or (2) a Type III/Type I combination, in which case, the Type I 15% increase above is not be allowed (10%).																																																																																													$0


						
(K)			Projects within a county with an unadjusted 9% threshold basis limit for a 2-bedroom unit equal or less than $400,000 and within a census tract designated on the TCAC/HCD Opportunity Map as Highest or High Resource (10%).																																																																																							No						$0																														Shasta			$246,186			$283,850			$342,400			$438,272			$488,262


																																																																																																																																				Sierra			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


									County Eligibility:															TCAC/HCD Opportunity Area Map Tract ID #:																																	Opportunity Map Resource Level:																																																																											Siskiyou			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																																																				Solano			$307,732			$354,812			$428,000			$547,840			$610,328


									End of Document																																																																																																																											Sonoma			$307,732			$354,812			$428,000			$547,840			$610,328


																																																																																																																																				Stanislaus			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


																																																																																																																																				Sutter			$278,397			$320,989			$387,200			$495,616			$552,147


																																																																																																																																				Tehama			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																																																				Trinity			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																																																				Tulare			$238,133			$274,565			$331,200			$423,936			$472,291


																																																																																																																																				Tuolumne			$278,972			$321,652			$388,000			$496,640			$553,288


																																																																																																																																				Ventura			$311,183			$358,791			$432,800			$553,984			$617,173


																																																																																																																																				Yolo			$278,397			$320,989			$387,200			$495,616			$552,147


																																																																																																																																				Yuba			$278,397			$320,989			$387,200			$495,616			$552,147
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Developer Fee


						HCD 2022 Developer Fee Calculator - revised 06/08/2022





						Project Name:																																																																																							TCAC Project #


						Project Phase:												Origination												Proposed Project Type:


						Project's Developer Fee Summary


George Rodine: Tax Credit Project: Aggregate of Developer
Fee paid from funding sources and paid as
priority cash flow may not exceed $3.5M.																																																																											HCD Limit												Project Amt.


						Maximum Total Developer Fee - 2d																																																																											$0												$0												$0


George Rodine: Red indicates developer fee payments in excess
of the HCD Maximum Total Developer Fee
Limit - must be paid from Sponsor distributions.


						Max Developer Fee payable from development funding sources - lesser of 1e & 2d																																																																											$0												$0												$0


George Rodine: Red indicates the developer is not deferring
enough fee to comply with the regulations
(increase deferred developer fee by this
amount).


						Deferred Developer Fee payable on a priority basis from available Cash Flow																																																																											$0												$0


George Rodine: Tax Credit Project: Lesser of - HCD developer fee limit and
actual developer fee in project budget minus developer fee
contributed as capital; and $3.5M limit; minus fee paid from
development funding sources.

Non-Tax Credit Project: Lesser of - HCD developer fee limit
and actual developer fee in project budget minus developer
fee contributed as capital; minus fee paid from development
funding sources.


						Deferred Developer Fee payable exclusively from Sponsor Distributions																																																																											$0												$0


						Total Budgeted or Actual Developer Fee:																														$0												Developer Fee Contributed as Capital:																																							Deferred Developer Fee:





						Section 1. UMR §8312(c)(1) Max Developer Fee payable from funding sources - 4% Projects use TCAC 9% rules


George Rodine: Section 1 calculates the fee allowable under the
9% tax credit program, which under the UMRs
limits the fee paid from development sources,
even if the project is using 4% credits.

With the exception of Projects meeting
CDLAC §5230(f)(1)(B), TCAC §10327(c)(2)(E),
these Projects get a boost on Developer Fee.


						a.			Project's type of construction:																																																																																																			$2,200,000


						b.			Project's Unadjusted Eligible Basis (excluding Developer Fee)  - §10327(c)(2)(A)																																																																														$0															x 15% =						$0


						c.			Project's Unadjusted Eligible Acquisition Basis (excluding Developer Fee) - §10327(c)(2)(A)																																																																														$0															x 5% =						$0


						d.			Project's Non-Residential Costs (excluding Developer Fee) - §10327(c)(2)(A)																																																																														$0															x 15% =						$0


						e.			Maximum Developer Fee payable from development funding sources - UMR §8312(c)(1) - lesser of 1a or (1b + 1c + 1d)																																																																																																			$0





						Section 2. UMR §8312(c) - Maximum Developer Fee using TCAC 4% rules


									Project meeting CDLAC §5230(f)(1)(B), TCAC §10327(c)(2)(E)?


						a.			New Construction & Rehab - Unadjusted Eligible Basis (exclude Developer Fee) - §10327(c)(2)(B)(i)																																																																														$0															x 15% =						$0


						b.			Basis for non-residential Project costs (exclude Developer Fee) - §10327(c)(2)(B)(ii)																																																																														$0															x 15% =						$0


						c1.			Not Applicable


						c2.			Not Applicable


						c3.			Not Applicable


						c4.			Not Applicable																																																																														$0												X 5% =									$0


						d.			Maximum Total Developer Fee using TCAC 4% rules §8312(c)																																																																																																			$0


						e.			Total Budgeted or Actual Developer Fee																																																																																							$0


George Rodine: If cell shaded red, budgeted amount
exceeds DF limit above in row 29.												


George Rodine: Excess Developer Fee amount must
be paid from Sponsor Distributions.


						f.			Budgeted Developer Fee paid from Development Sources 																																										Sum of Deferred and Contributed Developer Fee																																	$0												$0												


						g.			Deferred Developer Fee payable on a priority basis from available Cash Flow																																																																																							$0


William Leach: The HCD memo published May 6, 2019 caps the
payment of developer fee and deferred developer
fee as a priority cash flow to no greater than $3.5 million





						Section 3. UMR §8312(a) for Projects without tax credits (choose only one in the "a", "b", "c", or "d" subsections) Max HCD Developer Fee = $2,200,000


George Rodine: Section 3 only shows when "No Tax Credits"
is selected for Proposed Project Type. This
section calculates the developer fee for
projects that do not use tax credits.


																																																																											


George Rodine: Sponsor or sponsor affiliate contributions of developer
fee as equity or deferred sponsor loan.
Counts as collected developer fee but does not count against
HCD limits from development sources or priority cash flow.
Examples: GP equity, cash contribution, deferred sponsor loans
paid from owner distributions.			


George Rodine: Tax Credit Project: Aggregate of Developer
Fee paid from funding sources and paid as
priority cash flow may not exceed $3.5M.																																																																																							


George Rodine: Tax Credit Project: Lesser of - HCD developer fee limit and
actual developer fee in project budget minus developer fee
contributed as capital; and $3.5M limit; minus fee paid from
development funding sources.

Non-Tax Credit Project: Lesser of - HCD developer fee limit
and actual developer fee in project budget minus developer
fee contributed as capital; minus fee paid from development
funding sources.												


George Rodine: Red indicates developer fee payments in excess
of the HCD Maximum Total Developer Fee
Limit - must be paid from Sponsor distributions.			


George Rodine: Red indicates the developer is not deferring
enough fee to comply with the regulations
(increase deferred developer fee by this
amount).			


George Rodine: The portion of Developer Fee currently
estimated to be paid from cash flow
rather than from development funding
sources.			


George Rodine: Section 1 calculates the fee allowable under the
9% tax credit program, which under the UMRs
limits the fee paid from development sources,
even if the project is using 4% credits.

With the exception of Projects meeting
CDLAC §5230(f)(1)(B), TCAC §10327(c)(2)(E),
these Projects get a boost on Developer Fee.																																																																																													


William Leach: TCAC §10327(c)(2)(B)(ii) does not allow
resyndication projects to utilize a 15%
factor based on the magnitude of hard
construction cost per unit.			


William Leach: TCAC §10327(c)(2)(B)(ii) does not allow
resyndication projects to utilize a 15%
factor based on serving 50% AMI
households.			


George Rodine: If cell shaded red, budgeted amount
exceeds DF limit above in row 29.			


William Leach: The HCD memo published May 6, 2019 caps the
payment of developer fee and deferred developer
fee as a priority cash flow to no greater than $3.5 million			(a)			Substantial rehab projects UMR §8312(a)(1)


									substantial rehab = construction cost for rehab work (excluding contractor profit and overhead) in excess of $38,000 per unit


									Number of units (include manager's unit)


									Number of units (include manager's unit)																																										$32,000									each						$0


									Units in excess of 30 at:																																										$12,500									each						$0


									Total substantial rehab																																																									$0





						(b)			Acquisition and rehab projects UMR §8312(a)(2)


									with construction cost for rehab work (excluding contractor profit and overhead) between $11,500 - $38,000 per unit


									Number of units (include manager's unit)


									First 30 units at:																																										$15,000									each						$0


									Units in excess of 30 at:																																										$6,500									each						$0


									Total acquisition and non-substantial rehab																																																									$0





						(c)			All other projects UMR §8312(a)(3)


									Number of units (include manager's unit)


									Total other at:																																										$2,000									per unit						$0


						Is the proposed project a Joint venture or co-Sponsor that includes a Tribal Entity or an Emerging Developer that relies on partner to meet the experience requirements of an eligible Sponsor? (this does not include contracting without co-ownership pursuant to section 7303(d)(3) MHP Guidelines)” 


						(d)			New construction projects NOFA


									Number of units (include manager's unit)																																										0						Total Restricted Units															0						Qualifies for increase per NOFA																																				FALSE


									Projects with 49 or fewer Restricted Units																																										$40,000									each						$1,200,000


									Projects between 50 and 100 Restricted Units																																																									$0


									Projects with more than 100 Restricted Units																																										$20,000									each						$0


						Total New Construction projects																																																												$1,200,000





						Maximum allowable Developer Fee																																																																																																						$0





						End of Document
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AHSC Loan Limits


			County			AMI			Efficiency			1 BR			2 BR			3 BR			4+ BR			Efficiency			1 BR			2 BR			3 BR			4+ BR						Round amounts at right to get whole numbers																																	Raw income limits (not rounded)


			ALAMEDA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			ALAMEDA55%			55%			$111,565			$112,574			$116,175			$119,488			$122,369			$191,565			$192,574			$196,175			$199,488			$202,369						$111,565			$112,574			$116,175			$119,488			$122,369			$191,565			$192,574			$196,175			$199,488			$202,369						$111,565			$112,574			$116,175			$119,488			$122,369			$191,565			$192,574			$196,175			$199,488			$202,369


			ALAMEDA50%			50%			$127,987			$130,292			$137,350			$143,976			$149,594			$207,987			$210,292			$217,350			$223,976			$229,594						$127,987			$130,292			$137,350			$143,976			$149,594			$207,987			$210,292			$217,350			$223,976			$229,594						$127,987			$130,292			$137,350			$143,976			$149,594			$207,987			$210,292			$217,350			$223,976			$229,594


			ALAMEDA45%			45%			$144,408			$147,865			$158,525			$168,320			$176,819			$224,408			$227,865			$238,525			$248,320			$256,819						$144,408			$147,865			$158,525			$168,320			$176,819			$224,408			$227,865			$238,525			$248,320			$256,819						$144,408			$147,865			$158,525			$168,320			$176,819			$224,408			$227,865			$238,525			$248,320			$256,819


			ALAMEDA40%			40%			$160,830			$165,439			$179,556			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,556			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,556			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,556			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,556			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,556			$272,808			$284,044


			ALAMEDA35%			35%			$177,395			$183,157			$200,731			$217,296			$231,413			$257,395			$263,157			$280,731			$297,296			$311,413						$177,395			$183,157			$200,731			$217,296			$231,413			$257,395			$263,157			$280,731			$297,296			$311,413						$177,395			$183,157			$200,731			$217,296			$231,413			$257,395			$263,157			$280,731			$297,296			$311,413


			ALAMEDA30%			30%			$193,816			$200,731			$221,906			$241,640			$258,638			$273,816			$280,731			$301,906			$321,640			$338,638						$193,816			$200,731			$221,906			$241,640			$258,638			$273,816			$280,731			$301,906			$321,640			$338,638						$193,816			$200,731			$221,906			$241,640			$258,638			$273,816			$280,731			$301,906			$321,640			$338,638


			ALAMEDA25%			25%			$210,238			$218,449			$243,081			$266,128			$285,863			$290,238			$298,449			$323,081			$346,128			$365,863						$210,238			$218,449			$243,081			$266,128			$285,863			$290,238			$298,449			$323,081			$346,128			$365,863						$210,238			$218,449			$243,081			$266,128			$285,863			$290,238			$298,449			$323,081			$346,128			$365,863


			ALAMEDA20%			20%			$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088


			ALAMEDA15%			15%			$243,225			$253,596			$285,431			$314,960			$340,457			$323,225			$333,596			$365,431			$394,960			$420,457						$243,225			$253,596			$285,431			$314,960			$340,457			$323,225			$333,596			$365,431			$394,960			$420,457						$243,225			$253,596			$285,431			$314,960			$340,457			$323,225			$333,596			$365,431			$394,960			$420,457


			ALPINE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			ALPINE55%			55%			$105,515			$106,236			$108,540			$110,557			$112,430			$185,515			$186,236			$188,540			$190,557			$192,430						$105,515			$106,236			$108,540			$110,557			$112,430			$185,515			$186,236			$188,540			$190,557			$192,430						$105,515			$106,236			$108,540			$110,557			$112,430			$185,515			$186,236			$188,540			$190,557			$192,430


			ALPINE50%			50%			$116,031			$117,471			$121,937			$126,258			$129,859			$196,031			$197,471			$201,937			$206,258			$209,859						$116,031			$117,471			$121,937			$126,258			$129,859			$196,031			$197,471			$201,937			$206,258			$209,859						$116,031			$117,471			$121,937			$126,258			$129,859			$196,031			$197,471			$201,937			$206,258			$209,859


			ALPINE45%			45%			$126,546			$128,707			$135,477			$141,815			$147,289			$206,546			$208,707			$215,477			$221,815			$227,289						$126,546			$128,707			$135,477			$141,815			$147,289			$206,546			$208,707			$215,477			$221,815			$227,289						$126,546			$128,707			$135,477			$141,815			$147,289			$206,546			$208,707			$215,477			$221,815			$227,289


			ALPINE40%			40%			$136,918			$139,943			$148,874			$157,372			$164,575			$216,918			$219,943			$228,874			$237,372			$244,575						$136,918			$139,943			$148,874			$157,372			$164,575			$216,918			$219,943			$228,874			$237,372			$244,575						$136,918			$139,943			$148,874			$157,372			$164,575			$216,918			$219,943			$228,874			$237,372			$244,575


			ALPINE35%			35%			$147,433			$151,178			$162,414			$172,930			$182,005			$227,433			$231,178			$242,414			$252,930			$262,005						$147,433			$151,178			$162,414			$172,930			$182,005			$227,433			$231,178			$242,414			$252,930			$262,005						$147,433			$151,178			$162,414			$172,930			$182,005			$227,433			$231,178			$242,414			$252,930			$262,005


			ALPINE30%			30%			$157,949			$162,414			$175,955			$188,487			$199,434			$237,949			$242,414			$255,955			$268,487			$279,434						$157,949			$162,414			$175,955			$188,487			$199,434			$237,949			$242,414			$255,955			$268,487			$279,434						$157,949			$162,414			$175,955			$188,487			$199,434			$237,949			$242,414			$255,955			$268,487			$279,434


			ALPINE25%			25%			$168,464			$173,650			$189,351			$204,188			$216,864			$248,464			$253,650			$269,351			$284,188			$296,864						$168,464			$173,650			$189,351			$204,188			$216,864			$248,464			$253,650			$269,351			$284,188			$296,864						$168,464			$173,650			$189,351			$204,188			$216,864			$248,464			$253,650			$269,351			$284,188			$296,864


			ALPINE20%			20%			$178,980			$184,886			$202,891			$219,745			$234,150			$258,980			$264,886			$282,891			$299,745			$314,150						$178,980			$184,886			$202,891			$219,745			$234,150			$258,980			$264,886			$282,891			$299,745			$314,150						$178,980			$184,886			$202,891			$219,745			$234,150			$258,980			$264,886			$282,891			$299,745			$314,150


			ALPINE15%			15%			$189,495			$196,121			$216,432			$235,302			$251,579			$269,495			$276,121			$296,432			$315,302			$331,579						$189,495			$196,121			$216,432			$235,302			$251,579			$269,495			$276,121			$296,432			$315,302			$331,579						$189,495			$196,121			$216,432			$235,302			$251,579			$269,495			$276,121			$296,432			$315,302			$331,579


			AMADOR60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			AMADOR55%			55%			$104,939			$105,660			$107,820			$109,693			$111,421			$184,939			$185,660			$187,820			$189,693			$191,421						$104,939			$105,660			$107,820			$109,693			$111,421			$184,939			$185,660			$187,820			$189,693			$191,421						$104,939			$105,660			$107,820			$109,693			$111,421			$184,939			$185,660			$187,820			$189,693			$191,421


			AMADOR50%			50%			$114,879			$116,175			$120,496			$124,386			$127,843			$194,879			$196,175			$200,496			$204,386			$207,843						$114,879			$116,175			$120,496			$124,386			$127,843			$194,879			$196,175			$200,496			$204,386			$207,843						$114,879			$116,175			$120,496			$124,386			$127,843			$194,879			$196,175			$200,496			$204,386			$207,843


			AMADOR45%			45%			$124,818			$126,834			$133,317			$139,223			$144,264			$204,818			$206,834			$213,317			$219,223			$224,264						$124,818			$126,834			$133,317			$139,223			$144,264			$204,818			$206,834			$213,317			$219,223			$224,264						$124,818			$126,834			$133,317			$139,223			$144,264			$204,818			$206,834			$213,317			$219,223			$224,264


			AMADOR40%			40%			$134,613			$137,494			$145,993			$153,915			$160,686			$214,613			$217,494			$225,993			$233,915			$240,686						$134,613			$137,494			$145,993			$153,915			$160,686			$214,613			$217,494			$225,993			$233,915			$240,686						$134,613			$137,494			$145,993			$153,915			$160,686			$214,613			$217,494			$225,993			$233,915			$240,686


			AMADOR35%			35%			$144,552			$148,153			$158,813			$168,608			$177,251			$224,552			$228,153			$238,813			$248,608			$257,251						$144,552			$148,153			$158,813			$168,608			$177,251			$224,552			$228,153			$238,813			$248,608			$257,251						$144,552			$148,153			$158,813			$168,608			$177,251			$224,552			$228,153			$238,813			$248,608			$257,251


			AMADOR30%			30%			$154,492			$158,813			$171,633			$183,445			$193,672			$234,492			$238,813			$251,633			$263,445			$273,672						$154,492			$158,813			$171,633			$183,445			$193,672			$234,492			$238,813			$251,633			$263,445			$273,672						$154,492			$158,813			$171,633			$183,445			$193,672			$234,492			$238,813			$251,633			$263,445			$273,672


			AMADOR25%			25%			$164,431			$169,328			$184,309			$198,138			$210,094			$244,431			$249,328			$264,309			$278,138			$290,094						$164,431			$169,328			$184,309			$198,138			$210,094			$244,431			$249,328			$264,309			$278,138			$290,094						$164,431			$169,328			$184,309			$198,138			$210,094			$244,431			$249,328			$264,309			$278,138			$290,094


			AMADOR20%			20%			$174,370			$179,988			$197,130			$212,831			$226,515			$254,370			$259,988			$277,130			$292,831			$306,515						$174,370			$179,988			$197,130			$212,831			$226,515			$254,370			$259,988			$277,130			$292,831			$306,515						$174,370			$179,988			$197,130			$212,831			$226,515			$254,370			$259,988			$277,130			$292,831			$306,515


			AMADOR15%			15%			$184,309			$190,647			$209,950			$227,668			$242,937			$264,309			$270,647			$289,950			$307,668			$322,937						$184,309			$190,647			$209,950			$227,668			$242,937			$264,309			$270,647			$289,950			$307,668			$322,937						$184,309			$190,647			$209,950			$227,668			$242,937			$264,309			$270,647			$289,950			$307,668			$322,937


			BUTTE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			BUTTE55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837						$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837						$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837


			BUTTE50%			50%			$112,862			$114,014			$117,904			$121,505			$124,530			$192,862			$194,014			$197,904			$201,505			$204,530						$112,862			$114,014			$117,904			$121,505			$124,530			$192,862			$194,014			$197,904			$201,505			$204,530						$112,862			$114,014			$117,904			$121,505			$124,530			$192,862			$194,014			$197,904			$201,505			$204,530


			BUTTE45%			45%			$121,793			$123,665			$129,427			$134,757			$139,367			$201,793			$203,665			$209,427			$214,757			$219,367						$121,793			$123,665			$129,427			$134,757			$139,367			$201,793			$203,665			$209,427			$214,757			$219,367						$121,793			$123,665			$129,427			$134,757			$139,367			$201,793			$203,665			$209,427			$214,757			$219,367


			BUTTE40%			40%			$130,580			$133,173			$140,807			$148,009			$154,059			$210,580			$213,173			$220,807			$228,009			$234,059						$130,580			$133,173			$140,807			$148,009			$154,059			$210,580			$213,173			$220,807			$228,009			$234,059						$130,580			$133,173			$140,807			$148,009			$154,059			$210,580			$213,173			$220,807			$228,009			$234,059


			BUTTE35%			35%			$139,511			$142,680			$152,331			$161,262			$168,896			$219,511			$222,680			$232,331			$241,262			$248,896						$139,511			$142,680			$152,331			$161,262			$168,896			$219,511			$222,680			$232,331			$241,262			$248,896						$139,511			$142,680			$152,331			$161,262			$168,896			$219,511			$222,680			$232,331			$241,262			$248,896


			BUTTE30%			30%			$148,442			$152,331			$163,855			$174,514			$183,733			$228,442			$232,331			$243,855			$254,514			$263,733						$148,442			$152,331			$163,855			$174,514			$183,733			$228,442			$232,331			$243,855			$254,514			$263,733						$148,442			$152,331			$163,855			$174,514			$183,733			$228,442			$232,331			$243,855			$254,514			$263,733


			BUTTE25%			25%			$157,372			$161,838			$175,234			$187,766			$198,426			$237,372			$241,838			$255,234			$267,766			$278,426						$157,372			$161,838			$175,234			$187,766			$198,426			$237,372			$241,838			$255,234			$267,766			$278,426						$157,372			$161,838			$175,234			$187,766			$198,426			$237,372			$241,838			$255,234			$267,766			$278,426


			BUTTE20%			20%			$166,303			$171,345			$186,758			$201,019			$213,263			$246,303			$251,345			$266,758			$281,019			$293,263						$166,303			$171,345			$186,758			$201,019			$213,263			$246,303			$251,345			$266,758			$281,019			$293,263						$166,303			$171,345			$186,758			$201,019			$213,263			$246,303			$251,345			$266,758			$281,019			$293,263


			BUTTE15%			15%			$175,234			$180,996			$198,282			$214,271			$228,100			$255,234			$260,996			$278,282			$294,271			$308,100						$175,234			$180,996			$198,282			$214,271			$228,100			$255,234			$260,996			$278,282			$294,271			$308,100						$175,234			$180,996			$198,282			$214,271			$228,100			$255,234			$260,996			$278,282			$294,271			$308,100


			CALAVERAS60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			CALAVERAS55%			55%			$105,083			$105,948			$108,108			$109,981			$111,854			$185,083			$185,948			$188,108			$189,981			$191,854						$105,083			$105,948			$108,108			$109,981			$111,854			$185,083			$185,948			$188,108			$189,981			$191,854						$105,083			$105,948			$108,108			$109,981			$111,854			$185,083			$185,948			$188,108			$189,981			$191,854


			CALAVERAS50%			50%			$115,311			$116,751			$121,073			$125,106			$128,563			$195,311			$196,751			$201,073			$205,106			$208,563						$115,311			$116,751			$121,073			$125,106			$128,563			$195,311			$196,751			$201,073			$205,106			$208,563						$115,311			$116,751			$121,073			$125,106			$128,563			$195,311			$196,751			$201,073			$205,106			$208,563


			CALAVERAS45%			45%			$125,394			$127,699			$134,181			$140,087			$145,417			$205,394			$207,699			$214,181			$220,087			$225,417						$125,394			$127,699			$134,181			$140,087			$145,417			$205,394			$207,699			$214,181			$220,087			$225,417						$125,394			$127,699			$134,181			$140,087			$145,417			$205,394			$207,699			$214,181			$220,087			$225,417


			CALAVERAS40%			40%			$135,477			$138,502			$147,145			$155,212			$162,126			$215,477			$218,502			$227,145			$235,212			$242,126						$135,477			$138,502			$147,145			$155,212			$162,126			$215,477			$218,502			$227,145			$235,212			$242,126						$135,477			$138,502			$147,145			$155,212			$162,126			$215,477			$218,502			$227,145			$235,212			$242,126


			CALAVERAS35%			35%			$145,705			$149,306			$160,253			$170,337			$178,980			$225,705			$229,306			$240,253			$250,337			$258,980						$145,705			$149,306			$160,253			$170,337			$178,980			$225,705			$229,306			$240,253			$250,337			$258,980						$145,705			$149,306			$160,253			$170,337			$178,980			$225,705			$229,306			$240,253			$250,337			$258,980


			CALAVERAS30%			30%			$155,788			$160,253			$173,218			$185,318			$195,833			$235,788			$240,253			$253,218			$265,318			$275,833						$155,788			$160,253			$173,218			$185,318			$195,833			$235,788			$240,253			$253,218			$265,318			$275,833						$155,788			$160,253			$173,218			$185,318			$195,833			$235,788			$240,253			$253,218			$265,318			$275,833


			CALAVERAS25%			25%			$166,015			$171,057			$186,326			$200,443			$212,543			$246,015			$251,057			$266,326			$280,443			$292,543						$166,015			$171,057			$186,326			$200,443			$212,543			$246,015			$251,057			$266,326			$280,443			$292,543						$166,015			$171,057			$186,326			$200,443			$212,543			$246,015			$251,057			$266,326			$280,443			$292,543


			CALAVERAS20%			20%			$176,099			$182,005			$199,290			$215,424			$229,396			$256,099			$262,005			$279,290			$295,424			$309,396						$176,099			$182,005			$199,290			$215,424			$229,396			$256,099			$262,005			$279,290			$295,424			$309,396						$176,099			$182,005			$199,290			$215,424			$229,396			$256,099			$262,005			$279,290			$295,424			$309,396


			CALAVERAS15%			15%			$186,182			$192,808			$212,399			$230,549			$246,250			$266,182			$272,808			$292,399			$310,549			$326,250						$186,182			$192,808			$212,399			$230,549			$246,250			$266,182			$272,808			$292,399			$310,549			$326,250						$186,182			$192,808			$212,399			$230,549			$246,250			$266,182			$272,808			$292,399			$310,549			$326,250


			COLUSA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			COLUSA55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			COLUSA50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			COLUSA45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			COLUSA40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			COLUSA35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			COLUSA30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			COLUSA25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			COLUSA20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			COLUSA15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			CONTRA COSTA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			CONTRA COSTA55%			55%			$111,565			$112,574			$116,175			$119,488			$122,369			$191,565			$192,574			$196,175			$199,488			$202,369						$111,565			$112,574			$116,175			$119,488			$122,369			$191,565			$192,574			$196,175			$199,488			$202,369						$111,565			$112,574			$116,175			$119,488			$122,369			$191,565			$192,574			$196,175			$199,488			$202,369


			CONTRA COSTA50%			50%			$127,987			$130,292			$137,350			$143,976			$149,594			$207,987			$210,292			$217,350			$223,976			$229,594						$127,987			$130,292			$137,350			$143,976			$149,594			$207,987			$210,292			$217,350			$223,976			$229,594						$127,987			$130,292			$137,350			$143,976			$149,594			$207,987			$210,292			$217,350			$223,976			$229,594


			CONTRA COSTA45%			45%			$144,408			$147,865			$158,525			$168,320			$176,819			$224,408			$227,865			$238,525			$248,320			$256,819						$144,408			$147,865			$158,525			$168,320			$176,819			$224,408			$227,865			$238,525			$248,320			$256,819						$144,408			$147,865			$158,525			$168,320			$176,819			$224,408			$227,865			$238,525			$248,320			$256,819


			CONTRA COSTA40%			40%			$160,830			$165,439			$179,556			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,556			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,556			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,556			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,556			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,556			$272,808			$284,044


			CONTRA COSTA35%			35%			$177,395			$183,157			$200,731			$217,296			$231,413			$257,395			$263,157			$280,731			$297,296			$311,413						$177,395			$183,157			$200,731			$217,296			$231,413			$257,395			$263,157			$280,731			$297,296			$311,413						$177,395			$183,157			$200,731			$217,296			$231,413			$257,395			$263,157			$280,731			$297,296			$311,413


			CONTRA COSTA30%			30%			$193,816			$200,731			$221,906			$241,640			$258,638			$273,816			$280,731			$301,906			$321,640			$338,638						$193,816			$200,731			$221,906			$241,640			$258,638			$273,816			$280,731			$301,906			$321,640			$338,638						$193,816			$200,731			$221,906			$241,640			$258,638			$273,816			$280,731			$301,906			$321,640			$338,638


			CONTRA COSTA25%			25%			$210,238			$218,449			$243,081			$266,128			$285,863			$290,238			$298,449			$323,081			$346,128			$365,863						$210,238			$218,449			$243,081			$266,128			$285,863			$290,238			$298,449			$323,081			$346,128			$365,863						$210,238			$218,449			$243,081			$266,128			$285,863			$290,238			$298,449			$323,081			$346,128			$365,863


			CONTRA COSTA20%			20%			$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088


			CONTRA COSTA15%			15%			$243,225			$253,596			$285,431			$314,960			$340,457			$323,225			$333,596			$365,431			$394,960			$420,457						$243,225			$253,596			$285,431			$314,960			$340,457			$323,225			$333,596			$365,431			$394,960			$420,457						$243,225			$253,596			$285,431			$314,960			$340,457			$323,225			$333,596			$365,431			$394,960			$420,457


			DEL NORTE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			DEL NORTE55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			DEL NORTE50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			DEL NORTE45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			DEL NORTE40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			DEL NORTE35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			DEL NORTE30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			DEL NORTE25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			DEL NORTE20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			DEL NORTE15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			EL DORADO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			EL DORADO55%			55%			$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150


			EL DORADO50%			50%			$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156						$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156						$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156


			EL DORADO45%			45%			$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162						$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162						$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162


			EL DORADO40%			40%			$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168						$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168						$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168


			EL DORADO35%			35%			$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318						$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318						$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318


			EL DORADO30%			30%			$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324						$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324						$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324


			EL DORADO25%			25%			$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329						$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329						$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329


			EL DORADO20%			20%			$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335						$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335						$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335


			EL DORADO15%			15%			$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485						$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485						$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485


			FRESNO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			FRESNO55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			FRESNO50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			FRESNO45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			FRESNO40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			FRESNO35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			FRESNO30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			FRESNO25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			FRESNO20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			FRESNO15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			GLENN60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			GLENN55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			GLENN50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			GLENN45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			GLENN40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			GLENN35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			GLENN30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			GLENN25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			GLENN20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			GLENN15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			HUMBOLDT60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			HUMBOLDT55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			HUMBOLDT50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			HUMBOLDT45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			HUMBOLDT40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			HUMBOLDT35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			HUMBOLDT30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			HUMBOLDT25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			HUMBOLDT20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			HUMBOLDT15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			IMPERIAL60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			IMPERIAL55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			IMPERIAL50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			IMPERIAL45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			IMPERIAL40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			IMPERIAL35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			IMPERIAL30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			IMPERIAL25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			IMPERIAL20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			IMPERIAL15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			INYO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			INYO55%			55%			$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,701			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,701						$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,701			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,701						$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,701			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,701


			INYO50%			50%			$114,014			$115,311			$119,344			$123,233			$126,402			$194,014			$195,311			$199,344			$203,233			$206,402						$114,014			$115,311			$119,344			$123,233			$126,402			$194,014			$195,311			$199,344			$203,233			$206,402						$114,014			$115,311			$119,344			$123,233			$126,402			$194,014			$195,311			$199,344			$203,233			$206,402


			INYO45%			45%			$123,521			$125,538			$131,588			$137,206			$142,103			$203,521			$205,538			$211,588			$217,206			$222,103						$123,521			$125,538			$131,588			$137,206			$142,103			$203,521			$205,538			$211,588			$217,206			$222,103						$123,521			$125,538			$131,588			$137,206			$142,103			$203,521			$205,538			$211,588			$217,206			$222,103


			INYO40%			40%			$132,884			$135,621			$143,688			$151,322			$157,805			$212,884			$215,621			$223,688			$231,322			$237,805						$132,884			$135,621			$143,688			$151,322			$157,805			$212,884			$215,621			$223,688			$231,322			$237,805						$132,884			$135,621			$143,688			$151,322			$157,805			$212,884			$215,621			$223,688			$231,322			$237,805


			INYO35%			35%			$142,392			$145,705			$155,932			$165,439			$173,506			$222,392			$225,705			$235,932			$245,439			$253,506						$142,392			$145,705			$155,932			$165,439			$173,506			$222,392			$225,705			$235,932			$245,439			$253,506						$142,392			$145,705			$155,932			$165,439			$173,506			$222,392			$225,705			$235,932			$245,439			$253,506


			INYO30%			30%			$151,899			$155,932			$168,032			$179,412			$189,207			$231,899			$235,932			$248,032			$259,412			$269,207						$151,899			$155,932			$168,032			$179,412			$189,207			$231,899			$235,932			$248,032			$259,412			$269,207						$151,899			$155,932			$168,032			$179,412			$189,207			$231,899			$235,932			$248,032			$259,412			$269,207


			INYO25%			25%			$161,406			$166,015			$180,276			$193,528			$204,908			$241,406			$246,015			$260,276			$273,528			$284,908						$161,406			$166,015			$180,276			$193,528			$204,908			$241,406			$246,015			$260,276			$273,528			$284,908						$161,406			$166,015			$180,276			$193,528			$204,908			$241,406			$246,015			$260,276			$273,528			$284,908


			INYO20%			20%			$170,769			$176,243			$192,376			$207,645			$220,609			$250,769			$256,243			$272,376			$287,645			$300,609						$170,769			$176,243			$192,376			$207,645			$220,609			$250,769			$256,243			$272,376			$287,645			$300,609						$170,769			$176,243			$192,376			$207,645			$220,609			$250,769			$256,243			$272,376			$287,645			$300,609


			INYO15%			15%			$180,276			$186,326			$204,620			$221,618			$236,310			$260,276			$266,326			$284,620			$301,618			$316,310						$180,276			$186,326			$204,620			$221,618			$236,310			$260,276			$266,326			$284,620			$301,618			$316,310						$180,276			$186,326			$204,620			$221,618			$236,310			$260,276			$266,326			$284,620			$301,618			$316,310


			KERN60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			KERN55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			KERN50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			KERN45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			KERN40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			KERN35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			KERN30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			KERN25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			KERN20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			KERN15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			KINGS60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			KINGS55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			KINGS50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			KINGS45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			KINGS40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			KINGS35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			KINGS30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			KINGS25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			KINGS20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			KINGS15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			LAKE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			LAKE55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			LAKE50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			LAKE45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			LAKE40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			LAKE35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			LAKE30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			LAKE25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			LAKE20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			LAKE15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			LASSEN60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			LASSEN55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837						$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837						$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837


			LASSEN50%			50%			$112,862			$114,014			$117,904			$121,505			$124,530			$192,862			$194,014			$197,904			$201,505			$204,530						$112,862			$114,014			$117,904			$121,505			$124,530			$192,862			$194,014			$197,904			$201,505			$204,530						$112,862			$114,014			$117,904			$121,505			$124,530			$192,862			$194,014			$197,904			$201,505			$204,530


			LASSEN45%			45%			$121,793			$123,665			$129,427			$134,757			$139,367			$201,793			$203,665			$209,427			$214,757			$219,367						$121,793			$123,665			$129,427			$134,757			$139,367			$201,793			$203,665			$209,427			$214,757			$219,367						$121,793			$123,665			$129,427			$134,757			$139,367			$201,793			$203,665			$209,427			$214,757			$219,367


			LASSEN40%			40%			$130,580			$133,173			$140,807			$148,009			$154,059			$210,580			$213,173			$220,807			$228,009			$234,059						$130,580			$133,173			$140,807			$148,009			$154,059			$210,580			$213,173			$220,807			$228,009			$234,059						$130,580			$133,173			$140,807			$148,009			$154,059			$210,580			$213,173			$220,807			$228,009			$234,059


			LASSEN35%			35%			$139,511			$142,680			$152,331			$161,262			$168,896			$219,511			$222,680			$232,331			$241,262			$248,896						$139,511			$142,680			$152,331			$161,262			$168,896			$219,511			$222,680			$232,331			$241,262			$248,896						$139,511			$142,680			$152,331			$161,262			$168,896			$219,511			$222,680			$232,331			$241,262			$248,896


			LASSEN30%			30%			$148,442			$152,331			$163,855			$174,514			$183,733			$228,442			$232,331			$243,855			$254,514			$263,733						$148,442			$152,331			$163,855			$174,514			$183,733			$228,442			$232,331			$243,855			$254,514			$263,733						$148,442			$152,331			$163,855			$174,514			$183,733			$228,442			$232,331			$243,855			$254,514			$263,733


			LASSEN25%			25%			$157,372			$161,838			$175,234			$187,766			$198,426			$237,372			$241,838			$255,234			$267,766			$278,426						$157,372			$161,838			$175,234			$187,766			$198,426			$237,372			$241,838			$255,234			$267,766			$278,426						$157,372			$161,838			$175,234			$187,766			$198,426			$237,372			$241,838			$255,234			$267,766			$278,426


			LASSEN20%			20%			$166,303			$171,345			$186,758			$201,019			$213,263			$246,303			$251,345			$266,758			$281,019			$293,263						$166,303			$171,345			$186,758			$201,019			$213,263			$246,303			$251,345			$266,758			$281,019			$293,263						$166,303			$171,345			$186,758			$201,019			$213,263			$246,303			$251,345			$266,758			$281,019			$293,263


			LASSEN15%			15%			$175,234			$180,996			$198,282			$214,271			$228,100			$255,234			$260,996			$278,282			$294,271			$308,100						$175,234			$180,996			$198,282			$214,271			$228,100			$255,234			$260,996			$278,282			$294,271			$308,100						$175,234			$180,996			$198,282			$214,271			$228,100			$255,234			$260,996			$278,282			$294,271			$308,100


			LOS ANGELES60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			LOS ANGELES55%			55%			$109,261			$110,269			$113,294			$116,175			$118,480			$189,261			$190,269			$193,294			$196,175			$198,480						$109,261			$110,269			$113,294			$116,175			$118,480			$189,261			$190,269			$193,294			$196,175			$198,480						$109,261			$110,269			$113,294			$116,175			$118,480			$189,261			$190,269			$193,294			$196,175			$198,480


			LOS ANGELES50%			50%			$123,377			$125,394			$131,588			$137,206			$142,103			$203,377			$205,394			$211,588			$217,206			$222,103						$123,377			$125,394			$131,588			$137,206			$142,103			$203,377			$205,394			$211,588			$217,206			$222,103						$123,377			$125,394			$131,588			$137,206			$142,103			$203,377			$205,394			$211,588			$217,206			$222,103


			LOS ANGELES45%			45%			$137,638			$140,663			$149,882			$158,381			$165,583			$217,638			$220,663			$229,882			$238,381			$245,583						$137,638			$140,663			$149,882			$158,381			$165,583			$217,638			$220,663			$229,882			$238,381			$245,583						$137,638			$140,663			$149,882			$158,381			$165,583			$217,638			$220,663			$229,882			$238,381			$245,583


			LOS ANGELES40%			40%			$151,755			$155,788			$168,032			$179,412			$189,063			$231,755			$235,788			$248,032			$259,412			$269,063						$151,755			$155,788			$168,032			$179,412			$189,063			$231,755			$235,788			$248,032			$259,412			$269,063						$151,755			$155,788			$168,032			$179,412			$189,063			$231,755			$235,788			$248,032			$259,412			$269,063


			LOS ANGELES35%			35%			$166,015			$171,057			$186,326			$200,443			$212,687			$246,015			$251,057			$266,326			$280,443			$292,687						$166,015			$171,057			$186,326			$200,443			$212,687			$246,015			$251,057			$266,326			$280,443			$292,687						$166,015			$171,057			$186,326			$200,443			$212,687			$246,015			$251,057			$266,326			$280,443			$292,687


			LOS ANGELES30%			30%			$180,276			$186,326			$204,620			$221,618			$236,166			$260,276			$266,326			$284,620			$301,618			$316,166						$180,276			$186,326			$204,620			$221,618			$236,166			$260,276			$266,326			$284,620			$301,618			$316,166						$180,276			$186,326			$204,620			$221,618			$236,166			$260,276			$266,326			$284,620			$301,618			$316,166


			LOS ANGELES25%			25%			$194,393			$201,451			$222,914			$242,648			$259,790			$274,393			$281,451			$302,914			$322,648			$339,790						$194,393			$201,451			$222,914			$242,648			$259,790			$274,393			$281,451			$302,914			$322,648			$339,790						$194,393			$201,451			$222,914			$242,648			$259,790			$274,393			$281,451			$302,914			$322,648			$339,790


			LOS ANGELES20%			20%			$208,653			$216,720			$241,064			$263,823			$283,270			$288,653			$296,720			$321,064			$343,823			$363,270						$208,653			$216,720			$241,064			$263,823			$283,270			$288,653			$296,720			$321,064			$343,823			$363,270						$208,653			$216,720			$241,064			$263,823			$283,270			$288,653			$296,720			$321,064			$343,823			$363,270


			LOS ANGELES15%			15%			$222,914			$231,989			$259,358			$284,854			$306,750			$302,914			$311,989			$339,358			$364,854			$386,750						$222,914			$231,989			$259,358			$284,854			$306,750			$302,914			$311,989			$339,358			$364,854			$386,750						$222,914			$231,989			$259,358			$284,854			$306,750			$302,914			$311,989			$339,358			$364,854			$386,750


			MADERA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MADERA55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			MADERA50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			MADERA45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			MADERA40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			MADERA35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			MADERA30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			MADERA25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			MADERA20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			MADERA15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			MARIN60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MARIN55%			55%			$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300						$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300						$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300


			MARIN50%			50%			$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744						$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744						$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744


			MARIN45%			45%			$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044


			MARIN40%			40%			$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344						$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344						$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344


			MARIN35%			35%			$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788						$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788						$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788


			MARIN30%			30%			$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088


			MARIN25%			25%			$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532						$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532						$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532


			MARIN20%			20%			$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832						$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832						$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832


			MARIN15%			15%			$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131						$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131						$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131


			MARIPOSA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MARIPOSA55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			MARIPOSA50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			MARIPOSA45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			MARIPOSA40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			MARIPOSA35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			MARIPOSA30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			MARIPOSA25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			MARIPOSA20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			MARIPOSA15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			MENDOCINO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MENDOCINO55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			MENDOCINO50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			MENDOCINO45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			MENDOCINO40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			MENDOCINO35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			MENDOCINO30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			MENDOCINO25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			MENDOCINO20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			MENDOCINO15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			MERCED60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MERCED55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			MERCED50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			MERCED45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			MERCED40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			MERCED35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			MERCED30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			MERCED25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			MERCED20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			MERCED15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			MODOC60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MODOC55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			MODOC50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			MODOC45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			MODOC40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			MODOC35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			MODOC30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			MODOC25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			MODOC20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			MODOC15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			MONO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MONO55%			55%			$105,227			$105,948			$108,108			$110,125			$111,854			$185,227			$185,948			$188,108			$190,125			$191,854						$105,227			$105,948			$108,108			$110,125			$111,854			$185,227			$185,948			$188,108			$190,125			$191,854						$105,227			$105,948			$108,108			$110,125			$111,854			$185,227			$185,948			$188,108			$190,125			$191,854


			MONO50%			50%			$115,455			$116,895			$121,217			$125,394			$128,851			$195,455			$196,895			$201,217			$205,394			$208,851						$115,455			$116,895			$121,217			$125,394			$128,851			$195,455			$196,895			$201,217			$205,394			$208,851						$115,455			$116,895			$121,217			$125,394			$128,851			$195,455			$196,895			$201,217			$205,394			$208,851


			MONO45%			45%			$125,682			$127,843			$134,325			$140,519			$145,705			$205,682			$207,843			$214,325			$220,519			$225,705						$125,682			$127,843			$134,325			$140,519			$145,705			$205,682			$207,843			$214,325			$220,519			$225,705						$125,682			$127,843			$134,325			$140,519			$145,705			$205,682			$207,843			$214,325			$220,519			$225,705


			MONO40%			40%			$135,765			$138,790			$147,433			$155,644			$162,558			$215,765			$218,790			$227,433			$235,644			$242,558						$135,765			$138,790			$147,433			$155,644			$162,558			$215,765			$218,790			$227,433			$235,644			$242,558						$135,765			$138,790			$147,433			$155,644			$162,558			$215,765			$218,790			$227,433			$235,644			$242,558


			MONO35%			35%			$145,993			$149,738			$160,686			$170,769			$179,556			$225,993			$229,738			$240,686			$250,769			$259,556						$145,993			$149,738			$160,686			$170,769			$179,556			$225,993			$229,738			$240,686			$250,769			$259,556						$145,993			$149,738			$160,686			$170,769			$179,556			$225,993			$229,738			$240,686			$250,769			$259,556


			MONO30%			30%			$156,220			$160,686			$173,794			$185,894			$196,409			$236,220			$240,686			$253,794			$265,894			$276,409						$156,220			$160,686			$173,794			$185,894			$196,409			$236,220			$240,686			$253,794			$265,894			$276,409						$156,220			$160,686			$173,794			$185,894			$196,409			$236,220			$240,686			$253,794			$265,894			$276,409


			MONO25%			25%			$166,447			$171,633			$186,902			$201,163			$213,407			$246,447			$251,633			$266,902			$281,163			$293,407						$166,447			$171,633			$186,902			$201,163			$213,407			$246,447			$251,633			$266,902			$281,163			$293,407						$166,447			$171,633			$186,902			$201,163			$213,407			$246,447			$251,633			$266,902			$281,163			$293,407


			MONO20%			20%			$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260						$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260						$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260


			MONO15%			15%			$186,902			$193,528			$213,119			$231,413			$247,114			$266,902			$273,528			$293,119			$311,413			$327,114						$186,902			$193,528			$213,119			$231,413			$247,114			$266,902			$273,528			$293,119			$311,413			$327,114						$186,902			$193,528			$213,119			$231,413			$247,114			$266,902			$273,528			$293,119			$311,413			$327,114


			MONTEREY60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			MONTEREY55%			55%			$107,244			$108,108			$110,701			$113,150			$115,311			$187,244			$188,108			$190,701			$193,150			$195,311						$107,244			$108,108			$110,701			$113,150			$115,311			$187,244			$188,108			$190,701			$193,150			$195,311						$107,244			$108,108			$110,701			$113,150			$115,311			$187,244			$188,108			$190,701			$193,150			$195,311


			MONTEREY50%			50%			$119,488			$121,217			$126,402			$131,300			$135,477			$199,488			$201,217			$206,402			$211,300			$215,477						$119,488			$121,217			$126,402			$131,300			$135,477			$199,488			$201,217			$206,402			$211,300			$215,477						$119,488			$121,217			$126,402			$131,300			$135,477			$199,488			$201,217			$206,402			$211,300			$215,477


			MONTEREY45%			45%			$131,732			$134,325			$142,103			$149,450			$155,788			$211,732			$214,325			$222,103			$229,450			$235,788						$131,732			$134,325			$142,103			$149,450			$155,788			$211,732			$214,325			$222,103			$229,450			$235,788						$131,732			$134,325			$142,103			$149,450			$155,788			$211,732			$214,325			$222,103			$229,450			$235,788


			MONTEREY40%			40%			$143,832			$147,433			$157,805			$167,600			$175,955			$223,832			$227,433			$237,805			$247,600			$255,955						$143,832			$147,433			$157,805			$167,600			$175,955			$223,832			$227,433			$237,805			$247,600			$255,955						$143,832			$147,433			$157,805			$167,600			$175,955			$223,832			$227,433			$237,805			$247,600			$255,955


			MONTEREY35%			35%			$156,076			$160,542			$173,650			$185,750			$196,265			$236,076			$240,542			$253,650			$265,750			$276,265						$156,076			$160,542			$173,650			$185,750			$196,265			$236,076			$240,542			$253,650			$265,750			$276,265						$156,076			$160,542			$173,650			$185,750			$196,265			$236,076			$240,542			$253,650			$265,750			$276,265


			MONTEREY30%			30%			$168,320			$173,650			$189,351			$203,900			$216,576			$248,320			$253,650			$269,351			$283,900			$296,576						$168,320			$173,650			$189,351			$203,900			$216,576			$248,320			$253,650			$269,351			$283,900			$296,576						$168,320			$173,650			$189,351			$203,900			$216,576			$248,320			$253,650			$269,351			$283,900			$296,576


			MONTEREY25%			25%			$180,564			$186,758			$205,052			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,758			$285,052			$302,050			$316,743						$180,564			$186,758			$205,052			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,758			$285,052			$302,050			$316,743						$180,564			$186,758			$205,052			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,758			$285,052			$302,050			$316,743


			MONTEREY20%			20%			$192,808			$199,866			$220,753			$240,200			$257,053			$272,808			$279,866			$300,753			$320,200			$337,053						$192,808			$199,866			$220,753			$240,200			$257,053			$272,808			$279,866			$300,753			$320,200			$337,053						$192,808			$199,866			$220,753			$240,200			$257,053			$272,808			$279,866			$300,753			$320,200			$337,053


			MONTEREY15%			15%			$205,052			$212,975			$236,454			$258,350			$277,364			$285,052			$292,975			$316,454			$338,350			$357,364						$205,052			$212,975			$236,454			$258,350			$277,364			$285,052			$292,975			$316,454			$338,350			$357,364						$205,052			$212,975			$236,454			$258,350			$277,364			$285,052			$292,975			$316,454			$338,350			$357,364


			NAPA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			NAPA55%			55%			$108,684			$109,693			$112,574			$115,311			$117,615			$188,684			$189,693			$192,574			$195,311			$197,615						$108,684			$109,693			$112,574			$115,311			$117,615			$188,684			$189,693			$192,574			$195,311			$197,615						$108,684			$109,693			$112,574			$115,311			$117,615			$188,684			$189,693			$192,574			$195,311			$197,615


			NAPA50%			50%			$122,369			$124,242			$130,148			$135,477			$140,231			$202,369			$204,242			$210,148			$215,477			$220,231						$122,369			$124,242			$130,148			$135,477			$140,231			$202,369			$204,242			$210,148			$215,477			$220,231						$122,369			$124,242			$130,148			$135,477			$140,231			$202,369			$204,242			$210,148			$215,477			$220,231


			NAPA45%			45%			$136,053			$138,934			$147,721			$155,788			$162,846			$216,053			$218,934			$227,721			$235,788			$242,846						$136,053			$138,934			$147,721			$155,788			$162,846			$216,053			$218,934			$227,721			$235,788			$242,846						$136,053			$138,934			$147,721			$155,788			$162,846			$216,053			$218,934			$227,721			$235,788			$242,846


			NAPA40%			40%			$149,594			$153,483			$165,151			$176,099			$185,462			$229,594			$233,483			$245,151			$256,099			$265,462						$149,594			$153,483			$165,151			$176,099			$185,462			$229,594			$233,483			$245,151			$256,099			$265,462						$149,594			$153,483			$165,151			$176,099			$185,462			$229,594			$233,483			$245,151			$256,099			$265,462


			NAPA35%			35%			$163,278			$168,176			$182,725			$196,409			$208,221			$243,278			$248,176			$262,725			$276,409			$288,221						$163,278			$168,176			$182,725			$196,409			$208,221			$243,278			$248,176			$262,725			$276,409			$288,221						$163,278			$168,176			$182,725			$196,409			$208,221			$243,278			$248,176			$262,725			$276,409			$288,221


			NAPA30%			30%			$176,963			$182,869			$200,299			$216,720			$230,837			$256,963			$262,869			$280,299			$296,720			$310,837						$176,963			$182,869			$200,299			$216,720			$230,837			$256,963			$262,869			$280,299			$296,720			$310,837						$176,963			$182,869			$200,299			$216,720			$230,837			$256,963			$262,869			$280,299			$296,720			$310,837


			NAPA25%			25%			$190,647			$197,418			$217,872			$236,887			$253,452			$270,647			$277,418			$297,872			$316,887			$333,452						$190,647			$197,418			$217,872			$236,887			$253,452			$270,647			$277,418			$297,872			$316,887			$333,452						$190,647			$197,418			$217,872			$236,887			$253,452			$270,647			$277,418			$297,872			$316,887			$333,452


			NAPA20%			20%			$204,332			$212,110			$235,446			$257,197			$276,067			$284,332			$292,110			$315,446			$337,197			$356,067						$204,332			$212,110			$235,446			$257,197			$276,067			$284,332			$292,110			$315,446			$337,197			$356,067						$204,332			$212,110			$235,446			$257,197			$276,067			$284,332			$292,110			$315,446			$337,197			$356,067


			NAPA15%			15%			$218,016			$226,803			$253,020			$277,508			$298,683			$298,016			$306,803			$333,020			$357,508			$378,683						$218,016			$226,803			$253,020			$277,508			$298,683			$298,016			$306,803			$333,020			$357,508			$378,683						$218,016			$226,803			$253,020			$277,508			$298,683			$298,016			$306,803			$333,020			$357,508			$378,683


			NEVADA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			NEVADA55%			55%			$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,133			$113,006			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,133			$193,006						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,133			$113,006			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,133			$193,006						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,133			$113,006			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,133			$193,006


			NEVADA50%			50%			$116,751			$118,192			$122,945			$127,123			$131,012			$196,751			$198,192			$202,945			$207,123			$211,012						$116,751			$118,192			$122,945			$127,123			$131,012			$196,751			$198,192			$202,945			$207,123			$211,012						$116,751			$118,192			$122,945			$127,123			$131,012			$196,751			$198,192			$202,945			$207,123			$211,012


			NEVADA45%			45%			$127,555			$129,859			$136,918			$143,256			$149,018			$207,555			$209,859			$216,918			$223,256			$229,018						$127,555			$129,859			$136,918			$143,256			$149,018			$207,555			$209,859			$216,918			$223,256			$229,018						$127,555			$129,859			$136,918			$143,256			$149,018			$207,555			$209,859			$216,918			$223,256			$229,018


			NEVADA40%			40%			$138,358			$141,383			$150,746			$159,389			$166,880			$218,358			$221,383			$230,746			$239,389			$246,880						$138,358			$141,383			$150,746			$159,389			$166,880			$218,358			$221,383			$230,746			$239,389			$246,880						$138,358			$141,383			$150,746			$159,389			$166,880			$218,358			$221,383			$230,746			$239,389			$246,880


			NEVADA35%			35%			$149,306			$153,051			$164,719			$175,522			$184,886			$229,306			$233,051			$244,719			$255,522			$264,886						$149,306			$153,051			$164,719			$175,522			$184,886			$229,306			$233,051			$244,719			$255,522			$264,886						$149,306			$153,051			$164,719			$175,522			$184,886			$229,306			$233,051			$244,719			$255,522			$264,886


			NEVADA30%			30%			$160,109			$164,719			$178,691			$191,656			$202,891			$240,109			$244,719			$258,691			$271,656			$282,891						$160,109			$164,719			$178,691			$191,656			$202,891			$240,109			$244,719			$258,691			$271,656			$282,891						$160,109			$164,719			$178,691			$191,656			$202,891			$240,109			$244,719			$258,691			$271,656			$282,891


			NEVADA25%			25%			$170,913			$176,243			$192,664			$207,645			$220,897			$250,913			$256,243			$272,664			$287,645			$300,897						$170,913			$176,243			$192,664			$207,645			$220,897			$250,913			$256,243			$272,664			$287,645			$300,897						$170,913			$176,243			$192,664			$207,645			$220,897			$250,913			$256,243			$272,664			$287,645			$300,897


			NEVADA20%			20%			$181,716			$187,911			$206,493			$223,778			$238,759			$261,716			$267,911			$286,493			$303,778			$318,759						$181,716			$187,911			$206,493			$223,778			$238,759			$261,716			$267,911			$286,493			$303,778			$318,759						$181,716			$187,911			$206,493			$223,778			$238,759			$261,716			$267,911			$286,493			$303,778			$318,759


			NEVADA15%			15%			$192,664			$199,578			$220,465			$239,912			$256,765			$272,664			$279,578			$300,465			$319,912			$336,765						$192,664			$199,578			$220,465			$239,912			$256,765			$272,664			$279,578			$300,465			$319,912			$336,765						$192,664			$199,578			$220,465			$239,912			$256,765			$272,664			$279,578			$300,465			$319,912			$336,765


			ORANGE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			ORANGE55%			55%			$111,133			$112,286			$115,743			$118,912			$121,793			$191,133			$192,286			$195,743			$198,912			$201,793						$111,133			$112,286			$115,743			$118,912			$121,793			$191,133			$192,286			$195,743			$198,912			$201,793						$111,133			$112,286			$115,743			$118,912			$121,793			$191,133			$192,286			$195,743			$198,912			$201,793


			ORANGE50%			50%			$127,267			$129,571			$136,486			$142,968			$148,586			$207,267			$209,571			$216,486			$222,968			$228,586						$127,267			$129,571			$136,486			$142,968			$148,586			$207,267			$209,571			$216,486			$222,968			$228,586						$127,267			$129,571			$136,486			$142,968			$148,586			$207,267			$209,571			$216,486			$222,968			$228,586


			ORANGE45%			45%			$143,400			$146,857			$157,228			$166,880			$175,378			$223,400			$226,857			$237,228			$246,880			$255,378						$143,400			$146,857			$157,228			$166,880			$175,378			$223,400			$226,857			$237,228			$246,880			$255,378						$143,400			$146,857			$157,228			$166,880			$175,378			$223,400			$226,857			$237,228			$246,880			$255,378


			ORANGE40%			40%			$159,533			$164,143			$177,971			$190,936			$202,027			$239,533			$244,143			$257,971			$270,936			$282,027						$159,533			$164,143			$177,971			$190,936			$202,027			$239,533			$244,143			$257,971			$270,936			$282,027						$159,533			$164,143			$177,971			$190,936			$202,027			$239,533			$244,143			$257,971			$270,936			$282,027


			ORANGE35%			35%			$175,811			$181,572			$198,858			$214,991			$228,820			$255,811			$261,572			$278,858			$294,991			$308,820						$175,811			$181,572			$198,858			$214,991			$228,820			$255,811			$261,572			$278,858			$294,991			$308,820						$175,811			$181,572			$198,858			$214,991			$228,820			$255,811			$261,572			$278,858			$294,991			$308,820


			ORANGE30%			30%			$191,944			$198,858			$219,601			$238,903			$255,613			$271,944			$278,858			$299,601			$318,903			$335,613						$191,944			$198,858			$219,601			$238,903			$255,613			$271,944			$278,858			$299,601			$318,903			$335,613						$191,944			$198,858			$219,601			$238,903			$255,613			$271,944			$278,858			$299,601			$318,903			$335,613


			ORANGE25%			25%			$208,077			$216,144			$240,344			$262,959			$282,406			$288,077			$296,144			$320,344			$342,959			$362,406						$208,077			$216,144			$240,344			$262,959			$282,406			$288,077			$296,144			$320,344			$342,959			$362,406						$208,077			$216,144			$240,344			$262,959			$282,406			$288,077			$296,144			$320,344			$342,959			$362,406


			ORANGE20%			20%			$224,210			$233,429			$261,087			$286,871			$309,054			$304,210			$313,429			$341,087			$366,871			$389,054						$224,210			$233,429			$261,087			$286,871			$309,054			$304,210			$313,429			$341,087			$366,871			$389,054						$224,210			$233,429			$261,087			$286,871			$309,054			$304,210			$313,429			$341,087			$366,871			$389,054


			ORANGE15%			15%			$240,344			$250,715			$281,829			$310,927			$335,847			$320,344			$330,715			$361,829			$390,927			$415,847						$240,344			$250,715			$281,829			$310,927			$335,847			$320,344			$330,715			$361,829			$390,927			$415,847						$240,344			$250,715			$281,829			$310,927			$335,847			$320,344			$330,715			$361,829			$390,927			$415,847


			PLACER60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			PLACER55%			55%			$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150


			PLACER50%			50%			$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156						$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156						$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156


			PLACER45%			45%			$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162						$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162						$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162


			PLACER40%			40%			$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168						$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168						$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168


			PLACER35%			35%			$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318						$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318						$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318


			PLACER30%			30%			$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324						$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324						$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324


			PLACER25%			25%			$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329						$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329						$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329


			PLACER20%			20%			$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335						$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335						$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335


			PLACER15%			15%			$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485						$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485						$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485


			PLUMAS60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			PLUMAS55%			55%			$104,219			$104,795			$106,812			$108,540			$110,125			$184,219			$184,795			$186,812			$188,540			$190,125						$104,219			$104,795			$106,812			$108,540			$110,125			$184,219			$184,795			$186,812			$188,540			$190,125						$104,219			$104,795			$106,812			$108,540			$110,125			$184,219			$184,795			$186,812			$188,540			$190,125


			PLUMAS50%			50%			$113,294			$114,590			$118,480			$122,081			$125,250			$193,294			$194,590			$198,480			$202,081			$205,250						$113,294			$114,590			$118,480			$122,081			$125,250			$193,294			$194,590			$198,480			$202,081			$205,250						$113,294			$114,590			$118,480			$122,081			$125,250			$193,294			$194,590			$198,480			$202,081			$205,250


			PLUMAS45%			45%			$122,369			$124,386			$130,148			$135,621			$140,375			$202,369			$204,386			$210,148			$215,621			$220,375						$122,369			$124,386			$130,148			$135,621			$140,375			$202,369			$204,386			$210,148			$215,621			$220,375						$122,369			$124,386			$130,148			$135,621			$140,375			$202,369			$204,386			$210,148			$215,621			$220,375


			PLUMAS40%			40%			$131,444			$134,037			$141,815			$149,018			$155,356			$211,444			$214,037			$221,815			$229,018			$235,356						$131,444			$134,037			$141,815			$149,018			$155,356			$211,444			$214,037			$221,815			$229,018			$235,356						$131,444			$134,037			$141,815			$149,018			$155,356			$211,444			$214,037			$221,815			$229,018			$235,356


			PLUMAS35%			35%			$140,663			$143,832			$153,627			$162,558			$170,481			$220,663			$223,832			$233,627			$242,558			$250,481						$140,663			$143,832			$153,627			$162,558			$170,481			$220,663			$223,832			$233,627			$242,558			$250,481						$140,663			$143,832			$153,627			$162,558			$170,481			$220,663			$223,832			$233,627			$242,558			$250,481


			PLUMAS30%			30%			$149,738			$153,627			$165,295			$176,099			$185,606			$229,738			$233,627			$245,295			$256,099			$265,606						$149,738			$153,627			$165,295			$176,099			$185,606			$229,738			$233,627			$245,295			$256,099			$265,606						$149,738			$153,627			$165,295			$176,099			$185,606			$229,738			$233,627			$245,295			$256,099			$265,606


			PLUMAS25%			25%			$158,813			$163,422			$176,963			$189,639			$200,731			$238,813			$243,422			$256,963			$269,639			$280,731						$158,813			$163,422			$176,963			$189,639			$200,731			$238,813			$243,422			$256,963			$269,639			$280,731						$158,813			$163,422			$176,963			$189,639			$200,731			$238,813			$243,422			$256,963			$269,639			$280,731


			PLUMAS20%			20%			$167,888			$173,074			$188,631			$203,180			$215,712			$247,888			$253,074			$268,631			$283,180			$295,712						$167,888			$173,074			$188,631			$203,180			$215,712			$247,888			$253,074			$268,631			$283,180			$295,712						$167,888			$173,074			$188,631			$203,180			$215,712			$247,888			$253,074			$268,631			$283,180			$295,712


			PLUMAS15%			15%			$177,107			$182,869			$200,443			$216,720			$230,837			$257,107			$262,869			$280,443			$296,720			$310,837						$177,107			$182,869			$200,443			$216,720			$230,837			$257,107			$262,869			$280,443			$296,720			$310,837						$177,107			$182,869			$200,443			$216,720			$230,837			$257,107			$262,869			$280,443			$296,720			$310,837


			RIVERSIDE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			RIVERSIDE55%			55%			$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,845			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,845						$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,845			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,845						$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,845			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,845


			RIVERSIDE50%			50%			$114,014			$115,455			$119,488			$123,233			$126,546			$194,014			$195,455			$199,488			$203,233			$206,546						$114,014			$115,455			$119,488			$123,233			$126,546			$194,014			$195,455			$199,488			$203,233			$206,546						$114,014			$115,455			$119,488			$123,233			$126,546			$194,014			$195,455			$199,488			$203,233			$206,546


			RIVERSIDE45%			45%			$123,521			$125,538			$131,732			$137,350			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,732			$217,350			$222,248						$123,521			$125,538			$131,732			$137,350			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,732			$217,350			$222,248						$123,521			$125,538			$131,732			$137,350			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,732			$217,350			$222,248


			RIVERSIDE40%			40%			$133,028			$135,765			$143,832			$151,467			$157,949			$213,028			$215,765			$223,832			$231,467			$237,949						$133,028			$135,765			$143,832			$151,467			$157,949			$213,028			$215,765			$223,832			$231,467			$237,949						$133,028			$135,765			$143,832			$151,467			$157,949			$213,028			$215,765			$223,832			$231,467			$237,949


			RIVERSIDE35%			35%			$142,536			$145,993			$156,076			$165,583			$173,794			$222,536			$225,993			$236,076			$245,583			$253,794						$142,536			$145,993			$156,076			$165,583			$173,794			$222,536			$225,993			$236,076			$245,583			$253,794						$142,536			$145,993			$156,076			$165,583			$173,794			$222,536			$225,993			$236,076			$245,583			$253,794


			RIVERSIDE30%			30%			$152,043			$156,076			$168,320			$179,700			$189,495			$232,043			$236,076			$248,320			$259,700			$269,495						$152,043			$156,076			$168,320			$179,700			$189,495			$232,043			$236,076			$248,320			$259,700			$269,495						$152,043			$156,076			$168,320			$179,700			$189,495			$232,043			$236,076			$248,320			$259,700			$269,495


			RIVERSIDE25%			25%			$161,550			$166,303			$180,564			$193,816			$205,196			$241,550			$246,303			$260,564			$273,816			$285,196						$161,550			$166,303			$180,564			$193,816			$205,196			$241,550			$246,303			$260,564			$273,816			$285,196						$161,550			$166,303			$180,564			$193,816			$205,196			$241,550			$246,303			$260,564			$273,816			$285,196


			RIVERSIDE20%			20%			$171,057			$176,531			$192,664			$207,933			$220,897			$251,057			$256,531			$272,664			$287,933			$300,897						$171,057			$176,531			$192,664			$207,933			$220,897			$251,057			$256,531			$272,664			$287,933			$300,897						$171,057			$176,531			$192,664			$207,933			$220,897			$251,057			$256,531			$272,664			$287,933			$300,897


			RIVERSIDE15%			15%			$180,564			$186,614			$204,908			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,614			$284,908			$302,050			$316,743						$180,564			$186,614			$204,908			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,614			$284,908			$302,050			$316,743						$180,564			$186,614			$204,908			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,614			$284,908			$302,050			$316,743


			SACRAMENTO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SACRAMENTO55%			55%			$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150						$105,948			$106,668			$108,973			$111,277			$113,150			$185,948			$186,668			$188,973			$191,277			$193,150


			SACRAMENTO50%			50%			$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156						$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156						$116,751			$118,336			$122,945			$127,411			$131,156			$196,751			$198,336			$202,945			$207,411			$211,156


			SACRAMENTO45%			45%			$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162						$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162						$127,699			$130,003			$136,918			$143,544			$149,162			$207,699			$210,003			$216,918			$223,544			$229,162


			SACRAMENTO40%			40%			$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168						$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168						$138,502			$141,671			$150,890			$159,677			$167,168			$218,502			$221,671			$230,890			$239,677			$247,168


			SACRAMENTO35%			35%			$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318						$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318						$149,450			$153,339			$165,007			$175,955			$185,318			$229,450			$233,339			$245,007			$255,955			$265,318


			SACRAMENTO30%			30%			$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324						$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324						$160,397			$165,007			$178,980			$192,088			$203,324			$240,397			$245,007			$258,980			$272,088			$283,324


			SACRAMENTO25%			25%			$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329						$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329						$171,201			$176,675			$192,952			$208,221			$221,329			$251,201			$256,675			$272,952			$288,221			$301,329


			SACRAMENTO20%			20%			$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335						$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335						$182,149			$188,343			$206,925			$224,354			$239,335			$262,149			$268,343			$286,925			$304,354			$319,335


			SACRAMENTO15%			15%			$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485						$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485						$193,096			$200,010			$220,897			$240,632			$257,485			$273,096			$280,010			$300,897			$320,632			$337,485


			SAN BENITO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN BENITO55%			55%			$107,676			$108,540			$111,277			$113,726			$115,887			$187,676			$188,540			$191,277			$193,726			$195,887						$107,676			$108,540			$111,277			$113,726			$115,887			$187,676			$188,540			$191,277			$193,726			$195,887						$107,676			$108,540			$111,277			$113,726			$115,887			$187,676			$188,540			$191,277			$193,726			$195,887


			SAN BENITO50%			50%			$120,208			$121,937			$127,411			$132,308			$136,630			$200,208			$201,937			$207,411			$212,308			$216,630						$120,208			$121,937			$127,411			$132,308			$136,630			$200,208			$201,937			$207,411			$212,308			$216,630						$120,208			$121,937			$127,411			$132,308			$136,630			$200,208			$201,937			$207,411			$212,308			$216,630


			SAN BENITO45%			45%			$132,740			$135,477			$143,544			$151,034			$157,517			$212,740			$215,477			$223,544			$231,034			$237,517						$132,740			$135,477			$143,544			$151,034			$157,517			$212,740			$215,477			$223,544			$231,034			$237,517						$132,740			$135,477			$143,544			$151,034			$157,517			$212,740			$215,477			$223,544			$231,034			$237,517


			SAN BENITO40%			40%			$145,273			$148,874			$159,677			$169,617			$178,259			$225,273			$228,874			$239,677			$249,617			$258,259						$145,273			$148,874			$159,677			$169,617			$178,259			$225,273			$228,874			$239,677			$249,617			$258,259						$145,273			$148,874			$159,677			$169,617			$178,259			$225,273			$228,874			$239,677			$249,617			$258,259


			SAN BENITO35%			35%			$157,949			$162,414			$175,955			$188,343			$199,146			$237,949			$242,414			$255,955			$268,343			$279,146						$157,949			$162,414			$175,955			$188,343			$199,146			$237,949			$242,414			$255,955			$268,343			$279,146						$157,949			$162,414			$175,955			$188,343			$199,146			$237,949			$242,414			$255,955			$268,343			$279,146


			SAN BENITO30%			30%			$170,481			$175,811			$192,088			$207,069			$220,033			$250,481			$255,811			$272,088			$287,069			$300,033						$170,481			$175,811			$192,088			$207,069			$220,033			$250,481			$255,811			$272,088			$287,069			$300,033						$170,481			$175,811			$192,088			$207,069			$220,033			$250,481			$255,811			$272,088			$287,069			$300,033


			SAN BENITO25%			25%			$183,013			$189,351			$208,221			$225,651			$240,776			$263,013			$269,351			$288,221			$305,651			$320,776						$183,013			$189,351			$208,221			$225,651			$240,776			$263,013			$269,351			$288,221			$305,651			$320,776						$183,013			$189,351			$208,221			$225,651			$240,776			$263,013			$269,351			$288,221			$305,651			$320,776


			SAN BENITO20%			20%			$195,545			$202,747			$224,354			$244,377			$261,663			$275,545			$282,747			$304,354			$324,377			$341,663						$195,545			$202,747			$224,354			$244,377			$261,663			$275,545			$282,747			$304,354			$324,377			$341,663						$195,545			$202,747			$224,354			$244,377			$261,663			$275,545			$282,747			$304,354			$324,377			$341,663


			SAN BENITO15%			15%			$208,221			$216,288			$240,632			$263,103			$282,550			$288,221			$296,288			$320,632			$343,103			$362,550						$208,221			$216,288			$240,632			$263,103			$282,550			$288,221			$296,288			$320,632			$343,103			$362,550						$208,221			$216,288			$240,632			$263,103			$282,550			$288,221			$296,288			$320,632			$343,103			$362,550


			SAN BERNARDINO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN BERNARDINO55%			55%			$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,845			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,845						$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,845			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,845						$104,507			$105,227			$107,244			$109,117			$110,845			$184,507			$185,227			$187,244			$189,117			$190,845


			SAN BERNARDINO50%			50%			$114,014			$115,455			$119,488			$123,233			$126,546			$194,014			$195,455			$199,488			$203,233			$206,546						$114,014			$115,455			$119,488			$123,233			$126,546			$194,014			$195,455			$199,488			$203,233			$206,546						$114,014			$115,455			$119,488			$123,233			$126,546			$194,014			$195,455			$199,488			$203,233			$206,546


			SAN BERNARDINO45%			45%			$123,521			$125,538			$131,732			$137,350			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,732			$217,350			$222,248						$123,521			$125,538			$131,732			$137,350			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,732			$217,350			$222,248						$123,521			$125,538			$131,732			$137,350			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,732			$217,350			$222,248


			SAN BERNARDINO40%			40%			$133,028			$135,765			$143,832			$151,467			$157,949			$213,028			$215,765			$223,832			$231,467			$237,949						$133,028			$135,765			$143,832			$151,467			$157,949			$213,028			$215,765			$223,832			$231,467			$237,949						$133,028			$135,765			$143,832			$151,467			$157,949			$213,028			$215,765			$223,832			$231,467			$237,949


			SAN BERNARDINO35%			35%			$142,536			$145,993			$156,076			$165,583			$173,794			$222,536			$225,993			$236,076			$245,583			$253,794						$142,536			$145,993			$156,076			$165,583			$173,794			$222,536			$225,993			$236,076			$245,583			$253,794						$142,536			$145,993			$156,076			$165,583			$173,794			$222,536			$225,993			$236,076			$245,583			$253,794


			SAN BERNARDINO30%			30%			$152,043			$156,076			$168,320			$179,700			$189,495			$232,043			$236,076			$248,320			$259,700			$269,495						$152,043			$156,076			$168,320			$179,700			$189,495			$232,043			$236,076			$248,320			$259,700			$269,495						$152,043			$156,076			$168,320			$179,700			$189,495			$232,043			$236,076			$248,320			$259,700			$269,495


			SAN BERNARDINO25%			25%			$161,550			$166,303			$180,564			$193,816			$205,196			$241,550			$246,303			$260,564			$273,816			$285,196						$161,550			$166,303			$180,564			$193,816			$205,196			$241,550			$246,303			$260,564			$273,816			$285,196						$161,550			$166,303			$180,564			$193,816			$205,196			$241,550			$246,303			$260,564			$273,816			$285,196


			SAN BERNARDINO20%			20%			$171,057			$176,531			$192,664			$207,933			$220,897			$251,057			$256,531			$272,664			$287,933			$300,897						$171,057			$176,531			$192,664			$207,933			$220,897			$251,057			$256,531			$272,664			$287,933			$300,897						$171,057			$176,531			$192,664			$207,933			$220,897			$251,057			$256,531			$272,664			$287,933			$300,897


			SAN BERNARDINO15%			15%			$180,564			$186,614			$204,908			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,614			$284,908			$302,050			$316,743						$180,564			$186,614			$204,908			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,614			$284,908			$302,050			$316,743						$180,564			$186,614			$204,908			$222,050			$236,743			$260,564			$266,614			$284,908			$302,050			$316,743


			SAN DIEGO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN DIEGO55%			55%			$109,549			$110,557			$113,726			$116,607			$119,200			$189,549			$190,557			$193,726			$196,607			$199,200						$109,549			$110,557			$113,726			$116,607			$119,200			$189,549			$190,557			$193,726			$196,607			$199,200						$109,549			$110,557			$113,726			$116,607			$119,200			$189,549			$190,557			$193,726			$196,607			$199,200


			SAN DIEGO50%			50%			$124,098			$126,114			$132,452			$138,358			$143,256			$204,098			$206,114			$212,452			$218,358			$223,256						$124,098			$126,114			$132,452			$138,358			$143,256			$204,098			$206,114			$212,452			$218,358			$223,256						$124,098			$126,114			$132,452			$138,358			$143,256			$204,098			$206,114			$212,452			$218,358			$223,256


			SAN DIEGO45%			45%			$138,646			$141,815			$151,178			$159,965			$167,456			$218,646			$221,815			$231,178			$239,965			$247,456						$138,646			$141,815			$151,178			$159,965			$167,456			$218,646			$221,815			$231,178			$239,965			$247,456						$138,646			$141,815			$151,178			$159,965			$167,456			$218,646			$221,815			$231,178			$239,965			$247,456


			SAN DIEGO40%			40%			$153,195			$157,372			$169,905			$181,572			$191,512			$233,195			$237,372			$249,905			$261,572			$271,512						$153,195			$157,372			$169,905			$181,572			$191,512			$233,195			$237,372			$249,905			$261,572			$271,512						$153,195			$157,372			$169,905			$181,572			$191,512			$233,195			$237,372			$249,905			$261,572			$271,512


			SAN DIEGO35%			35%			$167,888			$172,930			$188,631			$203,180			$215,712			$247,888			$252,930			$268,631			$283,180			$295,712						$167,888			$172,930			$188,631			$203,180			$215,712			$247,888			$252,930			$268,631			$283,180			$295,712						$167,888			$172,930			$188,631			$203,180			$215,712			$247,888			$252,930			$268,631			$283,180			$295,712


			SAN DIEGO30%			30%			$182,437			$188,631			$207,357			$224,787			$239,768			$262,437			$268,631			$287,357			$304,787			$319,768						$182,437			$188,631			$207,357			$224,787			$239,768			$262,437			$268,631			$287,357			$304,787			$319,768						$182,437			$188,631			$207,357			$224,787			$239,768			$262,437			$268,631			$287,357			$304,787			$319,768


			SAN DIEGO25%			25%			$196,985			$204,188			$226,083			$246,538			$263,967			$276,985			$284,188			$306,083			$326,538			$343,967						$196,985			$204,188			$226,083			$246,538			$263,967			$276,985			$284,188			$306,083			$326,538			$343,967						$196,985			$204,188			$226,083			$246,538			$263,967			$276,985			$284,188			$306,083			$326,538			$343,967


			SAN DIEGO20%			20%			$211,534			$219,745			$244,809			$268,145			$288,023			$291,534			$299,745			$324,809			$348,145			$368,023						$211,534			$219,745			$244,809			$268,145			$288,023			$291,534			$299,745			$324,809			$348,145			$368,023						$211,534			$219,745			$244,809			$268,145			$288,023			$291,534			$299,745			$324,809			$348,145			$368,023


			SAN DIEGO15%			15%			$226,083			$235,446			$263,535			$289,752			$312,223			$306,083			$315,446			$343,535			$369,752			$392,223						$226,083			$235,446			$263,535			$289,752			$312,223			$306,083			$315,446			$343,535			$369,752			$392,223						$226,083			$235,446			$263,535			$289,752			$312,223			$306,083			$315,446			$343,535			$369,752			$392,223


			SAN FRANCISCO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN FRANCISCO55%			55%			$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300						$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300						$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300


			SAN FRANCISCO50%			50%			$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744						$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744						$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744


			SAN FRANCISCO45%			45%			$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044


			SAN FRANCISCO40%			40%			$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344						$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344						$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344


			SAN FRANCISCO35%			35%			$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788						$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788						$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788


			SAN FRANCISCO30%			30%			$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088


			SAN FRANCISCO25%			25%			$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532						$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532						$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532


			SAN FRANCISCO20%			20%			$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832						$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832						$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832


			SAN FRANCISCO15%			15%			$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131						$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131						$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131


			SAN JOAQUIN60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN JOAQUIN55%			55%			$104,507			$105,083			$107,100			$109,117			$110,701			$184,507			$185,083			$187,100			$189,117			$190,701						$104,507			$105,083			$107,100			$109,117			$110,701			$184,507			$185,083			$187,100			$189,117			$190,701						$104,507			$105,083			$107,100			$109,117			$110,701			$184,507			$185,083			$187,100			$189,117			$190,701


			SAN JOAQUIN50%			50%			$113,870			$115,167			$119,344			$123,089			$126,402			$193,870			$195,167			$199,344			$203,089			$206,402						$113,870			$115,167			$119,344			$123,089			$126,402			$193,870			$195,167			$199,344			$203,089			$206,402						$113,870			$115,167			$119,344			$123,089			$126,402			$193,870			$195,167			$199,344			$203,089			$206,402


			SAN JOAQUIN45%			45%			$123,377			$125,394			$131,444			$137,206			$142,103			$203,377			$205,394			$211,444			$217,206			$222,103						$123,377			$125,394			$131,444			$137,206			$142,103			$203,377			$205,394			$211,444			$217,206			$222,103						$123,377			$125,394			$131,444			$137,206			$142,103			$203,377			$205,394			$211,444			$217,206			$222,103


			SAN JOAQUIN40%			40%			$132,740			$135,477			$143,544			$151,178			$157,661			$212,740			$215,477			$223,544			$231,178			$237,661						$132,740			$135,477			$143,544			$151,178			$157,661			$212,740			$215,477			$223,544			$231,178			$237,661						$132,740			$135,477			$143,544			$151,178			$157,661			$212,740			$215,477			$223,544			$231,178			$237,661


			SAN JOAQUIN35%			35%			$142,248			$145,561			$155,788			$165,295			$173,362			$222,248			$225,561			$235,788			$245,295			$253,362						$142,248			$145,561			$155,788			$165,295			$173,362			$222,248			$225,561			$235,788			$245,295			$253,362						$142,248			$145,561			$155,788			$165,295			$173,362			$222,248			$225,561			$235,788			$245,295			$253,362


			SAN JOAQUIN30%			30%			$151,755			$155,788			$167,888			$179,268			$189,063			$231,755			$235,788			$247,888			$259,268			$269,063						$151,755			$155,788			$167,888			$179,268			$189,063			$231,755			$235,788			$247,888			$259,268			$269,063						$151,755			$155,788			$167,888			$179,268			$189,063			$231,755			$235,788			$247,888			$259,268			$269,063


			SAN JOAQUIN25%			25%			$161,118			$165,871			$180,132			$193,384			$204,764			$241,118			$245,871			$260,132			$273,384			$284,764						$161,118			$165,871			$180,132			$193,384			$204,764			$241,118			$245,871			$260,132			$273,384			$284,764						$161,118			$165,871			$180,132			$193,384			$204,764			$241,118			$245,871			$260,132			$273,384			$284,764


			SAN JOAQUIN20%			20%			$170,625			$175,955			$192,232			$207,357			$220,321			$250,625			$255,955			$272,232			$287,357			$300,321						$170,625			$175,955			$192,232			$207,357			$220,321			$250,625			$255,955			$272,232			$287,357			$300,321						$170,625			$175,955			$192,232			$207,357			$220,321			$250,625			$255,955			$272,232			$287,357			$300,321


			SAN JOAQUIN15%			15%			$180,132			$186,182			$204,332			$221,474			$236,022			$260,132			$266,182			$284,332			$301,474			$316,022						$180,132			$186,182			$204,332			$221,474			$236,022			$260,132			$266,182			$284,332			$301,474			$316,022						$180,132			$186,182			$204,332			$221,474			$236,022			$260,132			$266,182			$284,332			$301,474			$316,022


			SAN LUIS OBISPO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN LUIS OBISPO55%			55%			$107,244			$108,108			$110,701			$113,150			$115,311			$187,244			$188,108			$190,701			$193,150			$195,311						$107,244			$108,108			$110,701			$113,150			$115,311			$187,244			$188,108			$190,701			$193,150			$195,311						$107,244			$108,108			$110,701			$113,150			$115,311			$187,244			$188,108			$190,701			$193,150			$195,311


			SAN LUIS OBISPO50%			50%			$119,488			$121,217			$126,402			$131,300			$135,621			$199,488			$201,217			$206,402			$211,300			$215,621						$119,488			$121,217			$126,402			$131,300			$135,621			$199,488			$201,217			$206,402			$211,300			$215,621						$119,488			$121,217			$126,402			$131,300			$135,621			$199,488			$201,217			$206,402			$211,300			$215,621


			SAN LUIS OBISPO45%			45%			$131,732			$134,325			$142,103			$149,450			$155,932			$211,732			$214,325			$222,103			$229,450			$235,932						$131,732			$134,325			$142,103			$149,450			$155,932			$211,732			$214,325			$222,103			$229,450			$235,932						$131,732			$134,325			$142,103			$149,450			$155,932			$211,732			$214,325			$222,103			$229,450			$235,932


			SAN LUIS OBISPO40%			40%			$143,832			$147,433			$157,805			$167,600			$176,099			$223,832			$227,433			$237,805			$247,600			$256,099						$143,832			$147,433			$157,805			$167,600			$176,099			$223,832			$227,433			$237,805			$247,600			$256,099						$143,832			$147,433			$157,805			$167,600			$176,099			$223,832			$227,433			$237,805			$247,600			$256,099


			SAN LUIS OBISPO35%			35%			$156,076			$160,542			$173,650			$185,894			$196,409			$236,076			$240,542			$253,650			$265,894			$276,409						$156,076			$160,542			$173,650			$185,894			$196,409			$236,076			$240,542			$253,650			$265,894			$276,409						$156,076			$160,542			$173,650			$185,894			$196,409			$236,076			$240,542			$253,650			$265,894			$276,409


			SAN LUIS OBISPO30%			30%			$168,320			$173,650			$189,351			$204,044			$216,720			$248,320			$253,650			$269,351			$284,044			$296,720						$168,320			$173,650			$189,351			$204,044			$216,720			$248,320			$253,650			$269,351			$284,044			$296,720						$168,320			$173,650			$189,351			$204,044			$216,720			$248,320			$253,650			$269,351			$284,044			$296,720


			SAN LUIS OBISPO25%			25%			$180,564			$186,758			$205,052			$222,194			$237,031			$260,564			$266,758			$285,052			$302,194			$317,031						$180,564			$186,758			$205,052			$222,194			$237,031			$260,564			$266,758			$285,052			$302,194			$317,031						$180,564			$186,758			$205,052			$222,194			$237,031			$260,564			$266,758			$285,052			$302,194			$317,031


			SAN LUIS OBISPO20%			20%			$192,808			$199,866			$220,753			$240,344			$257,197			$272,808			$279,866			$300,753			$320,344			$337,197						$192,808			$199,866			$220,753			$240,344			$257,197			$272,808			$279,866			$300,753			$320,344			$337,197						$192,808			$199,866			$220,753			$240,344			$257,197			$272,808			$279,866			$300,753			$320,344			$337,197


			SAN LUIS OBISPO15%			15%			$205,052			$212,975			$236,454			$258,494			$277,508			$285,052			$292,975			$316,454			$338,494			$357,508						$205,052			$212,975			$236,454			$258,494			$277,508			$285,052			$292,975			$316,454			$338,494			$357,508						$205,052			$212,975			$236,454			$258,494			$277,508			$285,052			$292,975			$316,454			$338,494			$357,508


			SAN MATEO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SAN MATEO55%			55%			$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300						$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300						$117,039			$118,480			$123,233			$127,699			$131,300			$197,039			$198,480			$203,233			$207,699			$211,300


			SAN MATEO50%			50%			$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744						$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744						$138,934			$141,959			$151,467			$160,253			$167,744			$218,934			$221,959			$231,467			$240,253			$247,744


			SAN MATEO45%			45%			$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044						$160,830			$165,439			$179,700			$192,808			$204,044			$240,830			$245,439			$259,700			$272,808			$284,044


			SAN MATEO40%			40%			$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344						$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344						$182,725			$188,919			$207,789			$225,363			$240,344			$262,725			$268,919			$287,789			$305,363			$320,344


			SAN MATEO35%			35%			$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788						$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788						$204,764			$212,543			$236,022			$258,062			$276,788			$284,764			$292,543			$316,022			$338,062			$356,788


			SAN MATEO30%			30%			$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088						$226,659			$236,022			$264,256			$290,616			$313,088			$306,659			$316,022			$344,256			$370,616			$393,088


			SAN MATEO25%			25%			$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532						$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532						$248,554			$259,502			$292,489			$323,171			$349,532			$328,554			$339,502			$372,489			$403,171			$429,532


			SAN MATEO20%			20%			$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832						$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832						$270,450			$282,982			$320,578			$355,726			$385,832			$350,450			$362,982			$400,578			$435,726			$465,832


			SAN MATEO15%			15%			$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131						$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131						$292,489			$306,461			$348,811			$388,424			$422,131			$372,489			$386,461			$428,811			$468,424			$502,131


			SANTA BARBARA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SANTA BARBARA55%			55%			$109,981			$110,989			$114,302			$117,327			$119,920			$189,981			$190,989			$194,302			$197,327			$199,920						$109,981			$110,989			$114,302			$117,327			$119,920			$189,981			$190,989			$194,302			$197,327			$199,920						$109,981			$110,989			$114,302			$117,327			$119,920			$189,981			$190,989			$194,302			$197,327			$199,920


			SANTA BARBARA50%			50%			$124,962			$127,123			$133,605			$139,655			$144,696			$204,962			$207,123			$213,605			$219,655			$224,696						$124,962			$127,123			$133,605			$139,655			$144,696			$204,962			$207,123			$213,605			$219,655			$224,696						$124,962			$127,123			$133,605			$139,655			$144,696			$204,962			$207,123			$213,605			$219,655			$224,696


			SANTA BARBARA45%			45%			$139,943			$143,112			$152,907			$161,982			$169,617			$219,943			$223,112			$232,907			$241,982			$249,617						$139,943			$143,112			$152,907			$161,982			$169,617			$219,943			$223,112			$232,907			$241,982			$249,617						$139,943			$143,112			$152,907			$161,982			$169,617			$219,943			$223,112			$232,907			$241,982			$249,617


			SANTA BARBARA40%			40%			$154,924			$159,245			$172,065			$184,165			$194,393			$234,924			$239,245			$252,065			$264,165			$274,393						$154,924			$159,245			$172,065			$184,165			$194,393			$234,924			$239,245			$252,065			$264,165			$274,393						$154,924			$159,245			$172,065			$184,165			$194,393			$234,924			$239,245			$252,065			$264,165			$274,393


			SANTA BARBARA35%			35%			$170,049			$175,378			$191,368			$206,493			$219,313			$250,049			$255,378			$271,368			$286,493			$299,313						$170,049			$175,378			$191,368			$206,493			$219,313			$250,049			$255,378			$271,368			$286,493			$299,313						$170,049			$175,378			$191,368			$206,493			$219,313			$250,049			$255,378			$271,368			$286,493			$299,313


			SANTA BARBARA30%			30%			$185,030			$191,368			$210,670			$228,820			$244,233			$265,030			$271,368			$290,670			$308,820			$324,233						$185,030			$191,368			$210,670			$228,820			$244,233			$265,030			$271,368			$290,670			$308,820			$324,233						$185,030			$191,368			$210,670			$228,820			$244,233			$265,030			$271,368			$290,670			$308,820			$324,233


			SANTA BARBARA25%			25%			$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,147			$269,009			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,147			$349,009						$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,147			$269,009			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,147			$349,009						$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,147			$269,009			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,147			$349,009


			SANTA BARBARA20%			20%			$214,991			$223,490			$249,275			$273,331			$293,929			$294,991			$303,490			$329,275			$353,331			$373,929						$214,991			$223,490			$249,275			$273,331			$293,929			$294,991			$303,490			$329,275			$353,331			$373,929						$214,991			$223,490			$249,275			$273,331			$293,929			$294,991			$303,490			$329,275			$353,331			$373,929


			SANTA BARBARA15%			15%			$229,972			$239,623			$268,577			$295,658			$318,850			$309,972			$319,623			$348,577			$375,658			$398,850						$229,972			$239,623			$268,577			$295,658			$318,850			$309,972			$319,623			$348,577			$375,658			$398,850						$229,972			$239,623			$268,577			$295,658			$318,850			$309,972			$319,623			$348,577			$375,658			$398,850


			SANTA CLARA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SANTA CLARA55%			55%			$115,023			$116,319			$120,640			$124,530			$127,987			$195,023			$196,319			$200,640			$204,530			$207,987						$115,023			$116,319			$120,640			$124,530			$127,987			$195,023			$196,319			$200,640			$204,530			$207,987						$115,023			$116,319			$120,640			$124,530			$127,987			$195,023			$196,319			$200,640			$204,530			$207,987


			SANTA CLARA50%			50%			$134,901			$137,638			$146,281			$154,059			$160,974			$214,901			$217,638			$226,281			$234,059			$240,974						$134,901			$137,638			$146,281			$154,059			$160,974			$214,901			$217,638			$226,281			$234,059			$240,974						$134,901			$137,638			$146,281			$154,059			$160,974			$214,901			$217,638			$226,281			$234,059			$240,974


			SANTA CLARA45%			45%			$154,780			$158,957			$171,921			$183,733			$193,960			$234,780			$238,957			$251,921			$263,733			$273,960						$154,780			$158,957			$171,921			$183,733			$193,960			$234,780			$238,957			$251,921			$263,733			$273,960						$154,780			$158,957			$171,921			$183,733			$193,960			$234,780			$238,957			$251,921			$263,733			$273,960


			SANTA CLARA40%			40%			$174,658			$180,276			$197,418			$213,263			$226,947			$254,658			$260,276			$277,418			$293,263			$306,947						$174,658			$180,276			$197,418			$213,263			$226,947			$254,658			$260,276			$277,418			$293,263			$306,947						$174,658			$180,276			$197,418			$213,263			$226,947			$254,658			$260,276			$277,418			$293,263			$306,947


			SANTA CLARA35%			35%			$194,681			$201,739			$223,058			$242,793			$259,934			$274,681			$281,739			$303,058			$322,793			$339,934						$194,681			$201,739			$223,058			$242,793			$259,934			$274,681			$281,739			$303,058			$322,793			$339,934						$194,681			$201,739			$223,058			$242,793			$259,934			$274,681			$281,739			$303,058			$322,793			$339,934


			SANTA CLARA30%			30%			$214,559			$223,058			$248,698			$272,466			$292,921			$294,559			$303,058			$328,698			$352,466			$372,921						$214,559			$223,058			$248,698			$272,466			$292,921			$294,559			$303,058			$328,698			$352,466			$372,921						$214,559			$223,058			$248,698			$272,466			$292,921			$294,559			$303,058			$328,698			$352,466			$372,921


			SANTA CLARA25%			25%			$234,438			$244,377			$274,339			$301,996			$325,908			$314,438			$324,377			$354,339			$381,996			$405,908						$234,438			$244,377			$274,339			$301,996			$325,908			$314,438			$324,377			$354,339			$381,996			$405,908						$234,438			$244,377			$274,339			$301,996			$325,908			$314,438			$324,377			$354,339			$381,996			$405,908


			SANTA CLARA20%			20%			$254,316			$265,696			$299,835			$331,526			$358,895			$334,316			$345,696			$379,835			$411,526			$438,895						$254,316			$265,696			$299,835			$331,526			$358,895			$334,316			$345,696			$379,835			$411,526			$438,895						$254,316			$265,696			$299,835			$331,526			$358,895			$334,316			$345,696			$379,835			$411,526			$438,895


			SANTA CLARA15%			15%			$274,339			$287,015			$325,476			$361,199			$391,881			$354,339			$367,015			$405,476			$441,199			$471,881						$274,339			$287,015			$325,476			$361,199			$391,881			$354,339			$367,015			$405,476			$441,199			$471,881						$274,339			$287,015			$325,476			$361,199			$391,881			$354,339			$367,015			$405,476			$441,199			$471,881


			SANTA CRUZ60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SANTA CRUZ55%			55%			$111,709			$112,862			$116,463			$119,776			$122,657			$191,709			$192,862			$196,463			$199,776			$202,657						$111,709			$112,862			$116,463			$119,776			$122,657			$191,709			$192,862			$196,463			$199,776			$202,657						$111,709			$112,862			$116,463			$119,776			$122,657			$191,709			$192,862			$196,463			$199,776			$202,657


			SANTA CRUZ50%			50%			$128,419			$130,868			$137,926			$144,552			$150,314			$208,419			$210,868			$217,926			$224,552			$230,314						$128,419			$130,868			$137,926			$144,552			$150,314			$208,419			$210,868			$217,926			$224,552			$230,314						$128,419			$130,868			$137,926			$144,552			$150,314			$208,419			$210,868			$217,926			$224,552			$230,314


			SANTA CRUZ45%			45%			$145,128			$148,730			$159,389			$169,328			$177,971			$225,128			$228,730			$239,389			$249,328			$257,971						$145,128			$148,730			$159,389			$169,328			$177,971			$225,128			$228,730			$239,389			$249,328			$257,971						$145,128			$148,730			$159,389			$169,328			$177,971			$225,128			$228,730			$239,389			$249,328			$257,971


			SANTA CRUZ40%			40%			$161,694			$166,592			$180,852			$194,105			$205,628			$241,694			$246,592			$260,852			$274,105			$285,628						$161,694			$166,592			$180,852			$194,105			$205,628			$241,694			$246,592			$260,852			$274,105			$285,628						$161,694			$166,592			$180,852			$194,105			$205,628			$241,694			$246,592			$260,852			$274,105			$285,628


			SANTA CRUZ35%			35%			$178,403			$184,453			$202,315			$219,025			$233,285			$258,403			$264,453			$282,315			$299,025			$313,285						$178,403			$184,453			$202,315			$219,025			$233,285			$258,403			$264,453			$282,315			$299,025			$313,285						$178,403			$184,453			$202,315			$219,025			$233,285			$258,403			$264,453			$282,315			$299,025			$313,285


			SANTA CRUZ30%			30%			$195,113			$202,315			$223,778			$243,801			$260,942			$275,113			$282,315			$303,778			$323,801			$340,942						$195,113			$202,315			$223,778			$243,801			$260,942			$275,113			$282,315			$303,778			$323,801			$340,942						$195,113			$202,315			$223,778			$243,801			$260,942			$275,113			$282,315			$303,778			$323,801			$340,942


			SANTA CRUZ25%			25%			$211,822			$220,321			$245,241			$268,577			$288,600			$291,822			$300,321			$325,241			$348,577			$368,600						$211,822			$220,321			$245,241			$268,577			$288,600			$291,822			$300,321			$325,241			$348,577			$368,600						$211,822			$220,321			$245,241			$268,577			$288,600			$291,822			$300,321			$325,241			$348,577			$368,600


			SANTA CRUZ20%			20%			$228,532			$238,183			$266,704			$293,353			$316,257			$308,532			$318,183			$346,704			$373,353			$396,257						$228,532			$238,183			$266,704			$293,353			$316,257			$308,532			$318,183			$346,704			$373,353			$396,257						$228,532			$238,183			$266,704			$293,353			$316,257			$308,532			$318,183			$346,704			$373,353			$396,257


			SANTA CRUZ15%			15%			$245,241			$256,045			$288,167			$318,129			$343,914			$325,241			$336,045			$368,167			$398,129			$423,914						$245,241			$256,045			$288,167			$318,129			$343,914			$325,241			$336,045			$368,167			$398,129			$423,914						$245,241			$256,045			$288,167			$318,129			$343,914			$325,241			$336,045			$368,167			$398,129			$423,914


			SHASTA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SHASTA55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			SHASTA50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			SHASTA45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			SHASTA40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			SHASTA35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			SHASTA30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			SHASTA25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			SHASTA20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			SHASTA15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			SIERRA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SIERRA55%			55%			$105,227			$105,948			$108,108			$110,125			$111,854			$185,227			$185,948			$188,108			$190,125			$191,854						$105,227			$105,948			$108,108			$110,125			$111,854			$185,227			$185,948			$188,108			$190,125			$191,854						$105,227			$105,948			$108,108			$110,125			$111,854			$185,227			$185,948			$188,108			$190,125			$191,854


			SIERRA50%			50%			$115,311			$116,751			$121,073			$125,250			$128,707			$195,311			$196,751			$201,073			$205,250			$208,707						$115,311			$116,751			$121,073			$125,250			$128,707			$195,311			$196,751			$201,073			$205,250			$208,707						$115,311			$116,751			$121,073			$125,250			$128,707			$195,311			$196,751			$201,073			$205,250			$208,707


			SIERRA45%			45%			$125,538			$127,699			$134,181			$140,231			$145,561			$205,538			$207,699			$214,181			$220,231			$225,561						$125,538			$127,699			$134,181			$140,231			$145,561			$205,538			$207,699			$214,181			$220,231			$225,561						$125,538			$127,699			$134,181			$140,231			$145,561			$205,538			$207,699			$214,181			$220,231			$225,561


			SIERRA40%			40%			$135,621			$138,502			$147,145			$155,356			$162,270			$215,621			$218,502			$227,145			$235,356			$242,270						$135,621			$138,502			$147,145			$155,356			$162,270			$215,621			$218,502			$227,145			$235,356			$242,270						$135,621			$138,502			$147,145			$155,356			$162,270			$215,621			$218,502			$227,145			$235,356			$242,270


			SIERRA35%			35%			$145,849			$149,450			$160,253			$170,481			$179,124			$225,849			$229,450			$240,253			$250,481			$259,124						$145,849			$149,450			$160,253			$170,481			$179,124			$225,849			$229,450			$240,253			$250,481			$259,124						$145,849			$149,450			$160,253			$170,481			$179,124			$225,849			$229,450			$240,253			$250,481			$259,124


			SIERRA30%			30%			$155,932			$160,253			$173,362			$185,462			$195,977			$235,932			$240,253			$253,362			$265,462			$275,977						$155,932			$160,253			$173,362			$185,462			$195,977			$235,932			$240,253			$253,362			$265,462			$275,977						$155,932			$160,253			$173,362			$185,462			$195,977			$235,932			$240,253			$253,362			$265,462			$275,977


			SIERRA25%			25%			$166,159			$171,201			$186,326			$200,587			$212,831			$246,159			$251,201			$266,326			$280,587			$292,831						$166,159			$171,201			$186,326			$200,587			$212,831			$246,159			$251,201			$266,326			$280,587			$292,831						$166,159			$171,201			$186,326			$200,587			$212,831			$246,159			$251,201			$266,326			$280,587			$292,831


			SIERRA20%			20%			$176,243			$182,005			$199,434			$215,712			$229,540			$256,243			$262,005			$279,434			$295,712			$309,540						$176,243			$182,005			$199,434			$215,712			$229,540			$256,243			$262,005			$279,434			$295,712			$309,540						$176,243			$182,005			$199,434			$215,712			$229,540			$256,243			$262,005			$279,434			$295,712			$309,540


			SIERRA15%			15%			$186,470			$192,952			$212,543			$230,693			$246,394			$266,470			$272,952			$292,543			$310,693			$326,394						$186,470			$192,952			$212,543			$230,693			$246,394			$266,470			$272,952			$292,543			$310,693			$326,394						$186,470			$192,952			$212,543			$230,693			$246,394			$266,470			$272,952			$292,543			$310,693			$326,394


			SISKIYOU60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SISKIYOU55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			SISKIYOU50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			SISKIYOU45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			SISKIYOU40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			SISKIYOU35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			SISKIYOU30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			SISKIYOU25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			SISKIYOU20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			SISKIYOU15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			SOLANO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SOLANO55%			55%			$106,668			$107,532			$109,981			$112,430			$114,302			$186,668			$187,532			$189,981			$192,430			$194,302						$106,668			$107,532			$109,981			$112,430			$114,302			$186,668			$187,532			$189,981			$192,430			$194,302						$106,668			$107,532			$109,981			$112,430			$114,302			$186,668			$187,532			$189,981			$192,430			$194,302


			SOLANO50%			50%			$118,336			$120,064			$124,962			$129,715			$133,605			$198,336			$200,064			$204,962			$209,715			$213,605						$118,336			$120,064			$124,962			$129,715			$133,605			$198,336			$200,064			$204,962			$209,715			$213,605						$118,336			$120,064			$124,962			$129,715			$133,605			$198,336			$200,064			$204,962			$209,715			$213,605


			SOLANO45%			45%			$130,003			$132,596			$139,943			$147,001			$152,907			$210,003			$212,596			$219,943			$227,001			$232,907						$130,003			$132,596			$139,943			$147,001			$152,907			$210,003			$212,596			$219,943			$227,001			$232,907						$130,003			$132,596			$139,943			$147,001			$152,907			$210,003			$212,596			$219,943			$227,001			$232,907


			SOLANO40%			40%			$141,671			$144,984			$154,924			$164,287			$172,209			$221,671			$224,984			$234,924			$244,287			$252,209						$141,671			$144,984			$154,924			$164,287			$172,209			$221,671			$224,984			$234,924			$244,287			$252,209						$141,671			$144,984			$154,924			$164,287			$172,209			$221,671			$224,984			$234,924			$244,287			$252,209


			SOLANO35%			35%			$153,339			$157,517			$170,049			$181,716			$191,656			$233,339			$237,517			$250,049			$261,716			$271,656						$153,339			$157,517			$170,049			$181,716			$191,656			$233,339			$237,517			$250,049			$261,716			$271,656						$153,339			$157,517			$170,049			$181,716			$191,656			$233,339			$237,517			$250,049			$261,716			$271,656


			SOLANO30%			30%			$165,007			$170,049			$185,030			$199,002			$210,958			$245,007			$250,049			$265,030			$279,002			$290,958						$165,007			$170,049			$185,030			$199,002			$210,958			$245,007			$250,049			$265,030			$279,002			$290,958						$165,007			$170,049			$185,030			$199,002			$210,958			$245,007			$250,049			$265,030			$279,002			$290,958


			SOLANO25%			25%			$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260						$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260						$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260


			SOLANO20%			20%			$188,343			$194,969			$214,991			$233,574			$249,563			$268,343			$274,969			$294,991			$313,574			$329,563						$188,343			$194,969			$214,991			$233,574			$249,563			$268,343			$274,969			$294,991			$313,574			$329,563						$188,343			$194,969			$214,991			$233,574			$249,563			$268,343			$274,969			$294,991			$313,574			$329,563


			SOLANO15%			15%			$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,003			$268,865			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,003			$348,865						$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,003			$268,865			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,003			$348,865						$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,003			$268,865			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,003			$348,865


			SONOMA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SONOMA55%			55%			$109,405			$110,269			$113,438			$116,319			$118,768			$189,405			$190,269			$193,438			$196,319			$198,768						$109,405			$110,269			$113,438			$116,319			$118,768			$189,405			$190,269			$193,438			$196,319			$198,768						$109,405			$110,269			$113,438			$116,319			$118,768			$189,405			$190,269			$193,438			$196,319			$198,768


			SONOMA50%			50%			$123,665			$125,682			$131,876			$137,638			$142,536			$203,665			$205,682			$211,876			$217,638			$222,536						$123,665			$125,682			$131,876			$137,638			$142,536			$203,665			$205,682			$211,876			$217,638			$222,536						$123,665			$125,682			$131,876			$137,638			$142,536			$203,665			$205,682			$211,876			$217,638			$222,536


			SONOMA45%			45%			$138,070			$140,951			$150,314			$158,813			$166,303			$218,070			$220,951			$230,314			$238,813			$246,303						$138,070			$140,951			$150,314			$158,813			$166,303			$218,070			$220,951			$230,314			$238,813			$246,303						$138,070			$140,951			$150,314			$158,813			$166,303			$218,070			$220,951			$230,314			$238,813			$246,303


			SONOMA40%			40%			$152,331			$156,364			$168,608			$180,132			$189,927			$232,331			$236,364			$248,608			$260,132			$269,927						$152,331			$156,364			$168,608			$180,132			$189,927			$232,331			$236,364			$248,608			$260,132			$269,927						$152,331			$156,364			$168,608			$180,132			$189,927			$232,331			$236,364			$248,608			$260,132			$269,927


			SONOMA35%			35%			$166,736			$171,777			$187,046			$201,451			$213,695			$246,736			$251,777			$267,046			$281,451			$293,695						$166,736			$171,777			$187,046			$201,451			$213,695			$246,736			$251,777			$267,046			$281,451			$293,695						$166,736			$171,777			$187,046			$201,451			$213,695			$246,736			$251,777			$267,046			$281,451			$293,695


			SONOMA30%			30%			$180,996			$187,046			$205,484			$222,626			$237,463			$260,996			$267,046			$285,484			$302,626			$317,463						$180,996			$187,046			$205,484			$222,626			$237,463			$260,996			$267,046			$285,484			$302,626			$317,463						$180,996			$187,046			$205,484			$222,626			$237,463			$260,996			$267,046			$285,484			$302,626			$317,463


			SONOMA25%			25%			$195,401			$202,459			$223,922			$243,945			$261,231			$275,401			$282,459			$303,922			$323,945			$341,231						$195,401			$202,459			$223,922			$243,945			$261,231			$275,401			$282,459			$303,922			$323,945			$341,231						$195,401			$202,459			$223,922			$243,945			$261,231			$275,401			$282,459			$303,922			$323,945			$341,231


			SONOMA20%			20%			$209,662			$217,728			$242,360			$265,264			$284,854			$289,662			$297,728			$322,360			$345,264			$364,854						$209,662			$217,728			$242,360			$265,264			$284,854			$289,662			$297,728			$322,360			$345,264			$364,854						$209,662			$217,728			$242,360			$265,264			$284,854			$289,662			$297,728			$322,360			$345,264			$364,854


			SONOMA15%			15%			$224,066			$233,141			$260,798			$286,439			$308,622			$304,066			$313,141			$340,798			$366,439			$388,622						$224,066			$233,141			$260,798			$286,439			$308,622			$304,066			$313,141			$340,798			$366,439			$388,622						$224,066			$233,141			$260,798			$286,439			$308,622			$304,066			$313,141			$340,798			$366,439			$388,622


			STANISLAUS60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			STANISLAUS55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			STANISLAUS50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			STANISLAUS45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			STANISLAUS40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			STANISLAUS35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			STANISLAUS30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			STANISLAUS25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			STANISLAUS20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			STANISLAUS15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			SUTTER60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			SUTTER55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			SUTTER50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			SUTTER45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			SUTTER40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			SUTTER35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			SUTTER30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			SUTTER25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			SUTTER20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			SUTTER15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			TEHAMA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			TEHAMA55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			TEHAMA50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			TEHAMA45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			TEHAMA40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			TEHAMA35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			TEHAMA30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			TEHAMA25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			TEHAMA20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			TEHAMA15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			TRINITY60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			TRINITY55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			TRINITY50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			TRINITY45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			TRINITY40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			TRINITY35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			TRINITY30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			TRINITY25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			TRINITY20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			TRINITY15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			TULARE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			TULARE55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			TULARE50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			TULARE45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			TULARE40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			TULARE35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			TULARE30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			TULARE25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			TULARE20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			TULARE15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371


			TUOLUMNE60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			TUOLUMNE55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837						$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837						$103,931			$104,507			$106,524			$108,252			$109,837			$183,931			$184,507			$186,524			$188,252			$189,837


			TUOLUMNE50%			50%			$112,862			$114,158			$118,048			$121,649			$124,674			$192,862			$194,158			$198,048			$201,649			$204,674						$112,862			$114,158			$118,048			$121,649			$124,674			$192,862			$194,158			$198,048			$201,649			$204,674						$112,862			$114,158			$118,048			$121,649			$124,674			$192,862			$194,158			$198,048			$201,649			$204,674


			TUOLUMNE45%			45%			$121,793			$123,665			$129,571			$134,901			$139,511			$201,793			$203,665			$209,571			$214,901			$219,511						$121,793			$123,665			$129,571			$134,901			$139,511			$201,793			$203,665			$209,571			$214,901			$219,511						$121,793			$123,665			$129,571			$134,901			$139,511			$201,793			$203,665			$209,571			$214,901			$219,511


			TUOLUMNE40%			40%			$130,724			$133,317			$140,951			$148,153			$154,203			$210,724			$213,317			$220,951			$228,153			$234,203						$130,724			$133,317			$140,951			$148,153			$154,203			$210,724			$213,317			$220,951			$228,153			$234,203						$130,724			$133,317			$140,951			$148,153			$154,203			$210,724			$213,317			$220,951			$228,153			$234,203


			TUOLUMNE35%			35%			$139,799			$142,968			$152,475			$161,406			$169,040			$219,799			$222,968			$232,475			$241,406			$249,040						$139,799			$142,968			$152,475			$161,406			$169,040			$219,799			$222,968			$232,475			$241,406			$249,040						$139,799			$142,968			$152,475			$161,406			$169,040			$219,799			$222,968			$232,475			$241,406			$249,040


			TUOLUMNE30%			30%			$148,730			$152,475			$163,999			$174,658			$183,877			$228,730			$232,475			$243,999			$254,658			$263,877						$148,730			$152,475			$163,999			$174,658			$183,877			$228,730			$232,475			$243,999			$254,658			$263,877						$148,730			$152,475			$163,999			$174,658			$183,877			$228,730			$232,475			$243,999			$254,658			$263,877


			TUOLUMNE25%			25%			$157,661			$162,126			$175,522			$188,055			$198,714			$237,661			$242,126			$255,522			$268,055			$278,714						$157,661			$162,126			$175,522			$188,055			$198,714			$237,661			$242,126			$255,522			$268,055			$278,714						$157,661			$162,126			$175,522			$188,055			$198,714			$237,661			$242,126			$255,522			$268,055			$278,714


			TUOLUMNE20%			20%			$166,592			$171,633			$187,046			$201,307			$213,551			$246,592			$251,633			$267,046			$281,307			$293,551						$166,592			$171,633			$187,046			$201,307			$213,551			$246,592			$251,633			$267,046			$281,307			$293,551						$166,592			$171,633			$187,046			$201,307			$213,551			$246,592			$251,633			$267,046			$281,307			$293,551


			TUOLUMNE15%			15%			$175,522			$181,284			$198,570			$214,559			$228,388			$255,522			$261,284			$278,570			$294,559			$308,388						$175,522			$181,284			$198,570			$214,559			$228,388			$255,522			$261,284			$278,570			$294,559			$308,388						$175,522			$181,284			$198,570			$214,559			$228,388			$255,522			$261,284			$278,570			$294,559			$308,388


			VENTURA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			VENTURA55%			55%			$109,261			$110,269			$113,294			$116,175			$118,624			$189,261			$190,269			$193,294			$196,175			$198,624						$109,261			$110,269			$113,294			$116,175			$118,624			$189,261			$190,269			$193,294			$196,175			$198,624						$109,261			$110,269			$113,294			$116,175			$118,624			$189,261			$190,269			$193,294			$196,175			$198,624


			VENTURA50%			50%			$123,521			$125,538			$131,588			$137,206			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,588			$217,206			$222,248						$123,521			$125,538			$131,588			$137,206			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,588			$217,206			$222,248						$123,521			$125,538			$131,588			$137,206			$142,248			$203,521			$205,538			$211,588			$217,206			$222,248


			VENTURA45%			45%			$137,782			$140,807			$149,882			$158,381			$165,871			$217,782			$220,807			$229,882			$238,381			$245,871						$137,782			$140,807			$149,882			$158,381			$165,871			$217,782			$220,807			$229,882			$238,381			$245,871						$137,782			$140,807			$149,882			$158,381			$165,871			$217,782			$220,807			$229,882			$238,381			$245,871


			VENTURA40%			40%			$151,899			$156,076			$168,176			$179,556			$189,351			$231,899			$236,076			$248,176			$259,556			$269,351						$151,899			$156,076			$168,176			$179,556			$189,351			$231,899			$236,076			$248,176			$259,556			$269,351						$151,899			$156,076			$168,176			$179,556			$189,351			$231,899			$236,076			$248,176			$259,556			$269,351


			VENTURA35%			35%			$166,159			$171,345			$186,614			$200,731			$212,975			$246,159			$251,345			$266,614			$280,731			$292,975						$166,159			$171,345			$186,614			$200,731			$212,975			$246,159			$251,345			$266,614			$280,731			$292,975						$166,159			$171,345			$186,614			$200,731			$212,975			$246,159			$251,345			$266,614			$280,731			$292,975


			VENTURA30%			30%			$180,420			$186,614			$204,908			$221,906			$236,598			$260,420			$266,614			$284,908			$301,906			$316,598						$180,420			$186,614			$204,908			$221,906			$236,598			$260,420			$266,614			$284,908			$301,906			$316,598						$180,420			$186,614			$204,908			$221,906			$236,598			$260,420			$266,614			$284,908			$301,906			$316,598


			VENTURA25%			25%			$194,681			$201,883			$223,202			$242,937			$260,222			$274,681			$281,883			$303,202			$322,937			$340,222						$194,681			$201,883			$223,202			$242,937			$260,222			$274,681			$281,883			$303,202			$322,937			$340,222						$194,681			$201,883			$223,202			$242,937			$260,222			$274,681			$281,883			$303,202			$322,937			$340,222


			VENTURA20%			20%			$208,941			$217,152			$241,496			$264,112			$283,702			$288,941			$297,152			$321,496			$344,112			$363,702						$208,941			$217,152			$241,496			$264,112			$283,702			$288,941			$297,152			$321,496			$344,112			$363,702						$208,941			$217,152			$241,496			$264,112			$283,702			$288,941			$297,152			$321,496			$344,112			$363,702


			VENTURA15%			15%			$223,202			$232,421			$259,790			$285,286			$307,326			$303,202			$312,421			$339,790			$365,286			$387,326						$223,202			$232,421			$259,790			$285,286			$307,326			$303,202			$312,421			$339,790			$365,286			$387,326						$223,202			$232,421			$259,790			$285,286			$307,326			$303,202			$312,421			$339,790			$365,286			$387,326


			YOLO60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			YOLO55%			55%			$106,668			$107,532			$109,981			$112,430			$114,302			$186,668			$187,532			$189,981			$192,430			$194,302						$106,668			$107,532			$109,981			$112,430			$114,302			$186,668			$187,532			$189,981			$192,430			$194,302						$106,668			$107,532			$109,981			$112,430			$114,302			$186,668			$187,532			$189,981			$192,430			$194,302


			YOLO50%			50%			$118,336			$120,064			$124,962			$129,715			$133,605			$198,336			$200,064			$204,962			$209,715			$213,605						$118,336			$120,064			$124,962			$129,715			$133,605			$198,336			$200,064			$204,962			$209,715			$213,605						$118,336			$120,064			$124,962			$129,715			$133,605			$198,336			$200,064			$204,962			$209,715			$213,605


			YOLO45%			45%			$130,003			$132,596			$139,943			$147,001			$152,907			$210,003			$212,596			$219,943			$227,001			$232,907						$130,003			$132,596			$139,943			$147,001			$152,907			$210,003			$212,596			$219,943			$227,001			$232,907						$130,003			$132,596			$139,943			$147,001			$152,907			$210,003			$212,596			$219,943			$227,001			$232,907


			YOLO40%			40%			$141,671			$144,984			$154,924			$164,287			$172,209			$221,671			$224,984			$234,924			$244,287			$252,209						$141,671			$144,984			$154,924			$164,287			$172,209			$221,671			$224,984			$234,924			$244,287			$252,209						$141,671			$144,984			$154,924			$164,287			$172,209			$221,671			$224,984			$234,924			$244,287			$252,209


			YOLO35%			35%			$153,339			$157,517			$170,049			$181,716			$191,656			$233,339			$237,517			$250,049			$261,716			$271,656						$153,339			$157,517			$170,049			$181,716			$191,656			$233,339			$237,517			$250,049			$261,716			$271,656						$153,339			$157,517			$170,049			$181,716			$191,656			$233,339			$237,517			$250,049			$261,716			$271,656


			YOLO30%			30%			$165,007			$170,049			$185,030			$199,002			$210,958			$245,007			$250,049			$265,030			$279,002			$290,958						$165,007			$170,049			$185,030			$199,002			$210,958			$245,007			$250,049			$265,030			$279,002			$290,958						$165,007			$170,049			$185,030			$199,002			$210,958			$245,007			$250,049			$265,030			$279,002			$290,958


			YOLO25%			25%			$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260						$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260						$176,675			$182,581			$200,010			$216,288			$230,260			$256,675			$262,581			$280,010			$296,288			$310,260


			YOLO20%			20%			$188,343			$194,969			$214,991			$233,574			$249,563			$268,343			$274,969			$294,991			$313,574			$329,563						$188,343			$194,969			$214,991			$233,574			$249,563			$268,343			$274,969			$294,991			$313,574			$329,563						$188,343			$194,969			$214,991			$233,574			$249,563			$268,343			$274,969			$294,991			$313,574			$329,563


			YOLO15%			15%			$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,003			$268,865			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,003			$348,865						$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,003			$268,865			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,003			$348,865						$200,010			$207,501			$229,972			$251,003			$268,865			$280,010			$287,501			$309,972			$331,003			$348,865


			YUBA60%			60%			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000						$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$95,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000			$175,000


			YUBA55%			55%			$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549						$103,931			$104,507			$106,380			$108,108			$109,549			$183,931			$184,507			$186,380			$188,108			$189,549


			YUBA50%			50%			$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242						$112,718			$113,870			$117,759			$121,217			$124,242			$192,718			$193,870			$197,759			$201,217			$204,242


			YUBA45%			45%			$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790						$121,505			$123,377			$129,139			$134,325			$138,790			$201,505			$203,377			$209,139			$214,325			$218,790


			YUBA40%			40%			$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339						$130,292			$132,740			$140,375			$147,289			$153,339			$210,292			$212,740			$220,375			$227,289			$233,339


			YUBA35%			35%			$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032						$139,223			$142,248			$151,755			$160,397			$168,032			$219,223			$222,248			$231,755			$240,397			$248,032


			YUBA30%			30%			$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581						$148,009			$151,755			$163,134			$173,506			$182,581			$228,009			$231,755			$243,134			$253,506			$262,581


			YUBA25%			25%			$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274						$156,796			$161,118			$174,514			$186,614			$197,274			$236,796			$241,118			$254,514			$266,614			$277,274


			YUBA20%			20%			$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822						$165,583			$170,625			$185,750			$199,722			$211,822			$245,583			$250,625			$265,750			$279,722			$291,822


			YUBA15%			15%			$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371						$174,514			$180,132			$197,130			$212,831			$226,371			$254,514			$260,132			$277,130			$292,831			$306,371








Rent Limits


			County			County			1 Person			2 Person			3 Person			4 Person			5 Person			6 Person			7 Person			8 Person			0			1			2			3			4			5


			Alameda			Alameda0.15			$15,000			$17,145			$19,290			$21,420			$23,145			$24,855			$26,565			$28,275			$375			$401			$482			$557			$621			$685


			Alameda			Alameda0.2			$20,000			$22,860			$25,720			$28,560			$30,860			$33,140			$35,420			$37,700			$500			$535			$643			$742			$828			$914


			Alameda			Alameda0.25			$25,000			$28,575			$32,150			$35,700			$38,575			$41,425			$44,275			$47,125			$625			$669			$803			$928			$1,035			$1,142


			Alameda			Alameda0.3			$30,000			$34,290			$38,580			$42,840			$46,290			$49,710			$53,130			$56,550			$750			$803			$964			$1,114			$1,242			$1,371


			Alameda			Alameda0.35			$35,000			$40,005			$45,010			$49,980			$54,005			$57,995			$61,985			$65,975			$875			$937			$1,125			$1,299			$1,449			$1,599


			Alameda			Alameda0.4			$40,000			$45,720			$51,440			$57,120			$61,720			$66,280			$70,840			$75,400			$1,000			$1,071			$1,286			$1,485			$1,657			$1,828


			Alameda			Alameda0.45			$45,000			$51,435			$57,870			$64,260			$69,435			$74,565			$79,695			$84,825			$1,125			$1,205			$1,446			$1,671			$1,864			$2,056


			Alameda			Alameda0.5			$50,000			$57,150			$64,300			$71,400			$77,150			$82,850			$88,550			$94,250			$1,250			$1,339			$1,607			$1,856			$2,071			$2,285


			Alameda			Alameda0.55			$55,000			$62,865			$70,730			$78,540			$84,865			$91,135			$97,405			$103,675			$1,375			$1,473			$1,768			$2,042			$2,278			$2,513


			Alameda			Alameda0.6			$60,000			$68,580			$77,160			$85,680			$92,580			$99,420			$106,260			$113,100			$1,500			$1,607			$1,929			$2,228			$2,485			$2,742


			Alameda			Alameda0.65			$65,000			$74,295			$83,590			$92,820			$100,295			$107,705			$115,115			$122,525			$1,625			$1,741			$2,089			$2,413			$2,692			$2,970


			Alameda			Alameda0.7			$70,000			$80,010			$90,020			$99,960			$108,010			$115,990			$123,970			$131,950			$1,750			$1,875			$2,250			$2,599			$2,899			$3,199


			Alameda			Alameda0.75			$75,000			$85,725			$96,450			$107,100			$115,725			$124,275			$132,825			$141,375			$1,875			$2,009			$2,411			$2,785			$3,106			$3,427


			Alameda			Alameda0.8			$80,000			$91,440			$102,880			$114,240			$123,440			$132,560			$141,680			$150,800			$2,000			$2,143			$2,572			$2,971			$3,314			$3,656


			Alameda			Alameda0.9			$90,000			$102,870			$115,740			$128,520			$138,870			$149,130			$159,390			$169,650			$2,250			$2,410			$2,893			$3,342			$3,728			$4,113


			Alameda			Alameda1			$100,000			$114,300			$128,600			$142,800			$154,300			$165,700			$177,100			$188,500			$2,500			$2,678			$3,214			$3,712			$4,142			$4,570


			Alameda			Alameda1.1			$110,000			$125,730			$141,460			$157,080			$169,730			$182,270			$194,810			$207,350			$2,750			$2,946			$3,536			$4,085			$4,556			$5,027


			Alameda			Alameda1.2			$120,000			$137,160			$154,320			$171,360			$185,160			$198,840			$212,520			$226,200			$3,000			$3,214			$3,858			$4,456			$4,971			$5,484


			Alpine			Alpine0.15			$9,540			$10,905			$12,270			$13,620			$14,715			$15,810			$16,890			$17,985			$238			$255			$306			$354			$395			$435


			Alpine			Alpine0.2			$12,720			$14,540			$16,360			$18,160			$19,620			$21,080			$22,520			$23,980			$318			$340			$409			$472			$527			$581


			Alpine			Alpine0.25			$15,900			$18,175			$20,450			$22,700			$24,525			$26,350			$28,150			$29,975			$397			$425			$511			$590			$658			$726


			Alpine			Alpine0.3			$19,080			$21,810			$24,540			$27,240			$29,430			$31,620			$33,780			$35,970			$477			$511			$613			$708			$790			$871


			Alpine			Alpine0.35			$22,260			$25,445			$28,630			$31,780			$34,335			$36,890			$39,410			$41,965			$556			$596			$715			$826			$922			$1,017


			Alpine			Alpine0.4			$25,440			$29,080			$32,720			$36,320			$39,240			$42,160			$45,040			$47,960			$636			$681			$818			$944			$1,054			$1,162


			Alpine			Alpine0.45			$28,620			$32,715			$36,810			$40,860			$44,145			$47,430			$50,670			$53,955			$715			$766			$920			$1,062			$1,185			$1,307


			Alpine			Alpine0.5			$31,800			$36,350			$40,900			$45,400			$49,050			$52,700			$56,300			$59,950			$795			$851			$1,022			$1,180			$1,317			$1,453


			Alpine			Alpine0.55			$34,980			$39,985			$44,990			$49,940			$53,955			$57,970			$61,930			$65,945			$874			$937			$1,124			$1,298			$1,449			$1,598


			Alpine			Alpine0.6			$38,160			$43,620			$49,080			$54,480			$58,860			$63,240			$67,560			$71,940			$954			$1,022			$1,227			$1,416			$1,581			$1,743


			Alpine			Alpine0.65			$41,340			$47,255			$53,170			$59,020			$63,765			$68,510			$73,190			$77,935			$1,033			$1,107			$1,329			$1,534			$1,712			$1,889


			Alpine			Alpine0.7			$44,520			$50,890			$57,260			$63,560			$68,670			$73,780			$78,820			$83,930			$1,113			$1,192			$1,431			$1,652			$1,844			$2,034


			Alpine			Alpine0.75			$47,700			$54,525			$61,350			$68,100			$73,575			$79,050			$84,450			$89,925			$1,192			$1,277			$1,533			$1,770			$1,976			$2,179


			Alpine			Alpine0.8			$50,880			$58,160			$65,440			$72,640			$78,480			$84,320			$90,080			$95,920			$1,272			$1,363			$1,636			$1,889			$2,108			$2,325


			Alpine			Alpine0.9			$57,240			$65,430			$73,620			$81,720			$88,290			$94,860			$101,340			$107,910			$1,431			$1,533			$1,840			$2,125			$2,371			$2,615


			Alpine			Alpine1			$63,600			$72,700			$81,800			$90,800			$98,100			$105,400			$112,600			$119,900			$1,590			$1,702			$2,044			$2,360			$2,634			$2,906


			Alpine			Alpine1.1			$69,960			$79,970			$89,980			$99,880			$107,910			$115,940			$123,860			$131,890			$1,749			$1,874			$2,249			$2,597			$2,898			$3,196


			Alpine			Alpine1.2			$76,320			$87,240			$98,160			$108,960			$117,720			$126,480			$135,120			$143,880			$1,908			$2,044			$2,454			$2,833			$3,162			$3,487


			Amador			Amador0.15			$9,105			$10,395			$11,700			$12,990			$14,040			$15,075			$16,110			$17,160			$227			$243			$292			$337			$376			$415


			Amador			Amador0.2			$12,140			$13,860			$15,600			$17,320			$18,720			$20,100			$21,480			$22,880			$303			$325			$390			$450			$502			$554


			Amador			Amador0.25			$15,175			$17,325			$19,500			$21,650			$23,400			$25,125			$26,850			$28,600			$379			$406			$487			$563			$628			$693


			Amador			Amador0.3			$18,210			$20,790			$23,400			$25,980			$28,080			$30,150			$32,220			$34,320			$455			$487			$585			$675			$753			$831


			Amador			Amador0.35			$21,245			$24,255			$27,300			$30,310			$32,760			$35,175			$37,590			$40,040			$531			$568			$682			$788			$879			$970


			Amador			Amador0.4			$24,280			$27,720			$31,200			$34,640			$37,440			$40,200			$42,960			$45,760			$607			$650			$780			$901			$1,005			$1,109


			Amador			Amador0.45			$27,315			$31,185			$35,100			$38,970			$42,120			$45,225			$48,330			$51,480			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,247


			Amador			Amador0.5			$30,350			$34,650			$39,000			$43,300			$46,800			$50,250			$53,700			$57,200			$758			$812			$975			$1,126			$1,256			$1,386


			Amador			Amador0.55			$33,385			$38,115			$42,900			$47,630			$51,480			$55,275			$59,070			$62,920			$834			$893			$1,072			$1,238			$1,381			$1,524


			Amador			Amador0.6			$36,420			$41,580			$46,800			$51,960			$56,160			$60,300			$64,440			$68,640			$910			$975			$1,170			$1,351			$1,507			$1,663


			Amador			Amador0.65			$39,455			$45,045			$50,700			$56,290			$60,840			$65,325			$69,810			$74,360			$986			$1,056			$1,267			$1,464			$1,633			$1,802


			Amador			Amador0.7			$42,490			$48,510			$54,600			$60,620			$65,520			$70,350			$75,180			$80,080			$1,062			$1,137			$1,365			$1,576			$1,758			$1,940


			Amador			Amador0.75			$45,525			$51,975			$58,500			$64,950			$70,200			$75,375			$80,550			$85,800			$1,138			$1,218			$1,462			$1,689			$1,884			$2,079


			Amador			Amador0.8			$48,560			$55,440			$62,400			$69,280			$74,880			$80,400			$85,920			$91,520			$1,214			$1,300			$1,560			$1,802			$2,010			$2,218


			Amador			Amador0.9			$54,630			$62,370			$70,200			$77,940			$84,240			$90,450			$96,660			$102,960			$1,365			$1,462			$1,755			$2,027			$2,261			$2,495


			Amador			Amador1			$60,700			$69,300			$78,000			$86,600			$93,600			$100,500			$107,400			$114,400			$1,516			$1,624			$1,950			$2,252			$2,512			$2,772


			Amador			Amador1.1			$66,770			$76,230			$85,800			$95,260			$102,960			$110,550			$118,140			$125,840			$1,669			$1,787			$2,145			$2,477			$2,763			$3,049


			Amador			Amador1.2			$72,840			$83,160			$93,600			$103,920			$112,320			$120,600			$128,880			$137,280			$1,821			$1,950			$2,340			$2,703			$3,015			$3,327


			Butte			Butte0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Butte			Butte0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Butte			Butte0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Butte			Butte0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Butte			Butte0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Butte			Butte0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Butte			Butte0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Butte			Butte0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Butte			Butte0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Butte			Butte0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Butte			Butte0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Butte			Butte0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Butte			Butte0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Butte			Butte0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Butte			Butte0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Butte			Butte1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Butte			Butte1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Butte			Butte1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.15			$9,450			$10,800			$12,150			$13,500			$14,580			$15,660			$16,740			$17,820			$236			$253			$303			$351			$391			$432


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.2			$12,600			$14,400			$16,200			$18,000			$19,440			$20,880			$22,320			$23,760			$315			$337			$405			$468			$522			$576


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.25			$15,750			$18,000			$20,250			$22,500			$24,300			$26,100			$27,900			$29,700			$393			$421			$506			$585			$652			$720


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.3			$18,900			$21,600			$24,300			$27,000			$29,160			$31,320			$33,480			$35,640			$472			$506			$607			$702			$783			$864


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.35			$22,050			$25,200			$28,350			$31,500			$34,020			$36,540			$39,060			$41,580			$551			$590			$708			$819			$913			$1,008


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.4			$25,200			$28,800			$32,400			$36,000			$38,880			$41,760			$44,640			$47,520			$630			$675			$810			$936			$1,044			$1,152


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.45			$28,350			$32,400			$36,450			$40,500			$43,740			$46,980			$50,220			$53,460			$708			$759			$911			$1,053			$1,174			$1,296


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.5			$31,500			$36,000			$40,500			$45,000			$48,600			$52,200			$55,800			$59,400			$787			$843			$1,012			$1,170			$1,305			$1,440


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.55			$34,650			$39,600			$44,550			$49,500			$53,460			$57,420			$61,380			$65,340			$866			$928			$1,113			$1,287			$1,435			$1,584


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.6			$37,800			$43,200			$48,600			$54,000			$58,320			$62,640			$66,960			$71,280			$945			$1,012			$1,215			$1,404			$1,566			$1,728


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.65			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,500			$63,180			$67,860			$72,540			$77,220			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,521			$1,696			$1,872


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.7			$44,100			$50,400			$56,700			$63,000			$68,040			$73,080			$78,120			$83,160			$1,102			$1,181			$1,417			$1,638			$1,827			$2,016


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.75			$47,250			$54,000			$60,750			$67,500			$72,900			$78,300			$83,700			$89,100			$1,181			$1,265			$1,518			$1,755			$1,957			$2,160


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.8			$50,400			$57,600			$64,800			$72,000			$77,760			$83,520			$89,280			$95,040			$1,260			$1,350			$1,620			$1,872			$2,088			$2,304


			Calaveras			Calaveras0.9			$56,700			$64,800			$72,900			$81,000			$87,480			$93,960			$100,440			$106,920			$1,417			$1,518			$1,822			$2,106			$2,349			$2,592


			Calaveras			Calaveras1			$63,000			$72,000			$81,000			$90,000			$97,200			$104,400			$111,600			$118,800			$1,574			$1,686			$2,024			$2,340			$2,610			$2,880


			Calaveras			Calaveras1.1			$69,300			$79,200			$89,100			$99,000			$106,920			$114,840			$122,760			$130,680			$1,732			$1,856			$2,227			$2,574			$2,871			$3,168


			Calaveras			Calaveras1.2			$75,600			$86,400			$97,200			$108,000			$116,640			$125,280			$133,920			$142,560			$1,890			$2,025			$2,430			$2,808			$3,132			$3,456


			Colusa			Colusa0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Colusa			Colusa0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Colusa			Colusa0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Colusa			Colusa0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Colusa			Colusa0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Colusa			Colusa0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Colusa			Colusa0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Colusa			Colusa0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Colusa			Colusa0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Colusa			Colusa0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Colusa			Colusa0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Colusa			Colusa0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Colusa			Colusa0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Colusa			Colusa0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Colusa			Colusa0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Colusa			Colusa1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Colusa			Colusa1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Colusa			Colusa1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.15			$15,000			$17,145			$19,290			$21,420			$23,145			$24,855			$26,565			$28,275			$375			$401			$482			$557			$621			$685


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.2			$20,000			$22,860			$25,720			$28,560			$30,860			$33,140			$35,420			$37,700			$500			$535			$643			$742			$828			$914


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.25			$25,000			$28,575			$32,150			$35,700			$38,575			$41,425			$44,275			$47,125			$625			$669			$803			$928			$1,035			$1,142


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.3			$30,000			$34,290			$38,580			$42,840			$46,290			$49,710			$53,130			$56,550			$750			$803			$964			$1,114			$1,242			$1,371


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.35			$35,000			$40,005			$45,010			$49,980			$54,005			$57,995			$61,985			$65,975			$875			$937			$1,125			$1,299			$1,449			$1,599


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.4			$40,000			$45,720			$51,440			$57,120			$61,720			$66,280			$70,840			$75,400			$1,000			$1,071			$1,286			$1,485			$1,657			$1,828


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.45			$45,000			$51,435			$57,870			$64,260			$69,435			$74,565			$79,695			$84,825			$1,125			$1,205			$1,446			$1,671			$1,864			$2,056


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.5			$50,000			$57,150			$64,300			$71,400			$77,150			$82,850			$88,550			$94,250			$1,250			$1,339			$1,607			$1,856			$2,071			$2,285


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.55			$55,000			$62,865			$70,730			$78,540			$84,865			$91,135			$97,405			$103,675			$1,375			$1,473			$1,768			$2,042			$2,278			$2,513


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.6			$60,000			$68,580			$77,160			$85,680			$92,580			$99,420			$106,260			$113,100			$1,500			$1,607			$1,929			$2,228			$2,485			$2,742


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.65			$65,000			$74,295			$83,590			$92,820			$100,295			$107,705			$115,115			$122,525			$1,625			$1,741			$2,089			$2,413			$2,692			$2,970


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.7			$70,000			$80,010			$90,020			$99,960			$108,010			$115,990			$123,970			$131,950			$1,750			$1,875			$2,250			$2,599			$2,899			$3,199


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.75			$75,000			$85,725			$96,450			$107,100			$115,725			$124,275			$132,825			$141,375			$1,875			$2,009			$2,411			$2,785			$3,106			$3,427


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.8			$80,000			$91,440			$102,880			$114,240			$123,440			$132,560			$141,680			$150,800			$2,000			$2,143			$2,572			$2,971			$3,314			$3,656


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa0.9			$90,000			$102,870			$115,740			$128,520			$138,870			$149,130			$159,390			$169,650			$2,250			$2,410			$2,893			$3,342			$3,728			$4,113


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa1			$100,000			$114,300			$128,600			$142,800			$154,300			$165,700			$177,100			$188,500			$2,500			$2,678			$3,214			$3,712			$4,142			$4,570


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa1.1			$110,000			$125,730			$141,460			$157,080			$169,730			$182,270			$194,810			$207,350			$2,750			$2,946			$3,536			$4,085			$4,556			$5,027


			Contra Costa			Contra Costa1.2			$120,000			$137,160			$154,320			$171,360			$185,160			$198,840			$212,520			$226,200			$3,000			$3,214			$3,858			$4,456			$4,971			$5,484


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Del Norte			Del Norte0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Del Norte			Del Norte1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Del Norte			Del Norte1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Del Norte			Del Norte1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.15			$10,650			$12,165			$13,680			$15,195			$16,425			$17,640			$18,855			$20,070			$266			$285			$342			$395			$441			$486


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.2			$14,200			$16,220			$18,240			$20,260			$21,900			$23,520			$25,140			$26,760			$355			$380			$456			$527			$588			$648


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.25			$17,750			$20,275			$22,800			$25,325			$27,375			$29,400			$31,425			$33,450			$443			$475			$570			$658			$735			$810


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.3			$21,300			$24,330			$27,360			$30,390			$32,850			$35,280			$37,710			$40,140			$532			$570			$684			$790			$882			$973


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.35			$24,850			$28,385			$31,920			$35,455			$38,325			$41,160			$43,995			$46,830			$621			$665			$798			$922			$1,029			$1,135


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.4			$28,400			$32,440			$36,480			$40,520			$43,800			$47,040			$50,280			$53,520			$710			$760			$912			$1,054			$1,176			$1,297


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.45			$31,950			$36,495			$41,040			$45,585			$49,275			$52,920			$56,565			$60,210			$798			$855			$1,026			$1,185			$1,323			$1,459


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.5			$35,500			$40,550			$45,600			$50,650			$54,750			$58,800			$62,850			$66,900			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,470			$1,621


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.55			$39,050			$44,605			$50,160			$55,715			$60,225			$64,680			$69,135			$73,590			$976			$1,045			$1,254			$1,449			$1,617			$1,784


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.6			$42,600			$48,660			$54,720			$60,780			$65,700			$70,560			$75,420			$80,280			$1,065			$1,140			$1,368			$1,581			$1,764			$1,946


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.65			$46,150			$52,715			$59,280			$65,845			$71,175			$76,440			$81,705			$86,970			$1,153			$1,235			$1,482			$1,712			$1,911			$2,108


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.7			$49,700			$56,770			$63,840			$70,910			$76,650			$82,320			$87,990			$93,660			$1,242			$1,330			$1,596			$1,844			$2,058			$2,270


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.75			$53,250			$60,825			$68,400			$75,975			$82,125			$88,200			$94,275			$100,350			$1,331			$1,425			$1,710			$1,976			$2,205			$2,432


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.8			$56,800			$64,880			$72,960			$81,040			$87,600			$94,080			$100,560			$107,040			$1,420			$1,521			$1,824			$2,108			$2,352			$2,595


			El Dorado			El Dorado0.9			$63,900			$72,990			$82,080			$91,170			$98,550			$105,840			$113,130			$120,420			$1,597			$1,711			$2,052			$2,371			$2,646			$2,919


			El Dorado			El Dorado1			$71,000			$81,100			$91,200			$101,300			$109,500			$117,600			$125,700			$133,800			$1,774			$1,900			$2,280			$2,634			$2,940			$3,242


			El Dorado			El Dorado1.1			$78,100			$89,210			$100,320			$111,430			$120,450			$129,360			$138,270			$147,180			$1,952			$2,091			$2,508			$2,898			$3,234			$3,568


			El Dorado			El Dorado1.2			$85,200			$97,320			$109,440			$121,560			$131,400			$141,120			$150,840			$160,560			$2,130			$2,281			$2,736			$3,162			$3,528			$3,892


			Fresno			Fresno0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Fresno			Fresno0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Fresno			Fresno0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Fresno			Fresno0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Fresno			Fresno0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Fresno			Fresno0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Fresno			Fresno0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Fresno			Fresno0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Fresno			Fresno0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Fresno			Fresno0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Fresno			Fresno0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Fresno			Fresno0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Fresno			Fresno0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Fresno			Fresno0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Fresno			Fresno0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Fresno			Fresno1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Fresno			Fresno1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Fresno			Fresno1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Glenn			Glenn0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Glenn			Glenn0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Glenn			Glenn0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Glenn			Glenn0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Glenn			Glenn0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Glenn			Glenn0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Glenn			Glenn0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Glenn			Glenn0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Glenn			Glenn0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Glenn			Glenn0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Glenn			Glenn0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Glenn			Glenn0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Glenn			Glenn0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Glenn			Glenn0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Glenn			Glenn0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Glenn			Glenn1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Glenn			Glenn1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Glenn			Glenn1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Humboldt			Humboldt0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Humboldt			Humboldt1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Humboldt			Humboldt1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Humboldt			Humboldt1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Imperial			Imperial0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Imperial			Imperial0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Imperial			Imperial0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Imperial			Imperial0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Imperial			Imperial0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Imperial			Imperial0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Imperial			Imperial0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Imperial			Imperial0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Imperial			Imperial0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Imperial			Imperial0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Imperial			Imperial0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Imperial			Imperial0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Imperial			Imperial0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Imperial			Imperial0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Imperial			Imperial0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Imperial			Imperial1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Imperial			Imperial1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Imperial			Imperial1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Inyo			Inyo0.15			$8,685			$9,930			$11,175			$12,405			$13,410			$14,400			$15,390			$16,380			$217			$232			$279			$322			$360			$397


			Inyo			Inyo0.2			$11,580			$13,240			$14,900			$16,540			$17,880			$19,200			$20,520			$21,840			$289			$310			$372			$430			$480			$529


			Inyo			Inyo0.25			$14,475			$16,550			$18,625			$20,675			$22,350			$24,000			$25,650			$27,300			$361			$387			$465			$537			$600			$661


			Inyo			Inyo0.3			$17,370			$19,860			$22,350			$24,810			$26,820			$28,800			$30,780			$32,760			$434			$465			$558			$645			$720			$794


			Inyo			Inyo0.35			$20,265			$23,170			$26,075			$28,945			$31,290			$33,600			$35,910			$38,220			$506			$542			$651			$752			$840			$926


			Inyo			Inyo0.4			$23,160			$26,480			$29,800			$33,080			$35,760			$38,400			$41,040			$43,680			$579			$620			$745			$860			$960			$1,059


			Inyo			Inyo0.45			$26,055			$29,790			$33,525			$37,215			$40,230			$43,200			$46,170			$49,140			$651			$698			$838			$968			$1,080			$1,191


			Inyo			Inyo0.5			$28,950			$33,100			$37,250			$41,350			$44,700			$48,000			$51,300			$54,600			$723			$775			$931			$1,075			$1,200			$1,323


			Inyo			Inyo0.55			$31,845			$36,410			$40,975			$45,485			$49,170			$52,800			$56,430			$60,060			$796			$853			$1,024			$1,183			$1,320			$1,456


			Inyo			Inyo0.6			$34,740			$39,720			$44,700			$49,620			$53,640			$57,600			$61,560			$65,520			$868			$930			$1,117			$1,290			$1,440			$1,588


			Inyo			Inyo0.65			$37,635			$43,030			$48,425			$53,755			$58,110			$62,400			$66,690			$70,980			$940			$1,008			$1,210			$1,398			$1,560			$1,720


			Inyo			Inyo0.7			$40,530			$46,340			$52,150			$57,890			$62,580			$67,200			$71,820			$76,440			$1,013			$1,085			$1,303			$1,505			$1,680			$1,853


			Inyo			Inyo0.75			$43,425			$49,650			$55,875			$62,025			$67,050			$72,000			$76,950			$81,900			$1,085			$1,163			$1,396			$1,613			$1,800			$1,985


			Inyo			Inyo0.8			$46,320			$52,960			$59,600			$66,160			$71,520			$76,800			$82,080			$87,360			$1,158			$1,241			$1,490			$1,721			$1,920			$2,118


			Inyo			Inyo0.9			$52,110			$59,580			$67,050			$74,430			$80,460			$86,400			$92,340			$98,280			$1,302			$1,396			$1,676			$1,936			$2,160			$2,382


			Inyo			Inyo1			$57,900			$66,200			$74,500			$82,700			$89,400			$96,000			$102,600			$109,200			$1,446			$1,550			$1,862			$2,150			$2,400			$2,646


			Inyo			Inyo1.1			$63,690			$72,820			$81,950			$90,970			$98,340			$105,600			$112,860			$120,120			$1,592			$1,706			$2,048			$2,366			$2,640			$2,912


			Inyo			Inyo1.2			$69,480			$79,440			$89,400			$99,240			$107,280			$115,200			$123,120			$131,040			$1,737			$1,861			$2,235			$2,581			$2,880			$3,177


			Kern			Kern0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Kern			Kern0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Kern			Kern0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Kern			Kern0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Kern			Kern0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Kern			Kern0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Kern			Kern0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Kern			Kern0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Kern			Kern0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Kern			Kern0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Kern			Kern0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Kern			Kern0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Kern			Kern0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Kern			Kern0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Kern			Kern0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Kern			Kern1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Kern			Kern1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Kern			Kern1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Kings			Kings0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Kings			Kings0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Kings			Kings0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Kings			Kings0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Kings			Kings0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Kings			Kings0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Kings			Kings0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Kings			Kings0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Kings			Kings0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Kings			Kings0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Kings			Kings0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Kings			Kings0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Kings			Kings0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Kings			Kings0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Kings			Kings0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Kings			Kings1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Kings			Kings1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Kings			Kings1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Lake			Lake0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Lake			Lake0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Lake			Lake0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Lake			Lake0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Lake			Lake0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Lake			Lake0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Lake			Lake0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Lake			Lake0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Lake			Lake0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Lake			Lake0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Lake			Lake0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Lake			Lake0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Lake			Lake0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Lake			Lake0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Lake			Lake0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Lake			Lake1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Lake			Lake1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Lake			Lake1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Lassen			Lassen0.15			$8,445			$9,645			$10,845			$12,045			$13,020			$13,980			$14,940			$15,900			$211			$226			$271			$313			$349			$385


			Lassen			Lassen0.2			$11,260			$12,860			$14,460			$16,060			$17,360			$18,640			$19,920			$21,200			$281			$301			$361			$417			$466			$514


			Lassen			Lassen0.25			$14,075			$16,075			$18,075			$20,075			$21,700			$23,300			$24,900			$26,500			$351			$376			$451			$522			$582			$642


			Lassen			Lassen0.3			$16,890			$19,290			$21,690			$24,090			$26,040			$27,960			$29,880			$31,800			$422			$452			$542			$626			$699			$771


			Lassen			Lassen0.35			$19,705			$22,505			$25,305			$28,105			$30,380			$32,620			$34,860			$37,100			$492			$527			$632			$731			$815			$899


			Lassen			Lassen0.4			$22,520			$25,720			$28,920			$32,120			$34,720			$37,280			$39,840			$42,400			$563			$603			$723			$835			$932			$1,028


			Lassen			Lassen0.45			$25,335			$28,935			$32,535			$36,135			$39,060			$41,940			$44,820			$47,700			$633			$678			$813			$939			$1,048			$1,156


			Lassen			Lassen0.5			$28,150			$32,150			$36,150			$40,150			$43,400			$46,600			$49,800			$53,000			$703			$753			$903			$1,044			$1,165			$1,285


			Lassen			Lassen0.55			$30,965			$35,365			$39,765			$44,165			$47,740			$51,260			$54,780			$58,300			$774			$829			$994			$1,148			$1,281			$1,413


			Lassen			Lassen0.6			$33,780			$38,580			$43,380			$48,180			$52,080			$55,920			$59,760			$63,600			$844			$904			$1,084			$1,253			$1,398			$1,542


			Lassen			Lassen0.65			$36,595			$41,795			$46,995			$52,195			$56,420			$60,580			$64,740			$68,900			$914			$979			$1,174			$1,357			$1,514			$1,670


			Lassen			Lassen0.7			$39,410			$45,010			$50,610			$56,210			$60,760			$65,240			$69,720			$74,200			$985			$1,055			$1,265			$1,462			$1,631			$1,799


			Lassen			Lassen0.75			$42,225			$48,225			$54,225			$60,225			$65,100			$69,900			$74,700			$79,500			$1,055			$1,130			$1,355			$1,566			$1,747			$1,927


			Lassen			Lassen0.8			$45,040			$51,440			$57,840			$64,240			$69,440			$74,560			$79,680			$84,800			$1,126			$1,206			$1,446			$1,671			$1,864			$2,056


			Lassen			Lassen0.9			$50,670			$57,870			$65,070			$72,270			$78,120			$83,880			$89,640			$95,400			$1,266			$1,356			$1,626			$1,879			$2,097			$2,313


			Lassen			Lassen1			$56,300			$64,300			$72,300			$80,300			$86,800			$93,200			$99,600			$106,000			$1,406			$1,506			$1,806			$2,088			$2,330			$2,570


			Lassen			Lassen1.1			$61,930			$70,730			$79,530			$88,330			$95,480			$102,520			$109,560			$116,600			$1,548			$1,658			$1,988			$2,297			$2,563			$2,827


			Lassen			Lassen1.2			$67,560			$77,160			$86,760			$96,360			$104,160			$111,840			$119,520			$127,200			$1,689			$1,809			$2,169			$2,506			$2,796			$3,084


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.15			$12,510			$14,295			$16,080			$17,865			$19,305			$20,730			$22,155			$23,595			$312			$335			$402			$464			$518			$571


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.2			$16,680			$19,060			$21,440			$23,820			$25,740			$27,640			$29,540			$31,460			$417			$446			$536			$619			$691			$762


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.25			$20,850			$23,825			$26,800			$29,775			$32,175			$34,550			$36,925			$39,325			$521			$558			$670			$774			$863			$953


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.3			$25,020			$28,590			$32,160			$35,730			$38,610			$41,460			$44,310			$47,190			$625			$670			$804			$929			$1,036			$1,143


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.35			$29,190			$33,355			$37,520			$41,685			$45,045			$48,370			$51,695			$55,055			$729			$781			$938			$1,084			$1,209			$1,334


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.4			$33,360			$38,120			$42,880			$47,640			$51,480			$55,280			$59,080			$62,920			$834			$893			$1,072			$1,239			$1,382			$1,525


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.45			$37,530			$42,885			$48,240			$53,595			$57,915			$62,190			$66,465			$70,785			$938			$1,005			$1,206			$1,393			$1,554			$1,715


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.5			$41,700			$47,650			$53,600			$59,550			$64,350			$69,100			$73,850			$78,650			$1,042			$1,116			$1,340			$1,548			$1,727			$1,906


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.55			$45,870			$52,415			$58,960			$65,505			$70,785			$76,010			$81,235			$86,515			$1,146			$1,228			$1,474			$1,703			$1,900			$2,096


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.6			$50,040			$57,180			$64,320			$71,460			$77,220			$82,920			$88,620			$94,380			$1,251			$1,340			$1,608			$1,858			$2,073			$2,287


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.65			$54,210			$61,945			$69,680			$77,415			$83,655			$89,830			$96,005			$102,245			$1,355			$1,451			$1,742			$2,013			$2,245			$2,478


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.7			$58,380			$66,710			$75,040			$83,370			$90,090			$96,740			$103,390			$110,110			$1,459			$1,563			$1,876			$2,168			$2,418			$2,668


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.75			$62,550			$71,475			$80,400			$89,325			$96,525			$103,650			$110,775			$117,975			$1,563			$1,675			$2,010			$2,323			$2,591			$2,859


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.8			$66,720			$76,240			$85,760			$95,280			$102,960			$110,560			$118,160			$125,840			$1,668			$1,787			$2,144			$2,478			$2,764			$3,050


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles0.9			$75,060			$85,770			$96,480			$107,190			$115,830			$124,380			$132,930			$141,570			$1,876			$2,010			$2,412			$2,787			$3,109			$3,431


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles1			$83,400			$95,300			$107,200			$119,100			$128,700			$138,200			$147,700			$157,300			$2,084			$2,232			$2,680			$3,096			$3,454			$3,812


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles1.1			$91,740			$104,830			$117,920			$131,010			$141,570			$152,020			$162,470			$173,030			$2,293			$2,457			$2,948			$3,407			$3,800			$4,193


			Los Angeles			Los Angeles1.2			$100,080			$114,360			$128,640			$142,920			$154,440			$165,840			$177,240			$188,760			$2,502			$2,680			$3,216			$3,717			$4,146			$4,575


			Madera			Madera0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Madera			Madera0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Madera			Madera0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Madera			Madera0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Madera			Madera0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Madera			Madera0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Madera			Madera0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Madera			Madera0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Madera			Madera0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Madera			Madera0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Madera			Madera0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Madera			Madera0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Madera			Madera0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Madera			Madera0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Madera			Madera0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Madera			Madera1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Madera			Madera1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Madera			Madera1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Marin			Marin0.15			$19,575			$22,380			$25,170			$27,960			$30,210			$32,445			$34,680			$36,915			$489			$524			$629			$727			$811			$894


			Marin			Marin0.2			$26,100			$29,840			$33,560			$37,280			$40,280			$43,260			$46,240			$49,220			$652			$699			$839			$969			$1,081			$1,193


			Marin			Marin0.25			$32,625			$37,300			$41,950			$46,600			$50,350			$54,075			$57,800			$61,525			$815			$874			$1,048			$1,211			$1,351			$1,491


			Marin			Marin0.3			$39,150			$44,760			$50,340			$55,920			$60,420			$64,890			$69,360			$73,830			$978			$1,048			$1,258			$1,454			$1,622			$1,789


			Marin			Marin0.35			$45,675			$52,220			$58,730			$65,240			$70,490			$75,705			$80,920			$86,135			$1,141			$1,223			$1,468			$1,696			$1,892			$2,088


			Marin			Marin0.4			$52,200			$59,680			$67,120			$74,560			$80,560			$86,520			$92,480			$98,440			$1,305			$1,398			$1,678			$1,939			$2,163			$2,386


			Marin			Marin0.45			$58,725			$67,140			$75,510			$83,880			$90,630			$97,335			$104,040			$110,745			$1,468			$1,573			$1,887			$2,181			$2,433			$2,684


			Marin			Marin0.5			$65,250			$74,600			$83,900			$93,200			$100,700			$108,150			$115,600			$123,050			$1,631			$1,748			$2,097			$2,423			$2,703			$2,983


			Marin			Marin0.55			$71,775			$82,060			$92,290			$102,520			$110,770			$118,965			$127,160			$135,355			$1,794			$1,922			$2,307			$2,666			$2,974			$3,281


			Marin			Marin0.6			$78,300			$89,520			$100,680			$111,840			$120,840			$129,780			$138,720			$147,660			$1,957			$2,097			$2,517			$2,908			$3,244			$3,579


			Marin			Marin0.65			$84,825			$96,980			$109,070			$121,160			$130,910			$140,595			$150,280			$159,965			$2,120			$2,272			$2,726			$3,150			$3,514			$3,878


			Marin			Marin0.7			$91,350			$104,440			$117,460			$130,480			$140,980			$151,410			$161,840			$172,270			$2,283			$2,447			$2,936			$3,393			$3,785			$4,176


			Marin			Marin0.75			$97,875			$111,900			$125,850			$139,800			$151,050			$162,225			$173,400			$184,575			$2,446			$2,622			$3,146			$3,635			$4,055			$4,474


			Marin			Marin0.8			$104,400			$119,360			$134,240			$149,120			$161,120			$173,040			$184,960			$196,880			$2,610			$2,797			$3,356			$3,878			$4,326			$4,773


			Marin			Marin0.9			$117,450			$134,280			$151,020			$167,760			$181,260			$194,670			$208,080			$221,490			$2,936			$3,146			$3,775			$4,362			$4,866			$5,369


			Marin			Marin1			$130,500			$149,200			$167,800			$186,400			$201,400			$216,300			$231,200			$246,100			$3,262			$3,496			$4,194			$4,846			$5,406			$5,966


			Marin			Marin1.1			$143,550			$164,120			$184,580			$205,040			$221,540			$237,930			$254,320			$270,710			$3,588			$3,845			$4,614			$5,332			$5,948			$6,562


			Marin			Marin1.2			$156,600			$179,040			$201,360			$223,680			$241,680			$259,560			$277,440			$295,320			$3,915			$4,195			$5,034			$5,817			$6,489			$7,159


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Mariposa			Mariposa0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Mariposa			Mariposa1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Mariposa			Mariposa1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Mariposa			Mariposa1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.15			$8,445			$9,645			$10,845			$12,045			$13,020			$13,980			$14,940			$15,900			$211			$226			$271			$313			$349			$385


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.2			$11,260			$12,860			$14,460			$16,060			$17,360			$18,640			$19,920			$21,200			$281			$301			$361			$417			$466			$514


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.25			$14,075			$16,075			$18,075			$20,075			$21,700			$23,300			$24,900			$26,500			$351			$376			$451			$522			$582			$642


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.3			$16,890			$19,290			$21,690			$24,090			$26,040			$27,960			$29,880			$31,800			$422			$452			$542			$626			$699			$771


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.35			$19,705			$22,505			$25,305			$28,105			$30,380			$32,620			$34,860			$37,100			$492			$527			$632			$731			$815			$899


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.4			$22,520			$25,720			$28,920			$32,120			$34,720			$37,280			$39,840			$42,400			$563			$603			$723			$835			$932			$1,028


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.45			$25,335			$28,935			$32,535			$36,135			$39,060			$41,940			$44,820			$47,700			$633			$678			$813			$939			$1,048			$1,156


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.5			$28,150			$32,150			$36,150			$40,150			$43,400			$46,600			$49,800			$53,000			$703			$753			$903			$1,044			$1,165			$1,285


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.55			$30,965			$35,365			$39,765			$44,165			$47,740			$51,260			$54,780			$58,300			$774			$829			$994			$1,148			$1,281			$1,413


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.6			$33,780			$38,580			$43,380			$48,180			$52,080			$55,920			$59,760			$63,600			$844			$904			$1,084			$1,253			$1,398			$1,542


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.65			$36,595			$41,795			$46,995			$52,195			$56,420			$60,580			$64,740			$68,900			$914			$979			$1,174			$1,357			$1,514			$1,670


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.7			$39,410			$45,010			$50,610			$56,210			$60,760			$65,240			$69,720			$74,200			$985			$1,055			$1,265			$1,462			$1,631			$1,799


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.75			$42,225			$48,225			$54,225			$60,225			$65,100			$69,900			$74,700			$79,500			$1,055			$1,130			$1,355			$1,566			$1,747			$1,927


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.8			$45,040			$51,440			$57,840			$64,240			$69,440			$74,560			$79,680			$84,800			$1,126			$1,206			$1,446			$1,671			$1,864			$2,056


			Mendocino			Mendocino0.9			$50,670			$57,870			$65,070			$72,270			$78,120			$83,880			$89,640			$95,400			$1,266			$1,356			$1,626			$1,879			$2,097			$2,313


			Mendocino			Mendocino1			$56,300			$64,300			$72,300			$80,300			$86,800			$93,200			$99,600			$106,000			$1,406			$1,506			$1,806			$2,088			$2,330			$2,570


			Mendocino			Mendocino1.1			$61,930			$70,730			$79,530			$88,330			$95,480			$102,520			$109,560			$116,600			$1,548			$1,658			$1,988			$2,297			$2,563			$2,827


			Mendocino			Mendocino1.2			$67,560			$77,160			$86,760			$96,360			$104,160			$111,840			$119,520			$127,200			$1,689			$1,809			$2,169			$2,506			$2,796			$3,084


			Merced			Merced0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Merced			Merced0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Merced			Merced0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Merced			Merced0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Merced			Merced0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Merced			Merced0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Merced			Merced0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Merced			Merced0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Merced			Merced0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Merced			Merced0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Merced			Merced0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Merced			Merced0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Merced			Merced0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Merced			Merced0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Merced			Merced0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Merced			Merced1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Merced			Merced1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Merced			Merced1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Modoc			Modoc0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Modoc			Modoc0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Modoc			Modoc0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Modoc			Modoc0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Modoc			Modoc0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Modoc			Modoc0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Modoc			Modoc0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Modoc			Modoc0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Modoc			Modoc0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Modoc			Modoc0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Modoc			Modoc0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Modoc			Modoc0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Modoc			Modoc0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Modoc			Modoc0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Modoc			Modoc0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Modoc			Modoc1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Modoc			Modoc1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Modoc			Modoc1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Mono			Mono0.15			$8,445			$9,645			$10,845			$12,045			$13,020			$13,980			$14,940			$15,900			$211			$226			$271			$313			$349			$385


			Mono			Mono0.2			$11,260			$12,860			$14,460			$16,060			$17,360			$18,640			$19,920			$21,200			$281			$301			$361			$417			$466			$514


			Mono			Mono0.25			$14,075			$16,075			$18,075			$20,075			$21,700			$23,300			$24,900			$26,500			$351			$376			$451			$522			$582			$642


			Mono			Mono0.3			$16,890			$19,290			$21,690			$24,090			$26,040			$27,960			$29,880			$31,800			$422			$452			$542			$626			$699			$771


			Mono			Mono0.35			$19,705			$22,505			$25,305			$28,105			$30,380			$32,620			$34,860			$37,100			$492			$527			$632			$731			$815			$899


			Mono			Mono0.4			$22,520			$25,720			$28,920			$32,120			$34,720			$37,280			$39,840			$42,400			$563			$603			$723			$835			$932			$1,028


			Mono			Mono0.45			$25,335			$28,935			$32,535			$36,135			$39,060			$41,940			$44,820			$47,700			$633			$678			$813			$939			$1,048			$1,156


			Mono			Mono0.5			$28,150			$32,150			$36,150			$40,150			$43,400			$46,600			$49,800			$53,000			$703			$753			$903			$1,044			$1,165			$1,285


			Mono			Mono0.55			$30,965			$35,365			$39,765			$44,165			$47,740			$51,260			$54,780			$58,300			$774			$829			$994			$1,148			$1,281			$1,413


			Mono			Mono0.6			$33,780			$38,580			$43,380			$48,180			$52,080			$55,920			$59,760			$63,600			$844			$904			$1,084			$1,253			$1,398			$1,542


			Mono			Mono0.65			$36,595			$41,795			$46,995			$52,195			$56,420			$60,580			$64,740			$68,900			$914			$979			$1,174			$1,357			$1,514			$1,670


			Mono			Mono0.7			$39,410			$45,010			$50,610			$56,210			$60,760			$65,240			$69,720			$74,200			$985			$1,055			$1,265			$1,462			$1,631			$1,799


			Mono			Mono0.75			$42,225			$48,225			$54,225			$60,225			$65,100			$69,900			$74,700			$79,500			$1,055			$1,130			$1,355			$1,566			$1,747			$1,927


			Mono			Mono0.8			$45,040			$51,440			$57,840			$64,240			$69,440			$74,560			$79,680			$84,800			$1,126			$1,206			$1,446			$1,671			$1,864			$2,056


			Mono			Mono0.9			$50,670			$57,870			$65,070			$72,270			$78,120			$83,880			$89,640			$95,400			$1,266			$1,356			$1,626			$1,879			$2,097			$2,313


			Mono			Mono1			$56,300			$64,300			$72,300			$80,300			$86,800			$93,200			$99,600			$106,000			$1,406			$1,506			$1,806			$2,088			$2,330			$2,570


			Mono			Mono1.1			$61,930			$70,730			$79,530			$88,330			$95,480			$102,520			$109,560			$116,600			$1,548			$1,658			$1,988			$2,297			$2,563			$2,827


			Mono			Mono1.2			$67,560			$77,160			$86,760			$96,360			$104,160			$111,840			$119,520			$127,200			$1,689			$1,809			$2,169			$2,506			$2,796			$3,084


			Monterey			Monterey0.15			$11,940			$13,650			$15,360			$17,055			$18,420			$19,785			$21,150			$22,515			$298			$319			$384			$443			$494			$545


			Monterey			Monterey0.2			$15,920			$18,200			$20,480			$22,740			$24,560			$26,380			$28,200			$30,020			$398			$426			$512			$591			$659			$727


			Monterey			Monterey0.25			$19,900			$22,750			$25,600			$28,425			$30,700			$32,975			$35,250			$37,525			$497			$533			$640			$739			$824			$909


			Monterey			Monterey0.3			$23,880			$27,300			$30,720			$34,110			$36,840			$39,570			$42,300			$45,030			$597			$639			$768			$886			$989			$1,091


			Monterey			Monterey0.35			$27,860			$31,850			$35,840			$39,795			$42,980			$46,165			$49,350			$52,535			$696			$746			$896			$1,034			$1,154			$1,273


			Monterey			Monterey0.4			$31,840			$36,400			$40,960			$45,480			$49,120			$52,760			$56,400			$60,040			$796			$853			$1,024			$1,182			$1,319			$1,455


			Monterey			Monterey0.45			$35,820			$40,950			$46,080			$51,165			$55,260			$59,355			$63,450			$67,545			$895			$959			$1,152			$1,330			$1,483			$1,637


			Monterey			Monterey0.5			$39,800			$45,500			$51,200			$56,850			$61,400			$65,950			$70,500			$75,050			$995			$1,066			$1,280			$1,478			$1,648			$1,819


			Monterey			Monterey0.55			$43,780			$50,050			$56,320			$62,535			$67,540			$72,545			$77,550			$82,555			$1,094			$1,172			$1,408			$1,625			$1,813			$2,001


			Monterey			Monterey0.6			$47,760			$54,600			$61,440			$68,220			$73,680			$79,140			$84,600			$90,060			$1,194			$1,279			$1,536			$1,773			$1,978			$2,183


			Monterey			Monterey0.65			$51,740			$59,150			$66,560			$73,905			$79,820			$85,735			$91,650			$97,565			$1,293			$1,386			$1,664			$1,921			$2,143			$2,365


			Monterey			Monterey0.7			$55,720			$63,700			$71,680			$79,590			$85,960			$92,330			$98,700			$105,070			$1,393			$1,492			$1,792			$2,069			$2,308			$2,547


			Monterey			Monterey0.75			$59,700			$68,250			$76,800			$85,275			$92,100			$98,925			$105,750			$112,575			$1,492			$1,599			$1,920			$2,217			$2,473			$2,729


			Monterey			Monterey0.8			$63,680			$72,800			$81,920			$90,960			$98,240			$105,520			$112,800			$120,080			$1,592			$1,706			$2,048			$2,365			$2,638			$2,911


			Monterey			Monterey0.9			$71,640			$81,900			$92,160			$102,330			$110,520			$118,710			$126,900			$135,090			$1,791			$1,919			$2,304			$2,660			$2,967			$3,274


			Monterey			Monterey1			$79,600			$91,000			$102,400			$113,700			$122,800			$131,900			$141,000			$150,100			$1,990			$2,132			$2,560			$2,956			$3,296			$3,638


			Monterey			Monterey1.1			$87,560			$100,100			$112,640			$125,070			$135,080			$145,090			$155,100			$165,110			$2,189			$2,345			$2,816			$3,251			$3,627			$4,002


			Monterey			Monterey1.2			$95,520			$109,200			$122,880			$136,440			$147,360			$158,280			$169,200			$180,120			$2,388			$2,559			$3,072			$3,547			$3,957			$4,366


			Napa			Napa0.15			$13,245			$15,135			$17,025			$18,915			$20,430			$21,945			$23,460			$24,975			$331			$354			$425			$491			$548			$605


			Napa			Napa0.2			$17,660			$20,180			$22,700			$25,220			$27,240			$29,260			$31,280			$33,300			$441			$473			$567			$655			$731			$807


			Napa			Napa0.25			$22,075			$25,225			$28,375			$31,525			$34,050			$36,575			$39,100			$41,625			$551			$591			$709			$819			$914			$1,009


			Napa			Napa0.3			$26,490			$30,270			$34,050			$37,830			$40,860			$43,890			$46,920			$49,950			$662			$709			$851			$983			$1,097			$1,210


			Napa			Napa0.35			$30,905			$35,315			$39,725			$44,135			$47,670			$51,205			$54,740			$58,275			$772			$827			$993			$1,147			$1,280			$1,412


			Napa			Napa0.4			$35,320			$40,360			$45,400			$50,440			$54,480			$58,520			$62,560			$66,600			$883			$946			$1,135			$1,311			$1,463			$1,614


			Napa			Napa0.45			$39,735			$45,405			$51,075			$56,745			$61,290			$65,835			$70,380			$74,925			$993			$1,064			$1,276			$1,475			$1,645			$1,816


			Napa			Napa0.5			$44,150			$50,450			$56,750			$63,050			$68,100			$73,150			$78,200			$83,250			$1,103			$1,182			$1,418			$1,639			$1,828			$2,018


			Napa			Napa0.55			$48,565			$55,495			$62,425			$69,355			$74,910			$80,465			$86,020			$91,575			$1,214			$1,300			$1,560			$1,803			$2,011			$2,219


			Napa			Napa0.6			$52,980			$60,540			$68,100			$75,660			$81,720			$87,780			$93,840			$99,900			$1,324			$1,419			$1,702			$1,967			$2,194			$2,421


			Napa			Napa0.65			$57,395			$65,585			$73,775			$81,965			$88,530			$95,095			$101,660			$108,225			$1,434			$1,537			$1,844			$2,131			$2,377			$2,623


			Napa			Napa0.7			$61,810			$70,630			$79,450			$88,270			$95,340			$102,410			$109,480			$116,550			$1,545			$1,655			$1,986			$2,295			$2,560			$2,825


			Napa			Napa0.75			$66,225			$75,675			$85,125			$94,575			$102,150			$109,725			$117,300			$124,875			$1,655			$1,773			$2,128			$2,459			$2,743			$3,027


			Napa			Napa0.8			$70,640			$80,720			$90,800			$100,880			$108,960			$117,040			$125,120			$133,200			$1,766			$1,892			$2,270			$2,623			$2,926			$3,229


			Napa			Napa0.9			$79,470			$90,810			$102,150			$113,490			$122,580			$131,670			$140,760			$149,850			$1,986			$2,128			$2,553			$2,950			$3,291			$3,632


			Napa			Napa1			$88,300			$100,900			$113,500			$126,100			$136,200			$146,300			$156,400			$166,500			$2,206			$2,364			$2,836			$3,278			$3,656			$4,036


			Napa			Napa1.1			$97,130			$110,990			$124,850			$138,710			$149,820			$160,930			$172,040			$183,150			$2,428			$2,601			$3,121			$3,606			$4,023			$4,439


			Napa			Napa1.2			$105,960			$121,080			$136,200			$151,320			$163,440			$175,560			$187,680			$199,800			$2,649			$2,838			$3,405			$3,934			$4,389			$4,843


			Nevada			Nevada0.15			$10,335			$11,820			$13,290			$14,760			$15,945			$17,130			$18,315			$19,485			$258			$276			$332			$383			$428			$472


			Nevada			Nevada0.2			$13,780			$15,760			$17,720			$19,680			$21,260			$22,840			$24,420			$25,980			$344			$369			$443			$511			$571			$630


			Nevada			Nevada0.25			$17,225			$19,700			$22,150			$24,600			$26,575			$28,550			$30,525			$32,475			$430			$461			$553			$639			$713			$787


			Nevada			Nevada0.3			$20,670			$23,640			$26,580			$29,520			$31,890			$34,260			$36,630			$38,970			$516			$553			$664			$767			$856			$945


			Nevada			Nevada0.35			$24,115			$27,580			$31,010			$34,440			$37,205			$39,970			$42,735			$45,465			$602			$646			$775			$895			$999			$1,102


			Nevada			Nevada0.4			$27,560			$31,520			$35,440			$39,360			$42,520			$45,680			$48,840			$51,960			$689			$738			$886			$1,023			$1,142			$1,260


			Nevada			Nevada0.45			$31,005			$35,460			$39,870			$44,280			$47,835			$51,390			$54,945			$58,455			$775			$830			$996			$1,151			$1,284			$1,417


			Nevada			Nevada0.5			$34,450			$39,400			$44,300			$49,200			$53,150			$57,100			$61,050			$64,950			$861			$923			$1,107			$1,279			$1,427			$1,575


			Nevada			Nevada0.55			$37,895			$43,340			$48,730			$54,120			$58,465			$62,810			$67,155			$71,445			$947			$1,015			$1,218			$1,407			$1,570			$1,732


			Nevada			Nevada0.6			$41,340			$47,280			$53,160			$59,040			$63,780			$68,520			$73,260			$77,940			$1,033			$1,107			$1,329			$1,535			$1,713			$1,890


			Nevada			Nevada0.65			$44,785			$51,220			$57,590			$63,960			$69,095			$74,230			$79,365			$84,435			$1,119			$1,200			$1,439			$1,663			$1,855			$2,047


			Nevada			Nevada0.7			$48,230			$55,160			$62,020			$68,880			$74,410			$79,940			$85,470			$90,930			$1,205			$1,292			$1,550			$1,791			$1,998			$2,205


			Nevada			Nevada0.75			$51,675			$59,100			$66,450			$73,800			$79,725			$85,650			$91,575			$97,425			$1,291			$1,384			$1,661			$1,919			$2,141			$2,362


			Nevada			Nevada0.8			$55,120			$63,040			$70,880			$78,720			$85,040			$91,360			$97,680			$103,920			$1,378			$1,477			$1,772			$2,047			$2,284			$2,520


			Nevada			Nevada0.9			$62,010			$70,920			$79,740			$88,560			$95,670			$102,780			$109,890			$116,910			$1,550			$1,661			$1,993			$2,302			$2,569			$2,835


			Nevada			Nevada1			$68,900			$78,800			$88,600			$98,400			$106,300			$114,200			$122,100			$129,900			$1,722			$1,846			$2,214			$2,558			$2,854			$3,150


			Nevada			Nevada1.1			$75,790			$86,680			$97,460			$108,240			$116,930			$125,620			$134,310			$142,890			$1,894			$2,030			$2,436			$2,814			$3,140			$3,465


			Nevada			Nevada1.2			$82,680			$94,560			$106,320			$118,080			$127,560			$137,040			$146,520			$155,880			$2,067			$2,215			$2,658			$3,070			$3,426			$3,780


			Orange			Orange0.15			$14,235			$16,260			$18,300			$20,325			$21,960			$23,580			$25,215			$26,835			$355			$381			$457			$528			$589			$650


			Orange			Orange0.2			$18,980			$21,680			$24,400			$27,100			$29,280			$31,440			$33,620			$35,780			$474			$508			$610			$704			$786			$867


			Orange			Orange0.25			$23,725			$27,100			$30,500			$33,875			$36,600			$39,300			$42,025			$44,725			$593			$635			$762			$880			$982			$1,084


			Orange			Orange0.3			$28,470			$32,520			$36,600			$40,650			$43,920			$47,160			$50,430			$53,670			$711			$762			$915			$1,057			$1,179			$1,301


			Orange			Orange0.35			$33,215			$37,940			$42,700			$47,425			$51,240			$55,020			$58,835			$62,615			$830			$889			$1,067			$1,233			$1,375			$1,518


			Orange			Orange0.4			$37,960			$43,360			$48,800			$54,200			$58,560			$62,880			$67,240			$71,560			$949			$1,016			$1,220			$1,409			$1,572			$1,735


			Orange			Orange0.45			$42,705			$48,780			$54,900			$60,975			$65,880			$70,740			$75,645			$80,505			$1,067			$1,143			$1,372			$1,585			$1,768			$1,951


			Orange			Orange0.5			$47,450			$54,200			$61,000			$67,750			$73,200			$78,600			$84,050			$89,450			$1,186			$1,270			$1,525			$1,761			$1,965			$2,168


			Orange			Orange0.55			$52,195			$59,620			$67,100			$74,525			$80,520			$86,460			$92,455			$98,395			$1,304			$1,397			$1,677			$1,938			$2,161			$2,385


			Orange			Orange0.6			$56,940			$65,040			$73,200			$81,300			$87,840			$94,320			$100,860			$107,340			$1,423			$1,524			$1,830			$2,114			$2,358			$2,602


			Orange			Orange0.65			$61,685			$70,460			$79,300			$88,075			$95,160			$102,180			$109,265			$116,285			$1,542			$1,651			$1,982			$2,290			$2,554			$2,819


			Orange			Orange0.7			$66,430			$75,880			$85,400			$94,850			$102,480			$110,040			$117,670			$125,230			$1,660			$1,778			$2,135			$2,466			$2,751			$3,036


			Orange			Orange0.75			$71,175			$81,300			$91,500			$101,625			$109,800			$117,900			$126,075			$134,175			$1,779			$1,905			$2,287			$2,642			$2,947			$3,253


			Orange			Orange0.8			$75,920			$86,720			$97,600			$108,400			$117,120			$125,760			$134,480			$143,120			$1,898			$2,033			$2,440			$2,819			$3,144			$3,470


			Orange			Orange0.9			$85,410			$97,560			$109,800			$121,950			$131,760			$141,480			$151,290			$161,010			$2,135			$2,287			$2,745			$3,171			$3,537			$3,903


			Orange			Orange1			$94,900			$108,400			$122,000			$135,500			$146,400			$157,200			$168,100			$178,900			$2,372			$2,540			$3,050			$3,522			$3,930			$4,336


			Orange			Orange1.1			$104,390			$119,240			$134,200			$149,050			$161,040			$172,920			$184,910			$196,790			$2,609			$2,795			$3,355			$3,876			$4,323			$4,771


			Orange			Orange1.2			$113,880			$130,080			$146,400			$162,600			$175,680			$188,640			$201,720			$214,680			$2,847			$3,049			$3,660			$4,228			$4,716			$5,205


			Placer			Placer0.15			$10,650			$12,165			$13,680			$15,195			$16,425			$17,640			$18,855			$20,070			$266			$285			$342			$395			$441			$486


			Placer			Placer0.2			$14,200			$16,220			$18,240			$20,260			$21,900			$23,520			$25,140			$26,760			$355			$380			$456			$527			$588			$648


			Placer			Placer0.25			$17,750			$20,275			$22,800			$25,325			$27,375			$29,400			$31,425			$33,450			$443			$475			$570			$658			$735			$810


			Placer			Placer0.3			$21,300			$24,330			$27,360			$30,390			$32,850			$35,280			$37,710			$40,140			$532			$570			$684			$790			$882			$973


			Placer			Placer0.35			$24,850			$28,385			$31,920			$35,455			$38,325			$41,160			$43,995			$46,830			$621			$665			$798			$922			$1,029			$1,135


			Placer			Placer0.4			$28,400			$32,440			$36,480			$40,520			$43,800			$47,040			$50,280			$53,520			$710			$760			$912			$1,054			$1,176			$1,297


			Placer			Placer0.45			$31,950			$36,495			$41,040			$45,585			$49,275			$52,920			$56,565			$60,210			$798			$855			$1,026			$1,185			$1,323			$1,459


			Placer			Placer0.5			$35,500			$40,550			$45,600			$50,650			$54,750			$58,800			$62,850			$66,900			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,470			$1,621


			Placer			Placer0.55			$39,050			$44,605			$50,160			$55,715			$60,225			$64,680			$69,135			$73,590			$976			$1,045			$1,254			$1,449			$1,617			$1,784


			Placer			Placer0.6			$42,600			$48,660			$54,720			$60,780			$65,700			$70,560			$75,420			$80,280			$1,065			$1,140			$1,368			$1,581			$1,764			$1,946


			Placer			Placer0.65			$46,150			$52,715			$59,280			$65,845			$71,175			$76,440			$81,705			$86,970			$1,153			$1,235			$1,482			$1,712			$1,911			$2,108


			Placer			Placer0.7			$49,700			$56,770			$63,840			$70,910			$76,650			$82,320			$87,990			$93,660			$1,242			$1,330			$1,596			$1,844			$2,058			$2,270


			Placer			Placer0.75			$53,250			$60,825			$68,400			$75,975			$82,125			$88,200			$94,275			$100,350			$1,331			$1,425			$1,710			$1,976			$2,205			$2,432


			Placer			Placer0.8			$56,800			$64,880			$72,960			$81,040			$87,600			$94,080			$100,560			$107,040			$1,420			$1,521			$1,824			$2,108			$2,352			$2,595


			Placer			Placer0.9			$63,900			$72,990			$82,080			$91,170			$98,550			$105,840			$113,130			$120,420			$1,597			$1,711			$2,052			$2,371			$2,646			$2,919


			Placer			Placer1			$71,000			$81,100			$91,200			$101,300			$109,500			$117,600			$125,700			$133,800			$1,774			$1,900			$2,280			$2,634			$2,940			$3,242


			Placer			Placer1.1			$78,100			$89,210			$100,320			$111,430			$120,450			$129,360			$138,270			$147,180			$1,952			$2,091			$2,508			$2,898			$3,234			$3,568


			Placer			Placer1.2			$85,200			$97,320			$109,440			$121,560			$131,400			$141,120			$150,840			$160,560			$2,130			$2,281			$2,736			$3,162			$3,528			$3,892


			Plumas			Plumas0.15			$8,580			$9,810			$11,040			$12,255			$13,245			$14,220			$15,210			$16,185			$214			$229			$276			$318			$355			$392


			Plumas			Plumas0.2			$11,440			$13,080			$14,720			$16,340			$17,660			$18,960			$20,280			$21,580			$286			$306			$368			$425			$474			$523


			Plumas			Plumas0.25			$14,300			$16,350			$18,400			$20,425			$22,075			$23,700			$25,350			$26,975			$357			$383			$460			$531			$592			$654


			Plumas			Plumas0.3			$17,160			$19,620			$22,080			$24,510			$26,490			$28,440			$30,420			$32,370			$429			$459			$552			$637			$711			$784


			Plumas			Plumas0.35			$20,020			$22,890			$25,760			$28,595			$30,905			$33,180			$35,490			$37,765			$500			$536			$644			$743			$829			$915


			Plumas			Plumas0.4			$22,880			$26,160			$29,440			$32,680			$35,320			$37,920			$40,560			$43,160			$572			$613			$736			$850			$948			$1,046


			Plumas			Plumas0.45			$25,740			$29,430			$33,120			$36,765			$39,735			$42,660			$45,630			$48,555			$643			$689			$828			$956			$1,066			$1,177


			Plumas			Plumas0.5			$28,600			$32,700			$36,800			$40,850			$44,150			$47,400			$50,700			$53,950			$715			$766			$920			$1,062			$1,185			$1,308


			Plumas			Plumas0.55			$31,460			$35,970			$40,480			$44,935			$48,565			$52,140			$55,770			$59,345			$786			$842			$1,012			$1,168			$1,303			$1,438


			Plumas			Plumas0.6			$34,320			$39,240			$44,160			$49,020			$52,980			$56,880			$60,840			$64,740			$858			$919			$1,104			$1,275			$1,422			$1,569


			Plumas			Plumas0.65			$37,180			$42,510			$47,840			$53,105			$57,395			$61,620			$65,910			$70,135			$929			$996			$1,196			$1,381			$1,540			$1,700


			Plumas			Plumas0.7			$40,040			$45,780			$51,520			$57,190			$61,810			$66,360			$70,980			$75,530			$1,001			$1,072			$1,288			$1,487			$1,659			$1,831


			Plumas			Plumas0.75			$42,900			$49,050			$55,200			$61,275			$66,225			$71,100			$76,050			$80,925			$1,072			$1,149			$1,380			$1,593			$1,777			$1,962


			Plumas			Plumas0.8			$45,760			$52,320			$58,880			$65,360			$70,640			$75,840			$81,120			$86,320			$1,144			$1,226			$1,472			$1,700			$1,896			$2,093


			Plumas			Plumas0.9			$51,480			$58,860			$66,240			$73,530			$79,470			$85,320			$91,260			$97,110			$1,287			$1,379			$1,656			$1,912			$2,133			$2,354


			Plumas			Plumas1			$57,200			$65,400			$73,600			$81,700			$88,300			$94,800			$101,400			$107,900			$1,430			$1,532			$1,840			$2,124			$2,370			$2,616


			Plumas			Plumas1.1			$62,920			$71,940			$80,960			$89,870			$97,130			$104,280			$111,540			$118,690			$1,573			$1,685			$2,024			$2,337			$2,607			$2,877


			Plumas			Plumas1.2			$68,640			$78,480			$88,320			$98,040			$105,960			$113,760			$121,680			$129,480			$1,716			$1,839			$2,208			$2,550			$2,844			$3,139


			Riverside			Riverside0.15			$9,240			$10,560			$11,880			$13,200			$14,265			$15,315			$16,380			$17,430			$231			$247			$297			$343			$382			$422


			Riverside			Riverside0.2			$12,320			$14,080			$15,840			$17,600			$19,020			$20,420			$21,840			$23,240			$308			$330			$396			$457			$510			$563


			Riverside			Riverside0.25			$15,400			$17,600			$19,800			$22,000			$23,775			$25,525			$27,300			$29,050			$385			$412			$495			$572			$638			$704


			Riverside			Riverside0.3			$18,480			$21,120			$23,760			$26,400			$28,530			$30,630			$32,760			$34,860			$462			$495			$594			$686			$765			$845


			Riverside			Riverside0.35			$21,560			$24,640			$27,720			$30,800			$33,285			$35,735			$38,220			$40,670			$539			$577			$693			$801			$893			$986


			Riverside			Riverside0.4			$24,640			$28,160			$31,680			$35,200			$38,040			$40,840			$43,680			$46,480			$616			$660			$792			$915			$1,021			$1,127


			Riverside			Riverside0.45			$27,720			$31,680			$35,640			$39,600			$42,795			$45,945			$49,140			$52,290			$693			$742			$891			$1,029			$1,148			$1,267


			Riverside			Riverside0.5			$30,800			$35,200			$39,600			$44,000			$47,550			$51,050			$54,600			$58,100			$770			$825			$990			$1,144			$1,276			$1,408


			Riverside			Riverside0.55			$33,880			$38,720			$43,560			$48,400			$52,305			$56,155			$60,060			$63,910			$847			$907			$1,089			$1,258			$1,403			$1,549


			Riverside			Riverside0.6			$36,960			$42,240			$47,520			$52,800			$57,060			$61,260			$65,520			$69,720			$924			$990			$1,188			$1,373			$1,531			$1,690


			Riverside			Riverside0.65			$40,040			$45,760			$51,480			$57,200			$61,815			$66,365			$70,980			$75,530			$1,001			$1,072			$1,287			$1,487			$1,659			$1,831


			Riverside			Riverside0.7			$43,120			$49,280			$55,440			$61,600			$66,570			$71,470			$76,440			$81,340			$1,078			$1,155			$1,386			$1,602			$1,786			$1,972


			Riverside			Riverside0.75			$46,200			$52,800			$59,400			$66,000			$71,325			$76,575			$81,900			$87,150			$1,155			$1,237			$1,485			$1,716			$1,914			$2,113


			Riverside			Riverside0.8			$49,280			$56,320			$63,360			$70,400			$76,080			$81,680			$87,360			$92,960			$1,232			$1,320			$1,584			$1,831			$2,042			$2,254


			Riverside			Riverside0.9			$55,440			$63,360			$71,280			$79,200			$85,590			$91,890			$98,280			$104,580			$1,386			$1,485			$1,782			$2,059			$2,297			$2,535


			Riverside			Riverside1			$61,600			$70,400			$79,200			$88,000			$95,100			$102,100			$109,200			$116,200			$1,540			$1,650			$1,980			$2,288			$2,552			$2,816


			Riverside			Riverside1.1			$67,760			$77,440			$87,120			$96,800			$104,610			$112,310			$120,120			$127,820			$1,694			$1,815			$2,178			$2,517			$2,807			$3,099


			Riverside			Riverside1.2			$73,920			$84,480			$95,040			$105,600			$114,120			$122,520			$131,040			$139,440			$1,848			$1,980			$2,376			$2,746			$3,063			$3,381


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.15			$10,650			$12,165			$13,680			$15,195			$16,425			$17,640			$18,855			$20,070			$266			$285			$342			$395			$441			$486


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.2			$14,200			$16,220			$18,240			$20,260			$21,900			$23,520			$25,140			$26,760			$355			$380			$456			$527			$588			$648


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.25			$17,750			$20,275			$22,800			$25,325			$27,375			$29,400			$31,425			$33,450			$443			$475			$570			$658			$735			$810


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.3			$21,300			$24,330			$27,360			$30,390			$32,850			$35,280			$37,710			$40,140			$532			$570			$684			$790			$882			$973


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.35			$24,850			$28,385			$31,920			$35,455			$38,325			$41,160			$43,995			$46,830			$621			$665			$798			$922			$1,029			$1,135


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.4			$28,400			$32,440			$36,480			$40,520			$43,800			$47,040			$50,280			$53,520			$710			$760			$912			$1,054			$1,176			$1,297


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.45			$31,950			$36,495			$41,040			$45,585			$49,275			$52,920			$56,565			$60,210			$798			$855			$1,026			$1,185			$1,323			$1,459


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.5			$35,500			$40,550			$45,600			$50,650			$54,750			$58,800			$62,850			$66,900			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,470			$1,621


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.55			$39,050			$44,605			$50,160			$55,715			$60,225			$64,680			$69,135			$73,590			$976			$1,045			$1,254			$1,449			$1,617			$1,784


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.6			$42,600			$48,660			$54,720			$60,780			$65,700			$70,560			$75,420			$80,280			$1,065			$1,140			$1,368			$1,581			$1,764			$1,946


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.65			$46,150			$52,715			$59,280			$65,845			$71,175			$76,440			$81,705			$86,970			$1,153			$1,235			$1,482			$1,712			$1,911			$2,108


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.7			$49,700			$56,770			$63,840			$70,910			$76,650			$82,320			$87,990			$93,660			$1,242			$1,330			$1,596			$1,844			$2,058			$2,270


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.75			$53,250			$60,825			$68,400			$75,975			$82,125			$88,200			$94,275			$100,350			$1,331			$1,425			$1,710			$1,976			$2,205			$2,432


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.8			$56,800			$64,880			$72,960			$81,040			$87,600			$94,080			$100,560			$107,040			$1,420			$1,521			$1,824			$2,108			$2,352			$2,595


			Sacramento			Sacramento0.9			$63,900			$72,990			$82,080			$91,170			$98,550			$105,840			$113,130			$120,420			$1,597			$1,711			$2,052			$2,371			$2,646			$2,919


			Sacramento			Sacramento1			$71,000			$81,100			$91,200			$101,300			$109,500			$117,600			$125,700			$133,800			$1,774			$1,900			$2,280			$2,634			$2,940			$3,242


			Sacramento			Sacramento1.1			$78,100			$89,210			$100,320			$111,430			$120,450			$129,360			$138,270			$147,180			$1,952			$2,091			$2,508			$2,898			$3,234			$3,568


			Sacramento			Sacramento1.2			$85,200			$97,320			$109,440			$121,560			$131,400			$141,120			$150,840			$160,560			$2,130			$2,281			$2,736			$3,162			$3,528			$3,892


			San Benito			San Benito0.15			$11,040			$12,615			$14,190			$15,765			$17,040			$18,300			$19,560			$20,820			$276			$295			$354			$410			$457			$504


			San Benito			San Benito0.2			$14,720			$16,820			$18,920			$21,020			$22,720			$24,400			$26,080			$27,760			$368			$394			$473			$546			$610			$673


			San Benito			San Benito0.25			$18,400			$21,025			$23,650			$26,275			$28,400			$30,500			$32,600			$34,700			$460			$492			$591			$683			$762			$841


			San Benito			San Benito0.3			$22,080			$25,230			$28,380			$31,530			$34,080			$36,600			$39,120			$41,640			$552			$591			$709			$820			$915			$1,009


			San Benito			San Benito0.35			$25,760			$29,435			$33,110			$36,785			$39,760			$42,700			$45,640			$48,580			$644			$689			$827			$956			$1,067			$1,177


			San Benito			San Benito0.4			$29,440			$33,640			$37,840			$42,040			$45,440			$48,800			$52,160			$55,520			$736			$788			$946			$1,093			$1,220			$1,346


			San Benito			San Benito0.45			$33,120			$37,845			$42,570			$47,295			$51,120			$54,900			$58,680			$62,460			$828			$887			$1,064			$1,230			$1,372			$1,514


			San Benito			San Benito0.5			$36,800			$42,050			$47,300			$52,550			$56,800			$61,000			$65,200			$69,400			$920			$985			$1,182			$1,366			$1,525			$1,682


			San Benito			San Benito0.55			$40,480			$46,255			$52,030			$57,805			$62,480			$67,100			$71,720			$76,340			$1,012			$1,084			$1,300			$1,503			$1,677			$1,850


			San Benito			San Benito0.6			$44,160			$50,460			$56,760			$63,060			$68,160			$73,200			$78,240			$83,280			$1,104			$1,182			$1,419			$1,640			$1,830			$2,019


			San Benito			San Benito0.65			$47,840			$54,665			$61,490			$68,315			$73,840			$79,300			$84,760			$90,220			$1,196			$1,281			$1,537			$1,776			$1,982			$2,187


			San Benito			San Benito0.7			$51,520			$58,870			$66,220			$73,570			$79,520			$85,400			$91,280			$97,160			$1,288			$1,379			$1,655			$1,913			$2,135			$2,355


			San Benito			San Benito0.75			$55,200			$63,075			$70,950			$78,825			$85,200			$91,500			$97,800			$104,100			$1,380			$1,478			$1,773			$2,050			$2,287			$2,523


			San Benito			San Benito0.8			$58,880			$67,280			$75,680			$84,080			$90,880			$97,600			$104,320			$111,040			$1,472			$1,577			$1,892			$2,187			$2,440			$2,692


			San Benito			San Benito0.9			$66,240			$75,690			$85,140			$94,590			$102,240			$109,800			$117,360			$124,920			$1,656			$1,774			$2,128			$2,460			$2,745			$3,028


			San Benito			San Benito1			$73,600			$84,100			$94,600			$105,100			$113,600			$122,000			$130,400			$138,800			$1,840			$1,970			$2,364			$2,732			$3,050			$3,364


			San Benito			San Benito1.1			$80,960			$92,510			$104,060			$115,610			$124,960			$134,200			$143,440			$152,680			$2,024			$2,168			$2,601			$3,007			$3,355			$3,701


			San Benito			San Benito1.2			$88,320			$100,920			$113,520			$126,120			$136,320			$146,400			$156,480			$166,560			$2,208			$2,365			$2,838			$3,280			$3,660			$4,038


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.15			$9,240			$10,560			$11,880			$13,200			$14,265			$15,315			$16,380			$17,430			$231			$247			$297			$343			$382			$422


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.2			$12,320			$14,080			$15,840			$17,600			$19,020			$20,420			$21,840			$23,240			$308			$330			$396			$457			$510			$563


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.25			$15,400			$17,600			$19,800			$22,000			$23,775			$25,525			$27,300			$29,050			$385			$412			$495			$572			$638			$704


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.3			$18,480			$21,120			$23,760			$26,400			$28,530			$30,630			$32,760			$34,860			$462			$495			$594			$686			$765			$845


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.35			$21,560			$24,640			$27,720			$30,800			$33,285			$35,735			$38,220			$40,670			$539			$577			$693			$801			$893			$986


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.4			$24,640			$28,160			$31,680			$35,200			$38,040			$40,840			$43,680			$46,480			$616			$660			$792			$915			$1,021			$1,127


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.45			$27,720			$31,680			$35,640			$39,600			$42,795			$45,945			$49,140			$52,290			$693			$742			$891			$1,029			$1,148			$1,267


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.5			$30,800			$35,200			$39,600			$44,000			$47,550			$51,050			$54,600			$58,100			$770			$825			$990			$1,144			$1,276			$1,408


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.55			$33,880			$38,720			$43,560			$48,400			$52,305			$56,155			$60,060			$63,910			$847			$907			$1,089			$1,258			$1,403			$1,549


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.6			$36,960			$42,240			$47,520			$52,800			$57,060			$61,260			$65,520			$69,720			$924			$990			$1,188			$1,373			$1,531			$1,690


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.65			$40,040			$45,760			$51,480			$57,200			$61,815			$66,365			$70,980			$75,530			$1,001			$1,072			$1,287			$1,487			$1,659			$1,831


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.7			$43,120			$49,280			$55,440			$61,600			$66,570			$71,470			$76,440			$81,340			$1,078			$1,155			$1,386			$1,602			$1,786			$1,972


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.75			$46,200			$52,800			$59,400			$66,000			$71,325			$76,575			$81,900			$87,150			$1,155			$1,237			$1,485			$1,716			$1,914			$2,113


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.8			$49,280			$56,320			$63,360			$70,400			$76,080			$81,680			$87,360			$92,960			$1,232			$1,320			$1,584			$1,831			$2,042			$2,254


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino0.9			$55,440			$63,360			$71,280			$79,200			$85,590			$91,890			$98,280			$104,580			$1,386			$1,485			$1,782			$2,059			$2,297			$2,535


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino1			$61,600			$70,400			$79,200			$88,000			$95,100			$102,100			$109,200			$116,200			$1,540			$1,650			$1,980			$2,288			$2,552			$2,816


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino1.1			$67,760			$77,440			$87,120			$96,800			$104,610			$112,310			$120,120			$127,820			$1,694			$1,815			$2,178			$2,517			$2,807			$3,099


			San Bernardino			San Bernardino1.2			$73,920			$84,480			$95,040			$105,600			$114,120			$122,520			$131,040			$139,440			$1,848			$1,980			$2,376			$2,746			$3,063			$3,381


			San Diego			San Diego0.15			$13,665			$15,615			$17,565			$19,515			$21,090			$22,650			$24,210			$25,770			$341			$366			$439			$507			$566			$624


			San Diego			San Diego0.2			$18,220			$20,820			$23,420			$26,020			$28,120			$30,200			$32,280			$34,360			$455			$488			$585			$676			$755			$833


			San Diego			San Diego0.25			$22,775			$26,025			$29,275			$32,525			$35,150			$37,750			$40,350			$42,950			$569			$610			$731			$845			$943			$1,041


			San Diego			San Diego0.3			$27,330			$31,230			$35,130			$39,030			$42,180			$45,300			$48,420			$51,540			$683			$732			$878			$1,015			$1,132			$1,249


			San Diego			San Diego0.35			$31,885			$36,435			$40,985			$45,535			$49,210			$52,850			$56,490			$60,130			$797			$854			$1,024			$1,184			$1,321			$1,457


			San Diego			San Diego0.4			$36,440			$41,640			$46,840			$52,040			$56,240			$60,400			$64,560			$68,720			$911			$976			$1,171			$1,353			$1,510			$1,666


			San Diego			San Diego0.45			$40,995			$46,845			$52,695			$58,545			$63,270			$67,950			$72,630			$77,310			$1,024			$1,098			$1,317			$1,522			$1,698			$1,874


			San Diego			San Diego0.5			$45,550			$52,050			$58,550			$65,050			$70,300			$75,500			$80,700			$85,900			$1,138			$1,220			$1,463			$1,691			$1,887			$2,082


			San Diego			San Diego0.55			$50,105			$57,255			$64,405			$71,555			$77,330			$83,050			$88,770			$94,490			$1,252			$1,342			$1,610			$1,861			$2,076			$2,290


			San Diego			San Diego0.6			$54,660			$62,460			$70,260			$78,060			$84,360			$90,600			$96,840			$103,080			$1,366			$1,464			$1,756			$2,030			$2,265			$2,499


			San Diego			San Diego0.65			$59,215			$67,665			$76,115			$84,565			$91,390			$98,150			$104,910			$111,670			$1,480			$1,586			$1,902			$2,199			$2,453			$2,707


			San Diego			San Diego0.7			$63,770			$72,870			$81,970			$91,070			$98,420			$105,700			$112,980			$120,260			$1,594			$1,708			$2,049			$2,368			$2,642			$2,915


			San Diego			San Diego0.75			$68,325			$78,075			$87,825			$97,575			$105,450			$113,250			$121,050			$128,850			$1,708			$1,830			$2,195			$2,537			$2,831			$3,123


			San Diego			San Diego0.8			$72,880			$83,280			$93,680			$104,080			$112,480			$120,800			$129,120			$137,440			$1,822			$1,952			$2,342			$2,707			$3,020			$3,332


			San Diego			San Diego0.9			$81,990			$93,690			$105,390			$117,090			$126,540			$135,900			$145,260			$154,620			$2,049			$2,196			$2,634			$3,045			$3,397			$3,748


			San Diego			San Diego1			$91,100			$104,100			$117,100			$130,100			$140,600			$151,000			$161,400			$171,800			$2,276			$2,440			$2,926			$3,382			$3,774			$4,164


			San Diego			San Diego1.1			$100,210			$114,510			$128,810			$143,110			$154,660			$166,100			$177,540			$188,980			$2,505			$2,684			$3,220			$3,722			$4,152			$4,581


			San Diego			San Diego1.2			$109,320			$124,920			$140,520			$156,120			$168,720			$181,200			$193,680			$206,160			$2,733			$2,928			$3,513			$4,060			$4,530			$4,998


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.15			$19,575			$22,380			$25,170			$27,960			$30,210			$32,445			$34,680			$36,915			$489			$524			$629			$727			$811			$894


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.2			$26,100			$29,840			$33,560			$37,280			$40,280			$43,260			$46,240			$49,220			$652			$699			$839			$969			$1,081			$1,193


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.25			$32,625			$37,300			$41,950			$46,600			$50,350			$54,075			$57,800			$61,525			$815			$874			$1,048			$1,211			$1,351			$1,491


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.3			$39,150			$44,760			$50,340			$55,920			$60,420			$64,890			$69,360			$73,830			$978			$1,048			$1,258			$1,454			$1,622			$1,789


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.35			$45,675			$52,220			$58,730			$65,240			$70,490			$75,705			$80,920			$86,135			$1,141			$1,223			$1,468			$1,696			$1,892			$2,088


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.4			$52,200			$59,680			$67,120			$74,560			$80,560			$86,520			$92,480			$98,440			$1,305			$1,398			$1,678			$1,939			$2,163			$2,386


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.45			$58,725			$67,140			$75,510			$83,880			$90,630			$97,335			$104,040			$110,745			$1,468			$1,573			$1,887			$2,181			$2,433			$2,684


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.5			$65,250			$74,600			$83,900			$93,200			$100,700			$108,150			$115,600			$123,050			$1,631			$1,748			$2,097			$2,423			$2,703			$2,983


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.55			$71,775			$82,060			$92,290			$102,520			$110,770			$118,965			$127,160			$135,355			$1,794			$1,922			$2,307			$2,666			$2,974			$3,281


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.6			$78,300			$89,520			$100,680			$111,840			$120,840			$129,780			$138,720			$147,660			$1,957			$2,097			$2,517			$2,908			$3,244			$3,579


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.65			$84,825			$96,980			$109,070			$121,160			$130,910			$140,595			$150,280			$159,965			$2,120			$2,272			$2,726			$3,150			$3,514			$3,878


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.7			$91,350			$104,440			$117,460			$130,480			$140,980			$151,410			$161,840			$172,270			$2,283			$2,447			$2,936			$3,393			$3,785			$4,176


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.75			$97,875			$111,900			$125,850			$139,800			$151,050			$162,225			$173,400			$184,575			$2,446			$2,622			$3,146			$3,635			$4,055			$4,474


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.8			$104,400			$119,360			$134,240			$149,120			$161,120			$173,040			$184,960			$196,880			$2,610			$2,797			$3,356			$3,878			$4,326			$4,773


			San Francisco			San Francisco0.9			$117,450			$134,280			$151,020			$167,760			$181,260			$194,670			$208,080			$221,490			$2,936			$3,146			$3,775			$4,362			$4,866			$5,369


			San Francisco			San Francisco1			$130,500			$149,200			$167,800			$186,400			$201,400			$216,300			$231,200			$246,100			$3,262			$3,496			$4,194			$4,846			$5,406			$5,966


			San Francisco			San Francisco1.1			$143,550			$164,120			$184,580			$205,040			$221,540			$237,930			$254,320			$270,710			$3,588			$3,845			$4,614			$5,332			$5,948			$6,562


			San Francisco			San Francisco1.2			$156,600			$179,040			$201,360			$223,680			$241,680			$259,560			$277,440			$295,320			$3,915			$4,195			$5,034			$5,817			$6,489			$7,159


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.15			$8,700			$9,945			$11,190			$12,420			$13,425			$14,415			$15,405			$16,395			$217			$233			$279			$323			$360			$397


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.2			$11,600			$13,260			$14,920			$16,560			$17,900			$19,220			$20,540			$21,860			$290			$310			$373			$430			$480			$530


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.25			$14,500			$16,575			$18,650			$20,700			$22,375			$24,025			$25,675			$27,325			$362			$388			$466			$538			$600			$662


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.3			$17,400			$19,890			$22,380			$24,840			$26,850			$28,830			$30,810			$32,790			$435			$466			$559			$646			$720			$795


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.35			$20,300			$23,205			$26,110			$28,980			$31,325			$33,635			$35,945			$38,255			$507			$543			$652			$753			$840			$927


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.4			$23,200			$26,520			$29,840			$33,120			$35,800			$38,440			$41,080			$43,720			$580			$621			$746			$861			$961			$1,060


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.45			$26,100			$29,835			$33,570			$37,260			$40,275			$43,245			$46,215			$49,185			$652			$699			$839			$969			$1,081			$1,192


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.5			$29,000			$33,150			$37,300			$41,400			$44,750			$48,050			$51,350			$54,650			$725			$776			$932			$1,076			$1,201			$1,325


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.55			$31,900			$36,465			$41,030			$45,540			$49,225			$52,855			$56,485			$60,115			$797			$854			$1,025			$1,184			$1,321			$1,457


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.6			$34,800			$39,780			$44,760			$49,680			$53,700			$57,660			$61,620			$65,580			$870			$932			$1,119			$1,292			$1,441			$1,590


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.65			$37,700			$43,095			$48,490			$53,820			$58,175			$62,465			$66,755			$71,045			$942			$1,009			$1,212			$1,399			$1,561			$1,722


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.7			$40,600			$46,410			$52,220			$57,960			$62,650			$67,270			$71,890			$76,510			$1,015			$1,087			$1,305			$1,507			$1,681			$1,855


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.75			$43,500			$49,725			$55,950			$62,100			$67,125			$72,075			$77,025			$81,975			$1,087			$1,165			$1,398			$1,615			$1,801			$1,987


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.8			$46,400			$53,040			$59,680			$66,240			$71,600			$76,880			$82,160			$87,440			$1,160			$1,243			$1,492			$1,723			$1,922			$2,120


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin0.9			$52,200			$59,670			$67,140			$74,520			$80,550			$86,490			$92,430			$98,370			$1,305			$1,398			$1,678			$1,938			$2,162			$2,385


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin1			$58,000			$66,300			$74,600			$82,800			$89,500			$96,100			$102,700			$109,300			$1,450			$1,552			$1,864			$2,152			$2,402			$2,650


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin1.1			$63,800			$72,930			$82,060			$91,080			$98,450			$105,710			$112,970			$120,230			$1,595			$1,709			$2,051			$2,369			$2,642			$2,915


			San Joaquin			San Joaquin1.2			$69,600			$79,560			$89,520			$99,360			$107,400			$115,320			$123,240			$131,160			$1,740			$1,864			$2,238			$2,584			$2,883			$3,180


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.15			$11,490			$13,140			$14,775			$16,410			$17,730			$19,050			$20,355			$21,675			$287			$307			$369			$426			$476			$525


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.2			$15,320			$17,520			$19,700			$21,880			$23,640			$25,400			$27,140			$28,900			$383			$410			$492			$569			$635			$700


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.25			$19,150			$21,900			$24,625			$27,350			$29,550			$31,750			$33,925			$36,125			$478			$513			$615			$711			$793			$875


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.3			$22,980			$26,280			$29,550			$32,820			$35,460			$38,100			$40,710			$43,350			$574			$615			$738			$853			$952			$1,050


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.35			$26,810			$30,660			$34,475			$38,290			$41,370			$44,450			$47,495			$50,575			$670			$718			$861			$995			$1,111			$1,225


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.4			$30,640			$35,040			$39,400			$43,760			$47,280			$50,800			$54,280			$57,800			$766			$821			$985			$1,138			$1,270			$1,401


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.45			$34,470			$39,420			$44,325			$49,230			$53,190			$57,150			$61,065			$65,025			$861			$923			$1,108			$1,280			$1,428			$1,576


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.5			$38,300			$43,800			$49,250			$54,700			$59,100			$63,500			$67,850			$72,250			$957			$1,026			$1,231			$1,422			$1,587			$1,751


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.55			$42,130			$48,180			$54,175			$60,170			$65,010			$69,850			$74,635			$79,475			$1,053			$1,128			$1,354			$1,564			$1,746			$1,926


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.6			$45,960			$52,560			$59,100			$65,640			$70,920			$76,200			$81,420			$86,700			$1,149			$1,231			$1,477			$1,707			$1,905			$2,101


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.65			$49,790			$56,940			$64,025			$71,110			$76,830			$82,550			$88,205			$93,925			$1,244			$1,334			$1,600			$1,849			$2,063			$2,276


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.7			$53,620			$61,320			$68,950			$76,580			$82,740			$88,900			$94,990			$101,150			$1,340			$1,436			$1,723			$1,991			$2,222			$2,451


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.75			$57,450			$65,700			$73,875			$82,050			$88,650			$95,250			$101,775			$108,375			$1,436			$1,539			$1,846			$2,133			$2,381			$2,626


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.8			$61,280			$70,080			$78,800			$87,520			$94,560			$101,600			$108,560			$115,600			$1,532			$1,642			$1,970			$2,276			$2,540			$2,802


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo0.9			$68,940			$78,840			$88,650			$98,460			$106,380			$114,300			$122,130			$130,050			$1,723			$1,847			$2,216			$2,560			$2,857			$3,152


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo1			$76,600			$87,600			$98,500			$109,400			$118,200			$127,000			$135,700			$144,500			$1,914			$2,052			$2,462			$2,844			$3,174			$3,502


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo1.1			$84,260			$96,360			$108,350			$120,340			$130,020			$139,700			$149,270			$158,950			$2,106			$2,257			$2,708			$3,129			$3,492			$3,852


			San Luis Obispo			San Luis Obispo1.2			$91,920			$105,120			$118,200			$131,280			$141,840			$152,400			$162,840			$173,400			$2,298			$2,463			$2,955			$3,414			$3,810			$4,203


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.15			$19,575			$22,380			$25,170			$27,960			$30,210			$32,445			$34,680			$36,915			$489			$524			$629			$727			$811			$894


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.2			$26,100			$29,840			$33,560			$37,280			$40,280			$43,260			$46,240			$49,220			$652			$699			$839			$969			$1,081			$1,193


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.25			$32,625			$37,300			$41,950			$46,600			$50,350			$54,075			$57,800			$61,525			$815			$874			$1,048			$1,211			$1,351			$1,491


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.3			$39,150			$44,760			$50,340			$55,920			$60,420			$64,890			$69,360			$73,830			$978			$1,048			$1,258			$1,454			$1,622			$1,789


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.35			$45,675			$52,220			$58,730			$65,240			$70,490			$75,705			$80,920			$86,135			$1,141			$1,223			$1,468			$1,696			$1,892			$2,088


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.4			$52,200			$59,680			$67,120			$74,560			$80,560			$86,520			$92,480			$98,440			$1,305			$1,398			$1,678			$1,939			$2,163			$2,386


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.45			$58,725			$67,140			$75,510			$83,880			$90,630			$97,335			$104,040			$110,745			$1,468			$1,573			$1,887			$2,181			$2,433			$2,684


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.5			$65,250			$74,600			$83,900			$93,200			$100,700			$108,150			$115,600			$123,050			$1,631			$1,748			$2,097			$2,423			$2,703			$2,983


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.55			$71,775			$82,060			$92,290			$102,520			$110,770			$118,965			$127,160			$135,355			$1,794			$1,922			$2,307			$2,666			$2,974			$3,281


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.6			$78,300			$89,520			$100,680			$111,840			$120,840			$129,780			$138,720			$147,660			$1,957			$2,097			$2,517			$2,908			$3,244			$3,579


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.65			$84,825			$96,980			$109,070			$121,160			$130,910			$140,595			$150,280			$159,965			$2,120			$2,272			$2,726			$3,150			$3,514			$3,878


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.7			$91,350			$104,440			$117,460			$130,480			$140,980			$151,410			$161,840			$172,270			$2,283			$2,447			$2,936			$3,393			$3,785			$4,176


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.75			$97,875			$111,900			$125,850			$139,800			$151,050			$162,225			$173,400			$184,575			$2,446			$2,622			$3,146			$3,635			$4,055			$4,474


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.8			$104,400			$119,360			$134,240			$149,120			$161,120			$173,040			$184,960			$196,880			$2,610			$2,797			$3,356			$3,878			$4,326			$4,773


			San Mateo			San Mateo0.9			$117,450			$134,280			$151,020			$167,760			$181,260			$194,670			$208,080			$221,490			$2,936			$3,146			$3,775			$4,362			$4,866			$5,369


			San Mateo			San Mateo1			$130,500			$149,200			$167,800			$186,400			$201,400			$216,300			$231,200			$246,100			$3,262			$3,496			$4,194			$4,846			$5,406			$5,966


			San Mateo			San Mateo1.1			$143,550			$164,120			$184,580			$205,040			$221,540			$237,930			$254,320			$270,710			$3,588			$3,845			$4,614			$5,332			$5,948			$6,562


			San Mateo			San Mateo1.2			$156,600			$179,040			$201,360			$223,680			$241,680			$259,560			$277,440			$295,320			$3,915			$4,195			$5,034			$5,817			$6,489			$7,159


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.15			$14,670			$16,770			$18,870			$20,955			$22,635			$24,315			$25,995			$27,675			$366			$393			$471			$544			$607			$670


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.2			$19,560			$22,360			$25,160			$27,940			$30,180			$32,420			$34,660			$36,900			$489			$524			$629			$726			$810			$894


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.25			$24,450			$27,950			$31,450			$34,925			$37,725			$40,525			$43,325			$46,125			$611			$655			$786			$908			$1,013			$1,118


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.3			$29,340			$33,540			$37,740			$41,910			$45,270			$48,630			$51,990			$55,350			$733			$786			$943			$1,089			$1,215			$1,341


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.35			$34,230			$39,130			$44,030			$48,895			$52,815			$56,735			$60,655			$64,575			$855			$917			$1,100			$1,271			$1,418			$1,565


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.4			$39,120			$44,720			$50,320			$55,880			$60,360			$64,840			$69,320			$73,800			$978			$1,048			$1,258			$1,453			$1,621			$1,789


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.45			$44,010			$50,310			$56,610			$62,865			$67,905			$72,945			$77,985			$83,025			$1,100			$1,179			$1,415			$1,634			$1,823			$2,012


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.5			$48,900			$55,900			$62,900			$69,850			$75,450			$81,050			$86,650			$92,250			$1,222			$1,310			$1,572			$1,816			$2,026			$2,236


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.55			$53,790			$61,490			$69,190			$76,835			$82,995			$89,155			$95,315			$101,475			$1,344			$1,441			$1,729			$1,997			$2,228			$2,459


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.6			$58,680			$67,080			$75,480			$83,820			$90,540			$97,260			$103,980			$110,700			$1,467			$1,572			$1,887			$2,179			$2,431			$2,683


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.65			$63,570			$72,670			$81,770			$90,805			$98,085			$105,365			$112,645			$119,925			$1,589			$1,703			$2,044			$2,361			$2,634			$2,907


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.7			$68,460			$78,260			$88,060			$97,790			$105,630			$113,470			$121,310			$129,150			$1,711			$1,834			$2,201			$2,542			$2,836			$3,130


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.75			$73,350			$83,850			$94,350			$104,775			$113,175			$121,575			$129,975			$138,375			$1,833			$1,965			$2,358			$2,724			$3,039			$3,354


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.8			$78,240			$89,440			$100,640			$111,760			$120,720			$129,680			$138,640			$147,600			$1,956			$2,096			$2,516			$2,906			$3,242			$3,578


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara0.9			$88,020			$100,620			$113,220			$125,730			$135,810			$145,890			$155,970			$166,050			$2,200			$2,358			$2,830			$3,269			$3,647			$4,025


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara1			$97,800			$111,800			$125,800			$139,700			$150,900			$162,100			$173,300			$184,500			$2,444			$2,620			$3,144			$3,632			$4,052			$4,472


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara1.1			$107,580			$122,980			$138,380			$153,670			$165,990			$178,310			$190,630			$202,950			$2,689			$2,882			$3,459			$3,995			$4,457			$4,919


			Santa Barbara			Santa Barbara1.2			$117,360			$134,160			$150,960			$167,640			$181,080			$194,520			$207,960			$221,400			$2,934			$3,144			$3,774			$4,359			$4,863			$5,367


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.15			$17,700			$20,220			$22,755			$25,275			$27,300			$29,325			$31,350			$33,375			$442			$474			$568			$657			$733			$809


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.2			$23,600			$26,960			$30,340			$33,700			$36,400			$39,100			$41,800			$44,500			$590			$632			$758			$876			$977			$1,078


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.25			$29,500			$33,700			$37,925			$42,125			$45,500			$48,875			$52,250			$55,625			$737			$790			$948			$1,095			$1,221			$1,348


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.3			$35,400			$40,440			$45,510			$50,550			$54,600			$58,650			$62,700			$66,750			$885			$948			$1,137			$1,314			$1,466			$1,618


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.35			$41,300			$47,180			$53,095			$58,975			$63,700			$68,425			$73,150			$77,875			$1,032			$1,106			$1,327			$1,533			$1,710			$1,887


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.4			$47,200			$53,920			$60,680			$67,400			$72,800			$78,200			$83,600			$89,000			$1,180			$1,264			$1,517			$1,752			$1,955			$2,157


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.45			$53,100			$60,660			$68,265			$75,825			$81,900			$87,975			$94,050			$100,125			$1,327			$1,422			$1,706			$1,971			$2,199			$2,427


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.5			$59,000			$67,400			$75,850			$84,250			$91,000			$97,750			$104,500			$111,250			$1,475			$1,580			$1,896			$2,190			$2,443			$2,696


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.55			$64,900			$74,140			$83,435			$92,675			$100,100			$107,525			$114,950			$122,375			$1,622			$1,738			$2,085			$2,409			$2,688			$2,966


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.6			$70,800			$80,880			$91,020			$101,100			$109,200			$117,300			$125,400			$133,500			$1,770			$1,896			$2,275			$2,628			$2,932			$3,236


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.65			$76,700			$87,620			$98,605			$109,525			$118,300			$127,075			$135,850			$144,625			$1,917			$2,054			$2,465			$2,847			$3,176			$3,505


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.7			$82,600			$94,360			$106,190			$117,950			$127,400			$136,850			$146,300			$155,750			$2,065			$2,212			$2,654			$3,066			$3,421			$3,775


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.75			$88,500			$101,100			$113,775			$126,375			$136,500			$146,625			$156,750			$166,875			$2,212			$2,370			$2,844			$3,285			$3,665			$4,045


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.8			$94,400			$107,840			$121,360			$134,800			$145,600			$156,400			$167,200			$178,000			$2,360			$2,528			$3,034			$3,505			$3,910			$4,315


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara0.9			$106,200			$121,320			$136,530			$151,650			$163,800			$175,950			$188,100			$200,250			$2,655			$2,844			$3,413			$3,943			$4,398			$4,854


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara1			$118,000			$134,800			$151,700			$168,500			$182,000			$195,500			$209,000			$222,500			$2,950			$3,160			$3,792			$4,380			$4,886			$5,392


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara1.1			$129,800			$148,280			$166,870			$185,350			$200,200			$215,050			$229,900			$244,750			$3,245			$3,476			$4,171			$4,819			$5,376			$5,933


			Santa Clara			Santa Clara1.2			$141,600			$161,760			$182,040			$202,200			$218,400			$234,600			$250,800			$267,000			$3,540			$3,792			$4,551			$5,257			$5,865			$6,472


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.15			$16,335			$18,660			$21,000			$23,325			$25,200			$27,060			$28,935			$30,795			$408			$437			$525			$606			$676			$746


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.2			$21,780			$24,880			$28,000			$31,100			$33,600			$36,080			$38,580			$41,060			$544			$583			$700			$808			$902			$995


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.25			$27,225			$31,100			$35,000			$38,875			$42,000			$45,100			$48,225			$51,325			$680			$729			$875			$1,010			$1,127			$1,244


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.3			$32,670			$37,320			$42,000			$46,650			$50,400			$54,120			$57,870			$61,590			$816			$874			$1,050			$1,213			$1,353			$1,493


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.35			$38,115			$43,540			$49,000			$54,425			$58,800			$63,140			$67,515			$71,855			$952			$1,020			$1,225			$1,415			$1,578			$1,742


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.4			$43,560			$49,760			$56,000			$62,200			$67,200			$72,160			$77,160			$82,120			$1,089			$1,166			$1,400			$1,617			$1,804			$1,991


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.45			$49,005			$55,980			$63,000			$69,975			$75,600			$81,180			$86,805			$92,385			$1,225			$1,312			$1,575			$1,819			$2,029			$2,239


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.5			$54,450			$62,200			$70,000			$77,750			$84,000			$90,200			$96,450			$102,650			$1,361			$1,458			$1,750			$2,021			$2,255			$2,488


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.55			$59,895			$68,420			$77,000			$85,525			$92,400			$99,220			$106,095			$112,915			$1,497			$1,603			$1,925			$2,224			$2,480			$2,737


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.6			$65,340			$74,640			$84,000			$93,300			$100,800			$108,240			$115,740			$123,180			$1,633			$1,749			$2,100			$2,426			$2,706			$2,986


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.65			$70,785			$80,860			$91,000			$101,075			$109,200			$117,260			$125,385			$133,445			$1,769			$1,895			$2,275			$2,628			$2,931			$3,235


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.7			$76,230			$87,080			$98,000			$108,850			$117,600			$126,280			$135,030			$143,710			$1,905			$2,041			$2,450			$2,830			$3,157			$3,484


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.75			$81,675			$93,300			$105,000			$116,625			$126,000			$135,300			$144,675			$153,975			$2,041			$2,187			$2,625			$3,032			$3,382			$3,733


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.8			$87,120			$99,520			$112,000			$124,400			$134,400			$144,320			$154,320			$164,240			$2,178			$2,333			$2,800			$3,235			$3,608			$3,982


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz0.9			$98,010			$111,960			$126,000			$139,950			$151,200			$162,360			$173,610			$184,770			$2,450			$2,624			$3,150			$3,639			$4,059			$4,479


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz1			$108,900			$124,400			$140,000			$155,500			$168,000			$180,400			$192,900			$205,300			$2,722			$2,916			$3,500			$4,042			$4,510			$4,976


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz1.1			$119,790			$136,840			$154,000			$171,050			$184,800			$198,440			$212,190			$225,830			$2,994			$3,207			$3,850			$4,448			$4,961			$5,475


			Santa Cruz			Santa Cruz1.2			$130,680			$149,280			$168,000			$186,600			$201,600			$216,480			$231,480			$246,360			$3,267			$3,499			$4,200			$4,852			$5,412			$5,973


			Shasta			Shasta0.15			$8,340			$9,540			$10,725			$11,910			$12,870			$13,830			$14,775			$15,735			$208			$223			$268			$309			$345			$381


			Shasta			Shasta0.2			$11,120			$12,720			$14,300			$15,880			$17,160			$18,440			$19,700			$20,980			$278			$298			$357			$413			$461			$508


			Shasta			Shasta0.25			$13,900			$15,900			$17,875			$19,850			$21,450			$23,050			$24,625			$26,225			$347			$372			$446			$516			$576			$635


			Shasta			Shasta0.3			$16,680			$19,080			$21,450			$23,820			$25,740			$27,660			$29,550			$31,470			$417			$447			$536			$619			$691			$762


			Shasta			Shasta0.35			$19,460			$22,260			$25,025			$27,790			$30,030			$32,270			$34,475			$36,715			$486			$521			$625			$722			$806			$889


			Shasta			Shasta0.4			$22,240			$25,440			$28,600			$31,760			$34,320			$36,880			$39,400			$41,960			$556			$596			$715			$826			$922			$1,017


			Shasta			Shasta0.45			$25,020			$28,620			$32,175			$35,730			$38,610			$41,490			$44,325			$47,205			$625			$670			$804			$929			$1,037			$1,144


			Shasta			Shasta0.5			$27,800			$31,800			$35,750			$39,700			$42,900			$46,100			$49,250			$52,450			$695			$745			$893			$1,032			$1,152			$1,271


			Shasta			Shasta0.55			$30,580			$34,980			$39,325			$43,670			$47,190			$50,710			$54,175			$57,695			$764			$819			$983			$1,135			$1,267			$1,398


			Shasta			Shasta0.6			$33,360			$38,160			$42,900			$47,640			$51,480			$55,320			$59,100			$62,940			$834			$894			$1,072			$1,239			$1,383			$1,525


			Shasta			Shasta0.65			$36,140			$41,340			$46,475			$51,610			$55,770			$59,930			$64,025			$68,185			$903			$968			$1,161			$1,342			$1,498			$1,652


			Shasta			Shasta0.7			$38,920			$44,520			$50,050			$55,580			$60,060			$64,540			$68,950			$73,430			$973			$1,043			$1,251			$1,445			$1,613			$1,779


			Shasta			Shasta0.75			$41,700			$47,700			$53,625			$59,550			$64,350			$69,150			$73,875			$78,675			$1,042			$1,117			$1,340			$1,548			$1,728			$1,906


			Shasta			Shasta0.8			$44,480			$50,880			$57,200			$63,520			$68,640			$73,760			$78,800			$83,920			$1,112			$1,192			$1,430			$1,652			$1,844			$2,034


			Shasta			Shasta0.9			$50,040			$57,240			$64,350			$71,460			$77,220			$82,980			$88,650			$94,410			$1,251			$1,341			$1,608			$1,858			$2,074			$2,288


			Shasta			Shasta1			$55,600			$63,600			$71,500			$79,400			$85,800			$92,200			$98,500			$104,900			$1,390			$1,490			$1,786			$2,064			$2,304			$2,542


			Shasta			Shasta1.1			$61,160			$69,960			$78,650			$87,340			$94,380			$101,420			$108,350			$115,390			$1,529			$1,639			$1,966			$2,271			$2,535			$2,796


			Shasta			Shasta1.2			$66,720			$76,320			$85,800			$95,280			$102,960			$110,640			$118,200			$125,880			$1,668			$1,788			$2,145			$2,478			$2,766			$3,051


			Sierra			Sierra0.15			$9,450			$10,800			$12,150			$13,500			$14,580			$15,660			$16,740			$17,820			$236			$253			$303			$351			$391			$432


			Sierra			Sierra0.2			$12,600			$14,400			$16,200			$18,000			$19,440			$20,880			$22,320			$23,760			$315			$337			$405			$468			$522			$576


			Sierra			Sierra0.25			$15,750			$18,000			$20,250			$22,500			$24,300			$26,100			$27,900			$29,700			$393			$421			$506			$585			$652			$720


			Sierra			Sierra0.3			$18,900			$21,600			$24,300			$27,000			$29,160			$31,320			$33,480			$35,640			$472			$506			$607			$702			$783			$864


			Sierra			Sierra0.35			$22,050			$25,200			$28,350			$31,500			$34,020			$36,540			$39,060			$41,580			$551			$590			$708			$819			$913			$1,008


			Sierra			Sierra0.4			$25,200			$28,800			$32,400			$36,000			$38,880			$41,760			$44,640			$47,520			$630			$675			$810			$936			$1,044			$1,152


			Sierra			Sierra0.45			$28,350			$32,400			$36,450			$40,500			$43,740			$46,980			$50,220			$53,460			$708			$759			$911			$1,053			$1,174			$1,296


			Sierra			Sierra0.5			$31,500			$36,000			$40,500			$45,000			$48,600			$52,200			$55,800			$59,400			$787			$843			$1,012			$1,170			$1,305			$1,440


			Sierra			Sierra0.55			$34,650			$39,600			$44,550			$49,500			$53,460			$57,420			$61,380			$65,340			$866			$928			$1,113			$1,287			$1,435			$1,584


			Sierra			Sierra0.6			$37,800			$43,200			$48,600			$54,000			$58,320			$62,640			$66,960			$71,280			$945			$1,012			$1,215			$1,404			$1,566			$1,728


			Sierra			Sierra0.65			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,500			$63,180			$67,860			$72,540			$77,220			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,521			$1,696			$1,872


			Sierra			Sierra0.7			$44,100			$50,400			$56,700			$63,000			$68,040			$73,080			$78,120			$83,160			$1,102			$1,181			$1,417			$1,638			$1,827			$2,016


			Sierra			Sierra0.75			$47,250			$54,000			$60,750			$67,500			$72,900			$78,300			$83,700			$89,100			$1,181			$1,265			$1,518			$1,755			$1,957			$2,160


			Sierra			Sierra0.8			$50,400			$57,600			$64,800			$72,000			$77,760			$83,520			$89,280			$95,040			$1,260			$1,350			$1,620			$1,872			$2,088			$2,304


			Sierra			Sierra0.9			$56,700			$64,800			$72,900			$81,000			$87,480			$93,960			$100,440			$106,920			$1,417			$1,518			$1,822			$2,106			$2,349			$2,592


			Sierra			Sierra1			$63,000			$72,000			$81,000			$90,000			$97,200			$104,400			$111,600			$118,800			$1,574			$1,686			$2,024			$2,340			$2,610			$2,880


			Sierra			Sierra1.1			$69,300			$79,200			$89,100			$99,000			$106,920			$114,840			$122,760			$130,680			$1,732			$1,856			$2,227			$2,574			$2,871			$3,168


			Sierra			Sierra1.2			$75,600			$86,400			$97,200			$108,000			$116,640			$125,280			$133,920			$142,560			$1,890			$2,025			$2,430			$2,808			$3,132			$3,456


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Siskiyou			Siskiyou1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Solano			Solano0.15			$11,415			$13,035			$14,670			$16,290			$17,595			$18,900			$20,205			$21,510			$285			$305			$366			$423			$472			$521


			Solano			Solano0.2			$15,220			$17,380			$19,560			$21,720			$23,460			$25,200			$26,940			$28,680			$380			$407			$489			$564			$630			$695


			Solano			Solano0.25			$19,025			$21,725			$24,450			$27,150			$29,325			$31,500			$33,675			$35,850			$475			$509			$611			$705			$787			$869


			Solano			Solano0.3			$22,830			$26,070			$29,340			$32,580			$35,190			$37,800			$40,410			$43,020			$570			$611			$733			$847			$945			$1,042


			Solano			Solano0.35			$26,635			$30,415			$34,230			$38,010			$41,055			$44,100			$47,145			$50,190			$665			$713			$855			$988			$1,102			$1,216


			Solano			Solano0.4			$30,440			$34,760			$39,120			$43,440			$46,920			$50,400			$53,880			$57,360			$761			$815			$978			$1,129			$1,260			$1,390


			Solano			Solano0.45			$34,245			$39,105			$44,010			$48,870			$52,785			$56,700			$60,615			$64,530			$856			$916			$1,100			$1,270			$1,417			$1,564


			Solano			Solano0.5			$38,050			$43,450			$48,900			$54,300			$58,650			$63,000			$67,350			$71,700			$951			$1,018			$1,222			$1,411			$1,575			$1,738


			Solano			Solano0.55			$41,855			$47,795			$53,790			$59,730			$64,515			$69,300			$74,085			$78,870			$1,046			$1,120			$1,344			$1,553			$1,732			$1,911


			Solano			Solano0.6			$45,660			$52,140			$58,680			$65,160			$70,380			$75,600			$80,820			$86,040			$1,141			$1,222			$1,467			$1,694			$1,890			$2,085


			Solano			Solano0.65			$49,465			$56,485			$63,570			$70,590			$76,245			$81,900			$87,555			$93,210			$1,236			$1,324			$1,589			$1,835			$2,047			$2,259


			Solano			Solano0.7			$53,270			$60,830			$68,460			$76,020			$82,110			$88,200			$94,290			$100,380			$1,331			$1,426			$1,711			$1,976			$2,205			$2,433


			Solano			Solano0.75			$57,075			$65,175			$73,350			$81,450			$87,975			$94,500			$101,025			$107,550			$1,426			$1,528			$1,833			$2,117			$2,362			$2,607


			Solano			Solano0.8			$60,880			$69,520			$78,240			$86,880			$93,840			$100,800			$107,760			$114,720			$1,522			$1,630			$1,956			$2,259			$2,520			$2,781


			Solano			Solano0.9			$68,490			$78,210			$88,020			$97,740			$105,570			$113,400			$121,230			$129,060			$1,712			$1,833			$2,200			$2,541			$2,835			$3,128


			Solano			Solano1			$76,100			$86,900			$97,800			$108,600			$117,300			$126,000			$134,700			$143,400			$1,902			$2,036			$2,444			$2,822			$3,150			$3,476


			Solano			Solano1.1			$83,710			$95,590			$107,580			$119,460			$129,030			$138,600			$148,170			$157,740			$2,092			$2,241			$2,689			$3,106			$3,465			$3,823


			Solano			Solano1.2			$91,320			$104,280			$117,360			$130,320			$140,760			$151,200			$161,640			$172,080			$2,283			$2,445			$2,934			$3,388			$3,780			$4,171


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.15			$12,480			$14,265			$16,050			$17,820			$19,260			$20,685			$22,110			$23,535			$312			$334			$401			$463			$517			$570


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.2			$16,640			$19,020			$21,400			$23,760			$25,680			$27,580			$29,480			$31,380			$416			$445			$535			$618			$689			$760


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.25			$20,800			$23,775			$26,750			$29,700			$32,100			$34,475			$36,850			$39,225			$520			$557			$668			$772			$861			$950


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.3			$24,960			$28,530			$32,100			$35,640			$38,520			$41,370			$44,220			$47,070			$624			$668			$802			$927			$1,034			$1,141


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.35			$29,120			$33,285			$37,450			$41,580			$44,940			$48,265			$51,590			$54,915			$728			$780			$936			$1,081			$1,206			$1,331


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.4			$33,280			$38,040			$42,800			$47,520			$51,360			$55,160			$58,960			$62,760			$832			$891			$1,070			$1,236			$1,379			$1,521


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.45			$37,440			$42,795			$48,150			$53,460			$57,780			$62,055			$66,330			$70,605			$936			$1,002			$1,203			$1,390			$1,551			$1,711


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.5			$41,600			$47,550			$53,500			$59,400			$64,200			$68,950			$73,700			$78,450			$1,040			$1,114			$1,337			$1,545			$1,723			$1,901


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.55			$45,760			$52,305			$58,850			$65,340			$70,620			$75,845			$81,070			$86,295			$1,144			$1,225			$1,471			$1,699			$1,896			$2,092


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.6			$49,920			$57,060			$64,200			$71,280			$77,040			$82,740			$88,440			$94,140			$1,248			$1,337			$1,605			$1,854			$2,068			$2,282


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.65			$54,080			$61,815			$69,550			$77,220			$83,460			$89,635			$95,810			$101,985			$1,352			$1,448			$1,738			$2,008			$2,240			$2,472


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.7			$58,240			$66,570			$74,900			$83,160			$89,880			$96,530			$103,180			$109,830			$1,456			$1,560			$1,872			$2,163			$2,413			$2,662


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.75			$62,400			$71,325			$80,250			$89,100			$96,300			$103,425			$110,550			$117,675			$1,560			$1,671			$2,006			$2,317			$2,585			$2,852


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.8			$66,560			$76,080			$85,600			$95,040			$102,720			$110,320			$117,920			$125,520			$1,664			$1,783			$2,140			$2,472			$2,758			$3,043


			Sonoma			Sonoma0.9			$74,880			$85,590			$96,300			$106,920			$115,560			$124,110			$132,660			$141,210			$1,872			$2,005			$2,407			$2,781			$3,102			$3,423


			Sonoma			Sonoma1			$83,200			$95,100			$107,000			$118,800			$128,400			$137,900			$147,400			$156,900			$2,080			$2,228			$2,674			$3,090			$3,446			$3,802


			Sonoma			Sonoma1.1			$91,520			$104,610			$117,700			$130,680			$141,240			$151,690			$162,140			$172,590			$2,288			$2,451			$2,942			$3,399			$3,792			$4,184


			Sonoma			Sonoma1.2			$99,840			$114,120			$128,400			$142,560			$154,080			$165,480			$176,880			$188,280			$2,496			$2,674			$3,210			$3,708			$4,137			$4,564


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.15			$8,370			$9,570			$10,770			$11,955			$12,915			$13,875			$14,835			$15,795			$209			$224			$269			$310			$346			$382


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.2			$11,160			$12,760			$14,360			$15,940			$17,220			$18,500			$19,780			$21,060			$279			$299			$359			$414			$462			$510


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.25			$13,950			$15,950			$17,950			$19,925			$21,525			$23,125			$24,725			$26,325			$348			$373			$448			$518			$578			$638


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.3			$16,740			$19,140			$21,540			$23,910			$25,830			$27,750			$29,670			$31,590			$418			$448			$538			$621			$693			$765


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.35			$19,530			$22,330			$25,130			$27,895			$30,135			$32,375			$34,615			$36,855			$488			$523			$628			$725			$809			$893


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.4			$22,320			$25,520			$28,720			$31,880			$34,440			$37,000			$39,560			$42,120			$558			$598			$718			$829			$925			$1,021


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.45			$25,110			$28,710			$32,310			$35,865			$38,745			$41,625			$44,505			$47,385			$627			$672			$807			$932			$1,040			$1,148


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.5			$27,900			$31,900			$35,900			$39,850			$43,050			$46,250			$49,450			$52,650			$697			$747			$897			$1,036			$1,156			$1,276


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.55			$30,690			$35,090			$39,490			$43,835			$47,355			$50,875			$54,395			$57,915			$767			$822			$987			$1,139			$1,271			$1,403


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.6			$33,480			$38,280			$43,080			$47,820			$51,660			$55,500			$59,340			$63,180			$837			$897			$1,077			$1,243			$1,387			$1,531


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.65			$36,270			$41,470			$46,670			$51,805			$55,965			$60,125			$64,285			$68,445			$906			$971			$1,166			$1,347			$1,503			$1,659


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.7			$39,060			$44,660			$50,260			$55,790			$60,270			$64,750			$69,230			$73,710			$976			$1,046			$1,256			$1,450			$1,618			$1,786


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.75			$41,850			$47,850			$53,850			$59,775			$64,575			$69,375			$74,175			$78,975			$1,046			$1,121			$1,346			$1,554			$1,734			$1,914


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.8			$44,640			$51,040			$57,440			$63,760			$68,880			$74,000			$79,120			$84,240			$1,116			$1,196			$1,436			$1,658			$1,850			$2,042


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus0.9			$50,220			$57,420			$64,620			$71,730			$77,490			$83,250			$89,010			$94,770			$1,255			$1,345			$1,615			$1,865			$2,081			$2,297


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus1			$55,800			$63,800			$71,800			$79,700			$86,100			$92,500			$98,900			$105,300			$1,394			$1,494			$1,794			$2,072			$2,312			$2,552


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus1.1			$61,380			$70,180			$78,980			$87,670			$94,710			$101,750			$108,790			$115,830			$1,534			$1,644			$1,974			$2,279			$2,543			$2,807


			Stanislaus			Stanislaus1.2			$66,960			$76,560			$86,160			$95,640			$103,320			$111,000			$118,680			$126,360			$1,674			$1,794			$2,154			$2,487			$2,775			$3,063


			Sutter			Sutter0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Sutter			Sutter0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Sutter			Sutter0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Sutter			Sutter0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Sutter			Sutter0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Sutter			Sutter0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Sutter			Sutter0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Sutter			Sutter0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Sutter			Sutter0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Sutter			Sutter0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Sutter			Sutter0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Sutter			Sutter0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Sutter			Sutter0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Sutter			Sutter0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Sutter			Sutter0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Sutter			Sutter1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Sutter			Sutter1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Sutter			Sutter1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Tehama			Tehama0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Tehama			Tehama0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Tehama			Tehama0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Tehama			Tehama0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Tehama			Tehama0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Tehama			Tehama0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Tehama			Tehama0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Tehama			Tehama0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Tehama			Tehama0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Tehama			Tehama0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Tehama			Tehama0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Tehama			Tehama0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Tehama			Tehama0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Tehama			Tehama0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Tehama			Tehama0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Tehama			Tehama1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Tehama			Tehama1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Tehama			Tehama1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Trinity			Trinity0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Trinity			Trinity0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Trinity			Trinity0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Trinity			Trinity0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Trinity			Trinity0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Trinity			Trinity0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Trinity			Trinity0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Trinity			Trinity0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Trinity			Trinity0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Trinity			Trinity0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Trinity			Trinity0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Trinity			Trinity0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Trinity			Trinity0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Trinity			Trinity0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Trinity			Trinity0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Trinity			Trinity1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Trinity			Trinity1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Trinity			Trinity1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Tulare			Tulare0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Tulare			Tulare0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Tulare			Tulare0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Tulare			Tulare0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Tulare			Tulare0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Tulare			Tulare0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Tulare			Tulare0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Tulare			Tulare0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Tulare			Tulare0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Tulare			Tulare0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Tulare			Tulare0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Tulare			Tulare0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Tulare			Tulare0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Tulare			Tulare0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Tulare			Tulare0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Tulare			Tulare1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Tulare			Tulare1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Tulare			Tulare1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.15			$8,745			$9,990			$11,235			$12,480			$13,485			$14,490			$15,480			$16,485			$218			$234			$280			$324			$362			$399


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.2			$11,660			$13,320			$14,980			$16,640			$17,980			$19,320			$20,640			$21,980			$291			$312			$374			$432			$483			$532


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.25			$14,575			$16,650			$18,725			$20,800			$22,475			$24,150			$25,800			$27,475			$364			$390			$468			$540			$603			$665


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.3			$17,490			$19,980			$22,470			$24,960			$26,970			$28,980			$30,960			$32,970			$437			$468			$561			$649			$724			$799


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.35			$20,405			$23,310			$26,215			$29,120			$31,465			$33,810			$36,120			$38,465			$510			$546			$655			$757			$845			$932


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.4			$23,320			$26,640			$29,960			$33,280			$35,960			$38,640			$41,280			$43,960			$583			$624			$749			$865			$966			$1,065


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.45			$26,235			$29,970			$33,705			$37,440			$40,455			$43,470			$46,440			$49,455			$655			$702			$842			$973			$1,086			$1,198


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.5			$29,150			$33,300			$37,450			$41,600			$44,950			$48,300			$51,600			$54,950			$728			$780			$936			$1,081			$1,207			$1,331


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.55			$32,065			$36,630			$41,195			$45,760			$49,445			$53,130			$56,760			$60,445			$801			$858			$1,029			$1,190			$1,328			$1,465


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.6			$34,980			$39,960			$44,940			$49,920			$53,940			$57,960			$61,920			$65,940			$874			$936			$1,123			$1,298			$1,449			$1,598


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.65			$37,895			$43,290			$48,685			$54,080			$58,435			$62,790			$67,080			$71,435			$947			$1,014			$1,217			$1,406			$1,569			$1,731


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.7			$40,810			$46,620			$52,430			$58,240			$62,930			$67,620			$72,240			$76,930			$1,020			$1,092			$1,310			$1,514			$1,690			$1,864


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.75			$43,725			$49,950			$56,175			$62,400			$67,425			$72,450			$77,400			$82,425			$1,093			$1,170			$1,404			$1,622			$1,811			$1,997


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.8			$46,640			$53,280			$59,920			$66,560			$71,920			$77,280			$82,560			$87,920			$1,166			$1,249			$1,498			$1,731			$1,932			$2,131


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne0.9			$52,470			$59,940			$67,410			$74,880			$80,910			$86,940			$92,880			$98,910			$1,311			$1,405			$1,685			$1,947			$2,173			$2,397


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne1			$58,300			$66,600			$74,900			$83,200			$89,900			$96,600			$103,200			$109,900			$1,456			$1,560			$1,872			$2,162			$2,414			$2,662


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne1.1			$64,130			$73,260			$82,390			$91,520			$98,890			$106,260			$113,520			$120,890			$1,603			$1,717			$2,059			$2,380			$2,656			$2,930


			Tuolumne			Tuolumne1.2			$69,960			$79,920			$89,880			$99,840			$107,880			$115,920			$123,840			$131,880			$1,749			$1,873			$2,247			$2,596			$2,898			$3,196


			Ventura			Ventura0.15			$13,170			$15,060			$16,935			$18,810			$20,325			$21,825			$23,325			$24,840			$329			$352			$423			$489			$545			$602


			Ventura			Ventura0.2			$17,560			$20,080			$22,580			$25,080			$27,100			$29,100			$31,100			$33,120			$439			$470			$564			$652			$727			$802


			Ventura			Ventura0.25			$21,950			$25,100			$28,225			$31,350			$33,875			$36,375			$38,875			$41,400			$548			$588			$705			$815			$909			$1,003


			Ventura			Ventura0.3			$26,340			$30,120			$33,870			$37,620			$40,650			$43,650			$46,650			$49,680			$658			$705			$846			$978			$1,091			$1,204


			Ventura			Ventura0.35			$30,730			$35,140			$39,515			$43,890			$47,425			$50,925			$54,425			$57,960			$768			$823			$987			$1,141			$1,273			$1,404


			Ventura			Ventura0.4			$35,120			$40,160			$45,160			$50,160			$54,200			$58,200			$62,200			$66,240			$878			$941			$1,129			$1,304			$1,455			$1,605


			Ventura			Ventura0.45			$39,510			$45,180			$50,805			$56,430			$60,975			$65,475			$69,975			$74,520			$987			$1,058			$1,270			$1,467			$1,636			$1,806


			Ventura			Ventura0.5			$43,900			$50,200			$56,450			$62,700			$67,750			$72,750			$77,750			$82,800			$1,097			$1,176			$1,411			$1,630			$1,818			$2,006


			Ventura			Ventura0.55			$48,290			$55,220			$62,095			$68,970			$74,525			$80,025			$85,525			$91,080			$1,207			$1,293			$1,552			$1,793			$2,000			$2,207


			Ventura			Ventura0.6			$52,680			$60,240			$67,740			$75,240			$81,300			$87,300			$93,300			$99,360			$1,317			$1,411			$1,693			$1,956			$2,182			$2,408


			Ventura			Ventura0.65			$57,070			$65,260			$73,385			$81,510			$88,075			$94,575			$101,075			$107,640			$1,426			$1,529			$1,834			$2,119			$2,364			$2,608


			Ventura			Ventura0.7			$61,460			$70,280			$79,030			$87,780			$94,850			$101,850			$108,850			$115,920			$1,536			$1,646			$1,975			$2,282			$2,546			$2,809


			Ventura			Ventura0.75			$65,850			$75,300			$84,675			$94,050			$101,625			$109,125			$116,625			$124,200			$1,646			$1,764			$2,116			$2,445			$2,728			$3,010


			Ventura			Ventura0.8			$70,240			$80,320			$90,320			$100,320			$108,400			$116,400			$124,400			$132,480			$1,756			$1,882			$2,258			$2,609			$2,910			$3,211


			Ventura			Ventura0.9			$79,020			$90,360			$101,610			$112,860			$121,950			$130,950			$139,950			$149,040			$1,975			$2,117			$2,540			$2,935			$3,273			$3,612


			Ventura			Ventura1			$87,800			$100,400			$112,900			$125,400			$135,500			$145,500			$155,500			$165,600			$2,194			$2,352			$2,822			$3,260			$3,636			$4,012


			Ventura			Ventura1.1			$96,580			$110,440			$124,190			$137,940			$149,050			$160,050			$171,050			$182,160			$2,414			$2,587			$3,104			$3,587			$4,001			$4,415


			Ventura			Ventura1.2			$105,360			$120,480			$135,480			$150,480			$162,600			$174,600			$186,600			$198,720			$2,634			$2,823			$3,387			$3,913			$4,365			$4,816


			Yolo			Yolo0.15			$10,410			$11,895			$13,380			$14,865			$16,065			$17,250			$18,435			$19,635			$260			$278			$334			$386			$431			$475


			Yolo			Yolo0.2			$13,880			$15,860			$17,840			$19,820			$21,420			$23,000			$24,580			$26,180			$347			$371			$446			$515			$575			$634


			Yolo			Yolo0.25			$17,350			$19,825			$22,300			$24,775			$26,775			$28,750			$30,725			$32,725			$433			$464			$557			$644			$718			$793


			Yolo			Yolo0.3			$20,820			$23,790			$26,760			$29,730			$32,130			$34,500			$36,870			$39,270			$520			$557			$669			$773			$862			$951


			Yolo			Yolo0.35			$24,290			$27,755			$31,220			$34,685			$37,485			$40,250			$43,015			$45,815			$607			$650			$780			$902			$1,006			$1,110


			Yolo			Yolo0.4			$27,760			$31,720			$35,680			$39,640			$42,840			$46,000			$49,160			$52,360			$694			$743			$892			$1,031			$1,150			$1,269


			Yolo			Yolo0.45			$31,230			$35,685			$40,140			$44,595			$48,195			$51,750			$55,305			$58,905			$780			$836			$1,003			$1,159			$1,293			$1,427


			Yolo			Yolo0.5			$34,700			$39,650			$44,600			$49,550			$53,550			$57,500			$61,450			$65,450			$867			$929			$1,115			$1,288			$1,437			$1,586


			Yolo			Yolo0.55			$38,170			$43,615			$49,060			$54,505			$58,905			$63,250			$67,595			$71,995			$954			$1,022			$1,226			$1,417			$1,581			$1,744


			Yolo			Yolo0.6			$41,640			$47,580			$53,520			$59,460			$64,260			$69,000			$73,740			$78,540			$1,041			$1,115			$1,338			$1,546			$1,725			$1,903


			Yolo			Yolo0.65			$45,110			$51,545			$57,980			$64,415			$69,615			$74,750			$79,885			$85,085			$1,127			$1,208			$1,449			$1,675			$1,868			$2,062


			Yolo			Yolo0.7			$48,580			$55,510			$62,440			$69,370			$74,970			$80,500			$86,030			$91,630			$1,214			$1,301			$1,561			$1,804			$2,012			$2,220


			Yolo			Yolo0.75			$52,050			$59,475			$66,900			$74,325			$80,325			$86,250			$92,175			$98,175			$1,301			$1,394			$1,672			$1,933			$2,156			$2,379


			Yolo			Yolo0.8			$55,520			$63,440			$71,360			$79,280			$85,680			$92,000			$98,320			$104,720			$1,388			$1,487			$1,784			$2,062			$2,300			$2,538


			Yolo			Yolo0.9			$62,460			$71,370			$80,280			$89,190			$96,390			$103,500			$110,610			$117,810			$1,561			$1,672			$2,007			$2,319			$2,587			$2,855


			Yolo			Yolo1			$69,400			$79,300			$89,200			$99,100			$107,100			$115,000			$122,900			$130,900			$1,734			$1,858			$2,230			$2,576			$2,874			$3,172


			Yolo			Yolo1.1			$76,340			$87,230			$98,120			$109,010			$117,810			$126,500			$135,190			$143,990			$1,908			$2,044			$2,453			$2,835			$3,162			$3,489


			Yolo			Yolo1.2			$83,280			$95,160			$107,040			$118,920			$128,520			$138,000			$147,480			$157,080			$2,082			$2,230			$2,676			$3,093			$3,450			$3,807


			Yuba			Yuba0.15			$8,190			$9,360			$10,530			$11,685			$12,630			$13,560			$14,490			$15,435			$204			$219			$263			$303			$339			$374


			Yuba			Yuba0.2			$10,920			$12,480			$14,040			$15,580			$16,840			$18,080			$19,320			$20,580			$273			$292			$351			$405			$452			$498


			Yuba			Yuba0.25			$13,650			$15,600			$17,550			$19,475			$21,050			$22,600			$24,150			$25,725			$341			$365			$438			$506			$565			$623


			Yuba			Yuba0.3			$16,380			$18,720			$21,060			$23,370			$25,260			$27,120			$28,980			$30,870			$409			$438			$526			$607			$678			$748


			Yuba			Yuba0.35			$19,110			$21,840			$24,570			$27,265			$29,470			$31,640			$33,810			$36,015			$477			$511			$614			$709			$791			$872


			Yuba			Yuba0.4			$21,840			$24,960			$28,080			$31,160			$33,680			$36,160			$38,640			$41,160			$546			$585			$702			$810			$904			$997


			Yuba			Yuba0.45			$24,570			$28,080			$31,590			$35,055			$37,890			$40,680			$43,470			$46,305			$614			$658			$789			$911			$1,017			$1,122


			Yuba			Yuba0.5			$27,300			$31,200			$35,100			$38,950			$42,100			$45,200			$48,300			$51,450			$682			$731			$877			$1,013			$1,130			$1,246


			Yuba			Yuba0.55			$30,030			$34,320			$38,610			$42,845			$46,310			$49,720			$53,130			$56,595			$750			$804			$965			$1,114			$1,243			$1,371


			Yuba			Yuba0.6			$32,760			$37,440			$42,120			$46,740			$50,520			$54,240			$57,960			$61,740			$819			$877			$1,053			$1,215			$1,356			$1,496


			Yuba			Yuba0.65			$35,490			$40,560			$45,630			$50,635			$54,730			$58,760			$62,790			$66,885			$887			$950			$1,140			$1,317			$1,469			$1,620


			Yuba			Yuba0.7			$38,220			$43,680			$49,140			$54,530			$58,940			$63,280			$67,620			$72,030			$955			$1,023			$1,228			$1,418			$1,582			$1,745


			Yuba			Yuba0.75			$40,950			$46,800			$52,650			$58,425			$63,150			$67,800			$72,450			$77,175			$1,023			$1,096			$1,316			$1,519			$1,695			$1,870


			Yuba			Yuba0.8			$43,680			$49,920			$56,160			$62,320			$67,360			$72,320			$77,280			$82,320			$1,092			$1,170			$1,404			$1,621			$1,808			$1,995


			Yuba			Yuba0.9			$49,140			$56,160			$63,180			$70,110			$75,780			$81,360			$86,940			$92,610			$1,228			$1,316			$1,579			$1,823			$2,034			$2,244


			Yuba			Yuba1			$54,600			$62,400			$70,200			$77,900			$84,200			$90,400			$96,600			$102,900			$1,364			$1,462			$1,754			$2,026			$2,260			$2,492


			Yuba			Yuba1.1			$60,060			$68,640			$77,220			$85,690			$92,620			$99,440			$106,260			$113,190			$1,501			$1,608			$1,930			$2,228			$2,486			$2,743


			Yuba			Yuba1.2			$65,520			$74,880			$84,240			$93,480			$101,040			$108,480			$115,920			$123,480			$1,638			$1,755			$2,106			$2,431			$2,712			$2,992








Threshold Requirements


						Program Threshold Requirements


						§106 Threshold Requirements


						(a)			Application Threshold Requirements: In addition to requirements detailed in Sections 102 through 105, to be eligible for AHSC Program funding, an application shall demonstrate to the Department all the following:


									(1)			Applicant(s) certifies that the proposed Project will achieve a reduction in GHG emissions through fewer vehicle miles travelled (VMT), pursuant to the most recent AHSC Program Quantification Methodology, available on the California Air Resources Board’s Climate Change Investments (CCI) Quantification, Benefits and Reporting Materials webpage. This must be evidenced by a completed GHG Benefits Calculator tool, described in the AHSC Application, displaying VMT and GHG reductions for each Project component.


												CARB Quantification Methodology





									(2)			Applicant(s) certifies that the proposed Project supports the implementation of the applicable Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS), as confirmed by the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), or equivalent sustainable planning document in non-MPO regions, as required by Public Resources code section 75210 et seq. The application must be consistent with activities or strategies identified in the regional SCS, or similar planning document that demonstrate a per capita reduction in VMT and GHG.


						File Name									SCS Consistency Confirmation 																								Document from MPO identified above confirming consistency with SCS, or alternative planning strategy in non-MPO regions, per §106(a).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(3)			Applicant(s) certifies that the proposed Project must be consistent with the State Planning Priorities established pursuant to Section 65041.1 of the Government Code.





									(4)			Applicant(s) certifies that all proposed Affordable Housing Developments located in a jurisdiction that has fare-based transit must provide at least one (1) transit pass or card to each Restricted Unit for at least 3 years. If the transit agency does not provide passes with unlimited rides, the card or pass should have a minimum value of 40 average commute length rides a month as determined by the transit agency. These passes or cards may be paid for with AHSC funding pursuant to §103(b)(2).





												# of passes or cards that will be provided:																																	Is there at least one pass per restricted unit?																														TRUE						Type of transit passes provided:


												Annual Transit Passes Value																														Duration of Funding for Transit Passes (years)?





									(5)			Applicant(s) certifies that Applicants of all proposed rental Affordable Housing Developments must certify that the development will be smoke free and demonstrate compliance by submitting a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing lease addendum.


						File Name									SFH Lease Addendum																								Submit a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing lease addendum.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(6)			The AHSC-funded components of the Project must:


												(A)			Applicant(s) certifies to incorporate more than one Urban Greening feature with dedicated maintenance for at least two years. The grantee is ultimately responsible for the maintenance of the Urban Greening features in the Project, even if municipal ordinance assigns responsibility for their maintenance to adjacent property owners. Applicants must propose at least $200,000 in reasonable direct Urban Greening costs.





						Urban Greening costs:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.																					AHD:						$0									HRI:						$0									STI:						$0									TRA:						$0									Meets threshold requirement?																								FALSE


												(B)			Applicant(s) certifies that the Project include adequate lighting in accordance with local, state, and federal design standards and requirements for all publicly accessible components of the Project including active transportation routes and transit stations or stops.





									(7)			Applicant(s) certifies to the completion and approval or adoption of all necessary environmental clearances including those required under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and if applicable, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). All applicable time periods for filing appeals or lawsuits have lapsed within 30 days after the application due date with lawsuits or appeals resolved. Proof of NEPA clearance is shown through an Authority to Use Grant Funds document.


												(A)			STI or TRA components of a Project are not required to certify completion and demonstration of approval of environmental clearances (NEPA or CEQA) as stated in Section 106(7) above until prior to the initial disbursement of grant funds.


												(B)			Applicants are not required to complete any necessary environmental clearances prompted exclusively by rental and/or operating subsidies prior to the AHSC application deadline.





												AHD environmental clearances


												NEPA:						Is Federal funding proposed that will trigger NEPA requirements?																																													If Yes, enter date of "Authority to Use Grant Funds"


												CEQA:						Project approved "by-right"?																					Is Project Categorically Exempt?																								Negative Declaration date																								Final EIR date


												Discuss below any special NEPA and/or CEQA Special Circumstances or exemptions and provide estimated/actual completion dates of all necessary environmental clearances.





						File Name									AHD Environmental																								Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AHD Auth to Use Grant Funds																								For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												HRI environmental clearances


												NEPA:						Is Federal funding proposed that will trigger NEPA requirements?																																													If Yes, enter date of "Authority to Use Grant Funds"


												CEQA:						Project approved "by-right"?																					Is Project Categorically Exempt?																								Negative Declaration date																								Final EIR date


												Discuss below any special NEPA and/or CEQA Special Circumstances or exemptions and provide estimated/actual completion dates of all necessary environmental clearances.





						File Name									HRI Environmental																								Copy of all environmental reports and clearances (e.g. EIR, Phase 1 Notice of Exemption).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									HRI Auth to Use Grant Funds																								For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												STI environmental clearances


												NEPA:						Is Federal funding proposed that will trigger NEPA requirements?																																													If Yes, enter date of "Authority to Use Grant Funds"


												CEQA:						Project approved "by-right"?																					Is Project Categorically Exempt?																								Negative Declaration date																								Final EIR date


												Discuss below any special NEPA and/or CEQA Special Circumstances or exemptions and provide estimated/actual completion dates of all necessary environmental clearances.





						File Name									STI Environmental																								Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?															No


						File Name									STI Auth to Use Grant Funds																								For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?															Yes


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.






												TRA environmental clearances


												NEPA:						Is Federal funding proposed that will trigger NEPA requirements?																																													If Yes, enter date of "Authority to Use Grant Funds"


												CEQA:						Project approved "by-right"?																					Is Project Categorically Exempt?																								Negative Declaration date																								Final EIR date


												Discuss below any special NEPA and/or CEQA Special Circumstances or exemptions and provide estimated/actual completion dates of all necessary environmental clearances.





						File Name									TRA Environmental																								Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									TRA Auth to Use Grant Funds																								For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(8)			Applications must demonstrate that all necessary discretionary local land use approvals, excluding design review, have been granted.


												Have all necessary discretionary local land use approvals, excluding design review, have been granted?





												AHD discretionary local land use approvals


												Agency / Issuer																		Land Use Approval Date 									Approval Type																		Comments

















												HRI discretionary local land use approvals


												Agency / Issuer																		Land Use Approval Date 									Approval Type																		Comments

















												STI discretionary local land use approvals


												Agency / Issuer																		Land Use Approval Date 									Approval Type																		Comments

















												TRA discretionary local land use approvals


												Agency / Issuer																		Land Use Approval Date 									Approval Type																		Comments














									(9)			Applicant(s) certifies that the application is sufficiently complete to assess the feasibility of the proposed project and its compliance with AHSC Program and application requirements.





									(10)			Applicant(s) certifies that the applicant must demonstrate that the Project is financially feasible as evidenced by documentation including, but not limited to, Enforceable Funding Commitments, a market study which meets the requirements specified in the TCAC Regulations Section 10322(h)(10), project pro-forma, sources and uses statement, proposed operating budget, multi-year pro-forma, or other feasibility documentation that is standard industry practice for the type of proposed Affordable Housing Development.


												Does the Market study demonstrate the AHD/HRI Project is financially feasible?


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD:  A study that meets requirements specified in
TCAC Regs §10322(h)(10) will be accepted by HCD.


						File Name									AHD-HRI Market Study																								Provide a completed market study prepared within one year of the application due date.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												AHD/HRI Enforceable Funding Commitments


												Make sure to submit all "Enforceable Funding Commitments" for the proposed AHD and/or HRI project as stated at the "Dev Sources" sheet/tab.


						File Name									EFC AHD HRI1; EFC AHD HRI2; EFC AHD HRI3; etc.																								Documentation for the 0 permanent sources, plus Equity Investor if known at time of application.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												STI Enforceable Funding Commitments


												Committed by Application time?									Commitment Date


George Rodine: Enter Actual or Anticipated Date									Source Name
(listed in order of lien priority)																								Source Type												Lien
No.						Amount									Interest Rate																					Term - 
# of months						Required
Debt Service									Balloon?


																																																																																	Rate						Type


												Yes																		AHSC STI Grant																								State-HCD




















												Total Committed Non-AHSC STI Funds																											$0																																							TOTAL (must equal STI Budget Amount)																														$0									0


												Provide a description of unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs and provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 


George Rodine: Capital and Operating costs for transportation projects and programs will be reviewed for cost reasonableness as compared to similar types of project.
If project budgets are deemed unusually high, HCD staff may request additional information. Projects with above average costs or below average costs must provide justification for the costs. Projects with unjustified development costs may not be approved/awarded funding.


												N/A


						File Name									EFC STI1; EFC STI2; EFC STI3; etc.																								Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC STI funding commitments.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												TRA Enforceable Funding Commitments


												Committed by Full App Deadline?									Commitment Date


George Rodine: Enter Actual or Anticipated Date
									Source Name
(listed in order of lien priority)																								Source Type												Lien
No.						Amount									Interest Rate																					Term - 
# of months						Required
Debt Service									Balloon?


																																																																																	Rate						Type


												Yes																		AHSC TRA Grant																								State-HCD




















												Total Committed Non-AHSC TRA Funds																											$0																																							TOTAL (must equal TRA Budget Amt)																														$0									0


												Provide a description of unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs and provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 


George Rodine: Capital and Operating costs for transportation projects and programs
will be reviewed for cost reasonableness as compared to similar types
of project. If project budgets are deemed unusually high, HCD staff
may request additional information. Projects with above average
costs or below average costs must provide justification for the
costs. Projects with unjustified development costs may not be
approved/awarded funding.





						File Name									EFC TRA1; EFC TRA2; EFC TRA3																								Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC TRA funding commitments.


George Rodine: An acceptable enforceable commitment letter must contain the following:
1.  Name of the applicant (borrower or recipient of funds).
2.  The Project name (if any).
3.  The project site address, assessor's parcel number, or legal description; and
4.  The amount, interest rate (if applicable) and terms of the financing.
5.  The letter may be conditioned on certain standard underwriting criteria, such as 
appraisal, but may not be generally conditioned.  Examples of unacceptable general
conditions include phrases such as "subject to senior management approval," or a
statement that omits the word "commitment" but instead indicates the lender's
"willingness to process an application" or indicates that financing is "subject to loan
committee approval of the project."																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												PGM Enforceable Funding Commitments


												Committed by Full App Deadline?									Commitment Date


George Rodine: Enter Actual or Anticipated Date
									Source Name
(listed in order of lien priority)																								Source Type												Lien
No.						Amount									Interest Rate																					Term - 
# of months						Required
Debt Service									Balloon?


																																																																																	Rate						Type


												Yes																		AHSC PGM Grant																								State-HCD																											Transit Passes will not contribute to $600k PGM cap.




















												Total Committed Non-AHSC PGM Funds																											$0																																							TOTAL (must equal PGM Budget Amount)


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, must complete "PGM S&U Budget" sheet/tab.																														$0									0


												Provide a description of unusual or extraordinary circumstances that have resulted in higher than expected Project costs and provide a justification as to why these costs are reasonable. 


George Rodine: Capital and Operating costs for transportation projects and programs will be reviewed for cost reasonableness as compared to similar types of project.
If project budgets are deemed unusually high, HCD staff may request additional information. Projects with above average costs or below average costs must provide justification for the costs. Projects with unjustified development costs may not be approved/awarded funding.





						File Name									EFC PGM1, EFC PGM2, EFC PGM3																								Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC PGM funding commitments.


George Rodine: An acceptable enforceable commitment letter must contain the following:
1.  Name of the applicant (borrower or recipient of funds).
2.  The Project name (if any).
3.  The project site address, assessor's parcel number, or legal description; and
4.  The amount, interest rate (if applicable) and terms of the financing.
5.  The letter may be conditioned on certain standard underwriting criteria, such as appraisal, but may not be generally conditioned.  Examples of unacceptable general conditions include phrases such as "subject to senior management approval," or a statement that omits the word "commitment" but instead indicates the lender's "willingness to process an application" or indicates that financing is "subject to loan committee approval of the project."																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(11)			Applicant(s) certifies that the Eligible Applicant or Locality serving as the Developer of a particular component of the Project must demonstrate site control of the property on which that Project component will be located as set forth at UMR §8303 and §8316 with the additional requirement that the Applicant shall maintain site control through the award date.


												(A)			The following shall apply to Capital Projects:


															(i)			Where site control is in the name of another entity, the Applicant shall provide documentation, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Department (e.g., a purchase and sale agreement, an option, a leasehold interest/option, a disposition and development agreement, an exclusive right to negotiate with a public agency for the acquisition of the site), which clearly demonstrates that the Applicant has some form of right to acquire or lease the Project property.


															(ii)			Where site control will be satisfied by a long-term ground lease, the Department will require the execution and recordation of the Department’s form lease rider at the time of closing, which shall be entered into by and among the ground lessor, the ground lessee, the Department, and any other applicable parties. In all cases, the lease rider shall be recorded against the fee interest in the Project property.


												(B)			For Capital Projects developed in Indian country, the following exceptions apply:


															(i)			Where site control is a ground lease, the lease agreement between the Tribal Entity and the Project owner is for a period not less than 50 years; and


															(ii)			An attorney’s opinion regarding chain of title and current title status is acceptable in lieu of a title report





																		AHD  Site Control


																		Form of site control (See Site Control in Appendix A)																																																																								Most recent document execution date


																		Ground Lease planned?


																		Lessor																																																															Term																								Annual Payment





																		Below, describe property transfers occurring in connection with development of the Project.





						File Name									AHD Site Control																								Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AHD Preliminary Title Report																								PTR, that is no more than 6 months old for the AHD Project.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





																		HRI  Site Control


																		Form of site control (See Site Control in Appendix A)																																																																								Most recent document execution date


																		Ground Lease planned?


																		Lessor																																																															Term																								Annual Payment





																		Below, describe property transfers occurring in connection with development of the Project.





						File Name									HRI Site Control																								Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





																		STI  Site Control


																		Form of site control (See Site Control in Appendix A)																																																																								Most recent document execution date


																		Ground Lease planned?


																		Lessor																																																															Term																								Annual Payment





																		Below, describe property transfers occurring in connection with development of the Project.





						File Name									STI Site Control																								Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





																		TRA  Site Control


																		Form of site control (See Site Control in Appendix A)																																																																								Most recent document execution date


																		Ground Lease planned?


																		Lessor																																																															Term																								Annual Payment





																		Below, describe property transfers occurring in connection with development of the Project.





						File Name									TRA Site Control																								Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(12)			Applicant(s) certifies to demonstrate experience by providing evidence of at least two projects that are similar to each proposed AHSC Capital Project (AHD, HRI, STI, and TRA) in scope and size, which have been completed by the Applicant serving as the Developer of that Project component, during the ten years preceding the application due date. If an Applicant relies upon the experience of its Principal to meet the Applicant experience requirements, documentation of the Principal’s experience is required as set forth in the application, in addition to recent project evidence described in the previous sentence.


												(A)			For STI or TRA components only, an Applicant may demonstrate the requisite experience (as detailed above) by using the past experience of work completed of a Locality or transportation agency non-applicant so long as the Applicant can provide an executed agreement with that specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought, thereby demonstrating that the Locality or transportation agency will be serving as the STI or TRA Developer for that Capital Project.


															Note: AHD/HRI Developer has to be the entity with experience per the Guidelines.																																																																																							App due date												4/4/23


															AHD requisite experience


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE						Project tenure (in years)																								Number of units															Units per Acre															Commercial (square feet)








															Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE						Project tenure (in years)																								Number of units															Units per Acre															Commercial (square feet)





						File Name									Past Exp AHD1, Past Exp AHD2																								Certificates of Occupancy for two recently completed affordable housing developments.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





															HRI requisite experience


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE						Project tenure (in years)																								Number of units															Units per Acre															Commercial (square feet)








															Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE						Project tenure (in years)																								Number of units															Units per Acre															Commercial (square feet)





						File Name									Past Exp HRI1, Past Exp HRI2																								Certificates of Occupancy for two recently completed affordable housing developments.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												STI			Requisite experience for  STI Capital Project


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








															Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																				0																																																Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												STI			Requisite experience for  STI Capital Project


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








															Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																				0																																																Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												STI			Requisite experience for  STI Capital Project


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








															Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																				0																																																Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE





						File Name									Past Exp STI1, Past Exp STI2, etc,.																								Where the party making improvements funded by AHSC is not a public entity, an executed agreement from a public agency certifying the satisfactory completion of similar infrastructure improvements.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												TRA			Requisite experience for  TRA Capital Project


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																				0																																																Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Describe how AHD provides free transit passes
or reloadable transit cards priced at no more
than half of retail cost.			TRA			Requisite experience for  TRA Capital Project


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																				0																																																Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																		


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Full (i.e., not subsidized) annual value of transit pass to each resident			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please complete all budgets, then
verify this requirement.						TRA			Requisite experience for  TRA Capital Project


															Requisite experience project name #1


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE








												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			Requisite experience project name #2


															Name of Applicant demonstrating requisite experience																																				0																																																Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE





												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			File Name									Past Exp TRA1, Past Exp TRA2, etc,.																								Where the party making improvements funded by AHSC in not a public entity, an executed agreement from a public agency certifying the satisfactory completion of similar infrastructure improvements.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





															PGM requisite experience


															Demonstrate prior experience by providing evidence of two prior PGM projects similar to the proposed PGM in scope and size, which have been completed by the implementing party


															Requisite experience project name #1																																																									Operating entity name


															Name of implementing party  demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE





												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			Describe the prior experience of the Program Operator with operating similar successful programs.








															Requisite experience project name #2																																																									Development entity name


															Name of implementing party  demonstrating requisite experience																																																																																				Completion Date


															Meets ten year requirement?																		FALSE





												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			Describe the prior experience of the Program Operator with operating similar successful programs.





						File Name									Past Exp PGM1, Past Exp PGM2																								Provide documentation for the two recently completed programs.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(13)			Applicant(s) certifies that as of the date of application, the Applicant(s), the Project, or the real property on which the Project is proposed may not be party to or the subject of any claim or action in the state or federal courts that affects or potentially affects the feasibility of the Project. Further, the Applicant(s) shall disclose and describe any claim or action undertaken by or against the Applicant(s), the Project or the Property which affects or potentially affects the feasibility of the Project.





									(14)			Applicant(s) certifies that construction of the Project has not commenced as of the application deadline set forth in the NOFA. Any demolition operation conducted under a written order issued by a state or local governmental agency because a facility is structurally unsound and in danger of imminent collapse is exempt from this requirement.





									(15)			Applicant(s) certifies that for TOD and ICP projects, the High Quality Transit or Qualifying Transit, respectively, must be serving the Transit Station/Stop at the time of application submittal. For RIPA projects, the Qualifying Transit must be serving the Transit Station/Stop by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided. For all Project Area Types, the AHD and Qualifying Transit’s Transit Station/Stop must be connected by a pedestrian access route no greater than 0.50 miles at the time of certificate of occupancy. Improvements to complete the pedestrian access route between the AHD and the Transit Station/Stop may be included as part of the project STI/TRA components so long as they are completed by the time a certificate of occupancy is provided.





									(16)			Applicant(s) certifies to demonstrate consistency with State Relocation Assistance Law (CA Gov Code Sec. 7260-7277).


												Does Project trigger State Relocation Assistance Law (Title 1, GC, Division 7, Chapter 16, commencing at Section 7260, and Title 25 CCR, Subchapter 1, Chapter 6, commencing at Section 6000.)? 


												Are costs sufficient, pursuant to the relocation plan and included in the Project's Development Budget?


						File Name									Relocation Plan																								Applicants must provide a Relocation Plan.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


												Provide a narrative explanation, in the box below, supporting why relocation is not required. "N/A" or "Vacant Land" is not sufficient. 








									(17)			Applicant(s) certifies that the  Housing Element for the jurisdiction in which the Project is located must be in substantial compliance by the date of award recommendation. Housing Element in substantial compliance means the local public entity’s adopted housing element is in substantial compliance as demonstrated by a letter from the Department which sets forth findings that the housing element adopted within the time frames required by Section 65588 of the Government Code includes that substance essential to every requirement of Article 10.6, commencing with Section 65580, of Chapter 3 of Division I of Title VII of the Government Code. A jurisdiction’s current housing element compliance status can be obtained by referencing the Department’s website. Projects located on Trust Land, as defined under Indian country, are exempt from this requirement. Projects located on Trust Land, as defined under Indian country, are exempt from this requirement.


												(A)			For the purposes of this section alone, jurisdictions that are undergoing Department review of their housing element at the time of award and jurisdictions which are receiving Department technical assistance to bring their housing element into compliance at the time of award, shall both be deemed to be in a presumptive state of substantial compliance by the Department. All awards premised on presumptive substantial compliance shall include conditions in their respective standard agreements requiring that prior to funds disbursement the subject jurisdiction must have received a final housing element certification letter from the Department.


															Is the Project located within a jurisdiction which currently has an adopted housing element in substantial compliance with Art.10.6 (§65580) Ch. 3 Div. 1 of Title 7  (Gov. Code §65585)?


															A jurisdiction’s current housing element compliance status is obtainable thru HCD’s website.																																																															


															Please provide date of HCD compliance determination


						File Name:									HE Determination letter																					Provide HCD's determination letter.																																																												Uploaded to HCD Portal?


															Will the jurisdiction be under Department review of their housing element at the time of award? 


															Will the jurisdiction be receiving Department technical assistance to bring their housing element into compliance at the time of award? 








												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please explain how the jurisdiction plans to become
in compliance with their "Housing Element" by time
of award.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD:  A study that meets requirements specified in
TCAC Regs §10322(h)(10) will be accepted by HCD.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			(18)			Applicant(s) certifies that applicants that are a City, County, or City and County must at the time of application, have submitted their housing element annual progress reports as required by Government Code section 65400 to the State of California for the current and prior year.


																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			Is any of the Applicants for this project, a City, County, or City and County?


												Has the City, County, or City and County submitted their housing element annual progress reports as required by Government Code section 65400 to the State of California for the current and prior year.?





									(19)			Applicant(s) certifies that Application/Project must integrate applicable climate adaptation measures as described in Section 107 Narrative Based Policy Scoring (b).





									(20)			Applicant(s) certifies the Applicant must demonstrate that costs for any Project or component thereof will not result in loss or conversion of agricultural or other working lands or natural resource lands for other uses. The Project site must not be designated as Agricultural Land according to the California Department of Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) Tool (California Important Farmland Finder). An exemption to the FMMP designation may be allowed for applications that submit documentation that substantiates a description of an Infill Site.





												AHD 


												Applicant(s) certifies that the AHD will not result in the loss or conversion of agricultural or other working lands, or natural resource lands for other uses according the Dept. of Conservation's Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) website?


						File Name									AHD No Ag																								Demonstrate the AHD site is not within land designated as agricultural land per FMMP tool.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									AHD Ag Infill																								Applicants seeking an exemption to the FMMP determination must demonstrate that the AHD Project site qualifies as an Infill Site (as defined in Appendix A).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												HRI


												Applicant(s) certifies that the HRI will not result in the loss or conversion of agricultural or other working lands, or natural resource lands for other uses according the Dept. of Conservation's Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) website?


						File Name									HRI No Ag																								Demonstrate the HRI site is not within land designated as agricultural land per FMMP tool.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									HRI Ag Infill																								Applicants seeking an exemption to the FMMP determination must demonstrate that the AHD Project site qualifies as an Infill Site (as defined in Appendix A).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												STI


												Applicant(s) certifies that the STI will not result in the loss or conversion of agricultural or other working lands, or natural resource lands for other uses according the Dept. of Conservation's Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) website?





												TRA


												Applicant(s) certifies that the TRA will not result in the loss or conversion of agricultural or other working lands, or natural resource lands for other uses according the Dept. of Conservation's Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) website?





									(21)			Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Affordable Housing Developments and Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Projects must also demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following:


												(A)			Applicant(s) certifies that the Rental Affordable Housing Developments must meet the underwriting standards in the UMRs and MHP Guidelines Section 7312.


												(B)			Applicant(s) certifies the Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related Infrastructure, or both are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, and other committed funds are not and will not be supplanted by AHSC Program funds.


												(C)			Proposed Projects involving new construction or Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units are eligible only if the number of bedrooms in the new Project is at least equal to the number of bedrooms in the demolished structures, with equal or greater affordability. The new Affordable Units may exist on separate parcels provided all parcels are part of the same Project meeting the requirements of the UMRs Section 8303 (b).


															(i)			The Department may approve Projects involving new construction or Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units that result in a number of bedrooms less than the number in the demolished structures where it determines that such approvals will substantially improve the livability of the remaining units, or serve some other compelling public policy objective, as long as the reduction does not result in more than 25 percent fewer units upon Project completion.


																		Will the proposed Project involve new construction or Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units?


																		Number of bedrooms in the demolished structures?																																										Number of bedrooms in new Project?																																	Project meets requirement?																					


																		Will the proposed Project involve new construction or Substantial Rehabilitation and requiring the demolition of existing residential units that result in a number of bedrooms less than the number in the demolished structures?


																		Number of bedrooms in the demolished structures?																																										Number of bedrooms in new Project?																																	Project meets requirement?																					





															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Explain how the reduction in units will substantially improve
the livability of the remaining units, or serve some other
compelling public policy objective						


George Rodine: Enter Actual or Anticipated Date																																																																																													


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			(D)			If the Affordable Housing Development, Housing Related Infrastructure, or both Capital Project(s) involves the demolition of existing units that are affordable to lower-income households, the application must demonstrate the replacement of demolished units, comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability and equal to or greater than the number of the demolished Affordable Units located within comparable access to transit and include first right of return to displaced residents.


															Will the proposed Project involve the demolition of existing units that are affordable to lower-income households?


															Number of bedrooms in the demolished structures?																																										Number of bedrooms in new Project?																																	Project meets requirement?																								





												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please describe how the applicant(s) will demonstrate
first right of return to displaced residents.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: Capital and Operating costs for transportation projects and programs will be reviewed for cost reasonableness as compared to similar types of project.
If project budgets are deemed unusually high, HCD staff may request additional information. Projects with above average costs or below average costs must provide justification for the costs. Projects with unjustified development costs may not be approved/awarded funding.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: Enter Actual or Anticipated Date
																																																																																													


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: Capital and Operating costs for transportation projects and programs
will be reviewed for cost reasonableness as compared to similar types
of project. If project budgets are deemed unusually high, HCD staff
may request additional information. Projects with above average
costs or below average costs must provide justification for the
costs. Projects with unjustified development costs may not be
approved/awarded funding.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			(E)			Applicants must demonstrate the proposed Affordable Housing Development is consistent with State and Federal Fair Housing requirements including duties to affirmatively further fair housing.


															Applicant(s) certifies to adopt a written non-discrimination policy to comply with all applicable state and federal law, including, without limitation, the requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 USC Section 2000d et seq.); the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990; the Fair Housing Act; the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988; the California Fair Employment and Housing Act; the Unruh Civil Rights Act; GC Section 11135; Rehabilitation Act of 1973 Section 504; and all regulations promulgated pursuant to those statutes (including 24 CFR Part 100, 24 CFR Part 8, and 28 CFR Part 35)?


															affirmatively further fair housing


												(F)			Where approval by a local public works department, or other responsible local agency, is required for the Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project, the application must include a statement from that department indicating that the Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that Department.


															Is approval by a local public works department, or other responsible local agency, required for the Housing Related Infrastructure Capital Project?


						File Name									HRI Local Approvals																								Statement from entity indicating the HRI Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that entity.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(22)			Applicants must affirm that the proposed Affordable Housing Development, or Mixed Use Development in the case that non-residential uses are included, are powered entirely through electricity with no connections to natural gas infrastructure. Only zero-emission generators are AHSC Eligible Costs. Projects required to include fossil fuel-based backup power by regulation or code should consider the cleanest and most renewable technology first, starting with gaseous fuel (e.g., RNG, NG, LPG), and then tier 4 compliant diesel. If a fossil fuel-based generator is installed, be advised that procurement, site preparation, installation, or operation of such units is not an AHSC Eligible Cost.


												Applicant(s) certifies that the Project will be powered entirely through electricity with no connections to natural gas infrastructure as described above?


						File Name:									All Electric Design																								Document affirming that the proposed Affordable Housing Development, or Mixed-Use Development in the case that non-residential uses are included, are powered entirely through electricity with no connections to natural gas infrastructure.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(23)			Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure, Transportation Related Amenities, or both must satisfy all the following:


												(A)			Where approval by a local public works department, or other responsible local agency, is required for the Project, the application must include a statement from that entity indicating that the Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure and/or Transportation Related Amenities Capital Project(s) is consistent with all applicable local rules, regulations, codes, policies, and plans enforced or implemented by that entity.


															Is approval by a local public works department, or other responsible local agency, required for the STI Capital Project?


						File Name									STI Local Approvals																								Statement from entity indicating the STI Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that entity.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


												(B)			If the Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure and/or Transportation Related Amenities Capital Project(s) involves the demolition of existing units that are affordable to lower-income households, the application must demonstrate the replacement of demolished units, comparable in size, of equal or greater affordability and equal to or greater than the number of the demolished Affordable Units located within comparable access to transit and include first right of return to displaced residents.


															(i)			The no net loss requirements contained in Section 106(a)(21)(C) of these Guidelines apply to Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure or Transportation Related Amenities Capital Projects occurring on a property which includes a parcel, or any portion of a parcel, on which (1) residential dwelling units affordable to lower income households currently exist, or (2) there have been dwelling units restricted to lower-income households that have been vacated or demolished within the five year period preceding the application.


																		Will the proposed STI/TRA Project involve the demolition of existing residential units?


																		Number of bedrooms in the demolished structures?																																										Number of bedrooms in new Project?																																	Project meets requirement?																					





															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please describe how the applicant(s) will demonstrate
first right of return to displaced residents.																																																																																																			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			Will the proposed STI/TRA Project involve the demolition of existing units which (1) residential dwelling units affordable to lower income households currently exist, or (2) there have been dwelling units restricted to lower-income households that have been vacated or demolished within the five year period preceding the application?


																		Number of bedrooms in the demolished structures?																																										Number of bedrooms in new Project?																																	Project meets requirement?																					








															


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please describe how the applicant(s) will demonstrate
first right of return to displaced residents.																																																																																																			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: Enter Actual or Anticipated Date
			(24)			Applications requesting AHSC Program funding for Program Costs must also demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department all the following:


												(A)			Applicant(s) certifies that the Program Costs are infeasible without AHSC Program funds, and other committed funds are not being supplanted by AHSC Program funds.





									(25)			Applicant(s) acknowledges that all proposed AHSC Project components are subject to all applicable codes, including the California Building Standards Code (CCR, Title 24).





									(26)			Applicant(s) certifies to demonstrate that outreach and education on reducing potential health impacts of air pollution will be provided to residents of Affordable Housing Developments.








									


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Please provide detail information for the outreach
and education on reducing potential health
impacts of air pollution will be provided to
residents of Affordable Housing Developments.																														


George Rodine: An acceptable enforceable commitment letter must contain the following:
1.  Name of the applicant (borrower or recipient of funds).
2.  The Project name (if any).
3.  The project site address, assessor's parcel number, or legal description; and
4.  The amount, interest rate (if applicable) and terms of the financing.
5.  The letter may be conditioned on certain standard underwriting criteria, such as 
appraisal, but may not be generally conditioned.  Examples of unacceptable general
conditions include phrases such as "subject to senior management approval," or a
statement that omits the word "commitment" but instead indicates the lender's
"willingness to process an application" or indicates that financing is "subject to loan
committee approval of the project."			


George Rodine: Capital and Operating costs for transportation projects and programs will be reviewed for cost reasonableness as compared to similar types of project.
If project budgets are deemed unusually high, HCD staff may request additional information. Projects with above average costs or below average costs must provide justification for the costs. Projects with unjustified development costs may not be approved/awarded funding.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: An acceptable enforceable commitment letter must contain the following:
1.  Name of the applicant (borrower or recipient of funds).
2.  The Project name (if any).
3.  The project site address, assessor's parcel number, or legal description; and
4.  The amount, interest rate (if applicable) and terms of the financing.
5.  The letter may be conditioned on certain standard underwriting criteria, such as appraisal, but may not be generally conditioned.  Examples of unacceptable general conditions include phrases such as "subject to senior management approval," or a statement that omits the word "commitment" but instead indicates the lender's "willingness to process an application" or indicates that financing is "subject to loan committee approval of the project."																																																																											


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: If shaded red, must complete "PGM S&U Budget" sheet/tab.																																				


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			(27)			Applicant(s) certifies to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), fair housing, nondiscrimination, Pet Friendly Housing Act, physical accessibility, and Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), requirements pursuant to MHP Guidelines Section 7314 (a)-(d). Projects must also provide a preference for accessible units to persons with disabilities requiring the features of the accessible units in accordance with TCAC regulations (California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 4, Section 10337(b)(2), as may be amended and renumbered from time to time). The Applicant or Developer of the Project must ensure that any other applicable federal, state, and local accessibility requirements are met.





																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			(28)			Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure components involving new construction, acquisition and Substantial Rehabilitation, or conversion of nonresidential structures to residential, dwelling units must be capable of accommodating broadband internet service with at least a speed of 100 megabits (50 megabits for rural) per second for downloading and 20 megabits (10 megabits for rural) per second for uploading.


												(A)			Affordable Housing Development and Housing Related Infrastructure components must provide a conduit from the public right of way or property line and provide pathways, wiring, cables, and other necessary infrastructure extended to each unit and public common space to provide a broadband internet connection.


												(B)			For some rural areas, other technologies like fixed wireless, might offer the highest caliber connection. All Applicants should consult with their local jurisdictions about their broadband internet infrastructure planning, as well as existing broadband internet service providers in the area.


												(C)			Applicant(s) certifies to comply with high speed broadband internet service, with speeds listed above must be made available to each Restricted Unit for a minimum of 5 years, free of charge to the tenants, and available within 6 months of the AHD’s placed-in-service date.





																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Brief Description (e.g. number of units, population served, etc.)																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			In addition to the Threshold Requirements above, Applicant(s) acknowledge, understand, and agree to comply with the following sections of the 2023 AHSC Guidelines.


						§108 Application Process


						§109 Legal Documents


						§110 Reporting Requirements


						§111 Performance Requirements


						§112 Defaults and Cancellations





						End of Document





https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/cci-quantification-benefits-and-reporting-materialshttps://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/index.shtmlhttps://www.hcd.ca.gov/planning-and-community-development/housing-elementshttps://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/affh/docs/affh_document_final_4-27-2021.pdf


Quantitative Policy Scoring


						 Quantitative Policy Scoring §107   App 																																																																																																									V1			1/30/23





						Quantitative Policy Scoring – 52 Points Maximum


						Total Quantitative Self Score																																																																																																												0.000





						(a) 			Active Transportation Improvements §107(a) - 14 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0





									(1)			Length of Context Sensitive Bikeways (PAM) - 3 points maximum


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: AHSC funds may be used to install new or improved bikeways,
even if they are not a Context Sensitive Bikeway; however,
points will only be awarded for Context Sensitive Bikeways.
Improved bikeways must be facility enhancements that allow
an upgrade from Class II to Class I or IV; or Class III to a facility
that creates dedicated bicycle space (Class I, II, or IV). A project
that converts a temporary Class IV bikeway (e.g., paint, plastic
bollards, and/or K-rail) to a permanent Class IV bikeway using
permanent physical barriers (e.g., poured concrete and/or
plantings) is an eligible cost and eligible Context Sensitive
Bikeway, but would not be eligible for GHG Quantification since
it is not a new bikeway.																																																STI and TRA Quantification Form


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicants should ONLY include Context Sensitive Bikeways in this document																																																						0


												(A)			3 points for at least one (1.0) lane mile


												(B)			1 point for at least one half (0.50) lane mile


												Class 1 Bikeways																					Class 2 Bikeways																					Class 3 Bikeways																					Class 4 Bikeways																					Total Context Sensitive Bikeway Mileage																		0.000


						File Name									AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification Form																								Complete the AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification Form identifying the locations, AADT, and Speed Limit of all STI and TRA components that are to be funded by the AHSC program funds.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(2)			Will the Project expand an existing bicycle network? The new Context Sensitive Bikeway funded by AHSC must have an entry point within the Project Area and directly intersect with an existing bikeway as a way to connect to the existing bike network. The existing bikeway and bikeway network does not have to be comprised of Context Sensitive Bikeways. - 2 point maximum																																																																																																						0


						File Name									Bicycle Network Connectivity																								Identify at least one location where the new AHSC-funded Context Sensitive Bikeway directly intersects with an existing bikeway on the Project Area Map (PAM).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(3)			Length of AHSC-funded Safe and Accessible Walkways (PAM) - 3 points maximum


George Rodine: “Safe and Accessible Walkway” means a pedestrian corridor that
meets or exceeds accessibility design standards in Caltrans Design
Information Bulletin (DIB) 82-06.

STI improvements that will make walkways safe and accessible
(e.g., through new or repaired sidewalks, crosswalks, or curb
ramps) will be measured for the distance of the entire block
face on which the infrastructure improvement will be made
so long as the entire distance of its walkway will then meet
the AHSC definition of Safe and Accessible Walkway. Crosswalk
improvements, which are eligible STI components, can be
measured for the crosswalk distance plus the distance of one
block face to which it connects, so long as the block face
already is or will be a Safe and Accessible Walkway at the
completion of the project.																																																																																																						0


												Total length (in linear feet) of STI new or replaced sidewalks and TRA sidewalks improved:


												(A)			3 points for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or ramps that create more than 2,000 feet of continuous Safe and Accessible Walkway.


												(B)			1 point for repairing or constructing sections of sidewalks, walkways, or ramps that create more than 1,000 but at or less than 2,000 feet of continuous Safe and Accessible Walkway.


															Safe and Accessible Walkways - length (in feet) of new or replaced sidewalk, walkways, or ramps





									(4)			New pedestrian facilities - 2 point maximum


												Will the Project create at least 1,000 linear feet of new pedestrian facilities where none exist at the time of application submission?																																																																																																						0





						File Name									Pedestrian Network Gap																								PAM - Using the Project Area Map, identify the current gap in the pedestrian network (no path or sidewalk currently exists) of at least 1,000 linear feet that is to be completed by the AHSC program funding.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





									(5)			Projects that improve existing transit routes that serve the community around the AHD. - 4 points maximum (two points for each strategy).																																																																																																						0


												The AHSC-funded improvements must improve service for a transit route that serves at least one (1) stop or station inside the Project Area. The improvement to the transit route need not be wholly inside the Project Area, but the Project’s effects to improving reliability and/or speed inside the Project Area should be evident.


												Projects improve a local bus service by at least one (1.0) Lane Mile by implementing any (or a multiple) of the following:


												(A)			At least one (1.0) Lane Mile of a Bus Only Lane that includes prohibition of private vehicles or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes that are in effect at least eight (8) hours a day, at least five (5) days a week.


												(B)			Installation of new off-board fare collection kiosks or machines along all stops for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile.


												(C)			Installation of new at-grade boarding infrastructure along all stops for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile.


												(D)			Installation of at least four (4) bus bulb-outs that eliminate the need for buses to pull out of the general flow lane along one bus route in the Project Area.


												(E)			Installation of new or upgraded Transit Signal Priority hardware and software along all signals for one (1.0) consecutive Lane Mile.


												(F)			Installation of at least five (5) new bus shelters where none currently exist at least five stops along one bus route in the Project Area.


												(G)			Procurement of at least one new ZEV transit vehicle that allows the provider to modify published schedules that will achieve headways of 15 minutes or less during peak hours or reduce peak hour existing headways by more than 10 minutes.


						File Name									Local Transit Route Improvements																								Provide maps and/or scopes of work identifying the proposed locations for the improvements to the local transit route identified in §107(b)(5) along the one transit route. If improving two transit routes, provide one map for each of the routes.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(b) 			Green Buildings and Renewable Energy §107(b) - 3 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0





									(1)			Green Building Status - 3 points


												Construction Type:


												Green building status beyond State mandatory building code requirements as verified:


						File Name									Green Building Status																								Provide signed letter from a certified LEED Green rater, certified Green Point rater, or licensed engineer stating the commitment to achieve green building status beyond State mandatory building code. Specify the Certification the AHD commits to.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(c) 			Housing and Transportation Collaboration §107(c) - 10 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0





									(1)			STI Funds Requested as percentage of Total AHSC Requested - 6 points maximum


												AHD & HRI Requested:															$0									STI Requested:												$0									Total AHSC Funds Requested:																					$0									STI % of Total AHSC Requested:																					0%						0





									(2)			Project which invest at least $1,500,000 or five (5.0%) percent of total AHSC funding request (whichever is the lower amount) in Transportation Related Amenities at or along the side of block face(s) that include a Transit Station or Stop within the Project Area. - 2 points maximum


												TRA Req:						$0									TRA (Transit Station or Stop) Requested:															$0									Total AHSC Funds Requested:												$0									TRA (Transit Station/Stop) Funds Req as % of Total AHSC Req:																					0%						TRA % of Total AHSC Requested:									0%						0





									(3)			Projects which provide documentation that their site is:  - 2 points maximum																																																																																																						0





												(A)			Within environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning Area


															Is Project Area within environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning Area?





												(B)			Funding the construction of community-identified components:


															Has the proposed Project received funds from another California Strategic Growth Council (SGC) Program?





															SGC Program Name:																																																																								Funding Amount:





												(C)			Utilizing Publicly-Owned Land:


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: An AHD which is to be developed on
land designated as Excess Land (EO N-06-19) or any land declared
surplus by a local agency. Projects developed on land donated by or
leased at a discounted rate from a transit agency are also eligible for
this point.
(i) For excess state-owned property, the AHD must be located on a
site selected under EO-N-06-19 to enter into a ground lease with
the state to create affordable housing on excess state-owned
property.
(ii) For surplus land owned by a local agency, including transit
agencies:
a. Land donations made in fee title must be supported by a
transfer agreement and demonstrated written conformance
with the Surplus Land Act.
b. Land donations made as a low-cost, long-term lease must
be supported by written conformance with Surplus Land Act,
and a Post-Negotiation Notice and Proposed Disposition
Summary.


															Is Project to be developed on land designated as Excess Land (EO N-06-19) or any land declared surplus by a local agency? Projects developed on land donated by or leased at a discounted rate from a transit agency are also eligible for these points.


						File Name									Housing and Transportation Collaboration																								Provide evidence that the project is either utilizing publicly-owned land, part of a related Strategic Growth Council project, or located within an environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning Area as identified in Sec.107(c)(3). If utilizing Publicly-Owned Land, provide documentation as requested for each respective type of land as outlined in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring(c)(3)(C).																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(d) 			Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations §107(d) - 3 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0.000


									(1)			(2) Location Efficiency to Key Destinations (PAM) - For TOD Project Areas and ICP Project Areas each type of Key Destination is worth one third (0.333) of a point. For RIPA Project Areas each type of Key Destination is worth one half (0.50) of a point. (for each item below, answer Yes or No as to if these Key Destinations are within 1/2 mile of the AHD)


												(A) Market or Grocery store (SNAP Retailer)


												(B) Food Bank


												(C) Medical clinic


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Medical clinic that accepts Medi-Cal payments
or offers free medical services to low-income
individuals


												(D) Licensed childcare facility


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Licensed childcare facility as identified
by the California Department of Social
Services


												(E) Pharmacy


												(F) Park accessible to the general public


												(G) Community Center


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Community Center accessible to
the general public


												(H) Public library


												(I) Public elementary, middle, high school,
    non-profit university or non-profit junior college


												(J) Bank, or credit union


												(K) Post Office





						(e) 			Funds Committed §107(e) - 4 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0


									Points will be awarded for applications demonstrating committed funding for all permanent financing, grants, project-based rental assistance, and operating subsidies, excluding: the amount requested from the AHSC Program, an allocation of tax-exempt bonds, and 4 percent or 9 percent tax credits.


									Does Applicant meet the above requirements?																														FALSE





						(f) 			Prohousing Designation §107(f) – 3 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0





									(1)			Projects located in jurisdictions that have received a “Prohousing designation” as certified by the Department by the application due date. - 3 Points Maximum


												Is Project located in a jurisdiction that have received a “Prohousing designation” as certified by the Department and by the application due date?


						File Name									Prohousing Designation																								Provide certification from the Department (HCD) that the Jurisdiction has received “Prohousing designation”																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: An AHD which is to be developed on
land designated as Excess Land (EO N-06-19) or any land declared
surplus by a local agency. Projects developed on land donated by or
leased at a discounted rate from a transit agency are also eligible for
this point.
(i) For excess state-owned property, the AHD must be located on a
site selected under EO-N-06-19 to enter into a ground lease with
the state to create affordable housing on excess state-owned
property.
(ii) For surplus land owned by a local agency, including transit
agencies:
a. Land donations made in fee title must be supported by a
transfer agreement and demonstrated written conformance
with the Surplus Land Act.
b. Land donations made as a low-cost, long-term lease must
be supported by written conformance with Surplus Land Act,
and a Post-Negotiation Notice and Proposed Disposition
Summary.			(2)			Projects located in jurisdictions that have applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department. - 2 Points Maximum


												Has the jurisdiction of the proposed Project applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department?


												The prohousing application must be received by the Department before the application due date and the jurisdiction must have passed a resolution of their governing body authorizing application and participation in the Prohousing Designation Program, and have at least three of the following policies in place:


												(A)			Projects located in jurisdictions with policies that involve meaningful actions towards Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing pursuant to GC Section 8899.50, including, but not limited to, rezoning higher density in Higher Opportunity Areas, prioritizing funding in Higher Opportunity Areas or areas of concentrated poverty or lower opportunity, place-based (e.g., acquisition/rehabilitation, infrastructure improvements, enhancement of community amenities and resources) or displacement strategies in areas of concentrated poverty, lower opportunity or high displacement risk.


												(B)			Projects located in jurisdictions permitting missing middle housing uses (e.g., triplexes and fourplexes) by right in existing low-density, single family residential zones or increasing allowable density in low-density, single-family residential areas beyond the requirements of state Accessory Dwelling Unit Law (e.g., permitting more than one ADU or JADU per single-family lot) and Government Codes sections 65852.21 and 66411.7.


												(C)			Projects located in jurisdictions with density bonus programs which exceed statutory requirements by 10 percent or more.


												(D)			Projects located in jurisdictions that are reducing or eliminating parking requirements for residential development as authorized by GC Sections 65852.2; adopting vehicular parking ratios that are less than the relevant ratio thresholds at subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of GC Section 65915, subdivision (p)(1); or adopting maximum parking requirements at or less than ratios pursuant to GC Section 65915, subdivision (p).


												(E)			Establishment of ministerial approval processes for a variety of housing types, including single-family and multifamily housing.


												(F)			Establishment of an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District or similar local financing tool that, to the extent feasible, directly supports housing developments in an area where at least 20 percent of the residences will be affordable to Lower Income households.


												(G)			Projects located in jurisdictions that zone more sites for residential development or zoning sites at higher densities than is required to accommodate 150 percent of the minimum Regional Housing Needs Allocation for the Lower-Income allocation in the current housing element cycle.


												(H)			Projects located in jurisdictions with measures that reduce costs for transportation-related infrastructure or programs that encourage active modes of transportation or other alternatives to automobiles. Qualifying policies include, but are not limited to, publicly funded programs to expand sidewalks or protect bike/micro-mobility lanes; creation of on street parking for bikes; transit-related improvements; or establishment of carshare programs.


												(I)			Projects located in jurisdictions that have established pre-approved or prototype plans for missing middle housing types (e.g., duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes) in low-density, single-family residential areas.


												(J)			Establishment of streamlined, program-level CEQA analysis and certification of general plans, community plans, specific plans with accompanying Environmental Impact Reports (EIR), and related documents and Projects located in jurisdictions that have documented practice of streamlining housing development at the Project level, such as by enabling a by-right approval process or by utilizing statutory and categorical exemptions as authorized by applicable law (Pub. Resources Code, Sections 21155.1, 21155.4, 21159.24, 21159.25; Gov. Code, Section 65457; Cal Code Regs., tit. 14, Sections 15303, 15332; Pub. Resources Code, Sections 21094.5, 21099, 21155.2, 21159.28).


												(K)			Waiver or significant reduction of development impact fees for residential development.


												(L)			Establishment of local housing trust funds or collaboration on a regional housing trust fund.


												(M)			A comprehensive program that complies with the Surplus Land Act (Gov. Code, § 54220 et seq.) and that makes publicly owned land available for affordable housing, or for multifamily housing projects with the highest feasible percentage of units affordable to Lower Income households. A qualifying program may utilize mechanisms such as land donations, land sales with significant write-downs, or below-market land leases.


						File Name									Pending Prohousing Designation																								Provide evidence that the jurisdiction applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department and that the jurisdiction have passed a resolution of their governing body authorizing application and participation in the Prohousing Designation Program.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(g) 			Anti-Displacement Activities §107(g) - 4 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0


									(1)			Projects that document a commitment to implement at least one (1) new or expanded Anti-displacement activity listed below, as supported by an assessment of housing needs and displacement vulnerability.


												Please see Guidelines for the "Assessment" and the "Commitment Letter" requirements.																																																																														# of Activities to be implemented																					0


												(A)			Projects may select up to two activities listed below. These activities must be implemented by an independent non-profit or locality with dedicated Program Cost (PGM) funding of a minimum $150,000 per activity:


															(i)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Community-Driven, Neighborhood-Scale Anti-Displacement Plan


															(ii)			A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy or action identified in a previously-adopted Anti-Displacement Plan that is not listed below


															(iii)			A non-profit and/or Locality implementing a policy identified in an existing Community-Driven, Neighborhood-Scale Anti-Displacement Plan


															(iv)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a pipeline or training programs that will build capacity for local affordable housing developers


															(v)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a process for data collection, monitoring, & tracking systems related to the causes of displacement (e.g. rental property registry, landlord licensing, local eviction tracking, or a speculation watchlist)


															(vi)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing eviction prevention and landlord anti-harassment programs


															(vii)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing rental assistance programs


															(viii)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing a Neighborhood Leadership Development Program for stakeholders within the project community


															(ix)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing or implementing a Small/Family Business Protection Program for community businesses in the Project Area


															(x)			A non-profit and/or Locality developing or operating a Community Land Trust or Land Banking activities


						File Name									Assessment Housing Needs																								Applicants are required to develop an assessment of the housing needs and displacement vulnerability for the communities overlapping the Project Area.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Commitment Letter workplan																								All proposals in partnership with a non-profit or locality must provide a Commitment Letter and a proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Assessment Supporting Documents																								Optional: Applicants and partners are permitted to provide their own existing Anti-Displacement Assessment, if it addresses the requirements described in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (g)(1). Applicants and partners are also permitted to provide information or data from reputable local sources, like the locality’s Housing Element, to respond to the provided Assessment template prompts. Any alternative assessments or source documentation should be provided. 																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(h) 			Local Workforce Development and Hiring Practices Maximum §107(h) - 3 Points																																																																																																									0





									(1)			Projects that implement workforce development strategies that advance the recruitment, training, and hiring of individuals who live within Priority Population census tracts or Low-Income Households. 1.5 points per strategy


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Strategies should aim to connect these populations
with training and hiring opportunities created by
the Project. Workforce development strategies may
be implemented during project construction or after
completion of the project, but they must be
implemented within the contract reporting period.


												


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: AHSC funds may be used to install new or improved bikeways,
even if they are not a Context Sensitive Bikeway; however,
points will only be awarded for Context Sensitive Bikeways.
Improved bikeways must be facility enhancements that allow
an upgrade from Class II to Class I or IV; or Class III to a facility
that creates dedicated bicycle space (Class I, II, or IV). A project
that converts a temporary Class IV bikeway (e.g., paint, plastic
bollards, and/or K-rail) to a permanent Class IV bikeway using
permanent physical barriers (e.g., poured concrete and/or
plantings) is an eligible cost and eligible Context Sensitive
Bikeway, but would not be eligible for GHG Quantification since
it is not a new bikeway.																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Medical clinic that accepts Medi-Cal payments
or offers free medical services to low-income
individuals			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Licensed childcare facility as identified
by the California Department of Social
Services			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Community Center accessible to
the general public																																																																																																						


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			Choose from the following AHSC workforce development strategies:																																																																														# of Strategies															0


												(A)			Partnership with a Workforce Development organization or a Workforce Development Board.


						File Name									Workforce Strategy A																								Partnership with a Workforce Development Organization: If pursuing Workforce Strategy A (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(A)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(A)(i)-(vi) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and external organization.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicants must provide the
following information and verifiable documentation in a letter jointly
signed by the Applicant and the external organization:
(i) The name(s) of the organization(s)
(ii) The nature of the partnership between the Applicant and the
organization
(iii) Demonstrate that the implementing organization has a track
record of success serving disadvantaged populations, and,
(iv) Demonstrate that the implementing organization has a history of
success in job placement rates for trainees from Disadvantaged
Communities
(v) The written agreement that details the partnership strategy or
policy undertaken and its outcomes
(vi) The number and the demographic composition (race, education,
and income) of participants in the external organization over the
last three (3) years, for each of the following:
a. Participants who enrolled in the program;
b. Participants who completed the program; and
c. Participants who were successfully placed into state certified
apprenticeship or related job			


George Rodine: “Safe and Accessible Walkway” means a pedestrian corridor that
meets or exceeds accessibility design standards in Caltrans Design
Information Bulletin (DIB) 82-06.

STI improvements that will make walkways safe and accessible
(e.g., through new or repaired sidewalks, crosswalks, or curb
ramps) will be measured for the distance of the entire block
face on which the infrastructure improvement will be made
so long as the entire distance of its walkway will then meet
the AHSC definition of Safe and Accessible Walkway. Crosswalk
improvements, which are eligible STI components, can be
measured for the crosswalk distance plus the distance of one
block face to which it connects, so long as the block face
already is or will be a Safe and Accessible Walkway at the
completion of the project.																																																																																							Uploaded to HCD?





												(B)			Project is bound by a Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment.


						File Name									Workforce Strategy B																								Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment: If pursuing Workforce Strategy B (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(B)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(B)(i) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and external organization.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicants must provide the following information and verifiable
documentation in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and the
external organization:
(i) A letter of intent between the Developer and the state-certified
apprenticeship program including the mechanism to deliver on the
term of that commitment
(ii) The number and the demographic composition (race, education,
income) of participants in the external organization over the last
three (3) years, for each of the following:
a. Participants who enrolled in the program;
b. Participants who completed the program; and
c. Participants who were successfully placed into a state certified
apprenticeship or related job																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												(C)			Projects that have developed a Project Labor or Community Workforce Agreement.


						File Name									Workforce Strategy C																								Project Labor or Community Workforce Agreement: If pursuing Workforce Strategy C (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(C)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(C)(i) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and external organization.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: (i) Documentation of the agreements, including, a Targeted Hiring
Plan, as defined in in HSC 38599.10, demonstrating how the
applicant will:
a. Create jobs for residents of under-resourced, tribal, and
Low-income Communities in the same region as the
proposed project
b. Ensure access for the aforementioned residents to those
jobs
c. Create a defined cohort of pre-apprentices from local
programs with close and demonstrable connections to state certified
apprenticeships																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





												(D)			Projects that are located in jurisdictions with Local Hire Ordinances.


						File Name									Workforce Strategy D																								Local Hire Ordinances: If pursuing Workforce Strategy D (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(D)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(D)(i)-(iii) in a letter.


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicants must provide the following information and
verifiable documentation in a letter:
(i) Date the ordinance took effect
(ii) Documentation of the ordinance's requirements,
(iii) Confirmation the Project will be subject to and comply with the
ordinance's requirements that including:
a. A specific number of targeted workers or apprenticeships to
be hired;
b. The mechanism for targeting the workers or
apprenticeships; and
c. The programs from which workers or apprenticeships will be
recruited from																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(i) 			Housing Affordability §107(i) - 5 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0.00





									(1)			For rental Affordable Housing Developments, the following shall apply:


												(A)			Applications which restrict a percentage of units in a rental Affordable Housing Development to Extremely Low Income (ELI) households. 3 Points Maximum


															Points will be awarded based on the percent of total units restricted to ELI households as follows:


															(i)			15 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points																																																																		Extremely Low Income (ELI) Units																								0						0.00


															(ii)			20.0 to 24.9 percent of total units = 2 points																																																																		Total AHD Units																								0


															(iii)			25 percent or more of total units = 3 points																																																																		ELI Units as a % of Total AHD Units																								0.00%





												(B)			Applications which restrict a percentage of three-bedroom or larger units in a rental Affordable Housing Development to Extremely Low Income or Very Low-Income households. 2 Points Maximum


															(i)			10 to 19.9 percent of total units = 1 points																																	Three-bedroom or larger units to Extremely Low Income or Very Low-Income households																																																									0						0.00


															(ii)			20 percent or more of total units = 2 points																																	Total AHD Units																																																									0


																																																			Three-bedroom or larger, ELI or VLI Units as a % of Total AHD Units																																																									0.00%





									(2)			For homeownership Affordable Housing Developments the following shall apply:


												(A)			Applications which restrict a percentage of units in a homeownership Affordable Housing Development to Low-Income (LI) households. 5 Points Maximum


															Points will be awarded based on the percent of total units restricted to LI households as follows:


															(i)			20 to 29.9 percent of total units = 2 points																																																									Total restricted LI units																																	0						FALSE


															(ii)			30 to 39.9 percent of total units = 3 points																																																									Total AHD Units																																	0


															(iii)			40 to 49.9 percent of total units = 4 points																																																									Percent of total units restricted to LI households																																	0.00%


															(iv)			50 percent or more of total units = 5 points





						(j) 			Programs §107(j) – 3 Points Maximum																																																																																																									0





									(1)			Applicants that propose an AHSC-funded Program (PGM) Cost in partnership with a non-profit organization (including churches, Community Based Organizations, or other organization registered as a 501(c)(3) Organization) for at least $150,000. All proposals in partnership with a non-profit must provide a commitment letter and a proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented. An Applicant seeking points for an activity under the Anti- Displacement category is not eligible for additional points for that same activity under the Programs section.


												Please see Guidelines for items that should be included in the proposed workplan:


												Programs proposed under this section must fall under one of these four categories to be eligible for points.


												(A)			Active Transportation Encouragement and Safety: Active Transportation programs that encourage residents to walk or bicycle more frequently and more safety. Programs may include, but are not limited to: Bike Safety Workshops, Walking School Buses or other group walking activities, Safe Routes to School or Transit. Additionally, distribution of lights, safety equipment, or bicycles to low-income residents are an eligible Program Cost as an incentive for participation in safety education programs


												(B)			Low-Income Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Car Sharing Programs: Programs that provide free or reduced cost access to Zero Emission Vehicle Car Sharing Programs.


												(C)			AHD Resident Support: Instructor-led adult educational, health and wellness, or skill building classes. Includes, but is not limited to: Financial literacy, computer training, home-buyer education, GED classes, and resume building classes, ESL, nutrition class, exercise class, health information/awareness, art class, parenting class, on-site food cultivation and preparation classes, and smoking cessation classes. Drop-in computer labs, monitoring or technical assistance shall not qualify.


												(D)			Tenant Legal Counseling: Programs that provide legal advice and education to renters on their rights as a tenant and access to programs to help reduce risks of evictions and displacement. Section 103(b)(1)(A) applies.


															Which, above program, category will the applicant(s) choose from to propose the AHSC-funded Program (PGM) 


															Program Name


															Non-profit organization name


						File Name									AHSC funded pgm Commitment letter																								If pursuing Section 107Quantitiative Policy Scoring (j), provide a commitment letter and a proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented. Be sure to identify which category the proposed AHSC-Funded Program falls under. The proposed workplan should include the information outlined in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (j)(1).


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The following items should be included in the proposed workplan: 1)
Proposed Scope of Work by task; 2) Budget by task; 3) Deliverables by task;
4) Proposed implementation timeline; 5) Current status of work, if applicable;
6) Current status of the role the non-profit plays in the Project Area; 7)
Proposed measures of success & tracking protocols; and 8) Signatures from
all implementing parties agreeing to the terms above																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicants should ONLY include Context Sensitive Bikeways in this document			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Explain the "New pedestrian facilities".

Examples include new overpasses or underpasses,
and new Class 1 path or sidewalk where no
walkway currently exists. Curb ramps or other
wheelchair-accessible entry points are required
for any crossings in this new facility but would
not be sufficient in and of themselves to be
eligible for this point. The Lane Miles of one
Class I Multi-Use Path cannot be counted to
fulfill the distance scoring sections for both
the bikeway and walkway scoring sections;
applicants may use the Multi-Use Path for
only one scoring section.																														


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicants must provide the following information and
verifiable documentation in a letter:
(i) Date the ordinance took effect
(ii) Documentation of the ordinance's requirements,
(iii) Confirmation the Project will be subject to and comply with the
ordinance's requirements that including:
a. A specific number of targeted workers or apprenticeships to
be hired;
b. The mechanism for targeting the workers or
apprenticeships; and
c. The programs from which workers or apprenticeships will be
recruited from																																																																											


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: The following items should be included in the proposed workplan: 1)
Proposed Scope of Work by task; 2) Budget by task; 3) Deliverables by task;
4) Proposed implementation timeline; 5) Current status of work, if applicable;
6) Current status of the role the non-profit plays in the Project Area; 7)
Proposed measures of success & tracking protocols; and 8) Signatures from
all implementing parties agreeing to the terms above			End of Document
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https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html


Narrative-Based Policy Scoring


						 Narrative-Based Scoring §107(a)(b)(c)(d) - 18 Points Maximum       App 																																																																																																									V1			1/30/23





						The narrative-based policy scoring section of the application will be scored only for projects that meet threshold requirements listed in Section 106.





						For Narrative-Based Policy Scoring, applicants must provide responses to the questions and prompts outlined in the Narrative Prompts document. Please reference the Narrative Prompts document and rubric at the SGC AHSC Program Website for instructions, the specific questions to answer, and necessary application materials.


						File Name									Narrative																								Provide a response to each prompt as outlined in the Narrative Prompts document. The responses must be uploaded as a PDF and must follow the stated word counts. See Narrative Scoring Rubric document for guidance in completing Narratives.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						The following is a summary of each section:





						(a)			Community Benefits & Engagement §107(a) - 6 Points Maximum


									Community involvement and leadership are crucial to ensuring that both the principal objectives and co-benefits of the project respond to the true needs of the community. Taken together, the responses to the prompts will explain how local residents and community-based organizations were meaningfully engaged in developing the Project, especially those from Disadvantaged and Low-income Communities, and how the project addresses community-identified needs and promotes community health and well-being. The prompts will ask applicants to address two main components: (1) Community Engagement and Leadership and (2) how the AHSC Project addresses community needs.


						File Name									Community Tracker																								Provide a completed AHSC Round 7 Community Engagement Tracker.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			File Name									Community Needs																								Letter of support from local community-based, grassroots organization describing the community engagement process and how feedback from local residents was incorporated into the Project.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(b)			Climate Adaptation & Community Resiliency §107(b) - 5 Points Maximum


									Communities will continue to experience effects of climate change in many ways, including increased likelihood of droughts, flooding, heatwaves, sea level rise, severe weather, and wildfires. Due to these effects, climate resiliency is a key part of planning and project implementation. The prompts will ask applicants to address how the risks posed from climate change and other environmental exposures will be reduced by strategies listed in the Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix. The prompts will also ask how the Project will reduce the health risks of climate change and other environmental exposures including extreme heat, wildfires and smoke, air pollution from vehicle emissions, and more. Under this section applicants will fill out the Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix.


									Note: If available, use localized climate impact projections.


												For tools to help assess general climate impacts, please visit																																							Cal-Adapt’s Local Climate Snapshot tool.


												For adaptation tools, resources, strategies and case studies visit																																										State’s Adaptation Clearinghouse.


						File Name									Climate Matrix																								AHSC Round 7 Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(c)			Collaboration & Planning §107(c) - 4 Points Maximum


									Collaboration between local governments and housing and transportation providers is critical to create a project that ensures connectivity and responds to the day to day needs of the community. Taken together, the responses to the prompts of this section should outline how the proposed project brings together the efforts of local government, including housing and transportation agencies to achieve projects that improve efforts related to climate adaptation, health, housing, mobility, and safety. The prompts will ask applicants to address two components of this: (1) Local Planning Efforts and (2) Housing and Transportation Collaboration.


						File Name									Local Planning Efforts																								Please provide a single PDF with the cover page of the plan and relevant pages of the plans referenced in the Local Planning Efforts Section. Please only include pages referenced in the narrative.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?															N/A


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.


						File Name									Site Plan																								Provide the most current site plan.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?


						File Name									Future Engagement																								Optional: Submit supporting documentation to demonstrate future engagement with either a CBO or residents (i.e. any engagement plans, agreements, etc.). Can be included as part of the Community Needs upload if it is the same CBO.																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





						(d)			Equity & Transformation §107(d) – 3 Points Maximum


																																																																																																																		


George Rodine: For HCD Use Only			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


George Rodine: For HCD Use Only			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George Rodine: For HCD Use Only			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.			


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			


George Rodine: For HCD Use Only			As stated in the AHSC Program Overview, SGC is committed to achieving racial equity in its operations, investments, and policy initiatives and to achieving its vision that: All people in California live in healthy, thriving, and resilient communities regardless of race (read more in the SGC Racial Equity Action Plan). The AHSC Program encourages a holistic approach to community development and broader investments in neighborhoods. Under this section, the prompts will ask applicants to describe how the Project: 1) advances equity and 2) is either piloting new or innovative approaches or policies, leveraging existing resources in a new way, or shaping future projects in the nearby communities.


									SGC Racial Equity Action Plan





						End of Document
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Upload Checklist


						Full list of Uploads									Per answers within Application


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Green checkmark = must upload to portal.

X mark, means not applicable, but it is the
responsibility of the Applicant(s) to double verify.


						FILE NAME


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Applicant(s) must label file names as
requested below before uploading
the  HCD portal.									


Gutierrez, Alfredo@HCD: Green checkmark = must upload to portal.

X mark, means not applicable, but it is the
responsibility of the Applicant(s) to double verify.			FILE DESCRIPTION





						HCD Excel Application


						AHSC Application Workbook			AHSC Application Excel Workbook.						P





						Project Overview Sheet/Tab


						Tax Credit Reservation Letter			If the Project has already received a tax credit reservation, upload documentation.						O


						Operating Subsidy Commitment			Documentation evidencing commitment of Operating Subsidies including source, term (in years), total subsidy amount, and estimated first year allocation.						O


						Current Contract Rents			Projects proposing project-based rental assistance: Provide documentation of current contract rents for HAP, Shelter Plus or other source, as applicable.						O


						Tribal Entity Waiver			Modifications or waivers as provided for in HSC Section 50406, subdivision (p) (Assembly Bill 1010 (Chapter 660, Statutes of 2019)						O


						Indian Country Verification			Documentation verifying land is located in Indian Country as defined by 18 USC 1151.						O


						Fee or Trust Land Verification			Documentation verifying land is located on Fee or Trust Land.						O


						STI-TRA Agreement			STI-TRA agreement: If utilizing the experience of a Locality or Transportation Agency non-applicant for STI or TRA components an applicant must provide an executed agreement with that specific Locality or transportation agency non-applicant for the completion of the STI or TRA components of the AHSC Project for which funding is sought.						O





						App1 Cert & Legal Disclosure			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						App1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						App1 Org Chart			Applicant Organization Chart.						O


						App1 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						App1 Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						App1 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						App2 Cert & Legal Disclosure			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						App2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						App2 Org Chart			Applicant Organization Chart.						O


						App2 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						App2 Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						App2 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						App3 Cert & Legal Disclosure			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						App3 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						App3 Org Chart			See Applicant Documents worksheet.						O


						App3 Signature Block			See Applicant Documents worksheet.						O


						App3 Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						App3 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						App4 Cert & Legal Disclosure			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						App4 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						App4 Org Chart			Applicant Organization Chart.						O


						App4 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						App4 Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						App4 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						Joint Venture Agreement			Executed copy stating the terms of joint venture agreement.						O


						JV1 Cert & Legal			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						JV1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						JV1 Org Chart			Applicant Organization Chart.						O


						JV1 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						JV1 Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						JV1 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						JV2 Cert & Legal			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						JV2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						JV2 Org Chart			Applicant Organization Chart.						O


						JV2 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						JV2 Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						JV2 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						Owner Cert & Legal Disclosure			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						Owner OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						Owner Org Chart			Owner Organization Chart.						O


						Owner Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						Owner Cert of Good Standing 			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						Owner Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						MGP Cert & Legal			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						MGP OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						MGP Org Chart			MGP Organization Chart.						O


						MGP Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						MGP Cert of Good Standing			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						MGP Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						AGP1 Cert & Legal			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						AGP1 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						AGP1 Org Chart			AGP Organization Chart.						O


						AGP1 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						AGP1 Cert of Good Standing			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						AGP1 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						AGP2 Cert & Legal			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						AGP2 OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						AGP2 Org Chart			AGP Organization Chart.						O


						AGP2 Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						AGP2 Cert of Good Standing			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						AGP2 Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						MLLC Cert & Legal			Reference: Applicant Certification Worksheet.						O


						MLLC OrgDoc1, OrgDoc2, etc.			Reference: Entity Org Docs Worksheet.						O


						MLLC Org Chart			Manager of LLC Organization Chart.						O


						MLLC Signature Block			Signature Block - upload in Microsoft Word Document.						O


						MLLC Cert of Good Standing			Dated 30 days or less from the application due date.						O


						MLLC Tax-Exempt Status			Evidence of tax-exempt status from IRS and FTB for Corporations (Non-Profits Only).						O





						AB1550			Applicable CARB Priority Population Benefit Criteria Tables.						O


						Project Area Map			Items marked with (PAM) in this application must be identified on the Project Area Map (PAM) and as outlined in the Project Area Mapping Guidance. This can include: mapping the Affordable Housing Development, Qualifying Transit,  Active Transportation Improvements §107 Quantitative Policy Scoring(a)(1),(2),(3), & (4) ,Location Efficiency and Access to Destinations §107 Quantitative Policy Scoring(d)(1), and GHG Mapping components including: STI Improvements (e.g. bikeways, walkways, STI improvements to transit), traffic calming measures, and key destinations around STI improvements. File must be submitted in a KML/KMZ format.						O


						Transit Service Map			Provide the Published Transit Service Map of the Qualifying Transit line. Indicate the approximate location of the AHD on the map.						O


						Transit Service Schedule			Upload is the service schedule for Qualifying Transit only. All documentation transit service schedule supporting the transit service area. All transit service schedules should be uploaded to "Transit Service Schedule" as one document.						O


						Net Density Verification			Letter and sealed site map certified by a California State-licensed professional (e.g., an engineer, surveyor, or landscape architect) confirming the net density.						O


						Cap Improvements Req			Documentation from a Locality, transit agency or special district that capital improvements are required.						O


						Onsite Energy Storage			Documentation certified by an energy consultant or architect.						O


						STI Cap Project Costs			Documentation showing Capital Project costs are required as a condition of local approval for STI.						O


						TRA Cap Project Costs			Documentation showing Capital Project costs are required as condition of local approval for TRA.						O


						Utility allowance			Schedule of utility allowances.						O


						Article XXXIV Legal Opinion			Legal opinion regarding Article XXXIV, prepared in accordance with NOFA.						O


						Article XXXIV Authority			Documentation of Article XXXIV Authority prepared in accordance with NOFA.						O





						Threshold Requirements Sheet/Tab


						SCS Consistency Confirmation 			Document from MPO identified above confirming consistency with SCS, or alternative planning strategy in non-MPO regions, per §106(a).						O


						SFH Lease Addendum			Submit a draft of the development’s Smoke Free Housing lease addendum.						O


						AHD Environmental			Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption.						O


						AHD Auth to Use Grant Funds			For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.						O


						HRI Environmental			Copy of all environmental reports and clearances (e.g. EIR, Phase 1 Notice of Exemption).						O


						HRI Auth to Use Grant Funds			For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.						O


						STI Environmental			Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption.						O


						STI Auth to Use Grant Funds			For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.						P


						TRA Environmental			Copy of all environmental clearances (e.g. Environmental Impact Report) or Notice of Exemption.						O


						TRA Auth to Use Grant Funds			For NEPA only, copy of the HUD 7015.16 "Authority To Use Grant Funds" or clarify the current status of the issuance of the HUD form.						O


						AHD-HRI Market Study			Provide a completed market study prepared within one year of the application due date.						O


						EFC AHD HRI1; EFC AHD HRI2; EFC AHD HRI3; etc.			Documentation for the 0 permanent sources, plus Equity Investor if known at time of application.						O


						EFC STI1; EFC STI2; EFC STI3; etc.			Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC STI funding commitments.						O


						EFC TRA1; EFC TRA2; EFC TRA3; etc.			Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC TRA funding commitments.						O


						EFC PGM1; EFC PGM2; EFC PGM3; etc.			Supporting documentation for the 0 non-AHSC PGM funding commitments.						O


						AHD Site Control			Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.						O


						AHD Preliminary Title Report			PTR, that is no more than 6 months old for the AHD Project.						O


						HRI Site Control			Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.						O


						STI Site Control			Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.						O


						TRA Site Control			Appropriate documentation to demonstrate the form of site control indicated above.						O


						Past Exp AHD1, Past Exp AHD2			Certificates of Occupancy for two recently completed affordable housing developments.						O


						Past Exp HRI1, Past Exp HRI2			Certificates of Occupancy for two recently completed affordable housing developments.						O


						Past Exp STI1, Past Exp STI2			Where the party making improvements funded by AHSC is not a public entity, an executed agreement from a public agency certifying the satisfactory completion of similar infrastructure improvements.						O


						Past Exp TRA1, Past Exp TRA2			Where the party making improvements funded by AHSC in not a public entity, an executed agreement from a public agency certifying the satisfactory completion of similar infrastructure improvements.						O


						Past Exp PGM1, Past Exp PGM2			Provide documentation for the two recently completed programs.						O


						Relocation Plan			Applicants must provide a Relocation Plan.						O


						HE Determination letter			Provide HCD's determination letter.						O


						AHD No Ag			Demonstrate the AHD site is not within land designated as agricultural land per FMMP tool.						O


						AHD Ag Infill			Applicants seeking an exemption to the FMMP determination must demonstrate that the AHD Project site qualifies as an Infill Site (as defined in Appendix A).						O


						HRI No Ag			Demonstrate the HRI site is not within land designated as agricultural land per FMMP tool.						O


						HRI Ag Infill			Applicants seeking an exemption to the FMMP determination must demonstrate that the HRI Project site qualifies as an Infill Site (as defined in Appendix A).						O


						HRI Local Approvals			Statement from entity indicating the HRI Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that entity.						O


						All Electric Design			Document affirming that the proposed Affordable Housing Development, or Mixed-Use Development in the case that non-residential uses are included, are powered entirely through electricity with no connections to natural gas infrastructure.						O


						STI Local Approvals			Statement from entity indicating the STI Capital Project is consistent with all applicable local rules, regulations, codes, policies and plans enforced or implemented by that entity.						O





						Quantitative Policy Scoring Sheet/Tab


						AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification Form			Complete the AHSC-funded STI and TRA Quantification Form identifying the locations, AADT, and Speed Limit of all STI and TRA components that are to be funded by the AHSC program funds.						O


						Bicycle Network Connectivity			Identify at least one location where the new AHSC-funded Context Sensitive Bikeway directly intersects with an existing bikeway on the Project Area Map (PAM).						O


						Pedestrian Network Gap			PAM - Using the Project Area Map, identify the current gap in the pedestrian network (no path or sidewalk currently exists) of at least 1,000 linear feet that is to be completed by the AHSC program funding.						O


						Local Transit Route Improvements			Provide maps and/or scopes of work identifying the proposed locations for the improvements to the local transit route identified in §107(b)(5) along the one transit route. If improving two transit routes, provide one map for each of the routes.						O


						Green Building Status			Provide signed letter from a certified LEED Green rater, certified Green Point rater, or licensed engineer stating the commitment to achieve green building status beyond State mandatory building code. Specify the Certification the AHD commits to.						O


						Housing and Transportation Collaboration			Provide evidence that the project is either utilizing publicly-owned land, part of a related Strategic Growth Council project, or located within an environmentally cleared High Speed Rail Station Planning Area as identified in Sec.107(c)(3). If utilizing Publicly-Owned Land, provide documentation as requested for each respective type of land as outlined in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring(c)(3)(C).						O


						Prohousing Designation			Provide certification from the Department (HCD) that the Jurisdiction has received “Prohousing designation”						O


						Pending Prohousing Designation			Provide evidence that the jurisdiction applied for a “Prohousing designation” from the Department and that the jurisdiction have passed a resolution of their governing body authorizing application and participation in the Prohousing Designation Program.						O


						Assessment Housing Needs			Applicants are required to develop an assessment of the housing needs and displacement vulnerability for the communities overlapping the Project Area.						O


						Commitment Letter workplan			All proposals in partnership with a non-profit or locality must provide a Commitment Letter and a proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented.						O


						Assessment Supporting Documents			Optional: Applicants and partners are permitted to provide their own existing Anti-Displacement Assessment, if it addresses the requirements described in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (g)(1). Applicants and partners are also permitted to provide information or data from reputable local sources, like the locality’s Housing Element, to respond to the provided Assessment template prompts. Any alternative assessments or source documentation should be provided. 						O


						Workforce Strategy A			Partnership with a Workforce Development Organization: If pursuing Workforce Strategy A (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(A)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(A)(i)-(vi) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and external organization.						O


						Workforce Strategy B			Skilled and Trained Workforce Commitment: If pursuing Workforce Strategy B (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(B)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(B)(i) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and external organization.						O


						Workforce Strategy C			Project Labor or Community Workforce Agreement: If pursuing Workforce Strategy C (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(C)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(C)(i) in a letter jointly signed by the Applicant and external organization.						O


						Workforce Strategy D			Local Hire Ordinances: If pursuing Workforce Strategy D (Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(D)), submit the information and verifiable documentation requested in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (h)(1)(D)(i)-(iii) in a letter.						O


						AHSC funded pgm Commitment letter			If pursuing Section 107Quantitiative Policy Scoring (j), provide a commitment letter and a proposed workplan describing how each program or activity will be implemented. Be sure to identify which category the proposed AHSC-Funded Program falls under. The proposed workplan should include the information outlined in Section 107 Quantitative Policy Scoring (j)(1).						O





						Narrative-Based Policy Scoring


						Narrative			Provide a response to each prompt as outlined in the Narrative Prompts document. The responses must be uploaded as a PDF and must follow the stated word counts. See Narrative Scoring Rubric document for guidance in completing Narratives.						O


						Community Tracker			Provide a completed AHSC Round 7 Community Engagement Tracker.						O


						Community Needs			Letter of support from local community-based, grassroots organization describing the community engagement process and how feedback from local residents was incorporated into the Project.						O


						Climate Matrix			AHSC Round 7 Climate Adaptation Assessment Matrix.						O


						Local Planning Efforts			Please provide a single PDF with the cover page of the plan and relevant pages of the plans referenced in the Local Planning Efforts Section. Please only include pages referenced in the narrative.						O


						Site Plan			Provide the most current site plan.						O


						Future Engagement			Optional: Submit supporting documentation to demonstrate future engagement with either a CBO or residents (i.e. any engagement plans, agreements, etc.). Can be included as part of the Community Needs upload if it is the same CBO.						O





						Certification & Legal


						Cert-Legal Explanation			Letter of explanation for any "Yes" answers or red shaded items above. Copy this sheet and upload separate from the application.						O





						CARB GHG & Co-Benefits Quantification


						AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool			Completed AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool, with worksheets applicable to the project and all fields in the GHG Summary and Co-benefits Summary tabs populated.						P


						GHG Affordable Housing Tab Inputs			Signed letter from housing project developer documenting inputs in the Affordable Housing Tab of the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool. Follow this link for specific requirements and template.						P


						GHG Transit Tab Inputs			Signed letter from transit agency partner documenting inputs in the Transit Tab of the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool. Follow this link for specific requirements and template:						If applicable


						GHG Solar PV Tab Inputs			Signed letter from licensed professional documenting inputs in the Solar PV Tab of the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool and PVWatts Calculator results. Follow this link for specific requirements and template.						If applicable


						Bike Share Inputs			Signed letter from bike share partner committing to delivering the proposed bike share project and confirming that project specific inputs in the AHSC Benefit Calculator are correct: 
-Is bike share is electric (yes/no)?
-Number of bike share trip per year in Year 1 and Year F
-Average cost per trip
-Explanation or calculation of how the expected number of trips was derived						If applicable


						Clean Mobility Option (CMO) Benefits Calculator Tool			If applicant is proposing shared mobility projects, submit a completed CMO Benefits Calculator Tool.						If applicable


						GHG Shared Mobility Inputs			Signed letter from shared mobility provider documenting inputs in the Shared Mobility Tab of the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool. Refer to the documentation requirements in the CMO Benefits Calculator Tool. 						If applicable


						END OF DOCUMENT									152
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Certification & Legal


						Certification & Legal Disclosure





						On behalf of the entity identified in the signature block below, I certify that:


						1. The information, statements and attachments included in this application are, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true and correct.


						2. I possess the legal authority to submit this application on behalf of the entity identified in the signature block.


						3. The following is a complete disclosure of all identities of interest - of all persons or entities, including affiliates, that will provide goods or services to the Project either (a) in one or more capacity or (b) that qualify as a "Related Party" to any person or entity that will provide goods or services to the Project. "Related Party" is defined in Section 10302 of the California Code of Regulations (CTCAC Regulations): 





						


kweber: List All Disclosures Here			4. As of the date of application, the Project, or the real property on which the Project is proposed (Property) is not party to or the subject of any claim or action at the State or Federal appellate level.


						5. I have disclosed and described below any claim or action undertaken which affects or potentially affects the feasibility of the Project.


						In addition, I acknowledge that all information in this application and attachments is public, and may be disclosed by the State.





						     


						Printed Name																														Title of Signatory																														Signature																																													Date


						Legal Disclosure


						For purposes of the following questions, and with the exceptions noted below, the term “applicant” shall include the applicant and joint applicant, and any subsidiary of the applicant or joint applicant if the subsidiary is involved in (for example, as a guarantor) or will be benefited by the application or the project. 


						In addition to each of these entities themselves, the term “applicant” shall also include the direct and indirect holders of more than ten percent (10%) of the ownership interests in the entity, as well as the officers, directors, principals and senior executives of the entity if the entity is a corporation, the general and limited partners of the entity if the entity is a partnership, and the members or managers of the entity if the entity is a limited liability company. For projects using tax-exempt bonds, it shall also include the individual who will be executing the bond purchase agreement.


						The following questions must be responded to for each entity and person qualifying as an "applicant," or "joint applicant" as defined above.  


						Explain all positive responses on a separate sheet and include with this questionnaire in the application.


						Exceptions:


						Public entity applicants without an ownership interest in the proposed project, including but not limited to cities, counties, and joint powers authorities with 100 or more members, are not required to respond to this questionnaire. 


						Members of the boards of directors of non-profit corporations, including officers of the boards, are also not required to respond. However, chief executive officers (Executive Directors, Chief Executive Officers, Presidents or their equivalent) must respond, as must chief financial officers (Treasurers, Chief Financial Officers, or their equivalent).


						Civil Matters


						1. Has the applicant filed a bankruptcy or receivership case or had a bankruptcy or receivership action commenced against it, defaulted on a loan or been foreclosed against in past ten years? 


						2. Is the applicant currently a party to, or been notified that it may become a party to, any civil litigation that may materially and adversely affect (a) the financial condition of the applicant’s business, or (b) the project that is the subject of the application?


						3. Have there been any administrative or civil settlements, decisions, or judgments against the applicant within the past ten years that materially and adversely affected (a) the financial condition of the applicant’s business, or (b) the project that is the subject of the application?


						4. Is the applicant currently subject to, or been notified that it may become subject to, any civil or administrative proceeding, examination, or investigation by a local, state or federal licensing or accreditation agency, a local, state or federal taxing authority, or a local, state or federal regulatory or enforcement agency? 


						5. In the past ten years, has the applicant been subject to any civil or administrative proceeding, examination, or investigation by a local, state or federal licensing or accreditation agency, a local, state or federal taxing authority, or a local, state or federal regulatory or enforcement agency that resulted in a settlement, decision, or judgment? 


						Criminal Matters


						6. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, examination or investigation, of any kind, involving, or that could result in, felony charges against the applicant? 


						7. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, examination or investigation, of any kind, involving, or that could result in, misdemeanor charges against the applicant for matters relating to the conduct of the applicant’s business? 


						8. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, examination or investigation, of any kind, involving, or that could result in, criminal charges (whether felony or misdemeanor) against the applicant for any financial or fraud related crime? 


						9. Is the applicant currently a party to, or the subject of, or been notified that it may become a party to or the subject of, any criminal litigation, proceeding, charge, complaint, examination or investigation, of any kind, that could materially affect the financial condition of the applicant’s business?


						10. Within the past ten years, has the applicant been convicted of any felony? 


						11. Within the past ten years, has the applicant been convicted of any misdemeanor related to the conduct of the applicant’s business?  


						12. Within the past ten years, has the applicant been convicted of any misdemeanor for any financial or fraud related crime? 


						Please provide a letter of explanation if you responded "Yes" to any of the questions above.


						File Name:									Cert-Legal Explanation																								Letter of explanation for any "Yes" answers or red shaded items above. 																																																												Uploaded to HCD?





																																																																																																																		


George, Ryan@HCD: If cell is shaded red critical threshold item was not met.
			     


						Printed Name																														Title of Signatory																														Signature																																													Date








						End of Document
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Applicant Documents


						Entity Organizational Documents





						Organizational Documents


						The following is intended as a brief summary of legal documents commonly required to verify the legal authority of the private entity or entities applying to HCD for an Award of funds and does not apply to public applicants. Documents required to apply for funds (threshold requirements) are legally distinct from those required to enter into a standard agreement or to receive bonus points. For projects receiving an Award of HCD funds, additional documents, or corrections, may be required prior to execution of the Standard Agreement.





						Organizational Charts


						Complete organizational charts are required for the Sponsor/Recipient, Borrower, MGP and AGP (if different from the Sponsor).





						Corporate Entities


						Articles of Incorporation (Corp. Code §154, 200 and 202) as certified by the CA Secretary of State.
Bylaws and any amendments thereto (Corp. Code §207(b), 211 and 212)
Certificate of Amendment of Articles of Incorporation (Corp. Code §900-910 (general stock), §5810-5820 (public benefit and religious corporations), §7810-7820 (mutual benefit corporations), or §12500-12510 (general cooperative corporations)) as applicable.
Restated Articles of Incorporation (Corp. Code §901, 906, 910 (general stock), §5811, 5815, 5819 (public benefit and religious corporations), §7811, 7815 and 7819 (mutual benefit corporations) and §12501, 12506 and 12510 (general cooperative corporations)) as applicable.
Statement of Information (CA Secretary of State form SI-100 or SI-200)
Shareholder Agreements (Corp. Code §186) if applicable.
Certificate of Good Standing certified by Secretary of State. Certificate of Good Standing must be dated 30 days or less from the application due date.





						Limited Liability Companies 


						Articles of Organization (CA Secretary of State form LLC-1)
Certificate of Amendment (CA Secretary of State form LLC-2) if applicable.
Restated Articles of Organization (CA Secretary of State form LLC-10) if applicable.
Certificate of Correction (CA Secretary of State form LLC-11) if applicable.
Statement of Information (CA Secretary of State form LLC-12 or LLC-12NC)
Operating Agreement (Corp. Code §17707.02(s) and 17701.10)
Certificate of Good Standing certified by Secretary of State. Certificate of Good Standing must be dated 30 days or less from the application due date.





						Limited Partnerships


						Certificate of Limited Partnership (CA Secretary of State form LP-1)
Amendment to Certificate of Limited Partnership (CA Secretary of State form LP-2) if applicable.
Certificate of Correction (CA Secretary of State form LP-2) if applicable.
Limited Partnership Agreement (CA Corp. Code §15901.02(x) and 15901.10)
Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement
Certificate of Good Standing certified by Secretary of State.





						Tribal Entity


						Tribe Formation Documents (Constitution, Charters, etc.)
Federal Register of Indian Entities Recognized (81 Fed Reg. 26826) if applicable
BIA Federal Acknowledgment Petitioner List (CFR Section 83.1 of Title 25) if applicable
Contact List maintained by the Native American Heritage Commission (GC Section 65352.3) if applicable





						End of Document
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CARB Info


						Project information needed for the CARB AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool at "Project Info" Worksheet, Cell reference at right if each item below.





						Project Name			no data provided at application			Cell = E23


						HCD Project Application #			no data provided at application			Cell = E24


						Project County			no data provided at application			Cell = E25


						Project Area Type			no data provided at application			Cell = E26


						Developer Contact Name			no data provided at application			Cell = E27


						Developer Contact Phone			no data provided at application			Cell = E28


						Developer Contact Email			no data provided at application			Cell = E29


						AHSC GGRF Funds Requested ($)			no data provided at application			Cell = E31


						Other GGRF Funds ($)			no data provided at application			Cell = E32


						Other GGRF Funds Sources			no data provided at application			Cell = E33


						Project information needed for the CARB AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool at "Affordable Housing Inputs" Worksheet, , Cell reference at right if each item below.








						Maximum stories			no data provided at application			Cell = C20


						Total Dwelling Units			no data provided at application			Cell = C21


						Restricted Dwelling Units			no data provided at application			Cell = C22


						Net Density (dwelling units/acre)			no data provided at application			Cell = C23


						Mixed-use Development?			no data provided at application			Cell = C24


						Total Residential Space (square feet)			no data provided at application			Cell = C25


						Total Mixed-use Space (square feet)			no data provided at application			Cell = C26


						Traffic Calming Measures?			no data provided at application			Cell = C28


						Residential Parking Spaces			no data provided at application			Cell = C39


						Unbundled Monthly Parking Income ($)			no data provided at application			Cell = C40


						Dwelling Units Receiving Transit Passes			no data provided at application			Cell = C45


						Annual Transit Passes Value ($)			no data provided at application			Cell = C46


						Duration of Funding for Transit Passes (years)			no data provided at application			Cell = C47























Application Support


						Application Development Team (ADT) Support Form																																																																																																						V1			1/30/23


						Please complete the "yellow" cells in the form below and email a copy to: AppSupport@hcd.ca.gov and AHSC@hcd.ca.gov. A member of the Application Development Team will respond to your request. 


						Full Name:																																																																		Date Requested:																								Application Version Date:												1/30/23


						Organization:																																													Email:																																							Contact Phone:


						Issue #						Sheet/Tab name												Section															Cell#									Describe the issue/error or suggestion																																													Urgency 									ADT Status									Status Date


						1


						2


						3


						4


						5


						6


						7


						8


						9


						10





						End of Document
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA - BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES AND HOUSING AGENCY GAVIN NEWSOM, Governor 



DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
DIVISION OF STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
2020 W. El Camino Avenue, Suite 670, 95833 
P. O. Box 952054 
Sacramento, CA 94252-2054 
(916) 263-2771 
www.hcd.ca.gov



January 30, 2023 



MEMORANDUM FOR: ALL POTENTIAL APPLICANTS 



FROM: Jennifer Seeger, Deputy Director 
Division of State Financial Assistance 



SUBJECT: Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities



Notice of Funding Availability (Round 7) 



The California Strategic Growth Council (SGC) and the California Department of 
Housing and Community Development (Department or HCD) are pleased to announce 
the release of this Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) with approximately $750 
million in funds for the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC or 
Program) program. This funding provides loans and grants to Localities, Developers, 
public housing authorities, transit agencies, transit operators, Program Operators, 
Tribal Entities, and others as identified in the Guidelines.  



AHSC furthers the purposes of AB 32 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006), SB 375
(Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), and SB 32 (Chapter 249, Statutes of 2016) in that the 
purpose of AHSC is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through projects 
implementing land-use, housing, and transportation improvements to support infill and 
compact development, while supporting related and coordinated public policy 
objectives. Funding for AHSC is provided from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 
(GGRF), an account established to receive Cap-and-Trade auction proceeds. 



AHSC is part of California Climate Investments, a statewide program funded through 
the GGRF that puts billions of Cap-and-Trade dollars to work, reducing GHG 
emissions, strengthening the economy, and improving public health and the 
environment – particularly in Disadvantaged Communities. 



Application materials must be submitted electronically via HCD’s Affordable 
Housing and Sustainable Communities Portal (AHSC Portal) no later than 4:00 
p.m. Pacific Time on April 4, 2023. The Department will no longer accept hardcopy 
submittals. 





http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB32&search_keywords


http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords


https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB32


http://www.hcd.ca.gov/
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DATE 



AHSC application forms, detailed instructions, webinar details, and related Program 
information are posted on the Department’s AHSC website at 
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-
sustainable-communities Additional Program information may be found at SGC’s 
AHSC website: https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/. 



To receive information on workshops and other updates, please subscribe to the  
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program HCD listserv and for 
questions contact the HCD AHSC team at AHSC@hcd.ca.gov or the SGC AHSC 
team at ahsc@sgc.ca.gov. 



Attachment 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-sustainable-communities


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-and-funding/programs-active/affordable-housing-and-sustainable-communities


https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/contact-us/email-signup


mailto:AHSC@hcd.ca.gov


mailto:ahsc@sgc.ca.gov
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I. Overview 



A. Notice of Funding Availability 



The Strategic Growth Council (SGC) and the California Department of 
Housing and Community Development (Department or HCD) hereby 
announce the availability of approximately $750 million in funding for the 
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) program. AHSC 
is administered by SGC and implemented by the Department. The California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) provides the quantification methodology for 
determining the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions for AHSC. 



These AHSC funds will be used for loans or grants, or a combination 
thereof, to projects that will achieve GHG emissions reductions to benefit 
communities throughout California, particularly through increasing 
accessibility to affordable housing and Key Destinations via low-carbon 
transportation, resulting in fewer vehicle miles traveled through shortened or 
reduced trip length or mode shift from single occupancy vehicle use to 
transit, bicycling, or walking. 



B. Timeline 



NOFA Release January 30, 2023 



Application Due Date April 4, 2023, by 4:00 p.m. PDT 



Award Announcement August 2023 



C. Authorizing Legislation and Regulations (Regulatory Authority) 



AHSC furthers the purposes of AB 32 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006), SB 
375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008), and SB 32 (Chapter 249, Statutes of 
2016). Applications submitted under this NOFA and available funds are 
subject to the AHSC Guidelines approved by the SGC on December 15, 
2022, and as published on the SGC’s AHSC website at 
https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html 



The Guidelines include detailed information on eligibility requirements, 
application selection criteria, established terms, conditions, and procedures 
for funds awarded under AHSC. Applicants are encouraged to carefully 
review the Guidelines and information contained in this NOFA before 
submitting applications. 





http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB32&search_keywords


http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords


http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200720080SB375&search_keywords


https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB32


https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html
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II. Program Requirements 



The following is provided as a summary and is not to be considered a complete 
representation of the entirety of the eligibility, threshold, or other requirements or terms 
and conditions of the AHSC program. Please note that capitalized words in this NOFA are 
either defined herein or in the Program Guidelines. Please refer to the Guidelines for 
complete information. 



A. Eligible Applicants 



Applicants must be eligible pursuant to Guidelines Section 105, Eligible Applicants. 



B. Eligible Projects 



Eligible Projects must fall into one of the following three eligible Project Area Types: 
• Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Project Area Type 
• Integrated Connectivity Project (ICP) Area Type 
• Rural Innovation Project Area (RIPA) Type 



For a detailed list of all eligible costs, please refer to Guidelines Section 103, 
Eligible Costs. 



C. Program Funding Amounts and Terms 



1. AHSC funding award maximum: For projects without other HCD awards, the 
maximum AHSC loan or grant award, or combination thereof, is $50 million, with a 
minimum award of $10 million. For these projects, the maximum Affordable 
Housing Development loan amount is $35 million, and the maximum cumulative per 
Project grant amount is $15 million.  



Additionally, for Projects that have or will have other HCD funding, the maximum 
cumulative per-project award of all HCD loan sources for housing development is 
$35 million. 



2. AHSC funding award maximum: A single Developer may receive no more than 
$100 million per NOFA funding cycle. This limitation may be waived by SGC, if 
necessary, to meet statutory requirements referenced in Guidelines Section 108, 
Application Process. 



3. Terms of assistance: Assistance terms and limits are set forth in Guidelines 
Section 104, Assistance Terms and Limits. Loans for rental Affordable Housing 
Developments (AHD) are subject to requirements set forth in Guidelines Section 
104(b). Grants are subject to the terms and requirements set forth in Guidelines 
Section 104(c). 
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D. Transition Reserve 



Projects having or proposing project-based rental assistance shall comply with the 
Department’s Pooled Transition Reserve Policy set forth in HCD’s Administrative 
Notice No. 23-01: https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-
funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf



E. Funding Goals, Geographic Distribution of Funds, and Set-Asides 



The Project Area Type funding goals, geographic goals, Tribal Entity goals, Affordable 
Housing statutory requirements, funding targets, and AHSC statutory funding set-
asides are set forth in Guidelines Section 108(h). Additional policies that may impact 
the final decision of Project awards are set forth in Guidelines Section 108(i).  



F. Funding Limits 



Use of multiple HCD funding sources on the same Assisted Units is permitted, subject 
to the following limitations. (For the purpose of identifying funding limits, Units used in 
the calculation of AHSC grant amounts will be considered assisted): 



1. Notwithstanding any conflicts with the AHSC Guidelines or NOFA, the HCD Repeal 
of Stacking Prohibition of Multiple Department Funding Sources Memorandum, 
dated August 20, 2021, is applicable. In the event of a conflict, the NOFA or 
Guidelines will prevail. 



2. Total HCD funding per Project, including funds awarded under this NOFA, shall not 
exceed the following percentages of the total development cost (TDC): 



• < 40 percent of TDCs for Projects utilizing 9 percent tax credits 
• < 50 percent of TDCs for Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits 
• < 80 percent of TDCs for Projects not utilizing tax credits 



For purposes of calculating total HCD funding, all AHD and Housing Related 
Infrastructure (HRI) funding shall be considered. Additionally, prior awards made to 
the Project or any component of the Project, any funds awarded pursuant to this 
NOFA, and any applicable future HCD awards subsequent to any award made 
pursuant to this NOFA shall be considered. Note that total HCD funding, for these 
purposes, does not include STI, TRA, or PGM grants. 



All Department funding sources listed in the HCD Repeal of Stacking Prohibition of 
Multiple Department Funding Sources Memorandum 
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-
06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdf dated August 20, 2021, are applicable to the 
percentages of total development cost listed above. For AHSC, these sources 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/hcd-administrative-memo-transition-reserve-policy.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/grants-funding/docs/admin_memo21-06_stacking_prohibition_repeal.pdf
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include AHD loans and HRI grants, but not STI, TRA or PGM grants. This HCD-
wide Department funding cap applies not only to AHSC Round 7 awards, but to all 
Department awards. 



At the sole discretion of the SGC’s Executive Director, funding levels in excess of 
the percentages above may be approved as exceptions to the limits if they 
uniquely advance state policy priorities. Examples include large development 
Projects that include transformative community investments and advance climate 
goals through infill development, high density construction and proximity to transit. 



To request an exception, the Applicant must submit justification prior to their 
application under this NOFA. It is in the Applicant’s interest to submit justification 
as early as possible. After justifications are submitted, a recommendation from 
staff will be made based upon the strength of evidence and submitted to the SGC 
Executive Director for consideration. If approved, Applicants must submit 
documentation of approval with any subsequent Department applications for the 
applicable Project. A form for outlining the justification of the exception request will 
be provided by the Department. 



G. Cost Limitations and Developer Fee 
Developer fee limits specified in UMR Section 8312 shall apply, except that: 



1. UMR Section 8312(d) shall not apply. 



2. For non-tax credit new construction Projects, the total developer fee shall not exceed 
the following: 



a. For Projects with 49 or fewer Restricted Units (excluding Units restricted at 
levels above 60 percent of AMI): the greater of $40,000 per 
Restricted/manager’s Unit or $1,200,000. 



b. For Projects with between 50 and 100 Restricted Units (excluding Units 
restricted at levels above 60 percent of AMI): $2,200,000; and 



c. For Projects with more than 100 Restricted Units (excluding Units restricted at 
levels above 60 percent of AMI): $2,200,000 plus $20,000 per Restricted Unit in 
excess of 100 up to a maximum of $3,500,000. The developer fee in excess of 
$2,200,000 must be deferred. Payment of deferred developer fee shall be in 
compliance with UMR Section 8314. 



3.  For Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits, developer fee payments shall not exceed 
the amount that may be included in Project costs pursuant to Title 4 California Code 
of Regulations (CCR), Section 10327(c)(2)(B); and 
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4.  Projects that include a Tribal Entity that relies on a partner to meet the experience 
requirements of an eligible Developer shall have their allowable total developer fee 
increased according to the following: 



a. For non-tax credit Projects, an increase of $300,000 over the limits set forth in 
(b)(2) (a)-(c) above. Additionally, for Projects with more than 100 Units as 
defined above in (b)(2)(c), the developer fee paid from sources may increase up 
to $2,640,000. 



b. For Projects utilizing 4 percent tax credits, an increase consistent with Title 4 
CCR, Section 10327(c)(2)(E), if eligible pursuant to that section. 



H. Threshold 



In addition to meeting the requirements of the Guidelines, as described in paragraphs 
A, B, and C above, Applicants and Projects are also required to meet the Program 
threshold requirements established in Section 106, Program Threshold Requirements 
of the Guidelines. 



1. For projects secured by leasehold security, leases must meet the requirements of 
UMR §8316, and both the Borrower and the fee owner of the property must execute 
the Department’s form template lease rider without modification. The lease rider 
amends the lease and must be recorded on the fee estate. 



I. Scoring and Ranking 



Applications will be scored according to Guidelines Section 107, Scoring Criteria. 
AHSC funds will be allocated through a competitive process, based on the merits of the 
application, as detailed in Section 108, Application Process. 



J. Negative Points and Disencumbrance Policies 



The Department’s Negative Points Policy (Administrative Notice Number 2022-01) and 
Disencumbrance Policy (Administrative Notice Number 2022-02), dated March 30, 
2022 and published on the Department’s AHSC website at 
https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-
31-22.pdf are hereby incorporated by this reference to this NOFA. The Department 
shall apply the Negative Points Policy with equal force as all other provisions set forth 
herein. The Department shall implement the Negative Points Policy with reasonable 
and necessary discretion to advance AHSC policy and funding goals. 



If the Applicant is subject to a negative points assessment based on the criteria 
outlined in the Department’s Negative Points Policy or is determined to be ineligible for 
funding, HCD shall notify the Applicant in writing in the initial point score letter. 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/docs/grants-and-funding/negative-points-policy-updated-110122.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-31-22.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-31-22.pdf


https://www.hcd.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/Disencumberance-Policy-FINAL-03-31-22.pdf
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III. Application Submission and Review Procedures 



Applications must meet eligibility requirements upon submission (except as expressly 
indicated in the Guidelines or Application Workbook). Modification of the application forms 
by the Applicant is prohibited. It is the Applicant’s responsibility to ensure the application is 
clear, complete, and accurate. After the application deadline, Department staff may 
request clarifying information, provided such information does not affect the competitive 
rating of the application. No information, whether written or oral, will be solicited or 
accepted if this information would result in a competitive advantage to an Applicant or a 
disadvantage to other Applicants. No Applicant may appeal the evaluation of another 
Applicant’s application. 



A. HCD’s AHSC Portal Application Components 



Complete applications must include the following components: 



1. AHSC Application Workbook 



All Applicants must complete and submit the AHSC Application Workbook and 
supporting documentation. 



2. AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool 



All Applicants must complete and submit the AHSC Benefits Calculator Tool to 
meet requirements referenced in Guidelines Section 106, Program Threshold 
Requirements and Estimated GHG Reduction Scoring in Section 107, Scoring 
Criteria. 



3. Electronic AHSC Portal Submission 



Application materials must be submitted electronically via HCD’s AHSC Portal no 
later than 4:00 p.m. Pacific Time on April 4, 2023. Requirements for uploading the 
AHSC Application Workbook, required supporting documentation, and identified 
naming conventions are described in the application instructions that will be 
available when the application is posted to the AHSC website.  



Personal deliveries will not be accepted. The Department will no longer accept 
hardcopy submittals. No facsimiles, incomplete applications, application revisions, 
or walk-in application packages will be accepted. 



B. Application Review 



1. Phase One 
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Application completeness and satisfaction of threshold criteria described in the 
Guidelines will be confirmed. Please note, the threshold review for financial 
feasibility criteria in this phase consists of only verification of documentation 
completeness, not an evaluation of the material facts. 
The complete financial feasibility review will take place in Phase Three. Phase One 
is a pass/fail stage and Applicants will receive notification of their status upon 
completion of threshold reviews with a five-day opportunity to appeal the findings of 
the reviews. 



2. Phase Two 



Quantitative policy criteria and AHSC Greenhouse Gas Quantification Methodology 
(GHG QM) will be evaluated for proposals that have met the requirements of Phase 
One. An initial score letter will be provided to Applicants with a five-day opportunity 
to appeal the findings of the reviews. AHSC staff will review appeal responses and 
revise scores where appropriate. Applications with a final combined quantitative 
policy criteria and Greenhouse Gas Quantification Methodology point score of fewer 
than 41 points will not be eligible for award and will not be assigned a narrative 
score. The final score letter will include notification of application status. 



3. Phase Three 



An interagency team will review the narrative section of eligible applications. During 
Phase Three, an in- depth evaluation of the Project’s financial feasibility will be 
performed. 



C. Application Workshops 



AHSC staff will conduct application webinars and pre-application consultations for the 
Round 7 application submissions. AHSC webinar details and appointment slots for the 
pre-application consultations will be posted on the SGC website: 
https://sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html [sgc.ca.gov] and 
announced through the SGC AHSC E-Mail list 



D. Disclosure of Application 



Information provided in the application will become a public record available for review 
by the public, pursuant to the California Public Records Act (Government Code 
Sections 6250-6276.48). As such, any materials provided are subject to disclosure to 
any person making a request under this Act. The Department cautions Applicants to 
use discretion in providing information not specifically requested, including but not 
limited to, bank account numbers, social security numbers, personal phone numbers, 
and home addresses. By providing this information to the Department, the Applicant is 
waiving any claim of confidentiality and consents to the disclosure of submitted material 
upon request. 





https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/sgc.ca.gov/programs/ahsc/resources/guidelines.html__;!!KIquKgc!dtgAO6NCchxjHPp3dAr_viAczxFo8pp-JP2luIqUbqba0LcVMxtpwqakqMlxA57OTFWfxSJ9lAMZ00EjPjv96b-ngkpKFn5d$


https://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001CnSfPwTFppayjlK2qgl4EsXU1DzmZjCEMWa0rJi2o4ZkB9e6phFRqG_KCGPOZ0cpMCbWMRFbU1KXXYzxxQmDFXfbFLOpd7AYtL9Skb6TZ-LZjAgAh424iCDsD8oi2yyXxEzI5aULpNBVBcJTd9dFlA%3D%3D
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E. Concurrent Applications 



The Department will allow Applicants under this NOFA to pursue more than one 
funding scenario. This means that a separate, concurrent application to other HCD 
program funding sources is permitted. All applications under review and anticipated 
applications must be disclosed in the AHSC application workbook. In instances where 
such Applicants are competitive for an award, the Department will consult with 
Applicants to discern which funding scenarios are optimal for Project feasibility while 
balancing cost containment.  



Submission of two concurrent AHSC applications proposing 4 percent and 9 percent 
tax credit is prohibited. Submitting an AHSC application proposing 4 percent tax credits 
to the Department and submitting a concurrent 9 percent TCAC application is 
prohibited without prior approval from the Department. 



If switching from a 4 percent to 9 percent project after receiving an AHSC award, the 
award will be resized and the award letter reissued to reflect the reduced award 
amount using the unit mix as originally submitted in the application. Please note that 
the 24-month disencumbrance deadline, however, will continue to be tied to the date of 
the original award letter. The Sponsor must demonstrate that any resulting gap from 
the resizing of the loan has been covered through an alternative funding source.  



If switching from a 9 percent to a 4 percent project, the award will NOT be resized 



Under both circumstances, the Department will only allow a switch between 4 percent 
and 9 percent one time per project. The Department MUST be notified and, if required, 
an amended award letter be issued in advance of application submittal to CDLAC or 
TCAC. 



No final determination can be made on whether a specific project may swap from 4 
percent to 9 percent, or vice-versa, until updated application materials indicating 
changes to the project’s budget have been submitted, reviewed, and approved by 
AHSC program staff. 



F. Prior Awards 



Applicants must disclose all awards of loans and grants for the project at the time of 
application submittal. Applicants seeking to substitute previously awarded HCD funds, 
including but not limited to substitutions to increase the amount of an award, must first 
withdraw their previous award in writing and provide reasonable justification that the 
substitution is necessary to ensure Project feasibility. A consultation with Department 
Program staff is required at the time of the withdrawal. Substitutions based solely upon 
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Applicant preference or convenience will not be permitted. However, it is allowable for 
Applicants that wish to retain their previous award to apply for another funding source 
available within this NOFA, so long as the previous award is unmodified. 



In general, no changes to unit mix or other Project-specific criteria as represented for a 
previous award will be allowed if it would have negatively impacted competitiveness 
under that program. However, the Department will allow previously awarded Projects to 
lower their proposed income targets from one application to the next, so long as the 
total unit count remains the same. The Department will restrict units to the lowest 
targeting across all awarded funds and will require Projects awarded from a program 
with prioritized target populations to maintain the special population units (increasing 
target population and/or Restricted Units is permitted). For Projects proposing a 
reduction to Area Median Income (AMI) levels on the unit mix, prior to application the 
Recipient must engage with Program staff of their existing award and confirm the 
change does not impact Project feasibility and would not cause a reduction in awarded 
funds pursuant to an existing award program’s requirement. 



G. Significant Changes in Project After Application 



The Department will review, and score based on information provided in the 
application. If there is a significant departure from the application, the Department may 
re-evaluate the Project’s score, reduce loan or grant amount, or assign negative points 
to the Developer/Recipient. 



IV. Appeals 



A. Basis of Appeals 



1. Upon receipt of the Department’s written notice that an application is incomplete, 
has failed threshold review, or has otherwise been determined to provide an 
insufficient basis for an award, Applicants under this NOFA may appeal such 
decision(s) to the Branch Chief or their designee pursuant to this section. 



2. No Applicant shall have the right to appeal a decision of the Department relating to 
another Applicant’s application (e.g., eligibility, award). Any request to appeal HCD’s 
decision regarding an application shall be reviewed for compliance with the AHSC 
Guidelines and this NOFA. All decisions rendered shall be made by the Branch 
Chief or their designee. The decision shall be final, binding, and conclusive, and 
shall constitute the final action of the Department. 



3. The appeal process provided herein applies solely to the decision of the 
Department made in this Program NOFA. For greater specificity, Applicants may 
refer to the appeal procedure set forth in section “V. Appeals” in the Multifamily 
Finance Super Notice of Funding Availability dated March 30, 2022, Amended June 
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10, 2022, which is incorporated hereto by this reference, and which the Department 
shall, to the extent not contrary to this NOFA and feasible, substantially follow. 



B. Appeal Process and Deadlines 



1. Process: To file an appeal, Applicants must submit to the Branch Chief or their 
designee, by the deadline set forth below, a written appeal which states all relevant 
facts, arguments, and evidence upon which the appeal is based. Furthermore, the 
Applicant must provide a detailed reference to the area or areas of the application 
that provide clarification and substantiation for the basis of the appeal. No new or 
additional information will be considered if this information would result in a 
competitive advantage to an Applicant. Once the written appeal is submitted to the 
Department, no further information or materials will be accepted or considered 
thereafter. Appeals must be submitted to the Department at ahsc@hcd.ca.gov and 
SGC at ahsc@sgc.ca.gov according to the deadline set forth in Department review 
letters. 



2. Filing deadline: Appeals must be received by the Department no later than five 
business days from the date of the Department’s threshold review, or initial score 
letters, as applicable, representing the Department’s decision made in response to 
the application. 



C. Decision 



Any request to appeal the Department’s decision regarding an application shall be 
reviewed for compliance with the AHSC Guidelines and this NOFA. All decisions 
rendered shall be final, binding, and conclusive, and shall constitute the final action of 
the Department. 



V. Award Announcements and Contracts 



A. Award Announcements 



Award recommendations will be posted with SGC meeting materials on the SGC’s 
AHSC website at http://www.sgc.ca.gov/meetings 10 days prior to the SGC public 
meeting. 



B. Contracts 



Successful Applicants (Recipients) will enter into one or more Standard Agreements 
with the Department. The Standard Agreement contains relevant state and federal 
requirements, as well as specific information about the award and work to be 
performed.  



A condition of award will be that a Standard Agreement must be executed by the 
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Recipient within 90 days (contracting period) of HCD’s issuance of the award letter. 
Failure to execute the Standard Agreement(s) within the contracting period may result 
in award cancellation. The Recipient shall remain a party to the Standard Agreement 
for the entire term of the Standard Agreement; removal of the Recipient without prior 
HCD consent is prohibited and will result in a default. Once a Project is awarded HCD 
funds, the Developer/Recipient is acknowledging the Project as submitted and 
approved is the Project that is to be funded and built. Any bifurcation would make that 
award null and void, as the awarded Project is no longer feasible as originally 
submitted and awarded funds are unable to be assumed or assigned. 



C. AHSC Cross-Default Provision 



Awards are based on the total points awarded to the application during a highly 
competitive process. The Standard Agreements set forth requirements for timely 
completion of Affordable Housing Development (AHD), Housing Related Infrastructure 
(HRI), Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (STI), Transportation Related 
Infrastructure (TRA), or Program (PGM) components. If all components are not timely 
completed pursuant to Program requirements, the entire award may be 
disencumbered, and disbursed funds recaptured. The Standard Agreements will 
expressly cross-default all components of the award to one another. 



The Department recognizes the Recipient may enter into separate side agreements to 
address individual Developer responsibilities with respect to each other and with regard 
to Program funds; provided, however, in no event shall any such agreement alter or 
amend the respective obligations of the Recipient to the Department under the 
applicable loan or grant documents. 



D. Departmental Cross-Default Provision 



In the event the Project is or has been awarded additional Department funding, any 
and all such funding, including the award of AHSC Program funds, will be cross 
defaulted to and among one another in the respective loan or, where applicable, grant 
documents. A default under one source of Departmental funding shall be default under 
any and all other sources of Department funding in the Project. 



VI. Other State Requirements 



A. Article XXXIV 



All Projects shall comply with Article XXXIV, Section 1 of the California Constitution, as 
clarified by the Public Housing Election Implementation Law (Health and Safety Code 
Sections 37000 - 37002). Article XXXIV documentation for loans underwritten by the 
Department shall be subject to review and approval by the Department prior to the 
announcement of award recommendations. 
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Article XXXIV requires local voter approval before any state public body can develop, 
construct, or acquire a low-rent housing project in any manner. However, the Public 
Housing Election Implementation Law (Health and Safety Code Sections 37000 – 
37002) provides clarification as to when Article XXXIV is applicable. Health and Safety 
Code Section 37001, for example, identifies project types that are not considered “low-
rent housing projects.” 
Applicants must submit documentation substantiating compliance with or exemption 
from Article XXXIV. If a project is subject to Article XXXIV, the Department requires an 
allocation letter from the Locality that demonstrates Article XXXIV authority for the 
project. A local government official with authority must prepare the allocation letter, and 
it must include the following: 



1. The name and date of the proposition and the number of units that were 
approved; 



2. A copy of the referendum and a certified vote tally; 



3. The number of units that remain in the Locality’s “bank” of Article XXXIV 
authority (i.e., the number of units that are still available for allocation); and 



4. The number of units that the Locality will commit to this project, including 
the manager unit. 



If a Project is statutorily exempt from Article XXXIV, the Department requires an Article 
XXXIV opinion letter from the Applicant’s legal counsel. 



The Article XXXIV opinion letter must demonstrate that the Applicant has considered 
both the legal requirements of Article XXXIV and the relevant facts of the Project (e.g., 
all funding provided by public bodies, including state, county, or city sources, the 
number of low-income Restricted Units, and the general content of any regulatory 
restrictions). Any conclusion that a Project is exempt from Article XXXIV must be 
supported by facts and a specific legal theory for exemption that itself is supported by 
the Constitution, statute, and/or case law. 



B. Relocation 



The Applicant must comply with Government Code Section 7260 et seq., the California 
Code of Regulations, Title 25, Section 6000 et seq., and, if applicable, 49 CFR Part 24 
of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition for Federal and 
Federally Assisted Programs (URA) (collectively referred to herein as Relocation or 
Relocation Law). 



Failure to comply with applicable relocation requirements will result in rejection of the 
application and disencumbrance of any awards made to the Project. 
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C. Pet Friendly Housing Act of 2017 



Housing funded through AHSC is subject to the Pet Friendly Housing Act of 2017 
(Health and Safety Code Section 50466). Each Recipient is required to submit a signed 
and dated certification that residents of the AHSC funded housing development will be 
authorized to own or otherwise maintain one or more common household pets. 



VII. Other Terms and Conditions 



A. Right to Modify or Suspend 



The Department reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to suspend, amend, or modify 
the provisions of this NOFA at any time, including without limitation, the amount of 
funds available hereunder. If such an action occurs, the Department will notify all 
interested parties through the Department’s email list and will post the revisions to 
HCD’s AHSC website. Please subscribe to HCD’s email list at Email Signup. 



B. Conflicts 



It is the duty and responsibility of the Applicant to review any funding source they 
obtain for a Project to ensure each of the requirements for those funding sources are 
compatible with the Department program requirements.  



In the event of any conflict between the terms of this NOFA and AHSC Guidelines and 
either applicable state or federal law or regulation, the terms of the applicable state or 
federal law or regulation shall control. Applicants are deemed to have fully read and 
understand all applicable state and federal laws, regulations, and guidelines pertaining 
to the relevant program, and understand and agree that the Department shall not be 
responsible for any errors or omissions in the preparation of this NOFA. 





https://www.hcd.ca.gov/contact-us/email-signup
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FILE NO. 040629
As Amended in Board 6/15/04



MOTION NO. Mo4--1'el



1 [Affirm certification of the final environmental impact report for the Transbay Terminal.]



2



3 Motion affirming the Planning Commission certification of the final environmental



4 impact report for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment



5 Project.



6



7 WHEREAS, The Transbay Joint Powers Authority is the project sponsor for the



8 , reconstruction of the Transbay Terminal, which is located at 425 Mission Street; Caltrain



9 Downtown Extension; and various related actions (the "Transbay Terminal Component"). The



10 project also includes the Transbay Redevelopment Plan, which is jointly sponsored by the City



11 and County of San Francisco and the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. (The Transbay



12 Terminal Component and the Transbay Redevelopment Plan shall be collectively referred to



13 herein as the "Project".); and



14 WHEREAS, Upon initiation of the environmental review for the Project, the San



15 Francisco Planning Department (the "Department") determined that an environmental impact



16 report ("EIR") was required, created City Planning File No. 2000.048E, and provided public



17 notice of that determination by publication in a newspaper of general circulation on March 17,



18 2001. The EIR has three co-lead agencies: the City and County of San Francisco, the San



19 Francisco Redevelopment Agency, and the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board ("JPB");



20 and



21 WHEREAS, Because the Transbay Terminal Component will obtain funding from the



22 Federal Transit Administration (the "FTA"), and due to the potential environmental impacts of



23 the Transbay Terminal Component, the FTA determined that a federal environmental impact



24 statement ("EIS") was required. On March 28, 2001, the FTA published in the federal register



25 a notice of intent to prepare an EIS; and
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1 WHEREAS, The three co-lead agencies and the FTA agreed to combine the federal



2 and State environmental review documents into a single joint EIS/EIR; and



3 WHEREAS, On October 5, 2002, the Department published a draft EIS/EIR and



4 provided notice of the availability of the document for public review and comment. A copy of



5 said document is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 040616 and is



6 incorporated herein by reference; and



7 WHEREAS, On November 26, 2002, the Planning Commission (the "Commission")



8 held a duly noticed public hearing on the draft EIS/EIR. The Redevelopment Agency, on



9 November 11, 2002, and the JPB staff, on November 13, 2002, each held an additional duly



10 noticed public hearing on the draft EIS/EIR; and



11 WHEREAS, On December 20,2002, the 77-day public comment period on the draft



12 EIS/EIR ended; and



13 WHEREAS, On March 28, 2003, in Resolution No. 03-001, the Transbay Joint Powers



14 Authority, following FTA guidelines and regulations, adopted the locally preferred alternative



15 for inclusion in the Final EIS/EIR. The locally preferred alternative consists of the "West



16 Rarnp" Transbay Terminal, "Second Street-to-Main Street" track alignment, "Tunneling", and



17 "Full Build" program for the Transbay Redevelopment Plan. A copy of said document is on file



18 with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 040616 and is incorporated herein by



19 reference; and



20 WHEREAS, On March 24, 2004, the Department published a "Draft Summary of



21 Comments and Responses" on the draft EIS/EIR (Volume II). On this same date, the



22 Department also published revisions to the draft EIS/EIR (Volume I) that included refinements



23 to the Project analyzed and staff-initiated text changes to take into account concerns that



24 commentors had raised. Both Volumes I and II were distributed to the Commission and other



25 co-lead agencies and to all parties who commented on the draft EIS/EIR. Copies of said
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on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616 and is incorporated herein by reference;



and



WHEREAS, By separate letters to the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors dated May 10,



2004, Oliver L. Holmes, on behalf of unidentified individuals and entities that will be impacted



by the Transbay Terminal project, and Timothy A. Tosta, on behalf of Myers Natoma Venture



and Myers Development Company, filed timely appeals of the Final EIR certification to the



Board of Supervisors, On May 12, 2004, Joseph J. Brecher, on behalf of various Stillman



Street and Clocktower Loft residents and businesses, also filed a timely appeal of the Final



EIR certification; and



WHEREAS, On Juno g, 2004 June 15. 2004, this Board held a duly notice public



hearing to consider the appeal of the Final EIR certification; and



WHEREAS, This Board has reviewed and considered the Final EIS/EIR and heard



testimony and received public comment regarding the adequacy of this document; and



WHEREAS, The Final EIS/EIR files and all correspondence and other documents have



been made available for review by this Board and the public. These files are available for



public review by appointment at the Planning Department offices at 1660 Mission Street and



are made part of the record before this Board by reference herein; and



WHEREAS, Since the Planning Commission action on the Final EIR, there is no new



information of significance that would require a substantial revision to the Final EIR and



necessitate recirculation of said document pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5;



now, therefore, be it



MOVED, That based on substantial evidence in light of the whole record, this Board of



Supervisors finds that: 1) the Final EIR reflects its independent judgment and analysis and is



adequate, accurate, and objective; 2) the Final EIR is sufficient as an informational document



and its conclusions are correct; and 3) the findings contained in the Planning Commission
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1 certification are correct; and this Board hereby affirms the decision of the Planning



2 Commission in its Motion No. 16773 to certify the Final EIR in compliance with CEQA, the



3 CEQA Guidelines, and Chapter 31.
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FILE NO. 221216 ORDINANCE NO. 009-23 



[Redevelopment Plan Amendment - Transbay Redevelopment Project Area - Zone One, 
Block 2] 



Ordinance approving an amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 



Redevelopment Project Area to increase bulk limits on Block 2 of Zone One of the 



Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (Assessor's Parcel Block No. 3739, Lot No. 014, 



located on the north side of Folsom Street between Beale and Main Streets), by 



increasing certain maximum floor plate sizes; making findings under the California 



Community Redevelopment Law; making findings under the California Environmental 



Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight 



priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 



NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times Nei,,11 Roman font . 
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times New Romenfant. 
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font. 
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. 



Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 



Section 1. General Findings. 



In accordance with California Community Redevelopment Law (California Health and 



Safety Code Sections 33000 et seq.), the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 



Francisco hereby makes the following findings, determinations, and declarations, based on 



the record before it, including but not limited to information contained in the Report to the 



Board of Supervisors on the Amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 



Redevelopment Project Area ("Report to the Board"), dated November 1, 2022, and on file 



with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 221216: 



Supervisor Dorsey 
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(a) The Board of Supervisors established the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area 



("Project Area") and approved a Redevelopment Plan for the Project Area by Ordinance No. 



124-05 and by Ordinance No. 99-06, as amended by Ordinance No. 84-15 and Ordinance No. 



62-16 ("Redevelopment Plan") to undertake a variety of projects and activities to alleviate 



blighting conditions. The Redevelopment Plan establishes the land use controls for the Project 



Area and divides the Project Area into two subareas, known as Zone 1 and Zone 2. 



(b) In 2003, the State of California adopted California Public Resources Code Section 



5027.1, which requires that any redevelopment plan adopted to finance, in whole or in part, 



the demolition of the former transbay terminal building and the construction of a new terminal, 



including its associated vehicle ramps (the "Transbay Transit Center," or "TTC"), shall ensure 



that at least 25% of all dwelling units developed within the Project Area shall be available at 



affordable housing cost to, and occupied by, persons and families whose incomes do not 



exceed 60% of the area median income, and that at least an additional 10% of all dwelling 



units developed within the Project Area shall be available at affordable housing cost to, and 



occupied by, persons and families whose incomes do not exceed 120% of the area median 



income, for a total 35% affordable housing obligation ("Transbay Affordable Housing 



Obligation"). 



(c) Also in 2003, the State of California, acting through its Department of 



Transportation ("State") entered into an agreement with the Transbay Joint Powers Authority 



("T JPA") and the City ("Cooperative Agreement") whereby the State agreed to transfer 



approximately 10 acres of State-owned property ("State-Owned Parcels") in and around the 



former transbay terminal to the City and the T JPA, which would then sell the State-Owned 



Parcels and use the revenues from the sales to finance the TTC. 



Supervisor Dorsey 
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(d) In 2006, the T JPA and the former San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ("Former 



Agency") executed an agreement ("Implementation Agreement"), which required the Former 



Agency to take the lead role in facilitating the development of the State-Owned Parcels. 



(e) The Implementation Agreement required the Former Agency to: (1) prepare and 



sell the State-Owned Parcels to third parties; (2) deposit the sale proceeds into a trust 



account to help the T JPA pay the cost of constructing the TTC; (3) implement the 



Redevelopment Plan to enhance the financial feasibility of the TTC; and (4) fund the state



mandated Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation. 



(f) In 2008, the City, the Former Agency, and the T JPA granted the Former Agency an 



option to acquire the State-Owned Parcels, arrange for development of the parcels, and 



distribute the net tax increment to the T JPA to use for the TTC ("2008 Option Agreement"). 



(g) On February 1, 2012, the State of California dissolved all redevelopment agencies, 



including the Former Agency, and required the transfer of certain of the Former Agency's 



assets and obligations to the Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and 



County of San Francisco ("Successor Agency," commonly known as the Office of Community 



Investment and Infrastructure, or "OCII"). Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 34170 et seq. 



("Redevelopment Dissolution Law"). On June 27, 2012, the Redevelopment Dissolution Law 



was amended to clarify that successor agencies are separate public entities from the city or 



county that had originally established a redevelopment agency and they succeed to the 



organizational status of the former redevelopment agency to complete any work related to an 



approved enforceable obligation. Cal. Health & Safety Code§ 34173(9). 



(h) The Board of Supervisors, acting as the legislative body of the Successor Agency, 



adopted Ordinance No. 215-12, which, among other matters: (a) acknowledged and 



confirmed that the Successor Agency is a separate legal entity from the City; and (b) 



established the Successor Agency Commission ("OCII Commission") and delegated to it the 
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authority to (i) implement, modify, enforce, and complete the Former Agency's enforceable 



obligations, (ii) approve all contracts and actions related to the assets transferred to or 



retained by the Successor Agency, including, without limitation, the authority to exercise land 



use, development, and design approval, consistent with the applicable enforceable 



obligations, and (iii) take any action that the Redevelopment Dissolution Law requires or 



authorizes on behalf of the Successor Agency and any other action that the OCII Commission 



deems appropriate, consistent with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, to comply with such 



obligations. 



(i) Pursuant to the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, all of the Former Agency's assets 



(other than certain housing assets) and obligations were transferred to the Successor Agency. 



U) Under Redevelopment Dissolution Law, the Successor Agency's role is to complete 



those enforceable obligations of the Former Agency that the California Department of Finance 



has finally and conclusively approved under Redevelopment Dissolution Law. On April 15, 



2013, the Department of Finance determined "finally and conclusively," under Cal. Health & 



Safety Code, Section 34177 .5(i), that the Implementation Agreement, Transbay Affordable 



Housing Obligation, and the Transbay Redevelopment Project Tax Increment Allocation and 



Sales Proceeds Pledge Agreement ("Pledge Agreement") are enforceable obligations; and 



(k) Transbay Redevelopment Plan Block 2 (Assessor's Block 3739, Lot 014) is a 



former State-Owned Parcel subject to the 2008 Option Agreement, constituting approximately 



42,627 square feet and located within the Project Area at 200 Folsom Street, bounded by 



Folsom, Main, and Beale Streets and extending approximately 155 feet northwest from 



Folsom Street (the "Site"). 



(I) On January 7, 2021, the Successor Agency exercised its rights to acquire Block 2 



from the T JPA. 
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(m) Through a competitive request for proposals process, the Successor Agency 



selected Mercy Housing California and Chinatown Community Development Center (the 



"Sponsors") to co-develop the Site. Pursuant to an Exclusive Negotiations Agreement 



between the Successor Agency and affiliates of the Sponsors (approved as OCII Commission 



Resolution No. 09-2021 ), the Sponsors have engaged in predevelopment activities for the Site 



and have proposed the development of two mixed-use residential buildings as well as related 



public and private open space and streetscape improvements. The building on the eastern 



side of the Site includes 184 rental housing units that will serve low-income households and 



formerly homeless households, resident-serving amenities, approximately 1,959 square feet 



of retail space, and an approximately 6,447 square foot childcare facility. The building on the 



western portion of the Site includes 151 rental housing units that will serve low-income senior 



households and formerly homeless seniors, resident-serving amenities, and approximately 



2,945 square feet of retail space. The two buildings combined comprise the "Block 2 Project". 



(n) The Redevelopment Plan specifies the land use of Block 2 as "Transbay 



Downtown Residential" and specifies that the maximum residential floor plates for buildings 



between 85 feet and 250 feet in height shall not exceed 7,500 square feet. 



(o) The OCII Commission recommends approval of a proposed amendment to the 



Redevelopment Plan (the "Plan Amendment"), which would increase the maximum floor plate 



size on Block 2 to 11,100 square feet for that portion of buildings over 85 feet but no more 



than 144 feet in height, and increase the maximum floor plate size to 9,200 square feet for 



that portion of buildings over 144 feet but no more than 165 feet in height. 



(p) The Plan Amendment would make no other substantial change to the authorized 



land uses or physical controls under the Redevelopment Plan. The OCII Commission 



recommends the Plan Amendment to achieve the goals and objectives set for the 



Redevelopment Plan, including, among others, the creation of housing opportunities that 
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provide a mixture of housing types and sizes to attract a diverse residential population, 



including families and people of all income levels. 



(q) The OCII Commission also recommends the proposed Plan Amendment because 



it implements the Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation. The Plan Amendment will facilitate 



development of approximately 31 additional housing units on Block 2 than would be possible 



under the existing bulk limitations, for a total of 335 units. With the exception of two 



unrestricted manager's units, all of the Block 2 residential units will be permanently restricted 



for affordability to extremely low- and low-income households (ranging between 15% and 70% 



of area median income). 



(r) The Transbay Citizens Advisory Committee ("CAC") has reviewed and been 



apprised of the proposal for development of Block 2. On September 8, 2022, the CAC voted 



and recommended approval of the Plan Amendment by the OCII Commission and the Board 



of Supervisors. 



(s) Sections 33450-33458 of the California Health & Safety Code establish a process 



to amend a redevelopment plan. As applicable, this process includes a publicly noticed 



hearing of the OCII Commission; environmental review, if required; adoption of the Plan 



Amendment by the OCII Commission after the public hearing; preparation of a Report to the 



Board of Supervisors; referral of the Plan Amendment to the Planning Commission for its 



report and recommendation; a publicly noticed hearing of the Board of Supervisors, and 



Board of Supervisors consideration after its hearing. Pursuant to Health & Safety Code 



Section 33457 .1, a proposed amendment to a redevelopment plan requires the preparation 



and public availability of reports and information that would otherwise be required for a 



redevelopment plan adoption "to the extent warranted" by the proposed amendment. 



(t) The Successor Agency prepared the Report to the Board, and made the Report to 



the Board available to the public before the date of the notice of the OCII Commission public 
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hearing, held in accordance with Health & Safety Code Section 33454, on this ordinance 



approving the Plan Amendment. 



(u) On November 1, 2022, after holding a duly noticed public hearing in accordance 



with Health & Safety Code Section 33452, the OCII Commission, by Resolution Nos. 40-2022 



and 41-2022, approved the Report to the Board and authorized its transmittal to the Board of 



Supervisors for its background information in considering the proposed Plan Amendment; 



referred the Plan Amendment to the Planning Commission for its report and recommendation 



on the Plan Amendment and its conformance to the General Plan; made findings under the 



California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"); approved the Plan Amendment; and 



recommended the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for its approval. Copies of 



the Plan Amendment and OCII Commission Resolution Nos. 40-2022, and 41-2022 are on file 



with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 221216, and are incorporated herein by 



reference. 



(v) On January 10, 2022, the Board of Supervisors held a public hearing on the 



adoption of the proposed Plan Amendment in the Board Legislative Chamber, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 



Goodlett Place, Room 250, San Francisco, CA. The hearing has been closed. Notice of such 



hearing was duly and regularly published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City and 



County of San Francisco, once per week for three successive weeks prior to the date of such 



hearing in accordance with Health and Safety Code Section 33452. The Board considered the 



Report on the Plan Amendment and recommendations of the OCII Commission, the Planning 



Commission report and recommendations, applicable environmental review documents; and 



all evidence and testimony for and against the proposed Plan Amendment. The Board hereby 



adopts findings to the extent required by the Health and Safety Code. 
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Section 2. Environmental and Planning Code Findings. 



(a) On April 22, 2004, after a duly noticed joint public hearing with the Peninsula 



Corridor Joint Powers Board (the "JPB"), in Motion No. 16773, the Planning Commission 



certified as adequate and complete the final Environmental Impact StatemenUEnvironmental 



Impact Report ("Final EIS/EIR") for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 



Extension/Redevelopment Project (Planning Department Case No. 2000.048E) in accordance 



with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code of Regulations Title 14, sections 15000 et seq.), 



and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code. Said Motion is on file with the 



Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 041079 and is incorporated herein by reference. 



(b) On April 20, 2004, in Resolution No. 45-2004, the Former Agency, at a duly noticed 



public hearing, also certified the Final EIS/EIR and made findings similar to those of the 



Commission and JPB in regard to CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. 



(c) In 2004, the Board of Supervisors, in Motion No. 04-67, affirmed the certification of 



the FEIS/EIR. In Resolution No. 612-04, effective October 7, 2004, the Board of Supervisors 



adopted findings that various actions related to the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 



Extension/Redevelopment Project complied with CEQA. Also, in 2005 and 2006, the Board of 



Supervisors adopted, in Ordinance Nos. 124-05 and 99-06, additional CEQA findings. Said 



Motion, Resolution, and the CEQA Findings are on file with the Clerk of the Board of 



Supervisors in File Nos. 041079 and 221216 and are incorporated herein by reference. 



Subsequent to the adoption of the Final EIS/EIR, the Former Agency, the Successor Agency 



or other responsible agencies under CEQA/NEPA have approved and incorporated nine 



addenda into the analysis of the Final EIS/EIR (as incorporated, the "FEIS/EIR") and made 



requisite findings under CEQA (findings referenced in recital (a) and (b) collectively referred to 



as the "CEQA Findings"), which documents are on file with the Clerk of the Board of 



Supervisors in File No. 221216 and is incorporated herein by reference. 
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(d) The Successor Agency, as lead agency under CEQA and in consultation with the 



Planning Department, prepared Addendum No. 10 to the EIS/EIR, dated October 26, 2022 



("Addendum"). The Addendum evaluates the environmental effects of the Block 2 Project. 



(e) On November 1, 2022, after a duly noticed public hearing, the OCII Commission 



determined, by Resolution No. 39-2022, that: the Block 2 Project would not cause new 



significant impacts that were not identified in the EIS/EIR; the Block 2 Project would not cause 



significant impacts that were previously identified in the EIS/EIR to become substantially more 



severe; no new mitigation measures would be necessary to reduce significant impacts; no 



changes have occurred with respect to circumstances surrounding the Block 2 Project that 



would cause significant environmental impacts to which the Project would contribute 



considerably; and no new information has become available that shows that the Block 2 



Project would cause significant environmental impacts. For these reasons, no supplemental 



environmental review is required. This determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 



Supervisors in File No. 221216 and is incorporated herein by reference. 



(f) The Board of Supervisors, acting in its capacity as a responsible agency under 



CEQA, has reviewed and considered the EIS/EIR and the Addendum, and hereby adopts the 



CEQA findings set forth in OCII Commission Resolution No. 39-2022 and Planning 



Commission Motion No. 21213 and hereby incorporates such findings by reference as though 



fully set forth in this ordinance. 



(g) On December 1, 2022, the Planning Commission, in Motion No. 21213, adopted 



findings that the actions contemplated in this ordinance are consistent, on balance, with the 



City's General Plan and eight priority policies of Planning Code Section 101.1. The Board 



adopts these findings as its own. A copy of said Resolution is on file with the Clerk of the 



Board of Supervisors in File No. 221216, and is incorporated herein by reference. 
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Section 3. Purpose and Intent. The purpose and intent of the Board of Supervisors 



with respect to the Plan Amendment is to increase the maximum floor plate sizes for buildings 



on Block 2, as described above, for the purpose of allowing the Successor Agency to consider 



approval of the Block 2 Project, and to increase the amount of affordable housing on Block 2, 



which will contribute to and complement the overall goals and objectives of the 



Redevelopment Plan, facilitate the Successor Agency's actions to complete the Affordable 



Housing Obligation, and expeditiously wind down the activities of the dissolved redevelopment 



agency as required under Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 



Section 4. Plan Incorporation by Reference. The Redevelopment Plan as amended by 



this ordinance is incorporated in and made a part of this ordinance by this reference with the 



same force and effect as though set forth fully in this ordinance. 



Section 5. Redevelopment Plan Amendment. Subsection 3.5.2 of the 



Redevelopment Plan is hereby amended to read as follows: 



3.5.2 Height and Size of Buildings 
The Zone One Plan Map and the table and text below illustrate the heights and floo 



plate sizes permitted for residential buildings in Zone One. 
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251 - 300 
301 - 350 
351 - 400 
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451 - 500 
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11,500 
12,000 
13,000 
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* On Transbay Block 2. a Maximum Floor Plate Size of 11 .100 
square feet is permitted for the portion o[the building between 85 
feet and 144 feet in height and a N[aximum Floor Plate Size of 
9.200 square feet is permitted for the portion of the building 
between 144 feet and 165 feet in height. 



For residential towers above 500 feet in total height, the average floor plate size of the portion 
of the tower above 350 feet must not exceed 12,000 square feet. Below 85 feet, no bulk controls 
will apply. 



* * * * 



Section 6. Further Findings and Determinations Under Community Redevelopment 



Law. To the extent required by the Community Redevelopment Law, the Board of 



Supervisors hereby further finds, determines, and declares, based on the record before it, 



including but not limited to information contained in the Report on the Plan Amendment, that: 



(a) The purpose of the Plan Amendment is to increase, on Block 2 in Zone One of the 



Project Area, the number of residential units in a larger, mid-rise building, which would be 



consistent with the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives, provide a significant amount of 



affordable housing, and comply with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law's requirements for 



expeditious completion of enforceable obligations. 



(b) The adoption and carrying out of the Plan Amendment are economically sound and 



feasible. The Plan Amendment does not propose any new capital expenditures by the 



Successor Agency, involve any new indebtedness or financial obligation of the Successor 



Agency, or change the Successor Agency's overall method of financing the redevelopment of 



the Project Area. By facilitating increased density on Block 2, the Plan Amendment provides 



for greater efficiencies in the Successor Agency's efforts to comply with the Transbay 



Affordable Housing Obligation. The Successor Agency has taken and will take steps to fund 



the Block 2 Project in compliance with existing enforceable obligations. 
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(c) Although significant improvements have occurred in the Project Area since 



adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, Block 2 remains an undeveloped and blighted area 



previously used as the temporary Transbay Bus Terminal, and is currently vacant. The Plan 



Amendment will alleviate the adverse physical and economic conditions on Block 2 by 



maximizing developable square feet and increasing dwelling unit count. 



(d) For the reasons set forth in Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance, the Plan 



Amendment is consistent with the General Plan and is consistent with the priority policies in 



Planning Code Section 101.1, based on the findings set forth in Planning Commission Motion 



No. 21213, which findings this Board has incorporated as its own. 



( e) The Plan Amendment will not adversely affect the physical or social quality of the 



neighborhood, nor will it cause the destruction or removal of housing units from the low- and 



moderate-income housing market or displacement of low- or moderate-income housing. 



Rather, the Plan Amendment, by facilitating a greater density of development at a site 



designated for residential use, will increase the supply of affordable housing in the Project 



Area. 



(f) The carrying out of the Plan Amendment will promote the public peace, health, 



safety, and welfare of the community and would effectuate the purposes and policy of the 



Community Redevelopment Law, as amended by the Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 



Section 7. Official Plan. As required by Health and Safety Code Sections 33457.1 and 



33367, the Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan, as 



amended by the Plan Amendment, as the official redevelopment plan for the Project Area. 



Section 8. Continued Effect of Previous Ordinances as Amended. Ordinance Nos. 



124-05, 99-06, 84-15, and 62-16 remain in full force and effect as amended by this Ordinance 
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Section 9. Transmittal of Plan as Amended. The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 



shall without delay: (a) transmit a copy of this ordinance to the Successor Agency, whereupon 



the Successor Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out the 



Redevelopment Plan as amended; and (b) record or ensure that the Successor Agency 



records a notice of the approval and adoption of the Plan Amendment pursuant to this 



ordinance, containing a statement that the proceedings for the redevelopment of the Project 



Area pursuant to the Plan Amendment have been instituted as required under Community 



Redevelopment Law. 



Section 10. Effective Date. In accordance with Sections 33378(b)(2) and 33450 of the 



Community Redevelopment Law, this ordinance shall become effective 90 days from the date 



of enactment. Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the 



ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board 



of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 



Section 11. Scope of Ordinance. In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors 



intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, 



numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the 



Redevelopment Plan that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as additions, deletions, Board 



amendment additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with the "Note" that 



appears under the official title of the ordinance. 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DAVID CHIU, City Attorney 



By: /s/ Peter R. Miljanich 
PETER R. MILJANICH 
Deputy City Attorney 



n:\land\as2022\2300106\01641570.docx 
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FILE NO. 160150 
AMENDED IN BOARD 



4/19/2016 ORDINANCE NO. 62-16 



1 [Redevelopment Plan Amendment - Transbay Redevelopment Project Area - Zone One] 



2 



3 Ordinance approving an amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 



4 Redevelopment Project Area to increase the maximum height limit from 300 feet to 400 



5 feet on Block 1 (Assessor's Block No. 3740, Lot Nos. 027, 029, 030, 031, and 032) within 



6 Zone One of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area; and making environmental 



7 findings under the California Environmental Quality Act, and findings of consistency 



8 with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
Additions to Code are single-underline italics Times New Roman font; 
Deletions to Code are strike through italics Times New Roman font. 
Board amendment additions are double-underlined Arial font: 
Board amendment deletions are strikethrough Arial font. 
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code 
subsections or parts of tables. 



Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 



17 Section 1. FINDINGS. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 



18 Francisco (the "Board of Supervisors" or "Board") hereby makes the following findings, 



19 determinations, and declarations, based on the record before it, including but not limited to 



20 information contained in the Report to the Board of Supervisors on the Amendment to the 



21 Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area ("Report to the Board"), 



22 dated January 19, 2016, as updated March 21. 2016. and on file with the Clerk of the Board in 



23 File No. 160150. 



24 



25 
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1 (a) The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency approved the Redevelopment Plan 



2 (the "Redevelopment Plan") for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the "Project 



3 Area") by Resolutions No. 19-2005 (January 25, 2005) and No. 95-2005 (June 7, 2005). 



4 (b) The Board of Supervisors approved the Redevelopment Plan by Ordinances 



5 No. 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006). 



6 (c) On February 1, 2012, California Health and Safety Code Sections 34170 et seq. 



7 (the "Redevelopment Dissolution Law") dissolved redevelopment agencies and established 



8 successor agencies to fulfill the remaining obligations of the former redevelopment agencies. 



9 (d) Subsequent to the dissolution of the redevelopment agencies, the Board of 



1 O Supervisors, acting as the legislative body of the Successor Agency to the San Francisco 



11 Redevelopment Agency, adopted Ordinance No. 215-12, which was signed by the Mayor on 



12 October 4, 2012, and which transferred the assets (other than housing assets) and obligations 



13 of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ("Former Agency") to the Office of Community 



14 Investment and Infrastructure ("OCll" or "Successor Agency") and some of the housing assets 



15 of the Former Agency to the City, acting by and through the Mayor's Office of Housing and 



16 Community Development. A copy of this ordinance is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File 



17 No. 120898. 



18 (e) Ordinance No. 215-12 delegated to the Commission of the Successor Agency, 



19 commonly known as the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure ("CCII"), 



20 the authority to (1) act in the place of the Commission of the Former Agency to, among other 



21 matters, implement, modify, enforce, and complete the Former Agency's enforceable 



22 obligations; (2) approve all contracts and actions related to the assets transferred to or 



23 retained by the Successor Agency, including, without limitation, the authority to exercise land 



24 use, development, and design approval, consistent with the applicable enforceable 



25 obligations; (3) approve amendments to the Redevelopment Plan as allowed under California 
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1 Community Redevelopment Law (California Health and Safety Code Section 33000 et seq.) 



2 ("CRL" or "Redevelopment Law") and subject to adoption of such plan amendments by the 



3 Board of Supervisors; and (4) take any action that the Redevelopment Dissolution Law 



4 requires or authorizes on behalf of the Successor Agency and any other action that the CCII 



5 deems appropriate, consistent with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, to comply with such 



6 obligations. 



7 (f) Under Redevelopment Dissolution Law, the Successor Agency has an 



8 enforceable obligation to ensure that 25% of the residential units developed in the Project 



9 Area will be available to low income households and that an additional 10% will be available 



1 O to moderate income households (the "Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation"). The source 



11 of this obligation is Section 5027.1 of the California Public Resources Code, which obligation 



12 has been incorporated into the Redevelopment Plan and in the Implementation Agreement, 



13 dated as of January 20, 2005, between the Former Agency and the Transbay Joint Powers 



14 Authority and has been finally and conclusively determined by the California Department of 



15 Finance to be an enforceable obligation under Redevelopment Dissolution Law. 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



(g) The Redevelopment Plan establishes the land use controls for the Project Area 



and divides the Project Area into two subareas. Zone One is generally bounded by Harrison 



1 
Street or Folsom Street on the south; Clementina Street, Tehama Street, or Natoma Street on 



I the north; Main Street or Spear Street on the east; and Second Street or Ecker Street on the 



west. In Zone One, OCll maintains the land use review authority and the Redevelopment Plan 



and Development Controls and Design Guidelines define the land uses, which are 



predominantly residential. Zone Two is generally bounded by Harrison Street, Clementina 



Street, Tehama Street, or Natoma Street on the south; Minna Street or Mission Street on the 



north; Main Street on the east; and Second Street on the west. In Zone Two, the Planning 
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1 Department and Planning Commission maintain land use review authority and the San 



2 Francisco Planning Code land use controls apply. 



3 (h) The Redevelopment Plan specifies the land use of Block 1 of Zone One of the 



4 Project Area ("Block 1 ") as Transbay Downtown Residential and provides for a maximum 



5 height limit of 300 feet. The Development Controls and Design Guidelines for the Transbay 



6 Redevelopment Project ("Development Controls") also specify a Block 1 maximum height limit 



7 of 300 feet for a residential tower on a portion of the site. 



8 (i) Block 1 is an approximately 54,098-square-foot site located on Folsom Street 



9 between Main Street and Spear Street in Zone One of the Project Area. It is comprised of 



10 Assessor's Block 3740, Lots 027, 029, 030, 031, and 032. Lot 027 (approximately 34,133 



11 square feet) is owned by OCll; the balance of the properties (approximately 19,965 square 



12 feet) is held by Block One Property Holder, L.P., an affiliate of Tishman Speyer ("Developer"). 



13 On November 18, 2014, the CCII authorized an Exclusive Negotiations 



14 Agreement (the "ENA") with the Developer for (a) the sale to Developer of the portion of Block 



15 1 owned by OCll (Block 3470, Lot 027) and (b) the development of a combined affordable and 



16 market-rate homeownership project consisting of a residential tower, two residential podium 



17 buildings, and townhouses surrounding open space on Block 1. The ENA contemplates two 



18 project alternatives: one with a tower height of 300 feet, as allowed under the Redevelopment 



19 Plan, and the other with a tower height of 400 feet, that would require the Redevelopment 



20 Plan Amendment. 



21 (k) As set forth more fully in Section 1, subparagraph (q) of this ordinance, the CCII 



22 recommends approval of a proposed amendment to the Redevelopment Plan (the "Plan 



23 Amendment"), which would increase the maximum height limit from 300 feet to 400 feet on 



24 Block 1. The Plan Amendment would make no other substantial change to the authorized 



25 land uses under the Redevelopment Plan. The CCII recommends the Plan Amendment to 
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I 



1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



I achieve the goals and objectives set for the Redevelopment Plan, including among others, the 



creation of a community identity and built form that ensure that high-rise buildings reflect high 



quality architectural and urban design standards, and the creation of housing opportunities 



that provide a mixture of housing types and sizes to attract a diverse residential population, 



including families and people of all income levels. 



(I) The CCII also recommends the proposed Plan Amendment because it promotes 



7 the expeditious fulfillment of the Transbay Affordable Housing Obligation. The 400-foot 



8 development proposal for the site would provide approximately 73 additional housing units on 



9 Block 1, for a total of 391 units. Under this proposal, 156 (40%) of the units would be 



1 O affordable to moderate income households. The 300-foot development proposal for Block 1 



11 would provide approximately 318 total residential units, of which 112 (35%) would be 



12 affordable to low and moderate income households. 



13 (m) Over the past several years, the Transbay Citizens Advisory Committee ("CAC") 



14 has reviewed and considered the proposal for development of Block 1 and the Plan 



15 Amendment. On January 14, 2016, the CAC voted and recommended approval of the Plan 



16 Amendment by the CCII and the Board of Supervisors. 



17 (n) Sections 33450-33458 of the CRL establish a process to amend a 



18 redevelopment plan. This process includes a publicly noticed hearing of the CCII; 



19 environmental review to the extent required; adoption of the Plan Amendment by the CCII 



20 after the public hearing; preparation of a Report to the Board of Supervisors; referral of the 



21 Plan Amendment to the Planning Commission for its report and recommendation; a publicly 



22 noticed hearing of the Board of Supervisors and Board of Supervisors consideration after its 



23 hearing. Pursuant to Section 33457.1 of the CRL, a proposed amendment to a 



24 redevelopment plan requires the preparation and public availability of reports and information 



25 
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1 that would otherwise be required for a redevelopment plan adoption "to the extent warranted" 



2 by the proposed amendment. 



3 (o) The Successor Agency has prepared the Report to the Board, which the CCII 



4 approved by Resolution No. 1-2016, and has made the Report to the Board available to the 



5 public on or before the date of the notice of the public hearing, held in accordance with CRL 



6 Section 33454, on this ordinance approving the Plan Amendment; said hearing is referenced 



7 in Section 1, subparagraph (p) of this ordinance. 



8 (p) On January 19, 2016, after holding a duly noticed public hearing in accordance 



9 with Redevelopment Law Section 33452, the CCII approved, by Resolution Nos. 1-2016 and 



1 O 2-2016, the Report to the Board and authorized its transmittal to the Board of Supervisors for 



11 its background information in considering the proposed Plan Amendment; referred the Plan 



12 Amendment to the Planning Commission for its report and recommendation on the Plan 



13 Amendment and its conformance to the General Plan; found and determined that the Plan 



14 Amendment is within the scope of the project analyzed by the final environmental impact 



15 report for the Transbay Terminal/ Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project 



16 ("FEIR") and the eighth addendum to the FEIR prepared by the Successor Agency, in 



17 consultation with the San Francisco Planning Department ("Addendum"); approved the Plan 



18 Amendment; and recommended the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for its 



19 approval. The Successor Agency has transmitted to the Board of Supervisors certified copies 



20 of these Resolutions and attached its Report to the Board. Copies of the Plan Amendment 



21 and the CCI l's Resolution Nos. 1-2016 and 2-2016, on file with the Clerk of the Board of 



22 Supervisors in File No. 160150, are incorporated in this Ordinance by this reference. 



23 (q) The Successor Agency transmitted the proposed Plan Amendment to the San 



24 Francisco Planning Department ("Planning Department") for the report and recommendation 



25 of the San Francisco Planning Commission ("Planning Commission") concerning the 
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1 conformity of the Plan Amendment with the San Francisco General Plan ("General Plan"). 



2 The Planning Department has determined that an amendment to the General Plan would be 



3 required to revise Map 5 of the Downtown Area Plan to include a notation stating that the 



4 proposed height and bulk district on Block 1 shall be consistent with controls provided in the 



5 Redevelopment Plan (the "Downtown Area Plan Amendment"). The Downtown Area Plan 



6 Amendment corrects an apparent oversight to Map 5, which excluded certain Zone One 



7 parcels from General Plan amendments made at the time the Redevelopment Plan was 



8 originally adopted, and will bring the map into conformance with the Redevelopment Plan and 



9 the Planning Code. On February 25, 2016, by Resolution No. 19572, the Planning 



1 O Commission approved the proposed Downtown Area Plan Amendment. Also on February 25, 



11 2016, by Motion No. 19573, the Planning Commission found that the Redevelopment Plan 



12 Amendment is consistent with the General Plan, as amended, and in conformity with the 



13 priority policies in Planning Code, Section 101.1, and recommended approval of the Plan 



14 Amendment to the Board of Supervisors. A copy of the Planning Commission Motion No. 



15 19573 and Resolution No. 19572 are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File 



16 No. 160188 and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference as though fully set forth. 



17 This Board, for the reasons specified in Planning Commission Motion No. 19573 adopts as its 



18 own the findings of the Planning Commission that the Plan Amendment is consistent with the 



19 General Plan and in conformity with Planning Code, Section 101.1. 



20 (r) On April 12, 2016, the Board of Supervisors held a public hearing on the 



21 adoption of the proposed Plan Amendment in the Board Legislative Chamber, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 



22 Goodlett Place, Room 250, San Francisco, CA. The hearing has been closed. Notice of such 



23 hearing was duly and regularly published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City and 



24 County of San Francisco, once per week for three successive weeks prior to the date of such 



25 hearing in accordance with Redevelopment Law Section 33452. The Board considered the 
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1 Report on the Plan Amendment and recommendations of the CCII, the Planning Commission 



2 report and recommendations, the Addendum to the FEIR; and all evidence and testimony for 



3 and against the proposed Plan Amendment, including written objections to the adoption of the 



4 proposed Plan Amendment received by the Clerk of Board and the written response prepared 



5 by OCll to those objections. a copy of which response is on file with the Clerk of the Board of 



6 Supervisors in File No. 160150 (the "Response). The Board hereby adopts findings to the 



7 extent required by the CRL as set forth in Section 5 of this ordinance. 



8 (a) CEQA Findings. The Board of Supervisors has adopted environmental findings 



9 in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA Findings") in companion 



10 



11 



Ordinance No. _____ , on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File 



No. 160188. The companion Ordinance No. _____ approves General Plan 



12 amendments to Map 5 of the Downtown Area Plan related to portions of Blocks 1 and 2 in the 



13 Transbay Redevelopment Project Area. The Board's CEQA Findings in Ordinance No. 



14 concur with CEQA Findings of the CCII and the Planning Commission that the 



15 FEIR and Addendum support the conclusion that no additional environmental review is 



16 required under CEQA other than the FEIR and Addendum. The Board hereby incorporates 



17 into this ordinance by this reference the CEQA Findings adopted by the Board in companion 



18 Ordinance No. ----



19 Section 2. PURPOSE AND INTENT. The purpose and intent of the Board of 



20 Supervisors with respect to the Plan Amendment is to increase the maximum height limit from 



21 300 feet to 400 feet on Block 1 of Zone One of the Project Area for the purpose of allowing the 



22 Successor Agency to consider approval of a residential development proposal that would 



23 1 include 40 percent of the total number of units as affordable units. 



24 



25 
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1 Section 3. PLAN INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE. The Redevelopment Plan as 



2 amended by this ordinance is incorporated in and made a part of this ordinance by this 



3 reference with the same force and effect as though set forth fully in this ordinance. 



4 Section 4. REDEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT. The Zone One Plan Map 



5 provided in Exhibit 4 of the Redevelopment Plan is here by amended by striking the "300 ft" 



6 maximum height designation provided on Block 1, and replacing this text with the designation 



7 "400 ft." 



8 Section 5. FURTHER FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS UNDER COMMUNITY 



9 REDEVELOPMENT LAW. To the extent required by the Community Redevelopment Law, 



1 O the Board of Supervisors hereby further finds, determines, and declares, based on the record 



11 before it, including but not limited to information contained in the Report on the Plan 



12 Amendment, that: 



13 (a) The purpose of the Plan Amendment is to facilitate, on Block 1 in Zone One of 



14 the Project Area, development of a residential tower extending to a maximum height of 400 



15 feet, which would be consistent with the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives, provide a 



16 significant amount of affordable housing, and comply with the Redevelopment Dissolution 



17 Law's requirements for expeditious completion of enforceable obligations. 



18 (b) The adoption and carrying out of the Plan Amendment is economically sound 



19 and feasible as described in the Report to the Board. It does not propose any new capital 



20 expenditures by the Successor Agency, involve any new indebtedness or financial obligation 



21 of the Successor Agency, or change the Successor Agency's overall method of financing the 



22 redevelopment of the Project Area. Instead, the Plan Amendment relies on private enterprise 



23 to finance the market rate housing and a large portion of the affordable housing on Block 1. 



24 (c) Although significant improvements have occurred in the Project Area since 



25 adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, most of Block 1 remains an undeveloped and blighted 
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1 area currently used for surface parking and limited office use. The Plan Amendment will 



2 alleviate the adverse physical and economic conditions on Block 1 by maximizing developable 



3 square feet and increasing dwelling unit count. 



4 (d) For the reasons set forth in Section 1, subparagraph (q) of this ordinance, the 



5 Plan Amendment is consistent with the General Plan, as amended by companion Ordinance 



6 No. 65-16 and is consistent with the priority policies in City Planning Code, Section 101.1 



7 based on the findings set forth in Planning Commission Resolution No. 19572 and Motion 



8 No. 19573, which findings this Board has incorporated as its own. 



9 (e) As discussed in Section 1, subparagraph (q) of this ordinance, the Successor 



1 O Agency in conjunction with the Planning Department has prepared an Addendum to the FEIR 



11 pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164, documenting its decision on the basis of 



12 substantial evidence that the Plan Amendment does not trigger the need for preparation of a 



13 subsequent or supplemental EIR and the Board of Supervisors concurs with this decision as 



14 set forth in Section 1, subparagraph (s). 



15 (f) As described in the Report to the Board, adoption of the Plan Amendment will 



16 not adversely affect the physical or social quality of the neighborhood, nor will it cause the 



17 destruction or removal of housing units from the low- and moderate-income housing market or 



18 I displacement of low- or moderate-income housing. Rather, the Plan Amendment, by 
I 



19 I facilitating a greater density of development at a site designated for residential use, will 



20 increase the supply of housing and affordable housing in the Project Area. 



21 (g) The Board of Supervisors hereby adopts. as its findings. the Response to written 



22 objections to the Plan Amendment as required under Section 33363 of the Health and Safety 



23 Code and incorporates the Response. including the findings contained therein. by reference 



24 as though fully set forth in this Ordinance. 



25 
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1 Section 6. OFFICIAL PLAN. As required by Sections 33457.1 and 33367 of the CRL, 



2 the Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan, as amended 



3 by the Plan Amendment, as the official redevelopment plan for the Project Area. 



4 Section 7. CONTINUED EFFECT OF PREVIOUS ORDINANCES AS AMENDED. 



5 Ordinance Nos. 124-05, 99-06, and 84-15 remain in full force and effect as amended by this 



6 Ordinance. 



7 Section 8. TRANSMITTAL OF PLAN AS AMENDED. The Clerk of the Board of 



8 Supervisors shall without delay (a) transmit a copy of this ordinance to the Successor Agency, 



9 whereupon the Successor Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out the 



1 O Redevelopment Plan as amended, and (b) record or ensure that the Successor Agency 



11 records a notice of the approval and adoption of the Plan Amendment pursuant to this 



12 ordinance, containing a statement that the proceedings for the redevelopment of the Project 



13 Area pursuant to the Plan Amendment have been instituted under the CRL. 



14 Section 9. RATIFICATION OF PRIOR ACTS. All actions taken by City officials and the 



15 CCII in preparing and submitting the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for review 



16 and consideration are hereby ratified and confirmed, and the Board of Supervisors hereby 



17 authorizes all subsequent action to be taken by City officials and the CCII consistent with this 



18 Ordinance. 



19 Section 10. Effective Date. In accordance with Sections 33378(b)(2) and 33450 of the 



20 CRL, this ordinance shall become effective 90 days from the date of enactment. Enactment 



21 occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or 



22 does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors 



23 II 



24 II 



25 II 
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1 



2 



3 



4 



5 



6 



overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 



I 
!APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney 



7 By:~~~-+-'"~~""---=-~~~ 
8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 
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ORDINANCE NO. 84-15 



1 [Redevelopment Plan Amendment - Transbay Redevelopment Project Area] 



2 



3 Ordinance approving a minor amendment to the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay 



4 Redevelopment Project Area to provide bulk limits for general office buildings in Zone 



5 One; and making findings under the California Environmental Quality Act, and findings 



6 of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, 



7 Section 101.1. 



8 



9 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



NOTE: Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font. 
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Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco: 



15 Section 1. Findings. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San 



16 Francisco (the "Board of Supervisors" or "Board") makes the following findings, 



17 determinations, and declarations, based on the record before it, including but not limited to, 



18 information contained in the Report to the Board of Supervisors on the Minor Amendment to 



19 the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area ("Report to the 



20 Board"), dated March 31, 2015, and on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 150435. 



21 (a) The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency approved the Redevelopment Plan for 



22 the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Plan") by Resolutions No. 



23 19-2005 (January 25, 2005) and No. 95-2005 (June 7, 2005). Copies of these resolutions are 



24 on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 050184. 



25 
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1 (b) The Board of Supervisors approved the Redevelopment Plan by Ordinances No. 



2 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006). Copies of these ordinances are on file 



3 with the Clerk of the Board in File Nos. 050184 and 060347 respectively. 



4 (c) On February 1, 2012, the former San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ("Former 



5 Agency") was dissolved pursuant to the provisions of California State Assembly Bill No. 1X 26 



6 (Chapter 5, California Statutes of 2011-12, First Extraordinary Session) ("AB 26") that were 



7 upheld by the California Supreme Court in California Redevelopment Association v. 



8 Matosantos, 53 Cal.4th 231 (2011). On June 27, 2012, AB 26 was amended in part by 



9 California State Assembly Bill No. 1484 (Chapter 26, California Statutes of 2011-12) ("AB 



10 1484"). Together, AB 26 and AB 1484 are primarily codified in Sections 34161 et seq. of the 



11 California Health and Safety Code, as amended from time to time, and are referred to as the 



12 "Redevelopment Dissolution Law". 



13 (d) Pursuant to the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, all of the Former Agency's 



14 assets, other than housing assets, and obligations were transferred to the Office of 



15 
1 



Community Investment and Infrastructure, as the Successor Agency to the Former Agency 
I 



16 ("OCll" or "Successor Agency"). Some of the Former Agency's housing assets were 



17 transferred to the City, acting by and through the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community 



18 Development. 



19 (e) Subsequent to the adoption of AB 1484, on October 2, 2012, the Board of 



20 Supervisors, acting as the legislative body of the Successor Agency, adopted Ordinance No. 



21 215-12, which, among other matters, delegated to the Successor Agency Commission, 



22 commonly known as the Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure, the 



23 authority to (1) act in the place of the Redevelopment Commission to, among other matters, 



24 implement, modify, enforce, and complete the Former Agency's enforceable obligations; (2) 



25 approve all contracts and actions related to the assets transferred to or retained by the 
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1 Successor Agency, including, without limitation, the authority to exercise land use, 



2 development, and design approval, consistent with the applicable enforceable obligations; and 



3 (3) take any action that the Redevelopment Dissolution Law requires or authorizes on behalf 



4 of the Successor Agency and any other action that the Successor Agency Commission deems 



5 appropriate, consistent with the Redevelopment Dissolution Law, to comply with such 



6 obligations. A copy of this ordinance is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 120892. 



7 (f) The Board of Supervisors' delegation to the Successor Agency Commission 



8 includes authority to exercise land use, development, and design approvals for the Transbay 



9 Redevelopment Project Area ("Project Area") and to approve amendments to the 



1 O Redevelopment Plan as allowed under California Community Redevelopment Law (California 



11 Health and Safety Code Section 33000 et seq.) ("CRL" or "Redevelopment Law") and subject 



12 to adoption of such plan amendments by the Board of Supervisors. 



13 (g) For minor plan amendments, Sections 33450-33458 of the CRL sets forth a 



14 simplified amendment process. This process includes a publicly noticed hearing of the 



15 Successor Agency Commission; environmental review to the extent required; adoption of the 



16 minor amendment by the Successor Agency Commission after the public hearing; preparation 



17 of a report to the legislative body; referral of the amendment to the Planning Commission, if 



18 warranted; a publicly noticed hearing of the legislative body; and a legislative body 



19 consideration after its hearing. CRL Sections 33352 and 33457.1 further require the 



20 preparation of a report to the legislative body regarding the plan amendment in order to 



21 provide relevant background information in support of the need purpose and impacts of the 



22 plan amendment. 



23 (h) The Redevelopment Plan establishes the land use controls for the Project Area 



24 and divides the Project Area into two subareas. Zone One is generally bounded by Harrison 



25 or Folsom Street on the south; Clementina, Tehama, or Natoma Street on the north; Main or 
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1 Spear Street on the east; and Second or Ecker Street on the west. In Zone 1 the 



2 Redevelopment Plan defines the land uses. Zone One is intended to be developed with 



3 predominantly residential uses; however, the Redevelopment Plan authorizes general office 



4 uses on specific sites within this Zone. Zone Two is generally bounded by Harrison, 



5 Clementina, Tehama, or Natoma Street on the south; Minna or Mission Street on the north; 



6 Main Street on the east; and Second Street on the west. In Zone 2 the San Francisco 



7 Planning Code applies. 



8 (i) The Redevelopment Plan and ancillary land use controls, including the 



9 Development Controls and Design Guidelines for the Transbay Redevelopment Project 



1 O ("Development Controls"), already authorize the development of general office uses on 



11 specific sites in Zone One. Specifically, Section 3.3.1 of the Redevelopment Plan expressly 



12 authorizes the development of general office uses within Zone One in areas ( 1) north of 



13 Howard Street, and (2) north of Folsom Street and west of Ecker Street, which together 



14 comprise a small area of Zone One, limited to portions of two City blocks, i.e. Blocks 5 and 10. 



15 U) A modification to general office development controls under the Redevelopment 



16 Plan would not have an actual effect on Block 10. The Transbay Redevelopment Project Area 



17 Streetscape and Open Space Concept Plan specifies that the western portion of Block 10 



18 (Assessor's Block 3736, Lot 018) must be developed as open space. The eastern portion of 



19 Block 10 (Assessor's Block 3736, Lot 156) is already developed with an office use with a 



20 height limit of 85 feet under the Redevelopment Plan. 



21 (k) The Development Controls implement the Redevelopment Plan's authorization for 



22 the development of general office uses within Zone One and provide additional guidance for 



23 the office development of Block 5, which is generally bounded by Howard Street on the south, 



24 Natoma Street on the north, Main Street on the east, and Beale Street on the west. The 



25 Development Controls anticipate that in the event a commercial land use alternative is applied 
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1 to Block 5, " ... the development density shall be that of the downtown commercial C-3-0 



2 district in the Planning Code." However, the Redevelopment Plan contains language 



3 imposing inappropriate bulk limits on commercial development in Block 5. 



4 (I) As set forth more fully in subsection ( o) below, the Successor Agency Commission 



5 recommends approval of a proposed minor amendment to the Redevelopment Plan (the "Plan 



6 Amendment" or "Minor Plan Amendment"), which would provide that the maximum floor plate 



7 sizes for general office buildings in Zone One shall be consistent with the bulk limits permitted 



8 by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk Limits: Special Exceptions in C-3 



g Districts) of the Planning Code, as amended from time to time, for development within the C-



1 O 3-0 ("Downtown Office") District. Thus, the Minor Amendment makes no substantial change in 



11 the authorized land uses under the Redevelopment Plan. 



12 (m) In accordance with Sections 33352 and 33457.1 of the CRL, the Successor 



13 Agency has prepared a Report to the Board and made it available to the public on or before 



14 the date of the notice of the public hearing, held in accordance with Section 33452, on this 



15 ordinance approving the Minor Plan Amendment; said hearing is referenced in subsection (o) 



16 below. 



17 (n) General Plan and Planning Code Section 101.1 Findings. The Successor 



18 Agency transmitted the Plan Amendment to the Planning Department for the Planning 



19 Department's recommendation concerning the conformity of the Plan Amendment with the 



20 General Plan. In a letter dated May 28, 2015, the Planning Department found that the Plan 



21 Amendment is, on balance, consistent with the General Plan and in conformity with the priority 



22 policies in Planning Code Section 101.1. A copy of this letter is on file with the Clerk of the 



23 Board in File No. 150435 and incorporated herein by reference. This Board adopts as its own 



24 the findings of the Planning Department that the Plan Amendment is, on balance, consistent 



25 with the General Plan and in conformity with Planning Code Section 101.1. 
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1 (o) Successor Agency Commission Action. On April 7, 2015, after holding a duly 



2 noticed public hearing in accordance with CRL Section 33452, the Successor Agency 



3 Commission, in Resolution Nos. 18-2015 and 19-2015, approved the Report to the Board and 



4 made certain findings. It determined, consistent with its authority under Redevelopment 



5 Dissolution Law, that a minor amendment to the Redevelopment Plan providing that the 



6 maximum floor plate sizes for general office buildings in Zone One be consistent with the bulk 



7 limits permitted by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk Limits: Special 



8 Exceptions in C-3 Districts) of the Planning Code, as amended from time to time, for 



9 development within the C-3-0 District ("Downtown Office") is necessary and desirable for 



1 O implementation of the Redevelopment Plan. The Successor Agency also adopted the Minor 



11 Plan Amendment. The Successor Agency has transmitted to the Board of Supervisors 



12 certified copies of these Resolutions and attached its Report to Board. Copies of these 



13 documents are on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 150435 and are incorporated 



14 herein by reference. 



15 (p) The Board of Supervisors held a public hearing on June 9, 2015, on the adoption of 



16 the Minor Plan Amendment. The hearing has been closed. Notice of such hearing was 



17 published in a newspaper of general circulation in the City once per week for three successive 



18 weeks prior to the date of such hearing in accordance with Redevelopment Law Section 



19 33452. At such hearing the Board considered the report and recommendations of the 



20 Successor Agency Commission, the Planning Department's letter, the Final Environmental 



21 Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 



22 Extension/Redevelopment Project ("FEIS/EIR"), and all evidence and testimony regarding the 



23 Plan Amendment. The Board hereby adopts findings to the extent required by the CRL as set 



24 forth in this Section 1. 



25 (q) California Environmental Quality Act Findings. 
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1 (1) The Board of Supervisors, in Motion No. 04-67, affirmed the certification 



2 under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") of the FEIS/EIR. Subsequently, the 



3 Board, in Resolution No. 612-04, adopted CEQA findings that various actions related to the 



4 Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project complied with 



5 CEQA. As part of this action, the Board imposed mitigation measures, rejected alternatives, 



6 adopted a statement of overriding benefits, and approved a mitigation monitoring and 



7 reporting program. Also, the Board, in Ordinance Nos. 124-05 and 99-06, adopted additional 



8 CEQA findings. The FEIS/EIR expressly contemplated development of commercial office and 



9 hotel uses within the Project Area, including up to 848,435 square feet of mixed-use office and 



1 O retail development on Block 5 of Zone One. The Board motion, resolution, and ordinances 



11 are on file with the Clerk of the Board in File Nos. 040629, 041079, 050184, and 060347 



12 respectively and are incorporated herein by reference. 



13 (2) The Successor Agency has reviewed the FEIS/EIR and the Minor Plan 



14 Amendment and determined that development resulting from the Minor Plan Amendment 



15 requires no additional environmental review pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Sections 



16 15180, 15168, 15162, and 15163. All environmental effects of the Minor Plan Amendment 



17 have been considered and analyzed in the prior FEIS/EIR and subsequent FEIS/EIR Addenda 



18 Nos. 1-6. These documents and supporting administrative record data are on file with the 



19 Successor Agency in its offices at 1 So. Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, 94102, and are 



20 incorporated herein by reference. 



21 (3) The CEQA findings and statement of overriding considerations adopted in 



22 accordance with CEQA by this Board as set forth above remain adequate, accurate, and 



23 objective. 



24 (4) The Board has reviewed and considered the CEQA findings that it 



25 previously adopted. It also reviewed and considered the CEQA findings contained in 
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1 Successor Agency Resolution Nos. 18-2015 and 19-2015, and hereby adopts those additional 



2 CEQA findings as its own. The Board additionally finds that: (A) implementation of the Plan 



3 Amendment does not require revisions to the FEIS/EIR due to involvement of new significant 



4 environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified 



5 significant effects; (B) no substantial changes have occurred with respect to the 



6 circumstances under which the project analyzed in the FEIS/EIR will be undertaken that would 



7 require major revisions to the FEIS/EIR due to the involvement of new significant 



8 environmental effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of effects identified in the 



9 FEIS/EIR; and (C) no new information of substantial importance to the project analyzed in the 



1 O FEIS/EIR has become available that would indicate that (i) the Plan Amendment will have 



11 significant effects not discussed in the FEIS/EIR; (ii) significant environmental effects will be 



12 substantially more severe; (iii) mitigation measures or alternatives found not feasible that 



13 would reduce one or more significant effects have become feasible; or (iv) mitigation 



14 measures or alternatives that are considerably different from those in the FEIS/EIR will 



15 substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the environment. Copies of the 



16 abovementioned resolutions are on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 150435. 



17 



18 Section 2. Purpose and Intent. The purpose and intent of the Board of Supervisors 



19 with respect to the Plan Amendment is to make general office development within Zone One 



20 subject to bulk limits permitted by Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk 



21 Limits: Special Exceptions in C-3 Districts) of the Planning Code, as amended from time to 



22 time, for development within the C-3-0 ("Downtown Office") Zoning District. 



23 



24 



25 
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1 Section 3. Plan Incorporation by Reference. The Redevelopment Plan as amended 



2 by this ordinance is incorporated in and made a part of this ordinance by this reference with 



3 the same force and effect as though set forth fully in this ordinance. 



4 



5 Section 4. Redevelopment Plan Amendment. 



6 (a) Section 3.5.2 of the Redevelopment Plan is hereby amended to read as follows: 



7 The Zone One Plan Map and the table and text below illustrate the heights and floor 



8 plate sizes permitted for residential buildings in Zone One. 



9 Maximum Floor Plates tor Residential Buildings 



10 



11 



12 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



Maximum Floor Plate 



Building Height (feet) Size (square feet) 



85-250 7,500 



251-300 10,000 



301-350 10,500 



351-400 11,000 



401-450 11,500 



451-500 12,000 



501-550 13,000 



For residential towers above 500 feet in total height, the average floor plate size of the 



portion of the tower above 350 feet must not exceed 12,000 square feet. Below 85 feet, no 



bulk controls will apply. 



The bulk controls for residential buildings prescribed in this section have been carefully 



considered in relation to the objectives and policies for Zone One of the Project Area. The 
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1 maximum average floor plate size above 350 feet for residential towers with heights of 501-



2 550 feet has been written to conform to the San Francisco Downtown Area Plan. There may 



3 be some exceptional cases in which the maximum average floor plate above 350 feet for 



4 residential towers with heights of 501-550 feet could be permitted to be exceeded. The 



5 Successor Agency Commission may approve exceptions to this control provided that the 



6 project sponsors demonstrate that all of the design guidelines for residential towers in the 



7 Development Controls and Design Guidelines are incorporated into the tower design. In no 



8 case shall residential tower floor plates exceed 13,000 square feet. 



9 For general office buildings in Zone One, the maximum floor plate sizes shall be consistent with 



1 O the bulk limits permitted bv Sections 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement) and 272 (Bulk Limits: Special 



11 Exceptions in C-3 Districts) ofthe San Francisco Planning Code, as amended tram time to time, for the 



12 C-3-0 District (Downtown Office). 



13 



14 Section 5. Further Findings and Determinations under Community 



15 Redevelopment Law. The Board of Supervisors hereby makes the following findings, 



16 determinations, and declarations, based on the record before it, including but not limited to 



17 information contained in the Report to the Board. 



18 (a) The purpose of the Plan Amendment is to facilitate on Block 5 of the Project Area, 



19 general office use that is already permitted under the Redevelopment Plan and the 



20 Development Controls. 



21 (b) Although significant improvements have occurred in the Project Area since 



22 adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, most of Block 5 remains an undeveloped and blighted 



23 area currently used for surface parking and storage. The Plan Amendment will alleviate the 



24 adverse physical and economic conditions on Block 5 by maximizing developable square feet, 



25 creating an efficient and leasable general office building. 
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1 (c) The Plan Amendment will redevelop the Project Area as set forth in the Report to 



2 the Board in conformity with Redevelopment Law and promote the public peace, health, 



3 safety, and welfare. 



4 (d) The adoption and carrying out of the Plan Amendment is economically sound and 



5 feasible as described in the Report to the Board. Private enterprise will finance the 



6 commercial development on Block 5. The Plan Amendment does not propose any new 



7 Successor Agency capital expenditures, involve any new indebtedness or financial obligation 



8 of the Successor Agency, or change the Successor Agency's overall method of financing the 



9 redevelopment of the Project Area. 



1 O (e) For the reasons set forth in subsection (n) of Section 1 above, the Plan 



11 Amendment is consistent with the General Plan of the City and County of San Francisco and 



12 in conformity with the priority policies in City Planning Code Section 101.1. 



13 (f) The Plan Amendment does not authorize the condemnation of real property. 



14 (g) The Plan Amendment does not displace any occupants of housing in the Project 



15 Area and thus no residential relocation plan is required. 



16 (h) There are no non-contiguous areas in the Project Area. 



17 (i) The Plan Amendment does not change the boundaries of the Project Area. 



18 0) The elimination of blight and redevelopment of the Project Area could not be 



19 reasonably expected to be accomplished by private enterprise acting alone without the 



20 application of the appropriate land use controls. 



21 (k) The Project Area is predominantly urbanized, as defined by Redevelopment Law 



22 Section 33320.1 (b). 



23 (I) The Plan Amendment changes neither the Redevelopment Plan's time limitation nor 



24 its limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to the Successor Agency. 



25 
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1 Section 6. Official Plan. As required by Sections 33457.1 and 33367 of the CRL, the 



2 Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan, as amended by 



3 the Plan Amendment, as the official Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment 



4 Project Area. A copy of the Plan is in Clerk of the Board File Nos. 050184, 060347. A copy of 



5 the Plan Amendment is in Clerk of the Board File No. 150435. These documents are 



6 incorporated herein by reference. 



7 



8 Section 7. Continued Effect of Previous Ordinances as Amended. Ordinance 



9 Nos. 124-05 and 99-06 remain in full force and effect as amended by this ordinance. 



10 



11 Section 8. Transmittal of Plan as Amended. The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 



12 shall (a) transmit a copy of this ordinance to the Successor Agency, whereupon the 



13 Successor Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out the Redevelopment 



14 Plan as amended, and (b) record or ensure that the Successor Agency records a notice of the 



15 approval and adoption of the Plan Amendment pursuant to this ordinance, containing a 



16 statement that the proceedings for the redevelopment of the Project Area pursuant to the Plan 



17 Amendment have been instituted under the CRL. 



18 



19 Section 9. Ratification of Prior and Subsequent Acts. All actions heretofore taken 



20 by the officers and agents of the City and the Successor Agency Commission in preparing 



21 and submitting the Plan Amendment to the Board of Supervisors for review and consideration, 



22 as consistent with the documents herein and this ordinance, are hereby ratified and 



23 confirmed, and the Board of Supervisors hereby authorizes all subsequent action to be taken 



24 by City officials and the Successor Agency Commission consistent with this ordinance. Any 



25 such actions are solely intended to further the purposes of the ordinance, and are subject in 
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1 all respects to the terms of the ordinance, and any such action cannot increase the risk to the 



2 City, or require the City to spend any resources, and within 30 days of the documents 



3 approved by this ordinance receiving final approvals, such final documents (showing marked 



4 changes, if any) shall be provided to the Clerk of the Board, for inclusion in the official file, 



5 together with a brief explanation of any changes from the date of the adoption of this 



6 ordinance. 



7 



8 Section 10. Effective Date. In accordance with Sections 33378(b)(2) and 33450 of 



9 the CRL, this Ordinance shall become effective 90 days after enactment. Enactment occurs 



1 O when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or does not 



11 sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors overrides the 



12 Mayor's veto of the ordinance. 



13 



14 



15 



16 



17 



18 



19 



20 



21 



22 



23 



24 



25 



APPROVED AS TO FORM: 



I DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney ············· 



I' ~--
!By:'~~~ 
I ··~civftt~rney ~ 
I n:\spec\as2015\1500440\01019420.docx 



I 
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1 [Transbay Redevelopment Project - Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge
Agreement and an Option Agreement.]



2 I



3 Ordinance approving a Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge



4 Agreement and an Option Agreement for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area



5 between the City and County of San Francisco, the Transbay Joint Powers Authority



6 and the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco; making



7 environmental findings and findings of consistency with the City's General Plan and



8 the Eight Priority Policies of City Planning Code Section 101.1; authorizing other steps



9 to implement the Transbay Redevelopment Plan; and adopting other findings pursuant



10 to the California Community Redevelopment Law, including findings pursuant to



11 Sections 33445 and 33679.



12



13



14



Note: Additions are (jij!Jgk-uJ1Jl."rlin§ italiS;'LIU71Ps]yeM!..ROIp.aJ1;
d I !" it 't t : : 7',.. '1- D ••__ ....e e Ions are stnwtmy)ug.1 h1-tTt{i-rtTtq.es.-j""",,W~.



Board amendment additions are Qoublgl unc.!erlineg.
Board amendment deletions are strikethrough normal.



15 Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:



16 Section 1. Findings.



17 (a) On June 21,2005, this Board, in Ordinance No. 124-05 (the "Plan Ordinance"),



18 adopted the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the



19 "Redevelopment Plan") solely for the purpose of establishing a base year for tax increment



20 financing, but did not otherwise authorize the implementation of the Redevelopment Plan in



21 accordance with the California Superior Court's order in Myers Natoma Venture, llC v. City



22 and County of San Francisco, et al (No. CPF 04-504-363, May 26,2005), which had stayed



23 implementation of the Redevelopment Plan. Said Ordinance is on file with the Clerk of the



24 Board of Supervisors in File No. 0 I If t( and incorporated herein by



25 reference.
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1 (b) On November 10, 2005, the California Court of Appeal, in City and County of



2 San Francisco, et al v. The Superior Court of San Francisco County, No. A110296, reversed



3 and vacated the above-referenced Superior Court's judgment



4 (c) This Board rnay now take additional actions to allow implementation of the



5 Redeveloprnent Plan adopted by the Plan Ordinance.



6 (d) The Redeveloprnent Plan establishes a redevelopment project area for an



7 approximately 40-acre area generally bounded by Mission Street in the north, Main Street in



8 the east, Folsom Street in the south, and Second Street in the west.



9 (e) The Redevelopment Plan's objectives are to: (1) redevelop over 12 acres of vacant



10 land as high-density, transit-oriented residential projects; (2) construct approximately 3,400



11 housing units of which approximately 1,200 would be affordable to very low- to moderate-



12 income households; (3) implement Development Controls and Design Guidelines to ensure



13 that new development provides a high-quality, livable community; (4) create streetscape and



14 public open space improvements throughout the new project area; and (5) promote the



15 construction of a new Transbay Transit Center and Caltrain Downtown Extension and access



16 rarnps (collectively, the "Project") as a multi-modal transit facility.



17 (f) In connection with the Board's adoption of the Redevelopment Plan and pursuant to



18 Section 33352 of the California Health and Safety Code (part of the Cornmunity



19 Redevelopment Law), the Agency prepared and submitted to the Clerk of the Board (i) a



20 Report on the Redevelopment Plan (the "Report on the Redevelopment Plan") and (ii) a



21 Summary of Public Benefit Findings Pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Sections



22 33445 and 33679 (the "Summary"). The Report on the Redevelopment Plan and the



23 Summary have been made available to the public before the date of the hearing on this



24 Ordinance and are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in



25 File No. 0
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1 (g) The City intends to aid and cooperate with the Redevelopment Agency of the City



2 and County of San Francisco (the "Agency") to undertake and complete proceedings and



3 actions necessary to be carried out by the City under the provisions of the Redevelopment



4 Plan pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Sections 33220, 33343, 33344 and



5 33370, part of the California Community Redevelopment Law,



6 (h) On July 8,2003, this Board adopted Resolution No, 441-03, a copy of which is on



7 file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No, 030997 and is incorporated herein by



8 reference, and authorized the Mayor and officers of the City to execute a Cooperative



9 Agreement dated July 11, 2003 (the "Cooperative Agreement"), amongst the State of



10 California acting by and through its Department of Transportation (the "State"), the City, and



11 the Transbay Joint Powers Authority (the "TJPA").



12 (i) The Cooperative Agreement assists the local and regional authorities that are



13 members of the TJPA in their efforts to construct the Project by transferring specified parcels



14 owned by the State (the "State-Owned Parcels") to the City and the TJPA and also requires,



15 among other things, that all gross sales proceeds and a portion of tax increment revenues



16 from the State-Owned Parcels (the "Net Tax Increment" as defined in the Cooperative



17 Agreement) are to be paid to the TJPA for the construction of the Project



18 U) To implement the covenants in the City's Cooperative Agreement to provide all



19 Gross Sales Proceeds (as defined in the Cooperative Agreement) and Net Tax Increment



20 associated with the sale and development of the State-Owned Parcels to the TJPA for the



21 construction costs of the Project, the City, the Agency, and the TJPA propose to enter into a



22 Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge Agreement that pledges the payment of



23 Net Tax Increment and Gross Sales Proceeds from the sale of the State-Owned Parcels (the



24 "Pledge Agreement"). The Pledge Agreement is on file with the Clerk of the Board of



25 Supervisors in File No, o'S: Ig~' and is incorporated herein by reference.
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said notice is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No,



(k) In accordance with California Health and Safety Code Section 33679: (1) a



and is incorporated herein by reference.Supervisors in File No, 0



public review at the time of the first publication of the notice of the public hearing, A copy of



I ~"1() 0'0



and is incorporated herein by reference,



(I) To facilitate the sale and development of those State-Owned Parcels that are not



needed for the Project, the City and the TJPA propose to enter into an Option Agreement with



the Agency (the "Option Agreement") whereby the Agency will acquire such State-Owned



Parcels for disposition, subject to final approval by this Board, and development consistent



with the Redevelopment Plan, The Option Agreement is on file with the Clerk of the Board of



notice of a public hearing has been published in the San Francisco Examiner, a newspaper of



general circulation, during the two successive weeks preceding the public hearing on the



proposed Tax Increment and Sales Proceeds Pledge Agreement; and (2) the Summary,



which contains information justifying the use of tax increment (including (a) the estimate of



tax increment revenues proposed to be used to pay for construction of the Project, (b) the



facts supporting the determination required under California Health and Safety Code Section



33445, and (c) the redevelopment purposes for which the tax increment revenues are being



used to pay for the construction of Transbay Terminal Project) has been made available for



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



11



12



13



14



15



16



17



18



19 (m) On December 9,2004, the Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public



20 hearing on conformance of the Transbay Redevelopment Plan and related implementing



21 documents with the General Plan, Following such hearing, the Planning Commission, in



22 Motion No, 16907, found the Redevelopment Plan and related documents consistent



23 with the General Plan, Said Motion is on file with the Clerk of the Board in



24 File No, ")o I ~ '-1' and is incorporated herein by reference,



25 Section 2, General Plan Findings,
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1 The Board of Supervisors adopts, as its own, the findings in Planning Commission



2 Motion No. 16907 that the real estate transactions authorized on the terms and conditions in



3 the Option Agreement are (i) consistent with the General Plan and (ii) in conformity with the



4 Priority Policies of Section 101.1 of the Planning Code.



5 Section 3. Environmental Findings.



6 (a) On September 28,2004, this Board, in Resolution No. 612-04, adopted findings



7 that various actions related to the Project complied with the California Environrnental Quality



8 I Act (California Public Resources Code sections 21000 et seq.). Said findings and all



9 documents and materials related to said findings are on file with the Clerk of the Board of



10 Supervisors in File No. 041079 and are incorporated herein by reference. Said findings



11 remain valid for the actions contemplated in this Ordinance and are made part of this



12 Ordinance by reference herein. Said findings also are supplemented by the environmental



13 findings that the Planning Commission, in Motion No. 16905, adopted on December 9, 2004



14 Said Motion is on file with the Clerk of the Board in



15 File No. o and is incorporated herein by reference.



16 (b) The Board of Supervisors finds, on the basis of substantial evidence, in light of



17 the whole record, including the California Court of Appeal decision in Case No. A110296



18 cited above, that (1) no substantial changes to the Transbay Redevelopment Plan and its



19 implementation have occurred that require important revisions to the previously certified Final



20 Environmental Impact StatemenUFinal Environmental Impact Report (FEIS/FEIR) due to the



21 involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity



22 of significant environmental effects discussed in the FEIS/FEIR; (2) no substantial changes



23 have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the Transbay Redevelopment



24 Plan is to be undertaken which would require major revisions to the previously certified



25 FEIS/FEIR, and (3) no new information of substantial importance has become available since
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1 the certification of the FEIS/FEIR that indicates any of the following: (a) the Transbay



2 Redevelopment Plan will have significant effects not discussed in the FEIS/FEIR,



3 (b) significant environmental effects will be substantially more severe than previously



4 discussed in the FEIS/FEIR, (c) mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not



5 feasible which would reduce one or more significant effects have become feasible, or



6 (d) mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those in the



7 FEIS/FEIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of the Transbay



8 Redevelopment Plan on the environment.



9 Section 4. Community Redevelopment Law Findings.



10 The Board of Supervisors finds that pursuant to Sections 33445 and 33679 of the



11 California Health and Safety Code and as further detailed in the Summary, the Report on the



12 Redevelopment Plan, and other matters in the record before it: (1) the Project will help to



13 revitalize the Redevelopment Plan Area and stimulate private investment (2) the Project is a



14 public benefit, is a central part of the Redevelopment Plan, ahd will particularly benefit the



15 Redevelopment Plan Area; (3) the estimated Agency obligation for the tax Increment revenue



16 that is pledged by the proposed Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds Pledge



17 Agreement to the Project is $231 million (in constant FY 2005/06 dollars); (4) no other



18 reasonable means of financing the Project is available; and (5) the use of Agency funds to



19 construct the Project will assist in the elimination of blight in the Redevelopment Plan Area,



20 specifically, a dilapidated terminal building, which will be replaced by the Project.



21 Section 5. Additional Actions and Approvals.



22 (a) In accordance with Sections 33220, 33343, 33344, 33370, and 33374 of the



23 Community Redevelopment Law, the Board of Supervisors reaffirms its intent, as originally



24 expressed in the Redevelopment Plan Ordinance, to undertake and complete actions and



25 proceedings necessary to be carried out by the City under the Redevelopment Plan and
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1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



11



12



13



14



15



16



17



18



19



20



21



22



23



24



25



related Plan Documents (as defined in the Redevelopment Plan), including but not limited to



ensuring that the Department of Building Inspection advises all applicants for building permits



in the Project Area, for a period of two years after adoption of the Redevelopment Plan, that



the site for which a building permit is sought is within a redevelopment project area.



(b) The Board hereby adopts and approves the Tax Increment and Sales Proceeds



Pledge Agreement and authorizes the Mayor and the Controller to execute said Agreement.



(c) The Board hereby adopts and approves the Option Agreement and authorizes the



Director of Property to execute said Option Agreement.



(d) The Board of Supervisors also authorizes and urges the Mayor and other



applicable officers, commissions, and employees of the City to take any and all steps as they



or any of them deem necessary or appropriate, in consultation with the City Attorney, in order



to cooperate with the Agency in the implementation of the Redevelopment Plan and to



effectuate the purposes and intent of the Redevelopment Plan and this Ordinance, including,



but not limited to (i) the execution and delivery of any and all agreements, notices, consents



and other instruments or documents (including execution by the Mayor, or the Mayor's



designee, of any agreements to extend any applicable statutes of limitation) and (ii) the



institution and completion of proceedings for the closing, vacating, opening, acceptance of



dedication and other necessary modifications of public streets, sidewalks, street layout and



other rights-of-way in the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area.



(e) The Board directs the Clerk to transmit a copy of this Ordinance to the Agency,



which is vested with the responsibility for carrying out the Redevelopment Plan.



APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. H RRERA, Cit Att n



By:
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[Adopting the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project.]



Ordinance approving and adopting the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay



Redevelopment Project area; adopting findings pursuant to the California



Environmental Quality Act; adopting findings that the Redevelopment Plan and related



documents and agreements (including a Tax Increment Allocation and Sales Proceeds



Pledge Agreement and an Option Agreement with the Redevelopment Agency of the



City and County of San Francisco and the Transbay Joint Powers Authority) are il>



consistent with the City's General Plan and Eight Priority Policies of City Planning



Code Section 101.1; adopting other findings pursuant to the California Community



Redevelopment Law, including findings pursuant to Sections 33445 and 33579;



authorizing official acts (including the execution of agreements) in furtherance of this



ordinance.



Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:



Section 1. FINDINGS. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of



San Francisco hereby finds, determines and declares, based on the record before it, including



but not limited to information contained in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan, that:



A. The Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco (the



"Agency") has prepared a proposed Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment



Project (the "Redevelopment Plan").



B. The proposed Redevelopment Plan would establish a redevelopment project



I area for an approximately 40-acre area generally bounded by Mission Street in the north,



Main Street in the east, Folsom Street in the south, and Second Street in the west (the



"Project Area"). The Redevelopment Plan is being proposed to: 1) redevelop over 12 acres of



I'''~ayor, Supervisor Daly
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1 vacant land as high-density, transit-oriented residential projects; 2) construct approximately



2 3,400 housing units of which approximately 1,200 would be affordable to very low- to



3 moderate-income households; 3) enforce Development Controls and Design Guidelines to



4 ensure new development provides a high-quality, livable community; 4) create streetscape



5 and public open space improvements throughout the new project area; and 5) provide funding



6 toward the construction of a new Transbay Terminal and Caltrain Downtown Extension (the



7 "Transbay Terminal Project").



8 C. Pursuant to Section 33352 of the California Community Redevelopment Law



9 (Health and Safety Code Sections 33000 et seq., the "Community Redevelopment Law"), the



10 Agency has prepared a Report on the Redevelopment Plan (the "Report on the



11 Redevelopment Plan"). The Report on the Redevelopment Plan has been made available to



12 the public before the date of the hearing on this Ordinance approving the Redevelopment



13 Plan.



14 D. The Redevelopment Agency has transmitted to this Board of Supervisors



15 certified copies of its LilResolution No. 19-2005, adopted following a duly noticed public



16 hearing held on January 25, 2005, attaching its report to the Board of Supervisors and



17 recommending the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment



18 Project Area, and Iii) Resolution No. 95-2005, adopted following a duly noticed public hearing



19 held on June 7, 2005, making certain changes to the Redevelopment Plan propo.§~y this



20 Board of Supervisors. Copies of the Redevelopment PlanJas originally adopted byAg~



21 Resolution No. 19-20Q5 and subsequently modified by Agency Resolution 95-20Q§), the



22 Agency's Resolution No~. 19-2005 and 95-2005, and of the Agency's Report on the



23 Redevelopment Plan are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File



24



25



No. 6S0{'f,l{ , and are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
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nd Safety Code, and in order to promote development in accordance with objectives and



urposes of the Redevelopment Plan and documents relating to the Redevelopment Plan, the



ity intends to aid and cooperate with the Agency to undertake and complete proceedings



i~nd actions necessary to be carried out by the City under the provisions of the



I. edevelopment Plan and provide for the expenditure of monies by the community in carrying



I ut the Redevelopment Plan.



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



E.



F.



Pursuant to Sections 33220, 33343, 33344 and 33370 of the California Health



On December 9, 2004, at a duly noticed public hearing, the Planning



9 ommission, adopted Resolution No. 16906 and Motion No. 16907, which found that the



10 edevelopment Plan was consistent with the General Plan as proposed for amendment and



11 in conformity with the Priority Policies of Section 101.1 of the Planning Code and



12 ecommended the adoption of the Redevelopment Plan to this Board of Supervisors. On



13 une 2, 2005, at a dUly noticed pUblic hearing, the Planning Commission adopted Resolution



14 No. 17028, which fOLj!lQ the Redevelopment Plan amendments adopted by Agency Resolution



15 'No. 95-2005 were consistent with the GenerCjI Plan as proposed for amendment and in



16 olicies of Plannin Code Section 101.1. A copy of the Planning



17 Commission Resolutions and Motion are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in



18 I File No. and are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth. This



19 Board, for the reasons specified in the aforementioned Resolution and Motion, adopts as its



20 own the findings of the Planning Commission that the Redevelopment Plan is consistent with



21 the General Plan and in conformity with Planning Code Section 101.1.



22 G. On September 28,2004, this Board, in Resolution No. 612-04 adopted findings



23 that various actions related to the Transbay Terminal Project were in compliance with the



24 California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources Code Sections 21000 et



25
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s contemplated in this Ordinance.



Supervisors held a duly noticed public



co~ed to June 14, 2005, and.has



accordance with Section 33361 of the



o-lMependent Chronicle, a newspaper



in the City and County of



ed Project Area and stating the day,



urces Code section 21168.9(b) and



enture v. City and County of San



IS proceeding with the actions



of establishing a base year for tax



Ian... A copy of said order is on fileJMlli



rated herein by reference. In



ent compliance with the Californi q



e environmental findings and relate.d.



ction (8). The Board further



Ordinance by reference herein. Said findings also are s



findings that the Planning Commission adopted on Dec



regarding the Redevelopment Plan. The Planning Com



of the Board in File No. 05(1 Ifill and is incorporated



forth herein.



H. In accordance with California Public Reso



the California Superior Court order in Myers Natoma V



Francisc.o, et al (Case No. CPF 04-5043631. the Board'



contemplated in this Ordinance solely for the purposes.



increment financing for the Transbay Redevelopment P



the Clerk of the Board in File No. and is incoroo



furtherance of these actions only, the Board, to the ext



Environmental Quality Act is necessarv, is relying on th



documents and materials as described above in subsE)



i determines that said findings remain valid for the action



I. On , 2005, the Board of.



hearing on the Redevelopment Plan. The hearing was



been closed. Notice of such hearing was published in



California Health and Safety Code, in the San Francisc



of general circulation, printed, published and distributed



San Francisco describing the boundaries of the propos



7 herein by reference as though fully set



1 seq.). Said findings, including all documents related thereto, are on file with the Clerk of the



2 Board of Supervisors in File No. 041079 and are incorporated herein by reference. ~



3 findings remain valid for the actions contemplated in this Ordinance and are made part of this



4 upplemented by the environmental



5 ember 9,2004, in Motion No. 16905



6 mission Motion is on file with the Clerk



8



9



10



11



12



13



14



15



16



17



18



19



20



21



22



23



24



25
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1 hour and place when and where any interested persons may appear before the Board of



2 Supervisors to object to the Redevelopment Plan. At such hearing and on June 14. 2005..Jllli



3 date to which to the hearinQwas continued. the Board considered the report and



4 recommendations of the Agency and the Planning Commission, the Final Environmental



5 Impact Report for the Redevelopment Plan, and all evidence and testimony for and against



6 the proposed Redevelopment Plan. The Board hereby adopts written findings to the extent



7 required by the Community Redevelopment Law as set forth in this Ordinance.



Pursuant to Sections 33205 and 33128 of the Community Redevelopment Law,



t



t,



ty



d



I
I Project, the City and the TJPA propose to enter into an Option Agreement (the "Option



the Agency may delegate to the City's Planning Department certain administration of the



development controls over the Project Area set forth in the Redevelopment Plan. Consisten



with this authority, on January 25, 2005, the Agency's Commission, pursuant to Resolution



No. 16-2005, approved a Project Delegation Agreement with the City's Planning Departmen



and on January 27, 2005, the City's Planning Department's Commission, pursuant to



, Resolution No. 16934, approved the Delegation Agreement.



J. Pursuant to a Cooperative ,I\greement dated , 2002 (the



"Cooperative Agreement"), amongst the State of California acting by and through its



Department of Transportation (the "State"), the City, and the Transbay Joint Powers Authori,



(the "TJPA"), the State is assisting local and regional authorities in their efforts to construct



the Transbay Terminal Project by transferring specified State Owned Parcels to the City an



the TJPA. The Cooperative Agreement requires, among other things, that all gross sales



proceeds and a portion of tal( increment from the State Ovmed Parcels be paid to the TJPA



for the construction of the Transbay Terminal Project. In order to facilitate the sale and



develo ment of those State Ovmed Parcels that are not needed for the Transba ' Terminal



8



9



10



11



12



13



14



15



16
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1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



11



12



13



14



15 I!incorporated herein by refurence as though tully set furth. This Board, for the reasons



16 specified in the aforementioned letter, adopts as its own the findings of the Planning



17 Department that said transactions are consistent .....ith the General Plan and in conformity \/vith



18 Planning Code Section 101.1.



19



20



21



22



23



24



25



Section 2. PURPOSES AND INTENT. The purposes and intent of the Board of



Supervisors with respect to this Ordinance are to adopt the Redevelopment Plan, as



amended, in accordance with the Community Redevelopment Law and to achieve the



Iobjectives for redevelopment of the Project Area specified in the Redevelopment Plan.



Section 3. By this reference, the Redevelopment Plan, as amend.illl a copy of which



is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors under File No. OS0 I J?(f ' is
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1 incorporated in and made a part of this Ordinance with the same force and effect as though



2 set forth fully herein.



3 Section 4. FURTHER FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS UNDER THE



4 COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT LAW. The Board of Supervisors hereby further finds,



5 determines and declares, based on the record before it, including but not limited to information



6 contained in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan, that:



7 A. The Project Area, which is the subject of the Redevelopment Plan, is a blighted



8 area (as described in the Report on the Plan), the redevelopment of which is necessary to



9 effectuate the public purposes declared in the Community Redevelopment Law.



10 B. The Redevelopment Plan will redevelop the Project Area as set forth in the



11 Report on the Redevelopment Plan in conformity with the Community Redevelopment Law



12 and is in the interests of the public peace, health, safety, and welfare.



13 C. The adoption and carrying out of the Redevelopment Plan is economically



14 sound and feasible as described in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan.



Plan, once effective, will be consistent with the General Plan of the City and County of



San Francisco, as amended, including, but not limited to, the housing element of the General



Plan, which substantially complies with the requirements of Article 10.6 (commencing with



Section 65580) of Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title 7 of the California Government Code and



other applicable requirements of law, and is consistent with the eight Priority Policies in City



Planning Code Section 101.1.



. E. The carrying out of the Redevelopment Plan will promote the public peace,



I health, safety and welfare of the community and effectuate the purposes and policies of the



15



16



17



18



19



20



21



22



23



24



25



D. For the reasons set forth in Section 1F of this Ordinance, the Redevelopment
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1 Community Redevelopment Law as generally described in the Report on the Redevelopment



2 Plan.



3 F. The condemnation of real property, to the extent provided for in the



4 Redevelopment Plan may be necessary for the execution of the Redevelopment Plan. Some



5 residential property may be the subject of eminent domain actions, but a substantial number



6 of low- or moderate-income persons do not reside in the Project Area. Adequate provisions



7 have been made for payment for property to be so acquired as provided by law.



8 G. There are no public projects identified in the Redevelopment Plan that will



9 displace a substantial number of low- or moderate-income persons. The Agency has a



10 feasible method or plan for the relocation of families and persons displaced from the Project



11 Area, if the Redevelopment Plan results in the temporary or permanent displacement of any



12 occupants of housing facilities in the Project Area.



13 H. There are, or shall be provided, in the Project Area or in other areas not



14 generally less desirable in regard to public utilities and public and commercial facilities and at



15 rents or prices within the financial means of the families and persons displaced from the



16 Project Area, decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings equal in number to the number of and



17 available to the displaced families and persons and reasonably accessible to their places of



18 employment.



19 I. Families and persons shall not be displaced prior to the adoption of a relocation



20 plan pursuant to Sections 33411 and 33411.1 of the California Health and Safety Code.



21 Dwelling units housing persons and families of low or moderate income shall not be removed



22 or destroyed prior to the adoption of a replacement housing plan pursuant to
I



23 Sections 33334.5, 33413, and 33413.5 of the California Health and Safety Code.



24



25



J. There are no non-contiguous areas in the Project Area.
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reasonably be expected to be accomplished by private enterprise acting alone without the aid



and assistance of the Agency.



The Project Area is predominantly urbanized, as defined by California Health



The elimination of blight and the redevelopment of the Project Area could not



The Project Area includes lands, buildings and improvements which are not



M.



L.



k.



j



the Project Area pursuant Section 33670 of the California Health and Safety Code without



other substantial justification for its inclusion.



I



individually detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare but which are necessary for the



effective redevelopment of the Project Area. All areas included in the Project Area are



necessary for effective redevelopment of the Project Area, and no areas in the Project Area



Iare included solely for the purpose of obtaining an allocation of tax increment revenues from



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



11



12 and Safety Code Section 33320.1 (b).



13 N. The time limitation and the limitation on the number of dollars to be allocated to



14 the Agency that are contained in the Redevelopment Plan are reasonably related to the



15 proposed projects to be implemented in the Project Area and to the ability of the Agency to



16 eliminate blight within the Project Area.



17 o. This Board of Supervisors is satisfied that permanent housing facilities will be



18 available within three (3) years from the time occupants of the Project Area are displaced and



19 that, pending the development of the facilities, there will be available to the displaced



20 occupants adequate temporary housing facilities at rents comparable to those in the



21 I community at the time of their displacement.



22 P. Pursuant to Sections ;j;j~ ~ 5 and ;j;j679 of the California Health and Safety



23 Code, and as further detailed in the Report on the Redevelopment Plan: (1) the estimated



24 Agency obligation for the tax increment revenue dedicated to the Transbay Terminal Project is



25
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Transbay Terminal Preject is available; and (4) the use of Agency funds to construct the



Transbay Terminal Project will assist in the elimination of blighting conditions in the Project



Area, specifically, the elimination of a dilapidated terminal building which will be replaced by



the Transbay Terminal Project. The Transbay Terminal Project "'o'ill help to revitalize the



Project Area and stimulate private investment. The Transbay Terminal Project is a public



benefit and a central part of the Redevelopment Plan.



Section 5. Pursuant to Section 33365 of the California Health and Safety Code, the



10 Board of Supervisors hereby approves and adopts the Redevelopment Plan. as amended~ as



11 the official Redevelopment Plan for the Project Area.



12



13



14



15



16



17



18



19



20



21



22



23



Section 6. The Clerk of the Board of Supervisors shall without delay (1) transmit a



copy of this Ordinance to the Agency pursuant to California Health and Safety Code



Section 33372, '""hereupon the Agency shall be vested with the responsibility for carrying out



the Redevelopment Plan, (2) record or ensure that the Agency records a description of the



Project Area and a certified copy of this Ordinance pursuant to California Health and Safety



Sections 33373, and (3) transmit, by certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of this



jOrdinance, together with a copy of the Redevelopment Plan, which contains a legal



description of the Project Area and a map indicating the boundaries of the Project Area, to the



Controller, the Tax Assessor, the State Board of Equalization and the governing body of all
I



, taxing agencies in the Project Area pursuant to California Health and Safety Code



Sections 33375 and 33670.



Section 7. In accordance with Sections 33220, 33343, 33344 and 33370 of the



24 Community Redevelopment Law, the Board of Supervisors declares its intent to undertake



25
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1 and complete actions and proceedings necessary to be carried out by the City under the



2 Redevelopment Plan and related Plan Documents (as defined in the Redevelopment Plan)



3 and authorizes and urges the Mayor and other applicable officers, commissions and



4 employees of the City to take any and all steps as they or any of them deem necessary or



5 appropriate, in consultation with the City Attorney, to cooperate 'Nith the Agency in the



6 implementation of the Redevelopment Plan and to effectuate the purposes and intent of this



7 Ordinance, such determination to be conclusively evidenced by the execution and delivery by



8 such person or persons of any such documents. Such steps shall include, but not be limited



9 to (i) the execution and delivery of any and all agreements, notices, consents and other



10 instruments or documents (including, without limitation, execution by the Mayor, or the



11 Mayor's designee, of any agreements to extend any applicable statutes of limitation) and



12 (ii) the institution and completion of proceedings for the closing, vacating, opening,



13 acceptance of dedication and other necessary modifications of public streets, sidO'.valks,



14 street layout and other rights of way in the Project Area.



15 Section 8. The Board of Supervisors hereby approves and the Mayor and the



16 Controller are hereby authorized and urged to execute the Pledge Agreement.



17 Section 9. The Board of Supervisors hereby approves and the Director of Property is



18 hereby authorized and urged to execute the Option Agreement.



19 Section 10. The Board of Supervisors authorizes and urges the Mayor, the Controller,



20 the Director of Property, and any other officers, agents and employees of the City to take any



21 and all steps (including, but not limited to, the execution and delivery of any and all



22 . agreements, notices, consents and other instruments or documents, including, without



23 limitation, any agreements to extend any applicable statues of limitation) as they or any of



24 them deem necessary or appropriate, in consultation 'Nith the City Attorney, in order to



25
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25



II
I



~onsummate the Pledge Agreement and/or the Option Agreement in aooordanoe 'Nith this



~::==::::=::=:::~:::ffi,"",
I'
1f--~>eG:HOi~-+.--The approval under this Ordinance shall take effect upon the effective



ate of the amendments to the General Plan approved under Board of Supervisors Ordinance



______, a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in



ile No. 050181 and is incorporated herein by reference as if fully set forth.



PPROVED AS TO FORM:
ENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney
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Ordinance approving and adopting the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project
area; adopting findings pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act; adopting findings that the
Redevelopment Plan is consistent with the City's General Plan and Eight Priority Policies of City
Planning Code Section 101.1; adopting other findings pursuant to the California Community
Redevelopment Law; authorizing official acts in furtherance of this ordinance.



March 29, 2005 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED



Ayes: 9 - Alioto-Pier, Amrniano, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell, McGoldrick,
Mirkarimi, Peskin
Excused: 2 - Daly, Sandoval



April S, 2005 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED



Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell,
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval



May 10, 2005 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED



Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell,
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval



June 14, 2005 Board of Supervisors - AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE
BEARING NEW TITLE



Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell,
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval



June 14,2005 Board of Supervisors - PASSED ON FIRST READING AS AMENDED



Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Amrniano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Ma, Maxwell,
McGoldrick, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval



June 21, 2005 Board of Supervisors - FINALLY PASSED



Ayes: 7 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Dufty, Elsbernd, Mirkarimi, Peskin, Sandoval
Absent: 3 - Daly, Ma, McGoldrick
Excused: 1 - Maxwell
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FILE NO. 041079 RESOLUTION NO.



Resolution authorizing acquisition of Lots 45A, 46, 53, and 54 in Assessor's Block 3721



in San Francisco by Eminent Domain for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown



Extension/Redevelopment Project; adopting environmental findings under the



California Environmental Quality Act, State Guidelines, and Administrative Code



Chapter 31; and adopting findings under the General Plan and City Planning Code



Section 101.1.



WHEREAS, The Transbay TerminaliCaltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment



Project (the "Project") consists of a new Transbay Terminal at its current site; the extension of



Caltrain and accommodation of high speed passenger trains into a new Terminal bullding; a



temporary terminal on the block bounded by Main, Beale, Folsom, and Mission Streets;



reconstructed bus ramps from the permanent terminal to the Bay Bridge; an offsite bus



storage/layover area under Highway Route 80 on the two blocks bounded by Perry, Stillman,



2nd and 4th Streets; a Caltrain storage yard and station near 4th and Townsend Street; and the



Transbay Redevelopment Plan; and



WHEREAS, The actions listed in Attachment A and incorporated by reference (the



"Actions") are part of a series of considerations in connection with the approval and



implementation of the Project, as more particularly defined in Attachment A (the



"Environmental Findings"). A copy of Attachment A is on file with the Clerk of the Board of



Supervisors in File No. 041079; and



WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, the Planning Commission (the "Commission") and the



Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (the "JPB"), at a duly noticed joint public hearing,



considered the certification of the final environmental impact statement/environmental impact



report for the Project (the "Final EIS/EIR") (SCH No. 95063004), which consisted of the draft
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1 EIS/EIR, the Draft Summary of Comments and Responses, revisions to the draft EIS/EIR, and



2 related documents. A copy of the Final EIS/EIR is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File



3 No. 041079 and is incorporated herein by reference; and



4 WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, in Motion No. 16773, the Commission found that the



5 contents of the Final EIS/EIR and the procedures through which it was prepared, publicized,



6 and reviewed complied with the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (Cal.



7 Public Resources Code sections 21000 et seq. ["CEQA!l]), the State CEQA Guidelines (Cal.



8 Code of Regulations Title 14, sections 15000 et seq. ["CEQA Guidelines"]), and Chapter 31 of



9 the San Francisco Administrative Code ("Chapter 31"); and



10 WHEREAS, By Motion No. 16773, the Commission also found that the Final EIS/FEIR



11 reflected its independent judgment and analysis and was adequate, accurate, and objective,



12 and certified the Final EIR in compliance with CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, and Chapter 31.



13 Motion No. 16773 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616 and is incorporated



14 by reference; and



15 WHEREAS,On April 22, 2004, in Resolution No. 2004~11, the JPB also certified the



16 Final EIR and made findings similar to those of the Commission in regard to CEQA and the



17 CEQA Guidelines. Motion No. 16773 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616



18 and is incorporated by reference; and



19 WHEREAS, On April 20, 2004, in Resolution No. 45~2004,the San Francisco



20 Redevelopment Agency, at a duly noticed public hearing, also certified the Final EIR and



21 made findings similar to those of the Commission and JPB in regard to CEQA and the CEQA



22 Guidelines. Resolution No. 45~2004 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040616



23 and is incorporated by reference; and



24 WHEREAS, On April 22, 2004, at a duly noticed public hearing, the Transbay Joint



25 Powers Authority (the "TJPA"), in Resolution No. 04-004, approved the components of the
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1 Project within its jurisdiction. Resolution No. 04-004 is on file with the Clerk of the Board in



2 File No. 041079 and is incorporated by reference; and



3 WHEREAS, On June 15, 2004, at a duly noticed hearing concerning appeals of the



4 Commission certification of the Final EIR, this Board affirmed the Commission's certification of



5 the Final EIR and rejected the appeals in Motion No, 04-67. Motion No. 04-67 is on file with



6 I the Clerk of the Board in File No. 040629 and is incorporated by reference; and



7 WHEREAS, The Final EIS/EIR files and other Project-related Planning Department



8 files are available for review by this Board of Supervisors and the public. The Planning



9 Department files are available at 1660 Mission Street. Those files are part of the record



10 before this Board of Supervisors and are incorporated by reference; now, therefore, be it



11 RESOLVED,That this Board of Supervisors finds on the basis of substantial evidence



12 in light of the whole record that: (1) modifications incorporated into the Project and reflected in



13 the Actions will not require important revisions to the Final EIS/EIR due to the involvement of



14 new significant environmental effects or substantial increase in the severity of previously



15 identified significant effects; (2) no substantial changes have occurred with respect to the



16 circumstances under which the Project or the Actions were undertaken which would require



17 major revisions to the Final EIS/EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental



18 effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of effects identified in the Final EIS/EIR; and



19 (3) no new information of substantial importance to the Project or the Actions has become



20 available since the Commission's certification of the Final EIR that would indicate (a) the



21 I Project or the Actions will have significant effects not discussed in the Final EIS/EIR;



22 (b) significant environmental effects will be substantially more severe; (c) mitigation measures



23 or alternatives found not feasible which would reduce one or more significant effects have



24 become feasible; or (d) mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different



25
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from those in the Final EIS/EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant effects on



the environment; and, be it



FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reviewed and considered the



Final EIS/EIR and hereby adopts the Environmental Findings in Attachment A, which includes



rejection of Project alternatives, adoption of mitigation measures, and approval of a statement



of overriding considerations in regard to significant unavoidable impacts, Attachment A also



includes Exhibits 1 (Final EIS/EIR Mitigation Measures) and 2 (Transbay Terminal Project



Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program); and, be it



FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Project fulfills the mandates of various local and



State laws including San Francisco's Proposition H-Downtown Caltrain Station (November



1999),Proposition K-San Francisco Transportation Sales Tax (November 2002),California



Public Resources Code Section 5027,1 (a), and California Streets and Highways Code



Sections 2704.04 (b) and 30914 (c), all of which concern reconstruction of the Transbay



Terminal at its current site and the Terminal's accommodation of a Caltrain extension and



high speed passenger rail line; and, be it



FURTHER RESOLVED, That the public interest and necessity require the acquisition



by eminent domain by the City and County of San Francisco, a municipal corporation, of the



following described real property and any and all improvements and fixtures thereon, situated



in the City (the "Property")



Assessor's Block No. Lot Nos.



3721 45A,46,53,54
and, be it



FURTHER RESOLVED, That the TJPA intends to use the Property for the extension of



the Caltrain to a new Transbay Terminal and for portions of the new Transbay Terminal; and,



be it
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1 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Director of Planning in his letter dated August ,



2 2004, a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No, 041079,



3 found that the acquisition of the Property is consistent with the City's General Plan and with



4 the Eight Priority Policies of City Planning Code Section 101,1; and, be it



5 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors now adopts as its own and



6 incorporates by reference the Director of Planning's findings of consistency with the City's



7 General Plan and the Eight Priority Policies of City Planning Code Section 101.1; and, be it



8 FURTHER RESOLVED, That acquisition of the Property by eminent domain is



9 planned or located in the manner that will be most compatible with the greatest public good



10 and the least private injury; and, be it



11 FURTHER RESOLVED, That acquisition of the Property by eminent domain is



12 necessary for the public use of the City for the Project; and, be it



13 FURTHER RESOLVED, That the TJPA has made the offer to the owner of record of



14 the Property as required by California Government Code Section 7267,2; and, be it



15 FURTHER RESOLVED, That, as provided under Sections 37350.5,37351,37352,



16 37352.1,37353,40401,40404, and 65302(b) of the California Government Code, and



17 Sections 1240.010 through 1240.050 of the California Code of Civil Procedure, which



'18 authorize the City to acquire the property by eminent domain, the City Attorney is hereby



19 authorized and directed to commence proceedings in eminent domain against the owners of



20 the Property, and any and all interests therein or claims thereto, for the condemnation thereof



21 for the public use by the City for the Project.
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25
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Maria Ayerdi, Executive Director, TJPA
Under TJPA Commission Resolution No. _



APPROVED AS TO FORM:



DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney



By L i>~Gtluty City Alto. ey
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City and County of San Francisco



Tails



Resolution



City Hall
I Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco. CA 94Hl2·4689



File Number: 041079 Date Passed:



Resolution authorizing acquisition of Lots 45A, 46, 53, and 54 in Assessor's Block 3721 in San
Francisco by Eminent Domain for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown
Extension/Redevelopment Project; adopting environmental findings under the California
Environmental Quality Act, State Guidelines, and Administrative Code Chapter 31; and adopting
findings under the General Plan and City Planning Code Section 101.1.



August 17, 2004 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED



Ayes: 9 -Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Elsbernd, Gonzalez, Ma, Maxwell, McGoldrick,
Peskin, Sandoval
Noes: 2 " Daly, Dufty



September 21,2004 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED



Ayes: 8 - Alioto-Pier, EIsbernd, Gonzalez, Ma, Maxwell, McGoldrick, Peskin,
Sandoval
Noes: 3 - Ammiano, Daly, Dufty



September 28, 2004 Board of Supervisors - ADOPTED



Ayes: 11 - Alioto-Pier, Ammiano, Daly, Dufty, Elsbernd, Gonzalez, Ma, Maxwell,
McGoldrick, Peskin, Sandoval
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the Board of Supervisors of the City and
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Mayor Breed; Supervisor Dorsey
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[bookmark: Text2]Resolution authorizing the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development on behalf of the City and County of San Francisco to execute a grant application, as defined herein, under the Department of Housing and Community Development Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program as a joint applicant with Mercy Housing California, for the 100% affordable housing project identified as Transbay 2 East Family; authorizing the City to assume any joint and several liability for completion of the projects required by the terms of any grant awarded under the AHSC Program; and adopting findings under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the CEQA Guidelines, and Administrative Code, Chapter 31.





	WHEREAS, The State of California, the Strategic Growth Council (“SGC”) and the Department of Housing and Community Development (“Department”) has issued a Notice of Funding Availability (“NOFA”) dated January  30, 2023, under the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program established under Division 44, Part 1 of the Public Resources Code commencing with Section 75200; and


[bookmark: _GoBack]WHEREAS, The SGC is authorized to approve funding allocations for the AHSC Program, subject to the terms and conditions of the NOFA, AHSC Program Guidelines adopted by SGC on December 15, 2022 (“Program Guidelines”), an application package released by the Department for the AHSC Program (“Application Package”), and an AHSC standard agreement with the State of California (“Standard Agreement”), the Department is authorized to administer the approved funding allocations of the AHSC Program; and


WHEREAS, The AHSC Program provides grants and loans to applicants identified through a competitive process for the development of projects that, per the Program Guidelines, will create new affordable housing and achieve greenhouse gas reductions and benefit disadvantaged communities through increased accessibility to affordable housing, employment centers and key destinations via low-carbon transportation; and


WHEREAS, The AHSC Program requires that joint applicants for a project will be held jointly and severally liable for completion of such project; and


[bookmark: _Hlk27143188]WHEREAS, Mercy Housing California (“Developer”), has requested the City and County of San Francisco (the “City”), acting by and through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development (“MOHCD”), to be a joint applicant for a seventeen story, 184 unit, 100% affordable housing project, including 40 units reserved for homeless or formally homeless families (the “Project”) identified as Transbay 2 East Family (“Transbay 2 East Family”); and


WHEREAS, The Project is located on Block 2 of Zone One of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area and subject to the land use controls set forth in the Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (approved by Ordinance No. 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and by Ordinance No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006), and amended by Ordinance No. 84-15 (June 18, 2015), Ordinance No. 62-16 (April 28, 2016), and Ordinance No. 009-23 (January 24, 2023) (“Redevelopment Plan”) and Development Controls and Design Guidelines for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area, as administered and enforced by the Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco (“Successor Agency”). On June 15, 2004, the Board of Supervisors affirmed, by Motion No. 04-67, the certification under the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq., and the CEQA Guidelines (14 California Code of Regulations Sections 15000 et. Seq. (“CEQA Guidelines”, and collectively “CEQA”)) of the Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (“Final Environmental Document”) for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project (“EIS/EIR Project”), which included the Redevelopment Plan. Subsequently, the Board of Supervisors adopted, by Resolution No. 612-04 (October 7, 2004), findings that various actions related to the EIS/EIR Project complied with CEQA and the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco Commission adopted, by Resolution No. 11-2005 (January 25, 2005), findings and a statement of overriding considerations and a mitigation monitoring and reporting program, adopted in accordance with CEQA. Subsequent to the adoption of the Final Environmental Document and the findings, the former Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco or the Successor Agency have approved and incorporated ten addenda into the analysis of the Final Environmental Document (as incorporated, the “FEIS/EIR”) and made requisite findings under CEQA. 


WHEREAS, The Department of Public Works (“DPW”) plans to perform bicycle and pedestrian improvements in the vicinity of the Project (the “DPW Work”); and


WHEREAS, In order to be highly competitive for the AHSC funds, the Developer and MOHCD will also apply for AHSC grant funds to purchase two BART cars and fund improvements to the Embarcadero BART station (“the BART Work”) to further reduce greenhouse gas emissions; and 


WHEREAS, BART and the Developer will enter into a memorandum of understanding regarding the purchase of the BART cars and BART work; and 


WHEREAS, The City, acting by and through MOHCD, desires to apply for AHSC Program funds and submit an Application Package as a joint applicant with the Developer; and


WHEREAS, DPW and MOHCD will enter into a Memorandum of Understanding to make commitments related to completion of the DPW Work as included in the Application Package; and


WHEREAS, The City, acting by and through MOHCD, desires to apply for AHSC Program funds and submit an Application Package as a joint applicant with the Developer; now, therefore, be it


RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors delegates to MOHCD, on behalf of the City, the authority to execute an application to the AHSC Program as detailed in the NOFA dated January 30, 2023, for Round 7, in a total amount not to exceed $50,000,000 of which up to $35,000,000 will be provided as a loan to the Developer for the Project as an Affordable Housing Development (“AHD”) (“AHSC Loan”) and a grant to the City for Housing-Related Infrastructure (“HRI”).  and up to $15,000,000 will be provided as a grant to the City, BART, and the Developer for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (“STI”), Transit-Related Amenities (“TRA”) or Program (‘PGM”) activities (“AHSC Grant”) as defined the AHSC Program Guidelines and sign AHSC Program documents; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, The Board of Supervisors specifically agrees that the City shall assume any joint and several liability for completion of the Project required by the terms of any grant awarded to the City and any loan awarded to the Developer under the AHSC Program; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors acknowledges that if the Application is successful, the City, through MOHCD, shall seek Board of Supervisors approval of the Standard Agreement, with terms and conditions that AHSC Program funds are to be used for allowable capital asset project expenditures to be identified in Exhibit A of the Standard Agreement, that the Application Package in full is incorporated as part of the Standard Agreement, and that any and all activities funded, information provided, and timelines represented in the application are enforceable through the Standard Agreement; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors authorizes the Director of MOHCD (or his designee) to execute and deliver any documents in the name of the City that are necessary, appropriate or advisable to secure the AHSC Program funds from the Department, and all amendments thereto, and complete the transactions contemplated herein and to use the funds for eligible capital asset(s) in the manner presented in the application as approved by the Department and in accordance with the NOFA and Program Guidelines and Application Package; and, be it


FURTHER RESOLVED, That all actions authorized and directed by this Resolution and heretofore taken are ratified, approved, and confirmed by this Board of Supervisors.
























RECOMMENDED:





_\s\___________________________________


Eric D. Shaw, Director, 


Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development
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[Apply for Grant Mercy Housing California,  – Assumption of Liability – Department of Housing 
and Community Development Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program – 
Transbay 2 East Family] 



 



Resolution authorizing the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development on 



behalf of the City and County of San Francisco to execute a grant application, as 



defined herein, under the Department of Housing and Community Development 



Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program as a joint 



applicant with Mercy Housing California, for the 100% affordable housing project 



identified as Transbay 2 East Family; authorizing the City to assume any joint and 



several liability for completion of the projects required by the terms of any grant 



awarded under the AHSC Program; and adopting findings under the California 



Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the CEQA Guidelines, and Administrative Code, 



Chapter 31. 



 



 WHEREAS, The State of California, the Strategic Growth Council (“SGC”) and the 



Department of Housing and Community Development (“Department”) has issued a Notice of 



Funding Availability (“NOFA”) dated January  30, 2023, under the Affordable Housing and 



Sustainable Communities (“AHSC”) Program established under Division 44, Part 1 of the 



Public Resources Code commencing with Section 75200; and 



WHEREAS, The SGC is authorized to approve funding allocations for the AHSC 



Program, subject to the terms and conditions of the NOFA, AHSC Program Guidelines 



adopted by SGC on December 15, 2022 (“Program Guidelines”), an application package 



released by the Department for the AHSC Program (“Application Package”), and an AHSC 



standard agreement with the State of California (“Standard Agreement”), the Department is 
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authorized to administer the approved funding allocations of the AHSC Program; and 



WHEREAS, The AHSC Program provides grants and loans to applicants identified 



through a competitive process for the development of projects that, per the Program 



Guidelines, will create new affordable housing and achieve greenhouse gas reductions and 



benefit disadvantaged communities through increased accessibility to affordable housing, 



employment centers and key destinations via low-carbon transportation; and 



WHEREAS, The AHSC Program requires that joint applicants for a project will be held 



jointly and severally liable for completion of such project; and 



WHEREAS, Mercy Housing California (“Developer”), has requested the City and 



County of San Francisco (the “City”), acting by and through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and 



Community Development (“MOHCD”), to be a joint applicant for a seventeen story, 184 unit, 



100% affordable housing project, including 40 units reserved for homeless or formally 



homeless families (the “Project”) identified as Transbay 2 East Family (“Transbay 2 East 



Family”); and 



WHEREAS, The Project is located on Block 2 of Zone One of the Transbay 



Redevelopment Project Area and subject to the land use controls set forth in the 



Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (approved by Ordinance 



No. 124-05 (June 21, 2005) and by Ordinance No. 99-06 (May 9, 2006), and amended by 



Ordinance No. 84-15 (June 18, 2015), Ordinance No. 62-16 (April 28, 2016), and Ordinance 



No. 009-23 (January 24, 2023) (“Redevelopment Plan”) and Development Controls and 



Design Guidelines for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area, as administered and 



enforced by the Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of 



San Francisco (“Successor Agency”). On June 15, 2004, the Board of Supervisors affirmed, 



by Motion No. 04-67, the certification under the California Environmental Quality Act 



(California Public Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq., and the CEQA Guidelines (14 
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California Code of Regulations Sections 15000 et. Seq. (“CEQA Guidelines”, and collectively 



“CEQA”)) of the Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (“Final 



Environmental Document”) for the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown 



Extension/Redevelopment Project (“EIS/EIR Project”), which included the Redevelopment 



Plan. Subsequently, the Board of Supervisors adopted, by Resolution No. 612-04 (October 7, 



2004), findings that various actions related to the EIS/EIR Project complied with CEQA and 



the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco Commission adopted, by 



Resolution No. 11-2005 (January 25, 2005), findings and a statement of overriding 



considerations and a mitigation monitoring and reporting program, adopted in accordance with 



CEQA. Subsequent to the adoption of the Final Environmental Document and the findings, the 



former Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco or the Successor 



Agency have approved and incorporated ten addenda into the analysis of the Final 



Environmental Document (as incorporated, the “FEIS/EIR”) and made requisite findings under 



CEQA.  



WHEREAS, The Department of Public Works (“DPW”) plans to perform bicycle and 



pedestrian improvements in the vicinity of the Project (the “DPW Work”); and 



WHEREAS, In order to be highly competitive for the AHSC funds, the Developer and 



MOHCD will also apply for AHSC grant funds to purchase two BART cars and fund 



improvements to the Embarcadero BART station (“the BART Work”) to further reduce 



greenhouse gas emissions; and  



WHEREAS, BART and the Developer will enter into a memorandum of understanding 



regarding the purchase of the BART cars and BART work; and  



WHEREAS, The City, acting by and through MOHCD, desires to apply for AHSC 



Program funds and submit an Application Package as a joint applicant with the Developer; 



and 
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WHEREAS, DPW and MOHCD will enter into a Memorandum of Understanding to 



make commitments related to completion of the DPW Work as included in the Application 



Package; and 



WHEREAS, The City, acting by and through MOHCD, desires to apply for AHSC 



Program funds and submit an Application Package as a joint applicant with the Developer; 



now, therefore, be it 



RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors delegates to MOHCD, on behalf of the 



City, the authority to execute an application to the AHSC Program as detailed in the NOFA 



dated January 30, 2023, for Round 7, in a total amount not to exceed $50,000,000 of which 



up to $35,000,000 will be provided as a loan to the Developer for the Project as an Affordable 



Housing Development (“AHD”) (“AHSC Loan”) and a grant to the City for Housing-Related 



Infrastructure (“HRI”).  and up to $15,000,000 will be provided as a grant to the City, BART, 



and the Developer for Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure (“STI”), Transit-Related 



Amenities (“TRA”) or Program (‘PGM”) activities (“AHSC Grant”) as defined the AHSC 



Program Guidelines and sign AHSC Program documents; and, be it 



FURTHER RESOLVED, The Board of Supervisors specifically agrees that the City 



shall assume any joint and several liability for completion of the Project required by the terms 



of any grant awarded to the City and any loan awarded to the Developer under the AHSC 



Program; and, be it 



FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors acknowledges that if the 



Application is successful, the City, through MOHCD, shall seek Board of Supervisors approval 



of the Standard Agreement, with terms and conditions that AHSC Program funds are to be 



used for allowable capital asset project expenditures to be identified in Exhibit A of the 



Standard Agreement, that the Application Package in full is incorporated as part of the 



Standard Agreement, and that any and all activities funded, information provided, and 
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timelines represented in the application are enforceable through the Standard Agreement; 



and, be it 



FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors authorizes the Director of 



MOHCD (or his designee) to execute and deliver any documents in the name of the City that 



are necessary, appropriate or advisable to secure the AHSC Program funds from the 



Department, and all amendments thereto, and complete the transactions contemplated herein 



and to use the funds for eligible capital asset(s) in the manner presented in the application as 



approved by the Department and in accordance with the NOFA and Program Guidelines and 



Application Package; and, be it 



FURTHER RESOLVED, That all actions authorized and directed by this Resolution and 



heretofore taken are ratified, approved, and confirmed by this Board of Supervisors. 
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RECOMMENDED: 



 



_\s\___________________________________ 



Eric D. Shaw, Director,  



Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development 
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Amaral, Sara (MYR)



From: Shaw, Eric (MYR)
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2023 10:55 AM
To: Amaral, Sara (MYR)
Cc: Gotthelf, Felicia (MYR); Nickolopoulos, Sheila (MYR)
Subject: RE: AHSC Application resolutions - For your approval



Approved 
 



From: Amaral, Sara (MYR) <sara.amaral@sfgov.org>  
Sent: Thursday, February 9, 2023 4:03 PM 
To: Shaw, Eric (MYR) <eric.shaw@sfgov.org> 
Cc: Gotthelf, Felicia (MYR) <felicia.gotthelf@sfgov.org>; Nickolopoulos, Sheila (MYR) <sheila.nickolopoulos@sfgov.org> 
Subject: AHSC Application resolutions - For your approval 
 
Director Shaw, 
 
Attached for your approval, please find resolutions for four affordable housing projects to submit an Affordable Housing 
and Sustainable Communities application in Round 7, due April 4th.  



 850 Turk Street 



 Transbay 2E Family 



 160 Freelon 



 Balboa Reservoir Building A 
 
These projects have partnered with SFMTA, SFDPW, and/or BART and are looking to apply for up to $200M in funding 
for housing and transportation improvements. As mentioned above, after approval to apply by the Board of Supervisors, 
applications will be due April 4th and announcements to the awards will be made later in the year.  
 
Please respond to this email with “Approved”  
 
Many thanks! 
 
 
Sara F. Amaral 
 
Director of Housing Development 
Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development 
City and County of San Francisco 
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor 
San Francisco, CA  94103 
Cell: (415) 948-4766 
Office: (628)-652-5808 
sara.amaral@sfgov.org 
www.sfmohcd.org 
 
 
Office Hours:  
MOHCD: Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday 
WFH: Thursday & Friday 











2



 
pronouns: she/her/hers/they/them/theirs 
 
A guest on traditional, unceded Ramaytush Ohlone land.  
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RESOLUTION NO. 11-2005 



Adopted January 25, 2005 



ADOPTING ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS AND A STATEMENT OF 
OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS PURSUANT TO THE CALIFORNIA 



ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT AND STATE CEQA GUIDELINES IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE ADOPTION OF A REDEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 
THE PROPOSED TRANSBAY REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND RELATED 



DOCUMENTS AND ACTIONS; TRANSBAY REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
AREA 



BASIS FOR RESOLUTION 



1. The Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/ Redevelopment Project 
(the "Project") is a project subject to the California Environmental Quality Act 
("CEQA") and the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), whose 
principal components are a new Transbay Terminal at its current site, the 
extension of the Caltrain rail and accommodation of high speed passenger trains 
into a new Terminal building, a temporary terminal on the block bounded by 
Main, Beale, Folsom, and Mission Streets; reconstructed bus ramps from the 
permanent terminal to the Bay Bridge, an offsite bus storage/layover area under 
Highway Route 80 on the two blocks bounded by Perry, Stillman, 2 nd and 4th 
Streets, a Caltrain storage yard and station near 4 th and Townsend Street, and the 
adoption and implementation of a redevelopment plan for the Transbay 
Redevelopment Project ("Transbay Redevelopment Plan"), establishing the 
Transbay Redevelopment Project Area (the "Project Area"). 



2. The approval of the Project requires a number of actions by various public 
agencies which include the approval and implementation of the Transbay 
Redevelopment Plan and other actions (the "Actions") by the Redevelopment 
Agency of the City and County of San Francisco ("Redevelopment Agency"), 
more particularly defined in Attachment A, the CEQA Findings attached and 
incorporated hereto. 



3. The City and County of San Francisco, acting through the Planning Department 
(the "Planning Department") and its Board of Supervisors, the Redevelopment 
Agency, and the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board ("JPB"), acting as co- 
Lead Agencies, have previously certified the final environmental impact 
statement/environmental impact report for the Project (the "Final EIS/EIR"), 
which consisted of the draft EIS/EIR, the Draft Summary of Comments and 
Responses, revisions to the draft EIS/EIR, and related documents as follows: 



A. 	On April 20, 2004, the Agency, at a duly noticed public hearing, certified 
the Final EIR by adoption of Resolution No. 45-2004, which found that 











the contents of the Final EIS/EIR and the procedures through which it was 
prepared, publicized, and reviewed complied with the provisions of the 
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Public Resources Code 
sections 21000 et seq., hereinafter "CEQA") and the State CEQA 
Guidelines (Cal. Code of Regulations Title 14, sections 15000 et seq., 
hereinafter "CEQA Guidelines"). 



B. On April 22, 2004, at a duly noticed joint public hearing, the Planning 
Commission and the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board certified the 
Final EIR and made similar findings to those of the Agency in regard to 
CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. 



C. On June 15, 2004, at a duly noticed hearing concerning appeals of the 
Planning Commission's certification of the Final EIR, the Board of 
Supervisors, in Motion No. 04-67, rejected appeals from such certification 
and affirmed the Commission's certification of the Final EIR. 



	



4. 	On April 22, 2004, pursuant to Federal Transit Administration guidelines and 
regulations, TJPA held a public hearing and adopted its Resolution No. 04-004, 
which approved the Preferred Project alternative (described in more detail in 
Attachment A, the CEQA Findings) that contains the following major 
components. 



A. A new, multi-modal Transbay Terminal on the site of the present Transbay 
Terminal; 



B. Extension of Caltrain commuter rail service from its current San Francisco 
terminus at Fourth and Townsend Streets to a new underground terminus 
underneath the proposed new Transbay Terminal; and 



C. Establishment of the Transbay Redevelopment Plan, which provides for 
the new multi-modal Transbay Terminal and related development projects, 
including transit-oriented development on publicly owned land in the 
vicinity of the new Transbay Terminal. 



	



5. 	The Final EIS/EIR is a project EIR for the Transbay Redevelopment Plan and 
related documents, prepared pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21090 
and State CEQA Guidelines section 15180 and is also a Program EIR for the 
Project pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines section 15168. 



6. The Final EIS/EIR files and other Project-related Agency files are available for 
review by this Agency and the public are available at 770 Golden Gate Avenue, 
3rd Floor, and are incorporated by this reference as a part of the record before the 
Redevelopment Agency pertaining to the Project (collectively referred to as the 
"Project Record"). 











RESOLUTION 



ACCORDINGLY IT IS RESOLVED by the Redevelopment Agency of the City and 
County of San Francisco as follows, based on its review and its review and consideration 
of the Final EIS/EIR, the Project Record, and the proposed Transbay Redevelopment 
Plan: 



	



1. 	The environmental impacts of the Preferred Project alternative approved by TJPA 
as the Project are within the scope of the environmental impacts analyzed in the 
Final EIS/EIR, therefore no subsequent EIR is necessary or appropriate, based on 
Attachment A, the CEQA Findings, which support the following determinations: 



A. Such modifications do not require important revisions to the Final 
EIS/EIR. due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects 
or substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant 
effects. 



B. No substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances 
pertaining to the Project or the Actions which would require major 
revisions to the Final EIS/EIR due to the involvement of new significant 
environmental effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of effects 
identified in the Final EIS/EIR. 



C. No new information of substantial importance to the Project or the Actions 
has become available since the Agency's certification of the Final ElR that 
would indicate any of the following: 



i. The Project or the Actions will have significant effects not 
discussed in the Final EIS/EIR; 



ii. Significant environmental effects will be substantially more severe 
than discussed in the Final EIS/EIR; 



iii. Mitigation measures or alternatives found not feasible in 
Attachment A, the CEQA Findings, which would reduce one or 
more significant effects have become feasible; and 



iv. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably 
different from those in the Final EIS/EIR, that would substantially 
reduce one or more significant unavoidable effects on the 
environment, have been identified. 



	



2. 	The Redevelopment Agency hereby adopts Attachment A, the CEQA Findings, as 
its CEQA findings, which include determinations concerning consideration and 
rejection of certain Project alternatives, description of Actions within the 











Agency's jurisdiction, mitigation measures and also contains a statement of 
overriding considerations in regard to significant unavoidable impacts. 



3. The Redevelopment Agency also adopts the mitigation measures described in 
Exhibit 1 to Attachment A, the Mitigation Measures Presented and Analyzed in 
Final EIS/EIR ("Mitigation Measures"), which are within the jurisdiction and 
authority of the Redevelopment Agency which are adopted by and the mitigation 
monitoring program contained in Exhibit 2 to Attachment A, the Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program. 



4. The Redevelopment Agency also finds and determines that those mitigation 
measures described in the Mitigation Measures which are outside of the 
Redevelopment Agency's jurisdiction have been adopted by the TJPA in 
Resolution No. 04-004 and by the City and County of San Francisco. 



APPROVED AS TO FORM: 



vJames B. Morales 
Agency General Counsel 











ATTACHMENT A 



TRANSBAY TERMINAL / CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION / 
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT FINDINGS 



REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 



1. INTRODUCTION 



These Findings are made by the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San 
Francisco (the "Agency") pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act, California 
Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq, ("CEQA") with respect to the Transbay Terminal/ 
Caltrain Downtown Extension/ Redevelopment Project ("Project"), in light of substantial 
evidence in the record of Project proceedings, including but not limited to, the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement/Final Environmental Impact Report ("EIS/EIR") prepared 
pursuant to CEQA, the State CEQA Guidelines, 14 California Code of Regulations Sections 
15000 et seq., (the "CEQA Guidelines"), the requirements of the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969, §102 (42 U.S.C. §4332); Federal Transit Laws (49 U.S.C. §5301(e), §5323(b) and 
§5324(b)); Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (49 U.S.C. §303); 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, §106 (16 U.S.C. §470f); 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508; 
23 CFR Part 771; and Executive Order 12898 (Environmental Justice).. 



This document is organized as follows: 



Article 2 describes the Project. 



Article 3 describes the actions to be taken by the Agency. 



Article 4 provides the basis for approval of the Project (the Locally Preferred Alternative 
identified in the Final EIS/EIR), a description of each alternative, and the economic, legal, social, 
technological, and other considerations that lead to the rejection of such alternatives as 
infeasible. 



Article 5 sets forth Findings as to the disposition of each of the mitigation measures proposed in 
the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures are grouped in the following categories: 



(1) Measures which are within the jurisdiction and responsibility of another governmental 
agency and which are recommended by the Agency for adoption by that agency; and 



(2) Measures which are within the jurisdiction and responsibility of the Transbay Joint 
Powers Authority (the "TJPA") that the TJPA adopted and incorporated into the Project 
by its Resolution No. 04-004, which is incorporated herein by reference; and, 



Article 6 identifies the unavoidable, significant adverse impacts of the Project that have not been 
mitigated to a level of insignificance by the adoption of mitigation measures as provided in 
Article 5. 



Article 7 contains a Statement of Overriding Considerations, setting forth specific reasons in 
support of the Agency's actions in light of the significant unavoidable impacts discussed in 
Article 6. 
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Exhibit 1, attached to these Findings, is a reference document that contains a statement of each 
mitigation measure. It shows mitigation measures, grouped by subject, in the order that they are 
proposed and analyzed in the Final EIS/EIR. Exhibit 2, also attached, contains the Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program. It provides a table specifying the agency responsible for 
implementation of each measure, establishes monitoring actions and a monitoring schedule. 



2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 



	



2.1 	Project Approvals  



The Project consists of a series of actions that together define the terms under which the Project 
will occur (collectively the "Project Approvals"). The primary Project Sponsor for the elements 
of the Project related directly to the Transbay Terminal is the Transbay Joint Powers Authority 
("TJPA"). The primary Project Sponsor for the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan is 
the Agency. 



The City and County of San Francisco, the Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board, and other 
governmental agencies and districts will be taking various approval actions related to the Project. 
The Project is composed of the following major permits and approvals, and related and collateral 
actions: 



	



2.2.1 	Adoption of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan. 



	



2.1.2 	Amendments to the General Plan of the City and County of San Francisco; 



	



2.1.3 	Amendments to the Zoning Map of the City and County of San Francisco; 



	



2.1.4 	Adoption of General Plan consistency/Planning Code § 101.1 findings in regard 
tosvarious actions; 



	



2.1.5 	Approval of the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) elements as follows: West 
Ramp Transbay Terminal, Second-to-Main, Tunneling, and Full Build as the 
Preferred Terminal Project. 



A. Acquisition of real property or easements that also may include eminent 
domain related to the terminal design or track alignments. 



B. Granting of rights to use City right-of-way for rail purposes. 



These approvals, along with implementation actions related thereto, are referred to collectively 
herein as the "Project." As described in Article III, actions related to general implementation of 
the Project and number 1 and potential number 6 are or will be before the Agency. 



	



2.2 	Project Description's Relationship to the Final EIS/EIR 



The Project, described in detail below, is based on the Project Description contained in the Final 
EIS/ERR. Also, as set forth below, the TJPA, after a duly noticed public hearing on April 22, 
2004 adopted the Locally Preferred Alternative as the Preferred Project in Resolution No. 04-
004. The Project would be located in downtown San Francisco and has three major components: 



• A new, multi-modal Transbay Terminal on the site of the present Transbay Terminal; 
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• Extension of Caltrain commuter rail service from its current San Francisco terminus at 
Fourth and Townsend Streets to a new underground terminus underneath the proposed 
new Transbay Terminal; and 



• Establishment of a Redevelopment Area Plan with related development projects, 
including transit-oriented development on publicly owned land in the vicinity of the new 
multi-modal Transbay Terminal. 



2.3 	Public Review of Draft EIS/EIR 



A Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report ("Draft EIS/EIR") was 
prepared and distributed to the public on October 4, 2002. Notice of availability of the Draft 
EIS/EIR was published in the San Francisco Independent newspaper and posted at the Planning 
Department. Five hundred fifty newsletters were sent to the mailing list announcing the 
availability of the Draft EIS/EIR, and a letter was sent directly to property owners whose 
properties could be directly affected by the Project. Over fifty 11" x 17" posters were posted 
throughout the Project area, including around the Caltrain terminal at 4 th and Townsend Streets, 
along Second Street, around the Transbay Terminal and throughout the Redevelopment Project 
Area. Notices were sent to all property owners within 300 feet of the Project boundary. The 
Draft EIS/EIR was available for on-line review on the TJPA web site. Three hundred eighty two 
copies, both printed and compact disc versions, of the Draft EIS/EIR were mailed to agencies 
and individuals. 



The document also was available for review at the following locations: 



• Peninsula Corridor Joint Power Board (Caltrain) Headquarters, Second Floor Reception, 
1250 San Carlos Avenue, San Carlos; 



• San Francisco Central Library, 100 Larkin Street; 



• City of Berkeley Central Library, 2090 Kittredge Street; 



• San Francisco Planning Department, 1660 Mission Street, First Floor Public Information 
Center; 



• San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, 770 Golden Gate Avenue, 3 rd Floor; 



• AC Transit Headquarters, 1660 Franklin Street, Oakland (Board Secretary); and, 



• Main libraries of cities along the Caltrain Corridor. 



Three public hearings were held: 



• November 12, 2002 at 5:00 pm — San Francisco Redevelopment Agency in San 
Francisco City Hall, 



• November 13, 2002 at 7:00 pm (with an open house at 6:30 pm) — Caltrain Headquarters, 
San Carlos, California, and 



• November 26, 2002 at 12:30 pm — San Francisco Planning Commission in San Francisco 
City Hall. 



At the request of the public, the Planning Commission on November 26, 2002, extended the 
comment period until December 20, 2002. 
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2.4 	EIR Certification 



The Agency, on April 20, 2004, and the Planning Commission and the Peninsula Corridor Joint 
Powers Board, on April 22, 2004, adopted certain findings in regard to the Final EIS/EIR and 
certified said document as accurate, adequate, and complete in compliance with CEQA and the 
CEQA Guidelines. Three separate groups appealed the Planning Commission's certification to 
the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. On June 15, 2004, after a duly noticed public hearing, 
the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, in Motion No. M04-67, affirmed the Planning 
Commission certification of the final EIS/EIR and rejected the appeals. 



3. AGENCY ACTIONS 



The Agency is considering various actions ("Actions") in furtherance of the Project, which 
include the following: 



3.1 Adoption of these CEQA Findings, including a statement of overriding considerations, 
mitigation measures, and a mitigation monitoring and reporting program; 



3.2 Approval of all actions required under the California Community Redevelopment Law 
(Health and Safety Code Sections 33000 et seq.) for adoption of the Transbay 
Redevelopment Project Area Plan and related implementation actions; and 



3.3 Acknowledgement and approval of the TJPA's Locally Preferred Alternative ("LPA" or 
also referred to as the "Preferred Project") elements as they relate to the Agency's 
action. These elements include the following: West Ramp Transbay Terminal, Second-
to-Main, Tunneling, and Full Build as the Preferred Terminal Project. The Preferred 
Terminal Project also includes a temporary terminal on the block bounded by Main, 
Beale, Folsom and Mission Streets, reconstructed bus ramps from the permanent 
terminal to the Bay Bridge, an offsite bus storage/layover area under Route 80 on the 
two blocks bounded by Perry, Stillman, 2nd and 4th Streets, and a Caltrain storage yard 
and station near 4 th and Townsend Streets. 



4. CONSIDERATION OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 



This Article describes the alternatives and design options selected for the Project as well as those 
rejected. Included in these descriptions are the reasons for selecting or rejecting the alternatives 
and design options. This Article also outlines the Project's purposes and needs to provide a 
context for understanding the reasons for selecting or rejecting alternatives, and describes the 
project alternative components analyzed in the Final EIS/EIR. The Project's Final EIS/EIR 
presents more details on selection and rejection of alternatives. Many of the alternatives and 
design options considered for this Project, together and individually, have been under serious 
consideration for many years as part of numerous environmental, engineering, and planning 
studies (outlined in the Final EIS/EIR Section 1.2.1). 



The Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project is a large, 
complex, and highly interrelated project. In order to help the public and decision-makers better 
understand this project, the environmental analysis and planning studies were oriented towards 
three major components: the multi-modal Transbay Terminal, an underground extension of 
Caltrain to downtown San Francisco, and redevelopment of the Transbay Terminal area. For 
each of these components several alternatives and design options were considered in the Final 
EIS/EIR and in previous studies. 
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4.1 	Development of Project Alternatives 



As outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 of the Final EIS/EIR, the Project has been the subject to a 
long series of environmental, engineering, and planning studies. These studies were used to help 
identify a series of alternatives for evaluation in the Final EIS/EIR planning process that began in 
early 2000. The Project is a complex and highly interrelated undertaking consisting of a multi- 
modal transit terminal, an underground rail line extension, and redevelopment of the surrounding 
area. In order to maximize the public's ability to understand and help plan the project, the lead 
agencies decided to present the Project as three main components. For each of the components 
several alternatives were considered in the EIS/EIR (a detailed analysis of the alternatives is 
presented in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS/EIR), including a No Project alternative ("No Project 
Alternative"). The EIS/EIR presents the Project alternatives as the following components and 
alternatives: 



1. New Transbay Terminal Project 
Component 



• West Ramp Alternative 
• Loop Ramp Alternative 



2. Redevelopment Project Area Plan 
Component 



• Reduced Scope Alternative 
• Full Build Alternative 



3. Caltrain Downtown Extension Project 
Component 



• 2nd-to-Main Alternative 
• 2nd-to-Mission Alternative 



Both alternatives for the Caltrain Extension include a design option for a pedestrian connection 
from the train mezzanine underneath Fremont Street to the BART Embarcadero Station. 



In addition, two construction options were evaluated for the underground portion (from 
approximately Berry Street to the Transbay Terminal) of the Caltrain Extension: 



• Cut-and-Cover Option — under this option cut-and-cover construction would be used 
for the entire length of underground alignment; or, 



• Tunneling Option — under this option a tunnel would be constructed on the segment 
from Townsend/Clarance to Second/Folsom. Cut-and-cover construction would be 
used for all other underground construction. 



Other components of the project include a temporary bus terminal facility to be used during 
construction, a new, permanent off-site bus storage/ layover facility, reconstructed bus ramps 
leading to the west end of the new Transbay Terminal, and a redesigned Caltrain storage yard. 
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The Draft EIS/EIR presented a complete analysis of the environmental impacts of these 
alternatives. During the Draft EIS/EIR comment period members of the public and agencies 
suggested several additional alternatives or refinements to the alternatives. These alternatives 
and refinements were considered by the lead agencies and used to help define the Locally 
Preferred Alternative (LPA). 



On March 28, 2003, the TJPA, following Federal Transit Administration guidelines and 
regulations, adopted the Project Locally Preferred Alternative ("LPA") for inclusion in the Final 
EIS/EIR. The LPA Report (TJPA, March 2003) describes the characteristics, advantages and 
disadvantages regarding each of the alternatives. The TJPA selected the West Ramp Transbay 
Terminal, Second-to-Main, Tunneling, Full Build options as the LPA. The Final EIS/EIR 
describes the LPA impacts in detail. 



On April 22, 2004, after a duly noticed public hearing, the TJPA, in Resolution No. 04-004, 
adopted the LPA design as its Preferred Project. 



4.2 	Project Need, Purpose and Objectives 



As noted previously, the Project is based 
generally on the Project Description presented in 
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Francisco employment core. 



The primary purposes of the Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment 
Project are to: 



• Improve public access to bus and rail services; 



• Modernize the Transbay Terminal and improve service; 



• Reduce non-transit vehicle usage; and 



• Alleviate blight and revitalize the Transbay Terminal area. 



Undertaking the Project components would address the following purposes and needs: 



• Provide a multi-modal transit facility that meets future transit needs; 



• Improve the Terminal as a place for passengers and the public to use and enjoy 



• Alleviate the conditions of blight in the Transbay Terminal area; 



• Revitalize the Transbay Terminal area with a more diverse mix of land uses that includes 
both market-rate and affordable housing; 



• Facilitate transit use by developing housing in the area surrounding a major transit hub; 



• Improve Caltrain service by providing direct access to downtown San Francisco; 
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• Enhance connectivity between Caltrain and other major transit systems including: BART, 
Muni, AC Transit, Golden Gate Transit, and Greyhound; 



• Enable direct access to downtown San Francisco for future intercity and/or high-speed 
rail service; 



• Accommodate projected growth in travel demand in the San Jose — San Francisco 
corridor; 



• Reduce traffic congestion on US Highway 101 and 1-280 between San Jose and 
San Francisco and other routes; 



• Reduce vehicle hours of delay on major freeways in the Peninsula corridor; 



• Improve regional air quality by reducing auto emissions; 



• Support local economic development goals; and 



• Enhance accessibility to employment, retail, and entertainment opportunities. 



4.3 	Rejection of the No Project Alternative 



The No Project Alternative consists of existing Caltrain service with funded improvements, and 
other committed bus, rail, and roadway improvements. It includes proposed development in 
San Francisco in the 2020 horizon year. Under this alternative the Agency would not implement 
a Redevelopment Plan for the Transbay Area, the state-owned properties in the Transbay 
Terminal would not be transferred to the TJPA and the City, and the existing Transbay Terminal 
would not be improved significantly beyond basic maintenance and required safety and 
accessibility improvements. 



The No Project Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 



• Fails to Accommodate Year 2020 Transit Demand — The existing Transbay Terminal 
design cannot fully accommodate expected year 2020 transit demand, thus reducing the 
ability for transit to meet Transbay travel demand in future years and increasing private 
vehicle traffic (and its associated environmental impacts) in the Transbay corridor. 



• Fails to Extend Caltrain to San Francisco — The No Project Alternative fails to extend 
Caltrain to downtown San Francisco thus reducing the attractiveness of public transit on 
the Peninsula and increasing traffic congestion, travel times, and air pollution in the 
corridor. 



• Fails to Provide High Speed Rail Terminal in Downtown San Francisco — The No Project 
Alternative fails to construct a terminal for California's planned high speed rail system in 
downtown San Francisco. This will eliminate the ability for a downtown San Francisco 
station leading to reduced high speed rail ridership, reduced economic development 
opportunities in San Francisco, and increased environmental impacts associated with 
more private vehicle transportation. 



• Fails to Create a Multi-modal Transit Terminal in Downtown San Francisco — The No 
Project Alternative fails to create a new multi-modal transit terminal that efficiently 
connects all San Francisco's major transit services in downtown San Francisco, thus 
reducing the attractiveness of transit and thereby ridership. 



• Fails to Adhere to San Francisco Voter Mandates — By not constructing a new multi- 
modal Transbay Terminal and Caltrain extension, the No Project Alternative is 
inconsistent with the mandate of San Francisco voters as expressed in passage of 
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Proposition H in November 1999 and Proposition K in November 2003, as well as 
various State laws, such as California Public Resources Code section 5027.1(a), Streets 
and Highways Code section 30914(c)(22), which require a terminal designed to 
accommodate high speed rail. 



• Fails to Revitalize Transbay Terminal and Transbay Terminal Area — The No Project 
Alternative could result in further deterioration of the existing terminal structure and 
continued use of a structure that does not meet current seismic safety requirements or 
space utilization standards. The No Project Alternative will not create an improved 
Terminal for passengers and the public to use and enjoy. It will not help alleviate the 
conditions of blight in the Transbay Terminal area and it will not revitalize the Transbay 
Terminal area with a more vibrant mix of land uses. 



• Fails to Create and Support Housing — The No Project Alternative will not remove the 
existing conditions of blight created by the Terminal and associated ramps and therefore 
will discourage construction of affordable and market rate housing in the area. 



• Fails to Create a Transit Oriented Development — The No Project Alternative will not 
facilitate the development of high density mixed use development in the Transbay 
Terminal area that would encourage the use of environmentally friendly transportation 
thereby reducing transportation impacts of the development. 



For the economic, legal, social, technological, and other considerations reasons set forth herein 
and in the Final EIS/EIR, the No Project Alternative is rejected as infeasible. 



4.4 Alternatives Considered and Reasons for Selection 



This section outlines the alternatives that comprise the Preferred Project and the reasons for their 
selection. 



4.4.1 New Transbay Terminal Component:  



Two alternatives were evaluated for a new Transbay Terminal in the Draft EIS/EIR. 
Under either alternative, a new multi-modal terminal would be located at the same site as 
the existing terminal at Mission and First Streets. Bus ramps would connect directly 
from the terminal to the Bay Bridge, while an underground rail facility would allow the 
extension of Caltrain to downtown and provide space for potential future East Bay 
commuter rail and California's high-speed intercity rail. 



The new terminal would include facilities for AC Transit, Greyhound, Greyhound 
Package Express, Muni buses and trolley coaches, Golden Gate Transit, basic service 
buses, taxi service, paratransit service, and easily accessible bicycle storage. Both 
alternatives would include space for retail and cultural uses. 



The design for the new Terminal also would shift the existing Terminal footprint 150 feet 
in a westerly direction, as further described in the Final EIS/E1R Section 2.2. The 
combination of the modified Terminal footprint and the Second-to-Main track alignment 
described below in Section 3 (Caltrain Downtown Extension Component) results in the 
need to occupy the surface and subsurface of the 80 Natoma development site, currently a 
vacant property that is the subject of the property acquisition contemplated herein. 
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Preferred Project: West Ramp Alternative 



The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the West Ramp 
Alternative as the Preferred Project. This alternative is fully described in Final EIS/EIR 
Section 2.2.2.1. The West Ramp Alternative is selected for the Project because it has the 
following major advantages: 



• Additional Development Opportunities — Under the West Ramp Alternative the 
blocks south and east of the Transbay Terminal at Beale and Howard Streets and 
Folsom at Beale and Main Streets would be open for development, which is not 
possible under the Loop Ramp Alternative. 



• Improved View Corridors — Under the West Ramp Alternative the eastward views 
along Howard Street would open up toward the bay and the East Bay hills. 
Southward views along Beale, Fremont, and First Streets toward Rincon Hill 
would also open up. 



• Lower Capital Costs — The West Ramp Alternative would have lower capital 
costs than the Loop Ramp Alternative. 



• Visual and Economic Benefits from Modifying Terminal Footprint — The 
modified Terminal footprint has numerous advantages over the prior Terminal 
design which bridged Beale Street with a part of the Terminal structure that rose 
more than 60 feet above the street. This modified footprint results in engineering 
cost savings through the elimination of this design element. It also results in 
enhancing the visual character of the Beale Street corridor as well as providing for 
a better terminal user and retail environment on the street level. The modified 
footprint also opens up future development opportunities for a building on the east 
side of Beale between Mission and Howard and on a Howard Street parcel 
currently occupied by bus ramps that would be relocated. While some of the 
abovementioned economic benefits may be offset by the cost of acquiring the 80 
Natoma site, the proposed configuration provides greater long-term benefits to the 
TWA, the City, transit providers, transit users, and the public for the reasons set 
forth herein and elsewhere in the administrative record. 



Numerous people who commented on the Draft EIS/EIR stated their preference for the 
West Ramp Transbay Terminal Alternative, and this Alternative best represents the 
consensus solution emanating from multiple agencies and community representatives 
involved in the Metropolitan Transportation Commission's Transbay Terminal Study. 
AC Transit, currently the main tenant in the existing terminal and one of the primary 
tenants in the new facility, has reviewed the operational characteristics of the West Ramp 
Alternative and found them to easily meet operational requirements for both current 
Transbay bus schedules and potential future service levels. 



4.4.2 Redevelopment Component 



Two alternatives were evaluated for the Redevelopment Plan Area: the "full build" and 
"reduced scope" development alternatives. These alternatives are not actual proposals 
but rather represent the range of reasonable development that could occur in the area. 
Within the overall redevelopment plan, actual development proposals would be defined 
and evaluated in subsequent steps of the redevelopment process. The two alternatives 
evaluated are described in detail in FEIS/FEIR Chapter 2 and are summarized in Table 1 
below. 
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Preferred Project: Full Build Development Alternative 



The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the Full Build 
Alternative as the Preferred Project. The Agency also independently approves the 
element of the Preferred Project within its jurisdiction, the Full Build Alternative for the 
Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan. This alternative is fully described in Final 
EIS/EIR Section 2.2.4. The Full Build Alternative is selected for the Project because it 
has the following major advantages: 



• Increased Transit Oriented Development — The Full Build Alternative would 
provide for more intensive land use around the multi-modal transit hub, providing 
a model for transit oriented development. 



• Increased Revenues — The Full Build Alternative would produce more tax 
increment revenue and proceeds from the sale of surplus parcels than the 
Reduced-Scope Alternative, providing more funds for the new terminal and 
Caltrain Downtown Extension. 



• Increased Market Rate and Affordable Housing — The Full Build Alternative will 
provide more market rate and affordable housing than the Reduced Scope 
Alternative, thus helping to address San Francisco's significant shortfall in 
housing. 



• Reduced Automobile Use — Locating development next to a regional multi-modal 
transit center is likely to reduce the dependency of local residents, workers, and 
visitors on the automobile. Vehicular trips on a per-person or per-residence basis 
should be reduced. While this reduction cannot be readily quantified, it should 
reduce anticipated traffic impacts from the proposed development. 



In addition to these reasons, many members of the public expressed their support for this 
alternative as part of their comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. 



Table 1 
Transbay Terminal / Caltrain Downtown Extension / Redevelopment Area FEIS/FEIR 



Redevelopment Component Alternatives 



Development Type 
Reduced Scope Alternative 
(in square feet) 



Full Build Alternative 
(in square feet) 



Residential 4,100,000 5,600,000 



Office 0 1,200,000 



Retail 260,000 355,000 



Hotel 350,000 475,000 



Total 4,710,000 7,630,000 



Residential (in dwelling units) 3,400 4,700 
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4.4.3 Caltrain Downtown Extension Component  



The Caltrain Downtown Extension Component consists of an extension of Caltrain from 
the present San Francisco terminus (and storage yard) at Fourth and Townsend Streets to 
an underground terminal on the site of the existing Transbay Terminal at First and 
Mission Streets, a distance of approximately 1.3 miles. The extension would consist of 
two to four tracks branching to several additional tracks into the basement of the 
proposed new Transbay Terminal. 
Two alternative alignments were analyzed in the Caltrain Extension in the Draft EIS/EIR: 



• Second-to-Main Alignment; and, 



• Second-to-Mission Alignment. 



These alignments were the same from the present Caltrain terminus to approximately the 
intersection of Second and Tehama streets. At Second/Tehama, the alternatives differ in 
the exact alignment of Caltrain tracks into the new station below the Transbay Terminal, 
design of the rail station itself, and tail track configuration. 



Preferred Project: Second to Main (Refined) Caltrain Alignment 



The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the refined Second-to-
Main Alignment as the Preferred Project. This alternative represents a slightly refined 
version of the Second-to-Main Alternative described in the Draft EIS/EIR. 



The refined Second-to-Main Alternative was developed in response to public comments 
on the Draft EIS/EIR which suggested a series of design modifications that improved the 
operation of the underground Caltrain/ high speed rail terminal. These modifications 
included changes to the track alignment, platform configuration, number of through 
tracks, and tail track layouts. They helped improve operation of the terminal by 
increasing terminal capacity and flexibility, increasing train storage capacity, reducing 
train dwell times, improving train accessibility, and reducing alignment curvature 
(thereby reducing train and track maintenance costs, increasing speed and terminal 
capacity, and reducing noise impacts). (The Second-to-Mission Alternative was also 
refined in a similar manner.) 



The refined Second-to-Main Alternative was chosen for inclusion in the Project for the 
following reasons: 



• Transbay Terminal Rail Facilities — The refined Second-to-Main Alternative 
provides increased platform lengths and length of straight (tangent) platforms 
over what was defined in the Draft EIS/EIR. 



• Reduced Development Impacts — The refined Second-to-Main Alternative has 
fewer impacts on the proposed 301 Mission Street development and on the 
subsurface portion of the joint development hotel proposed north of the new 
terminal. While this alignment and modification of the Terminal footprint do 
result in the need to acquire the 80 Natoma development site, which currently is 
vacant, the cost of this acquisition is outweighed by the economic, engineering 
and other benefits stemming from this alignment and the modified Terminal 
footprint, as set forth herein and elsewhere in the administrative record. 



• Improved Passenger Circulation — The refined Second-to-Main Alternative, by 
constructing the bus terminal directly above the train terminal would have more 
efficient passenger circulation and would channel more passengers through the 
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planned passenger concourse retail spaces than the refined Second-to-Mission 
Alternative. More efficient passenger flows would help increase transit ridership 
and channeling more passengers through the retail space would increase revenues 
available for Project construction. 



• Increased Train Storage Capacity — Tail tracks for the refined Second-to-Main 
Alternative would provide greater train storage capacity — 7 five-car trains, as 
compared to 4 five-car trains for the refined Second-to-Mission Alternative. 



• Improved Bay Crossing Options — The refined Second-to-Main Alternative is 
superior in terms of a new Bay Crossing than the refined Second-to-Mission 
Alternative, as it provides greater flexibility for future planning and has 
potentially fewer obstacles to the underwater crossing. 



Section 2.2.3 of the Project's Final EIS/EIR describes the refined Second-to-Main 
Alternative in detail. 



4.4.4 Caltrain Downtown Extension: Underground Construction Options  



Two alternatives were considered for constructing the underground Caltrain alignment 
between Townsend/Clarence and Second/Folsom: tunneling and cut-and-cover. 



Preferred Project: Tunneling 



This alternative consists of constructing the underground Caltrain alignment between 
Townsend/Clarence and Second/Folsom using the "stacked drift" tunneling method. The 
Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of this alternative as the 
Preferred Project because: 



• Demolition of Fewer Historic Buildings — The tunneling alternative would require 
demolition of only three historic buildings; less than the 13 that would need to be 
demolished under the cut-and-cover alternative. 



• Tunneling Technology — The stacked drift tunneling approach has been shown to 
be a very safe and effective technology. 



• Reduced Traffic Impacts — The tunneling option will substantially reduce traffic 
impacts on Second Street. 



• Lower Capital Cost — The tunneling option has lower capital costs. 



• Strong Public Support — The tunneling option had strong public support. 



Section 2.2.3.3 of the Project's Final EIS/EIR describes the tunneling option. 



4.4.5 Additional Project Elements  



The underground pedestrian connection between the new Transbay Terminal and the 
Embarcadero BART Station is included in the Project subject to availability of funding. 
This is outlined in Section 2.2.3.1 of the Final EIS/EIR. 



4.5 Other Project Alternatives Considered and Reasons for Rejection 



This section outlines the alternatives rejected and the reasons for their rejection. 
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As mentioned above, the Project has been subject to numerous engineering, technical, and 
planning studies over the past 20 years. During this time period many different alternatives and 
design options have been considered and rejected. Furthermore, members of the public 
suggested additional alternatives and options as part of their comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. 
Therefore, in addition to the alternatives and design options evaluated in the Draft EIS/EIR, this 
section also summarizes some of the alternatives and reasons for their rejection as considered in 
previous studies and evaluated in the response to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR. 
The Final EIS/EIR describes alternatives rejected from further consideration in Section 2.3. 
Additional information on rejected alternatives can be found in documents incorporated by 
reference into the Final EIS/EIR including technical studies completed for the MTC's Transbay 
Terminal Improvement Plan Study, the 1997 Caltrain Downtown Extension Draft EIS/EIR, and 
the Caltrain Downtown Extension Project Design Options Screening Report, 1995. 



The Agency has considered the aspects of the Project within the TJPA's jurisdiction, as well as 
the attributes and environmental effects of the Project and the Alternatives discussed in the Final 
EIS/EIR. This consideration, along with the reports from staff and considerable public 
testimony, has resulted in the Preferred Project reflected in the Transbay Redevelopment Plan, 
which contains the combination of features most closely meets the Project's purpose and need as 
summarized above and set forth in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Furthermore, the Agency also rejects all the Alternatives other than those identified in the 
Preferred Project, because the Agency finds that this program best meets the Project purpose and 
needs as described in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS/EIR. 



The Agency rejects all the Alternatives other than those identified in the LPA, because the 
Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of specific economic, legal, social, technological 
and other considerations that make such Alternatives infeasible as outlined below and in the 
Project's Final EIS/EIR. 



4.5.1 New Transbay Terminal Component:  



Rejected Alternative: Loop Ramp Alternative 



The Loop Ramp Alternative is fully described in Final EIS/EIR Section 2.2.2.2. The 
Loop Ramp Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 



• Reduced Potential for Neighborhood Revitalization — The Loop Ramp Alternative 
reduces the potential for neighborhood revitalization since it includes a 
significantly greater area of aerial freeway ramps than the LPA. This reduces the 
ability of the Project to serve as a catalyst for Transbay Terminal area 
revitalization, as less development will reduce the amount of housing, retail, and 
services in the area. 



• Reduced Project Funding — The Loop Ramp Alternative provides less funding for 
the Project than the LPA since the alternative's greater area of aerial ramps 
reduces the land available for development and its aerial ramps blight adjoining 
parcels. 



• Increased Visual Impacts — The Loop Ramp Alternative has increased visual 
impacts over the LPA since it includes more aerial freeway ramps crossing San 
Francisco streets. 



• Higher Cost — The Loop Ramp Alternative is more expensive than the LPA. 
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Rejected Alternative: New Bus Terminal at Main/Beale Site 



Construction of a new bus terminal at the Main/Beale streets site was evaluated between 
1995 and 1999. It was evaluated in detail as part of the MTC's Transbay Terminal 
Improvement Plan study. This Alternative was rejected in February 1999, when the San 
Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a resolution repealing its prior endorsement of the 
site and urged the City to work expeditiously to retain regional bus service at the current 
Transbay Terminal site. The Main/Beale Alternative was rejected for the following 
reasons: 



• Poor Transit Service — AC Transit, the Terminal's main bus operator, reported 
that the Main/Beale site would reduce the level of service to its riders since it was 
located further from the employment sites of its riders; this would reduce transit 
ridership. 



• Inefficient Transit Operations — AC Transit operating costs would be higher for 
the Main/Beale Alternative than under alternatives at the Transbay Terminal site. 



• Terminal Orientation — The existing Transbay Terminal orientation, a relatively 
long and narrow terminal with multiple entrances and exits spread widely along 
the street grid, has historically demonstrated an ability to accommodate a large 
volume of transit passengers (26 million annual passengers in the 1940s). The 
Main/Beale Alternative would re-orient the terminal, reduce the area within easy 
walking distance to terminal entrances, and reduce the passenger concourse's 
efficiency and attractiveness, when compared to alternatives that construct a new 
terminal at the existing Transbay Terminal site. These factors will reduce the 
attractiveness of transit at the new terminal site. 



• San Francisco Proposition H (November 1999) — San Francisco voters passed 
Proposition H in November 1999. This proposition stated, "As part of the 
extension of Caltrain downtown, a new or rebuilt terminal shall be constructed on 
the present site of the Transbay Terminal serving Caltrain, regional and intercity 
bus lines, Muni, and high speed rail..." (Emphasis added). The Main/Beale 
Alternative was thus in conflict with citizen mandate. 



• Poor Bus to Rail Connection — The Main/Beale Alternative would only provide 
one transfer point between the bus and rail terminals while the alternatives that 
include a bus terminal directly above the rail terminal provide many transfer 
points. By reducing the number of transfer points the Main/Beale Alternative 
would make it more difficult to transfer between modes and thus reduce the 
number of transit passengers. 



• Reduced Development Opportunities — The Main/Beale Alternative would 
construct a bus terminal in a prime development site. Furthermore, the 2003 
Cooperative Agreement between the State of California, the TJPA, and the 
City/County of San Francisco which transfers state-owned properties in the 
Transbay Terminal area requires use of the current terminal site for the new 
Terminal Thus the alternatives that include rebuilding the bus terminal at the 
Transbay Terminal site would keep the Main/Beale site land available for 
development and thereby increase both the revenues available for the project and 
the potential for revitalization of the project area. 



Section 2.3.1.2 of the Final EIS/EIR outlines reasons for rejecting this alternative. 
Volume 2 of the Final EIS/EIR (Section 5.1.7) presents more details on rejection of the 
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alternative. Finally, the MTC Transbay Terminal Improvement Plan study also presents 
reasons for rejecting this alternative. 



Rejected Alternative: "A Tale of Two Cities Terminal Alternative" 



The Tale of Two Cities terminal alternative was developed as part of the planning done 
through the MTC's Transbay Terminal Improvement Plan study. As part of the MTC 
Study, this alternative was rejected for the following reasons: 



• Reduced Development Opportunities — The Tale of Two Cities terminal 
alternative occupied a large amount of land in the Transbay Terminal area and 
thus reduced the amount of land available for redevelopment. This reduced the 
amount of funding available for the Project. 



• Poor Circulation — This alternative's large size required passengers to walk long 
distances to transfer between modes and to circulate within the terminal. By 
increasing walking distances, the alternative would make it more difficult to 
transfer between modes and thus reduce the number of transit passengers. 



• Aerial Ramps — The alternative would keep the existing aerial ramp arrangement, 
and therefore not reduce the significant blighting influence of the ramps on the 
Transbay Area. 



• High Cost — The alternative, due to its large size, had the highest capital costs of 
any alternative evaluated in the MTC study. 



This alternative is outlined in Final EIS/EIR Section 2.3.1.3. More details are available 
in the MTC's Transbay Terminal Improvement Plan study. 



Rejected Alternative: Renovated Transbay Terminal (with/without Aerial Caltrain  
Alignment)  



Renovation of the existing Transbay Terminal has been considered in several previous 
technical and planning studies both with an aerial Caltrain extension alignment and as a 
stand-alone project (i.e. without extending Caltrain downtown). The main reason for 
rejecting this alternative is that it would not meet the project objectives. More 
specifically the alternative was rejected for the following reasons: 



• Insufficient Transit Capacity — According to the MTC's Bay Crossings Study 
(2002), the number of express buses using the Transbay Terminal in 2020 is 
expected to grow significantly. The renovated Transbay Terminal does not have 
the capacity to efficiently meet the expected future demand. 



• Poor Terminal Design — While renovating the existing Transbay Terminal is 
possible, the renovations necessary to make the building seismically safe and fully 
accessible would lead to many compromises in efficiency and building design. 
These compromises would reduce the amount of development space available in 
the building and its attractiveness, thus reducing the revenues generated by the 
building that would be used to build and operate the terminal. 



• Increased Aerial Ramps — Extending Caltrain to a renovated Transbay Terminal 
would require that additional aerial ramps be constructed for trains and that the 
bus ramps are raised higher in the air. The existing aerial ramps are already a 
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significant blighting influence on the Transbay Area, increasing the number and 
height of aerial ramps would result in a significant increase in blight. 



• Aerial Operations — Operating trains on the aerial ramps would lead to noise 
impacts. 



• Inefficient Use of Funds — Renovating the Transbay Terminal would cost a 
significant amount of money and result in a building that is not much improved 
over the existing terminal. Therefore, it is much more cost effective to demolish 
the existing structure and build a new terminal designed to meet future demand 
and current safety and accessibility standards. 



• Poor Curve Geometry — The alignment's curve from Essex Street into the 
Transbay Terminal would not accommodate the trains (rail vehicles) currently 
being considered for California's high speed rail system. Thus, this alternative 
would eliminate the possibility of extending high speed rail to downtown San 
Francisco. Extending high speed rail to downtown San Francisco will create 
important economic, environmental, and social benefits to San Francisco. 



Since this Alternative has been considered several times in the past, the reasons for 
rejecting it are included in several different planning documents. These reasons are 
summarized in Section 2.3.1.1. of the Final EIS/EIR. 



4.5.2 Redevelopment Component  



Rejected Alternative: Reduced Scope Redevelopment Alternative  



The Reduced Scope Development Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 



• Reduced Revenues — The Project will receive tax increment revenues from the 
redevelopment area; these revenues would be reduced with reduced development 
in the area. The Project will also receive revenues for the sales of excess land in 
the project area; under the Reduced Scope Alternative the prices for land will be 
lower than under the Full Build Alternative. 



• Reduced Housing — The Reduced Scope Alternative would provide less market 
rate and affordable housing than the Full Build Alternative. 



• Reduced Transit Use — By reducing the amount of development in the Transbay 
Terminal area, the Reduced Scope Alternative would reduce the transit ridership 
on trains and buses using the Project's multi-modal terminal. This represents a 
financial loss for transit operators and an environmental loss for regional 
transportation/air quality goals. 



Section 2.2.4 of the Final EIS/EIR describes the redevelopment components. 



4.5.3 Caltrain Downtown Extension Component 



Rejected Alternatives: Draft EIS/EIR Second-to-Mission and Draft EIS/EIR Second-to-
Main Alternatives  



The original Second-to-Main and Second-to-Mission alternatives (described in the Draft 
EIS/EIR) were rejected in favor of refined alternatives developed based on Draft EIS/EIR 
comments. The refinements made to the alternatives consisted of a series of design 
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modifications that improved the operation of the underground Caltrain/ high speed rail 
terminal. 
The original Draft EIS/EIR alternatives were rejected because they had reduced capacity, 
reduced flexibility, reduced train storage capacity, increased train dwell times, reduced 
train accessibility, and sharper curves (thereby increasing train and track maintenance 
costs, reducing speed and terminal capacity). 



Rejected Alternative: Refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 



The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative is rejected for the following reasons: 



• Increased Development Impacts — The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative has 
greater impacts on the proposed 301 Mission Street development and on the joint 
development hotel proposed north of the new terminal. 



• Degraded Passenger Circulation — The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 
would construct the train and bus terminals in a slightly skewed alignment to each 
other. This means that terminal circulation systems (e.g. stairs, escalators, and 
elevators) would not be oriented in the same direction from the train level up to 
the bus level. Furthermore, fewer people would be channeled through the 
passenger concourse retail areas. Less efficient passenger circulation systems 
would be more expensive to construct and could be frustrating to passengers 
trying to transfer between modes. By reducing passenger flows through the retail 
space, terminal revenues would be decreased. 



• Reduced Train Storage Capacity — The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 
provides less train storage capacity than the refined Second-to-Main Alternative — 
4 five-car trains, as compared to 7 five-car trains. This would increase operating 
costs and reduce terminal flexibility. 



• Reduced Bay Crossing Options — The refined Second-to-Mission Alternative 
provides less flexibility for constructing a future Bay Crossing than the refined 
Second-to-Main Alternative, and has potentially more engineering obstacles to the 
underwater crossing. 



The following Alternatives are rejected for the reasons set forth in the TJPA's CEQA 
findings, adopted as part of its Resolution 04-004, which approved the Locally Preferred 
Alternative as the Preferred Project. Said Resolution and its associated findings and 
related documents are in the Planning Department's files and are incorporated herein by 
reference as though fully set forth. These rejected Alternatives include: Essex Street 
Curved Alignment, Essex Street Stub-End Alignment, Market/Beale Terminal, 
Mission/Beale Terminal, King Street Caltrain Alignment, Brannan Street Caltrain 
Alignment, Angled Caltrain Terminal at First Street, First Street Terminal, Joint 
Caltrain/Muni Metro Tunnel on Second Street, West of Second Street Alternative, 
Second Street Terminal, Renovated Transbay Terminal with Aerial Caltrain Alignment. 



4.5.4 Caltrain Downtown Extension: Underground Construction Options 



Rejected Alternative: Cut-and-Cover Construction  



This alternative consists of constructing the underground Caltrain alignment between 
Townsend/Clarence and Second/Folsom using the cut-and-cover method. This 
alternative was rejected because: 
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• Demolition of More Historic Buildings — The cut-and-cover option would require 
demolition of 13 historic buildings; only three would need to be demolished under 
the tunneling option. 



• Section 4F Requirements — Importantly, the cut-and-cover option's impact on 
historic buildings alone, would require that the tunneling option be chosen. Under 
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966, no federal project 
may be approved that "requires the use of any land from a ... historic site unless 
(1) there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the use of such land, and (2) 
such program includes all possible planning to minimize harm to such ... historic 
site resulting from such use." The tunneling option appears to qualify as a 
"feasible and prudent alternative" to the demolition of ten of the historic sites. 
Thus, the cut-and-cover option must be rejected under federal law. 



• Increased Traffic Impacts — The cut-and-cover alternative will substantially 
increase traffic impacts on Second Street over the tunneling option. 



• Increased Capital Cost — The cut-and-cover option has higher capital costs. 



4.6 	Alternatives Proposed by Members of the Public  



The Agency acknowledges and approves the TJPA's selection of the alternatives described 
above as the Preferred Project because the Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of 
specific economic, legal, social, technological, and other considerations that make the LPA 
desirable as the Preferred Project. The Agency also independently approves the element of the 
Preferred Project within its jurisdiction, the Full Build Alternative for the Transbay 
Redevelopment Project Area Plan, because the Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of 
specific economic, legal, social, technological, and other considerations that make the LPA 
desirable as the Preferred Project. 



The Agency also rejects all the Alternatives other than those identified in the LPA, because the 
Agency finds that there is substantial evidence of specific economic, legal, social, technological 
and other considerations that make such Alternatives less desirable than the LPA for the reasons 
outlined above and in the Project's Final EIS/EIR. 



During the public comment period, various property owners and commentors proposed 
alternatives to the preferred Project. These alternatives were described and analyzed in the Final 
EIS/EIR in Sections 2.9, 3, and 5 of Volume II of the Final EIS/EIR, Responses to Public 
Comments. These alternatives are rejected as infeasible for the economic, legal, social, 
technological and other considerations set forth in the Final EIS/EIR at the above mentioned 
citations. 



In February and March 2004, more than one year after the close of the public comment period 
for the Draft EIS/EIR, the property owner of 80 Natoma proposed 4 conceptual alternate track 
alignments. The proposals were an effort to minimize conflicts with the proposed 400+ unit 
residential structure planned for 80 Natoma, which is adjacent to the terminal site. These 
proposed alternatives are rejected as infeasible for the economic, legal, social, technological and 
other considerations set forth in documentation attached to the TJPA's Resolution No. 04-004 
approving the LPA as the Preferred Project. These proposed alternatives, and refinements to 
them analyzed in May and June 2004, also are rejected as infeasible for the economic, 
technological, and other considerations set forth in the TJPA engineering report dated June 18, 
2004. This report is contained in the Agency's files and is incorporated herein by reference. In 
addition to the above alternatives, the TJPA staff proposed to the 80 Natoma property owner that 
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the parties explore a tunnel design for the rail tracks that would allow the planned residential 
structure to be built over the rail tunnel; however, the property owner rejected this proposal. As 
a consequence, the TJPA staff removed this proposal from further consideration at that time. For 
this reason as well as other considerations that favor the preferred Project from an engineering 
and economic standpoint, this proposed alternative is rejected as infeasible. 



4.7 	Alternative Proposed by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority 



In July 2004, the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) initiated the study of 
another alternative design for the Transbay Project that would minimize conflicts with the 80 
Natoma residential project, as described above in Subsection F. The SFCTA studies resulted in a 
design that would allow the 80 Natoma project to proceed in the near future with a revised 
foundation that could allow subsequent tunneling underneath the 80 Natoma structure for the 
Transbay rail tracks as they enter the Transbay Terminal. The SFCTA design also proposed 
tunneling under all buildings along the Second Street corridor north of Folsom Street as well as 
providing for the possibility of stacking the rail lines as they enter the Transbay Terminal. The 
SFCTA design would have required the Terminal to relocate off of the 80 Natoma site and return 
to its original location 150 feet to the east of the Terminal location in the Preferred Project. The 
SFCTA design also would have resulted in other modifications to the Terminal Project, including 
forcing the Terminal building to span Beale Street and lowering the entire Terminal structure to 
connect with the lowered profile of the underground rail tracks. As a result of the shift in the 
Terminal location, the SFCTA design also would have eliminated two development sites slated 
for redevelopment as described in these Findings in Subsection D.1. above. 



The SFCTA proposal resulted in the presentation of two reports, one dated August 10, 2004 and 
the second dated September 28, 2004. After extensive testimony at SFCTA hearings on August 
10 and 17, 2004, and September 28, 2004, the SFCTA ultimately decided to reject the SFCTA 
design on economic grounds and for other reasons including legal, social, technological and 
other considerations. The SFCTA instead authorized a release of its sales tax funding for the 
acquisition of the 80 Natoma site. On September 28, 2004, the Board of Supervisors, in reliance 
on the documents and testimony presented to the SFCTA, the SFCTA's decision, as well as other 
information, adopted a resolution of necessity to acquire the 80 Natoma site by eminent domain. 
As part of these decisions, both the SFCTA and the Board of Supervisors adopted CEQA 
findings that approved the Preferred Project and rejected all the Alternatives that had been 
considered. The Agency also rejects this Alternative, because the Agency finds that there is 
substantial evidence of specific economic, legal, social, technological and other considerations 
that make such Alternative less desirable than the LPA for the reasons outlined above and in the 
Project's Final EIS/EIR. 



5. FINDINGS REGARDING MITIGATION MEASURES 



The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires agencies to adopt mitigation 
measures that would avoid or substantially lessen a project's identified significant impacts or 
potential significant impacts if such measures are feasible. 



The Agency finds that, based on the record before it, the measures proposed for adoption in the 
Final EIS/EIR are feasible, and that they can and should be carried out by the identified agencies 
at the designated time. The Agency also acknowledges that as part of its project approval action, 
the TJPA in Resolution 04-004 adopted, as conditions, all the identified mitigation measures 
within its jurisdiction. The Agency further acknowledges that the San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors, as part of its September 28, 2004 decision to exercise eminent domain over 80 
Natoma, and the Planning Commission, as part of its December 9, 2004 and January 13, 2005 
approvals related to adoption of the Transbay Redevelopment Project Area Plan, adopted all the 
identified mitigation measures within their respective jurisdiction. This Agency urges the 
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Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board ("JPB") and others to adopt and implement applicable 
mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR that are within the jurisdiction and 
responsibility of such entities. The Agency acknowledges that if such measures are not adopted 
and implemented, the Project may result in additional significant unavoidable impacts. For this 
reason, and as discussed in Article 6, the Agency is adopting a statement of Overriding 
Considerations as set forth in Article 7. 



The Findings in this section concern mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures are grouped in the following categories: 



(1) Specified measures which are enforceable by another public agency and which are 
recommended by the Agency for adoption by that agency and measures that are within 
the Agency's jurisdiction that are adopted herein; and 



(2) Measures which are within the jurisdiction and responsibility of TJPA that the TJPA 
adopted and incorporated into the Project by its Resolution No. 04-004. 



All mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR are summarized in Exhibits 1 and 2 to this 
document. None of the mitigation measures set forth in the Final EIS/EIR are rejected. 



It should be noted that all mitigation measures are referenced in these Findings and attached 
Exhibits using a coded system. Each measure begins with one or more letters that describe the 
type of impact the measure is intended to address (e.g. mitigation measures for pedestrian 
impacts start with "Ped"), and then a number. Thus mitigation measures designed to address 
pedestrian impacts are coded" "Ped 1", "Ped 2", etc. For more specific information on each 
mitigation measure refer to Exhibit 1. Responsibility for implementation and monitoring has 
been established pursuant to the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program set forth in 
Exhibit 2 to this document. For specific information on implementation of mitigation measures 
refer to Exhibit 2. Exhibits 1 and 2 are attached hereto and incorporated by reference as though 
fully set forth. 



5.1 	Mitigation Measures Recommended by the Agency for Adoption By Other Agencies and 
Measures Recommended for Agency Adoption  



The Agency finds that the following measures presented in the Final EIS/EIR will mitigate, 
reduce, or avoid the significant environmental effects of the Project. They are hereby 
recommended for adoption and implementation by public agencies with applicable jurisdiction 
as set forth below. 



1. Wind 



W 1 —The Agency shall mitigate or eliminate any wind hazard exceedances by 
adopting and implementing mitigation measure W 1 as described in Exhibit 1 and 
Exhibit 2. 



2. Property Acquisition/Relocation 



Prop 1— The Agency, in accordance with federal and state law, shall mitigate the 
impacts of property acquisition and relocations required by the Project by adopting 
mitigation measure Prop 1 and providing information and relocation assistance to 
those as set forth therein. The Agency also acknowledges that the Planning 
Commission has adopted this measure as it relates to decisions within its 
jurisdiction and urges other affected City entities to take the same action. 
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3. Hazardous Materials/Waste — Operations 



HWO 1 to HWO 6 - The Agency urges the JPB to mitigate potential impacts of a 
fueling facility by adopting mitigation measures HWO 1 to HWO 6 and by 
designing, constructing and operating any such facility with appropriate safety 
measures and equipment, as set forth therein. 



4. Pedestrians 



Ped 1 to Ped 5 - The Agency shall mitigate or eliminate pedestrian impacts by 
adopting mitigation measures Ped 1 and Ped 2 as described in Section 5.19.6.1 of 
the Final EIS/EIR to increase sidewalk width and remove obstacles. The Agency 
also acknowledges that the Planning Commission has adopted these measures and 
Ped 3 through Ped 5 as it relates to decisions within its jurisdiction and urges other 
affected City entities to take the same action. 



	



5.2 	Findings on Mitigation Measures Within the Jurisdiction of the TJPA That the TJPA Has 
Adopted and Incorporated into the Project.  



The TJPA, in Resolution No. 04-004, adopted all the mitigation measures within its jurisdiction 
and incorporated such measures into the Project. As part of this Resolution, the TJPA also 
adopted a mitigation monitoring and reporting program as required by State law. Consequently, 
the Agency finds that all mitigation measures within the jurisdiction of the TJPA have been 
incorporated into the Project and determines that said measures can and will be implemented. 
This Agency further finds that such measures will mitigate, reduce, or avoid the Project's 
significant environmental effects. These mitigation measures include all the measures listed in 
Exhibit 1 that are not specifically listed in Subsection A above. The measures include mitigation 
in the areas of safety and emergency services, noise-operations and construction, vibration- 
operations and construction, soils/geology, utilities, cultural and historic resources, hazardous 
materials during construction, pedestrian safety, pre-construction safety, general construction 
measures, air emissions, and visual/aesthetics during construction. 



	



5.3 	Findings on Adoption of a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program  



The Agency finds that the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program attached hereto as 
Exhibit 2 (the "Program"), is designed to ensure compliance during Project implementation. The 
Agency further finds that the Program presents measures that are appropriate and feasible for 
adoption and the Program should be adopted and implemented as set forth herein and in Exhibit 
2. 



	



5.4 	Location and Custodian of Record 



The public hearing transcript, a copy of all letters regarding the Final EIS/EIR received during 
the public review period, the administrative record, and background documentation for the Final 
EIS/EIR are located at the Planning Department, 1660 Mission Street, San Francisco. The 
Planning Commission Secretary, Linda Avery, is the custodian of records for the Planning 
Department and Planning Commission. Additional administrative record documents on the Final 
EIS/EIR are located at the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency at 770 Golden Gate Avenue, 
3rd Floor, San Francisco. The Agency Secretary is the custodian of records for the Agency. The 
TJPA Secretary, Roberta Boomer, is the custodian of records for the TJPA. The TJPA records 
are located at the TJPA offices at 201 Mission Street, Suite 1960, San Francisco. 
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6. SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 



The Project includes many aspects and features that reduce or eliminate environmental impacts, 
which could otherwise be significant. In particular, the mitigation measures described or 
referred to above would reduce to a level of insignificance impacts in the following areas, as 
described in the Final EIS/EIR sections: Wind Impacts (5.1.2), Displacements and Relocation 
(5.2), Noise and Vibration (5.8), Geology and Seismicity (5.9 and 5.21.17), Utilities (5.12), 
Historic and Cultural Resources (5.14 and 5.21.14), Hazardous Materials (5.15 and 5.21.15), 
Construction Air Quality (5.21.9), and Construction Noise and Vibration (5.21.10). 



As outlined above, the TJPA has incorporated all of the identified mitigation measures within its 
jurisdiction into the Preferred Project. There are some mitigation measures within the 
jurisdiction of the City and JPB. If these mitigation measures are implemented then impacts will 
be less than significant; however, all of these entities have yet to act on the mitigation measures. 
Because the Agency does not have the authority to impose all such measures, there could be a 
significant environmental impact of the Project if theses entities do not adopt or implement the 
mitigation measures specified in the areas of wind, property acquisition/relocation, hazardous 
materials — operations, and pedestrian safety. 



Furthermore, even under full implementation of all the mitigation measures described above in 
Article 5, some significant unavoidable impacts remain in the areas of traffic and historic 
resources. These are described in more detail below. 



6.1 	Traffic 



The Project would add substantial numbers of vehicles to some movements that determine 
overall traffic level-of-service (LOS) performance. Specifically, the Project would add vehicles 
to movements that represent a considerable contribution to the baseline plus Project traffic 
conditions and the Project would have an adverse impact on these intersections. 



The Project's contribution to the following intersections would be considered adverse under 
2020 cumulative conditions, and these are the same intersections that would experience adverse 
effects under the 2020 plus Project condition): (1) First/Market, (2) First/Mission, 
(3) First/Howard, (4) Fremont/Howard, (5) Beale/Howard, (6) Second/Folsom, and 
(7) Second/Bryant. For these intersections, the Project would add substantial numbers of 
vehicles to some movements that determine overall LOS performance. Therefore, the Project 
would add vehicles to those movements that would represent a considerable contribution to the 
cumulative conditions and the Project would have an adverse impact on these intersections. 



The Terminal/Extension Project would also result in a substantial increase in vehicle trips to and 
from new development projects, particularly in the area bounded by Mission, Folsom, First and 
Main Streets. Along First and Howard Streets there is a high volume of traffic destined to the 
I-80/Bay Bridge on-ramp at First/Harrison and to the U.S. 101 southbound on-ramp at 
Fourth/Harrison (via Howard and Fourth Streets) to which the Terminal/Extension Project would 
contribute additional vehicles and result in increased congestion. Similarly, the planned 
modifications to the 1-80 westbound off-ramp at Fremont Street would add a second leg that will 
provide access to Folsom Street and result in an increase in vehicles on Folsom Street. The 
combined increase in vehicles on Folsom Street due to the modified ramp and vehicle-trips 
generated by the Terminal/Extension Project would result in LOS E conditions at the intersection 
of The Embarcadero/Folsom Street. 



In summary, the Project would result in adverse impacts at seven intersections under both the 
baseline plus project and cumulative conditions. Improvements at individual intersections may 
reduce localized congestion somewhat, but may not mitigate operating conditions to less than 
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adverse levels. As a result of the constraints at downstream intersections and the I-80/U.S. 101 
on-ramps and mainline, mitigation measures for the seven intersections have not been proposed, 
and the impacts associated with the Project would be considered adverse and unmitigable. Due 
to the lane geometry and other limiting factors (i.e. the lack of space to expand roadways in a 
highly developed downtown area) it is impossible to fully reduce these traffic impacts to a less 
than adverse level. 



To help improve 2020 Cumulative operating conditions, the San Francisco Department of 
Parking and Traffic (DPT) may request sponsors of development projects in the South of Market 
area to contribute to the new Integrated Transportation Management System (ITMS) program. 
This program is a citywide real-time electronic transportation management system that would 
include the installation of various Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) infrastructure 
components to improve traffic circulation within the City. The program would monitor and 
manage traffic by receiving real-time information at a Traffic Management Center via closed 
circuit TV cameras. The South of Market area has been identified as the area within which the 
first phase of the system would be implemented. 



The implementation of the ITMS program would improve overall traffic conditions and reduce 
traffic congestion in the City. Although the implementation of ITMS may not directly mitigate 
the adverse impacts of the Project under 2020 Terminal/Extension Project conditions or 2020 
Cumulative conditions, this program would result in overall traffic improvements and lessening 
of congestion, and would facilitate traffic circulation in the South of Market area. 



6.2 	Historic Impacts  



Construction of a new Transbay Terminal and the Caltrain Downtown Extension would require 
demolition of properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), or properties 
that are individually eligible for listing or that are contributors to multi-component properties or 
districts that are or appear eligible for listing. These properties are described in Section 5.14 of 
the Final EIS/EIR. 



The existing Transbay Terminal and associated bus ramps and approach structures would be 
demolished to construct the new Transbay Terminal component of the Project. These 
demolitions would constitute significant adverse effects under CEQA. 



The Tunneling Option for the Townsend Street to Folsom Street segment of the Caltrain 
Downtown Extension would result in the demolition of three buildings that are either 
individually eligible or that are contributors to a historic district that is eligible. Also, three 
buildings that are contributors to the Second and Howard Historic District / New Montgomery — 
Second Street Conservation District that would not be demolished would be isolated from the 
remainder of the district. These effects would constitute a substantial adverse change. In 
general, projects that result in the substantial alteration or demolition of a recognized historic 
resource would be considered to have a significant effect on the environment. 



While the Project would have significant adverse impacts to historic resources under CEQA, the 
Project also proposes a comprehensive program for mitigating the loss of historic buildings. This 
program as described in Exhibit 1 under the heading of Cultural Resources, is set forth in a 
Memorandum of Agreement among the Federal Transit Administration and California State 
Historic Preservation Officer and the TJPA. (This Memorandum also is included as Appendix G 
of the FEIS/FEIR in its entirety). The program includes documenting the historic buildings that 
must be demolished, working with interest groups to salvage and preserve elements of the 
demolished buildings for display to the public, integration of a historic interpretation center into 
the new terminal, and funding an exhibition describing the Transbay Terminal. In addition to this 
comprehensive documentation program, it should be emphasized that the Project option selected 
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for tunneling demolishes only 3 historic buildings, ten fewer buildings than the cut and cover 
alternative option that was described and rejected in Article IV of these Findings. 



7. STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS. 



Notwithstanding the significant effects noted above, pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(b) and the 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, the Agency finds, after considering the Final EIS/EIR and 
based on substantial evidence in said document and as set forth herein, that specific overriding 
economic, legal, social, and other considerations outweigh the identified significant effects on 
the environment. In addition, the Agency finds that those Project Alternatives rejected above are 
also rejected for the following specific economic, social, or other considerations, in and of 
themselves, in addition to the specific reasons discussed in Article IV above: 



7.1 The Project will encourage more people throughout the Bay Area to use public transit by 
significantly improving access to transit through construction of an efficient and modern 
multi-modal transportation terminal in downtown San Francisco. Improving the bus and 
rail access into downtown San Francisco and providing a highly efficient transfer center 
for the various public transit operators will encourage more people to use public transit, 
thus reducing transportation and air quality impacts of the expected future increases in 
private vehicle transportation demand. 



	



7.2 	The Project will provide an efficient, comfortable, attractive, and functional transit 
terminal designed to meet the future transit needs of the users of the San Francisco 
Municipal Railway, the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District, the Golden Gate Bridge, 
Highway and Transportation District, Greyhound, Paratransit, SamTrans, Caltrain, High- 
Speed Rail and others. By making it more convenient and appealing to enter San 
Francisco by bus or rail and by facilitating the transfer between transit services, the 
Transbay Project will help reduce transit operating costs for these entities and for the 
public. 



	



7.3 	Regional transportation studies have indicated that travel in the Bay Bridge corridor will 
increase substantially by year 2025 and that, as a result, Transbay bus ridership could 
triple. It would not be possible for the existing terminal to meet this demand. The new 
Transbay Terminal has been laid out and arranged to ensure that the anticipated increase 
in bus patronage will be met. 



	



7.4 	Even in 1945, when 26 million passengers each year were using the Transbay Terminal 
and three separate passenger rail services were bringing train riders from the East Bay 
across the Bridge and directly into the Transbay Terminal, the Peninsula passenger trains 
terminated 1.5 miles to the south at 4 th and Townsend. By extending Caltrain into the 
new Transbay Terminal in close proximity to the heart of the Financial District, the 
Transbay Terminal Project will close this rail gap. It is projected that extending Caltrain 
will result in an increase in ridership of at least 150% with an associated reduction in 
daily auto trips and improvement in air quality. 



	



7.5 	The Project fulfills the mandates of various local and State laws including San 
Francisco's Proposition H-Downtown Caltrain Station (November 1999), Proposition K- 
San Francisco Transportation Sales Tax (November 2002), California Public Resources 
Code Section 5027.1 (a), and California Streets and Highways Code Sections 2704.04 (b) 
and 30914 (c). 



	



7.6 	The Project will improve local and regional transportation conditions and air quality by 
providing a variety of benefits, including 1) removing more than 8,000 daily auto trips 
from the Peninsula corridor roadways by 2020; 2) increasing annual high speed rail 
ridership by over 200,000 trips annually as a result of constructing a downtown terminal; 
3) saving 7,200 person hours, including 5,700 person hours for Caltrain riders and 1,500 
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person hours for roadway travelers, which represents an approximate savings of $20 
Million based on Federal Transit Administration standards, and 4) reducing parking 
demand in the Transbay Terminal area. 



	



7.7 	The Project fulfills the mandates of San Francisco's Transit First Policy as set forth in 
San Francisco Charter Section 16.102. 



	



7.8 	The Project will significantly improve the ability to transfer between different transit 
systems by constructing a safe, convenient, and efficient terminal and possible 
underground pedestrian link to BART. This multi-modal linkage will make it easier to 
use transit for a large variety of destinations. 



	



7.9 	The Project is designed to accommodate the planned California High Speed Rail system 
thus allowing high speed rail service to be extended to downtown San Francisco directly 
from Los Angeles Union Station and ultimately connecting to a state-wide 700-mile 
system. It is projected that there will be between 7.8 and 17 million annual high speed 
rail boardings and alightings at the Transbay Terminal by 2020, making it by far the most 
highly used station in Northern California. 



7.10 The Project will provide new seismically safe aerial ramps connecting the Transbay 
Terminal to the Bay Bridge/I-80 for transit buses, removing this vehicular traffic from 
downtown streets. Furthermore, the Project will reduce the aerial extent of these ramps, 
thus supporting redevelopment efforts in the surrounding neighborhood. 



7.11 The Project will alleviate blight and encourage revitalization of the area surrounding the 
Transbay Terminal by replacing the existing terminal with a safe, modern, attractive, 
well-used, and efficient new terminal as well as reducing the area of aerial bus ramps 
serving the new terminal. 



7.12 The new terminal will include shopping, restaurants, and services in the new terminal 
which are designed to appeal to public transit users, neighborhood residents, downtown 
workers, and others. Inclusion of these retail uses will help provide revenues for building 
operations. 



7.13 The Project includes plans for redeveloping and dramatically improving the area around 
the Transbay Terminal and creating a vibrant mixed- use neighborhood which includes 
both market-rate and affordable housing. Residents, workers, and visitors to the area will 
have unequalled access to public transit thus encouraging them to use public transit for 
many trips. 



7.14 The Project minimizes, to the extent feasible, impacts to historic resources. Where such 
impacts will occur, the Project includes historic documentation and exhibits designed to 
commemorate the historic buildings and structures. 



7.15 The Project provides the public with a safe and functional building that complies with all 
building, accessibility, seismic, and life-safety code requirements. It includes code- 
compliant and energy efficient systems, provides access for the disabled to public spaces 
and work areas, and incorporates modern efficient internal circulation systems. 



7.16 The Project will provide an all-night (24 hour transit) transbay passenger facility thereby 
serving the transportation needs of a larger segment of the workforce and expanding the 
range of potential users of the new facility. 



7.17 The Project will build the first new major multi-modal rail and bus station in the United 
States in the last 70 years. Given the Project's location and powerful integrating 
characteristics, it is destined to become the most important transit center in the western 
part of North America. 
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7.18 The Project allows the City and TJPA to receive 20 acres of land from the State of 
California at no cost. Sale proceeds from these properties will be used to build a world 
class transit center for the City, region and State. 



7.19 The Redevelopment Plan component of the Project, if adopted by the City, will provide a 
brand new San Francisco neighborhood with 3,400 new residential units (35% 
affordable-1,200 units) and modem urban design features where people can live, work, 
and play. The centerpiece to the neighborhood will be the new Transbay Terminal, a 
landmark signature building that will serve generations to come and serve to reinvigorate 
San Francisco's stature as a world-renowned destination. 



7.20 The Project will provide thousands of person-years of construction work and in the 
process enhance the economic vitality of San Francisco. 



7.21 The Project will be a model for resource efficient and environmentally responsive 
building techniques. 



Having considered these Project benefits, including the benefits discussed in Article IV.A above, 
the Agency finds that the Project's benefits outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental 
effects, and that the adverse environmental effects are therefore acceptable. 
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Exhibit 1 



MITIGATION MEASURES PRESENTED AND ANALYZED IN FINAL EIS/EIR 



FOR THE TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN 
EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
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MITIGATION MEASURES PRESENTED & ANALYZED IN FINAL EIS/EIR 



FOR THE TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN 
EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



1. WIND 



See discussion of wind impacts in Section 5.1.2 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 



W 1— The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Agency) shall consider potential wind 
effects of an individual project for the Redevelopment area. If necessary, perform wind 
tunnel testing in accordance with City Planning Code Section 148. If exceedences of the 
wind hazard criterion should occur for any individual project, require design 
modifications or other mitigation measures to mitigate or eliminate these exceedences. 
Tailor mitigation measures to the individual needs of each project. Examples of 
mitigation measures include articulation of building sides and softening of sharp building 
edges. 



2. PROPERTY ACQUISITION/RELOCATION 



See discussion of property acquisition impacts, Section 5.2 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 



Prop 1— TWA shall apply federal Uniform Relocation Act (Public Law 91-646) and 
California Relocation Act (Chapter 16, Section 7260 et seq. of the Government Code) 
and related laws and regulations governing both land acquisition and relocation. All real 
property to be acquired will be appraised to determine its fair market value before an 
offer is made to each property owner. (Minimum relocation payments are detailed in the 
laws, and include moving and search payments for businesses.) Provide information, 
assistance, and payments to all displaced businesses in accordance with these laws and 
regulations. 



3. SAFETY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES 



See discussion of safety and emergency services, Section 5.4 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 



Saf 1 — TWA shall provide Project plans to the San Francisco Fire Department for its 
review to ensure that adequate life safety measures and emergency access are 
incorporated into the design and construction of Project facilities. 



Saf 2 — TWA shall prepare a life safety plan including the provision of on-site measures 
such as a fire command post at the Terminal, the Fire Department's 800-megahertz radio 
system and all necessary fire suppression equipment. 



Saf 3 — TWA shall prepare a risk analysis to accurately determine the number of 
personnel necessary to maintain an acceptable level of service at Project facilities. 



4. NOISE — OPERATIONS 



See discussion of noise impacts, Section 5.8 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures 
include: 
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NoiO 1 — TJPA shall apply noise mitigation at the following locations adjacent to the bus 
storage facility: 



• Provide sound insulation to mitigate noise impacts at the residences north of the 
AC Transit Facility at the corner of Perry and Third Street. At a minimum, apply 
sound insulation to the facade facing the bus storage facility (the south facade). 



• Construct two noise barriers to mitigate noise impacts to Residences south of the 
AC Transit Facility along Stillman Street. The first noise barrier would be 
approximately 10-12 feet high and run along the southern edge of the AC Transit 
storage facility. The second noise barrier would be approximately 5-6 feet high 
and would be located on the portion of the ramp at the southwestern corner of the 
AC Transit facility. Treat the noise barriers with an absorptive material on the 
side facing the facility to minimize the potential for reflections off the underside 
of the freeway. 



• Construct a noise barrier to mitigate noise impacts to residences south of the 
Golden Gate Transit Facility along Stillman Street. The barrier would be 
approximately 10-12 feet high and run along the southern and a portion of the 
eastern edge of the Golden Gate Transit storage facility. Treat the noise barriers 
with an absorptive material on the side facing the facility to minimize the 
potential for reflections off the underside of the freeway. 



NoiO 2 — TJPA shall landscape the noise walls. Develop the actual design of the walls in 
cooperation with area residents. 



NoiO 3 — TWA shall construct noise walls prior to the development of the permanent bus 
facilities. 



5. NOISE — CONSTRUCTION 



See discussion of construction noise impacts, Section 5.21.10 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 



NoiC 1— TWA shall comply with San Francisco noise ordinance. The noise ordinance 
includes specific limits on noise from construction. The basic requirements are: 



• Maximum noise level from any piece of powered construction equipment is 
limited to 80 dBA at 100 ft. This translates to 86 dBA at 50 feet. 



• Impact tools are exempted, although such equipment must be equipped with 
effective mufflers and shields. The noise control equipment on impact tools must 
be as recommended by the manufacturer and approved by the Director of Public 
Works. 



• Construction activity is prohibited between 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. if it causes noise 
that exceeds the ambient noise plus 5 dBA. 



The noise ordinance is enforced by the San Francisco DPW, which may waive some of 
the noise requirements to expedite the Project or minimize traffic impacts. For example, 
along Townsend Street where much of the land use is commercial, business owners may 
prefer nighttime construction since it would reduce disruption during normal business 
hours. The DPW waivers usually allow most construction processes to continue until 2 
a.m., although construction processes that involve impacts are rarely allowed to extend 
beyond 10 p.m. This category would include equipment used in demolition such as 
jackhammers and hoe rams, and pile driving. It is not anticipated that the construction 
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documents would have specific limits on nighttime construction. There may be times 
when nighttime construction is desirable (e.g., in commercial districts where nighttime 
construction would be less disruptive to businesses in the area) or necessary to avoid 
unacceptable traffic disruptions. Since the construction would be subject to the 
requirements of the San Francisco noise regulations, in these cases, the contractor would 
need to work with the DPW to come up with an acceptable approach balancing 
interruption of the business and residential community, traffic disruptions, and reducing 
the total duration of the construction. 



NoiC 2 — TJPA shall conduct noise monitoring. The purpose of monitoring is to ensure 
that contractors take all reasonable steps to minimize noise. 



NoiC 3 — TWA shall conduct inspections and noise testing of equipment. This measure 
will ensure that all equipment on the site is in good condition and effectively muffled. 



NoiC 4 — TJPA shall implement an active community liaison program. This program 
would keep residents informed about construction plans so they can plan around periods 
of particularly high noise levels and would provide a conduit for residents to express any 
concerns or complaints about noise. 



NoiC 5 — TWA shall minimize use of vehicle backup alarms. Because backup alarms are 
designed to get people's attention, the sound can be very noticeable even when their 
sound level does not exceed the ambient, and it is common for backup alarms at 
construction sites to be major sources of noise complaints. A common approach to 
minimizing the use of backup alarms is to design the construction site with a circular 
flow pattern that minimizes backing up of trucks and other heavy equipment. Another 
approach to reducing the intrusion of backup alarms is to require all equipment on the site 
to be equipped with ambient sensitive alarms. With this type of alarm, the alarm sound is 
automatically adjusted based on the ambient noise. In nighttime hours when ambient 
noise is low, the backup alarm is adjusted down. 



NoiC 6 — TWA shall include noise control requirements in construction specifications. 
These should require the contractor to: 



• Perform all construction in a manner to minimize noise. The contractor should be 
required to select construction processes and techniques that create the lowest 
noise levels. Examples are using predrilled piles instead of impact pile driving, 
mixing concrete offsite instead of onsite, and using hydraulic tools instead of 
pneumatic impact tools. 



• Use equipment with effective mufflers. Diesel motors are often the major noise 
source on construction sites. Contractors should be required to employ equipment 
fitted with the most effective commercially available mufflers. 



• Perform construction in a manner to maintain noise levels at noise sensitive land 
uses below specific limits. 



• Perform noise monitoring to demonstrate compliance with the noise limits. 
Independent noise monitoring should be performed to check compliance in 
particularly sensitive areas. 



• Minimize construction activities during evening, nighttime, weekend and holiday 
periods. Permits would be required before construction can be performed in noise 
sensitive areas during these periods. 
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• Select haul routes that minimize intrusion to residential areas. This is particularly 
important for the trench alternatives that will require hauling large quantities of 
excavation material to disposal sites. 



Controlling noise in contractor work areas during nighttime hours is likely to require 
some mixture of the following approaches: 



• Restrictions on noise producing activities during nighttime hours. 



• Laying out the site to keep noise producing activities as far as possible from 
residences, to minimize the use of backup alarms, and to minimize truck activity 
and truck queuing near the residential areas. 



• Use of procedures and equipment that produce lower noise levels than normal. 
For example, some manufacturers of construction equipment can supply special 
noise control kits with highly effective mufflers and other materials that 
substantially reduce noise emissions of equipment such as generators, tunnel 
ventilation equipment, and heavy diesel power equipment including mobile cranes 
and front-end loaders. 



• Use of temporary barriers near noisy activities. By locating the barriers close 
enough to the noise source, it is possible to obtain substantial noise attenuation 
with barriers 10 to 12 feet high even though the residences are 30 to 40 feet higher 
than the construction site. 



• Use of partial enclosures around noisy activities. It is sometimes necessary to 
construct shed-like structures or complete buildings to contain the noise from 
nighttime activities. 



6. VIBRATION — OPERATIONS 



See discussion of vibration impacts, Section 5.8.8 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 



VibO 1 — TWA shall use high-resilience track fasteners or a resiliently supported tie 
system for the Caltrain Downtown Extension for areas projected to exceed vibration 
criteria, including the following locations: (1) Live/Work Condos, 388 Townsend Street 
(Hubbell and Seventh), (2) San Francisco Residences on Bryant (Harrison Parking Lot 
Site), (3) Clock Tower Building, and Second Street High Rise and (4) new Marriott 
Courtyard (Marine Firefighter's Union).' 



l After mitigation, groundborne noise impact at 388 Townsend Street and vibration impact at the 
Clocktower Building would still exceed the FTA impact threshold by one decibel. This level of impact 
would not constitute a substantial adverse change requiring further mitigation, in terms of FTA guidance. 
The next level of vibration buffering that would be effective would be to install floating slab under the 
Caltrain alignment trackage for 600 to 800 feet on either side of each building (at a construction cost of 
$1,000 per linear foot), which would add installed costs approaching one million dollars or even more per 
building. Such high costs would not be a prudent and reasonable expenditure to eliminate the last one 
decibel of impact at these two sites. Per FTA guidelines, "to be feasible, the measure, or combination of 
measures, must be capable of providing a significant reduction of the vibration levels, at least 5 dB, while 
being reasonable from the standpoint of the added cost." 
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7. VIBRATION — CONSTRUCTION 



See discussion of construction vibration impacts, Section 5.21.10 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 



VibC 1— TJPA shall limit or prohibit use of construction techniques that create high 
vibration levels. At a minimum, processes such as pile driving would be prohibited at 
distances less than 250 feet from residences. 



VibC 2 — TJPA shall restrict procedures that contractors can use in vibration sensitive 
areas. (It is often possible to employ alternative techniques that create lower vibration 
levels. For example, unrestricted pile driving is one activity that has considerable 
potential for causing annoying vibration. Using the cast-in-drilled-hole piling method 
instead will eliminate most potential for vibration impact from the piling.) 



VibC 3 — TWA shall require vibration monitoring during vibration intensive activities. 



VibC 4 — TWA shall restrict the hours of vibration intensive activities such as pile 
driving to weekdays during daytime hours. 



VibC 5 — TWA shall investigate alternative construction methods and practices to reduce 
the impacts in coordination with the construction contractor if resident annoyance from 
vibration becomes a problem. 



VibC 6 — TWA shall include specific limits, practices and monitoring and reporting 
procedures for the use of controlled detonation. Control and monitor use of controlled 
detonation to avoid damage to existing structures. Include specific limits, practices, and 
monitoring and reporting procedures within contract documents to ensure that such 
construction methods, if used, would not exceed safety criteria. 



8. SOILS/GEOLOGY 



See discussion of geologic impacts in Section 5.9 and construction impacts and 
approaches in Sections 5.20 and 5.21.17 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures 
include: 



SG 1 — TWA shall monitor adjacent buildings for movement and, if movement is 
detected, take immediate action to control the movement. 



SG 2 — TWA shall apply geotechnical and structural engineering principles and 
conventional construction techniques similar to the design and construction of high-rise 
buildings and tunnels throughout the downtown area. Apply design measures and utilize 
pile supported foundations to mitigate potential settlement of the surface and 
underground stations. 



SG 3 — TWA shall design and construct structural components of the Project to resist 
strong ground motions approximating the maximum anticipated earthquake (0.5g). The 
cut-and-cover portions will require pile supports to minimize non-seismic settlement in 
soft compressible sediments (Bay Mud). The underground Caltrain station at Fourth and 
Townsend will require pile-supported foundations due to the presence of underlying soft 
sediments. 



SG 4 — TJPA shall underpin existing building, where deemed necessary, to protect 
existing structures from potential damage that could result from excessive ground 
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movements during construction. Design the tunneling and excavation procedures (and 
construction sequence), and design of the temporary support system with the objective of 
controlling ground deformations within small enough levels to avoid damage to adjacent 
structures. Where the risk of damage to adjacent structures is too great, special measures 
will be implemented such as: (1) underpinning, (2) ground improvement, and/or (3) 
strengthening of existing structures to mitigate the risks. 



As part of the initial studies performed in 1996, preliminary plans were developed to 
protect/strengthen existing structures to mitigate the risk of adverse impacts of tunneling 
on existing structures. Underpinning, if it is deemed necessary, is one of the options for 
mitigating adverse effects of tunneling on the existing buildings. Underpinning involves 
modification of the foundations of the building so that the superstructure loads can be 
transferred beyond the zone of influence of tunneling. Underpinning may include 
internal strengthening of the superstructure, bracing, reinforcing the existing foundations, 
or replacing existing foundations with deep foundations embedded outside the tunnel 
zone of influence. Alternatives, in lieu of underpinning, involve strengthening the rock 
between the building and the crown of the tunnel. Grouting in combination with inclined 
pin piles can be used not only to strengthen the rock but make the rock mass over the 
tunnel act as a rigid beam, allowing construction of tunnels with no adverse effects on the 
buildings supported on shallow foundations over the tunnel. 



Preliminary plans for underpinning have been developed that allow cost estimates to be 
made for underpinning. During the detailed design phase of the Project, underpinning 
plans will be developed specific to each of the buildings that may require it. It is not 
necessary at this stage of the Project to develop detailed underpinning plans. 



These issues will be addressed on a case by case basis, along the alignment, during the 
detailed design phase of the Project. The methodology that is proposed for the Caltrain 
Downtown Extension, i.e. to design the support system to control ground deformations 
within tolerances and selectivity strengthen structures that may be too weak to resist even 
small deformations, was successfully used for the Muni Metro Turnback project, and are 
deemed to be effective for the Caltrain Downtown Extension Project as well. 



SG 5 — TWA shall assure proper design and construction of pile supported foundations 
for structures to control potential settlement of the surface. Stability of excavations and 
resultant impacts on adjacent structures can be controlled within tolerable limits by 
proper design and implementation of the excavation shoring systems. 



9. UTILITIES 



See discussion of utility impacts, Sections 5.12 and 5.21.12 of the Final EIS/EIR. 
Mitigation measures include: 



Util 1 — TWA shall coordinate with utility providers during preliminary engineering, 
continuing through final design and construction. Utilities would be avoided, relocated, 
and/or supported as necessary during construction activities to prevent damage to utility 
systems and to minimize disruption and degradation of utility service to local customers. 



10. CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES 



See discussion of cultural and historic resources impacts, Section 5.14 of the Final 
EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 
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CH 1 — TJPA shall comply with the provision of the signed Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) between the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO), and the TJPA. 2  Provisions of the memorandum of 
agreement include the measures below. 



CH 2 — Assure supervision of all activities regarding historic preservation, historical 
archaeology and prehistoric archaeology is carried out by professionals meeting Secretary 
of the Interior's professional qualifications standards (48 FR 44738-9). 



CH 3 — Permanent Interpretive Exhibit at the Terminal — TWA will direct the design 
and engineering team for the Project to integrate into the design of the new terminal a 
dedicated space for a permanent interpretive exhibit. The interpretive exhibit will include 
at a minimum, but is not necessarily limited to: plaques or markers, a mural or other 
depiction of the historic terminal, and Key System, or other interpretive material. 



CH 4 — TWA will consult with the California Department of Transportation 
(Department) regarding the availability of historical documentary materials and the 
potential use of salvaged items from the existing Transbay Terminal for the creation of 
the permanent interpretive display of the history of the original Transbay Terminal 
building and its association with the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the potential 
salvaged items from the existing Terminal. 



In addition, TWA will also invite the Oakland Heritage Alliance, the San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage, the California State Railroad Museum, and the Western Railway 
Museum to participate in this consultation. TWA, while retaining responsibility for the 
development of the exhibit, will consider jointly with Department, the participating 
invitees' recommendations when finalizing the exhibit design. TWA will produce, 
install, and maintain the exhibit. 



CH 5 — TWA will also consult with the City of Oakland about its interest in having a 
similar interpretive exhibit in the East Bay. If agreement is reached prior to completion 
of final design of the Transbay Terminal, TJPA will provide and deliver exhibit materials 
to a venue designated by the City of Oakland. 



CH 6 — Salvage — TWA, in consultation with Department, will identify elements of the 
existing Transbay Terminal that are suitable for salvage and interpretive use in the exhibit 
in the new Terminal or by museums. Within two years of signing of the MOA, TWA 
will offer these items to San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the California State 
Railroad Museum, Sacramento, the Western Railway Museum, the Oakland Museum, 
and any other interested parties. Acceptance of items by interested parties must be 
completed at least 90 days prior to demolition of the Transbay Transit Terminal. TWA 
will remove the items selected in a manner that minimizes damage and will deliver them 
with legal title to the recipient. Items not accepted for salvage or interpretive use will 
receive no further consideration under the agreement. 



CH 7 — Oakland Museum of California Exhibit — TWA will consult with Department 
and the Oakland Museum about contributing to Department's exhibit at the Oakland 
Museum relating to the history and engineering of the major historic state bridges of the 
San Francisco Bay Area. TJPA will propose contributions to such an exhibit that may 
include an interpretive video including the history of the Transbay Terminal and the Key 
System. Components to such an exhibit may include photographs, drawings, videotape, 
models, oral histories, and salvaged components from the terminal. 



2 A copy of the Memorandum of Agreement is included as Appendix G of the Final EIS/EIR. 
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CH 8 — In addition, TWA will assist the Museum by contributing to the cost of preparing 
and presenting the exhibit, interpretive video, as well as the costs of an exhibit catalog or 
related museum publication in conjunction with the exhibit, in a manner and to the extent 
agreed upon by TJPA, Department, and the Oakland Museum of California if 
consultation results in agreement between TJPA and Oakland Museum prior to 
demolition of the existing Transbay Transit Terminal. TWA has established a maximum 
budget of $50,000.00 for the Oakland Museum of California exhibit and the interpretive 
video. 



CH 9 — Documentation — Prior to the start of any work that would have an adverse 
effect on historic properties, TJPA will consult with the California SHPO, to ensure that 
the Transbay Terminal has been adequately recorded by past efforts. Collectively, these 
past studies, which include Department's past recordation of a series of remodeling and 
seismic retrofit projects that have occurred since 1993, may adequately document the 
building, making Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record (HABS/HAER) documentation unnecessary. In addition, TJPA, assisted by 
Department, will seek to obtain the original drawings of the Transbay Transit Terminal 
by the architect Timothy Pflueger. If the drawings cannot be copied and included in the 
documentation, then TWA will consult with SHPO regarding recordation level and 
specifications for completing additional documentation. When the SHPO finds the 
documentation to be adequate, then TWA will compile this documentation into a 
comprehensive record. 



All documentation will be submitted to SHPO and Department Headquarters Library 
with a xerographic copies to the History Center at the San Francisco Public Library, San 
Francisco Architectural Heritage, the Oakland History Room of the Oakland Public 
Library, the Oakland Museum of California, the Western Railway Museum, and 
Department District 4 Office.. TWA will ensure that these records are accepted by SHPO 
prior to demolition of the Transbay Transit Terminal. 



CH 10 — TWA will develop and implement measures, in consultation with the owners of 
historic properties immediately adjoining the construction sites, to protect the 
contributing elements of the Second and Howard Streets Historic District and the Rincon 
Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse Industrial District from damage by any aspect of 
the Project. Such measures will include, but are not necessarily limited to those 
identified in this Mitigation Monitoring Plan. 



CH 11 — HABS/HAER Documentation — Prior to the start of any work that would have 
an adverse effect on historic properties, TWA will ensure that the three historic properties 
to be demolished are recorded in accordance with HABS/HAER standards, as 
appropriate. These buildings are: 



• 191 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-022), 



• 580-586 Howard Street, (APN: 3721-092 through 3721-106), and 



• 165-173 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-025). 



All documentation will be submitted to SHPO, with xerographic copies to the History 
Center at the San Francisco Public Library, San Francisco Architectural Heritage, and the 
Oakland History Room of the Oakland Public Library. TWA will ensure that these 
HABS/HAER records are accepted by NPS prior to carrying out any other treatment. 



CH 12 — Repair of Inadvertent Damage — TWA will ensure that any damage to 
contributing elements of the Second and Howard Streets Historic District and the Rincon 
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Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse Industrial District resulting from the Project will 
be repaired in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation. The condition of the contributing properties will be photographed prior to 
the start of the Project to establish the baseline condition for assessing damage. To 
record these existing conditions, TWA will consult with property owner(s) about the 
appropriate level of photographic documentation of building interiors and exteriors. A 
copy of this photographic documentation will be provided to the property owner(s), and 
will be retained on file by TJPA. If repair of inadvertent damage is necessary, TWA will 
submit plans to the SHPO for review and comment to ensure conformance with the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 



CH 13 — TWA shall Prepare a comprehensive Research Design/Treatment Plan for 
archeological resources prepared by a qualified consultant. The Research 
Design/Treatment Plan will be consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
and Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) and take into 
account the ACHP publication, Treatment of Archaeological Properties: A Handbook 
(ACHP 1980), and SHPO guidelines. 



The Research Design/Treatment Plan will include, at a minimum: 



i An Historical Context for the Area of Potential Effects for Archaeological 
Resources (APEAR). The Historical Context will present prehistoric and 
historic-era overviews of the Project area. The Historical Context should 
incorporate data developed in the Archaeological Research Design and Treatment 
Plan for SF-480 Terminal Separation Rebuild (Praetzellis and Praetzellis, 1993) 
and the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, West Approach Replacement: 
Archaeological Research Design and Treatment Plan (Ziesing, 2000) for the 
portions of the APEAR within the scope of these documents. 



ii A Research Context for the APEAR. The Research Context will identify 
expected archeological property types and develop research themes, questions, 
and data needs. To the extent applicable to expected property types, the Research 
Context will incorporate the research framework developed in the Revised 
Historical Archaeology Research Design for the Central Freeway Replacement 
Project (Thad M. Van Bueren, Mary Praetzellis, Adrian Praetzellis, Frank Lortie, 
Brian Ramos, Meg Scantlebury and Judy D. Tordoff). 



iii Testing/Data Recovery Plan that will specify, at minimum: 



• The properties or portion of properties where evaluation and/or data recovery 
are to be carried out; 



• The properties, if any, that will be affected by the Project but for which no 
data recovery will be carried out; 



• The manner in which inadvertent discoveries will be treated; 



• The methods to be used for data recovery, with an explanation of their 
relevance to the research questions/themes; 



• The methods to be used in cataloguing, analysis, data management, and 
dissemination of data; 



• The proposed disposition of recovered materials and records, including 
discard and deaccession; 
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• The manner in which any human remains and associated/unassociated 
funerary objects, including those of Native American or Native Hawaiian 
origin, will be treated; 



• The security procedures to be undertaken to protect the archeological 
testing/data recovery site from vandalism, theft, or unintended damage; 



• The final report summarizing, describing and interpreting the results of 
testing/data recovery; 



• The measures to be undertaken to ensure curation of recovered data 
determined to have appropriate research potential. 



• Research Design/Treatment Plan Review 



CH 14 — TWA will submit the Research Design/Treatment Plan to all parties to the MOA 
for a thirty (30) calendar day review following receipt of the Plan. If any party fails to 
submit their comments within thirty (30) days, TJPA may assume that party's 
concurrence with the Research Design/Treatment Plan. TWA will take any review 
comments into account, revise the Research Design/Treatment Plan accordingly, and will 
notify any party whose comments were not incorporated into the Plan. 



CH15 —In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-evaluate the Bay Bridge, a property 
listed on the NRHP, and determine whether the National Register nomination should be 
amended or whether the bridge no longer qualifies for listing and should be removed 
from the National Register. 



CH16 —In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-revaluate the Second and Howard Streets 
Historic District and determine whether the National Register nomination should be 
amended or whether the district no longer qualifies for listing and should be removed 
from the National Register. 



11. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE - OPERATIONS 



See discussion of hazardous material and waste impacts, Section 5.15 of the Final 
EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 



HWO 1 — The Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board (JPB) — the agency responsible for 
operating Caltrain — shall construct and operate any fueling facility in compliance with 
local, state and Federal regulations regarding handling and storage of hazardous 
materials. 



HWO 2 — JPB shall equip diesel fuel pumps with emergency shut-off valves and, in 
compliance with U.S. EPA requirements, fuel Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) would 
be equipped with leak detection and monitoring systems. 



HWO 3 — JPB shall employ the use of secondary containment systems for any 
aboveground storage tanks. 



HWO 4 — JPB shall store cleaning solvents in 55-gallon drums, or other appropriate 
containers, within a bermed area to provide secondary containment. 



HWO 5 — JPB shall slope paved surfaces within the fueling facility and the solvent 
storage area to a sump where any spilled liquids could be recovered for proper disposal. 
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HWO 6 — JPB shall follow California OSHA and local standards for fire protection and 
prevention for the handling and storage of fuels and solvents. 



HWO 7 — JPB shall prepare a Hazardous Materials Management/ Business Plan and file 
with the San Francisco Department of Public Health. 



12. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE — CONSTRUCTION 



See discussion of hazardous material and waste impacts during construction, Section 
5.21.15 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 



HMC 1— TWA shall follow California OSHA and local standards for fire protection and 
prevention. Handling and storage of fuels and other flammable materials during 
construction will conform to these requirements, which include appropriate storage of 
flammable liquids and prohibition of open flames within 50 feet of flammable storage 
areas. 



HMC 2 — TJPA shall perform detailed investigations of the potential presence of 
contaminants in soil and groundwater prior to construction, using conventional drilling, 
sampling, and chemical testing methods. Based on the chemical test results, a mitigation 
plan will be developed to establish guidelines for the disposal of contaminated soil and 
discharge of contaminated dewatering effluent, and to generate data to address potential 
human health and safety issues that may arise as a result of contact with contaminated 
soil or groundwater during construction. The investigation and mitigation plan will 
follow the requirements of the City and County of San Francisco's Article 22A in the 
appropriate areas along the alignment. 



With construction projects of this nature and magnitude, there are typically two different 
management strategies that can be employed to address contaminated soil handling and 
disposal issues. Contaminated soil can be excavated and stockpiled at a centralized 
location and subsequently sampled and analyzed for disposal profiling purposes in 
accordance with the requirements of the candidate disposal landfill. Alternatively, soil 
profiling for disposal purposes can be done in-situ so when soil is excavated it is loaded 
directly on to trucks and hauled to the appropriate landfill facility for disposal based on 
the in-situ profiling results. A project of this nature could also combine both strategies. 



HMC 3 — TPA shall cover with plastic sheeting soils removed during excavation and 
grading activities that remain at a centralized location for an extended period of time to 
prevent the generation of fugitive dust emissions that migrate offsite. 



HMC 4 — TWA shall use a licensed waste hauler, applying appropriate manifests or bill 
of lading procedures, as required to haul soil for disposal at a landfill or recycling facility. 



HMC 5 — TWA shall use chemical test results for groundwater samples along the 
alignment to obtain a Batch Discharge Permit under Article 4.1 of the San Francisco 
Department of Public Works as well as to evaluate requirements for pretreatment prior to 
discharge to the sanitary sewer. Effluent produced during the dewatering of excavations 
will be collected in onsite storage tanks and periodically tested, as required under 
discharge permit requirements, for potential contamination to confirm the need for any 
treatment prior to discharge. If required, treatment may include: 



• Settling to allow particulate matter (total suspended solids) to settle out of the 
effluent in order to reduce the sediment load as well as reduce elevated metal and 
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other contaminant concentrations that may be associated with suspended 
sediments; and/or 



• Construction of a small-scale batch waste water treatment system to remove 
dissolved contaminants (mainly organic constituents such as petroleum 
hydrocarbons (gas, diesel, and oils), BTEX, and VOCs) from the dewatering 
effluent prior to discharge to the sanitary sewer. A treatment system would also 
likely employ the use of filtration to remove suspended solids. 



HMC 6 — TJPA shall develop a detailed mitigation plan for the handling of potentially 
contaminated soil and groundwater prior to starting Project construction. 



HMC 7 — TJPA shall design dewatering systems to minimize downward migration of 
contaminants that can result from lowering the water table if necessary based on 
environmental conditions. As necessary, shallow soils with detected contamination 
would be dewatered first using wells screened only in those soils. Dewatering of deeper 
soils would then be performed using wells screened only in the zone to be dewatered. 
Dewatering wells would be installed using drilling methods that prohibit shallow 
contaminated soils from being carried deeper into the boreholes. 



HMC 8 — TWA shall require that workers performing activities on site that may involve 
contact with contaminated soil or groundwater have appropriate health and safety training 
in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.120. 



A Worker Health and Safety Plan (HSP) will be developed for the Project and monitored 
for the implementation of the plan on a day-to-day basis by a Certified Industrial 
Hygienist (CIH). The HSP will include provisions for: 



• Conducting preliminary site investigations and analysis of potential job hazards; 



• Personnel protective equipment; 



• Safe work practices; 



• Site control; 



• Exposure monitoring; 



• Decontamination procedures; and 



• Emergency response actions. 



The HSP will specify mitigation of potential worker and public exposure to airborne 
contaminant migration by incorporating dust suppression techniques in construction 
procedures. The plan will also specify mitigation of worker and environmental exposure 
to contaminant migration via surface water runoff pathways by implementation of 
comprehensive measures to control drainage from excavations and saturated materials 
excavated during construction. 



HMC 9 — TWA shall review existing asbestos surveys, abatement reports, and 
supplemental asbestos surveys, as warranted. Perform and asbestos survey for buildings 
to be demolished, as required. Asbestos-containing building materials (ACM) will 
require abatement prior to building demolition. Removal and disposal of ACM will be 
performed in accordance with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. 



HMC 10 — TJPA shall perform a lead-based paint survey for buildings to be demolished 
to determine areas where lead-based paint is present and the possible need for abatement 
prior to demolition. 
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13. PEDESTRIANS 



See discussion of pedestrian impacts, Section 5.19.6.1 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 



Ped 1 — Agency and City shall use future construction or redevelopment as opportunities 
to increase building set-backs thereby increasing sidewalk widths. Particular areas where 
such widening is most needed include: 



• Southeast corner Fremont/Mission Street; 



• Northeast corner First/Mission Street; 



• North side of Mission Street between First and Fremont; and 



• Sidewalks south of Howard Street along Folsom, First, Fremont, and Beale that 
are less than 10 feet wide. 



Ped 2 — Agency and City shall eliminate or reduce sidewalk street furniture such as 
newspaper boxes and magazine racks in the immediate Transbay Terminal area on 
corners. 



Ped 3 — City shall retime traffic light signalization. This could improve pedestrian levels 
of service at each of the intersections studies that fall into LOS F. 



Ped 4 — City shall provide crosswalk signalization at intersections where they do not exist 
already, such as Folsom and Beale Streets. 



Ped 5 — City shall provide cross-walk count-down signals at intersections and cross-
walks immediately surrounding the new Transbay Terminal. 



Ped 6 —TWA shall ensure that Transbay Terminal design increases corner and sidewalk 
widths at the four intersections immediately surrounding the Transbay Terminal. 



Ped 7 — TWA shall provide lights within crosswalks to warn when pedestrians are 
present in the crosswalk, such as at the cross-walk associated with the mid-block bus 
loading area. 



14. PRE-CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 



See discussion of construction impacts, Section 5.20.1 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation 
measures include: 



PC 1 — TWA shall complete a pre-construction building structural survey to determine 
the integrity of existing buildings adjacent to and over the proposed Caltrain Downtown 
Extension. Use this survey to finalize detailed construction techniques along the 
alignment and as the baseline for monitoring construction impacts during and following 
construction. 



PC 2 — TWA shall contact and interview individual businesses along the Caltrain 
Extension alignment to gather information and develop an understanding of how these 
businesses carry out their work. This survey will identify business usage, 
delivery/shipping patterns, and critical times of the day or year for business activities. 
Use this information to assist in: (a) the identification of possible techniques during 
construction to maintain critical business activities, (b) analyze alternative access routes 
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for customers and deliveries to businesses, (c) develop traffic control and detour plans, 
and (d) finalize construction practices. 



PC 3 — TJPA shall complete detailed geotechnical investigation, including additional 
sampling (drilling and core samples) and analyses of subsurface soil/rock conditions. 
Use this information to design the excavation and its support system to be used in the 
retained cut, cut-and-cover, and tunnel portions of the Caltrain Downtown Extension. 



PC 4 — TJPA shall establish community construction information/outreach program to 
provide on-going dialogue among the TWA and the affected community regarding 
construction impacts and possible mitigation/solutions. Include dedicated personnel for 
an outreach office in the construction area to deal with construction coordination. 



PC 5 — TPA shall establish site and field offices located along the Caltrain Downtown 
Extension alignment. Field office staff, in conjunction with other staff, will: 



• Provide the community and businesses with a physical location where information 
pertaining to construction can be exchanged, 



• Enable TWA and JPB to better understand community/business needs during the 
construction period, 



• Allow TPA and JPB to participate in local events in an effort to promote public 
awareness of the Project, 



• Manage construction-related matters pertaining to the public, 



• Notify property owners, residences, and businesses of major construction 
activities (e.g., utility relocation/disruption and milestones, re-routing of delivery 
trucks), 



• Provide literature to the public and press, 



• Promote and provide presentations on the Project via a Speakers Bureau, 



• Respond to phone inquires, 



• Coordinate business outreach programs, 



• Schedule promotional displays, and 



• Participate in community committees. 



PC 6 — TPA shall implement an information phone line to provide community members 
and businesses the opportunity to express their views regarding construction. Review 
calls received and, as appropriate, forward the message to the necessary party for action 
(e.g., utility company, fire department, the Resident Engineer in charge of construction 
operations). Information available from the telephone line will include current Project 
schedule, dates for upcoming community meetings, notice of construction impacts, 
individual problem solving, construction complaints and general information. Phone 
service would be provided in English, Cantonese, and Spanish and would be operated on 
a 24-hour basis. 



PC 7 — TPA shall develop traffic management plans. Traffic management plans to 
maintain access to all businesses will be prepared for areas affected by surface or cut-
and-cover construction. In addition, daily cleaning of work areas would be performed by 
contractors for the duration of the construction period. Provisions would be contained in 
construction contracts to require the maintenance of driveway access to businesses to the 
extent feasible. 
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15. GENERAL CONSTRUCTION MEASURES 



See discussion of construction staging and methods and construction impacts, Sections 
5.20 and 5.21 of the Final EIS/EIR. Mitigation measures include: 



GC 1 — TJPA shall disseminate information to community in a timely manner regarding 
anticipated construction activities. 



GC 2 — TJPA shall provide signage. Work with establishments affected by construction 
activities to develop appropriate signage for display that directs both pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic to businesses via alternate routes. 



GC 3 — TJPA shall install level deck. Install decking at the cut-and-cover sections to be 
flush with the existing street or sidewalk levels. 



GC 4 — TJPA shall provide for efficient sidewalk design and maintenance. Wherever 
feasible, maintain sidewalks at the existing width during construction. Where a sidewalk 
must be temporarily narrowed during construction (e.g., deck installation), restore it to its 
original width during the majority of construction period. (In some places this may 
require placing the temporary sidewalk on the deck.) Each sidewalk design should be of 
good quality and approved by the Resident Engineer prior to construction. Handicapped 
access will be maintained during construction where feasible. 



GC 5 — TWA shall provide construction site fencing of good quality, capable of 
supporting the accidental application of the weight of an adult without collapse or major 
deformation. Where covered walkways or other solid surface fencing is installed, 
establish a program to allow for art work (e.g., by local students) on the surface(s). 



16. AIR EMISSIONS — CONSTRUCTION 



See discussion of air emission impacts from construction, Section 5.21.9 of the Final 
EIS/EIR. The following mitigation measures are derived from the "basic control 
measures" and the "enhanced control measures" recommended by the Bay Area Air 
Quality Management District (BAAQMD). Mitigation measures include: 



AC 1 — TWA shall assure that, as part of the contract provisions, the Project contractor is 
required to implement the measures below at all Project construction sites. 



AC 2 — TWA shall water all active construction areas at least twice daily. Ordinance 
175-91, passed by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors on May 6, 1991, requires that 
non-potable water be used for dust control activities; therefore the Project contractor 
would be required to obtain reclaimed water from the City's Clean Water Program or 
other appropriate sources. 



AC 3 — TJPA shall cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials or require 
all trucks to maintain at least two feet of freeboard. 



AC 4 — TWA shall pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil 
stabilizers on all unpaved access roads, parking areas and staging areas at construction 
sites. 



AC 5 — TJPA shall sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access roads, parking 
areas and staging areas at construction sites. 
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AC 6 — TJPA shall sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil material is 
carried onto adjacent public streets. 



AC 7 — TJPA shall install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt 
runoff to public roadways. 



AC 8 — TJPA shall replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible. 



AC 9 — TJPA shall minimize use of on-site diesel construction equipment, particularly 
unnecessary idling. 



AC 10 — TJPA shall shut off construction equipment to reduce idling when not in direct 
use. 



AC 11 — TWA shall, where feasible, replace diesel equipment with electrically powered 
machinery. 



AC 12 — TJPA shall locate diesel engines, motors, or equipment as far away as possible 
from existing residential areas. 



AC 13 — TJPA shall properly tune and maintain all diesel power equipment. 



AC 14 — TWA shall suspend grading operations during first and second stage smog 
alerts, and during high winds, i.e., greater than 25 miles per hour. 



AC 15 — TJPA, shall, upon completion of the construction phase, buildings with visible 
signs of dirt and debris from the construction site shall be power washed and/or painted 
(given that permission is obtained from the property owner to gain access to and wash the 
property with no fee charged by the owner). 



17. VISUAL/AESTHETICS — CONSTRUCTION 



See discussion of visual/aesthetic impacts from construction, Section 5.21.16 of the Final 
EIS/EIR. Short-term visual changes as a result of construction activities are a common 
and accepted feature of the urban environment, and generally mitigation is not required. 
Nonetheless, mitigation measures include: 



VA 1 — TJPA shall assure that construction crews working at night direct any artificial 
lighting onto the work site in order to minimize "spill over" light or glare effects on 
adjacent areas. 



VA 2 — TJPA shall assure that contractors make all efforts possible to minimize specific 
aesthetic and visual effects of construction identified by neighborhood businesses and 
residents. 
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Exhibit 2 



TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/ 
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 



INTRODUCTION 



Assembly Bill (AB) 3180 was enacted by the State Legislature to provide a mechanism to 
ensure that mitigation measures adopted through the California Environmental Quality Act 
("CEQA") process are implemented in a timely manner and in accordance with the terms of 
project approval. Under AB 3180, local agencies are required to adopt a monitoring or reporting 
program designed to ensure compliance during project implementation. 



The Transbay Terminal/Caltrain Downtown Extension/Redevelopment Project Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program ("Mitigation Monitoring Program"), pursuant to AB 3180, 
CEQA Section 21081.6 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091, provides the basic framework 
through which adopted mitigation measures will be monitored to ensure implementation. 



ORGANIZATION 



The Mitigation Monitoring Program is organized in a table format, keyed to each adopted 
Final EIS/EIR mitigation measure. For each measure, the table: (1) lists the mitigation measure; 
(2) specifies the party responsible for implementing the measure; (3) establishes a schedule for 
mitigation implementation; (4) assigns mitigation monitoring responsibility; and (5) establishes 
monitoring actions and a schedule for mitigation monitoring. 



IMPLEMENTATION 



While the Mitigation Monitoring Program generally outlines the actions, responsibilities 
and schedule for mitigation monitoring, it does not attempt to specify the detailed procedures to 
be used to verify implementation (e.g., interactions between the Project Sponsor — the Transbay 
Joint Powers Authority, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency and City of San Francisco 
departments, use of private consultants, signed-off on plans, site inspections, etc.). Specific 
monitoring procedures are either contained in approval documents or will be developed at a later 
date, closer to the time the mitigation measures will actually be implemented. 



The majority of the measures will be monitored primarily by the Transbay Joint Powers 
Authority (TWA), in consultation with other City and non-City agencies, as part of the site 
permit, building permit processes or other development actions. 

















San Francisco 
Redevelopment 
Agency 
(Agency) 



During 
environmental 
review process 
preceding 
approval of each 
individual project 
in Transbay 
Redevelopment 
Project Area 



Agency 	Apply project review procedures for 
wind when projects are developed by 
or proposed to Agency 



City and County 
of San Francisco 
(CCSF), Agency, 
and TWA 



Prior to & during TWA 
property 
acquisition & 
relocation 
activities 



TWA to report to Board on 
compliance during acquisition & 
relocation activities 



Prior to project 	TWA 
facility permitting 
& during 
construction 



Project facility plans to be forwarded 
to CCSF Fire Department prior to 
permit issuance 



Inspect installation during 
construction 



Transbay Joint 
Powers 
Authority 
(TWA) 
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	Mitigation 	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 	 Schedule 	Responsibility 
Implementation 



Wind 
W 1— Consider potential wind effects of an individual project for 
the Redevelopment area. If necessary, perform wind tunnel 
testing in accordance with City Planning Code Section 148. If 
exceedences of the wind hazard criterion should occur for any 
individual project, require design modifications or other 
mitigation measures to mitigate or eliminate these exceedences. 
Tailor mitigation measures to the individual needs of each 
project. Examples of mitigation measures include articulation of 
building sides and softening of sharp building edges. 



Property Acquisition/Relocation 
Prop 1 — Apply federal Uniform Relocation Act (Public Law 91-
646) and California Relocation Act (Chapter 16, Section 7260 et 
seq. of the Government Code) and related laws and regulations 
governing both land acquisition and relocation. All real property 
to be acquired will be appraised to determine its fair market value 
before an offer is made to each property owner. (Minimum 
relocation payments are detailed in the laws, and include moving 
and search payments for businesses.) Provide information, 
assistance, and payments to all displaced businesses in 
accordance with these laws and regulations. 



Safety and Emergency Services 
Saf 1— Provide project plans to the San Francisco Fire 
Depaitment for its review to ensure that adequate life safety 
measures and emergency access are incorporated into the design 
and construction of Project facilities. 
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Prior to project 	TWA 
facility permitting 



Prior to project 	TWA 
facility permitting 



TWA to develop life safety plan 
during facility design phases & 
implement during testing & startup up 
phase 



TWA to develop risk analysis during 
facility design phases 



TWA 



TWA 
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FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
Saf 2 — Prepare a life safety plan including the provision of on- 
site measures such as a fire command post at the Terminal, the 
Fire Depai 	Mient's 800-megahertz radio system and all necessary 
fire suppression equipment. 



Saf 3 — Prepare a risk analysis to accurately determine the 
number of personnel necessary to maintain an acceptable level of 
service at Project facilities. 



Noise - Operations 
NoiO 1 — Apply noise mitigation at the following locations 
adjacent to the bus storage facility: 



o Provide sound insulation to mitigate noise impacts at the 
residences north of the AC Transit Facility at the corner of 
Perry and Third Street. At a minimum, apply sound 
insulation to the facade facing the bus storage facility (the 
south facade). 



o Construct two noise barriers to mitigate noise impacts to 
Residences south of the AC Transit Facility along Stillman 
Street. The first noise barrier would be approximately 10-12 
feet high and run along the southern edge of the AC Transit 
storage facility. The second noise barrier would be 
approximately 5-6 feet high and would be located on the 
portion of the ramp at the southwestern corner of the AC 
Transit facility. Treat the noise barriers with an absorptive 
material on the side facing the facility to minimize the 
potential for reflections off the underside of the freeway. 



o Construct a noise barrier to mitigate noise impacts to 
residences south of the Golden Gate Transit Facility along 
Stillman Street. The barrier would be approximately 10-12 
feet high and run along the southern and a portion of the 
eastern edge of the Golden Gate Transit storage facility. 



TWA 
	



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to design detailed noise 
construction 	 mitigation during preliminary & fmal 



design phases. TWA engineering staff 
to inspect installation and/or 
construction of mitigation measures 
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	



Monitoring 
	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 
	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
Treat the noise barriers with an absorptive material on the 
side facing the facility to minimize the potential for 
reflections off the underside of the freeway. 



NoiO 2 — Landscape the noise walls. Develop the actual design 	TWA 
of the walls in cooperation with area residents. 



NoiO 3 — Construct noise walls prior to the development of the 	TWA 
permanent bus facilities. 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to work with area residents 
preliminary and 
	



during design of noise walls 
final design 



During schedule 
	TWA 
	



TWA to develop program schedule 
development, 	 and contract documents to implement 
construction 	 this construction sequencing 
document 	 requirement 
preparation & 
construction 



Noise — Construction 
NoiC 1— Comply with San Francisco noise ordinance. The 	TWA 
noise ordinance includes specific limits on noise from 
construction. The basic requirements are: 



o Maximum noise level from any piece of powered construction 
equipment is limited to 80 dBA at 100 ft. This translates to 
86 dBA at 50 feet. 



o Impact tools are exempted, although such equipment must be 
equipped with effective mufflers and shields. The noise 
control equipment on impact tools must be as recommended 
by the manufacturer and approved by the Director of Public 
Works. 



o Construction activity is prohibited between 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
if it causes noise that exceeds the ambient noise plus 5 dBA. 



The noise ordinance is enforced by the San Francisco DPW, 
which may waive some of the noise requirements to expedite the 
project or minimize traffic impacts. For example, along 
Townsend Street where much of the land use is commercial, 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to work with CCSF Department 
preparation of 	 of Public Works (DPW) regarding 
construction 	 construction noise mitigation program 
contract 
documents & 
construction 
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
business owners may prefer nighttime construction since it would 
reduce disruption during normal business hours. The DPW 
waivers usually allow most construction processes to continue 
until 2 a.m., although construction processes that involve impacts 
are rarely allowed to extend beyond 10 p.m. This category would 
include equipment used in demolition such as jackhammers and 
hoe rams, and pile driving. It is not anticipated that the 
construction documents would have specific limits on nighttime 
construction. There may be times when nighttime construction is 
desirable (e.g., in commercial districts where nighttime 
construction would be less disruptive to businesses in the area) or 
necessary to avoid unacceptable traffic disruptions. Since the 
construction would be subject to the requirements of the San 
Francisco noise regulations, in these cases, the contractor would 
need to work with the DPW to come up with an acceptable 
approach balancing interruption of the business and residential 
community, traffic disruptions, and reducing the total duration of 
the construction. 



NoiC 2 — Conduct noise monitoring. The purpose of monitoring 
is to ensure that contractors take all reasonable steps to minimize 
noise. 



NoiC 3 — Conduct inspections and noise testing of equipment. 
This measure will ensure that all equipment on the site is in good 
condition and effectively muffled 
NoiC 4 — Implement an active community liaison program. This 
program would keep residents informed about construction plans 
so they can plan around periods of particularly high noise levels 
and would provide a conduit for residents to express any 
concerns or complaints about noise. 



TWA 
	



During 	TWA 
	



Monitoring data to be provided to 
construction 	 CCSF DPW 



TWA 
	



During 	TWA 
	



Perform monitoring during 
construction 	 construction 



TWA 
	



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to develop & initiate community 
construction liaison program during fmal design 



prior to construction. Program will 
continue during construction 
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 
MITIGATION MEASURE 



	
Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 



	
Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 	Schedule 	Responsibility 
Implementation 



NoiC 5 — Minimize use of vehicle backup alarms. Because 	TWA 
backup alarms are designed to get people's attention, the sound 
can be very noticeable even when their sound level does not 
exceed the ambient, and it is common for backup alarms at 
construction sites to be major sources of noise complaints. A 
common approach to minimizing the use of backup alarms is to 
design the construction site with a circular flow pattern that 
minimizes backing up of trucks and other heavy equipment. 
Another approach to reducing the intrusion of backup alarms is to 
require all equipment on the site to be equipped with ambient 
sensitive alarms. With this type of alarm, the alarm sound is 
automatically adjusted based on the ambient noise. In nighttime 
hours when ambient noise is low, the backup alarm is adjusted 
down. 



NoiC 6 — Include noise control requirements in construction 	TWA 
specifications. These should require the contractor to: 



o Perform all construction in a manner to minimize noise. The 
contractor should be required to select construction processes 
and techniques that create the lowest noise levels. Examples 
are using predrilled piles instead of impact pile driving, 
mixing concrete offsite instead of onsite, and using hydraulic 
tools instead of pneumatic impact tools. 



o Use equipment with effective mufflers. Diesel motors are 
often the major noise source on construction sites. 
Contractors should be required to employ equipment fitted 
with the most effective commercially available mufflers. 



o Perform construction in a manner to maintain noise levels at 
noise sensitive land uses below specific limits. 



o Perform noise monitoring to demonstrate compliance with the 
noise limits. Independent noise monitoring should be 
performed to check compliance in particularly sensitive areas. 



During 	 TWA 
	



Review contract specifications during 
construction 
	



final design & inspect construction 
document 
preparation & 
construction 



Final Design & 	TWA 
	



TWA to develop detailed noise control 
construction 	 requirements during preliminary 



engineering & fmal design. Insure 
contractor obtains permits if 
necessary. Inspect construction 
activities for compliance & monitor 
noise levels. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF depai 	tments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as CCSF Depaitinent of Parking & 
Traffic (DPT) and DPW 
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL/CALTRAIN DOWNTOWN EXTENSION/REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT 



FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 



o Minimize construction activities during evening, nighttime, 
weekend and holiday periods. Permits would be required 
before construction can be performed in noise sensitive areas 
during these periods. 



o Select haul routes that minimize intrusion to residential areas. 
This is particularly important for the trench alternatives that 
will require hauling large quantities of excavation material to 
disposal sites. 



Controlling noise in contractor work areas during nighttime hours 
is likely to require some mixture of the following approaches: 



o Restrictions on noise producing activities during nighttime 
hours. 



o Laying out the site to keep noise producing activities as far as 
possible from residences, to minimize the use of backup 
alarms, and to minimize truck activity and truck queuing near 
the residential areas. 



o Use of procedures and equipment that produce lower noise 
levels than normal. For example, some manufacturers of 
construction equipment can supply special noise control kits 
with highly effective mufflers and other materials that 
substantially reduce noise emissions of equipment such as 
generators, tunnel ventilation equipment, and heavy diesel 
power equipment including mobile cranes and front-end 
loaders. 



o Use of temporary barriers near noisy activities. By locating 
the barriers close enough to the noise source, it is possible to 
obtain substantial noise attenuation with barriers 10 to 12 feet 
high even though the residences are 30 to 40 feet higher than 
the construction site. 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	



Monitoring 
	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 
	



Schedule 
	



Responsibility 
Implementation 



o Use of partial enclosures around noisy activities. It is 
sometimes necessary to construct shed-like structures or 
complete buildings to contain the noise from nighttime 
activities. 



Vibration — Operations 
VibO 1— Use high-resilience track fasteners or a resiliently 
supported tie system for the Caltrain Downtown Extension for 
areas projected to exceed vibration criteria, including the 
following locations: (1) Live/Work Condos, 388 Townsend Street 
(Hubbell and Seventh), (2) San Francisco Residences on Bryant 
(Harrison Parking Lot Site), (3) Clock Tower Building, and 
Second Street High Rise and (4) new Marriott Courtyard (Marine 
Firefighter's Union). 



TWA 
	



During 
	TWA 
	



TWA to develop locations/use of 
preliminary 	 resilience track fasteners or resiliently 
engineering, final 	 supported tie system during 
design & 	 preliminary engineering & final 
construction 	 design. Review construction 



documents & inspect installation. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as CCSF 
Department of Building Inspection 
(DBI) and DPW. 



TWA to ensure preliminary design, 
final design & contract documents 
preclude use of pile driving equipment 
within 250 feet of residences. 
Construction management & 
inspection will monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 



Vibration — Construction 
VibC 1 — Limit or prohibit use of construction techniques that 	TWA 



	
During 	TWA 



create high vibration levels. At a minimum, processes such as 	 preliminary 
pile driving would be prohibited at distances less than 250 feet 	 engineering , fmal 
from residences. 	 design & 



construction 
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FEIS/FEIR MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 
MITIGATION MEASURE 



	
Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 	Schedule 	Responsibility 
Implementation 



During final 	TWA 
design & during 
construction 



VibC 2 — Restrict procedures that contractors can use in vibration TWA 
sensitive areas. (It is often possible to employ alternative 
techniques that create lower vibration levels. For example, 
unrestricted pile driving is one activity that has considerable 
potential for causing annoying vibration. Using the cast-in- 
drilled-hole piling method instead will eliminate most potential 
for vibration impact from the piling.) 



VibC 3 — Require vibration monitoring during vibration intensive TWA 
activities. 



VibC 4 — Restrict the hours of vibration intensive activities such 	TWA 
as pile driving to weekdays during daytime hours. 



VibC 5 — Investigate alternative construction methods and 	TWA 
practices to reduce the impacts in coordination with the 
construction contractor if resident annoyance from vibration 
becomes a problem. 



VibC 6 — Include specific limits, practices and monitoring and 	TWA 
reporting procedures for the use of controlled detonation. 
Control and monitor use of controlled detonation to avoid 
damage to existing structures. Include specific limits, practices, 
and monitoring and reporting procedures within contract 
documents to ensure that such construction methods, if used, 
would not exceed safety criteria. 



TWA to establish construction 
vibration design standards during final 
design. Include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 



TWA to include provisions for 
vibration monitoring in construction 
contract documents or perform 
monitoring under a separate contract. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DBI and DPW 



TWA to include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance 
TWA to include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 



TWA to establish detailed limits, 
practices, and monitoring program for 
controlled detonation during final 
design. Include provisions in contract 
documents & monitor contractors' 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 



During 	TWA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 



During 	TWA 
construction 



During design & TWA 
construction 



During final 	TWA 
design & during 
construction 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	



Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 



Soils/Geology 
SG 1— Monitor adjacent buildings for movement and, if 



	
TWA 



movement is detected, take immediate action to control the 
movement. 



SG 2 — Apply geotechnical and structural engineering principles 	TWA 
and conventional construction techniques similar to the design 
and construction of high-rise buildings and tunnels throughout 
the downtown area. Apply design measures and utilize pile 
supported foundations to mitigate potential settlement of the 
surface and underground stations. 
SG 3 — Design and construct structural components of the project TWA 
to resist strong ground motions approximating the maximum 
anticipated earthquake (0.5g). The cut-and-cover portions will 
require pile supports to minimize non-seismic settlement in soft 
compressible sediments (Bay Mud). The underground Caltrain 
station at Fourth and Townsend will require pile-supported 
foundations due to the presence of underlying soft sediments. 



SG 4 — Underpin existing building, where deemed necessary, to 	TWA 
protect existing structures from potential damage that could result 
from excessive ground movements during construction. Design 
the tunneling and excavation procedures (and construction 
sequence), and design of the temporary support system with the 



During 	TWA 
preliminary 
engineering and 
final design 



During 	TWA 
construction 



During 	TWA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 



During 	TWA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 



TWA to include provisions in contract 
documents requiring such monitoring 
and corrective measures and inspect 
contractors' activities to insure 
compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DBI and DPW 



TWA to review design and contract 
documents to insure implementation. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DBI and DPW 



TWA to design structural components 
to meet seismic standards during 
preliminary engineering & final 
design. Review design, contract 
documents & construction activities to 
insure implementation. Where 
applicable, coordinate with JPB and 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DBI and DPW 
TWA to design tunneling, excavation 
procedures, underpinning, 
strengthening existing structures or 
ground improvement to protect 
existing structures from damage 



Pa ••• 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
Include provisions in contract 
documents requiring contractors to 
implement measures during 
construction. Monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance. Where 
applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
departments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DBI and DPW 



objective of controlling ground deformations within small enough 
levels to avoid damage to adjacent structures. Where the risk of 
damage to adjacent structures is too great, special measures will 
be implemented such as: (1) underpinning, (2) ground 
improvement, and/or (3) strengthening of existing structures to 
mitigate the risks. 



Underpinning may include internal strengthening of the 
superstructure, bracing, reinforcing existing foundations, or 
replacing existing foundations with deep foundations embedded 
outside the tunnel zone of influence. Alternatives, in lieu of 
underpinning, involve strengthening the rock between the 
building & crown of tunnel. Grouting in combination with 
inclined pin piles can be used not only to strengthen the rock but 
make the rock mass over the tunnel act as a rigid beam, allowing 
construction of tunnels with no adverse effects on the buildings 
supported on shallow foundations over the tunnel. 



SG 5 — TWA shall assure proper design and construction of pile TWA 
	



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to insure foundations & 
supported foundations for structures to control potential 	 preliminary 	 excavation shoring systems are 
settlement of the surface. Stability of excavations and resultant 	 engineering, final 



	
designed & constructed to minimize & 



impacts on adjacent structures can be controlled within tolerable 
	 design & 	 control settlement & impacts on 



limits by proper design and implementation of the excavation 	 construction 	 adjacent structures. Where applicable, 
shoring systems. 	 coordinate with CCSF departments 



with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DBI and DPW 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 	Mitigation 
	



Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 
	



Schedule 
	



Responsibility 
Implementation 



Utilities 
Util 1— Coordinate with utility providers during preliminary 	TWA 
engineering, continuing through final design and construction. 
Utilities would be avoided, relocated, and/or supported as 
necessary during construction activities to prevent damage to 
utility systems and to minimize disruption and degradation of 
utility service to local customers. 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to identify utilities; design 
preliminary 	 relocations or protection measures 
engineering, final 	 where required; & include 
design & 	 requirements in contract documents. 
construction 	 Monitor construction activities to 



insure implementation of all required 
measures 



Cultural and Historic Resources 
CH 1 — Comply with the provision of the signed Memorandum of TWA 
Agreement (MOA) between the Federal Transit Administration, 
the State Historic Preservation Officer, and the TWA. 



CH 2 — Assure supervision of all activities regarding historic 	TWA 
preservation, historical archaeology and prehistoric archaeology 
is carried out by professionals meeting Secretary of the Interior's 
professional qualifications standards (48 FR 44738-9). 



CH 3 — Integrate into the design of the new terminal a dedicated TWA 
space for a permanent interpretive exhibit. The interpretive 
exhibit will include at a minimum, but is not necessarily limited 
to: plaques or markers, a mural or other depiction of the historic 
terminal, and Key System, or other interpretive material. 



CH 4 — Consult with the State Department of Transportation 	TWA 
(Department) regarding the availability of historical documentary 
materials and the potential use of salvaged items from the 
existing Transbay Terminal for the creation of the permanent 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA will assure compliance with 
preliminary 	 MOA provisions during preliminary 
engineering, final 	 engineering, fmal design & 
design & 	 construction, as described below 
construction 



During 	TWA 
	



Prior to initiation of design & 
preliminary 	 construction activities, TWA will 
engineering, fmal 	 require submission of & review 
design & 	 qualifications of professionals 
construction 	 performing the MOA activities to 



assure that Secretary of Interior 
standards are met 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA will include space for 
preliminary 	 interpretive exhibit in terminal during 
engineering & 
	



design. Review contract documents & 
final design 	 construction submittals & activities to 



insure implementation 
During 	TWA 
	



TWA will consult with Department 
preliminary 	 regarding availability of documentary 
engineering & 	 materials & potential use of salvaged 
final design 	 items. TWA will invite participation 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	



Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	 Schedule 



	
Responsibility 



Implementation 
interpretive display of the history of the original Transbay 
Terminal building and its association with the San Francisco- 
Oakland Bay Bridge and the potential salvaged items from the 
existing Terminal. Invitation to the Oakland Heritage Alliance, 
the San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the California State 
Railroad Museum, and the Western Railway Museum to 
participate in this consultation. While retaining responsibility for 
the development of the exhibit, TWA will jointly consider the 
Department's and participating invitees' recommendations when 
finalizing the exhibit design. TWA will produce, install, and 
maintain the exhibit. 



CH 5 — Consult with the City of Oakland about its interest in 	TWA 
having a similar interpretive exhibit in the East Bay. If 
agreement is reached prior to completion of final design of the 
Transbay Terminal, TWA will provide and deliver exhibit 
materials to a venue designated by the City of Oakland. 



CH 6 — Identify, in consultation with Department, elements of 	TWA 
the existing Transbay Terminal that are suitable for salvage and 
interpretive use in the exhibit in the new Terminal or by 
museums. Within two years of signing of this agreement, TWA 
will offer these items to San Francisco Architectural Heritage, the 
California State Railroad Museum, Sacramento, the Western 
Railway Museum, the Oakland Museum, and any other interested 
parties. TWA will remove the items selected in a manner that 
minimizes damage and will deliver them with legal title to the 
recipient. Items not accepted for salvage or interpretive use will 
receive no further consideration. 



CH 7 — Consult with Department and the Oakland Museum about TWA 
contributing to Department's exhibit at the Oakland Museum 
relating to the history and engineering of the major historic state 



in this review from the other 
designated parties. TWA will 
produce, install, & maintain the 
exhibit in the new Transbay Terminal 



During 	TWA 
	



During preliminary engineering & 
preliminary 	 final design, TWA will consult with 
engineering & 
	



City of Oakland regarding its interest 
final design in establishing an exhibit. TWA will 



provide & deliver exhibit materials to 
a venue in the City of Oakland should 
such an exhibit be developed 



During 	TWA 
	



Acceptance of items by interested 
preliminary 	 parties must b e completed a t 1 east 9 0 
engineering & 
	



days prior to demolition of the 
final design 	 Transbay Terminal 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA will produce & deliver to the 
preliminary 	 Oakland Museum agreed-upon 
engineering & 	 materials for such an exhibit 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
for 



Implementation 
bridges of the San Francisco Bay Area. TWA will propose 
contributions to such an exhibit, which may include an 
interpretive video that would include the history of the Transbay 
Terminal and the Key System. Components to such an exhibit 
may include photographs, drawings, videotape, models, oral 
histories, and salvaged components from the terminal. 



CH 8 — Assist the Oakland Museum by contributing to the cost of TWA 
preparing and presenting the exhibit, as well as the costs of an 
exhibit catalog or related museum publication in conjunction with 
the exhibit, in a manner and to the extent agreed upon by TWA, 
Department, and the Oakland Museum of California. TWA has 
established a maximum budget of $50,000.00 for the Oakland 
Museum of California exhibit and the interpretive video. 



CH 9 — Consult, prior to the start of any work that would have an TWA 
adverse effect on historic properties, with the California SHPO to 
ensure that the Transbay Terminal has been adequately recorded 
by past efforts. Collectively, these past studies, which include 
Depai 	tment's past recordation of a series of remodeling and 
seismic retrofit projects that have occurred since 1993, may 
adequately document the building, making Historic American 
Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record 
(HABS/HAER) documentation unnecessary. In addition, TWA, 
assisted by Department, will seek to obtain the original drawings 
of the Transbay Transit Terminal by the architect Timothy 
Pflueger. If the drawings cannot be copied and included in the 
documentation, then TWA will consult with SHPO regarding 
recordation level and specifications for completing additional 
documentation. When the SHPO fmds the documentation to be 
adequate, then TWA will compile this documentation into a 
comprehensive record. 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA will work with Oakland 
preliminary 	 Museum & assist in the preparation of 
engineering & 	 an exhibit & an interpretive video if 
final design 	 consultation results in agreement 



between TWA & Oakland Museum 
prior to demolition of the existing 
Transbay Terminal 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA will consult with the SHPO 
preliminary 	 regarding adequacy of prior 
engineering & 	 recordation efforts. TWA will work 
final design 	 with Depai 	tment to seek original 



drawings of the Transbay Transit 
Terminal. If drawings cannot be 
copied & included in documentation, 
TWA will consult with SHPO 
regarding recordation level & 
specifications for completing 
additional documentation 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	Monitoring 
	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 
	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 



TWA will ensure that these records 
are accepted by SHPO prior to 
demolition of the Transbay Transit 
Terminal 



Submit all documentation to SHPO, and Department 
Headquarters Library, with xerographic copies to the History 
Center at the San Francisco Public Library, San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage, the Oakland History Room of the 
Oakland Public Library, the Oakland Museum of California, the 
Western Railway Museum, and Department District 4 Office. 



CH 10 — Develop and implement measures, in consultation with TWA 
the owners of historic properties immediately adjoining the 
construction sites, to protect the contributing elements of the 
Second and Howard Streets Historic District and the Rincon 
Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse Industrial District from 
damage by any aspect of the Undertaking. Such measures will 
include, but are not necessarily limited to those identified in this 
Mitigation Monitoring Plan. 



CH 11 — Assure, prior to the start of any work that would have an TWA 
adverse effect on historic properties, that the three historic 
properties to be demolished are recorded in accordance with 
HABS/HAER standards, as appropriate. These buildings are: 



o 191 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-022), 



o 580-586 Howard Street, (APN: 3721-092 through 3721-106), 
and 



o 165-173 2nd Street, (APN: 3721-025) 



All documentation will be submitted to SHPO, with xerographic 
copies to the History Center at the San Francisco Public Library, 
San Francisco Architectural Heritage, and the Oakland History 
Room of the Oakland Public Library. TWA will ensure that 
these HABS/HAER records are accepted by NPS prior to 



During 
	 TWA 
	



As part of its overall outreach efforts, 
preliminary 
	 TWA will contact owners of record of 



engineering final 
	



historic properties that will be affected 
design, & 
	



(but that will not be acquired & 
construction 
	



demolished) by the Project. TWA will 
provide & review this mitigation 
monitoring program with the owners 
via correspondence and/or public and 
face-to-face meetings. TWA will 
coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department 



During 
	 TWA 
	



TWA shall prepare recordation 
preliminary 
	 documents in accordance with 



engineering & 
	



HABS/HAER standards. TWA will 
final design 	 coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 



Planning Department. TWA shall 
contract the HABS/HAER branch of 
the National Park Service to obtain 
guidance regarding level of 
recordation & specifications for 
completing the documentation 
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Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 
	



Schedule 	Responsibility 
Implementation 



carrying out any other treatment. 
CH 12 — Repair, in accordance with the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, of any damage to 
contributing elements of the Second and Howard Streets Historic 
District and the Rincon Point/South Beach Historic Warehouse 
Industrial District resulting from the Undertaking. If repair of 
inadvertent damage is necessary, TWA will submit plans to the 
SHPO for review and comment to ensure conformance with the 
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 



CH 13 — Prepare a comprehensive Research Design/Treatment 	TWA 
Plan for archeological resources prepared by a qualified 
consultant. The Research Design/Treatment Plan will be 
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) 
and take into account the ACHP publication, Treatment of 
Archaeological Properties: A Handbook (ACHP 1980), and 
SHPO guidelines. 



The Research Design/Treatment Plan will include, at a minimum: 



o An historical context for the Area of Potential Effects for 
Archaeological Resources (APEAR). 



o A research context for the APEAR, identifying expected 
archeological property types and developing research themes, 
questions, and data needs. 



o A testing/data recovery plan that will specify, at minimum . 	TWA During design & 	TWA 	TWA will assure compliance with the 
testing/data recovery plan once 



TWA 
	



Prior to, during, 	TWA 
and following 
construction 



During 	TWA 
preliminary 
engineering 



Condition of contributing properties 
will be photographed prior to the start 
of the Project to establish the baseline 
condition for assessing damage. TWA 
will coordinate these efforts with the 
CCSF Planning Department. To 
record existing conditions, TWA will 
consult with property owner(s) about 
the appropriate level of photographic 
documentation of building interiors 
and exteriors. A copy of this 
photographic documentation will be 
provided to the property owner(s), & 
will be retained on file by TWA 



TWA will assure completion of 
comprehensive research 
design/treatment plan consistent with 
the content required in the MOA. 
TWA shall transmit this plan to the 
signatories of the MOA. TWA will 
also coordinate these efforts with the 
CCSF Planning Department 
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> The properties or portion of properties where evaluation 
and/or data recovery are to be carried out; 



> The properties, if any, that will be affected by the 
Undertaking but for which no data recovery will be 
carried out; 



> The manner in which inadvertent discoveries will be 
treated; 



➢ The methods to be used for data recovery, with an 
explanation of their relevance to the research 
questions/themes; 



> The methods to be used in cataloguing, analysis, data 
management, and dissemination of data; 



> The proposed disposition of recovered materials and 
records, including discard and deaccession; 



> The manner in which any human remains and 
associated/unassociated funerary objects, including those 
of Native American or Native Hawaiian origin, will be 
treated; 



➢ The security procedures to be undertaken to protect the 
archeological testing/data recovery site from vandalism, 
theft, or unintended damage; 



> The final report summarizing, describing and interpreting 
the results of testing/data recovery; 



> The measures to be undertaken to ensure curation of 
recovered data determined to have appropriate research 
potential. 



> Research Design/Treatment Plan Review 



construction 	 finalized. TWA will coordinate these 
efforts with the CCSF Planning 
Department 



CH 14 — Submit the Research Design/Treatment Plan to all 	TWA 	During 	TWA 	TWA will submit the Research 
parties to the MOA for a thirty (30) calendar day review 	 preliminary 	 Design/Treatment Plan to the 
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Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
following receipt of the Plan. engineering phase 	 signatories of the MOA. TWA will 



coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department. If any party 
fails to submit their comments within 
thirty (30) days, TWA may assume 
that party's concurrence with the 
Research Design/ Treatment Plan. 
TWA will take any review comments 
into account, revise the Research 
Design/Treatment Plan accordingly, & 
will notify any party whose comments 
were not incorporated into the Plan 



Within 180 days 	FTA/SHPO 	As appropriate, TWA will prepare and 
after FTA 	 submit to the FTA and SHPO either an 
determines that 	 amended nomination or petition for 
the Project has 	 removal, to be processed according to 
been completed 	 the procedures set forth in 36 CFR 



Part 60(60.14 and 60.15) 
Within 180 days 	FTA/SHPO 	As appropriate, TWA will prepare and 
after FTA 	 submit to the FTA and SHPO either an 
determines that 	 amended nomination or petition for 
the Project has 	 removal, to be processed according to 
been completed 	 the procedures set forth in 36 CFR 



Part 60(60.14 and 60.15). TWA will 
coordinate these efforts with the CCSF 
Planning Department 



CH15 — In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-evaluate the Bay TWA 
Bridge, a property listed on the NRHP, and determine whether 
the National Register nomination should be amended or whether 
the bridge no longer qualifies for listing and should be removed 
from the National Register. 



CH16 — In consultation with FTA and SHPO, re-revaluate the 	TWA 
Second and Howard Streets Historic District and determine 
whether the National Register nomination should be amended or 
whether the district no longer qualifies for listing and should be 
removed from the National Register. 
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Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 
	



Schedule 
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Hazardous Materials/Waste — Operations 
HWO 1— Construct and operate any Caltrain fueling facility in 	Caltrain Joint 
compliance with local, state and Federal regulations regarding 	Powers Board 
handling and storage of hazardous materials. 	 (JPB) 



HWO 2 — Equip diesel fuel pumps with emergency shut-off 	JPB 
valves and, in compliance with U.S. EPA requirements, fuel 
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) would be equipped with leak 
detection and monitoring systems. 



HWO 3 — Employ the use of secondary containment systems for JPB 
any aboveground storage tanks. 



HWO 4 — Store cleaning solvents in 55-gallon drums, or other JPB 
appropriate containers, within a bermed area to provide 
secondary containment. 



HWO 5 — Slope paved surfaces within the fueling facility and the JPB 
solvent storage area to a sump where any spilled liquids could be 
recovered for proper disposal. 



HWO 6 — Follow California OSHA and local standards for fire JPB 
protection and prevention for the handling and storage of fuels 
and solvents. 



During 	TWA 
construction and 
operation 



During operation TWA 



During operations TWA 



During operations TWA 



During 	TWA 
construction & 
operations 



During operation TWA 



Review design and contract 
documents to insure compliance with 
all applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents and regulations. 
Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 



Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance with all 
applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents and regulations. 
Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 



Secondary containment to be included 
in facility design & construction & 
maintained during operations 



Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 



Sloped paved surfaces and sump to be 
included in facility design 



Review design & contract documents 
to insure compliance with all 
applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
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construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations. 
Inspect operations, & comply with all 
permitting & reporting requirements 



JPB to prepare and TWA to file Haz-
ardous Materials Management/ 
Business Plan with CCSF Depai 	tnient 
of Public Health (DPH) 



HWO 7 — Prepare a Hazardous Materials Management/ Business JPB 
	



During final 
	



TWA 
Plan and file with the CCSF Department of Public Health. 	 design 



Hazardous Materials/Waste — Construction 
HMC 1 — Follow California OSHA and local standards for fire TWA 
protection and prevention. Handling and storage of fuels and 
other flammable materials during construction will conform to 
these requirements, which include appropriate storage of 
flammable liquids and prohibition of open flames within 50 feet 
of flammable storage areas. 



IIVIC 2 — Perform detailed investigations of the potential 	TWA 
presence of contaminants in soil and groundwater prior to 
construction, using conventional drilling, sampling, and chemical 
testing methods. Based on the chemical test results, a mitigation 
plan will be developed to establish guidelines for the disposal of 
contaminated soil and discharge of contaminated dewatering 
effluent, and to generate data to address potential human health 
and safety issues that may arise as a result of contact with 
contaminated soil or groundwater during construction. The 
investigation and mitigation plan will follow the requirements of 
the City and County of San Francisco's Article 22A in the 
appropriate areas along the alignment. 



During 	TWA 
	



Review design & contract documents 
construction 	 to insure compliance with all 



applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations 



During 	TWA 
	



Review design & contract documents 
construction 	 to insure compliance with all 



applicable regulations. Obtain all 
applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DPH and DPW 



With construction projects of this nature and magnitude, there are 
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Implementation 
typically two different management strategies that can be 
employed to address contaminated soil handling and disposal 
issues. Contaminated soil can be excavated and stockpiled at a 
centralized location and subsequently sampled and analyzed for 
disposal profiling purposes in accordance with the requirements 
of the candidate disposal landfill. Alternatively, soil profiling for 
disposal purposes can be done in-situ so when soil is excavated it 
is loaded directly on to trucks and hauled to the appropriate 
landfill facility for disposal based on the in-situ profiling results. 
A project of this nature could also combine both strategies. 



HMC 3 — Cover with plastic sheeting soils removed during TWA 
excavation and grading activities that remain at a centralized 
location for an extended period of time to prevent the generation 
of fugitive dust emissions that migrate offsite. 



RMC 4 — Use a licensed waste hauler, applying appropriate TWA 
manifests or bill of lading procedures, as required to haul soil for 
disposal at a landfill or recycling facility. 



RMC 5 — Use chemical test results for groundwater samples 	TWA 
along the alignment to obtain a Batch Discharge Permit under 
Article 4.1 of the San Francisco Department of Public Works as 
well as to evaluate requirements for pretreatment prior to 
discharge to the sanitary sewer. Effluent produced during the 
dewatering of excavations will be collected in onsite storage 
tanks and periodically tested, as required under discharge permit 
requirements, for potential contamination to confirm the need for 
any treatment prior to discharge. 



During 
	



TWA 
	



Review design & contract documents 
construction 	 to insure compliance. Obtain all 



applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations 



During 
	



TWA 
	



Review design & contract documents 
construction 	 to insure compliance. Obtain all 



applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations 



During 
	



TWA 
	



Review design & contract documents 
construction 
	 to insure compliance. Obtain all 



applicable permits. Inspect 
construction to insure compliance with 
contract documents & regulations. 
Where applicable, coordinate with 
CCSF departments with jurisdiction 
over activities, such as DPH and DPW 



If required, treatment may include: 
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o Settling to allow particulate matter (total suspended solids) to 
settle out of the effluent in order to reduce the sediment load 
as well as reduce elevated metal and other contaminant 
concentrations that may be associated with suspended 
sediments; and/or 



o Construction of a small-scale batch waste water treatment 
system to remove dissolved contaminants (mainly organic 
constituents such as petroleum hydrocarbons (gas, diesel, and 
oils), BTEX, and VOCs) from the dewatering effluent prior to 
discharge to the sanitary sewer. A treatment system would 
also likely employ the use of filtration to remove suspended 
solids. 



HMC 6 — Develop a detailed mitigation plan for the handling of TWA 
potentially contaminated soil and groundwater prior to starting 
project construction. 



HMC 7 — Design dewatering systems to minimize downward TWA 
migration of contaminants that can result from lowering the water 
table if necessary based on environmental conditions. As 
necessary, shallow soils with detected contamination would be 
dewatered first using wells screened only in those soils. 
Dewatering of deeper soils would then be performed using wells 
screened only in the zone to be dewatered. Dewatering wells 
would be installed using drilling methods that prohibit shallow 
contaminated soils from being carried deeper into the boreholes. 



During final 
	



TWA 
	



Review detailed mitigation plan, 
design 	 include provisions in contract 



documents & inspect construction to 
insure compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DPH and DPW. Obtain all 
applicable permits 



During final 
	



TWA 
	



Include requirements in contract 
design & 
	



documents & monitor construction 
construction 	 activities to insure compliance. Where 



applicable, coordinate with CCSF 
depaitments with jurisdiction over 
activities, such as DPH and DPW 
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MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 	Mitigation 	Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 	Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
HMC 8 — Require that workers performing activities on site that TWA 
may involve contact with contaminated soil or groundwater have 
appropriate health and safety training in accordance with 29 CFR 
1910.120. 



A Worker Health and Safety Plan (HSP) will be developed for 
the project and monitored for the implementation of the plan on a 
day-to-day basis by a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH). The 
HSP will include provisions for: 



o Conducting preliminary site investigations and analysis of 
potential job hazards; 



o Personnel protective equipment; 



o Safe work practices; 



o Site control; 



o Exposure monitoring; 



o Decontamination procedures; and 



o Emergency response actions. 



The HSP will specify mitigation of potential worker and public 
exposure to airborne contaminant migration by incorporating dust 
suppression techniques in construction procedures. The plan will 
also specify mitigation of worker and environmental exposure to 
contaminant migration via surface water runoff pathways by 
implementation of comprehensive measures to control drainage 
from excavations and saturated materials excavated during 
construction. 



HMC 9 — Review existing asbestos surveys, abatement reports, TWA 
and supplemental a sbestos surveys, a s warranted. P erform and 
asbestos survey for building to be demolished, as required. 
Asbestos-containing building materials (ACM) will require 
abatement prior to building demolition. Removal and disposal of 



Provide health and safety training 
prior to start of & at timely intervals 
during construction. Include 
requirements in contract documents & 
monitor construction activities to 
insure compliance 



Determine extent of ACM throughout 
project site. Perform abatement work 
prior to demolition. Include all 
regulatory requirements in contract 
documents & inspect construction to 



During 
	



TWA 
construction 



During 
	



TWA 
preliminary 
engineering, final 
design & 
construction 
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IIMC 10 — Perform a lead-based paint survey for buildings to be TWA 
demolished to determine areas where lead-based paint is present 
and the possible need for abatement prior to demolition. 



During 
preliminary 
engineering prior 
to building 
demolitions 



TWA 
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Monitoring 
Responsibility 



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



insure compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF departments 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DPH. Obtain all applicable permits 



Determine extent of lead 
contamination throughout project site. 
Perform abatement work prior to 
demolition if necessary. Include all 
regulatory requirements in contract 
documents & inspect construction to 
insure compliance. Where applicable, 
coordinate with CCSF depal 	tinents 
with jurisdiction over activities, such 
as DPH. Obtain all applicable permits 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
for 
	



Schedule 
Implementation 



ACM will be performed in accordance with applicable local, 	 phases 
state, and federal regulations. 



Pedestrians 
Ped 1— Use future construction or redevelopment as 
opportunities to increase building set-backs thereby increasing 
sidewalk widths. Particular areas where such widening is most 
needed include: 



Agency and 
	



During future 	Agency & 
	



TWA will forward guidance to 
CCSF 	project reviews in CCSF 



	
Agency, CCSF Planning Department 



Transbay 	 and DPW 
Terminal area 



o The southeast corner of Fremont and Mission Streets, 



o The northeast corner of First and Mission Streets, 



o The north side of Mission Street between First and Fremont, 
and 



o Sidewalks south of Howard Street along Folsom, First, 
Fremont, and Beale that are less than 10 feet wide. 



Ped 2 — Eliminate or reduce sidewalk street furniture such as 	Agency & CCSF Prior to opening 	Agency & 
newspaper boxes and magazine racks in the immediate Transbay 	 of new Transbay 	CCSF 
Terminal area on corners. 	 Terminal 



Ped 3 — Retime traffic light signalization. This could improve 	CCSF 	Prior to opening 	CCSF 



TWA will forward guidance to 
Agency, CCSF Planning Department 
and DPW 
TWA will forward guidance to CCSF 
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Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	



Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 
	



Schedule 
	



Responsibility 
Implementation 



pedestrian levels of service at each of the intersections studies 
that fall into LOS F. 



Ped 4 — Provide crosswalk signalization at intersections where 	CCSF 
they do not exist already, such as Folsom and Beale Streets. 



Ped 5 — Provide cross-walk count-down signals at intersections 	CCSF 
and cross-walks immediately surrounding the new Transbay 
Terminal. 



Ped 6 — Ensure that Transbay Terminal design increases corner 	TWA & CCSF 
and sidewalk widths at the four intersections immediately 	DPW 
surrounding the Transbay Terminal. 



Ped 7 — Provide lights within crosswalks to warn when 	TWA 
pedestrians are present in the crosswalk, such as at the cross-walk 
associated with the mid-block bus loading area. 



of new Transbay 
Terminal 



Prior to opening 	CCSF 
of new Transbay 
Terminal 



Prior to opening 	CCSF 
of new Transbay 
Terminal 



During Transbay TWA 
Terminal design 
phase 



Prior to opening 	TWA 
of new Transbay 
Terminal 



DPT 



TWA will forward guidance to CCSF 
DPT 



TWA will forward guidance to CCSF 
DPT 



TWA and CCSF DPW, where 
applicable, to include sidewalk width 
expansion during preliminary & final 
design of new Transbay Terminal 



TWA to work with CCSF DPT to 
install cross-walk warnings 



Pre-Construction Activities 
PC 1— Complete a pre-construction building structural survey to TWA 
determine the integrity of existing buildings adjacent to and over 
the proposed Caltrain Downtown Extension. Use this survey to 
finalize detailed construction techniques along the alignment and 
as the baseline for monitoring construction impacts during and 
following construction. 



PC 2 — Contact and interview individual businesses along the 	TWA 
Caltrain Extension alignment to gather information and develop 
an understanding of how these businesses carry out their work. 
This survey will identify business usage, delivery/shipping 
patterns, and critical times of the day or year for business 
activities. Use this information to assist in: (a) the identification 



Prior to 	TWA 
	



TWA to perform building surveys 
preliminary 	 during preliminary engineering. TWA 
engineering, fmal 
	 to include measures to protect existing 



design and 
	



buildings in fmal design & 
construction 	 construction documents 



TWA to review design submittals, 
contract documents and construction 
activities to insure implementation 



During 	 TWA to perform business activity 
preliminary 	 survey during preliminary 
engineering, final 	 engineering. TWA to include 
design & 	 measures to maintain business 
construction 	 activities & access in final design and 



construction documents 
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Implementation 
of possible techniques during construction to maintain critical 
business activities, (b) analyze alternative access routes for 
customers and deliveries to businesses, (c) develop traffic control 
and detour plans, and (d) finalize construction practices. 



PC 3 — Complete detailed geotechnical investigation, including 	TWA 
additional sampling (drilling and core samples) and analyses of 
subsurface soil/rock conditions. Use this information to design 
the excavation and its support system to be used in the retained 
cut, cut-and-cover, and tunnel portions of the Caltrain Downtown 
Extension. 



PC 4 — Establish community construction information/ outreach 	TWA 
program to provide on-going dialogue among the TWA and the 
affected community regarding construction impacts and possible 
mitigation/solutions. Include dedicated personnel for an outreach 
office in the construction area to deal with construction 
coordination. 



PC 5 — Establish site and field offices located along the Caltrain 
Downtown Extension alignment. Field office staff, in 
conjunction with other staff, will: 



o Provide the community and businesses with a physical 
location where information pertaining to construction can be 
exchanged, 



o Enable TWA and JPB to better understand 
community/business needs during the construction period, 



o Allow TWA and JPB to participate in local events in an effort 
to promote public awareness of the project, 



TWA to review design submittals, 
contract documents and construction 
activities to insure implementation 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to obtain necessary permits 
preliminary 	 from CCSF prior to performing 
engineering & 
	



drilling. TWA to perform detailed 
final design 	 geotechnical investigation during 



preliminary engineering 



TWA to review design submittals, 
contract documents & construction 
activities to insure proper utilization of 
information obtained during 
investigation 



During 	TWA 
	



TWA to establish program during 
construction 
	 final design prior to construction 



TWA 
	



TWA to establish program during 
fmal design & continue during 
construction 



TJPA & JPB 	During 
construction 
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Responsibility 
	



Mitigation 
	Monitoring 
	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 
	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 



o Manage construction-related matters pertaining to the public, 



o Notify property owners, residences, and businesses of major 
construction activities (e.g., utility relocation/disruption and 
milestones, re-routing of delivery trucks), 



o Provide literature to the public and press, 



o Promote and provide presentations on the project via a 
Speakers Bureau, 



o Respond to phone inquires, 



o Coordinate business outreach programs, 



o Schedule promotional displays, and 



o Participate in community committees 



PC 6 — Implement an information phone line to provide 	TWA 
community members and businesses the opportunity to express 
their views regarding construction. Review calls received and, as 
appropriate, forward the message to the necessary party for action 
(e.g., utility company, fire department, the Resident Engineer in 
charge of construction operations). Information available from 
the telephone line will include current project schedule, dates for 
upcoming community meetings, notice of construction impacts, 
individual problem solving, construction complaints and general 
information. Phone service would be provided in English, 
Cantonese, and Spanish and would be operated on a 24-hour 
basis. 



PC 7 — Develop traffic management plans. Traffic management TWA 
plans to maintain access to all businesses will be prepared for 
areas affected by surface or cut-and-cover construction. In 
addition, daily cleaning of work areas would be performed by 
contractors for the duration of the construction period. 
Provisions would be contained in construction contracts to 



During 
	



TWA 
	



TWA to establish informational "Hot 
construction 
	



Line" during final design & continue 
during construction 



During 
	



TWA 
	



TWA to forward traffic management 
preliminary 	 plans to CCSF DPT for review & 
engineering, final 
	



approval. Include all requirements in 
design & 
	 construction documents & inspect 



construction 
	 implementation during construction 
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During 	TWA 
construction 



Prior to & during TWA 
construction 



During 	TWA 
construction 



During 	TWA 
preliminary 
engineering & 
construction 



TWA to initiate program during final 
design & continue during construction 



TWA to initiate signage program 
during final design and monitor 
contractors' installation during 
construction 



TWA to design flush decking during 
preliminary & final design, include in 
construction documents & insure 
installation during construction 



TWA to work with CCSF DPW on 
design of sidewalk plans during 
preliminary & final design & insure 
installation during construction 
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Mitigation 
	Monitoring 	Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



for 
	 Schedule 	Responsibility 



Implementation 
require the maintenance of driveway access to businesses to the 
extent feasible. 



General Construction Measures 
GC 1 — Disseminate information to community in a timely 	TWA 
manner regarding anticipated construction activities. 



GC 2 — Provide signage. Work with establishments affected by 	TWA 
construction activities to develop appropriate signage for display 
that directs both pedestrian and vehicular traffic to businesses via 
alternate routes. 



GC 3 — Install level deck. Install decking at the cut-and-cover 	TWA 
sections to be flush with the existing street or sidewalk levels. 



GC 4 — Provide for efficient sidewalk design and maintenance. 	TWA 
Wherever feasible, maintain sidewalks at the existing width 
during construction. Where a sidewalk must be temporarily 
narrowed during construction (e.g., deck installation), restore it to 
its original width during the majority of construction period. (In 
some places this may require placing the temporary sidewalk on 
the deck.) Each sidewalk design should be of good quality and 
approved by the Resident Engineer prior to construction. 
Handicapped access will be maintained during construction 
where feasible. 



GC 5 — Provide construction site fencing of good quality, capable TWA 
of supporting the accidental application of the weight of an adult 
without collapse or major deformation. Where covered 
walkways or other solid surface fencing is installed, establish a 
program to allow for art work (e.g., by local students) on the 
surface(s). 



During design & TWA 
	



TWA to work with CCSF DPW, 
construction 
	 incorporate requirements in 



construction documents and inspect 
installation during construction 
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During 	 TWA 
construction 



During 	 TWA 
construction 



During 	 TWA 
construction 



During 	 TWA 
construction 



During 	 TWA 
construction 



During 	 TWA 
construction 



During 	 TWA 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
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Monitoring 
	



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 
for 
	



Schedule 
	Responsibility 



Implementation 



Air Emissions — Construction 
AC 1— Assure that, as part of the contract provisions, the project 
contractor is required to implement the measures below at all 
project construction sites. 



AC 2 — Water all active construction areas at least twice daily. 	TWA 
Ordinance 175-91, passed by the San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors on May 6, 1991, requires that non-potable water be 
used for dust control activities; therefore the project contractor 
would be required to obtain reclaimed water from the City's 
Clean Water Program or other appropriate sources. 



AC 3 — Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose 
	



TWA 
materials or require all trucks to maintain at least two feet of 
freeboard. 



AC 4 — Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) 
	



TWA 
soil stabilizers on all unpaved access roads, parking areas and 
staging areas at construction sites. 



AC 5 — Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access 
	



TWA 
roads, parking areas and staging areas at construction sites. 



AC 6 — Sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil 
	



TWA 
material is carried onto adjacent public streets. 



AC 7 — Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to 
	



TWA 
prevent silt runoff to public roadways. 



AC 8 — Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as 
	



TWA 
possible. 



AC 9 — Minimize use of on-site diesel construction equipment, 	TWA 



During 
	



TWA 
	



Include requirements in contract 
construction 
	



documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 
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During 
construction 



During 
construction 



TWA 



TWA 



TWA 



TWA 



TWA 



TWA 



TWA 



TWA 



Monitoring 
Responsibility 



MITIGATION MEASURE 
	



Responsibility 
for 



Implementation 
particularly unnecessary idling. 



AC 10 — Shut off construction equipment to reduce idling when 	TWA 
not in direct use. 



AC 11 — Where feasible, replace diesel equipment with 
	



TWA 
electrically powered machinery. 



AC 12 — Locate diesel engines, motors, or equipment as far away TWA 
as possible from existing residential areas. 



AC 13 — Properly tune and maintain all diesel power equipment. TWA 



AC 14 — Suspend grading operations during first and second 	TWA 
stage smog alerts, and during high winds, i.e., greater than 25 
miles per hour. 
AC 15 — Upon completion of the construction phase, buildings 	TWA 
with visible signs of dirt and debris from the construction site 
shall be power washed and/or painted (given that permission is 
obtained from the property owner to gain access to and wash the 
property with no fee charged by the owner). 



Visual/Aesthetics — Construction 
VA 1 — Assure that construction crews working at night direct 	TWA 
any artificial lighting onto the work site in order to minimize 
"spill over" light or glare effects on adjacent areas. 



VA 2 — Assure that contractors make all efforts possible to 	TWA 
minimize specific aesthetic and visual effects of construction 
identified by neighborhood businesses and residents. 



Monitoring Actions/Schedule 



documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 
Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Include requirements in contract 
documents & monitor construction 
activities to insure compliance 



Mitigation 
Schedule 



construction 



During 
construction 



During 
construction 



During 
construction 



During 
construction 



During & 
following 
construction 
During 
construction 
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